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Map 4 A roadmap to Santa María Chiquimula’s municipal and local authorities  
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1. Representing Mayas. Introduction to the field and to the book 
 
 

A SNAPSHOT FROM QUETZALTENANGO, GUATEMALA, 1995 
When the indigenous civic committee Xel-jú won the municipal elections of Quetzaltenango 
in 1995, euphoria spread around all of Maya Guatemala. It was the first time an Indian, a 
Maya K’iche, would be governing Guatemala’s second largest city, a city that had always 
been marked by exclusion of and discrimination toward the indigenous population. 
Newspaper headlines read: “Rigoberto Quemé Chay: Quetzaltenango’s first Mayan Mayor;”1 
and: “After 124 years, Indian is elected mayor of Quetzaltenango.”2 Xel-jú’s victory and 
subsequent tenure in office turned Quetzaltenango’s political and social structures upside 
down. In the words of Ricardo Cajas, one of the founders of Xel-jú, it “reduced overt racism, 
broke down the myth of indigenous deficiency, and proved that it is not true that, because of 
our nature, we are not capable of governing a city.”3 Being indigenous became something to 
be proud of. Another part of the population, mostly non-Indian or Ladinos, traditional power 
holders of the city, reacted with fear, anger, and distrust: How could Indians—they asked—
despised for their numerous incapabilities, govern a city like Quetzaltenango? Within days the 
city was covered with graffiti that demanded that “indio Quemé”4 resign from office. He did 
not. Instead he became one of the Guatemala’s most celebrated indigenous leaders. 

 
ANOTHER SNAPSHOT, FROM SANTA MARÍA CHIQUIMULA, GUATEMALA, 2003  
It all started on Maundy Thursday, 2003. As was the custom, the inhabitants of Santa María 
Chiquimula, a rural municipio5 in Guatemala’s Western highlands, visited their departed 
loved ones at the graveyard and had their lunches and dinners, listened to music on their 
ramshackle radios, and drank alcohol on and around the neatly decorated pantheons. The 
religious brotherhoods (cofradías) conducted their processions with their saints, with the civil 
authorities participating according to the usos y costumbres6 of Santa María Chiquimula. The 
“Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor” (an indigenous authority elected within the 
traditional system of community service) supervised the activities, together with the 
municipal police. On this Maundy Thursday of Holy Week, the Mayores and Alguaciles of 
the Corridor encountered a drunk urinating in the street and mistreating his wife (according to 
some rumors with a gun in his hand). In accordance with the local custom of Santa María 
Chiquimula, they locked the drunk up in the local prison in the atrium of the Catholic Church 

                                                 
 

1 El Regional, February 2-8, 1996. 
2 El Quetzalteco, December 30, 1995. 
3 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, May 10, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
4 “Indio” is a very abusive term in Spanish for Indian.  
5 Municipio is an administrative unit in Guatemala roughly analogous to a “township” in the United States. A 
municipio consists of a cabecera municipal (head village) and several smaller (sometimes up to sixty) cantones 
or aldeas (which I will mostly refer to as communities). The municipio is governed by the municipal council. 
Each of Guatemala’s 22 departments is divided into municipios, Guatemala consists of 333 municipios. 
6 Usos y costumbres literally means uses and customs and refers to sets of regulations and traditions that are part 
of indigenous law. 
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for one day and fined him ten quetzales.7 However, not long thereafter the (also indigenous) 
Community Court concluded that this had been an illegal detention. According to them, the 
customary law the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor practiced, “was not right,” and 
they were not allowed to continue this part of the usos y costumbres. The Mayores and 
Alguaciles reacted by stating that they felt betrayed by this decision, which in the end resulted 
in the abolition “by decree” of this traditional indigenous authority. The majority of the local 
authorities of the municipio cast their votes in the general meeting in favor of “discontinuing 
the costumbre,” which meant an immediate withdrawal of the Mayores and Alguaciles from 
the municipal corridor and the disappearance of a whole range of traditional practices related 
to that service, which had, in the words of the elders, “been handed down by our ancestors.”  

 
The events described in the two above snapshots occurred after “the stunning (re)emergence 
of indigenous peoples as political actors in Latin America since the 1980s” (García 2005: 4). 
Scholars have called this “The Return of the Native” (Kuper 2003), and “The Return of the 
Indian” (Albó 1991), and have asked “Will the Real Indians Please Stand Up?” (Mattiace 
2005), and “Who Are the Indians?” (Field 1994), reflecting an ongoing debate among 
scholars and activists regarding the meaning of “Indian,” “indigenous” and “native.” Scholars 
have studied how indigenous movements successfully entered national, regional and 
international stages to create political spaces (Van Cott 2000a, Brysk 2000, Yashar 1996, 
2000) and re-appropriated their own identity by constructing unified indigenous identities, 
detaching community-bound elements of Indianness from their localities and bringing them 
into the political arena (Warren 1998, Nelson 1999, Sieder 2002). Contesting the meaning of 
indigeneity became political practice and Indians became relabeled as Maya, Kuna, and 
Aymara.8 This has resulted in an “emerging regional model of constitutional 
multiculturalism” in Latin America (Van Cott 2000: 17). Indigenous peoples as political 
actors have sought to overcome ethnic exclusion through claiming collective indigenous 
rights within this model of multiculturalism as a way of constituting ethnic citizenship. 
Ethnicity became a platform for claiming the collective rights of the indigenous peoples. 
Indigenous movements demanded ethnic citizenship in order to be part of the democracies 
that were being constructed in Latin America after decades of authoritarian regimes and civil 
wars. 

How is one to understand the two snapshots presented above, accounts that reveal 
some of the ambiguities of the constitution of local level multicultural democracy and 
perceptions on ethnic citizenship in this context of “the Return of the Indian?” The two 
snapshots, which serve as a point of departure for the analysis of local level constructions and 

                                                 
 

7 1 Euro is more or less ten quetzales. 
8 In this book I will use indigenous, Indian and Maya to refer to the indigenous populations. I will use “Indian” 
to refer to early views on the indigenous population: marginalized. I will use the term Maya as Bastos and 
Camus proposed. “Maya” is a “self-identification with a political connotation, which is not only evident, but 
used consciousnessly by the persons that call themselves Maya” (Bastos & Camus 2003: 18). It is a mode of 
self-identification that is freely chosen and not imposed from the outside. Whereas “indio” and “indígena” 
originate from colonialism, “Maya” refers to a shared glorious past. See also “A note on terminology and 
presentation” at the end of this Introduction. 
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imaginings of multicultural democracies, show that constructing ethnic citizenship is a far 
more complex and slippery process than is reflected in multicultural legislation that is often 
premised on constructions of shared indigenous identities in which “the” Indian as a national 
political actor makes claims for “the” indigenous population. This book seeks to deconstruct 
this image of “the” Indian, and stressed the importance of local contentious practices in the 
ambiguous process of constructing ethnic citizenship.  

 
THE RETURN OF THE INDIAN? 
“Celebrating the return of the Indian,” as Postero and Zamosc have called the ongoing debate 
about indigenous peoples as emerging political actors, at first led to studies exploring the 
factors that accounted for the emergence of indigenous movements at the beginning of the 
1990s (Postero & Zamosc 2004: 2). Scholars have identified several factors that have led to 
the emergence of indigenous movements. The work of Yashar (1996, 2005) shows how, in 
the 1980s, indigenous movements arose as a reaction to the different ways that processes of 
economic globalization and democratization affected the indigenous population in Latin 
America. Despite the democratization process, poverty, injustice, economic exploitation and 
violation of human rights remained structural conditions under which the indigenous people 
lived (Yashar 1996: 97). States failed to uphold rights associated with democracy, and citizens 
could not practice the civil and political rights that the new democratic regimes claimed to 
uphold. Corporate forms of representation had been dismantled without establishing more 
effective forms of individual representation and mediation, leaving mostly women, the poor 
and indigenous peoples without effective access to state resources, and with an unreliable 
judicial and bureaucratic state apparatus (Sieder 1997). Whereas corporatist citizen regimes 
had managed corporatist modes of interest mediation, had granted indigenous peoples social 
rights, and had freed them from forced labor, neoliberal citizen regimes primarily promoted 
political and civil rights. Organized social sectors lost their main means of assessing and 
influencing the state as neoliberal citizenship celebrated the “individual as political subject of 
citizenship” (Yashar 2005: 49).  

Apart from the change from corporate to neoliberal citizen regime, Yashar (2005) 
defined two more criteria for the emergence of indigenous movements: “transcommunity 
networks” and the “political associational space.” Organizational capacity and networks 
proved to be key elements for the emergence of indigenous movements. Those networks have 
been provided by states, churches and NGO’s, among others, and linked indigenous identities 
that historically had been embedded in local communities. Networks provided the space for 
indigenous leaders to meet, to develop strategies, to identify common problems and construct 
a common indigenous identity (Yashar 2005: 71). The “political associational space” refers to 
the existence of freedom of expression; it is the political opportunity to organize (Yashar 
2005: 76). Thus, democratization processes as well as neoliberalism created more room for 
social and indigenous movements. Indigenous groups began to use this space in order to 
define—and advocate for—social, political and economic change (Postero & Zamosc 2004: 
21-22), contesting Indian-State relations in a “language of rights.” 

Alison Brysk added an international component to the analysis of the emergence of 
indigenous movements. Indigenous groups have consistently turned to the international 
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community because of lack of democracy and adequate institutional structures in their own 
countries. Some of those movements even gained access to their own governments through 
international participation (Brysk 1996, 2000). Brysk argues that indigenous movements are 
based on identity and consciousness, and that they communicate their demands on the 
national and international level in a language of rights. As a result, the international struggle 
for indigenous collective rights has shaped indigenous identities on the one hand and 
demanded that governments would reconsider the pluri-ethnic character of Latin American 
nation-states on the other (Brysk 1996; 2000). The international community in its turn has 
expressed concern for indigenous rights through the Draft on United Nations Declaration on 
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 1993 (Brysk 1996: 38) and in declaring 1993 the “Year of 
Indigenous Peoples” as well as the first year of the Decade of Indigenous Peoples (1993-
2003). The award of the Nobel Prize to the Maya K’iche Rigoberta Menchú Tum and the 
marking of the 500th anniversary of the Spanish Conquest also helped accelerate this process.  

New Social Movement scholars (see for example Alvarez, Dagnino & Escobar 1998) 
focused more on how indigenous populations came to organize on the basis of their 
indigenous identity, rather than identifying institutional circumstances. Later alternative 
models of citizenship that indigenous movements proposed became the focus of research 
(Postero 2004: 192). Indigenous claims for ethnic citizenship profoundly challenge the idea of 
the homogenous nation-state that long prevailed in Latin-America, as they not only demand 
universal rights, among which the right to political participation, but also indigenous rights, 
based on ethnic origins.9 Indigenous movements also claim the right to “participate in the very 
definition of the political system, the right to define that in which they wish to be included” 
(Alvarez, Dagnino & Escobar 1998: 21). This makes “the Indian Question” a question of 
nationhood (Postero & Zamosc 2004: 6). Indigenous peoples are defining their own way 
towards nation building, and have become political actors in their own right (De La Peña 
2005: 731) and the politics they participate in is a “politics of recognition” (Taylor 1992). The 
discourse of multiculturalism managed by contemporary Latin American states at minimum 
entails the recognition of cultural difference, but also involves complicated legal and political 
matters (Hale 2002: 492). Identity and distinction have become criteria for citizenship, and 
identity and recognition have become closely related concepts (Taylor 1992, García 2005).  

Thus, “identity” and in this case “indigenous identity” plays an important role in the 
construction of the multicultural democracy and ethnic citizenship, as part of the politics of 
recognition. Many studies have been dedicated to showing how the construction of an 
indigenous identity was able to overcome local cleavages, how indigenous movements 
successfully transcended localized communities by embracing a broader indigenous identity 
on the basis of which ethnic citizenship is claimed (see e.g. Yashar 1996; Brysk 2000). At the 
same time, however, indigenous localities are also sites where notions of indigeneity are 
debated and where the ambivalent, and sometimes even contradictory, results of constitutional 
multiculturalism become visible.10 This study is centered on those local “articulations of 
indigenous identity.” Such local articulations cannot be explained by focusing on indigenous 

                                                 
 

9 For a more elaborate discussion on universal and ethnic citizenship see Chapter 2 and Chapter 10. 
10 For excellent examples see Lauer (2006) and García (2005). 
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movements that operate within international arenas such as the United Nations or that lobby 
with national governments. They are, however, important for understanding the bumpy 
process of constituting multicultural democracies and ethnic citizenship as Indians “on the 
margins” construct nation following their own pathways (Canessa 2005). As the Santa María 
Chiquimula snapshot shows, inhabitants of indigenous municipios do not take the existence of 
indigenous authorities for granted. This does not, however, mean that they do not identify as 
Indian and/or Maya K’iche. In Quetzaltenango the election of a Mayan mayor encountered a 
lot of resistance from the non-Indian part of the city’s population and his election led to 
discussions among the indigenous part of the population about what kind of municipal 
policies would be “authentically Indian.” Thus, “who the Indians really are” is far from a 
fixed notion. 

This notion also raises questions about how to conceptualize indigenous identity. In 
the anthropology of Meso-America the idea of culturally distinct Mayan communities has 
long prevailed. Guatemalan municipios distinguish themselves by speaking their own Mayan 
language or dialect; endogamous marriage; and local traje (traditional indigenous dress), 
culture and value systems (Watanabe 1992: 5), dividing Mayas from Ladinos, both within 
communities and within Guatemala as a whole. Anthropologists have used Wolf’s (1957) idea 
of the closed corporate (self-sufficient, particularized, encysted) community intensively to 
study indigenous communities in Mesoamerica. In contrast to traditional anthropologists such 
as Tax (1937, 1941), who considered the indigenous municipio as something “essentially 
Maya,” Wolf conceptualized the municipio as a “creature of Spanish Conquest” (Wolf 1957: 
7), a shell wherein indigenous populations developed their own institutions and sources of 
prestige through community service, which fostered a common, community-bound identity 
(Wolf 1957). When in the 1980s the Mayan Movement began to detach elements of local 
indigenous identity from their community and thus construct a shared pan-Mayan identity, 
anthropologists began to use more constructionist and postmodern ideas to explain this 
resurgence and re-creation of indigenous identity. 

In this book I will consider indigenous identity as an ethnic identity as manifested in 
dynamic interaction with Ladino (or mestizo) identity. In a general sense, ethnicity can be 
described as a process of social interaction that takes place between different social 
categories, in which groups distinguish themselves on the basis of somatic features, language, 
common origins or descent (real or invented), cultural features, shared history, economic 
characteristics, values and religion (See Banks 1996; Baud et al. 1994; Eriksen 1993). Ethnic 
identity refers to the self-identification of collectivities or individuals with such distinctive 
traits. The constitution of ethnicity and ethnic identity involves both self-ascription and 
ascription by other ethnic or social categories. Ethnicity can be used as a strategy to obtain 
certain goals, but no utilitarian function of ethnicity can ever be separated from either the 
culture or the feelings of belongingness of any particular ethnic group (Koonings & Silva 
1999). Scholars such as Hale (2006) have recently proposed that indigenous identity in 
Guatemala be approached using the category of race. According to Hale, analyzing Indian-
Ladino relations in terms of race would reveal the vertical power structures that exist between 
Indian and non-Indian social categories. Although “race” is indeed a prominent category 
within Guatemala’s empirical reality and daily life, I find ethnicity more theoretically relevant 
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to the study of those mechanisms, because it includes the notions of change, dynamism and 
multi-layeredness, notions we need to comprehend the material that is presented in this book.  

Still, a dynamic and multi-layered approach to indigenous identity does not give us all 
the tools to understand the often ambivalent and even contradictory outcomes and 
reproductions of national discourses on indigeneity and multiculturalism at the local level. To 
get a better grip on those processes I will use the notion of “articulation” as developed by Hall 
(1996) and eloquently used by Clifford (2001), Li (2000) and García (2005), among others. 
This perception is not only extremely insightful and useful in analyzing local processes, but 
also allows analyzing indigeneity and Mayaness as rooted in local as well as national 
processes and power relations. By articulation I mean a “form of connection that can make a 
unity of two different elements, under certain conditions” (Hall 1996: 141). Focusing on 
different articulations allows us to see “continuing struggles across a terrain, portions of 
which are captured by changing alliances, hooking and unhooking particular elements” 
(Clifford 2001: 478). This book explores how indigenous identity is articulated at the local 
level in Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula. I seek to grab and analyze other 
interpretations of Mayaness than those that have emerged from research on national identity 
constructions and movements. Studying local level practices and debates about these matters 
allows a critical discussion of the impact of global/national indigenous discourses that are 
taking place.  

The two snapshots showed that the workings of national narratives on indigeneity are 
all but one dimensional at the local level. The arena of municipal government in Guatemala is 
a relevant site to study local dynamics of indigeneity and the dilemmas of the constitution of 
multicultural democracy for several reasons. First, municipal and local authorities are 
important actors in the constitution of multicultural democracy at the local level. Second, 
municipal government and the local administration of indigenous municipios is a site where 
many different actors meet: traditional indigenous authorities, local politicians affiliated with 
political parties, and community judges, among others. Those encounters all produce different 
articulations of indigeneity. Finally, the very existence of certain actors in this field of force, 
such as principales and several community services, are regarded as “essentially indigenous” 
by indigenous movements. These movements claim the existence of those authorities as part 
of their indigenous rights, as part of their ethnic citizenship. Thus, local officeholders and 
authorities participate in the constitution of multicultural democracy and the politics of 
identity in various ways.  

The two snapshots already introduced different actors who participate in the 
constitution of multicultural democracy: the Maya Movement, municipal mayors, local 
officeholders and indigenous authorities. They do so in the aftermath of a brutal internal 
conflict that claimed mostly indigenous victims.11 Part of the democratization process is the 
re-imagination of Guatemala as a pluri-ethnic nation-state instead of a nation without Indians. 
The 1995 “Accord on the Identity and Rights of the Indigenous Population” (AIDPI), 
envisioned a new conceptualization of the nation-state—in effect, a new proyecto de nación 

                                                 
 

11 See Chapter 1 for more on the internal conflict. 
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(Handy 2000: 5). The Accord on Identity recognized the pluri-ethnic and multilingual 
character of Guatemalan society for the first time in its history and established, among other 
rights, the right of the indigenous population to establish their own authority systems, the 
practice of indigenous law, and to be represented in governmental bodies at both the local and 
national level.  

The Maya Movement and local indigenous authorities all play their own part in the 
construction of a multicultural democracy in Guatemala, claiming and contesting their 
universal and ethnic citizenship rights at the same time. The Maya Movement advances 
proposals, lobbies and debates at the national level. Mayas have entered the national political 
landscape, participating in national politics on the basis of their Mayan identity. On the local 
level, indigenous municipal mayors and local office holders are able to choose to give more 
importance to “indigenous” issues in their policies and in the attitude they adopt towards 
traditional indigenous forms of governance. Indigenous authorities outside the official 
structures, such as the “Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor” or principales constitute a 
marker of Mayan identity—albeit one that is hotly debated—by their very existence, and by 
their actions.  

It is, however, not at all easy to construct a multicultural democracy and defining 
ethnic citizenship rights. At the national level there is still a lot of resistance towards the 
recognition of Guatemala as a multicultural society, a resistance that became very clear when 
the constitutional reforms designed to legally constitute the nation-state along such lines were 
rejected in 1999.12 In the media, intellectuals and newspaper columnists still fiercely debate 
the recognition of indigenous law and legal pluralism. Notwithstanding the presence of 
Mayan intellectuals on the editorial pages of Guatemala’s newspapers, the indigenous 
population and their culture are often portrayed as folklore, rather than as representing a vital 
part of the Guatemala’s current reality, and as full and equal partners in the construction of 
democracy. The internal conflict destroyed social cohesion and altered community relations at 
the local level. The presence of persons who had participated in the civil war—as military 
commanders, civil patrollers or guerrilleros—in important positions within their communities, 
creates impediments on the road to the construction of democracy. Political parties and 
religious tensions have fostered further polarizations. In recent years, numerous lynchings 
have painfully brought to the fore the explosiveness of community relations, laying bare the 
lack of confidence among the indigenous population in both the political process and the 
poorly functioning legal system (see for example Glebbeek 2003).  

Hence, “the stunning (re)emergence of indigenous peoples as political actors in Latin 
America since the 1980s” is not without its problems. It is in this arena that the Maya 
Movement makes claims for universal and ethnic citizenship with indigenous rights based on 
ethnic origins. An important reference point in this struggle is the aforementioned Accord on 
Identity. In the first snapshot I introduced the civic committee Xel-jú, which won the 
municipal elections of Quetzaltenango, as part of this Maya Movement. Xel-jú is a local 
political movement, formed with the objective of winning elections and governing in an 

                                                 
 

12 See Chapter 1 on the referendum. 
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indigenous and Mayan way. Although Xel-jú supports the demands of the Maya Movement 
for specific indigenous rights, the committee itself strives for change through claiming 
political citizenship and working to change the system from within. Xel-jú as an indigenous 
political organization articulates a shared Mayan identity and strives to gain access to 
universal citizenship rights through governing a Mayan way. However, this is a contentious 
local practice, as being indigenous or Maya in Quetzaltenango—and elsewhere in 
Guatemala—has any different meanings, meanings that are often shaped by socio-economic 
positions. 

In this book I consider local government as an arena where new forms of citizenship 
are constructed and where indigenous identity is constantly contested and practiced; an arena 
that “elucidates patterns of cotidian struggle, endeavor, persistence, fortitude, adaptation, 
acceptance, and so on” (Restall & Hostettler 2001: x). In Guatemala, as elsewhere in Latin 
America, indigenous populations have elected representatives of their own ethnic group, 
improving their “descriptive representation” (Mansbridge in Van Cott 2006: 1). Indigenous 
mayors—in 2003 one third of Guatemala’s 331 mayors were of indigenous origin—claim 
their political rights through participating in municipal elections. Having entered this site of 
political participation, indigenous mayors can give form to municipal government in different 
ways. Whether they do this in an “indigenous” way, or in which indigenous way, depends on 
the meaning they attach to being indigenous. In Bolivia, for example, indigenous municipal 
government incorporated local ethnic traditions into its governing practices (Van Cott 2006: 
9). However, Lauer’s research shows us that decentralization in Venezuela produced 
indigenous municipal governors that were not considered “authentic” by indigenous 
movements (Lauer 2006). 

The meaning of being indigenous is not only shaped by the relationships of indigenous 
people with “the other” ethnic group, the Ladinos, but also by internal dynamics of class, 
religion, political affiliation and both rural-urban and national-local differences. This dynamic 
results in a complex web of changing ideas and practices. The aim of this book is to explore 
and analyze those dynamics through the unraveling of several cases in which “indigenous 
government” is contested and indigeneity articulated. In doing this I explore two ways in 
which the State can give form to the multicultural character of the societies they govern, and 
along which indigenous movements have centered their political claims: universal citizenship 
rights and ethnic rights. Xel-jú as a civic committee has claimed the political, universal 
citizenship rights to participate in local political processes. They do this as indigenous 
political subjects, as Maya K’iche’s, articulating Maya K’iche identity. Chiquimultecos use 
their universal citizenship rights to contest or even reject what they call “duties” rather than 
and “indigenous rights.” 

 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND FIELD SETTINGS 
The idea for this research originated in 1998 when I was doing fieldwork in San Juan Atitán, 
Huehuetenango, for my master’s thesis. Before moving to this Mam municipio I had lived 
two months in the capital, Guatemala City, where I did an internship in a popular Mayan 
organization. Living in San Juan Atitán, I was struck by the different ways in which Mayan 
indigenous identity was articulated in those two places. Whereas Mayas working in the 
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capital’s NGO’s constantly referred to Mayan rights and authenticity, the sanjuanos applied a 
much more local language in their articulations of indigeneity. 

Although this experience helped me enormously in drafting a careful and thorough 
research proposal before going into the field, the focus of the research shifted drastically 
during the course of my fieldwork in 2002. When I started out this research I wanted to find 
out which views the Maya Movement had about both “traditional” indigenous authorities and 
indigenous mayors, and about the role of the latter in the democratic reconstruction of the 
country. Considering the rise of elected indigenous mayors as part of the democratization 
process—as it undoubtedly is—I aimed to focus my research on their role as protagonists in 
implementing multicultural democracy rather than as political subjects shaping different 
Mayan and indigenous identities. However, the more time I spent in the field, the more I came 
to see a focus on identity as a more viable approach as this would allow me to include 
different articulations of Mayaness and indigeneity in my research. Hence, I came to consider 
municipal government not as the main subject of the study, but as a site wherein constructed 
indigenous identities take shape, are contested and practiced. 

In accordance with the literature I had studied, I had assumed that the existence of 22 
different linguistic groups, on the one hand, and the close relationship of Mayan identity to 
place, on the other, together posed serious problems for the construction of a shared Mayan 
identity (e.g. Warren 1998; Fischer 2001). For that reason I had planned to focus my research 
on the Maya Movement and on two different linguistic communities. Although cultural and 
historical differences do challenge the construction of a pan-Mayan identity, I encountered 
many other factors that shaped indigenous and Maya awareness, and the many ways that local 
community and nation were imagined in different localities. I became more interested in 
processes of identity formation at the local level. I made the decision to leave the Maya 
Movement out of my fieldwork, largely because so many others had done excellent research 
on this subject and written eloquently about it (e.g., Bastos & Camus: 1995, 2003; Gálvez & 
Borell 1997; Warren 1998; and Fischer & Brown 1996). This allowed me to sharpen my focus 
on local meanings of “indigenous,” “indio” and “Maya.”  

So I ended up studying how indigenous identity takes shape, and how that identity is 
given meaning within the context of the governing of a municipio. Reviewing my research 
questions after having shifted my focus, I came to the conclusion that the questions 
themselves had not changed that much. Instead, it was rather the perspective of analysis, the 
focus of interpretation that had shifted. The central question that guided this study was 
formulated as follows: How do the views and actions of municipal and local indigenous 
authorities dynamically interact with national and local-level notions of Mayaness in the local 
politics of identity? From this central question, three distinct lines of research emerged: first, 
the exploration of national and local narratives with respect to indigenous and Mayan identity 
constructions. Second, an analysis of how the indigenous population participates in spaces of 
participation defined by the State as a way to claim universal and ethnic citizenship. Third, the 
way the indigenous population gives form to their claim-making through participation in sites 
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that have been defined as characteristically Maya, such as the cargo system and groups of 
principales.13 

The first line of research, the exploration of narratives of indigenous identity, led me 
to examine the interplay between national and local identity narratives with respect to both the 
circumstances under which they were shaped and the specific ways in which they were 
articulated. More specifically, I wanted to know how indigenous and Mayan authorities and 
leaders in Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula gave meaning to their “being 
indigenous” and how those meanings were shaped by class, religion, education, urban-rural 
differences and political affiliation. I hope that knowing this would help me understand how 
these leaders looked at governmental practices, contributing to a broader discussion on 
Mayaness and indigenous forms of government through the identification and examination of 
daily struggles about indigenous identity. Local articulations of identity are shaped by 
national narratives, translated into policies, legislation, and proposals. Therefore this line of 
research also led me to examine the legislative possibilities for indigenous authorities, the 
proposals of the Maya Movement towards indigenous government, and the attitudes of other 
actors in the field such as judges and national level politicians. Mayan and non-Mayan NGO’s 
also play an important role in this process, since they train indigenous authorities regarding 
relevant legislation, human rights and indigenous rights, and the content of the Peace 
Accords. In this way they shape local interpretations of indigeneity. 

The second line of research, the focus on participation, representation and claim-
making through the municipal council, directed me towards the social organization of 
Quetzaltenango, where Xel-jú was struggling to change the power structures in the municipio 
through indigenous representation in the municipal council. This line of inquiry permitted me 
to examine how the indigenous civic committee Xel-jú became an important political actor 
and a source of Maya K’iche leadership in Quetzaltenango and to explore how Xel-jú 
experimented in governing in “the Mayan way.” It also allowed me to look behind Xel-jú’s 
policies and discourses and evaluate how local leaders from Quetzaltenango’s outskirts and 
rural areas interpreted this form of indigenous government and to disclose the different stands 
of rural Indians and urban Mayas towards ethnic and universal citizenship claims. 

The third line of inquiry drew me to Santa María Chiquimula where the debate about 
the cargo system and its inherent usos y costumbres tends to be very heated. My examination 
of the functioning of the cargo system led me to explore the tension that clearly existed 
between the rural hinterlands and the main village of the municipio (“Centro Población”) on 
the one hand, and between the Community Court and the ‘traditional’ indigenous authority, 
on the other. It allowed me to explore the different perceptions of, and meanings ascribed to, 
the cargo system and to an examination of how different actors in Santa María Chiquimula 
contested the meaning of customary and indigenous law as an articulation of Mayan identity. 

 

                                                 
 

13 The cargo system is a hierarchical system of services that combines administrative offices of civil as well as 
religious life and has been called “the heart of the community” (Chance 1996) and the core of Maya social 
structure (Tax 1937). See Chapter 7, 8 and 9 on Santa María Chiquimula.  
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My choice for Quetzaltenango—the “Greatest Indian City in the World” (Thompson, quoted 
in Grandin 2002: 25)—was an easy one for me to make. With Rigoberto Quemé Chay having 
been elected the first Maya mayor of Quetzaltenango in 1995, I had to go there. Of course, 
Quetzaltenango had more going for it than a Maya mayor to make it an interesting site for 
research on indigenous government. As the second largest city of Guatemala and the 
unofficial capital of the Mayan Western highlands, Quetzaltenango was at the very centre of 
Maya K’iche activism. With its population of approximately equal numbers of Ladinos and 
Mayas, a small indigenous Maya K’iche bourgeoisie, and many, many poor Indians, 
Quetzaltenango is also marked by profound racism. Until the election of Rigoberto Quemé 
Chay, Quetzaltenango’s indigenous population had been excluded from the economic, 
political and cultural arenas. Those characteristics, I presumed, would generate dynamics 
different from those that were to be found in a small, rural and Ladino-free municipio. 

Quetzaltenango is divided into 23 cantones, which are smaller administrative units, 
each represented by an auxiliary mayor (alcaldes auxiliares). In these cantones the people are 
poor. Roads are bad, the houses are small and without water, and women walk for hours to get 
to a place where they can wash their clothes. There is little access to health care and 
education. Municipal mayors in Quetzaltenango always historically tended to neglect the rural 
zones beyond the inner urban ring. Although lower and upper middle class Mayas who live in 
urban areas are better off economically, they confront explicit and implicit racism in 
educational and professional circles on a daily basis. Indigeneity serves as a visible marker of 
social exclusion among the middle and upper middle classes, and Indians have no access 
whatsoever to exclusive social circles such as the famous Club Tenís. In this context 
Rigoberto Quemé Chay won the elections in 1995, and again in 1999, backed by the 
indigenous civic committee Xel-jú.  

The choice of Santa María Chiquimula came to me more gradually. In Quetzaltenango 
I had focused on the way Mayas and Indians claimed their (universal) political citizenship 
rights through participating in municipal electoral processes, and how they gave meaning to 
their indigenous and/or Mayan K’iche identity in doing this. It appeared that the way 
indigeneity was articulated was shaped by socio-economic position rather than along 
linguistic lines. Because of the complexity of the dynamics within the linguistic group (the 
K’iche in this case) I chose another K’iche municipio to study whether and how the 
population of an almost completely indigenous municipio expresses Maya articulations of 
indigenous identity.  

After having read different books published by NGOs about Maya political 
organization and talking to people in these NGOs, I picked Santa María Chiquimula for 
several reasons. First, it belonged to the K’iche linguistic community and was almost 
completely inhabited by K’iche speakers. This made it very different from Quetzaltenango, 
where Maya-Ladino relations shaped much of the Maya demands. My second reason had to 
do with a similarity between the two localities: namely, Santa María Chiquimula and 
Quetzaltenango share the same economic and political history. Many Chiquimultecos are 
connected to Quetzaltenango in various ways, either they study there, have lived there, or sell 
or buy merchandise there. And, last but not least, there was in Santa María Chiquimula an 
indigenous authority called Mayorib Ajchimiab, “Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor,” 
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which had the customary right to fulfill functions of the police. The rural representatives of 
the 16 cantones of the municipio, the auxiliary mayors, were coordinated and represented by 
the auxiliary council of Chuacorral, constituting functions of an Alcaldía Indígena.14 The 
Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor and the auxiliatura of Chuacorral were examples of 
those authorities the Maya Movement considered an expression of Mayan identity. Claiming 
ethnic citizenship would entail demanding respect and the continuation of this kind of 
indigenous authority. Thus, Santa María Chiquimula was an evident place to study other 
articulations and expressions of Mayaness and indigenous identity.  

Santa María Chiquimula is located in the mountains of Totonicapán and populated by 
30.000 inhabitants of whom 92% identify as Maya K’iche. The municipio is administered by 
the municipal council, and auxiliary mayors represent the 16 cantones (called “Los 16”). So 
far, the municipal organization in Santa María Chiquimula is structured along the same lines 
as in Quetzaltenango. It goes beyond the scope of this Introduction to explain all the different 
actors inside and outside the cargo system, but I will mention the most important. The body of 
auxiliary mayors is coordinated by the aforementioned auxiliatura of Chuacorral. Most 
cantones are guided and directed by a group of principales, an authoritative body which is 
often regarded as something distinctively Mayan (see for example COPMAGUA 1999). Then 
there was, until its later demise, the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor who take care of 
the municipal palace and the drunks in the streets. The religious brotherhoods or cofradías are 
still an important element in the traditional organization of the municipio. And finally, there is 
the Community Court.15 The Community Court was established by the State as an attempt to 
provide an institutional space for the application of “customary law” and is allowed and 
encouraged to use indigenous law in its jurisprudence. Many Mayanists, however, consider 
this a co-opting of indigenous law by the State.  

To my surprise—and also, to a certain extent, to my disappointment—the inhabitants 
of Santa María Chiquimula had decided to abolish the Mayores and Alguaciles of the 
Corridor a couple of months before I arrived. In the end, however, this proved to be the 
perfect way to explore the nature of the discussions about the cargo system that were taking 
place in the municipio. The debate about the cargo system in daily life (and not as an 
indigenous right) was very lively and heated. An analysis of this debate and all that 
surrounded it, revealed different sites in which the meaning of indigenous and Mayan identity 
was contested: differences between the “Centro Población” and the rural cantones; differences 
and tensions between costumbristas, evangelicals and Catholics; differences between those 
who know national legislation, such as the Municipal and penal Code, and who do not. The 
tensions within the cargo system, the meaning of customary and indigenous law, and the 
relationship between party politics and “essentially” Mayan authorities became the focus of 

                                                 
 

14 The Alcaldía Indígena was created by the Spaniards to collect taxes and to maintain communication between 
the Municipal Council and the representatives of the rural, indigenous communities, the auxiliary mayors. Like 
the cofradía, this institution turned into a site of cultural reproduction, and today the Alcaldía Indígena is 
considered a feature of indigenous administration and government. See Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 on cargo 
systems. 
15 Community Court, Juzgados Comunitarios de Paz. 
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my fieldwork in Santa María Chiquimula, revealing some of the many complexities of 
constituting a multicultural democracy. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
In the field, I have approached indigenous identities as “historical and contested in practice” 
(Holland & Lave 2001: 6). Because I aimed to capture the daily struggles about identity that 
are very difficult to convey in generalized and abstract terms, I focused on the daily practices 
that produce cultural forms and local narratives on indigenous identity that shape “contentious 
local practice” (Holland and Lave 2001: 5).16 This resulted in ethnographic fieldwork that 
studied the cultural production of identity beginning from specific conflictive situations: the 
election of Rigoberto Quemé Chay as the first Mayan mayor of Quetzaltenango, and the 
contesting of the traditional cargo system in Santa María Chiquimula. Exploring the “history 
in person” as Holland and Lave have called it (2001: 7) helped me understand and pin down 
local articulations of indigenous identity and implied an emphasis on not only what was 
practiced and what happened at the time of my fieldwork, but also on the personal histories 
that had shaped the people I worked with in the field.  

I collected those histories and narratives and unraveled the contentious local practices 
that evolved around the above-mentioned cases during seventeen months of fieldwork that I 
divided equally between the two localities of my research. In both Quetzaltenango and Santa 
María Chiquimula I employed traditional anthropological research methods: participant 
observation, open interviews, life histories and archival research and document analysis 
(NGO documents, meeting minutes, newspapers articles [local and national], and policy 
reports).17 During the entire time of my research, I carried my notebook with me, and it 
quickly became filled with the notes of my observations. Every evening, and often in the wee 
hours of the morning, I transcribed those scraps into what I refer to as “fieldnotes” in this 
book.  

In Quetzaltenango I did fieldwork for one month in 2001, for seven months in 2002 
and for another month in 2003. I interviewed over fifty persons that were directly or indirectly 
involved in Xel-jú or other local government issues. My first round of fieldwork in 2001 was 
exploratory in nature: I visited several Mayan organizations that worked with indigenous 
authorities and met several Xel-jú members for the first time. In 2002 I divided my time 
among Xel-jú members (22), local authorities of the cantones (21) and NGO social workers, 
members of the legal system, the departmental governor and members of the municipal 
council that were not affiliated with Xel-jú (10). During my final month of fieldwork in 2003, 
I focused primarily on internal Xel-jú processes.  

I got to know many members of Xel-jú, and some became my friends. I interviewed 
founders, members of its Junta Directiva (governing board), and almost all members that held 
office in the municipal council during the two Quemé administrations (1996-2000, 2001-
2005). In total I interviewed twenty active Xel-jú members—persons who formed part of the 

                                                 
 

16 See Baud & Rutten (2004) for a similar approach to popular intellectuals in social movements in Latin 
America. 
17 Appendix 1 contains a complete list of interviewed persons. 
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municipal council, as well as current and former members of the Junta Directiva—between 
one and four times. The length of the interviews ranged from thirty minutes to three hours. I 
participated in meetings of the Junta Directiva and asambleas18 and, of course, also socialized 
in more informal settings—over meals or drinks. I talked with Xel-jú members about the 
origins of their organization, the necessity to found an indigenous political space, their 
political careers, what it means to be indigenous in Quetzaltenango, and about the politics of 
Xel-jú.  

I also became very involved with the representatives of the rural outlying areas of the 
municipio. I think I got to know this other side of municipal government better than most Xel-
jú members who reside comfortably in the centre of the city. I worked with fifteen auxiliary 
mayors and four other community leaders during the time I was in Quetzaltenango. I got to 
know some of them through the workshops that local leaders are able to attend. In total I 
participated in twelve of those one-to-three-three day workshops, which proved to be an 
excellent way to get to know auxiliary mayors and their concerns—and also to gain their trust. 
During those workshops, we had breakfast, lunch and dinner together. We discussed, worked, 
played basketball and watched movies. In the workshops I paid attention to the following 
factors: content of the workshop, the relationship between the facilitator of the workshop and 
the participants, and the kind of information generated during a workshop by the small-group 
exercises. After a while, this resulted in invitations for me to come and visit different 
cantones, invitations I eagerly accepted. In most instances, I also made follow-up visits, which 
allowed me to get to know several of those communities even better and to participate in 
meetings of the local authorities, asambleas, and inauguration ceremonies. At other times we 
watched soccer games, went to dance rehearsals, or just sat and chatted.  

The numerous interviews and informal conversations that I held on all these occasions 
more or less addressed the same issues as the interviews with Xel-jú members: their work as 
community leaders, their thoughts about Quemé’s indigenous policies, and the reality of being 
Indian in the rural outskirts of Quetzaltenango. Some of the auxiliary mayors participated in 
Xel-jú as well, making them interesting brokers between rural and urban realities. Although 
the information I gleaned from them came in more fragmented portions, my encounters with 
the auxiliary mayors has been of enormous importance in understanding the meaning of being 
indigenous in Quetzaltenango—especially in its outlying areas—and therefore in grasping the 
meaning of Mayaness in the city. 

Doing research in a small municipio is fundamentally different from doing fieldwork 
in a city, even a city as small as Quetzaltenango. Whereas in Quetzaltenango my mobile 
phone was one of my most important research tools, one that directed me from event to event, 
from interview to interview, in Santa María Chiquimula I spent most of my time in the streets, 
trying to find out what was going on—or what was about to happen. After I had recovered 
from the disappointment of the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor having recently 
become a defunct institution, I began to set out different lines of research in the municipio. 

                                                 
 

18 Almost every organization utilizes the meeting format of an asamblea, which means that all members or 
affiliates of the organization can participate in the meeting. In many cases, the asamblea has the highest decision-
making power, and can also revoke decisions that have been made by the Junta Directiva. 
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My fieldwork was concentrated in the head village of the municipio, also known as the 
“Centro Población,” since this is the place where everything comes together: the municipal 
council is seated here, as are the offices of both the auxiliary mayors from the different 
cantons and the Community Justice of the Peace. The Centro Población is where the political 
campaign, which I was able to observe during my 2003 fieldwork, was centered—where the 
different authorities met, argued and concluded agreements. This choice meant that the 
authorities located in the Centro Población became central to my research, to a greater extent 
than the local authorities from “Los 16.” I did go to other communities, at times staying in a 
particular location for a few days and attending meetings. However, the focus of my research 
was the constant dynamic activity of the Centro Población. 

I lived in Santa María Chiquimula for nine months, spread out over two years 
(August-December 2003 and August-December 2004) and, during those months, I tried to 
participate in as many activities as possible. The central actors in my research were the 
authorities and leaders of the Centro Población, several leaders from “Los 16,” the municipal 
council, and the Community Court. I talked extensively with 45 persons about local 
government and indigenous authorities in Santa María Chiquimula. I interviewed the 
Community Judges, as well as community and municipal authorities. As religion was very 
important in shaping the meanings and articulations of indigeneity, I interviewed leaders “de 
costumbre,” who practice Maya spirituality, as well as Catholic and Evangelical leaders. 
These interviews took place everywhere; in the chamber of the municipal council, in the car, 
in shops, and in the living rooms of private homes. The interviews almost always began by 
asking for the community career of the interviewee as this proved to be the most natural way 
to move to generate a discussion about issues of identity and politics. In addition to 
conducting these interviews, I collected fifty cargo/community careers in an attempt to gain 
insight into the changing place of the cargo system. I also collected a set of stories about the 
vara, the wooden staff that symbolizes authority, as those accounts often offered a starting 
point for many about the importance and uncertainties surrounding the cargo system. Finally, 
I interviewed persons who were not originally from the municipio but who had a lot of 
experience here: the two priests who served in the community, employees of Minugua,19 the 
Defensoría Maya,20 and members of the Electoral Tribunal. 

During the course of my fieldwork, I participated in many local events. Thursday, 
market day, was always full of activities: I accompanied the authorities who worked in the 
Centro Población to their weekly meeting, I attended the meeting in the municipal palace, and 
I visited the Community Court. My weekly—sometimes daily, in the case of the municipal 
council—visits to the different entities in the village eventually resulted in invitations to 
participate in inauguration ceremonies and in the usos y costumbres that preceded the transfer 
of authority in the Centro Población. I also participated in many political activities: from the 

                                                 
 

19 Minugua: Misión de Verificación de las Naciones Unidas en Guatemala, United Nations Verification Mission 
in Guatemala. 
20 The Defensoría Maya is a Mayan organization that works and struggles for the rights of the Maya People and 
other indigenous peoples. See also http://www.puebloindio.org/Defensoria_Maya/  
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leftist URNG21 to the right-wing FRG.22 I also participated in meetings of many Evangelical 
churches and attended Catholic mass. I observed the Community Court at work, participated 
in workshops and activities of two community organizations: Adesma and Codisma.23 
Adesma is an NGO working on participatory, credit and gender issues and Codisma is a 
coordinating body of community organizations. Both of these organizations work with leaders 
and have pronounced ideas about how indigenous issues should be addressed in the 
municipio. 

 
Anthropological fieldwork is always shaped by the encounters we have in the field, whether 
they enrich our material or obstruct the way we conduct our research. And such was the case 
with my fieldwork in both Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula. In both cases I did 
not experience many difficulties in making contact with people, a process that I generally 
found fairly easy. In Quetzaltenango I established my first contacts at my landlord’s house 
shortly after I arrived. His brother was a council member and he introduced me to Teresita 
Rodriguez, head of the UBSS.24 She initially facilitated my contacts with the council members 
and, perhaps more importantly, brought me into contact with their secretary. Mirnita would 
call and make appointments for me with those extremely busy men and women and was good 
company during all the hours I spent observing (and waiting) in the council chamber. Teresita 
also introduced me to the auxiliary mayors and invited me to participate in their workshops. 
In due course, I was invited to the Xel-jú meetings, to the houses of Xel-jú members, and to 
lunches in the communities. It was not always easy to deal with the enormous differences 
among the people with whom I worked. One day I would be invited to Don Mito’s finca on 
the coast to discuss possible outcomes of the elections of the Junta Directiva over a glass of 
wine, and the following day I would find myself enjoying black beans and tortillas near the 
fireplace in Llanos del Pinal, listening to stories about the poverty and racism that my 
interviewees had been experiencing.  

It was not very difficult to become friends with Xel-jú members, as many of them are 
very receptive and open-minded. Apart from that, I had always sympathized with their 
political project. I know that many Xel-jú members consider me a friend of the committee—in 
both the personal and political sense—and they have often asked for my advice. During my 
last visit in 2007, for example, I held extensive discussions with Jordan Rodas as he was 
struggling to put together his list of candidates for the electoral slates. He asked me my 
opinion and, for an hour or so, we discussed different proposals. Because of my personal and 
political sympathies for Xel-jú, which I have been keenly aware of, I may have 
overcompensated, in an attempt to avoid the appearance of positive bias, by adopting an 
overly critical stance toward the organization. At the same time, I have never concealed my 

                                                 
 

21 URNG: Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca, Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity, formerly 
a guerrilla organization, and now a political party. 
22 FRG: Frente Republicano Guatemalteco, Guatemalan Republican Front 
23 Adesma: Asociación de Desarrollo Santa María Chiquimula, Association for Development of Santa María 
Chiquimula. Codisma: Coordinadora de Desarrollo Integral de Santa María Chiquimula, Coordinator of 
Integral Development of Santa María Chiquimula. 
24 UBSS: Unidad Básica de Servicios Sociales, Department of Social Services. 
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political opinions, and Xel-jú does know that I am critical towards some of their positions. 
My contact with the community leaders has shaped and honed my views of Xel-jú, and has 
led me to take a critical view with respect to some of their ideas and policies. 

In Santa María Chiquimula I was somewhat surprised by the warm welcome I 
received from the inhabitants the municipio. I found the house I rented with the help of the 
Adesma, but I conducted my research independently; I was not connected to any institution, 
NGO, church or school. I think this may have been confusing at times, but after a while it 
became normal that I just appeared everywhere: FRG as well as URNG meetings preceding 
the 2003-elections, evangelical prayer meetings and Catholic masses, commencement 
ceremonies at the end of the school year, the Independence Day parade, and as a player in the 
village basketball competition.  

Although it was generally easy for me to make friends, it took me quite some time to 
build rapport with the local authorities in the Centro Población. The first time I showed up at 
the “Auxiliatura del Centro”25 I could not have imagined how those persons would become 
some of the persons with whom I would develop the highest level of trust. When I learned 
that the secretary of the principales, who entered a little while after I had, was the father of 
one of my newfound friends, and therefore greeted me cordially, I felt a little more 
comfortable. I stayed a couple of hours and began what would become my regular routine 
every Thursday from then on: chatting, observing, reading newspapers, posing questions 
regarding what I had seen. I quickly began to feel like the office of the local authorities—with 
its neatly painted green walls, which were decorated with a calendar, a diploma of a former 
auxiliary mayor and an instruction on the payments of the former civil patrollers, and with its 
benches arrayed along the walls—was becoming my home. I had my own, regular seat, close 
to the principales, who were in attendance almost every Thursday. The auxiliaries became 
familiar faces to me, I was informed as to how the entire process worked, and was I invited to 
take part in their usos y costumbres.  

In the end, I found it easier to work with the local authorities than with the members of 
the municipal council. Although I developed solid relationships with most employees in the 
municipal building, the upcoming elections tended to impede open communication with my 
contacts on the municipal council during my first period of fieldwork in Santa María 
Chiquimula (2003). The sitting municipal mayor feared that I was studying corruption 
practices and therefore refused to speak with me. When I returned the following year and 
began to visit him frequently in his shop, I found him willing to talk with me. On the other 
hand, I found it hard to make contact with the new municipal mayor, but I was able to build 
rapport with a number of sitting council members who invited me to visit their communities 
and stay in their houses. At the same time, their perception that I was naïve often led them to 
say many things. They were frequently surprised by my openness and would make comments 
such as “you are different,” “you are not like the Ladinos at all” and “you talk and make jokes 
with us.” Eating chile and entering the typical sauna (tuj) all proved to be ways to gain 
rapport. In Quetzaltenango it was different: at first, I was perceived as naïve, but I think that I 

                                                 
 

25 The Auxiliatura del Centro is responsible for governing the head village of the municipio of Santa María 
Chiquimula, referred to as Centro Población. 
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eventually gained the respect of those I spoke to as a critical thinker, an academic and a 
political analyst. 

In Santa María Chiquimula I often felt “quite out of space” (Gelsthorpe cited in 
Huggins & Glebbeek 2003: 369). I had this feeling not only because I participated in male-
dominated activities, but also because women are not supposed to go out on the street alone in 
municipalities such as Santa María Chiquimula. Although I never stopped choosing the 
busiest streets as a way of increasing the likelihood that I would encounter people to talk to, 
after I was really settled in I began to feel the shame young girls feel when they go out on the 
streets. This had everything to do with me being a woman. I am not sure how the fact that I 
am a woman affected the results of my research, but I am aware of the fact that a man would 
have been able to participate on a more equal footing. For example, it was never possible for 
me to go to a cantina and have a few drinks with the council members: this would have ruined 
my reputation.  

 
A ROADMAP TO THE BOOK 
This book is divided into three parts. Part I “Constructing Nation, Imagining Indigeneity,” 
sets the stage for understanding local articulations of indigeneity on the site of the local 
government of predominantly indigenous municipios. In Part II “Maya K’iche Political 
Activism in Quetzaltenango,” I zoom in on the way indigeneity was articulated through the 
foundation of Xel-jú and the two Quemé administrations. Central to this analysis is how Xel-
jú and local community leaders have claimed their universal citizenship rights as a way of 
constructing nation. In Part III, “Contesting Usos y Costumbres in Santa María Chiquimula,” 
I shift the focus of attention to Santa María Chiquimula. In this part, the discussion centers 
around the way Chiquimultecos do and do not appeal to their ethnic citizenship rights in their 
construction of the multicultural democracy from out the local level. Below is a brief 
summary of the contents of each of the chapters in this book. 

Part I explores the national and local contexts that shape articulations of indigeneity 
and the local construction of cultural citizenship. Taking the Foucauldian idea that identity is 
shaped through power relations, “making,” and by processes of “self-making,” and that 
meanings of indigenous identity shapes the construction of ethnic citizenship, Part I is divided 
in two chapters: Chapter 2, “Making Indigenous Citizens” and Chapter 3, “Being 
Indigenous.” Understanding the local and national narratives on identity and how they are 
shaped is crucial to comprehending how Indians and Mayas construct ethnic citizenship. 
Viewing citizenship and its constitution as a process that sets terms for belonging, shaped by 
processes of making and self-making, these two chapters provide the context within which the 
local articulations of indigenous citizenship can be understood. 

The aim of Chapter 2, “Making Indigenous Citizens,” is to show how Indian-State 
relations have shaped contemporary indigenous communities and local articulations of 
indigeneity. The chapter discusses the different national narratives on Indianness and 
Mayaness. It analyzes the change from a homogenous ideal for the nation-state, which was 
based upon an essentialist conception of culture within an intellectual debate dominated by 
Ladino intellectuals. Mayas take actively part in this debate and have redefines redefined as 
multicultural. I discuss those changing relations between the State and the indigenous 
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population from three different perspectives: first, by focusing on state policies towards, and 
narratives on, the indigenous population; secondly through the Guatemalan intellectual debate 
about “the Indian problem”; and, thirdly, I discuss anthropological perspectives on indigenous 
identity. The combination of those perspectives highlights the close interrelationship between 
intellectual debates and historical processes, and also describes the historical and intellectual 
context within which contemporary indigenous interpretations and construction of ethnic 
citizenship takes place. State policies as well as the intellectual debate provide the context and 
the form for ethnic citizenship at the local level. As the rest of the book will show, there is a 
continuous interaction between national level processes and local constructions of indigeneity, 
and national narratives on Mayaness and Indianness are constantly reproduced, rejected and 
recreated.  

The third chapter, “Being Indigenous,” focuses on processes of self-making that shape 
indigenous identity and local interpretations of indigeneity. It seeks to provide an 
understanding of the social practice of being indigenous. In contrast to the second chapter that 
relates national narratives on indigeneity, this chapter focuses on the personal ethnography of 
the local authorities that are central to this study and seeks to pin down the disjunctures on 
which the principal personalities of this book construct Mayaness and Indianness. However, 
those two levels of narrative cannot be seen apart from each other. Rather than isolating the 
local situation from national processes, the history in person shows how interrelated the local 
and national processes are. Taking as a point of departure six personal ethnographies, I 
discuss the central elements that surge from those local narratives: class and education as 
categorizing mechanisms, “the cultural stuff”: language, dress, and, finally, spirituality as 
markers of Mayan identity. This perspective allows us to understand the daily meanings are of 
the “typical” or “primordial” features defined by the outside world.  

Part II centers around the question how national and local identity narratives and 
power relations shape the claiming of universal citizenship for and by the indigenous 
population through participation in municipal politics by the civic committee Xel-jú in 
Quetzaltenango. The three chapters center around core issues in the work of Xel-jú: 
indigenous representation, the construction of an intercultural democracy, and the meaning of 
building roads and organizing beauty pageants as a means of challenging existing power 
relations in the municipio. Looking deep into the meaning of those issues not only provides an 
analysis of how indigenous inhabitants of Quetzaltenango construct the nation and look for 
common social referents on a slippery field of force. It also discloses the local contentious 
practices that lay behind that process, practices that take place on different levels: within Xel-
jú, within the indigenous population, and between Mayas and Ladinos.  

In Chapter 4 “From Alcaldía Indígena to Maya K’iche Activism” I focus on the 
process of contentious local practice that preceded and surrounded the election of Rigoberto 
Quemé Chay as the first indigenous mayor of Quetzaltenango. In order to understand this 
process, I look into the contributing institutional factors, as well as into the meaning of the 
history in person for those processes. I analyze the process Xel-jú went through as a cultural 
association, and as a civic committee, as an ideational struggle about existing hegemonic 
power relations in Quetzaltenango. The proyecto de nación Xel-jú envisioned was quite 
different from that of most Ladinos, but its construction was also an ideational struggle within 
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the committee itself. Hence, this chapter analyses struggles within Xel-jú as well as struggles 
of Xel-jú within Quetzaltenango. 

The fifth chapter, “Constructing Intercultural Democracy,” explores the tension 
between Xel-jú’s and the auxiliary mayor’s perspective on constructing intercultural 
democracy. It analyzes how especially the first Quemé administration made efforts to change 
existing power relations within the municipio by giving more power and legitimacy to the 
auxiliary mayors. The Quemé administration intended to construct a participatory intercultural 
democracy on the basis of a “Mayan perspective.” Next to providing the communities with 
the possibilities to organize themselves, they organized these structures into several 
coordinating entities at the municipal level. It was by no means an easy task to organize the 
Indian population along Mayan participatory lines, not the least because the poor Indian 
population experienced being indigenous completely differently from politicized Mayas. In 
this chapter, I not only analyze the initiatives the Quemé administration developed, I also, and 
principally, analyze this intercultural project on the basis of the perspective of the auxiliary 
mayors themselves. Through presenting the daily routines and actions of the auxiliary mayors 
in the communities, their history in person, I reveal the ways they try to claim their rights and 
show how difficult it is to construct something like cultural citizenship.  

Chapter 6 “Indigenous Policies in Practice: Roads and Beauty Pageants” examines 
two sites of Xel-jú’s proyecto de nación, wherein the Quemé administration has tried to alter 
existing power relations. These seemingly very different sites are yet comparable and 
instructive because both reproduce and recreate meanings of indigeneity and Mayaness. 
Infrastructural projects, especially the construction of roads, reflect many negative 
connotations of indigeneity, like “rural,” “underdeveloped” and “poor.” The way the Quemé 
administration is evaluated by both non-Indians and representatives of the rural communities, 
and the auxiliary mayors shows how those stereotypes still work, and how important 
indigenous is as a social category, and how difficult it is to define this identity. It also makes 
painfully clear, the close overlap between class identity and Indian identity, and contrasts with 
the value that many Xel-jú members give to their cultural Mayan heritage. The latter way of 
constructing indigenous identity becomes abundantly clear in the second part of the chapter, 
where Mayan girls appeal extensively to their “authentic” Mayan background. Both 
infrastructural projects and beauty pageants are actually epitomized reproductions of 
Guatemalan power relations that demonstrate the different contested meanings of Mayaness 
and indigeneity. At the same time, an analysis of those sites show how indigenous persons in 
both outlying areas and in the town center, construct ethnic citizenship in paradoxical ways, 
but always identifying as “indigenous.” 

The third part of this book, “Contesting Authenticity in Santa María Chiquimula,” 
focuses on the way the inhabitants of this municipio reject or embrace ethnic citizen claims 
made by the Maya Movement in terms of “traditional” and indigenous authorities. The 
analysis centers around the disappearance of the cargo system and the contested meanings 
attached to it in an era during which the Maya Movement claims ethnic citizenship on the 
national level. In analyzing the weakening of the cargo system, I approach indigenous 
customary law as dynamic and changing, which allows taking into account changes in the 
cargo system as hooked and ambivalent articulations of indigeneity. I thus understand 
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modifications of community organization as changed articulations of indigeneity in a context 
an ideology of multiculturalism and national indigenous claims about indigenous law. Again, 
I take the history in person as a point of departure in order to provide insight into how local 
processes can lead to contradictory outcomes of multicultural policies, the way that different 
identity meta-narratives are reproduced on the local level and how they influence the habitual 
practices and local contentious practices of the Chiquimultecos. At the same time, this part 
shows how Chiquimultecos follow their own pathways to multicultural democracy, shaped by 
local and national processes of making and self-making. 

To begin with, Chapter 7 “Changing Pathways to Community Service” explores how 
the inhabitants of Santa María Chiquimula create new boundaries and give new meaning to 
indigeneity through the cargo system, and how the disappearance of the cargo system creates 
new boundaries and shapes indigeneity. Through describing how the cargo system has 
changed due to the civil war, religious changes and the evolution of political parties, this 
chapter analyses how the “pathways to community service” have also changed. Central in this 
analysis is the importance of notions of the ancestors, community and service; the constant 
tension between urban and rural areas of the municipio, and between traditional forms of 
authority and municipal politics; and religious changes in the municipio. The changing 
pathways to community service reflect a change of knowledge that is needed to exercise 
power in the municipio. This puts different kinds of authorities, members of the municipal 
council, the “traditional” principales, and auxiliary mayors into conflicting positions. At the 
same time, those actors are much intertwined and all moving around on the same field of 
force, trying to find similar social referents the governing of the municipio. Notwithstanding 
the changes that have occurred in the cargo system, many of the underlying bases of respect 
and service have been maintained, although not with the outcomes that would be expected, as 
the chapters that follow, show. 

Chapter 8 “And “Authenticity” Disappeared …” is based on the fundamental premise 
that the abolished Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor functioned as link among several 
authorities of the municipio Santa María Chiquimula: working in the corridors of the 
municipal palace, they carried out functions of the Community Court, and were part of the 
cargo system at the same time. This observation allows me to explore the fuzziness of the 
boundaries between state institutions and traditional indigenous authorities, and to explore 
possible meanings of authenticity. At the same time people move around, crossing those 
boundaries, reflect the difficulty of maintaining ethnic and universal rights as polar opposites. 
Through an exploration of electoral processes and the different authorities that operate in the 
Centro Población I analyze how different narratives on indigeneity are reproduced and 
recreated at the local level, precisely through the existence of those authorities. The municipal 
council has distanced itself from cultural continuity and operates in more developmentalist 
ways, whereas the members of the auxiliary council in Centro Población reproduce the 
cultural continuity narrative discursively as well as in practice. The office of Community 
Court was created in order to engender cultural continuity as a form of state-controlled 
multiculturalism. They all, however, employ their knowledge to construct multicultural 
democracy from out the local level in their own way. The chapter ends with the abolition of 
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the cargo of the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor, a result of the growing tensions 
between the different functions and interpretations of indigeneity. 

The final Chapter 9 “Local Discourses on Rights and Costumbres” analyzes how 
inhabitants of Santa María Chiquimula employ the “language of rights” to reject or to 
embrace their right to customary law. The chapter explores three tensions that come forward 
from the local outcomes of the rights discourse the Maya Movement employs on a national 
level. First, there is the tension between the Community Court of the state-led practice of 
customary law and the costumbristas in Santa María Chiquimula. Although both actors claim 
to practice indigenous law, they do not come to an agreement on what this customary law is. 
The second tension is the friction between the opponents of the cargo system, who see 
community service as a burdensome obligation, have appropriated the language of universal 
rights in order to escape their cargos and the way the language of rights is used at the national 
level by the Maya Movement as a way to claim those cargos as ethnic rights. The last tension 
I discuss is the friction between the culture of rights and the local costumbrista interpretation 
of cargo as a way to respect the ancestors. Although the existence of the body of principales 
of Los 16, and the existence of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor legitimates the 
claims of the Maya Movement at the national level, the way those two actors function within 
the system has nothing in common. Those dynamics and frictions originate in different 
understandings of the very meaning of cargos and customary law, and disclose local tensions 
and complexities that national and international agreements fail to reflect and which, to a 
certain extent, are even produced by those international processes. The final Chapter 10, 
contains empirical and theoretical reflections on the local politics of identity in Guatemala. 

 
NOTE ON PRESENTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Before the book moves on to the chapters, I find it necessary to clarify the way I have chosen 
to present my theory and empirical data. Some comments concern the terminology I use, 
while other remarks relate to the way the material is presented in the different chapters. 

I already noted in the beginning of this Introduction that throughout this book I make 
the distinction between “indigenous,” “Indian,” and “Maya.” In a footnote I explained that I 
use the three terms to refer to the indigenous population at different moments. “Indigenous” 
(translated from the Spanish “indígena”) seems to be the most politically neutral form, while 
Maya and Indian are words that carry heavy loads of meanings with them. Throughout this 
book I will use both Maya and Indian to refer to the specific meaning those terms carry with 
them. I use “Indian” to refer to views on the indigenous population as poor and marginalized 
and to point at the unequal power relation “being Indian” represents; mostly non-Indians have 
decided upon who is Indian and who is not (Canessa 2005: 24). I will use the term Maya26 as 
Bastos and Camus (2003: 18) proposed: as a “self-identification with a political connotation, 
which is not only evident, but used consciously by the persons that call themselves Maya.” 
Identifying as “Maya” thus is a mode of self-identification that is freely chosen and not 
imposed from the outside. Whereas “indio” and “indígena” originate from colonialism, 
“Maya” refers to a shared glorious past. When I use those terms I am aware of the political 

                                                 
 

26 See Schackt (2001) and Gabbert (2001) for the origins of the term “Maya.” 
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and social meaning they carry within, and precisely through the active use of Indian and 
Maya, I aim to show and discuss those power relations. Both terms are not neutral and this 
book aims to disclose precisely the meanings and ambivalences of (being) Maya as well as 
(being) Indian. 

A second remark on terminology is the use of Spanish words throughout an English 
text. In most cases, except for the “municipal mayor” and “auxiliary mayor” I have chosen to 
leave all the names of the authorities in Spanish. Most of the time, the word in itself could 
have been translated into English, but the translation would never cover the specific meaning 
of that word in rural Guatemala. Such is the case for example with “síndico” which could be 
translated as “alderman” or “alguacil” which could be translated as “sheriff.” Yet if I were to 
employ these translations, the work those authorities employ would not have anything to do 
with the expectations the reader might have of such offices. To avoid the use of two languages 
in terms of authorities I have chosen to leave all the name of the authorities in Spanish, except 
for the two previously mentioned exceptions. Other words that will be used consistently in 
Spanish are, among others, “proyecto de nación,” “municipio” and “usos y costumbres.” I 
encountered no precise translation of those words and therefore prefer to leave them in 
Spanish. A Glossary is provided at the end of the book which contains an explanation of each 
word that is left in Spanish.  

Another point to be made here has to do with the presentation of my empirical data, 
my theoretical approach, and the way I employ concepts. As can be read from the previous 
roadmap, the book is divided into three parts: one that describes processes of making and self-
making in the construction of indigeneity, and two parts that each discuss one of the localities 
where I conducted my fieldwork: Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula, on the basis 
of two different perspectives on citizenship: the demand for universal citizenship and 
indigenous claims for ethnic citizenship. There is, however, another difference the reader will 
become aware of, and that is a difference in the way the empirical data are presented. This 
difference is grounded in the diverse possibilities of fieldwork in rural and urban contexts. In 
Quetzaltenango, I was able to interview people in a more formal way, and to record my 
interviews, whereas in Santa María Chiquimula I obtained the bulk of my material through 
informal chats and participating in numerous activities. This is reflected in the presentation of 
the data: an important part of the analysis and discussion of the chapters on Santa María 
Chiquimula is based on participation in different activities and on informal conversations, 
presented as excerpts from my fieldnotes. The chapters on Quetzaltenango present more 
literal quotes from interviews with local authorities, as supplemented by observations and 
informal conversations. 

This book is not only a presentation of fieldwork data. It is also an account of my 
presence in the field, of my research, and of course, of my interpretation and analysis of the 
things that people have chosen to tell me as a person and as a researcher. I have utilized the 
work of scholars that inspired me to analyze my material. I have tried not to hide myself or 
my perception behind concepts, theories and perspectives, or behind the stories of the people I 
worked with. This book more than anything else represents my own search to give meaning to 
my experiences in the field. This means that I will be discussing several concepts that have 
been mentioned in this introduction in much more detail throughout the chapters, such as 
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“indigenous identity” and “cargo system” but also that some additional concepts, such as 
“intercultural democracy” or “ethnic political party” will be discussed in the relevant chapters. 
Throughout the chapters, I have aimed to intertwine empirical data and theoretical 
perspectives as much as possible without losing an ethnographic approach to the research and 
the material. 



 

 

Part I Constructing Nation, Imagining Indigeneity
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2. Making indigenous citizens 
 

The constitution of multicultural democracy and the construction of ethnic citizenship are 
shaped by processes of making and self-making. This chapter examines the process of 
“making indigenous citizens” (García 2005), how the State located the Indians at the margins 
of the nation, and how subsequently diversity became a criteria for belonging to that nation, 
changing the unequal power relations that had always characterized Indian-State relations and 
shaped local articulations of ethnic citizenship. Since independence, the Guatemalan State had 
considered the very existence of the indigenous population to be a problem; policy and 
intellectual, debates centered on the “social problem of the Indian,”1 and posed the question of 
“how to modernize the Indian,” addressing issues such as miscegenation and cultural 
assimilation. Notwithstanding the State’s expressed desire to create a Guatemala “for all 
Guatemalans,” no efforts had been made to incorporate the indigenous population into the 
nation-state, create a national culture, or establish ideological hegemony (Grandin 1997: 23). 
As a result, Indians did not identify with state institutions, but instead expressed localized 
ethnic identifications. The municipio was the level at which the State dealt with the 
population, and the channel through which the indigenous population made claims of the 
Guatemalan State, which cultivated further isolation and separation (Grandin 1997; Handy 
1991: 45-46). 

The emergence of a Maya Movement that made claims on the basis of a shared Mayan 
identity profoundly altered relations between the State and the indigenous population on both 
the national and local level. The Maya Movement has in effect abstracted local identity 
markers from specific communities, thereby constructing a shared Mayan identity on the basis 
of certain general features and qualities (e.g., language, traditional dress). At the same time, 
this movement has challenged the idea of the homogenous nation-state, demanding ethnic 
rights and constitutional recognition of the multicultural character of Guatemalan society. The 
Peace Accords, and especially the Accord on Identity, marked the beginning of a debate over 
how Guatemala could and should be imagined. The Accord on Identity is the most important 
political point of reference for the Maya Movement. As I will discuss in the third section of 
this chapter, the constitutional reforms that would secure the rights of the indigenous 
population on this level, were rejected by the Guatemalan population in 1999. The Accord on 
Identity thus represents the national discourse on multiculturalism in Guatemala, whereas in 
many other Latin American countries multiculturalism has been laid down in the constitution. 

The Maya Movement also forged new imaginations of the localized indigenous 
community.2 As I will show throughout this chapter, indigenous organizing began during the 
years 1944-1954, the so-called “ten years of spring in the land of eternal tyranny.” In the 

                                                 
 

1 Miguel Angel Asturias published his thesis “el problema social del indio” in 1923. The book portrays the 
Indian in a very stereotyped and, according to many intellectuals, racist way. The thesis was edited and 
republished in 2007 by the Universidad San Carlos as a contribution to the contemporary debate on racism and 
Indian-Ladino relations in Guatemala. 
2 See Nash (2001) for an excellent analysis of community transformations in Chiapas, Mexico. 
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decades following the end of this period, the indigenous population became involved in 
clasista and culturalista organizing (Ogburn Konefal 2005). Both forms of participation and 
struggle, in the face of exclusion from national and local sites of participation, grew into 
regional and national articulations of indigeneity, bringing indigenous communities into 
contact with state institutions in varying ways. The Maya Movement not only contributed to a 
re-imagination of Guatemala as a multicultural society but also opened the debate about what 
“indigenous” exactly is and thus about the form and content of universal and ethnic 
citizenship.    

This chapter provides the historical and theoretical background to the three lines of 
study I set forth in the Introduction: local and national narratives on Mayan identity, 
indigenous claim-making through political participation in structures provided by the State, 
and the way the indigenous population gave form to their claims for ethnic and universal 
citizenship through those structures; and, third, how participation in sites that are considered 
essentially Maya shapes the form of local universal and ethnic citizenship claims in practice. 
Using national and scholarly narratives on indigenous identity as a point of departure, I 
examine changing Indian-State relations and evolving imaginations of the Guatemalan nation-
state that have shaped the possibilities for multicultural democracy and citizenship in 
contemporary Guatemala. Thus, the chapter describes the changing Indian-State relations as 
well as Guatemalan and Western intellectual thought regarding the place of the Indian in the 
nation, Indian identity and ideas on how to resolve “the social problem of the Indian.”  

I am thus weaving together three main lines of thought in this chapter: the change 
from the State’s ideal of the homogenous nation-state to the acceptance of the pluri-ethnic 
composition of Guatemalan society; the development of tensions between class and culturally 
based indigenous organizing and, lastly, the transition from essentialist, primordial views on 
indigenous identities to more constructionist notions of Mayaness. In an attempt to integrate 
indigenous identity theory with the Guatemalan intellectual debate and Indian-State relations, 
I have organized this chapter chronologically. Proceeding in this way, I found myself 
confronted by something that I had already been aware of: scientific debates do not follow 
one another in perfect linear sequence, and neither do such debates perfectly coincide with 
particular historical periods. Still, I found it more enriching to present the theoretical and 
intellectual debates on indigenous identities as if in dialogue with the dynamic position of the 
Guatemalan indigenous population and its changing relations with the State, since proceeding 
in this manner highlights the close interrelationship between intellectual debates and historical 
processes. 

The chapter is organized along the lines of the three historical periods in Guatemala’s 
history—periods during which the particular character of Indian-State relations took a 
different form. Part one discusses “the ten years of spring” (1944-1954). Arévalo and Arbenz, 
who governed Guatemala during that period, based their Indian policies on very essentialist 
notions of culture and indigenous identity, influenced strongly by the indigenista intellectual 
debate. I start my historical review at this point because it was during this period that the 
foundation was laid for contemporary indigenous organization on the local and national level. 
At the same time, it was the first time that the State actively tried to incorporate the Indian 
into the Guatemalan nation. The introduction of municipal elections in 1945 altered the 
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functioning of civil-religious hierarchies, and also, more generally, of community relations. 
This is an era that continues to serve as a source of inspiration for today’s popular indigenous 
organizations.  

The second section of the chapter focuses on the more violent and exclusionary 
Indian-State relations between the 1960s and mid 1980s, which eventually led to a brutal 
internal conflict that reached its peak between 1978 and 1982, a period referred to as “La 
Violencia.” Materialist and colonial historicist views on indigenous identity helped in 
understanding those explosive ethnically colored class relations. In Guatemala, the intellectual 
debate at this point revolved around the question of whether Indian identity was based on 
class or culture (Arias 1990), which was reflected in the different forms of indigenous 
organizing that aimed at confronting state terror. Indigenous rural communities became 
militarized and local structures were destroyed. 

In the third section, I discuss the emergence of the Maya Movement and how it has 
contributed to the imagining of Guatemala as a pluri-ethnic, multi-linguistic and multicultural 
nation-state. In attempting to explain the rise of a pan-Mayan identity, I discuss how Western 
scholars developed a more constructionist view of the concept of identity. At the same time, 
the appearance of this movement marked the first time that Mayan intellectuals—rather than 
Ladinos—debated “the social problem of the Indian.” It was at that time that the State entered 
into new relations with indigenous communities by supporting pluri-ethnic and multicultural 
conceptualizations of the Guatemalan nation, coinciding with efforts to rebuild democracy, 
including opening up spaces for alternative forms of democracy at the local level. This new 
political landscape has far-reaching consequences for the constitution of local indigenous 
government, which will be subject of analysis in the empirical chapters of this book. 

 
2.1 INDIGENISMO, ESSENTIALISM AND EARLY INDIGENOUS ORGANIZING (1944-1954) 
Although Liberal governments since 1893 had spent much of their time debating “the social 
problem of the Indian” (Handy 2000: 2) their policies—far from fomenting economic 
progress, political participation and a sense of “Guatemalaness”—instead functioned in a way 
that led to the destruction of community structures and the usurping of communal land. No 
attempt whatsoever had been made to make indigenous citizens (García 2005). Indians 
strengthened the closed character of their communities as a way of resisting state policies, and 
did not allow organizing to occur at the national level (Handy 1991: 48; Nash 2001: 31; Wolf 
1957). However, when Arévalo came into power in 1944, the closed corporate character of 
indigenous communities was already not that closed anymore as a result of interactions with 
national processes. Jorge Ubico (1931-1944), Arévalo’s predecessor, obliged Indians to work 
on plantations whether or not they had outstanding debts, and embarked upon a program of 
centralizing political power by replacing the directly elected municipal mayors by military 
officials appointed by the executive power and transferred from other parts of the country 
(Warren 1978: 11; Barrios 2001). Yet the indigenous population was still poor and 
community-oriented when Arévalo came into power. The “Indian problem” needed a solution, 
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and the Patzicía massacre, in which twenty Ladinos were killed by an angry Indian mob3 in 
1944 pointed dramatically to the urgent need for an efficient development of Guatemala’s 
rural areas.  
 
Many scholars consider the period 1944-1954 as having been “years of springtime in the land 
of eternal tyranny,” echoing the nostalgic words of Luis Cardoza y Aragón (cited in 
Wasserstrom 1975: 446) because of the space created during that time for agrarian reform and 
indigenous and peasant organizing. Arévalo was the first president who made efforts to 
incorporate the indigenous population into the nation-state, and Arbenz would follow the road 
he had taken. The most important ingredients of the ten years of spring were: the 1952-
Agrarian Reform; the nationalization (and folklorization) of Indian culture and; a state 
presence in indigenous municipios through the introduction of municipal elections in 1945. At 
the same time, the groundwork for indigenous organization in the following decades was laid 
down (Adams 1990: 158). Many scholars consider 1944-1954 as the starting point for 
indigenous Maya organizing at the national level (Bastos & Camus 2003: 28). Those 
developments contributed to the beginning of a process in which indigenous identity was 
detached from local communities and to a further opening up of Wolf’s closed corporate 
community.  

In this section, I explore the different dimensions of the Arévalo and Arbenz 
governments, focusing primarily on what kinds of changes they brought about for the 
indigenous population. Before analyzing the different aspects of government policy, I will 
discuss the ideological (indigenismo) and scientific (cultural essentialism) assumptions of the 
Arévalo and Arbenz administrations. At the end of the section, I will explore two forms of 
organizing that emerged during this era: namely, cultural activism and religious efforts to 
organize the indigenous population. Changes with respect to the structure and function of 
municipal government that were made in this era have shaped contemporary local politics, 
and the identity meta-narratives that began to be articulated at that time continue to be 
influential in contemporary society, as I will show in this book. 
 
2.1.1 INDIGENISMO 
Indigenismo is a uniquely Latin American phenomenon and has been subject to numerous 
definitions, debates and studies. The term roughly refers to the ways non-Indians have 
reflected on indigenous populations through literature, film, art, and science (Bigenho 2006: 
267; Carey Jr. 1998: 1),4 in seeking to construct a national or regional identity. Some authors, 

                                                 
 

3 On October, 2 1944 approximately one thousand Indians armed with axes and machetes killed twenty Ladinos 
in a spontaneous uprising. The rebellious Indians were in turn punished savagely. This event pointed to the 
urgent need for the government to promote development of the rural areas of Guatemala (Gleijsses 1991: 31). 
Adams (1990) analyzed the debate that followed in the newspapers that portrayed the Indians as an obstacle to 
development, instead of exploring the causes of the underdevelopment of the indigenous population: “For these 
reasons, to strengthen the Indian culture is to condemn our country to eternal weakness, a perpetual cultural 
dualism, to be always a nation of irredeemable Indians without a continental personality. Because of this, our 
Indians must be Westernized or destroyed; we should not keep them in their entrenched static state because we 
will then be only a country for tourism; of curiosities; a kind of zoo for the entertainment of tourists; but never a 
nation”(Ovidio Rodas Corzo in La Hora, February 19-20, 1945, cited in Adams 1990: 151).  
4 Becker calls Bartolomé de las Casas the founder of indigenismo, since he was the first who articulated the 
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like De la Peña, have added that indigenismo not only expressed the “purpose of creating state 
domination over the groups designated as indigenous, as well as instilling in them a sense of 
national allegiance,” but in addition has carved out an institutional niche for indigenous 
groups to make claims for citizenship (De La Peña 2005: 719). Most scholars, however, stress 
that the ideology of indigenismo is a construction of the dominant Ladino or mestizo culture 
and that the indigenous population never was considered an actor within this nation-building 
project (Becker 1995: 1).5 Hence, to use the words of Field (1994), indigenismo “[...] may 
have played a more significant role in serving as a means for political and economic elites to 
appropriate indigenous cultures for nation-building ideologies that end up maintaining the 
subaltern status of indigenous peoples” (Field 1994: 243, n10). Notwithstanding the concern 
about the Indian problem, indigenista views ignored indigenous peoples’ interpretations of 
their own identity and failed to treat them as active subjects within the nation (De La Peña 
2005: 721-22). 

 Indigenismo was strongly interrelated with processes of nation building and the 
construction of an imagined community (Anderson 1983). After independence, Latin 
American countries regarded the continuation of indigenous cultures as a representation of the 
savage Other—hostile to European civilization, an obstacle on the road to modernization and 
progress and thus, in the final analysis, as incompatible with the discourse of universal civil 
rights and liberties that modern Latin American states employed (De la Peña 2005: 719-721). 
To construct an imagined community, most Latin American countries began to implement 
policies that were aimed at gradually transforming Indians into mestizos. In some countries, 
for instance Mexico, the government attempted to banish the word “Indian” from public 
usage, since all Indians were in the process of becoming Mexicans anyway (De la Peña 2005: 
720). 

The State’s position towards the Indian was ambivalent. Indigenismo portrayed 
Indians both as dispossessed masses and, at the same time, as the bearers of valuable cultural 
traits that could and should enrich the national patrimony (De la Peña 2005: 724). Ethnic 
symbols came to serve the needs of nationalism (Bigenho 2006).6 This occurred through the 
detaching of indigenous cultural elements from the reality of indigenous life in the 
communities, a process that is called folklorization (see Bendix 1997). In Guatemala, 
indigenismo fostered a national Guatemalan identity by folklorizing indigenous culture and 
creating a shared, glorious Mayan past. However, this view did not allow the contemporary 

                                                                                                                                                         
 

necessity to defend indigenous rights (Becker 1995: 3). 
5 Becker (1995) quotes other, more negative, definitions of indigenismo that carry that same meaning: 
“indigenismo is nothing less than ethnocide” (Colomdres 1977 cited in Becker 1995: 1), “indigenismo [...] 
corresponds to the ideology of oppression” (Statement of indigenous delegates at the Second Conference of 
Indian Nations and Organisations of South America in Tiwanaku, Bolivia, quoted in Becker 1995: 1). 
6 In an excellent article on the play Bolivian Fantasy, Bigenho has criticized the binary mestizo-Indian that is 
implicit in the criticism of indigenismo. She underlines the changes that indeed did occur during this period. She 
argues that the embodiment of discourses produced a change in the practices of sociocultural agents. Many of the 
performers of folklore “did not consider themselves indigenous subjects” (Bigenho 2006: 273). Bigenho 
convincingly argues that Indians have become part of the nation and that the staged embodiment of indigenous 
folklore has contributed to that development. Such performances allowed the crossing of important boundaries: 
between different social classes and ethnic groups, and between Bolivia and the rest of the world (Bigenho 
2006).  
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indigenous population to be viewed as dynamic actors and citizens. Furthermore, the co-
opting by the State of indigenous symbols served to control the “Indian threat.” Although 
many in academia studied and paid homage to the glorious Mayan past, the perspective that 
came to be articulated was still paternalistic: rather than considering Indians as protagonists of 
their own development, academics who studied them believed that they needed to be civilized 
and protected. These academics did not recognize “their contemporary descendants as a 
praiseworthy population” but rather talked about “degraded twentieth century Indians” (Carey 
Jr. 1998: 60; De la Peña 2005: 724).7 Especially with the institutionalization of indigenismo 
into official government policies, such as in Mexico, this intellectual discourse became a tool 
that the State used to incorporate indigenous peoples into the definition of a single national 
identity and a united nation (Becker 1995: 2). Indigenismo was an ideology and a 
governmental policy at the same time. 

 
2.1.2 ESSENTIALISM, INDIGENISMO AND HOW CULTURE AND INDIGENOUS IDENTITY WAS VIEWED 
Those notions of culture and identity found resonance in the anthropological debate on 
indigeneity. “Essentialists” or “Primordialists” considered ethnic groups as homogenous and 
isolated entities; supposedly all members of a group shared its culture. Scholars explained 
cultural difference in terms of this isolation; and considered ethnicity as something 
historically defined and unchangeable. According to primordial views, ethnic bonds were 
primordial, “given” features that would survive from generation to generation as a 
characteristic of isolated, undifferentiated communities.  

A common culture, shared by all members, made ethnicity something 
indistinguishable from culture. The existence of ethnic groups (tribes) was considered a pre-
modern phenomenon; as different ethnic groups existed as a result of isolation, ethnic bonds 
would, logically, weaken as a result of modernization (Govers & Vermeulen 1997: 3). 
Scholars did not pay much attention to a group’s self–perception, or to how they viewed other 
ethnic groups, but instead focused on mapping culturally distinctive features. Geertz (1963) 
for example listed assumed blood ties, race (i.e., physical features) language, region, religion, 
and customs as factors that distinguished cultures from one another.  

In ethnographies on Mesoamerica, this primordial or essentialist approach found an 
echo in the works of Tax (1937, 1941) and Adams (1957), as well as in the mapping and 
recording of the cultural characteristics of distinct Mayan communities. In his studies, which 
are now seen as classics of Central American ethnography, Tax found that the locus of Maya 
distinctiveness in the Guatemalan Highlands resided in the municipio rather than in the 
hamlet8 or language groups. He suggested that this pattern “... went back to pre-Hispanic 
times and ... developed with the penny economy and widespread system of trade, and the wide 
formal political institutions that existed in Guatemala before the Spanish Conquest” (Tax 
1941: 35). Tax described local Maya cultures as an inventory of traits, styles and techniques 

                                                 
 

7 There are some exceptions. Fernando Juárez Muñoz (1931), for example, was far ahead of his time in arguing 
that Guatemala needed to recognize the different cultures within the borders of the nation-state. However, he 
also suggested that, in the end, the Indian needed to be incorporated into modern civilization (See also Handy 
2000: 2). 
8 In Spanish mostly referred to as “comunidad.” 
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associated with specific community places. In his description, he distinguished the 
“civilized,” western worldview and the indigenous “primitive” worldview. According to Tax, 
both worldviews already existed in their present form before the Conquest. Tax assumed that 
acculturation in the form of education would undermine the indigenous primitive world view, 
resulting in the loss of cultural traits and, consequently, assimilation to the Ladino world. 
Adams (1957) identified social insularity sustained by clearly defined community obligations 
as the most central aspect of Indianness. He assumed that Indians would acculturate and 
assimilate and “lose their culture the moment they entered the Ladino world and learned 
Spanish” (see also Watanabe 1992: 6-7). 

Essentialist and primordialist thought were based on the idea of linear, universal 
development from uncivilized to civilized cultures. A well-known example is Redfield’s folk-
urban continuum (Redfield 1960), based on fieldwork in Mexico. In civilized modern culture 
there was no room for tribes or ethnic groups. Geertz, for example, considered primordial 
attachments to be fundamentally opposed to the development of the modern political 
sentiment of citizenship, given the strength of those attachments, which he described as 
exercising “an ineffable, and at times overpowering, coerciveness in and of themselves” 
among group members (Geertz 1963: 199).  

The choice of words and the ideological stance are reminiscent of the indigenistas. 
Geertz’ suggestion that the State should domesticate tribes and ethnic groups is very much in 
tune with the indigenista political goal of assimilation. Tax and Adams, among others, 
assumed that, once brought into contact with the Spanish-speaking Ladino world and lifestyle, 
Indians would automatically assimilate to Ladino culture. This stand towards indigenous 
identity and culture was institutionalized in the International Indigenist Institute9 in Mexico. 
In 1916 Manuel Gamio, its founder and first director, had written:“the Indian lives 400 years 
in the past, so his intellectual product represents no more than a continuation of those which 
developed in pre-Hispanic times” (Gamio, cited in Wasserstrom 1975: 444). Gamio did a lot 
of research about indigenous culture and the life circumstances of indigenous peoples. He was 
of the opinion that the solution to the Indian problem was education, and he founded schools 
in indigenous communities and promoted communal cooperation in order to incorporate the 
indigenous population into the “modern national matrix” (De La Peña 2005: 724; 
Wasserstrom 1975: 444).  

The founder of Guatemalan indigenismo and the first director of the Guatemalan 
National Indigenist Institute (1945)10 was Goubaud. Goubaud’s influence led to Indians 
achieving a greater degree of recognition as citizens. However, scholars and policy makers 
continued to view the indigenous population as being essentially distinct from the Ladino 
population and, thus, as not forming part of the fabric of Guatemalan society. Goubaud 
believed that the incorporation of the Indians was essential to developing a modern and 
progressive State. Educational, economic and political possibilities would foster homogeneity. 
The IIN studied indigenous cultures in order to discover what was “wrong,” and with the 
objective of eventually offering solutions to indigenous problems (Carey Jr. 1998: 9). 

                                                 
 

9 III: Instituto Indígenista Internacional, International Indigenist Institute. 
10 IIN: Instituto Indigenista Nacional, National Indigenist Institute. 
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Assimilation was not only a theoretical concept, but also a political goal that became 
institutionalized during the administrations of Arévalo and Arbenz. The State entrusted the 
IIN to formulate a coherent approach to the Indian problem (Ogburn Koneval 2005: 390). 

 
2.1.3 INDIGENISTA POLICIES UNDER ARÉVALO AND ARBENZ 
When Ubico (1931-1944) was overthrown in 1944 and Arévalo came into power, 
indigenismo became institutionalized in Guatemala. According to Ubico, there had never been 
an “Indian problem” (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 35), and thus the Guatemalan State had not 
participated in the International Indigenist Institute. The two revolutionary regimes were the 
first administrations that recognized Indians as full human beings (Carey Jr. 1998: 6). The 
revolutionary State sought to create an imagined community through incorporating Indians in 
the nation as a way of providing them with basic civil rights, based on a liberal and social 
mode of citizenship (Roberts 1996) through access to land, education, and health care 
(Ogburn Konefal 2005: 38-39; Handy 1991: 49). The Agrarian Reform Program and the 
presence of the State and political parties in the rural communities were central to Arévalo’s 
and Arbenz’ strategy to incorporate “the Indian” into the Guatemalan nation. 
 
Creating a national identity 
Both Taracena (2004) and Carey Jr. (1998) examine the creation of the 1945 Constitution and 
the debate on “the Indian” that surrounded it. Based on Mexican experiences, the new Arbenz 
administration proposed an assimilationalist approach towards the indigenous population 
(Taracena 2004: 35; Handy 1990: 167). There were two central issues that were debated with 
respect to the nation’s Indian population: whether it was appropriate to let “indígena” (as an 
essentialist category) appear in the corpus of the Constitution, and what would be the best 
way to solve the Indian problem (Taracena 2002: 36). Many participants in this debate 
considered cultural homogenization of the nation indispensable for Guatemala’s prosperity, 
although such thinkers did generally express respect for the indigenous population (Carey Jr. 
1998). Although the will existed to define all inhabitants as “Guatemalan,” eventually the 
word “indígena” did appear in the Constitution, whereas the words “mestizo” and “Ladino” 
did not (Taracena 2002: 39). Consequently, the government developed institutions, legislation 
and programs to benefit and protect the Indians, which according to Skinner Klee’s11 
calculation, resulted in 87 uses of the word indígena (Carey Jr. 1998: 6).  

The indigenous population had to be integrated culturally into the Guatemalan society 
as well. This cultural incorporation of the Indian was twofold. On the one hand, Indians had 
to fit into the Guatemalan nation-state and embrace national culture. Patriotic and historic 
symbols of the nation were spread throughout the nation through education by the 
“ambulatory culture missions” (Handy 1991: 49-50). At the same time the State set out to 
identify features of Indian culture that needed state protection as part of the national culture. 
The 1945 Constitution included an article calling for the protection of “Indian authenticity” 

                                                 
 

11 Skinner Klee (1954) compiled all of the indigenous legislation in one book, which reflects the importance that 
was given to the “Indian Problem.” 
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(Ogburn Konefal 2005: 40). The artisan became protected through law12 as did national 
museums. The official attitude toward traje, the traditional indigenous clothing, typified the 
State’s stand towards indigenous culture. The revolution sought to bring Indians into the 
nation; it was assumed that, as part of this process, Indians would be “stripped of their 
distinctive clothing.” At the same time, it was strongly felt that the damage that had been done 
to the traje as a national symbol ought to be rectified. Hence, the traje had no place in modern 
Guatemala, but it did have a prominent place in Guatemala’s national museums (Nelson 1999: 
189 n17; Ogburn Konefal 2005: 41).  

 
The Agrarian Reform Program 
The centerpiece of the October Revolution was Arbenz’ “Law of Agrarian Reform,” or 
Decree 900 of June 1952, which outlawed debt peonage and all forms of servitude and 
regulated land rents (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 61; Handy 1991: 50). The reform was meant to 
develop a capitalist rural economy and it had “wide ranging and dramatic effects in rural 
communities” (Handy 1990: 168). The law facilitated the expropriation of unused land from 
large estates and required that such expropriations be the result of local initiatives. Therefore, 
the decree provided for the expropriation of uncultivated plantation lands to be distributed to 
campesinos through Local Agrarian Committees (Ogburn 2005: 61; Handy 1991: 51). Hence, 
the law helped spur organization among campesinos.  

The economic and social position of the indigenous population was perilous when 
Arévalo entered his presidency. According to Wasserstrom, the UFC13 controlled 40% of the 
country’s economy and owned 6% of its agricultural lands at the time that Ubico was 
overthrown. Only a fraction of those lands were actually being cultivated. Within Guatemala, 
the company’s earnings were only invested in facilities under its control. Some 72% of the 
land was owned by 2% of the landholders (Handy 1990: 169). The Agrarian Reform 
attempted to make an egalitarian redistribution of the land, which was quickly returned to the 
rural poor. Less than a month after the decree, four hundred committees had already been 
organized; by 1952, there were more than 3000 of them. Over the course of two years, some 
800 fincas were subject to expropriation (Handy 1990: 169; Ogburn 2005: 61).14 

Hence, Arbenz’ capitalist land reform in the 1950s entailed the organization of the 
population and the re-division of land—including land belonging to the powerful North 
American UFC—and provided the basis for popular campesino organizing. Adams (1990) 
writes about this period that “the real significance of the events of 1944-1954 lies in this: it 
was the period when Guatemala’s indigenous peoples, because they were given access to new 
rights as campesinos by a reform movement, began to recognize that social change was 
possible” (Adams 1990: 158). The very possibility of being able to organize was important 
for the indigenous population and, despite the fact that the organizing during this period was 

                                                 
 

12 Congressional Decree in 1947, see Skinner Klee (1954: 127-130). 
13 UFC: United Fruit Company, “la frutera.” 
14 In 1950, a national census pointed out that 0. 3 per cent of the fincas controlled fifty percent of the productive 
land (Ogburn Konefal, 2005: 60). In June 1954, 800 private fincas had lost 745,233 manzanas of land. 
Approximately 100,000 families benefited from the revolution, reaching 500,000 individuals, while the 
population was 3 million (Handy 1990: 170). 
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primarily based on class, it has served as a basis for later Maya cultural organizing (Bastos & 
Camus 1993: 17-18; Yashar 1997: 162; Nelson 1999: 149). 

 
State presence and local politics 
Another way of incorporating the Indian into the nation was to enlarge state presence in the 
municipios through the introduction of political parties. In 1946 Arévalo sought to strengthen 
municipal autonomy through a new Municipal Law (Handy 1991: 53; Barrios 2001) which 
allowed popular municipal elections. The reforms had two different effects: on the one hand, 
they allowed Indians to serve in administrative positions; on the other hand, they challenged 
the authority of the traditional civil religious hierarchy. The traditional system of the 
communities could not prevent change that was brought about by larger national 
developments (Wolf 1957: 13). In any case, political parties, agrarian reform, and local 
campesino organization connected rural communities to the State more than ever before. 
Competing political parties were essential in the process of state building, and thus also 
important in breaking down the closed and corporate character of the communities (Handy 
1991: 50-52). 

Scholars have generally taken one of two different positions towards the introduction 
of party politics in indigenous communities, considering this development as either 
destructive for traditional structures or as a new means of achieving political power. The latter 
position is best illustrated by the work of Handy, who observed that local indigenous 
stakeholders successfully used the elections to replace local Ladino incumbents with 
indigenous officeholders (Handy 1990). Political parties spread rapidly over the municipios, 
and Indians could choose their own mayors and other representatives through popular 
elections. Often they used their affiliations to achieve specific goals, for instance getting rid of 
a mayor, or getting a nearby finca expropriated (Handy 1990: 179). In 1948, 60% of the 45 
municipios inhabited by large indigenous majorities had elected indigenous mayors, and two 
K’iches from Totonicapán were elected deputies to the national congress (Bastos & Camus 
2003: 28). National political parties could no longer evade municipal demands, not only terms 
of policies, but also with regard to their candidates for both local and national positions. 
Handy concludes that the increasing importance of political parties was not “a forced 
introduction of the party system” and that it also did not lead to the destruction of indigenous 
communities (Handy 1990: 171-173).  

On the other hand, according to Ebel: “the introduction of political parties, nationally-
organized interest groups, the right to vote, and a national ideology dedicated to economic and 
social modernization, brought about the destruction of or substantial modification in 
prevailing political institutions” (Ebel 1964: 94). Subsequently this resulted in a separation of 
religious and civil hierarchies; a weakening of the power of traditional indigenous authorities; 
the replacement of these traditional authorities by political parties and interest groups and, 
finally, Ladino control of all important decisions made with respect to Indians (Ebel 1964: 
94).15 The reforms altered positions within the communities. Rural activists that were linked to 

                                                 
 

15 In line with essentialist thought, Ebel studied two municipios along the traditional-modern continuum: San 
Juan Ostuncalco and Concepción Chiquirichapa: he demonstrated that the process of modernization depends on 
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strong campesino organizations became involved in revolutionary parties and were thus able 
to win local positions of power without having served in positions of traditional community 
service (Handy 1990: 171). This caused conflicts in many communities. Often traditional 
indigenous elites feared the organized campesinos (whether they were Ladino or Indian), 
because they possessed considerable tracts of land (Arias 1990).16  

 
2.1.4 RELIGIOUS ACTIVISM AND INDIGENOUS ORGANIZING UNDER ARÉVALO AND ARBENZ 
It was not only political parties that made their presence felt in the communities. Evangelical 
and Catholic Churches also began to engage more actively, and creatively, with the 
indigenous population. In 1952 the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) (Fischer 1996; 
Nelson 1999: 254), an evangelical group of Bible translators that was contracted by the INN, 
arrived in Guatemala. Its formal task was to supply schoolbooks and to train teachers in 
indigenous areas. The SIL’s relationship with indigenous culture was ambivalent.17 The SIL’s 
goal was to erode the strong position of indigenous and Catholic religion and to promote 
Protestantism through the distribution of translations of the Bible in indigenous areas. To 
facilitate this process, the Summer School developed distinctive alphabets for every language. 
In this way, the SIL became inextricably linked with the cultural linguistic movement. The 
Summer School stimulated the interests of young Mayans in their own language and helped to 
found the AEMG18 in the 1970s. Many Mayanists, however, were opposed to this institution 
and demanded their immediate expulsion from the country (Fischer 1996: 58).  

Another source of religious activity was the organization Catholic Action, established 
in Guatemala in 1946. Catholic Action quickly spread in the Highlands and became a means 
of escaping the obligations of the cofradía system,19 a religious form of community service 
(Grandin 1997: 11).20 Catholic Action’s efforts were primarily aimed at combating syncretic 
forms of Catholicism that had evolved during the colonial period, especially the cofradía 
system. Catholic Action and other groups were also organized in the communities in order to 
compete with the leftist politics of the Arévalo and Arbenz regimes. However, progressive 
priests soon began to come to the conclusion that the Church should concern itself with 
improving the material conditions of their poor parishioners—and with raising their social 
awareness. This stance resulted in the formation of cooperatives, schools, and health services. 
Catholic Action initiated a reform movement that could not easily be stopped (Fischer 1996: 
58). Catholic Action had another significant meaning; through Catholic Action and the 
creation of organized Catholic groups in rural communities, Indian families from different 
communities were brought together (Warren 1998: 20). Thus, Catholic Action was as averse 

                                                                                                                                                         
 

the nature of the traditional patterns of the community being observed (Ebel 1964: 104).  
16 See for example the work of Watanabe (1990) for a case from Chimaltenango (Huehuetenango). In the 1950s 
popular elections superseded the civil-religious cargo system, replacing elders with young people who were 
familiar with the bureaucratic system and who spoke Spanish.  
17 Currently it is much debated whether evangelization is “good” or “bad” for indigenous culture and identity. I 
will elaborate more on this in Chapter 2 and 5 in relation to Santa María Chiquimula. 
18 AEMG: Asociación de Escritores Mayences de Guatemala, Association of Mayan Writers. 
19 The cofradía is part of the system of civil and religious community services that functions in many indigenous 
municipios. See also Chapters 7-9 on Santa María Chiquimula. 
20 See for an example Falla (1978) on San Antonio Ilotenango, see also Chapter 7-9 on Santa María Chiquimula. 
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to participation in the cofradías as were the Evangelical missionaries. As I will emphasize in 
the chapters on Santa María Chiquimula, this stance has been enormously influential on 
community organization and perceptions regarding local indigenous government. 

 
Culturally based activism also began to occur on the national level, spurred to a great extent 
by the freedom afforded by the governments of Arévalo and Arbenz. As the communities 
opened up, the first attempts were made to construct a common Mayan identity. Different 
indigenous organizations and intellectuals, primarily based in Quetzaltenango, made the first 
attempts to define a shared Mayan identity, an identity based solely on “being Maya” and not 
on being campesino. This early Maya Movement laid down the basis for the further 
articulation of a Mayan identity. Although this activism was not political, but purely cultural 
(Warren 1998: 5), Maya politics of today are a direct outgrowth of the efforts made during 
this embryonic period.  

Culturally based indigenous organizing in those years was closely related to the 
promotion of the use of Mayan languages. In the 1940s, Maya languages became one of the 
most important markers for Mayan ethnic identity, and the study of them has always been 
closely connected to cultural and political activism (Fischer 1996: 56). It was, after all, one of 
the few identity markers that had remained constant ever since the Spanish conquest. Cojtí 
described the importance of language as follows: “Maya people exist because they have and 
speak their own language” (Cojtí 1991, cited in Fischer 1996: 56). Language is not only 
considered an identity marker for that specific Maya linguistic group, but also as a part of 
pan-Maya identity. In a first effort to unify the speakers of different Mayan languages, Adrián 
Inés Chávez (1904-1987) created an alphabet in 1959, which could be used to write in each of 
the 22 Mayan languages (Nelson 1999: 142, 254). By creating the alphabet he stressed 
linguistic and, thus, ethnic unity. Although this alphabet is not used much today, Chávez is 
still considered the founding father of Maya cultural activism. He convened the “Ier Congreso 
Lingüístico Nacional” (First National Linguistic Congress), which came to be an ongoing 
forum for linguistic debate. In 1959 he founded the ALMK21. In addition, Chavez translated 
and changed the name of the K’iche Bible from “Popol Vuh” into “Pop Wuj” (Gálvez Borell 
& Choy 1995).  

 
During the “ten years of spring” it was the first time that the State actively sought to “make 
indigenous citizens.” This not only altered Indian-State relations, but also shaped the different 
articulations of indigenous organizing and participation on national and local levels. In 
concluding this first part of the historical and theoretical account of Indian-State relations, 
indigenous organizing, and views on indigenous (Maya) culture and identity, I think it is 
useful to remember the following. During the Arévalo and Arbenz administrations, state 
policies, intellectuals participating in the indígenista debate, and Western anthropology 
researchers viewed indigenous culture as something essential and primordial. Indigenous 
culture and customs were considered crucial in creating a national, Guatemalan identity. At 

                                                 
 

21 ALMK: Academia Lengua Maya K’iche, Maya K’iche Language Academy. 
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the same time, these cultures and customs were considered alien to a civilized modern state. 
Assimilation was not only a theoretical concept practiced by scholars; it was also a political 
goal. At the same time, the socialist governments laid the basis for indigenous organizing and 
mobilization in their attempts to organize the population on a campesino-based—and thus 
class-based—identity. Several policies, such as agrarian reform and municipal autonomy, 
altered not only Indian-State relations but also brought different indigenous groups together, 
marking the birth of a pan-Mayan identity. At the local level, political parties, campesino 
organizing and religious organizing transformed community relations and divided 
communities.22 As I will show in this book, these community relations remain in turmoil. 
Political parties and religious changes have tremendous effects on the social organization of 
indigenous communities and reflect local cleavages that are not that visible, and maybe 
therefore less explosive, in indigenous affiliations on a national level. 
 
2.2 BOUNDARIES: RESPONSES TO STATE VIOLENCE AND REPRESSION (1954-1985) 
The period following the fall of Arbenz in 195423 was characterized by militarization and 
violence, which eventually resulted in a 36-year internal conflict. During this internal conflict, 
the State essentially tried to disengage itself from its indigenous citizens. Exclusion and mass 
violence shaped the communities in different ways, destroying community structures and 
promoting solidarity within the indigenous population at the same time. 

Beginning in 1954, the State displayed more violence toward the indigenous 
population, trying to undo the process of social organizing and awakening that had taken 
place during the previous ten years. Those who now held political power had military 
backgrounds, while the locus of all important decisions was in fact the army itself. In the 
1960s, the first death squad began to operate: Mano Blanca, “The White Hand.” This 
organization was financed by the bourgeoisie and drew its recruits from the army and police 
forces. Local level governments again came under the control of military commanders (Jonas 
1991: 61-62).  

As a response to repressive state policies and the further militarizing of the country, 
the first guerrilla movements came into action at the beginning of the 1960s: MR-1324 and 
Frente del 20 de Octubre.25 In the mid-1960s, these two groups joined forces and became 
known as FAR26 (Jonas 1991: 67; May 1999: 71-72). Rather than being “indigenous” or 
displaying a primary concern with indigenous issues, the FAR, led by disgruntled army 
officers and operating in the Ladino-dominated eastern departments and the capital, was 
above all concerned with class inequalities (Morrison & May 1994: 116). Some scholars have 
called this part of the armed conflict a “weekend war” because the guerrilla leaders were 
students who took classes during the week at one of the Guatemala City’s universities, and 

                                                 
 

22 The effect of those non-state institutions have been described in several excellent ethnographies, like Warren 
(1978) on Catholic Action, Falla (1978) on Catholic Action, Brintnall (1976) on political economical and 
cultural change. 
23 For an excellent account on this episode, and much more on the Revolution, see Gleijsses (1991). 
24 MR13: Movimiento de la Revolución del 13 de Noviembre, Revolucionary Movement of November 13th. 
25 October 20th Front, named after the October Revolution. 
26 FAR: Fuerzas de Armas Rebeldes, The Armed Forces of Rebellion. 
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who generally reserved their participation in armed resistance activities for the weekends. 
Under Montenegro (1966-1970), elimination of the guerrillas became the State’s highest 
priority and, by the late-1960s the guerrilla movement was in full retreat (Kruijt 1999: 40-45; 
Jonas 1991: 68; May 1999: 73).27  

An economic crisis in the 1970s led to further polarization. Notwithstanding a slight 
economic growth, 2% of the population continued to control the Guatemala’s arable land 
(Jonas & Walker 2000: 5). In 1973 a monetary crisis, caused by an oil embargo and inflation, 
hit Guatemala. Indian campesinos were among those most strongly affected, and many of 
them migrated to the plantations and to Guatemala City in search of work. Within 
communities, class differences became much more pronounced and the migration of men put 
the traditional civil-religious hierarchy under further pressure (Arias 1990: 240-241). The 
growth of a “semi-proletariat of desperate campesinos” plus the tense character of class 
relations that tended to coincide with ethnic divisions (Jonas & Walker 2000: 6-8) would soon 
prove to be explosive. 

While the military returned to control state power, indigenous communities again 
became marginal to both the Guatemalan economy and to conceptualizations of the 
Guatemalan nation (Handy 2000: 7). At the same time, beginning in the 1960s, schools, 
priests, cooperatives and agrarian organizations continued the process of establishing 
connections among different communities (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 94). Eventually, two 
different reactions to state violence and repression emerged: one on the basis of a shared class 
or campesino identity (clasista), and the other on the basis of ethnic, indigenous identity 
(culturalista). I will discuss those two, sometimes diametrical, perspectives on how to address 
Guatemala’s “Indian problem.” The clasista and culturalista approaches were reflected in the 
Guatemalan intellectual debate, which was dominated by two prominent scholars: Severo 
Martínez Peláez, representing the clasista line of thought, and Guzmán Böckler, representing 
the culturalista approach. Although both lines of thought were based on more relationalist 
perspectives on indigenous identity, and both recognized the bipolarity of Guatemalan 
society, they disagreed on how to achieve change. This section explores the relational view on 
identity by analyzing both the Indian-State relations and the intellectual debate surrounding 
them. 

 
2.2.1 RELATIONAL AND HISTORICIST APPROACHES TO INDIAN IDENTITIES 
As I said, the relationship between the State and the indigenous population was characterized 
by exploitation and violence. Guatemalan as well as non-Guatemalan anthropologists began 
to analyze this dynamic by employing a new conceptualization of indigenous identity that 
came to be called historical contextualism or materialism. Within this framework, the 
subordinate position of the Indian was explained in relativist terms; this marked a break with 
the essentialist notions of “culture” and indigenous identity that I discussed in the first 
section. Primordial and essentialist views on culture could not provide a framework for 
dealing with modernity and the persistence of indigenous identity, despite the fact that the 

                                                 
 

27 Both this and the next counterinsurgency campaign were inspired by the war in South Vietnam. See also Kruijt 
(1999) and Jonas (1991). 
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indigenous population established contacts and relationships with Ladino culture and spoke 
Spanish. Wolf’s notion of the closed corporate community as a “creature of Spanish 
Conquest” marked a shift in which indigenous culture began to be explained in terms of 
external and regional structures, “rather than in terms of cultural content” (Wolf 1986: 325).  

The change of focus of study from “what’s inside” to “why does it exist”, from the 
“cultural stuff” to the boundaries between the different ethnic groups, was central to Barth’s 
boundary perspective (1969), which marked a paradigm change in the broader 
anthropological approaches to identity and ethnicity. Barth explained the emergence of ethnic 
identities through focusing on the boundaries between the different ethnic groups and on how 
their contact and interactions impacted upon their ethnic identity. Wolf and Barth share the 
view that cultural content should not be the focus of research. As Wilson notes, Wolf’s 
materialism and Barth’s boundary model have been applied to Mayan ethnicity in ways that 
emphasized the bipolarity of society and ethnic dualism, without taking into account process 
and historical experience (Wilson 1995: 9).28 This view dominated approaches to indigenous 
identity and Indian-State relations for several decades. Scholars focused on the reasons for 
developing distinct identities rather than on cultural content. Increasingly they came to 
approach Indians not simply as cultural enclaves, but as an oppressed class of peasant 
tributaries. Materialist views explained the existence of indigenous identity as a result of 
opposition to colonial oppression (Wilson 1995: 7); and/or as having emerged in reaction to 
Ladino identity (Carmack 1990: 129).29 Western scholars pointed out that contemporary 
indigenous traditions and institutions were in fact former mechanisms of exploitation by the 
Spaniards, such as the Alcaldía Indígena and the religious brotherhoods, the cofradías. For 
example, the study of Judith Friedlander (1975) on indigenous identity in Hueyapan (Mexico) 
focuses on how Indian traditions were derived from cultural transformations that took place 
during the colonial and republican periods (Friedlander 1975: 71-74). 

Scholars also focused on how “the content” of the indigenous culture changed, while 
the socioeconomic, subordinate, position of indigenous persons stayed the same (Warren 
1978). Colby and van den Berghe (1969) describe how indigenous persons were able to 
“pass” as Ladinos in social contexts outside their home localities. Yet, the ethnic boundary 
between the two groups continued to exist despite attempts to foster indigenous acculturation 
(Colby & van den Berghe 1969). John Hawkins (1984) argued that ethnicity in Guatemala is 
“a system of inverse ideologies,” he contended that indigenous culture is inversely derivative 

                                                 
 

28 The concept of the closed corporate community has been extensively criticized. The critics have focused on 
the following issues: mistaking autochthonous institutions for colonial creations (Fariss 1984), or paying 
insufficient attention to community sub-units (Hill and Monagham 1987), the moments the closed community 
would open up (Hill 2001), the presumption of the egalitarian village (Chance 1996), the closed character of the 
communities (Lovell 1988 34-36). 
29 Stavenhagen (1968, in Warren 1978: 13) made a useful distinction between colonial relations and class 
relations, both of which shaped Ladino-Indian ethnic relations. According to Stavenhagen, class relations were 
not always parallel to ethnic or colonial relations; the latter predominated in the rural indigenous communities 
while class relations structured the wider Ladino society. Pulled away from the corporate community, Indians 
would enter the Ladino class-stratified society, which would offer them a wider range of economic opportunities, 
leaving behind colonial relations and their invidious ethnic identity. (Warren 1978: 15). Ethnic identity thus 
reflected the Indians’ subordination in terms of colonial and class relations.  
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of Spanish culture. Perhaps the greatest achievement of such approaches to identity and 
culture was that they showed that the indigenous population only existed in relation to 
Ladinos, and they illustrated how their position continued to be subordinate despite cultural 
changes. They demonstrated that indigenous identity could not be studied as an isolated, 
unchanging phenomenon. Within Mesoamerican ethnography, the ideological presumption 
was closely connected to Marxist thought: once class structures were changed, indigenous 
identities would cease to exist. 

 
In Guatemala the intellectual debate centered on the work of Peláez and Böckler. As I have 
indicated above, these two scholars agree on a dual view of Guatemalan society constituted by 
“indios” and Ladinos as social classes, but they differ with respect to how to resolve the 
“Indian Problem.” 

The orthodox Marxist Martinez Peláez was one of the first Guatemalans to take the 
subordinate socioeconomic position of the indigenous population into account in his analysis 
of the Guatemalan Indians. He was strongly influenced in his Marxist thought by the Peruvian 
Mariátegui,30 who defined the Indian problem as a class problem. According to Peláez, the 
“Indian problem had nothing to do with culture” but with exploitation, which had its roots in 
the Spanish Conquest (Carey Jr. 1998: 11). Martinez Peláez defined the Indian as a product of 
colonialism: In his view, “oppression created the Indian.” Following this line of thought, 
Friedlander (1975) argued that there was no need to use the term “Indian” in Mexico, where 
forced labor, which had defined “the Indian” for centuries, had been abolished in 1945. 
Martinez Peláez and Friedlander agree that all Indian institutions were created by the colonial 
regime, that even traje had been instituted as a form of counterinsurgency by the Spaniards 
(Nelson 1999: 130). The study of indigenous cultures was nothing more than a superficial 
methodological position, as the maintenance of culture and language only served to aid the 
oppressive classes and make the oppressed segments of society, the Indians, easier to control. 
And so, the struggle to be fought was between “the exploited and the exploiters” rather than 
between “Indians and non-Indians” (Martinez in Carey Jr. 1998: 12-13). Once this battle had 
been won, ethnic identities would cease to exist, since by then class structures would have 
been overturned. 

Guzmán Böckler and Jean Louis Herbert (1970) argued that, although the Indian 
indeed existed in relation to the Ladino, it was not right to classify all Indians as “the 
oppressed classes.” According to Guzmán Böckler, not all Indians were victims of the 
capitalist system, since there was also an Indian bourgeoisie (Carey Jr. 1998: 13). A Marxist 
materialist approach to indigenous identity was too simple to explain this. Böckler gave a 
more active role to the indigenous population in shaping their own identity and destiny, rather 
than considering them mere victims of oppression, by positing that the colonial system did not 

                                                 
 

30 According to De la Peña, Mariátegui, founder of the Communist Party of Peru, was the one to define the 
Indian question as the Land question. He advocated the modernization of communal organizations, leading to 
their transformation into socialist cooperatives (De La Peña 2005: 725). Becker describes Mariátegui as an 
indígenista in the traditional sense of the word in that he was an urban mestizo intellectual, and enlightened and 
progressive at the same time, in that he called for a new society based on the traditional ayllu structure (Becker 
1995: 7).  
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create the Indians, while allowing that the indigenous population did incorporate some aspects 
of the colonial structure into their own culture. Hence, he emphasized that Indians maintained 
much of their traditional culture, without neglecting that the Spaniards had tried to 
depersonalize the indigenous population (Carey Jr. 1998: 13).  

Böckler also criticized historicists for not giving credit to the indigenous populations 
for maintaining their languages, distinctive modes of dress, and religions. He asserted that, 
although Indians were not successful in maintaining their lands, they did create their own 
spaces through protecting their memory and their historic identity. “The indigenous 
population was dominated but never conquered” (cited in Carey Jr. 1998: 14). As I will show 
further on, those thoughts are the bases for what later came to be known as a constructionist 
approach to identity. Böckler stressed that scholars should interpret actions of social actors 
through their interrelationships, and he emphasized the importance of publishing political 
texts written by Indians.31 His work decisively influenced the founders of Xel-jú. It is not 
surprising that scholars such as Arias, who is more closely associated with the clasista line of 
thought, concluded that Böckler and Herbert “idealized everything Indian to alarming levels” 
(Arias 1990: 237), reflecting perfectly the tension between clasista and culturalista 
interpretations of the Indian problem.  

In sum, while Guzmán and Böckler agreed with Peláez on the bipolarity of 
Guatemalan society, they asserted that class was not the adequate level of analysis of the 
Guatemalan situation, or of the “Indian problem” as a whole. This analytical and ideological 
difference came to the fore in the indigenous organizing that occurred in the early 1970s. By 
the mid- and late-1970s the relationship between the clasista and the culturalista wing of 
indigenous organizing became polarized. Leftist armed resistance grew and the groups 
clashed with one another over how to best achieve change (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 111). 

 
In the meantime, different developments at the local level fostered a process of 
consciousness-raising and intra-communitarian contact: the work of Catholic Action in the 
communities, its connection to the political party DC32 and the emergence of a cooperative 
movement. Those new actors spurred the further development of a process that had already 
started during the years 1944-1954; the opening and differentiation of the corporate 
community and the changing position of traditional Indian authorities within communities. 

                                                 
 

31 Böckler referred extensively to the work of Antonio Pop Caal (1981).31 Pop Caal was one of the most 
important indigenous intellectuals. He was the first K’ekchi lawyer and he founded the ALMG (Academia de las 
Lenguas Mayas de Guatemala, Academy for the Guatemalan Mayan Languages) (Prensa Libre June 3, 2005, 
December 18, 2002). In a presentation (1974) Pop Caal sets out his central argument as follows: the indigenous 
population resisted three forms of domination: agrarian exploitation, political domination, and ideological 
domination. Indians had, according to him, successfully resisted Ladino-ization (Pop Caal in Carey Jr. 1998: 15) 
and thus “there is no problem with the Indian” (quoted in Carey Jr 1998: 15). Indians, according to him, believed 
in their own worth and in their ability to contribute to Guatemala and its sense of national identity. The word 
“indio” with all its negative connotations was used by Pop Caal with the purpose of mobilizing Indians (Ogburn 
Konefal 2005: 101). The importance of Pop Caal’s work lies in the fact that he was one of the first Indians who 
entered the (intellectual) debate about the position of the Indian. 
32 DC: Democracia Cristiana, Christian Democracy. 
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The Catholic Church made different efforts to both organize and raise the awareness 
of the indigenous population. Catholic Action was by now influenced by Liberation 
Theology, which enjoyed widespread popularity in Latin America. Liberation Theology 
approaches Christianity from the perspective of the poor and is generally deeply concerned 
with human rights and social justice (see also Nash 2001; Falla 1978). In the 1970s, 
indigenous priests organized themselves with the objective of promoting Indian values, by 
forming an informal association: the Pastoral Indígena (Arias 1990: 239). Through this 
association Indians who, according to Arias, at that moment were already beginning to 
identify themselves with their indigenous language instead of their municipio, came to know 
each other and began to discuss indigenous and religious issues. In the 1970s, Catholic Action 
launched a literacy campaign that lasted for several years and that helped raise awareness, 
“forging a new identity” (Arias 1990: 238). Catholic Action also founded schools in rural 
communities and educated a new core of indigenous leaders (Arias 1990: 242). Communities 
began organizing credit organizations and cooperatives, either under the tutelage of Catholic 
Action or the State. Those cooperatives also became sites for indigenous struggle and debate. 
Catechists and members of cooperatives developed analyses of the social problems that were 
ravaging their communities and were happy to join the DC when this party began to develop 
as a reformist political movement and sought recruits in indigenous highland communities. 
For many future guerrilla fighters, participating in cooperatives and Catholic Action was the 
first step towards mobilization (Grandin 1997: 14-15; Handy 1991: 62).  

 
2.2.2 CULTURALISTA INDIGENOUS ORGANIZING AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 
Increased contact, news, media, and education fostered ethnic awareness. At the same time 
Indians “experienced sudden unexpected misery” because of the monetary crisis of 1973 
(Arias 1990: 241; Grandin 1997: 12). Marginal Indian farmers were forced to sell their lands, 
often to the Indian bourgeoisie of their municipio. Carmack wrote that this bourgeoisie was 
“[…] politically conservative, and holds middle class values. It tends to support military 
governments, sees guerrillas as bandits and as a threat to its interest” (Carmack 1983). Arias 
has pointed to the close encounters between the military and Indian bourgeoisies as well. At 
the same time, community organizing produced a new generation of leaders. Class differences 
increased and served to impede the search for a new worldview, deepening the crisis of values 
and undermining the traditional authority structure (Arias 1990: 241-242).  

Although the combination of those two developments within indigenous communities 
shaped class tensions, it is important to keep in mind that the new Indian bourgeoisie usually 
emerged from the same hierarchal networks or authority systems as did the traditional 
authorities—the principales (Grandin 1997: 11-16). According to Grandin, at that time there 
was no other way to find new avenues to community power. This book will show that it is 
indeed not possible to make clear divisions between new and old elites, as new elites often 
come from traditional systems, and these traditional systems (if we can speak in this way 
about them) have been neatly interwoven with modern political practices, constructing 
complex webs of new and old authorities. As I will also show in this chapter and in the rest of 
this book, it is not that easy to make the political distinction between the Indian bourgeoisie, 
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settled in municipal and departmental capitals (Right) and poor, class-based campesino 
organizing in the rural hinterlands (Left) as is suggested by Arias (1990). 

Nevertheless the Indian bourgeoisie often connected specifically to culturalista 
organizing and national political participation. In the 1970s, the contours of this culturalista 
organizing began to become clear. Most efforts were aimed at cultural revival, and in some 
cases the cultural interpretation of indigenous identity served to encourage participation in 
local and national political arenas. The two most important organizations of that time were the 
Seminario Indígena and the magazine Ixim: Notas Indígenas (1977-1979).33 

In 1972 the first Seminario Indígena was held in Quetzaltenango. Participants from 
different departments discussed a wide range of issues, from very basic matters such as what 
indigenous persons should call themselves: indígena, natural, or Maya (Ricardo Cajas in 
Ogburn Konefal 2005: 108-109) to the economic, cultural, social and political situation of the 
indigenous population. The leaders of Ixim, discussed below, together with other indigenous 
leaders of popular organizations, formed the Coordinadora Indígena Nacional.34 Present day 
Maya activists such as Ricardo Cajas, Demetrio Cojtí, and late Pop Caal participated in this 
organization and held numerous seminars where they discussed ideologies, culture and 
indigenous positions (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 109). The seminars became places where clasista 
as well as culturalista perspectives were developed—and where they sometimes clashed. 
Ogburn Konefal, in her fascinating research on indigenous organizing during this era, quotes 
many participants who remember the seminars as interesting, rich, and challenging (Ogburn 
Konefal 2005: 110).  

As a result of these seminars, CECMA35 was established in 1979. This organization 
still exists and, among other purposes, seeks to contribute to the Mayanization of education. 
The magazine Ixim was launched with the purpose of fostering collective indigenous 
consciousness. In addition, Ixim also offered a critique of the State and of the Guatemalan 
political Left (Arias 1990: 26-27; Fischer 1996: 61; Ogburn Konefal 2005: 121).36 While, 
during its first year of its existence, the magazine addressed class as well as ethnic-related 
issues, from May 1978 on Ixim principally aimed to inform educated indigenous readers. Its 
authors openly and continually challenged the Left’s argument that ethnicity was a false 
identity and that it stood in the way of change. During the 1970s, indigenous participation in 
beauty contests at the local level became a focal point of new organization efforts (Ogburn 
Konefal 2005: 127, 134).37  

                                                 
 

33 Between 1970 and 1972 the Asociacón Indígena Pro-Cultura Maya-Quiché (operating in Santa Cruz de 
Quiché and Quetzaltenango, an organization supporting Indian efforts to undermine cultural oppression), the 
Asociacón de Forjadoras de Ideales Quichelness (an organization promoting soccer, chess and basketball, also 
Santa Cruz de Quiché) and the AEMG (an organization promoting Maya culture, in Quetzaltenango) were 
established in Quetzaltenango to promote Maya culture (Fischer 1996: 59, Arias 1990: 239). 
34 CIN: Coordinadora Indígena Nacional-National Indigenous Organization. 
35 CECMA: Centro de Estudios de la Cultura Maya Maya Cultural Studies Center. 
36 See Ogburn Konefal on a fascinating account on Ixim: Notas Indígenas. She justly points at the fact that very 
little research has been on the articulation of indigenous organizing during that time. 
37See Ogburn Konefals’s dissertation (2005) for an excellent analysis of local beauty pageants and indigenous 
activism. 
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As I mentioned before, Indians in the 1970s began to participate qua Indians in the 
(national) political arena as well. In 1974 Professor Fernando Tezahuic Tohón from Tecpán, 
elected deputy for Sololá for the PR,38 and Pedro Verona Cúmez, DC, elected deputy for 
Comalapa, entered the Guatemalan Congress. Fernando Tezahuic Tohón is considered the 
first Indian to have attained such a high office. (Arias 1990: 242-245; Fischer 1996: 60).39 In 
1976 Fernando Tezahuic Tohón founded the political group Patinamit (“in or near Iximché” 
in K’iche) for the purpose of enabling indigenous candidates to attain the highest levels of 
power, a wish that was neatly encapsulated in the following slogan that was heard in a 
meeting: “It does not matter what party a deputy belongs to so long as he is Indian and knows 
how to represent our interests” (Falla quoted in Arias 1990: 245). After it was founded, 
Patinamit initiated the formation of an indigenous political party: FIN.40  

Although all the members of the party’s hierarchy were Indians, the new political 
party formally intended to unite Indians and Ladinos—although only Ladinos that “adhered to 
Indian guidelines” would be allowed to participate (Falla in Arias 1990: 246). In 1977, the 
party allied with DC and the supporters of Lucas García. In the end however, the electoral 
fraud that helped Lucas García into power delegitimized the electoral process, and none of the 
Indian candidates assumed their seats in Congress (Arias 1990: 246). On the contrary, 12 of 
the 24 names that appeared on news reports on the FIN appeared dead by 1983 (Hale 2006: 
90). Although this political initiative is often associated with urban Indian intellectuals (as 
opposed to community-organized campesinos), the different positions were not that black and 
white. Hale reports that members of the FIN even considered joining the guerrilla movements 
and that its activists included many more clasista elements in their discourse. Hale also points 
out that their support of Lucas García had been strategically motivated; the idea was that the 
indigenous candidates would resign from the party and form an independent Indian bloque 
(Hale 2006: 90-93). Yet, once the electoral fraud had been exposed, many of the indigenous 
activists became radicalized (Grandin 1997: 13). 

 
2.2.3 LA VIOLENCIA 
Beginning in the late 1970s, the State began to send armed forces into the rural highlands in 
an obsessive search for communists. Communities throughout the nation came under the 
control of the army. In the view of Handy (1991: 61), the army “fostered economic 
diversification, but their vision of the new Guatemala excluded distinct Indian communities as 
determinedly as had that of the Liberals a century earlier.” The period that is referred to as 
“La Violencia” includes the years from 1978 to 1983, and especially 1982 and 1983. Between 
March and September 1982 alone, the military destroyed 440 highland villages (Handy 1991: 
43). The vast body of literature on this period of the armed conflict has focused on different 
issues. Some scholars have emphasized class relations and the existence of the partially 
proletarianized peasantry (Kincaid 1983) and the subsistence crisis that the Indian suffered 

                                                 
 

38 PR: Partido Revolucionario, Revolutionary Party. 
39 Arias further points at the candidacy of Adrián Chavez, which embodied the rescue of indigenous identity the 
indigenous bourgeoisie: he became the third candidate for Quetzaltenango to Congress (Arias 1990). 
40 FIN: Frente Indígena Nacional National Indigenous Front, changed into Frente de Integración Nacional, 
National Front for Integration, following accusations of reverse racism. 
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(Paige 1993), while other scholars have focused more on the counter–insurgency dialectic 
(Jonas 1991) and Indian-State relations (Handy 2000: 8). Another set of studies has centered 
on the unique ethnic component of massive state violence and resistance (Grandin 1997: 8). 
As Kruijt indicates, the internal conflict had several ethnic dimensions: it originated on behalf 
of the indigenous population, but this same indigenous population was represented in both the 
guerrilla movements as well as in the PACs and the military. At the same time, the indigenous 
population was also victimized by mass murders carried out by the army (Kruijt 1999: 37).  

Sanford has pointed out that many scholars have interpreted the conflict as two-sided. 
This bipolar narrative on the internal conflict is called the “theory of the two devils” (Hale 
2006: 94-100). Some scholars have considered the counterinsurgency as a driving force that 
made the indigenous population join the guerrilla forces while others have argued that joining 
the guerrilla forces provoked counterinsurgency.41 In an analysis of the work of Stoll and Le 
Bot, Sanford (2003: 200-201) shows that their work is not based on local testimonies but on 
discourses of more powerful sectors of society. By focusing on the guerrilla and/or the army, 
thus telling the war within the framework of the “two-devils” narrative, many scholars have 
left out the choices, life stories, voices and discourses of those in the Maya population that 
were not involved in either the guerrilla groups or the army. Sanford’s testimonies show that 
Mayas showed and/or regained agency through the choices they made and the testimonies 
they gave. At the same time, giving testimonies is a way to gain power, to regenerate agency 
(Sanford 2003: 208-211). What Sanford draws attention to here is the absence of local 
reconstructions of the war in some interpretations, which neglects local indigenous discourse 
and agency, whereas those local articulations are incredibly important in constructing daily 
realities.  

In what follows I will not have the space to discuss local agencies that became 
manifest during the conflict, nor will I be able to analyze specific cases of torture, 
disappearances and massacres that took place during the war. It is, however, important to keep 
in mind that there were many forms of resistance and agency at the local level, and not only 
the ones mentioned here. Although I believe that practices and articulations on the local level 
are highly important, for the sake of brevity I will in this chapter mainly limit myself to a 
discussion of how the indigenous population turned to their indigenous identity to resist state 
repression, utilizing both clasista and culturalista organizing. In this process, the emergence of 
the CUC42 and the different guerrilla organizations and, to a lesser extent, the more 
culturalista movement in Quetzaltenango, stand out.43  

                                                 
 

41According to Falla, the indigenous population resisted in order surviving ethnically, and the consolidation of 
their identity evolved from violence (Falla in Carey Jr 1998: 16). In Quiché Rebelde (1978) Falla argued that the 
indigenous population, as a reaction to the oppression of the Ladino population, had united themselves in order 
to defend their lives and culture. In his work, he emphasizes that Indians are not one class, since the group 
consists of store owners and merchants. Indians who benefited from capitalism did not stop being Indian. 
Incorporation in the capitalist market system bought changes and maybe even loss of indigenous culture, but at 
the same time those changes constituted a new way of being Indian.  
42 CUC: Comité de Unidad Campesina, Committee of Campesino Unity. 
43 See, for example, Falla (1991), Montejo (1987), Manz (1988, 2006), Sanford (2003). The edited volume of 
Carmack (1988) discusses several cases as well in a first attempt to understand “The Violence.” Kruijt & Van 
Meurs (2001) portray two protagonists, the general and the guerrilla fighter, who look back at the conflict and 
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Indigenous militant organizing 
While the rural areas impoverished, the State militarized the country and repressed every form 
of social organizing. At the same time, indigenous communities became more organized, and 
Catholic Action and other organizations fostered supra-community alliances. In the 1970s, the 
indigenous population began to organize along more militant lines in order to resist state 
repression.44 Three historic events played a major role in the process of radicalizing 
indigenous organization: the 1976 earthquake, the Panzós massacre in 1978, and the burning 
of the Spanish embassy in 1980.  

The 1976-earthquake left more than a million persons homeless. The costs of the 
earthquake reflected the inequalities of Guatemalan society: the majority of victims were 
Indian. The earthquake, however, also proved to be a catalyst for militant indigenous 
organizing. While the government’s response to the crisis was inadequate, community 
leaders—such as cooperatives and Catholic Action catechists—proved their ability to handle 
such a situation and demonstrated that they were capable of negotiating directly with 
international donor agencies. The fact that the army eventually retook control of the aid 
organizations and resold aid for profit politicized many indigenous activists (Arias 1990: 
243).  

The Panzós massacre took place in 1978. K’ekchi Indians had gathered in front of the 
municipal palace of this municipio to claim that the military would not kidnap and kill its 
inhabitants as had happened some days before. How the shooting exactly started remains 
unclear, but it did, and the crowd of people scattered. Some 310 persons were either killed or 
reported “disappeared,” and afterwards the leaders of the community were subject to 
relentless persecution (CEH 2000: caso ilustrativo 9). It became undeniably clear that the 
army was operating—and that it would continue to operate—outside the law, a lesson that 
was reaffirmed by the burning of the Spanish embassy in 1980, when campesinos from Ixil 
Country came to demand the end of repression in their communities. Supported by San Carlos 
students, the campesinos seized control of the Spanish Embassy after having been ignored by 
the Congress and national press. Armed forces stormed the embassy and, due to 
circumstances that remain unclear, an explosion occurred. It is certain that the force of the 
explosion was caused by the enormous quantities of tear gas used by the Armed Forces. 
Outside the Embassy, journalists and bystanders witnessed and reported this massacre, which 
nobody survived but the ambassador himself and a student by the name of Juyá Xona, who 
was found dead on the campus a few days later. The burning of the embassy was “the 
definitive watershed for most Indians” (Arias 1990: 254). For many Indians, the only choices 
were to either join the guerrilla forces and fight the military regime or leave the country. 

After the earthquake, campesinos and the cooperative movement began to coordinate 
efforts and to give form to a national campesino movement, of which the CUC, created by a 
combination of political leftists and indigenous persons, was the most important organization 

                                                                                                                                                         
 

the peace negotiations. 
44 See Kruijt (2008) for a fascinating account of the way guerrilla leaders look back at this period. 
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(Ogburn Konefal 2005: 114).45 One of the first organized actions was the march from San 
Idelfonso Ixtahuacán to the capital.46 Five months after the march (April 1978) the CUC was 
officially founded (Grandin 1997: 18). Its leaders were mostly Indians who had been educated 
formally or through cultural study groups. At the same time however, the campesino 
organization’s ideology was explicitly cross-ethnic and embraced both Ladinos and Indians 
(Grandin 1997: 15, 19; Ogburn Konefal 2005: 116). The primary goals of the organization 
were not cultural but rather class-based: better wages and working circumstances. In a later 
stage, the CUC included ideas of ethnic revindication in its rhetoric. The peasant organization 
was also shaped by a clandestine alliance with the EGP.47 The exact form of this relationship 
remains unclear, but many Mayas were inspired to join the guerilla forces as a result of their 
participation in the CUC (Jonas 1991: 133; Ogburn Konefal 2005: 116-117). 

Reactions to the Panzós massacre reveal the dialectic between clasista and culturalista 
indigenous organizing. Whereas the CUC organized a strike on the sugar plantation—about 
75,000 workers stopped work for fifteen days (Black 1984: 107)—and referred to the 
Kekchi’s killed as raceless campesinos, Ixim published an ethnically focused condemnation 
of the massacre, labeling the massacre as “ethnocide” (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 170-173). 
However, there were also rapprochements. At a meeting of indigenous leaders at the Iximché 
ruins (organized by the CUC) clasista and culturalista activists worked together and prepared 
a “declaration of war against the regime”. It was a call for all Indians to rise up together “May 
All Rise Up” (Que Todos se Levanten), taken from the Pop Wuh (Grandin 1997: 20; Ogburn 
Konefal 2005: 184).  

In the city of Quetzaltenango the indigenous struggle was articulated mostly by 
indigenous intellectuals. As if to refute Arias’ argument that the Indian bourgeoisie allied with 
right-wing politicians, many indigenous activists, for example Ricardo Cajas and Victoriano 
Alvarez,48 maintained close contact with the armed revolutionary movement during the late 
1970s. Many activists from Quetzaltenango helped CUC and EGP members escape or hide 
(Ogburn Konefal 2007: 179, 199). Still, the relationship between the class-based guerrilla 
groups and the intellectual activists remained problematic. Ogburn Konefal cites Cajas, who 
says that Indian activists were afraid of the army, but that they also feared that the guerrillas 
would turn against them. In the end, both clasista and culturalista activists organized 
themselves under the banner of indigenous identity and in some places like the Ixil triangle, 
joining the guerrilla forces increasingly came to be viewed as an option—if not in fact the 
only viable choice—for the indigenous population.  

 

                                                 
 

45 See Jonas (1991) for a more elaborate account on the CUC. 
46 Both Arias and Grandin consider the march as a mayor contribution for indigenous consciousness (Arias 1990: 
248, Grandin 1997: 18). When the protesters marched from San Idelfonso Ixtahuacán to the capital, they 
marched through the locations of fragmented ethnic identity, as a way of transforming them (Grandin, borrowing 
from Gramsci, 1997: 24). 20 November 1977 about 100,000 protesters finally entered Guatemala City. It was the 
first time since 1839 (when Indians had occupied Guatemala City) that Mayas gathered together as Maya, to 
show an oppositional force to the Ladino regime (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 114). 
47 EGP: Ejército Guatemalteco de los Pobres, Guatemalan Army of the Poor. 
48 Both Ricardo Cajas (1990) and Victoriano Alvarez (1978) were candidates for mayor, both representing Xel-
jú. See Chapter 3. 
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Indians and/as guerrilleros 
I already mentioned that many CUC members affiliated with the guerrilla group EGP. In the 
1970s Indians conducted more and more armed resistance. There were three class-based 
guerrilla groups: the ORPA,49 the EGP (operating in Guatemala City, Sacatepéquez, 
Chimaltenango, Quiché Huehuetenango, and Verapaces) and the FAR (active in the 1960s as 
well). Eventually they united their forces in 1982 in the URNG. At the same time there were 
also smaller armed groups that were ethnically based. The best known of these is the 
Movimiento Indio Tojil, which I will discuss later. 50 

The new guerrilla movement tried to create a broader indigenous base and focused on 
indigenous issues from the very beginning: they recruited Mayas and experienced their most 
rapid growth in indigenous departments (Kruijt 1999: 48; Morrison & May 1994: 117). By 
the early 1980s, guerrilla organizations were active in 18 of Guatemala’s 22 departments. 
Indians participated on a massive scale, most of them joining the EGP (Grandin 1997: 7).51 
Estimates of the exact number of indigenous people that participated in the guerrilla in one 
way or another vary from 225,000 to 500,000 (Arias 1990: 255, Kruijt 1999: 49). Walker and 
Jonas have called the indigenous mass participation the “awakening of the Maya,” which 
seriously threatened the army’s control of the highlands (Jonas & Walker 2000: 7). However, 
scholars such as Stoll and Le Bot have posed questions about the indigenous character of the 
guerrilla forces: were the guerrilla forces really representing the Indians (Stoll 1993), or was it 
a question of a war being fought on indigenous territory (Le Bot 1996)? 

Despite adopting ethnic language at the rhetorical level, there were very few Indians 
occupying positions of leadership in the guerrilla groups. For some militant Indians, the 
ethnic rhetoric and the claims of solidarity with indigenous peoples did not sufficiently appeal 
to their indigenous identity. Indian guerrilla groups with names such as “Movimiento Indio 
Tojil,” “Nuestro Movimiento,” “Movimiento Indígena Revolucionario,” “Movimiento 
Revolucionario del Pueblo Ixim”52 emerged at the end of the 1970s. These groups made some 
of the same demands that the Maya Movement would make two decades later during the 
peace negotiations. They all called for the recovery of Maya culture (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 
212). They strived to combat Western culture “because the only authentic culture was Indian” 
(Ocampo de la Paz in Arias 1990: 253). Movimiento Indio Tojil became the best known of 
those splinter groupings because of a document it published that was titled “Guatemala: de la 
república burguesa centralista a la república popular federal” (nd), in which it called for 
indigenous political autonomy. (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 217). The radical grouping, Cabracán 
inspired fear in many Guatemalans with its call for a radical turning back to the past and the 

                                                 
 

49 ORPA: Organización Revolucionaria en Armas, Revolutionary Organization of People in Arms, operating in 
San Marcos, Quetzaltenango, Sololá, and Chimaltenango. 
50 It was the ORPA that most prominently made use of indigenous language in its rhetoric; For example, Rodrigo 
Asturias called himself Gaspar Ilom, name of the indigenous hero of his father’s classic novel Hombres de Maiz 
(Ogburn Konefal 2005: 188). 
51 For a more precise description of the different guerrilla groups and their connections to the armed organization 
of the 1960s, see Jonas (1991).  
52 Meaning, respectively: Indio Tojil Movement, Our Movement, Revolutionary Indian Movement, Revolutionary 
Movement of the Ixim People. “Tojil” means “deidad del sol, pago, ofrenda o multa” (goddess of the sun, 
payment, offering, or fine), and “Ixim” means’ “maize.”  
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abandonment of every kind of Western ideology (Bastos & Camus 1993: 31). The movements 
were segregationist and they were primarily inspired by hatred of Ladinos, a viscerally 
negative sentiment that made alliances with the left difficult. Arias described these militant 
indigenous groupings as “counterrevolutionary” (Arias 1990; Ogburn Konefal 2005: 214). 

 
Military counterinsurgency 
The military continued to see the rural communities as a serious obstacle in their task to 
construct a modern nation-state and reacted to all those different kinds of organizing with 
increased violence and pressure (Handy 1991: 63). Again, there was no place for indigenous 
culture and community in the Guatemalan nation-state. In 1978 the counterinsurgency 
campaign became more intense, violent and repressive under the Lucas García regime (1978-
1982). García was called a “psychotic tyrant” by Black (1984: 28) and violence was 
structural. Massacres, disappearances and torture served to warn guerrilleros, future 
guerrilleros and potential guerrilleros. The military had defined chaos as an obstacle to 
national security, and the first step to regulate the chaos was to destroy the insurgency 
(Grandin 2005: 29). As in many other Latin American countries, the National Security 
Doctrine legitimized violence against civilians. In Guatemala, this violence clearly had a 
racist component. Racism permitted the defining of Indians as such as insurgents. As the 
CEH53 concluded “racism allowed the army to equate Indians with insurgents, which made 
their elimination less problematic” (CEH 2000: 325).54 Indians were not supposed to be part 
of the Guatemalan nation-state. 

Despite all of the brutality that occurred during García’s regime, he was blamed for 
not crushing the guerrillas and, in 1982, frictions within the army caused his downfall. After 
an enormous electoral fraud in 1982, Ríos Montt committed a coup and came into power 
(Jonas 1991: 147). The coup established a unique form of the constitutional state as it 
consolidated the military structure and employed a vocabulary of human rights and 
democracy at the same time. The 1982 coup marked the first phase of Guatemala’s 
“recomposition” (Schirmer 1999: 94; Jonas 1991: 148). Rios Montt presented a long-term 
multiple stage plan called the “National Security and Development Plan,” which allowed the 
army to penetrate further into the executive, judicial, administrative and economic branches of 
government (Schirmer 2001: 67). Scholars and truth commissions nowadays identify this first 
phase of a four-stage plan,55 which in fact entailed the elimination of the indigenous 
population, and which was considered necessary to establish a peaceful modern state, as 
genocide (Jonas 1991: 148). 56  

The scorched earth tactic that characterized the first phase of the plan aimed to 
ultimately “drain the sea of Indians” (Jonas 1991: 149). This plan included forced relocation 
of peasants, the destruction of villages that resisted relocation, and a scorched earth tactic 

                                                 
 

53 CEH: Comisión de Esclaramiento Histórico, Commission for Historical Clarification. 
54 See Nolin Hanlon and Ihankar (2000) and Temouschat (2001) for an extensive discussion of the truth 
commissions in Guatemala. 
55 The stages were called: Victory ‘82, Firmness ’83, Institutional Renewal ’84, Stabilization’85 (Handy 1991: 
64). 
56 See also Sanford (2003), for impressive empirical data on this dark episode of Guatemalan history. 
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aimed at removing any source of natural or infrastructural support for the guerrillas. In 
practice, this meant that entire villages were burned down. The military regained control over 
the Highlands through the total breakdown of village autonomy. Ríos Montt’s logic was as 
follows: “For each one who is shooting there are ten working behind him.”57 The consequence 
of this was that, in order to eliminate the 3000-6000 guerrilleros that actually existed, the 
military would have to kill at least 60,000 subversives who were allegedly aiding and abetting 
the actual rebels. Cooperative movements in any village having strong autonomous 
institutions were considered suspect (Handy 1991: 63).  

The second phase used a so-called “humanitarian approach” to gain and maintain 
control over the highlands (Schirmer 1999: 94). The army focused on destroying the strength 
and vitality of indigenous villages through the creation of model villages and strategic 
hamlets and the formations of the PAC's.58 The model villages were mostly built on the 
remains of the communities burnt down by the military and became inhabited by Indians from 
different linguistic groups (Sanford 2003: 137). Through the organizing of those villages in 
Development Poles and the “Interinstitutional Coordinating Committee,” the military 
controlled development projects and created a parallel form of municipal government (Jonas 
1991: 150). The military succeeded in taking control of existing villages. Civil patrols 
required every man between 18 and 60 to patrol the streets and “protect” the villagers against 
guerrillas.  

Civil patrols were in reality often violators of human rights instead of protectors of the 
communities. They were in effect an instrument of the army’s control of the highlands. In 
many cases the civil patrollers heightened the violence in the villages, and many of the human 
rights atrocities eventually were committed by the PAC’s. Remijnse (2002: 133-136) 
describes how in Joyabaj the civil patrols committed murder and prevented the traditional 
cofradías from carrying out functions, such as the election of the Alcaldía Indígena, and how 
the military co-opted indigenous customs, such as playing the marimba59 in the marketplace, 
for their own purposes. The civil patrols became a permanent feature of community 
organization and, although they no longer exist, they continue have certain amounts of power 
in indigenous communities. In the chapters on Santa María Chiquimula I will show that 
members of the civil patrols still hold important offices in the community and in fact 
infiltrated the civil religious hierarchies of communities (as did the military commissioners). 
Those forms of militarizing and controlling the rural indigenous highlands were legalized in 
the 1985 Constitution (Jonas 1991: 150, 165). 

The most violent period was between September 1982 and March 1983. During this 
period, the army destroyed over 400 indigenous villages. Thereafter, at the urging of the more 
reform minded junior officers, the counterinsurgency campaign became more focused on 
projects such as Frijoles y Fusiles (Beans and Bullets), which were meant to improve the 
government’s image. The military in fact used hunger as a form of social control. In 1983 

                                                 
 

57 Rios Montt cited in the New York Times, October 17, 1982, quoted in Handy (1989: 125). 
58 PAC: Patrullas de Autodefensa Civil, Civil Self-Defense Patrols. 
59 The marimba is Guatemala’s national instrument. At the same time dancing on the music of the marimba is 
associated more with Maya culture and identity. 
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Ríos Montt was forced from office and Mejia Victores took his place, and the violence 
decreased as the government aimed to eradicate subversion (Jonas 1991: 151). The State 
began to develop more developmentalist strategies under the Laugerud administration. 
Through programs such as Frijoles y Fusiles and Techo, Tortilla y Trabajo (Roof, Tortilla and 
Work), the army provided food staples to those willing to cooperate with the military (Kruijt 
1999: 50).  

In 1986, Guatemalans elected a civilian president (Handy 1991: 61), another measure 
called for in the 1985 Constitution as a means of guiding Guatemala to civilian government. 
The same Constitution demanded ongoing counterinsurgency. Thus, much of the power 
remained in hands of the army (Schirmer 1999: 94-95).60 Grandin shows that, in Guatemala, 
terror was not a result of state decomposition, but a component of rebuilding the state, a way 
to return to constitutional rule (Grandin 2005: 6). The violence left indigenous communities 
destroyed and traumatized. Indigenous and traditional leaders had gone underground or had 
been killed. Military commissioners and PAC’s had penetrated the authority structures of the 
communities. Victims lived next to perpetrators. Indian-State relations were characterized by 
exploitation, repression and violence. The State, in its search for modernity, development and 
progress, had deprived Guatemala of a large proportion of its indigenous citizens, instead of 
granting the indigenous populations the rights to citizenship that are associated with the 
project of modernity (see Larrain 1999). At the same time, these state actions set the stage for 
the indigenous population to organize and claim their ethnic citizenship. 

 
2.3 CONSTRUCTING MAYAN IDENTITIES 
The return to civilian rule in 1986, although still characterized by violent Indian-State 
relations, offered more possibilities for Mayan organizing and paved the way for long and 
difficult peace negotiations, in which the indigenous population actively participated. From 
then on, the indigenous populations began to organize in numerous organizations, claiming 
their ethnic and universal citizenship and formulating discourses and ideas about the face of 
multicultural democracy. Mayas began to participate in defining the terms of the proyecto de 
nación, their relationship with the State, and what it means to be Indian, indigenous, or Maya. 
In sum, Mayas reclaimed their identity and addressed unequal power relations between the 
indigenous populations and the State. For the first time, Mayas themselves became active in 
the process of creating indigenous citizens. In this process, municipal government thus 
emerged as a domain for indigenous claim-making on the one hand, and as an arena where 
indigenous identity could be reproduced and practiced on the other.  

The Segundo Congreso Linguïstica Nacional61 in 1984 was a starting point for new 
indigenous organizing. Soon after this event, language activists founded the ALMG62 for the 
purpose of promoting a unified alphabet of all Mayan languages. The Mayan Language 
Academy gained state recognition in 1990 (Fischer 2004: 89; Nelson 1999: 153). Soon, other 

                                                 
 

60 See Schirmer (1999) for an elaborate discussion on how the military made use of the law, and Schirmer (2002) 
on how the military functioned under civilian governments. 
61 Second National Linguistic Congress. 
62ALMG: Academia de Lenguas Mayas de Guatemala, Guatemalan Academy of Mayan Languages. 
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Mayan cultural and linguistic Maya organizations emerged, like Cholsamaj and CEDIM.63 
Cholsamaj began its work as a Mayan educational and cultural centre and was officially 
recognized in 1991. As the first Mayan publishing house, it has served a crucially important 
function in that it publishes materials written by Mayas. The COMG,64 founded in 1990, is an 
umbrella group of research centers and cultural and development organizations (Fischer 1996, 
2004; Bastos & Camus 2002).  

Organizations such as the Mayan Language Academy and Cholsamaj focused 
exclusively on linguistic and cultural claims. Language for instance, is not only a very 
important identity marker but also a “safer” issue to advocate than autonomy or political 
representation (Fischer 2004: 89). Throughout the 1990s, there was an explosion of Mayan 
organizations, now focusing on more political issues, power relations and how the nation 
should be imagined. They called for political reforms, ethnic equality, national representation, 
and legal recognition of their traditions (Fischer 2004: 90). It is this “political mobilization of 
indigenous organizations, groups and institutions that through their own efforts attempt to 
transform the relationship between the indigenous population and the Guatemalan nation-
state” (Bastos & Camus 2003: 7) that I call the “Maya Movement.”  

The emergence of the Maya Movement dramatically changed Indian-State relations. 
For the first time in history the indigenous population took an active stand in imagining the 
nation-state, reflected in the peace process and the peace accords. They imagined the nation as 
multicultural, pluri-ethnic and multilingual; where persons in indigenous communities would 
be active citizens, claiming their rights to cultural difference; where traditional authorities 
would be accepted and considered protagonists of democratization, and where customary law 
would be seen as a respected and appropriate way to solve problems in indigenous 
communities. The emergence of the Maya Movement also had an impact on the scientific and 
intellectual debate: Mayan intellectuals began to dominate Guatemalan debates on what was 
called the Indian problem in the past, and Western scholars developed more constructionist 
views on identity in an attempt to understand emerging shared indigenous identities.  

The Maya Movement was shaped by its conflicts and collaborations with the class-
based movement. I will use this tension as a point of departure to analyze a number of events 
that were crucial to the development of the Guatemalan indigenous movement: the signing of 
the ILO Convention 169 and of the Accord on Identity, both in 1995, and the Referendum on 
Constitutional Reforms in 1999. In the second part of this section, I turn to the way the Maya 
Movement and anthropologists have come to view (Mayan) identities. I will hereby discuss 
the shift to the constructionist interpretation of identity and the use of “strategic essentialism” 
by the Maya Movement. But first, I will briefly discuss how the Maya Movement is 
embedded in the emergence of indigenous movements in Latin America, and how it have 
challenged the idea of the homogenous nation-state by demanding ethnic citizenship. 
 

                                                 
 

63CEDIM: Centro de Documentación e Investigación Maya, Centre of Maya Documentation and Investigation. 
64COMG: Consejo de Organizaciones Maya de Guatemala, Organization of Guatemala’s Mayan Organizations. 
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2.3.1 THE MAYA MOVEMENT AND UNIVERSAL & ETHNIC CITIZENSHIP 
The emergence of indigenous movements brought about a completely different conception of 
the relationship between “right” and “culture” by introducing the “right to culture,” a concept 
which suggested that “rights” might not be antagonistic to culture. Recognizing culture has 
long been considered as something that could potentially deny “universal rights,” which have 
been laid down in the Declaration of Human Rights (Cowan et al. 2000: 4-5). Universalism is 
based on the claim of rationality that characterized the eighteenth-century Enlightenment 
project and is still present in the way “human rights” are conceived today. This form of 
rationality implies a belief in a “natural” law, relying on an absolute source with 
unquestionable principles, which can be discovered through reason (Dembour 2000: 56-57). 
Universal citizenship thus seeks to provide universal rights, taking as its point of departure the 
view that every group requires the same rights. It expresses ideas of belonging, equality and 
participation in public life, in which cultural and racial difference is not relevant for the 
exercise of citizenship (García 2005: 165). Universal citizenship regulates different categories 
of subjects just as the location of subjects within a nation-state shapes the constructions of 
their citizenship (Ong 1999: 263). This has resulted in the exclusion of women, blacks, 
Indians from the exercise of those “universal rights.”  

Indigenous movements demand not only universal rights, but also ethnic rights as part 
of their citizenship. This fact forced scholars to take culture and ethnicity seriously in the 
citizenship debate. Kymlicka is one of the scholars who has made an important contribution 
to the place and rights of minorities and indigenous peoples in diverse societies. He argues 
that the common citizenship rights that Marshall (1949) divided into social, civic and political 
rights cannot accommodate the needs of different groups within society, and that fully 
integrative citizenship must take differences into account. Multicultural (or ethnic) citizenship 
means giving special rights to certain groups within one society. According to Kymlicka, in 
multi-ethnic and multinational societies, protection of the cultural community becomes a 
necessary condition for protection of individual rights. Legislative and judicial authorities of 
such countries should therefore not only bear in mind common citizenship rights, but also 
recognize the particular differences and needs attached to the membership of specific cultural 
groups. In short, ethnic (or cultural, or indigenous …) citizenship includes the possibility of 
claiming special rights as native (indigenous) peoples; the right to uphold different cultural or 
ethnic identities that are distinct from the national identity (De La Peña 2002, 2005; Kymlicka 
1996; Yashar 2005: 5). Using the concept of ethnic citizenship means accepting the unequal 
power relations within society that the focus on universal rights has produced. The 
construction of ethnic citizenship should look for ways to overcome those inequalities. 

Scholars use cultural, ethnic, indigenous and multicultural citizenship to refer to those 
new forms of citizenship that are not included in Marshall’s original conceptualization of 
citizenship. For several reasons, I will use ethnic citizenship in this book to refer to such 
citizenship claims. First, I approach the indigenous population as an ethnic group, as I 
explained in the first chapter, and thus is ethnic citizenship constructed in relation to Ladinos. 
Second, cultural citizenship does not necessarily entail the construction of citizenship of an 
ethnic group. Ethnic citizenship will be used as opposed to “universal citizenship,” a term I 
borrow from Hale (2006). Universal citizenship refers to the claims of civil, social and 
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political rights, rights that are universal in character. In the course of this book, however, it 
will become clear that it is not always possible to keep up the distinction between ethnic and 
universal citizenship rights and claims.  

 
2.3.2 THE MAYA MOVEMENT AND ITS POLITICAL OUTCOMES 
So, indigenous movements (and thus the Maya Movement) formulate demands that challenge 
the idea of the homogenous nation-state, based on a shared primordial identity. Below I will 
discuss some important points of reference in recent Guatemalan history: the signing of the 
ILO 169 Convention (1995), the Accord on Identity (1995) and the rejection of the 
constitutional reforms (1999). Those events created considerable momentum for indigenous 
organizing and reflect the discussion among indigenous groupings, class-based organizations 
and the State regarding how Guatemala ought to be imagined. 

 
The ratification of the ILO 169 Convention 
The ratification of the ILO Convention 169 marked the first time that indigenous rights 
became part of the political debate in Guatemala. The ILO Convention 169 was ratified in 
March 1995 after a long process in which the Maya Movement was a prominent actor. In 
1991 different Maya organizations, workers’ organizations, governmental institutions, the 
church, the army and CACIF65 had already participated in the National Consultation66 to 
discuss the viability and the ratification of the ILO Convention 169. The discussions had two 
different outcomes. On the one hand the ratification process helped to shape Mayan identity 
(Nelson 1999: 283-348). The four regional workshops that were organized before the actual 
ratification for the purpose of socializing the content of the Convention were eye-opening for 
many participants. Nelson quotes Alfredo Cupil, a member of Xel-jú, who said: “for us, the 
Convention seemed an opportunity to say I am here, I am alive, I am present, you can not 
erase me” (Cupil quoted in Nelson 1999: 316). At the same time, deputies and ministers 
discussed the convention in the Congress, as did professional associations like CACIF 
(Nelson 1999), leading to a dialogue about the awareness of the real and imagined 
consequences of such a convention. The ratification process of the convention became a 
starting point of the debate regarding how Guatemala should be imagined (Handy 2000: 3).  

In November 1991, delegates presented the results from the regional meetings and 
discussions at the National Forum. At this gathering twenty Maya representatives were 
elected to be part of the “National Delegation for the Ratification of Convention 169,” 
representing 96 participating (Maya) organizations. At the forum, all participants accepted the 
convention, except for CACIF, which was indicative of the association’s attitude during the 
ratification process. In July President Serrano sent the text to the Congress, where it passed 
quickly through the first three of the four required stages of approval (Nelson 1999: 317-318). 
A negative publicity campaign by CACIF that claimed that the convention would destroy 

                                                 
 

65 CACIF: Comité Coordinador de Asociaciones Agrícolas, Industriales y Financieras, Coordinating Committee 
of Agricultural, Industrial and Financial Associations. 
66 The Ministry of Labor worked with PRODERE (Program for the Displaced, Refugees and Returnees) and the 
World Council of Indigenous Peoples, a recognized NGO before the UN (Nelson 1999: 313n34).  
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property rights, affect state sovereignty and divide Guatemala into 22 independent states, 
resulted in the military as well as Congress members reversing their support. As a result, the 
convention was put “in the freezer” (Nelson 1999: 318-319) and stayed there until August 
1994 when President de Léon Carpio, who had supported the convention when he held office 
as national Ombudsman for Human Rights, came into power. The Convention was eventually 
ratified in 1995, the same year the URNG and the government signed the Accord on Identity.  

 
The Peace Accords and the Accord on Identity 
Postero & Zamosc (2004) mention various ways in which indigenous demands can easily 
become politicized. The first is through direct actions of the indigenous movements 
themselves, the second is during the electoral process, the third is in peace talks. Scholars 
have made different classifications of demands we encounter in the claims of the Maya 
Movement.67 I find the classification of Sieder (2002: 5) most useful: representation and 
autonomy; legal pluralism and human rights; and poverty and social justice. The first set of 
demands refers to a new form of democracy, as recognition of multiculturalism has 
implications for governance and democracy in Latin America. It is about rethinking the terms 
of political participation, and the movement of different cultural and ethnic groups toward 
autonomy. Recently scholars have argued that whereas in the beginning of the 1990s the focus 
was on cultural claims which by now have been accomplished in many cases; contemporary 
indigenous movements face the new challenge of fighting for rights that are more difficult to 
achieve, like remodeling the state and questions of nationhood. They now see themselves 
confronting the difficult task of not only speaking recognized languages, but also of becoming 
bonafide representatives of the national interest (Postero & Zamosc 2004: 19). 

I already mentioned that peace talks often constitute an opportunity for indigenous 
peoples to engage in debates about how the state should be organized and how nationhood 
should be imagined (Postero & Zamosc 2004: 8-9). It is a time when indigenous groups can 
present their claims and demands. The same goes for the Maya Movement. Demetrio Cojtí 
Cuxil already presented some of the demands that later became central to the Accord on 
Identity in 1990 at the Forum of the Maya People and the Guatemalan Presidential 
Candidates, organized by the SPEM68 in 1990. He divided the demands into territorial, 
political, jurisdictional, linguistic, educational, cultural, civic, military, economic and social 
demands. He proposed a restructuring of political administrative divisions along ethnic and 
linguistic lines, in a way that would allow the indigenous population to exercise control over 
cultural and legislative domains, among others.  

The Accord of Identity was the result of a tense collaboration between clasista and 
culturalista groups. The first surprise was that there was going to be an “indigenous accord” in 
the first place. In the beginning of the 1990s, popular groups began to appropriate Maya 
symbolism, and new, hybrid organizations emerged, like Majawil Q’ij (New Dawn) (Fischer 

                                                 
 

67 Van Cott for example made the following classification: self-determination and autonomy issues; politics and 
political reforms (participation in electoral politics), constitutional reforms; territorial rights and natural 
resources; and military and civil relations with indigenous peoples (Van Cott 1994: 13-21).  
68 SPEM: Seminario Permanente de Estudios Maya, Permanent Seminar of Mayan Studies. 
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2004: 90; Bastos & Camus 2003: 113). After numerous schisms and conflicts, COPMAGUA69 
was founded to participate in the ASC,70 the political body that represented civil society in the 
peace negotiations, as representative of the Mayan organizations in 1994. COPMAGUA 
comprised the most representative Mayan political organizations of the time, among which 
were the well-known organizations ALMG and COMG, in addition to hybrid organizations 
such as Majawil Q’ij and other organizations connected to the URNG (Bastos & Camus 2003: 
126). The very creation of COPMAGUA was a result of a process that had begun several 
years earlier, starting with the founding of the APM,71 which was the first Mayan entity that 
sought to collaborate with the government as a strategy for furthering their political agenda. 
The APM had been active in the ILO 169 ratification process as well, and many of its 
members were young people who had no direct link with armed resistance (Bastos & Camus 
2003: 124). 

It was in this way that COPMAGUA came to participate in the ASC. For the first 
time, the indigenous population was recognized as one of the sectors that could negotiate. 
(Bastos & Camus 2003: 127) and thus gained its place at the negotiation table. The result, in 
the end, was the Accord on Identity. The Accord on Identity recognizes explicitly the multi-
ethnic, culturally plural and multilingual nature of Guatemalan society and acknowledges the 
collective rights of some six million indigenous people (Sieder 1997: 1). The accord requires 
the government to recognize the multilingual, multi-ethnic, character of the Guatemalan 
nation-state in the constitution. This meant a break with a past in which Guatemala was 
imagined without Indians. The demands concern a political redefinition of the Guatemalan 
nation as multi-ethnic; the recognition of Mayan organizational forms, political practices and 
customary law and greater participation in state institutions and policy formations; the 
recognition of cultural rights (as expressed in institutions created for the purpose of defending 
and strengthening Mayan culture, officialization of Mayan languages, and education) and 
economic rights (mostly focused on land). The Maya Movement has proposed reforms within 
the existing frameworks and has not called for the radical overhaul of the existing system. 
Contrary to what the Guatemalan elite has always feared the Accord on Identity focuses on 
integration and inclusion, not on separatism (Warren 1998: 3). 

For some Mayan activists, the final document was a disappointment, as it only dealt 
obliquely with collective rights. Many issues were left out of the accord: regional autonomy, 
historic land rights and the officialization of Maya leadership were dropped during the course 
of negotiations. Nevertheless, the accord radically alters the social framework of Guatemalan 
politics: it is an instrument to combat racism and it is the legal instrument to define a new 
form of citizenship. What is defined in the accord is the recognition of the identity of 
indigenous peoples; cultural, civil, political, social and economic rights; and constitutional 
reforms. Cultural rights include the right to the use of Mayan languages, the use of Mayan 
given names and surnames, the right to Mayan spirituality and the protection of Mayan holy 

                                                 
 

69 COPMAGUA: Coordinadora de las Organizaciones del Pueblo Maya de Guatemala, Coordinator of the 
Organizations of the Maya People of Guatemala. 
70 ASC: Asamblea de Sectores Civiles, Assembly of Civil Sectors. 
71 APM: Asamblea Permanente del Pueblo Maya, Permanent Assembly of the Maya People. 
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places, and the use of traje. Notwithstanding the resistance to these changes that existed 
among certain sectors of Guatemalan society, it was the first time the Mayas were included in 
a proyecto de nación and were active participants in the debate surrounding it.  

 
Referendum on Constitutional reforms 
The implementation of the Accord on Identity is the most important goal for the today’s Maya 
Movement (Montejo 2005: xvi). To implement the accord, several commissions were 
established: bilateral commissions composed of governmental as well as civil society 
representatives (on educational reform, political participation at every level, land related 
rights); commissions created to address specific issues, such as Mayan spirituality and sacred 
sites, and the granting of official status to Mayan languages, and commissions established by 
COPMAGUA, which addressed indigenous and common law rights, rights of indigenous 
women, and constitutional reform. The agreement on Constitutional Reforms and Electoral 
Regimen (signed December 7, 1996) established the Constitutional reforms necessary to 
implement part of the Peace Agreements, given that the peace accords in themselves were not 
binding agreements, but rather a call for further discussion, congressional legislation and 
constitutional reform (Warren 2002: 158).  

Hence, the State committed itself to promote constitutional reforms in order to 
advance the creation of a “pluri-ethnic, culturally plural and multilingual” nation-state 
(Warren 1998: 57). In October 1998 the constitutional reforms passed through the Congress 
and in May 1999, the reforms were placed before the population in a referendum. A “Yes” 
vote would enable the Congress to change legislation, and thus to implement effectively the 
Peace Accords (Carey Jr. 2004: 71). However, only 18% of eligible voters actually voted, and 
most of them voted “No.” Some 47% of the votes were in favor of the reforms, although it 
must be noted that the “Yes” vote was dominant in departments where more than 40% of the 
population is indigenous. As those reforms were explicitly meant to recognize the pluri-
ethnic, multicultural and multilingual character of Guatemalan society, the “No” was a 
disappointment for Maya Guatemala, and was considered a major setback for the Maya 
Movement. Many commentators considered the “No” vote to be primarily a rejection of 
Mayan demands (Handy 2000: 6). Below I will briefly examine the reasons behind the “No” 
vote.72  

A number of sources point to the complexity of the referendum in order to explain the 
complexity of the “No” vote: fifty articles, organized in four different sections. The four 
different parts of the referendum concerned the following areas: “nation and social rights,” 
and subsequently reforms of the legislative, executive and judicial branch. Each section was 
divided into 10 to 19 articles. The first section, “nation and social rights” addressed issues 
such as the pluriethnic, multilingual and multicultural character of Guatemala, as well as more 
specific rights of the indigenous population, such as the access to sacred sites and the granting 
of official status to Mayan languages (Warren 2002: 160; Handy 2000: 6). It was not only 
difficult to understand the text of the actual referendum, it was also almost impossible to 

                                                 
 

72 See also Yrigoyen (1999) and Warren (2002). 
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agree with every single proposed reform. In addition, for a long time it remained unclear what 
the exact text of the referendum would be, and subsequently the information was not 
effectively communicated. Another point was the weak “Yes” campaign. Warren notes that 
the Maya Movement failed to work successfully with local leaders. In some communities, 
Mayan leaders were even received as strangers, rather than as representatives of the rural 
indigenous peoples (Warren 2002: 171).  

The “No” campaign, mainly supported by Guatemala conservatives, was strong and 
warned that passage of the referendum would divide country along ethnic lines (“If you want 
peace, vote “No,” [Carey Jr. 2004: 84]), with indigenous and Ladino children being obligated 
to wear traditional Mayan dress, and Ladinos to be subjected to supposedly indigenous law 
practices such as lynchings. Some Mayan intellectuals participated in the “No” campaign as 
well, like Estuardo Zapeta, a controversial Maya intellectual who is known for allying with 
Guatemalan conservatives. He publicly argued, for example, that Maya spirituality could not 
be included in the Constitution because of the separation of Church and State, and that the 
reforms would generate separatism. According to Zapeta, it would not make sense to 
recognize indigenous law in the Constitution, as there is no constitutional basis for legal 
pluralism. As Warren comments, he had a liberal agenda and advocated a non-ethnic 
transcendent system for the nation and for individuals, rather than a community-based 
perception of rights (Warren 2002: 172-173). Other groups had their own reasons for rejecting 
the reforms: some militant Mayas were against the reforms because they were not radical 
enough (Carey Jr. 2004: 74), evangelical Christians rejected the reforms, out of fear that they 
would result in a revival of what they saw as heathen and sinful Mayan religious practices. 
And the military voted against the reforms because they felt the reforms constituted a direct 
threat to their authority.73  

 
2.3.4 HOW MAYAS CONSTRUCT THEIR IDENTITY 
Despite of the rejection of the Constitutional reforms, Indians and Mayans emerged as active 
political actors. It became clear that Indians who leave their community do not necessarily 
Ladino-ize, but can instead adopt a pan-Mayan identity. It can be said that Mayan identity has 
been detached from the community. The emergence of indigenous movements challenged 
relationalist explanations of indigenous identities, which assumed that indigenous persons 
would eventually pass the ethnic boundary to the Ladino world and stop being indigenous 
once they had left their communities. Whereas Barth’s boundary approach was certainly 

                                                 
 

73 Carey (2004), who studied the local perceptions of the referendum among the Kakchiqueles, adds some 
interesting viewpoints to the above-mentioned arguments: 1) the form of consultation was problematic for many 
Mayans. Political parties did not provide transportation, which made it difficult for voters to get to polling 
stations; 2) The illiteracy of many Mayas resulted in many of them being intimidated by the referendum 
document (Carey 2004: 76)); 3) Many Mayas do not trust the State, let alone harbor the realistic hope that the 
State would introduce fundamental changes. Combined with the fear of change, was the fear returning to an 
insecure situation, and this was an important motivation for voting against the constitutional reforms (Carey 
2004: 79); 4) the changes the Kakchiqueles have experienced in recent years have not been caused by 
government policy or aid, but by local actions and issues addressed in the referendum like customary law already 
are being dealt with in the communities. 5) Other, Ladino-ized indigenous persons were opposed to, for example, 
educational reforms, as they did not consider Maya and bilingual education to constitute viable means of 
improving their employment opportunities (Carey 2004: 81- 85). 
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crucial for understanding and explaining of State/Ladino-Indian relations, it was not able to 
adequately explain the construction of a Mayan identity on a national level by a growing 
Maya Movement. Materialist interpretations of indigenous identity neglected indigenous 
agency and ignored how the Mayas themselves continued to find appropriate ways to sustain 
the sense of community and retain their local and unified Mayaness (Watanabe 1992: 11; 
Wilson 1995: 313).  

Constructionist approaches to (ethnic, indigenous) identity proved to be helpful in 
analyzing those changes. The shift to constructionism was influenced by the publication of 
two important works: Invented Traditions (Hobsbawn & Ranger 1983) and Imagined 
Community (Anderson 1983). The shift from Barthianism to constructionism is perhaps best 
captured in the words of Cohen: “[T]he anthropology of the ethnicity had … to move from a 
position in which it took consciousness for granted or neglected it, to one in which it made 
consciousness problematic. We devised systems for constructing other people’s 
consciousness, without inquiring too closely into their veracity. This is my point of departure 
from the Barth of 1969” (Cohen 1994: 60). The focus of analysis moved from the boundaries 
between groups to the creation, construction, and transformations within them. Anderson, for 
example, defined the nation as: “[A]n imagined political community—and imagined as both 
inherently limited and sovereign” (Anderson 1983: 11). Anderson’s idea of the nation as an 
imagined community has also been applied to ethnic groups by many scholars. 
Constructionists study how those communities are imagined, the ways in which history and 
cultural symbols are manipulated in the creation of ethnic identities and organizations, and 
how traditions are invented and reinvented to unify nations and ethnic groups. Warren 
describes the constructionist interpretation as a process of “...representation, negotiation, 
resistance, appropriation of identity. It’s about how culture changes, not why” (Warren 1992: 
204-5). 

Using constructionist approaches to identity, Warren (1998) and Fischer (1996), 
among others, studied the ways the Maya Movement tries to construct a unified Mayan 
identity by using “strategic essentialism.” On the local level, the studies of Tedlock (1982) 
and Hill and Monagham (1987), showed remarkable continuities within communities from a 
pre-Hispanic past. However, these continuities are not understood as essential, static and 
unchangeable, but rather as a process of constrained refashioning shaped by, among other 
factors, history and Ladino/State-Indian relations (Wilson 1995). Scholars attempt to study 
the historical dimension of identity construction without “getting essential” on the local level. 
They observe and analyze both ruptures and continuities in history. Traditions never simply 
disappear, but instead adapt to changing circumstances. As Wilson comments: “There may be 
discontinuities, ruptures and slippages, but history constrains and capacitates narratives in 
such a way that few (if any) are wholly free floating or unworthy of ethnographic attention” 
(Wilson 1995: 11). Hence, changes occur, identities are created, but within a certain 
framework, which is shaped by history. Fariss argues along more or less the same lines: 
“[identity] is a preservation of a central core of concepts and principles, serving as a 
framework within which modifications could be made and providing a distinctive shape to 
new patterns that emerged” (Farriss 1984, cited in Carlsen 1997: 49). Fariss did research 
among the lowland Mayas in Guatemala.  
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Historical processes, pre-existing elements of communities and culture all shape 
collective identities, bonding individual members to the imagined community through a 
shared past and a common future (Wilson 1995: 12). And whereas anthropologists in 
Guatemala began to study those processes of invention, reinvention and re-creation on the 
national as well as local level, Mayan intellectuals in their turn began to employ “strategic 
essentialism” in order to prove the existence of “real” Mayaness. 

 
Mayan intellectuals 
Mayan activists and organizations might differ in their focus, emphasizing religion, education, 
language, or political representation, but they all share in common the rejection of cultural 
assimilation implicit in the development strategy of the Guatemalan State. By mobilizing 
certain common elements of indigenous culture, the Maya Movement hopes to unify and 
empower Mayas to take a more active role in Guatemalan political and economic life in order 
to guide Guatemala in the direction of cultural pluralism, allowing indigenous peoples access 
to economic and political institutions on the one hand and specific ethnic rights on the other 
(Fischer 1996). Mayanists seek what is “Maya” in ethnographies, colonial Maya documents 
and accounts by non-Indians, using information to develop an ideology that emphasizes self-
determination, cultural pride and Mayan unity. They use strategic essentialism to reject the 
Ladino perception that the indigenous population is weak: Maya resistance—and thus 
identity—to Ladino-ization contradicts the idea of definitive conquest by the Spaniards and 
re-conquest during the genocidal violence in the 1980s. Mayan identity could never have been 
born out of contact with the Spaniards and Ladinos. Such a perception reduces the Mayan 
population to victims. 

Thus, Mayanists seek ways to stress and foster cultural unity, a Mayan consciousness, 
among the geographically and historically divided indigenous population. Being Maya then, 
is an innate feeling, and it is the task of the Maya Movement to awake this slumbering feeling 
of being Maya (Fischer 2004: 93). Through the standardization of languages (or rather 
alphabets) and the spread of printed work on Mayan culture, Mayanists are seeking to create 
an imagined community. Mayan intellectuals have been incredibly important in spreading 
ideas and analyses on Mayan identity, contributing to imagining the community in this way. 
Three of the most renowned of these intellectuals are Demetrio Cojtí Cuxil, Raxche’ Sam 
Colop and Victor Montejo. Cojtí Cuxil argues that the nation-state should reflect the ethnic 
reality of the country. He defined the indigenous population as follows: “[Indians] possess our 
own race, religion, language, and traditions and are united by an identity of race, religion, 
language and tradition in a feeling of solidarity, with the goal of preserving our traditions, 
maintaining our religion, securing the education of our children in accordance with the spirit 
and traditions of our race” (Cojtí Cuxil 1991 in Carey Jr. 1998: 20). Raxche’ researches the 
fundamental roots of Maya culture and works to recover and conserve the Mayan worldview. 
He demands, just like Cojtí Cuxil, a pluralist development of the country. Indians have 
become authors of their own history. They proliferate their viewpoints and advance their 
interests as a group through publications and opinion pieces in the newspapers, on the 
Internet, and in personal appearances—both in Guatemala and abroad. 
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In his analysis of the emergence of nations, Gellner (1983) observed that unifying 
history requires its own heroes. A language origin is important in the creation of a common 
identity. Mayanists also rewrite their common history. Guatemala’s history used to be 
recorded by Ladinos and sponsored by Ladino research centers. This distorted history of a 
people written by its historic oppressors was then presented as the historical truth (Warren 
1999: 137). The Mayan historical project is strikingly different from the Ladino national 
history, as it seeks to give the Maya its own place within this history. Two important 
Mayanist historians are Victor Montejo and Sam Colop.  

Victor Montejo (1998) seeks to rewrite history through testimonies. In this way he 
wants to show what has happened in Guatemala through the eyes of the Maya people. Sam 
Colop has attacked the use of words such as “discovery” and “conquest,” words that imply a 
total disappearance of Mayan identity and culture (Warren 1999: 135-136). Colop suggests 
the use of other words, such as mutation and invasion: such words make it possible to tell a 
more nuanced history. Another issue is the retelling of the story of Tecún Uman. Based upon 
the alleged stupidity of the Indians, the indigenous hero is recorded, according to formal, 
Ladino-written, Guatemalan history, as having been so stupid that he killed the horse instead 
of the Conqueror. Mayanists have re-interpreted the Tecún Uman story, underlining that, in 
the Maya worldview, man and animal are one. Mayanists have also recreated new Mayan 
heroes, for instance the Spanish priest San Bartolomé de las Casas. He set forth a pluralist 
model of society, in which the only necessary relationship between Indians and the State 
would be diplomatic relations (Warren 1999: 138, 155).  

 
Hence, ethnicity is constructed in the making of the modern world. Mayas reject the negative 
label the Ladinos always put on them. However, while history can be rewritten and traditions 
invented, history does set certain limits on the invention of identity and its articulations 
(Wilson 1995). In this section, I have showed how the Maya Movement uses “strategic 
essentialism” to construct a unified Mayan identity and how they actively participate in the 
political arena in attempting to make new imaginations of the nation possible. The Maya 
Movement, like indigenous movements in other Latin American countries, has confronted the 
Guatemalan State with identity-based demands, lobbying for ethnic citizenship and 
multicultural imaginations of the nation-state. Within this process they have detached 
indigenous elements from their community. In the following, final section, I will briefly set 
forth how these lines of research will be explored within the chapters of this book. 

 
2.4 LOCAL ARTICULATIONS OF INDIGENEITY AND INDIGENOUS GOVERNMENT  
In this chapter different lines of thought have been briefly touched upon. I have examined 
how Indians and Mayas became more and more involved in imagining the Guatemalan nation. 
Although it is not a very easy process, Guatemala has moved from the ideal of a homogenous 
nation-state populated by Ladinos to a pluri-ethnic, multicultural and multilingual nation. Part 
of this process has been an increased level of indigenous organizing and the emergence of a 
Maya Movement, demanding indigenous and universal citizenship rights for the indigenous 
population. They have demanded not only political participation, but also the right to define 
the character of the system they are participating in. Maya intellectuals play an important role 
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in this process, which reflects the entrance of Mayans into the Guatemalan public and 
intellectual debate on how to solve “the Indian problem,” a domain of public discourse that 
had previously been exclusively dominated by Ladinos. The emerging Maya Movement and 
its articulation of a shared indigenous identity forced scholars to move from more essentialist 
views on indigenous identity and culture via relationalist approaches to more constructionist 
explanations of Mayan identity.  

In what follows I discuss how the processes of “making” of indigenous citizens that 
set the terms of belonging to the Guatemalan nation-state and shaped the circumstances under 
which local indigenous authorities and Mayan mayors construct ethnic citizenship and 
imagine the multicultural democracy, are embedded in the arena of local government today. 
One of the claims the Maya Movement makes is that the existence of indigenous authorities 
and the practice of customary indigenous law, constitute inherent rights of the indigenous 
population. At the same time, indigenous municipal mayors, local office holders, and other 
authorities play an important role in the cultural reproduction of indigenous identity in the 
arena of municipal government. Indigenous authorities, traditional and political, can choose 
how to “practice” their indigenous identity within the offices they hold. 

There have been many changes in the regulations that set the possibilities and 
conditions under which local authorities give form to their local politics and policies. As I 
have previously discussed in the present chapter, Arévalo introduced municipal elections in 
1945, which gave the indigenous populations the possibility of entering the arena of 
municipal power, but at the same time destroyed traditional community structures. 
Guatemala’s 1985 Constitution recognizes the existence of Guatemalan indigenous groups of 
Maya descent and the “right to their cultural identity in accordance with their values, their 
language and their customs” (Art. 58). It also establishes that the State “recognizes, respects 
and promotes their ways of life, customs, traditions, forms of social organization, the use of 
the indigenous dress by men and women, languages and dialects (Art 66).” The constitutional 
reforms, which proposed more space for indigenous law in 1999, were rejected by the 
population and recognize Guatemala explicitly as a pluri-ethnic society (and not merely the 
existence of the indigenous population) and would secure more ethnic forms of citizenship for 
the indigenous population. 

There have been some advances in other legislation regarding municipal government. 
In the recently reformed Municipal Law (2002) there have been a number of rapprochements 
with customary law, and the State has implemented Community Court, judicial bodies that are 
explicitly encouraged to use customary indigenous law when they administer justice, in five 
different municipios in Guatemala. The Laws on Decentralization and the Law on Local 
Development Committees, both approved in 2002, create more possibilities for local 
governors to imbue local government with a specifically Mayan character. In all of the 
following chapters it will become clear that, although those laws create possibilities, they do 
not exactly solve the problems in the communities. There are also many problems involved in 
the implementation of these laws. The institutionalization of customary law through 
Community Court is an example of the paradoxical outcomes that result from state-sponsored 
multiculturalism. Mayan and non-Mayan NGO’s play an important role in this field as well, 
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in that they train indigenous authorities about relevant legislation, human and indigenous 
rights, and the content of the Peace Accords. 

The course of history has had its impact on the social and political organization of 
indigenous communities. I have showed in this chapter that the so-called closed corporate 
community, which was organized according to a system of civil religious services, began to 
open up. Although it might never have been either as closed or as corporate as Wolf suggested 
in 1957, the contacts with the State and between different communities began to have more 
impact on that closed and corporate character from the 1940s onwards. The arrival of political 
parties, Catholic Action and evangelical churches altered community relations and 
hierarchies. Traditional indigenous cargo systems came under pressure and, later during the 
internal armed conflict, community structures were destroyed and civil patrols and military 
commissioners became part of local social organization. Especially in chapters on Santa 
María Chiquimula, it will become clear how these changes not only altered the tangible 
community organization but also how they have shaped local narratives on indigenous and 
Mayan identity, and thus views on and interpretations of the constitution of local indigenous 
government.  

Those interpretations of what indigenous government is, are dynamic, changing and 
sometimes contradictory. In this chapter, I showed that the contemporary Maya Movement 
seeks to recapture indigenous community organizing in its imagination of the pluri-ethnic 
nation-state. Local indigenous authorities and indigenous law both play an important part in 
this process. The Maya Movement actively applies “strategic essentialism”, using a cultural 
continuity narrative upon which to base indigenous claims, at the municipal as well as the 
regional and national level. This has resulted in recognition of those indigenous authorities in 
the Peace Accords as an indigenous right. At the same time, the Maya Movement aims for 
active political participation of Mayas as part of their universal citizenship rights. On the 
national level, this has resulted in a lively debate on recognition of customary law, legal 
pluralism, and indigenous authorities. This is a debate that also takes place within Mayan 
NGO’s that go to communities to teach Indians about their various indigenous rights, 
including their right to their own authorities. 

The role of local authorities in constituting multicultural democracy from out the local 
level is twofold. On the one hand they can play a crucial role as local governors in municipal 
councils and local development committees in transmitting “Mayaness” and Maya 
government at the local level. As I will show in the empirical chapters, mayors can use local 
government as an arena to “practice” their Mayan identity. This can result in beneficiary 
municipal policies towards the indigenous population in terms of participation and projects. 
Indigenous mayors can also express their Mayaness through their stand towards indigenous 
authorities that are not part of the municipal structure, such as principales and the Alcaldía 
Indígena. Whether and how they express their Mayaness will depend on their interpretation of 
their indigenous identity, and on the meaning this holds for them. On the other hand there is 
the position of the indigenous authorities: the principales, the Alcaldía Indígena and. 
according to some definitions, also the auxiliary mayors. In fact, the survival of these 
traditional offices constitutes an essential claim of the Maya Movement. However, this 
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activity of “practicing identity” is not easy because, at the local level, it is not at all self-
evident which function those authorities should have within the community.  
 
In the chapters on Quetzaltenango, as well as in the chapters on Santa María Chiquimula, I 
will examine how this imagination of the multicultural democracy interacts with local 
contentious governmental practices. In Quetzaltenango, the indigenous population claimed 
their right to political participation as a basic civil right through the civic committee Xel-jú, 
employing a cultural continuity narrative as well as an anti-racism narrative. However, the 
way Xel-jú experimented in governing in “the Mayan way” has been much contested. The 
chapters on Santa María Chiquimula show how ideas of ethnic citizenship—the right to 
uphold different cultural or ethnic identities within the nation distinct from the national 
identity (Kymlicka 1996; De la Peña 2005)—can collide with universal citizenship rights. 

The issues and discussions I examined in this chapter have shaped the local 
contentious practices that are central to Part II, on universal citizenship and indigenous 
political participation in Quetzaltenango, and Part III, on the claiming and rejection of ethnic 
citizenship in Santa María Chiquimula. Those practices are also shaped by processes of self – 
making in the aforementioned localities. The next chapter, Chapter 3, provides an analysis of 
those processes through examining the “history in person” of the people with whom I lived 
and worked. On the basis of eight personal narratives on the practice and discourses on 
indigenous identity, I discuss the daily practice of “being indigenous,” as well as local 
narratives on that indigenous identity in relation to national discourses of Mayaness.
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3. Being indigenous 
 

“I will dare to say to you: I am a Maya K’iche from Quetzaltenango and the 
history of my people is something magnificent.”1 

  
“The Mayas are people who burn copal, and who perform their ceremonies in the 

mountains.”2 
  

“They call us indios because we are from the countryside.”3  
 

Maya, K’iche, indio, Indian. In the previous chapter I examined how those words became 
shaped by Guatemala’s history and how different intellectual and political narratives of 
indigenous identity developed over time. Warren (1998) has termed such narratives the 
“cultural continuity narrative,” “anti-racism narrative,” and the “mestizaje narrative.” The 
State, the guerrilla forces, the Maya Movement and Catholic and Protestant churches have all 
ascribed different features and characteristics to the Indians and imagined “the Indian” in 
many stereotyped ways. This has led to a complex web of meanings given to, and 
imaginations of, “the Indian” and “the Maya.” Economic deprivation, political exclusion, the 
inaccessibility of public services together with negative interpretations of “the cultural stuff” 
such as language and traje, have created images of “the Indian” as backward, drunk, isolated, 
poor and, paradoxically, as part of a glorious past, the creators of the magnificent ruins of 
Tikal. Recently the Maya Movement has begun to reinterpret local cultural markers and has 
appropriated them in order to make a political statement. In this chapter, I explore whether 
and how indigenous authorities and officeholders reproduce those meta-narratives, my general 
aim here being to connect local identity narratives to the views on local indigenous 
government that will be the focus of subsequent chapters. 

The enduring struggle of indigenous peoples against non-indigenous peoples and their 
institutions and forms of identity (Kearny 2001: 247) has, among other things, resulted in 
codifying identity-related issues in agreements and legislation that create essentialized 
cultural and legal categories (Sieder & Witchell 2001: 213). Such essentializations fail to 
reflect local power relations, struggles and realities. Articulations of indigeneity take on 
changing shapes within the contexts of the local realities of urban and rural Quetzaltenango 
and Santa María Chiquimula. This chapter seeks to provide a glimpse of the daily reality and 
social practice of being indigenous and how this shapes the governing of those localities 
through personal ethnography. By means of revealing history in person (Holland & Lave 
2001; Hervik 2001) I try to understand how and at which disjunctures the principal 
personalities of this book construct Mayaness and Indianness. By following personal 

                                                 
 

1 Interview with Alma López, August 15, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
2 Interview with Don Mike, October 29, 2003, Santa María Chiquimula. 
3 Interview with Don Isabel, May 12, 2002, Llanos del Pinal, Quetzaltenango. 
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narratives I intend to show how “people apprehend, reinterpret, and qualify categorical 
ascriptions, how they navigate among them, and how they sometimes invent new ways of 
seeing themselves and others” (Linger 2001: 218). In this chapter the local narratives revolve 
around the central elements of “indigeneity” within each of the meta-narratives: class and 
education as categorizing mechanisms and “the cultural stuff:” language, dress, and 
spirituality as markers of Mayan identity.  

In the first section, I set the stage for the sections that follow through a “small personal 
ethnography” of six persons: Cornelio and Don Luis X, local leaders from the outskirts of 
Quetzaltenango; the De Paz brothers, political Maya K’iche activists; and Don Pedro Calel 
and Pedro Lux, protagonists of different interpretations of being indigenous in Santa María 
Chiquimula. They all tell us what it means to be indigenous in their own reality and what the 
daily meanings are of the “typical” or “primordial” features defined by the outside world. 
Using these local narratives as points of departure, I establish which issues will be discussed 
extensively in the rest of the chapter. Each portrait highlights an issue that is central to each of 
the following three sections: the relationship between class and indigeneity, cultural notions 
of Mayaness in relation to non-Indians, and the relationship between religion and the meaning 
ascribed to being indigenous or Maya. In the sections that follow I will show that class, 
cultural expressions and religion each have different meanings for different persons, 
depending on their history in person. 

The second section focuses on the subordinated position of the indigenous population. 
Education and class are interrelated and shape the meaning of being indigenous for many 
Indians. For them being indigenous is a class position which they aim to leave behind them. 
This viewpoint reproduces the anti-racism narrative—and sometimes the mestizaje narrative. 
In the third section, I present a detailed discussion of the meaning of cultural markers, such as 
language and dress. There, I will focus on how local identity markers have become central to 
notions of Maya K’iche political activism through strategic essentialism, while the same 
markers are losing ground on the local level. In the fourth and final section, I explore how 
religion at different levels determines and interacts with perceptions of indigenous Maya 
K’iche identity: as a field of exclusion, as a primordial right and, finally, as a battleground in 
Santa María Chiquimula, where Maya spirituality and Protestantism an important element of 
local contentious practices. The role of religion reflects tensions between different perceptions 
of meanings of being Maya rather than a struggle along Indian-Ladino boundaries. It has 
enormous consequences for the cargo system, and thus for the governing of the municipio and 
the construction of multicultural democracy from out the local level.  

 
3.1 BEING INDIGENOUS. URBAN AND RURAL ISSUES 
In this section Cornelio and Don Luis X from one of Quetzaltenango’s rural communities, 
Xetuj; the brothers Juan Manuel and Martín de Paz, Maya K’iche activists from Zone 1 in 
Quetzaltenango; and Don Pedro Calel and Pedro Lux from Santa María Chiquimula all share 
their daily realities and habitual practices, as well as their thoughts on some “indigenous 
issues.” They have not led particularly eventful lives, but each of these men in his own way 
represents what it means to be indigenous in Guatemala. I chose to portray these six persons 
because they exemplify different articulations of indigeneity and show clearly how the 
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“history in person” produces such an interpretation of indigenous identity. Their narratives not 
only serve as a point of departure for the rest of this chapter, but also as a means of 
understanding different views on municipal government. Their accounts revolve around three 
separate points of tension that will be central to the following sections, as well as to the rest of 
the book. Don Cornelio and Luis explain their ethnic identity first and foremost in terms of 
their socioeconomic position, while the Paz brothers cling to cultural markers and define 
public as arenas for exclusion. In Santa María Chiquimula, Pedro Lux and Pedro Calel 
connect their interpretations of Mayahood to Protestant religion and Maya spirituality 
respectively.  

 
3.1.2 CORNELIO AND DON LUIS X,4 COMMUNITY LEADERS IN XETUJ (QUETZALTENANGO)  
Cornelio and Don Luis X are both from Xetuj, a small community on the top of the hill near 
the healing waters of Almolonga. Actually it is just a twenty-minute walk from the center of 
town up a steep hill. In those twenty minutes, however, everything changes drastically. With 
the splendid view over Quetzaltenango comes the daily reality of rural life: Women walking 
with containers of water, wood and many other things balanced on their heads; barefoot 
children; small plots with maize and beans and no running water in the houses. With its 800 
inhabitants, Xetuj is one of the smaller communities of Quetzaltenango. The community as a 
whole has always been a beneficiary of Xel-jú support because of the widespread sympathy of 
the villagers for the organization: this has lead to the construction of the primary school in 
2000 and promises and plans for a water tank. Xetuj’s auxiliary council consists of two 
auxiliary mayors—of which the first heads the council—and four alguaciles. Don Luis X (38) 
is Xetuj’s first auxiliary mayor, and Cornelio its third auxiliary mayor.5 I walked up this 
mountain many times and I was always greeted warmly by the community’s inhabitants and 
welcomed into their homes.  

Don Luis X’s (38) parents originally came from Cantel, but he was born on the coast, 
Retalhuleu, because they used to work on the plantations. His mother and father both died 
when he was very young. Don Luis X returned to live with his family in Cantel, but, like his 
parents, always worked on the plantations and thus was unable to attend school. When I first 
met him he could read, and a year later he had taken classes in writing as well. He believes, as 
do many of my interviewees, that education is the key to progress and therefore he sent his 
three children to school. His eldest son is in high school, and his youngest daughter in 
elementary school. He also has an older daughter who insisted on dropping out after primary 
school. Now she works in the house and, because of the lack of water in the community, 
makes the two-hour trip up the mountain with newly washed wet clothes on her head several 
times a week. When I returned in 2003, she was attending a course to become a community 
health worker, together with her mother.  

                                                 
 

4 Both accounts are based on numerous chats and interviews with both Cornelio and Don Luis X in the year 
2002.  
5 An auxiliary council exists of several auxiliary mayors (first, second, third, depending on the size of the 
community) and a number alguaciles, lower in hierarchy than the auxiliary mayors. The number of alguaciles 
also depends on the number of inhabitants in the community. For an elaborate discussion on the auxiliary 
councils in Quetzaltenango, see Chapter 5. 
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Don Luis X ended up in Xetuj because his brother married a woman from this 
community. After a few years he met his wife, constructed his own house and started his 
family. Now he is adding on several extra rooms to his home, but still does not have access to 
running water. His dream was to be a mechanic, but he ended up running a business involving 
selling and changing tires instead. He used to earn a decent living but that changed some years 
ago, he says, because of the economic crisis. After school his son changes out of his uniform 
and into working clothes to help him. His business is located near the gas station in Zone 1, 
just a fifteen-minute walk from his home. His wife sells baby clothes in the market near the 
town park.  

Don Luis’ community activism began in the early 1990s, when he was elected 
president of the water committee. It is thanks to this committee that a truck ascends the 
mountain every week with tanks of drinking water for the community. He is an assertive and 
curious person: he frankly says what he thinks and asks what he wants to know. And he is 
very concerned about the development of the community. In 2003 he was not only auxiliary 
mayor of the community, but also president of the newly constituted local development 
committee.6 In addition, he participates in workshops on health care and in the syndicate for 
people who change and sell tires like he does. Hence, he is a busy man. He is driven by a 
profound wish to galvanize local development and the belief that one should act in the 
interests of the greater good of the community. He lives this ideal in his daily life.  

Don Luis X is evangelical. Like many other evangelicals, he does not think that much 
in terms of indigenous-Ladino dichotomies, because “we’re all Guatemalans.” Although he 
does identify as “indigenous,” he is more deeply affected by his marginal position as “poor.” 
Don Luis speaks Spanish very well, but communicates in K’iche with his wife. Although 
sometimes, he told me, he prefers to speak Spanish because “there are some words I don’t 
know in K’iche, sometimes it’s difficult to find a way to communicate.” Don Luis X and 
Doña Juana did not raise their children in K’iche, but recently they have made sporadic efforts 
to try to teach them the language. His wife and eldest daughter wear the traditional dress, 
while his youngest daughter prefers pants. “There’s nothing we can do about it,” he says. 
Although he regrets the loss of certain costumbres, this is not Don Luis X.’s biggest concern. 
Poverty is. Like many other auxiliary mayors, he associates being indigenous with poverty 
and exclusion: “For the most part, we suffer because we don’t have any money.” He distrusts 
politicians (they all lie) and draws a sharp line between the city and the rural areas; a 
boundary that marks who is rich and who is poor. He feels discriminated against in the city by 
the Ladinos who live and work there, whether they are indigenous or Ladino. At the same 
time, he is proud to be indigenous.  

 
 
 
 

                                                 
 

6 Those local development committees are called Cocode: Consejos Comunales de Desarrollo, Community 
Committees for Development. See Chapter 5 “Constructing Participatory Sites” for more on the Cocodes in 
Quetzaltenango and Chapter 7 and 8 for more on the Cocodes in Santa María Chiquimula. 
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Picture 1 Quetzaltenango's rural area 

Cornelio is member of Xetuj’s auxiliary council as well. His appearance—fair skin, 
Caucasian physical features and bushy beard—distinguishes him from the other auxiliary 
mayors and from other Indians in general. When I made a comment on this, he laughed and he 
said that he did not know what had happened, he always lived among Indians, and feels like 
indigenous, although he does not speak K’iche.  

When I left after my first visit, he showed me the altar behind the house and told me 
that three female members of the household, including Cornelio’s own wife, conducted 
Mayan ceremonies here. It was the first one I got to see in Quetzaltenango. For Cornelio, the 
Maya religion and Catholicism are one and the same thing. Evangelicals “do not believe,” to 
use his words, Catholics do. He told me that nobody from Xetuj ever comes for help or 
healing, but that they do come from other communities of the municipio like Llanos del Pinal, 
and from other parts of the region, like Almolonga and even from other departments. 
Cornelio’s family sometimes participates in Mayan ceremonies in San Francisco el Alto 
(Totonicapán). Cornelio and Delma (his niece, whom we will meet later on in this chapter) are 
among the minority of auxiliary mayors who participate in Mayan ceremonies on a regular 
basis. In addition to taking part in these ceremonies, Cornelio’s family is the only one that 
participates socially in the activities of the cofradía of El Niño del Santísimo of the city. The 
entire family dons the beautiful traditional clothing of the Quetzaltec Maya K’iche when they 
take part in the processions.  

Identification with this important element of Mayan culture, however, does nothing to 
change the economic consequences of Cornelio’s being indigenous. Actually he is even more 
forthright in making this connection than Don Luis. When he told me that he always worked 
for Ladino bosses, first in a factory in Salcajá and later as a construction worker, he explained 
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class and production relations in terms of ethnicity. He stressed that the indigenous population 
is discriminated against in work relations, because of the payment rates and the working 
hours; the bosses pay them for far fewer hours than they actually have to work. And Cornelio 
said that he is actually lucky, because he earns a fixed amount of money every week, while 
people working for wealthy landowners are paid piece rates. He assumed automatically that 
bosses are Ladinos, and that wage workers are indigenous. He extended this interpretation of 
ethnic difference to the relationship between the two groups in terms of production: without 
the Indian the Ladino would be nothing, because “the Ladino lives on vegetables, and if there 
is no Indian, there are no vegetables,” a point of view which is supported by many inhabitants 
of the rural communities.  

Cornelio was born near the coast as well and came to Xetuj after marrying his wife, 
who was born in Xetuj. The house where he lives with his family consists of separate small 
units where the family members live. The women of the family, he says, inherited the gift of 
making contact with spirits from the world beyond; the men are among the most important 
leaders of the community. They all participate in numerous committees, political meetings 
and in the auxiliary council. Cornelio’s does not have an extensive background of community 
service, and was elected mainly because “it was his turn” to do community service. The 
grandmother owns a separate small house that is often used for smaller community meetings: 
a spacious room where a number of photos of the family, and of the Umial Tinimit7 are 
displayed. Cornelio and his family are strong supporters of the civic committee Xel-jú, and 
have hosted campaign events for Rigoberto Quemé Chay. Cornelio says that he supports Chay 
because “he knows what it is to be indigenous.”  

 
3.1.2 MARTÍN AND JUAN MANUEL DE PAZ. MAYA K’ICHE POLITICAL ACTIVISTS IN QUETZAENANGO'S ZONE 1 
Don Martín (54 in 2003) and Don Mito (48 in 2003) are brothers and both are prominent 
members of Xel-jú. The De Paz family is one of the most respected Maya K’iche families of 
Quetzaltenango, even among Ladinos—because of the family’s holdings of land and cattle 
(their grandfather’s purchase of a single cow was the modest beginning of what later became 
a large ranch). This family belongs without a doubt to the upper social echelon of 
Quetzaltenango—a relatively privileged class which Velazquez (2002) has called the Indian 
petite bourgeoisie. 

Don Mito is the only one out of the six children who eventually ended up making his 
living on the family farm. Several days a week, he can be found there and he earns enough to 
be padrino of numerous quinceañeras and is a participant Mayan cultural activities such as the 
election of the Umial Tinimit, the “Miss Maya.” He lives with his family in the big mansion 
in the centre of Quetzaltenango where his grandparents used to live, and where they began 
their cattle trading. There is a beautiful, flowery garden where Xel-jú members and 
sympathizers often gather during election campaigns. Don Martín, the eldest, turned away 
from farming many years ago. He first worked several years on the coast, having been 
attracted by the big money he imagined he could make there. He then sought a more fulfilling 
career and decided to study medicine. He used to have a doctors’ practice in Zone 1, a 

                                                 
 

7 The indigenous beauty pageant, see Chapter 6. 
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practice where he employed a wide range of old-fashioned instruments his father had given to 
him. Nowadays he only works in his own clinic in Zone 3 where his patients are mainly 
indigenous people. He lives in one of the better areas on the outskirts of the city.  

The two brothers do not speak K’iche, did not marry indigenous women, and their 
daughters do not wear the traje from Quetzaltenango. Both Don Martín and Don Mito 
sometimes attend Mayan ceremonies, and they do move around in the circles of the 
indigenous bourgeoisie of Quetzaltenango. Both identify strongly as Maya K’iche, and they 
show great pride in their heritage. It is an identification that mostly takes a political and 
cultural form. They feel comfortable in their pride as Mayas due to the respect the family 
commands, and their economic position. Don Martin emphasizes that “I never felt sorry for 
being an indio.” He recalls that when he entered college they had called him “indio.” 
However, when they had found out what kind of family the De Pazes were, he was still called 
indio, but “in an affectionate way.”  

The two brothers regret that their parents chose not to teach them the K’iche language. 
They actively try to relate to Mayan culture and give form to cultural continuity in many 
ways. Don Mito often uses tortuleros8 at ceremonial meeting of his family, and both brothers 
often visit the municipal theatre when there are performances related to Maya culture, like 
dances and plays. In addition, they attend private gatherings where the marimbas players 
perform nostalgic sones, and the tables are filled with the traditional tamales. Don Martín and 
Don Mito both show a profound respect for traditions that they see preserved in nearby rural 
communities. For example, Don Martín often made reference to San Martín Chile Verde, a 
town where men still wear their traje. Yet such customs are far removed from his own reality. 
The two brothers both emphasize the traditional and nearly static character of Maya culture, 
almost folklorizing rural indigenous culture. Although they and their wives do not speak 
K’iche or wear the traje, they do reproduce the cultural continuity narrative, discursively as 
well as through their habitual practices, although for them this takes on quite different forms 
than it does in rural communities.  

Whereas Maya culture in its community-bound sense may not be part of their daily 
lives, the racism of contemporary Guatemala definitely is. Don Mito told me how his son had 
fallen in love with a Ladina girl, a daughter of a rich and respected family from 
Quetzaltenango. The two wanted to marry, but the girls’ parents had always told his son: 
“You’re Indian, find yourself an india9 and get out of this house.” The two decided to marry 
anyway, the De Paz family received death threats on their telephone. In the meantime the girl 
had become pregnant while the couple were living in Germany, and her parents were about to 
force her into getting an abortion. The young couple married in the United States instead. Don 
Mito often finds himself in a difficult position. On the coast, Ladino farm owners find it 
difficult to take him seriously, and in Quetzaltenango he lost many Ladino friends when he 
began to participate in Xel-jú in 1995. Don Martín, on the other hand, described his 
experience of discrimination within the indigenous community. Because he married Ladina 

                                                 
 

8 Tortuleros are ceremonial mediators, referred to as part of Maya costumbres. 
9 “India” is the female form of “indio”, which is always used to categorize the indigenous population in a 
negative way. 
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women (twice) he was not accepted in the club of indigenous merchants. This was because his 
children would not be of pure indigenous blood, a condition of membership.  

Both brothers were mostly concerned about the public spaces that had been 
inaccessible to Indians in the past, especially within the arena of local government. They have 
a profound consciousness of indigenous rights, although they are not themselves victims of 
the structural circumstances of economic deprivation the indigenous population lives in. Don 
Martín and Don Mito are both strong advocates of indigenous rights: of the right to culture, 
the right to economic progress, and the right to participate in political processes as equal 
citizens. The two brothers consider the poor Indian population as marginalized and 
discriminated against. The Indians must—so the brothers’ reasoning goes—be taken care of, 
in an almost paternalistic way. This deeply rooted political indigenous consciousness has been 
triggered by situations they experienced either at school (Don Mito) or when working in rural 
indigenous communities (Don Martín) and has been further shaped during their personal 
participation within Xel-jú.  

Martín de Paz was not one of the founders of Xel-jú, although he has from the 
beginning consistently supported its activities. He said that, for him, as for many other 
becoming Xel-jú members at that time, it had been an eye-opening experience when a group 
of friends had begun to organize themselves in the 1970s. This group came to the realization 
that they could go on criticizing the system, but that such criticism would in the end do 
nothing to resolve their problems. If Indians wanted something different for themselves, if 
they wanted to participate not only on the lowest rungs of political life, they would have to do 
more than talk and complain: They would have to take action. Indians would have to change 
the system from within and form a political group that would advance their own interests. It 
was this seminal event of indigenous self-empowerment that, more than anything else, shaped 
Don Martín’s “indigenous consciousness.” He became more and more active at the end of the 
1970s when Xel-jú had more or less disappeared from the local government arena. He vividly 
recalled how he and some friends had managed to mobilize friends and families in an effort to 
breathe new life into Xel-jú at the end of the 1980’s when he was president of the Junta 
Directiva. Don Martín always reflected upon his participation in terms of his motivation to do 
something for “the poor” and “the marginalized,”—categories of persons who are, he 
emphasized, mostly indigenous. At the same time he pressed home the point that Xel-jú’s 
most important principle is to govern in accordance with Mayan values, traditions and 
customs—in short, to govern in a way that honored the Mayan past and that asserted the 
continued vitality of Mayan traditions and identity in the present. He indicated that he 
supported the more intercultural line within the committee.10 However, in the internal 
elections within the committee for candidate for mayor in 2003, he came to represent the 
more militant indigenous line.  

For Don Mito, the road to participation in Xel-jú was longer: he first became active in 
1995. His participation is directly linked to the figure of Rigoberto Quemé, who was 
“indigenous like me.” He said that his indigenous consciousness was shaped mainly within 

                                                 
 

10 Within Xel-jú there exists, roughly, a militant indigenous line and a “softer” intercultural line, open to 
Ladinos. See Chapters 4-6 for an explanation of Xelju’s organizational structure and political philosophy. 
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Xel-jú. He used to be more concerned about sports, and almost had joined the PAN11 for the 
same reason. Once he had joined the civic committee, he dedicated himself heart and soul to 
committee activities, including providing considerable financial support. Within a few years, 
he was elected president of the committee and he was very active in the campaign to nominate 
Rigoberto Quemé as a presidential candidate in 2003. To a far greater extent than his brother 
Don Martín, he represents the intercultural line within the committee. As president of the 
Junta Directiva he also started up the small movement that brought to power the first Ladino 
president of the committee in 2004, Jordan Rodas, who would also eventually become the 
first Ladino candidate for mayor in the 2007-elections.  

The background of Don Martín and Don Mito has shaped their participation in Xel-jú. 
Although they come from a very wealthy family, they have suffered discrimination and have 
been excluded from social and political spaces. They fight racism by participating actively in 
local politics and by looking for new ways to constitute cultural continuity. 
 

 
Picture 2 Quetzaltenango's zona 1 

 

 

                                                 
 

11 PAN: Partido de Avanza Nacional, Party of National Advance. 
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3.1.3 PEDRO CALEL AND PEDRO LUX: COSTUMBRISTAS AND EVANGELICALS IN SANTA MARÍA CHIQUIMULA  
I had already heard of “Don Pedro” before I moved to Santa María Chiquimula. His name 
always came up in talks about local development and politics. I saw him for the first time at a 
meeting of the new Cocode,12 and I was impressed. The moment the rumor spread that the 
new municipal council would be presented a document to sign, and that they probably would 
not sign it, the present community leaders clearly got annoyed and began shouting and 
arguing. Don Pedro grabbed the microphone, and the room fell silent as he began to speak 
softly and earnestly, in K’iche. The next day I entered his shop, and from that day on he was 
one of my most important sources for information, local news, rumors and gossip. He always 
wanted to chat. This did not mean, however, that I did not have to work to earn his trust. It 
took me months before I found out he was a zanjorín,13 for example, and that he climbs the 
mountain on the most important days of the year according to the Maya calendar “for us, not 
for the evangelicals.” Depending on what is going on at the time, he may ask for health, or for 
success in politics or business.  

Pedro Calel is one of the costumbristas—persons who live according to the Maya usos 
y costumbres—of the Centro Población and is thus known for his dedication to preserving 
traditional practices. This is strongly reflected in his record of community service.14 He began 
as an alguacil of the community, and then entered the municipio in the 1970s as alderman for 
the political party DC.15 Subsequently, he was elected as first alcalté16 of the cofradía of the 
Señor of Esquipulas, the more prestigious of the two cofradías left in the municipio. 
Consequently he was appointed member of the group of principales of the Centro Población, 
which is the most authentic form of authority according to many Maya intellectuals and 
costumbristas of the municipio. Apart from those traditionally defined services, he earned his 
respect as a coordinator of a group of civil patrols during the internal conflict. Serving the 
community seems to be a feature of his whole family, his father and grandfather as well as his 
brothers and own sons follow traditional pathways of community service. He considers the 
system of community services, the cargo system, as an essential feature of the municipio’s 
government.  

Don Pedro is one of the richest men in the village. His wealth is evident in his 
enormous houses, one of which is covered completely with green tiles. Nowadays the only 
time he leaves his shop on Calle 2 is to attend to community affairs, but this has not always 
been the case. His grandparents began their business in Joyabaj municipio, and sometimes he 
went with them. The rest of the time he spent trading and selling with his father: Sundays in 
Momostenango, and Wednesdays in Santa Lucia La Reforma. He says that they sold chiles, 
coffee and dried fishes. He was 12 when he started trading and only 15 when he began his 
own business in Sacapulas. Later he traveled to Quetzaltenango and the capital to buy his 
merchandise, and always went to Sacapulas on Sundays, to the different feasts in Candelaria 

                                                 
 

12 Cocodes: Concejos Comunitarios de Desarrollo, Community Development Committees. 
13 A zanjorín is a person said to be able to make contact with his ancestors. 
14 See Chapter 6 for more on this. 
15 DC: Democracia Cristiana, Christian Democracy. 
16 Alcalté is K’iche for alcalde, mayor, and heads the cofradía. 
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and Cunén in the department of Quiché, and to Cobán to buy his chiles. He eventually 
accumulated a considerable amount of money.  

In every conversation we had, the subject of ancestors came up. Don Pedro considers 
ancestors to be incredibly important actors in present day life. Everything he does and finds 
himself in the middle of is related to the people who came before him. He considers his 
forefathers as having “wise judgment” and he has “a great deal of respect” for them. Don 
Pedro married a Maya K’iche woman, closely following the counsel of the zanjorín, whose 
approval was required, to approve of his choice and making the traditionally sanctioned “six 
requests.”17 He has seven children, not all of them by the same woman, which in some 
indigenous costumbrista circles is perfectly acceptable. Don Pedro fulfilled his traditional 
services to the community and is himself a zanjorín. He prefers to speak K’iche, and considers 
this language a valuable legacy of the ancestors. He fulfills all Western (and Mayan) ideas of 
what a Maya is supposed to be. 

Don Pedro’s habitual practices seem to be completely the opposite of those of the De 
Paz brothers: culture and traditions are part of his daily life, racism is not. It was fascinating to 
me that he never seemed particularly concerned about racism and discrimination. He deflected 
attempts to broach this subject with comments such as “there are Ladinos that are poorer than 
we are” and “Ladinos suffer equally.” He has traveled, he has seen many different 
experiences, and he has never felt humiliated by a Ladino: “Nobody comes here and tells me 
what to do” is one of his favorite pronouncements. At the same time, he is highly 
disapproving of the reduced role that traditions and customs currently play in the municipio. 
He considers the reluctance to serve the community and the shame some youngsters feel 
about speaking K’iche to be signs of disrespect towards the ancestors. He does not, however, 
blame colonialism or Ladinos for this, but instead points the finger at the spread of 
Protestantism in Guatemala. For Don Pedro, evangelicals are the biggest threat to the 
traditions, customs, and cultural continuity of the village.  

 

                                                 
 

17 When a boy has seen a girl he likes, he tells his mother and they arrange a zanjorin to find out if that girl will 
be the right choice. The zanjorin foretells whether the boy and the girl will make a good couple, and “he is 
always right,” because zanjorines can communicate with the Gods, with the air. Then the boy has to “hacer las 
seis pedidas,” do the six requests. He and his family have to bring guarro (booze), sodas, and beer to the house of 
the girl. The lapse of time between the pedidas varies from every fifteen days to every two months, depending on 
the girl’s age. After the final request, the tzonoj, the couple has to wait nine more months before they can be 
together—the same elapse of time a woman is pregnant (Interview with Don Pedro, September 24, 2004, Santa 
María Chiquimula).  
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Picture 3 Centro Población, Santa María Chiquimula 

 
One of those evangelicals is Pedro Lux. As teacher at the urban primary school, organizer of 
numerous sports events, and evangelical pastor, he is an important member of the community. 
Together with the extended Lux family, he lives on Calle 4, in a house adjacent to his small 
sewing shop and to the “his” chapel.  

Pedro Lux was first exposed to evangelical Christianity in Baja Verapaz, where he 
lived and worked until 1986. “The only thing you can do is believe in God, not in the 
ancestors,” he said. He remembered vividly the first time when, still a child, he was 
confronted with “those lies” of a costumbrista ceremony. A boy in his class had blackmailed 
him; and Ronald had stolen money from his father’s bodega to pay him in order to avoid 
getting beaten up. Eventually his father found out and had a ceremony organized for him in 
accordance with Mayan custom, as his father was a costumbrista. As the ceremony was for 
Ronald, he had to pay for everything himself: the copal, the alcohol, the sugar, the chocolate, 
etcetera. He was looked upon by those attending the ceremony as the guilty party when, in 
fact, he was actually the victim. It was at that moment that he thought “it’s all a lie.” 

His attitude towards Maya culture is ambivalent, to say the least. During our interview 
Pedro Lux underlined that “his” church is not “against culture.” He does not want to “get rid 
of culture.” In contrast, he explained that he regrets the decline of culture— the fact that girls 
“do not use their traje,” for example— and stressed the importance of using the K’iche 
language, even during evangelical religious ceremonies. He mostly blamed parents for the 
decline of tradition: they want their children to learn Spanish and not K’iche because they 
perceive the latter as a marker of underdevelopment rather than as a symbol of cultural 
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richness and ethnic pride. The same goes for the traje: they do not want to use it, because they 
feel they will get discriminated against and be scorned as “indios.”  

At the same time, the Lux family is known in the village for “not wanting anything to 
do with Maya culture,” as my friend Cata put it. And Pedro Lux could indeed be heard 
constantly talking about “them” and “their culture.” And when I asked him who, from his 
point of view, the Mayas are, the tone of the interview immediately changed:  

 
“The Maya’s definitely do not exist, they disappeared.” He subsequently added, 
“We do have some of their traits, and in the end we come from them, but we are 
not (like) them.” He explained: “We look a little bit like them, we do speak 
K’iche, but not as they did before. Even the traje is not the same; the ceremonies 
are not the same.” He adds: And the language is not Maya K’iche, the language 
we talk here—it changes all the time when you go from one place to another,” and 
“that is not a language.”18  

 
According to Pedro Lux, a language would maintain its origins, and only be affected by minor 
changes. And thus Pedro Lux does not consider K’iche to be a language. When I went to one 
of his evangelical services a few days later, I noticed that, with the exception of a few key 
words in K’iche, the services are conducted entirely in Spanish.  

Pedro Lux does, however, identify as indigenous, obviously ascribing a meaning to 
this term that is entirely different than that accorded to it by, for example, Pedro Calel. 
Whereas Don Pedro places greater importance on cultural continuity, Ronald hews closely to 
the anti-racism narrative. He is very aware of discrimination, having experienced it in Baja 
Verapaz, where his Ladino classmates always complained about “indios” and did not want to 
share their homework with him. When he studied in Quetzaltenango, teachers looked the 
other way while Ladino boys beat up indigenous children. He told me, how people would 
come to him and say thinks like “today we worked with some indios,” or “today we were with 
some pigs.” In his opinion, racism and discrimination exists in this form because “there are 
many persons that cannot speak [Spanish],” because they did not go to school. Nowadays, this 
is less of a problem, as many Indians “speak well”—that is, they speak Spanish.  

Pedro Lux seeks change and development “for the people” on the basis of education 
and has participated in activities that aim at achieving this goal: he took part in the “Pro-
improvement Committee” and organized football clubs in the village. He hopes to be a 
mayoral candidate in the upcoming elections (2007). He despises every form of “traditional” 
expression related to the costumbristas, who, in his view, exploit the indigenous population. 
Because of his religion, he can of course not support participation in the cofradías. In 
addition, he argues, the cofradía is a colonialist institution that was introduced by the 
Spaniards and that hides the real course of history from the habitants of the village. He also 
contends that other services only serve to “take advantage of the people.” He told me of the 
time when he was appointed secretary of the community. He was called to present himself in 

                                                 
 

18 Interview with Pedro Lux, November, 11, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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the Auxiliatura del Centro, and the principales just said to him: “and you will be the secretary 
of the community for this year.” And he had asked, “And how much are you going to pay?” 
He was angry because “they didn’t respect me.” According to Ronald, all communal service 
should involve payment because it constitutes work. It is, from his point of view, abuse of 
authority to let people participate without pay—even if these people are willing to do so 
because they know no better. He considers the principales to be a self-created entity for 
persons who think that they have special rights, who made law out of custom when, in fact, 
“there is no law that establishes the office of principales.”  

 
In this section, different personalities have touched on different aspects of being indigenous, 
and they have defined different sites where exclusion occurs in Quetzaltenango and Santa 
María Chiquimula. Cornelio and Luis, the De Paz brothers, and the Lux and Calel families 
draw a clear distinction between themselves and Ladinos and give meaning to their being 
Indian or Maya K’iche in different ways. They bring forward and create changing images of 
who they are, and of the world around them, and give different meanings to being 
indigenous—meanings that are framed by varying boundaries. Cornelio and Don Luis X 
emphasize their class position as determining their indigenous identity, while the De Paz 
brothers feel excluded from public spaces and encounter racism in their daily lives, even 
though they have overcame all of the “negative” aspects of being indigenous. Don Mito and 
Don Martín search for cultural continuity and both express a kind of staged authenticity in 
their search for how to give meaning to their Maya K’iche identity. Often they idealize the 
reality that Don Pedro and Pedro Lux live in. For his part, Don Pedro emphasizes the spiritual 
legacy of his ancestors, while Pedro Lux disguises this and wants to fight for the rights of the 
indigenous population to be freed from that legacy. 

They all give different meanings to “indigenous” and “Maya”—meanings that grow 
out of each of their own particular perspectives. In both localities meta-narratives are 
reproduced: Don Mito, Don Martin and Don Pedro, each in his own way, seeks to establish 
cultural continuity, while Cornelio, Ronald and Don Luis approach their indigeneity largely 
on the basis of class consciousness. This has enormous consequences for the way they 
envision the governance of both localities, as I will show in the following chapters. I will now 
use their stories as a starting point to analyze how their daily lives and habitual practices 
relate to national discourses that narrate supposed “characteristics” of the indigenous 
population. It will become clear that different meta-narratives can exist within one person and 
that it is not always a matter of choosing just one. 

 
3.2 LOCAL NARRATIVES ON K’ICHE IDENTITY, CLASS AND LOCAL DEVELOPMENT  
Class positions and ethnic groups often correlate strongly and people may be assigned to class 
positions on the basis of ethnic markers (Eriksen 1993). Scholars have different views on 
which of the two is stronger and, therefore, on which is more likely to spur collective action. 
Cohen (1974) for instance has argued that, in the case that classes that cut across ethnic lines, 
lower classes will tend to generate collective action on the basis of class, rather than on the 
basis of ethnic identity. Rex (1986), on the other hand, has emphasized that ethnic bonding 
can help serve as a basis for collective action and that a shared interest triggers ethnicity (Rex 
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1986). Comaroff and Comaroff (1992) have argued that ethnic groups are the product of 
historical processes in which classes generate ethnic identities, which are eventually 
uncoupled from class. In this way, they argue, ethnic groups become internally differentiated. 
Classes then turn into classical Weberian status groups, resulting from an opposite Weberian 
trajectory.19  

In the previous chapter, it emerged that being indigenous correlates strongly with class 
in Guatemala, and that many Guatemalan scholars and intellectuals considered the indigenous 
population a social-economic class rather than a culturally defined group. Scholars like 
Friedlander (1975) and Peláez Martinez (1970) argued that once class structures disappear, 
indigenous peoples will cease to exist. However, following an opposite Weberian trajectory, 
to use Comaroff and Comaroff’s words, ethnic indigenous identity has been uncoupled from 
class, and yet indigenous persons still identify as Maya and/or Indian. Indigenous identity in 
Guatemala therefore seems to correlate less with class. Despite this apparent fact, most recent 
studies on indigeneity or Mayaness have not paid much attention to the ways in which class 
and indigenous identity interact with one another in present-day Guatemala.  

However, local narratives on the subject show discontinuities with respect to the 
above-mentioned meta-narratives. Whereas Don Mito and Don Martin do not consider class 
to be part of Mayan identity, Cornelio and Luis X consider it as decisive for their 
identification as Indian. In this section, I explore this relationship more closely. I will show 
that, for many Indians, class is still a prominent marker of their indigenous identity, whereas 
Mayas assume an ambivalent stance regarding the matter. For many Mayas, ethnic identity 
and socio-economic position have become uncoupled. Still, Mayas do acknowledge that most 
Indians still suffer economic deprivation. These different stances disclose a constant tension 
between the (re)valuation and revival of the “cultural stuff” and economic exclusion, two 
processes that are inextricably intertwined. Because class is much related to education, I will 
first examine how the local authorities from Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula 
relate to this subject, not only in terms of access but also as both a potential catalyst and 
danger for Maya K’iche identity.  

 
3.2.1 EDUCATION 
Education is a field where different meanings are expressed towards the Indian. Firstly, it is 
an arena where the indigenous population can be either excluded or included in terms of 
accessibility. Secondly, elders fear the erosion of traditions because of education, whereas for 
others having access to education means being able to learn Spanish and a liberation from the 
status of being K’iche-speaking, but illiterate in Spanish. With education comes 
professionalization, and therefore education is strongly connected with class, local 
development and economic progress. At the same time, in the urban context of 

                                                 
 

19The Weberian definition of class has served as the partial basis for theories about social stratification and 
combines different criteria including income, education and political influence. Weber did not consider classes 
as corporate groups with shared political interests. According to him, ethnic bonds (status groups) exist before 
affinities based on class, and do not emerge together with class differences (Comaroff & Comaroff 1992: 65).  
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Quetzaltenango, where many Maya’s did indeed enjoy access to education, Mayas have clung 
even more fiercely to their Maya K’iche identity.  

In Quetzaltenango there are numerous educational facilities. All of the city’s 
communities, with the exception of Choquí Bajo, have a primary school, and it is easy to 
travel to the secondary schools located in several communities, as well as downtown. There 
are a great variety of universities, in addition to an array of vocational education options. 
However, many schools and vocational training programs did not admit children with a 
K’iche surname and do not allow the use of traje in the past—and sometimes still do not. The 
State University, Universidad de San Carlos, is the cheapest and least prestigious of 
Guatemala’s universities. Private universities, such as Francisco Marroquin, are known for 
employing racist practices. In the village of Santa María Chiquimula there are two primary 
schools: a public school and a private, more expensive, bilingual school affiliated with the 
Catholic Church, and that is located just outside the village. Adjacent to the latter is the 
Catholic secondary school where admission is restricted to the most talented children in the 
community. Another form of secondary education is the “básico por cooperativa,” a high 
school runned by a cooperative, and the secondary school under the responsibility of Adesma, 
T’zoloche, is run on the basis of Maya educational philosophy. The only further education is 
the “bachillerato” (college preparatory classes) provided by T’zoloche as well. There is no 
vocational training in the municipio. Thanks to growing numbers of schools and teachers 
within the municipio, children can stay in school through the sixth grade in their own 
communities and receive something of a practical education, which is more in accordance 
with their culture and daily realities. The generation that went to school forty years ago still 
tells stories about Ladina teachers who made them wash their underwear and made them 
study the geography of Argentina. However, it is difficult to get a secondary education, as the 
schools that provide it are all located in the Centro Población, and are thus located far away 
from most rural communities.  

Many local authorities in Santa María Chiquimula, as well as the auxiliary mayors in 
Quetzaltenango, did not finish primary school. Some learned to read and write at a more 
advanced age, like Don Jerónimo and Don Bernabe from Quetzaltenango’s outskirts. Others 
never acquired literacy. In Santa María Chiquimula especially the group of principales lacks 
formal education, and some of the municipal council members never received any schooling 
at all. Many learned to read and write at an advanced age, like Don Diego Jax when he 
worked on the coast. Juan Calel, council member for the UNE20, earned his bachillerato in 
2003. Many local leaders in both Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula consider the 
most important disadvantage of not having received a proper education to be that they feel 
discriminated against for their faulty command of Spanish. They consider Spanish literacy to 
be a skill that would allow them to escape from their marginalized position in Guatemalan 
society.  

The difference in education is considered to entirely depend on whether one is a 
Spanish speaker or not, and educational level is considered a direct marker of ethnic identity: 

                                                 
 

20 UNE: Unidad Nacional para la Esperanza, National Unity for Hope. 
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it is used to distinguish between Indians and Ladinos. Delma expresses the viewpoint of many 
local leaders:  

 
They discriminate against the people that, you could say, are not educated. They 
discriminate against the people that that can’t read and write because sometimes 
those persons are on a lower level, and that’s why they exclude them. That’s why 
a Ladino feels superior, because of education, because of their cultural and 
political position. Whatever position he occupies in society, when an indigenous 
person comes with only sixth grade of primary school, for the Ladino, he’s an 
inferior person.21 

 
Being indigenous means not being educated, and vice versa. A person who “talks properly” is 
the target of less discrimination: “when someone can read and write and knows how to talk 
[Spanish], it is not that easy to humiliate that person,” to quote Don Bausilio.22 And Don José 
from one of Quetzaltenango’s rural communities explained to me: “the indigenous sometimes 
do not speak Spanish correctly, they cannot develop themselves, no, that’s why they are 
indigenous, indios, but if they begin to think, to study, to work, to develop themselves, there 
are no differences.”23 These words imply a deep-seated belief in education as the way to 
abolish differences between Indians and Ladinos. 

 
Local leaders from Santa María Chiquimula express the same sentiments. According to Don 
Lolo, who belongs to the body of principales of Centro Población, the main distinction 
between Ladinos and the indigenous is that “the Ladino is better prepared.” A “prepared” 
Indian “will not be laughed at.” As we will see in the next section, more conservative 
costumbristas associate education and studying with loss of the K’iche language. They 
complain endlessly about youngsters that do not respect the language anymore. For both local 
leaders from Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula, education means the same thing: 
learning Spanish and leaving K’iche behind. The meaning attributed to the disappearance of 
K’iche language, however, is completely different for each of these groups of persons. 
Education allows one to acquire knowledge that is necessary to help the community develop 
(Spanish, counting, communication skills). This type of knowledge is very different from that 
of the principales. 

Leaders who have some formal education, like Don Pablo,24 are sure that this is the 
reason they suffer less discrimination than less educated Indians. Don Bonifacio, who is from 
the small community Chuicaracoj (Quetzaltenango), for example, is very well aware of the 
fact that Ladinos have greater possibilities in life because they have higher levels of 
education. He explained to me that while Ladinos go from primary school to university, an 
indigenous child usually has to leave school after sixth grade, if he is lucky, because his 

                                                 
 

21 Interview with Delma, September 22, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
22 Interview with Don Bausilio June, 19, 2002, Chitux, Quetzaltenango. 
23 Interview with Don José, August 25, 2002, Chichiguitan, Quetzaltenango. 
24 Interview with Pablo Huinac, June 9, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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parents cannot usually afford to pay for additional education.25 Leaders in Santa María 
Chiquimula make the same comments. Discrimination has decreased, precisely because 
“many are already professionals.” Most of them are teachers, some of them have graduated 
and become “lawyers and gone into other professions.” That the people went to study is 
something “incredibly important” according to Diego Tuluxan, because “in earlier days, we 
were marginalized, and we were considered worthless.”26 

Diego Jax, a community leader from Santa María Chiquimula, once told me with 
evident pride that his son Juan Julio was the first person in the community who graduated 
from secondary school and became a teacher. Don Diego had invited the whole community to 
have a social gathering at the church; it had been a major event. Many people had come to 
join them and “you could feel the happiness in the whole community, nobody had ever seen 
anything like this before.” When I asked him why he had sent his children to school in the 
first place, he said “Ladinos aren’t the only ones who have the right to knowledge.”27 
Foucault’s conceptualization of the relationship between power and knowledge is important to 
understand the consequences of such statements as uttered above. He says that power and 
knowledge are inextricably linked, and that there is “no power relation without the correlative 
constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and 
constitute at the same time power relations…”(Foucault 1977: 27-28). Knowledge 
accommodates people in the nation and, as will become clear especially in the chapters on 
Santa María Chiquimula, the access to this kind of knowledge that was once the exclusive 
domain of the Ladino part of the population has come to subordinate the knowledge 
associated with traditions, cargos and usos y costumbres within indigenous communities. 

 
3.2.2 BEING POOR AND LEANING LEFT 
Notwithstanding the improved educational and economic condition of many Indians in recent 
years, poverty continues to be the reality for most auxiliary mayors in Quetzaltenango. They 
are shoemakers, tire salesmen, operate (very) small businesses, use bicycles to serve as human 
billboards, and also work as ice cream venders, supermarket employees, farmers, and 
construction workers. Many of them dream of working a couple of years in the United States, 
just to be able to buy a car, a plot of land and a stereo. Some persons, however, perceive the 
United States as being the source of certain bad influences, like long-haired boys (associated 
with youth gangs), and modern fashions. However, the prevalent idea regarding the 
possibility of working in the US, although illegal, is positive because it would make possible 
making money that could be used to make the situation better for the family back in 
Guatemala. Education and professionalization go hand in hand. Auxiliary mayors therefore 
not only link discrimination to education and knowledge, but also to their economic position. 
Don Bonifacio is not alone in his argument that class is an important factor—if not the single 
most important factor—in determining the position of Indians in Guatemala. Earning money 
is seen in the broadest possible terms as a means of overcoming one’s socioeconomic 

                                                 
 

25 Interview with Don Bonifacio, September 16, 2002, Chuicaracoj, Quetzaltenango. 
26 Interview with Diego Tuluxan, September 11, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
27 Interview with Diego Jax, September 20, 2004, Chuatituj, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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disadvantages. And in the end, what distresses the auxiliary mayors most is the fact that they 
are poor laborers and peasants. The most important thing for them is to get out of poverty. In 
fact, they reproduce the meta-narrative of “Indian” as a class category that was first described 
by Peláez Martinez in 1970.  

Thus, for Indian community leaders in Quetzaltenango, being indigenous is strongly 
connected to their socio-economic position. Just as Cornelio and Don Luis X, many 
community leaders in Quetzaltenango express their economic position in terms of ethnicity. 
When they talk about discrimination and exclusion or exploitation, they always refer to their 
socio-economic class and their jobs. Don José for example, like Cornelio, worked in factories 
for years, with no limits on his working hours, and under very demanding bosses. He and his 
co-workers had to work in the burning sun without any breaks. The boss he mentioned most 
was named Cujulum, a K’iche surname. He did, however, not hesitate to define the exploiter 
as Ladino. Many auxiliary mayors added that, for most Ladinos, it is very difficult to work 
under an Indian.  

Ladinos, like Indians, are identified not only by their level of education but also by the 
class they belong to and thus the amount of money they have. As Don Luis P. put it:  

 
The Ladinos are Ladinos because they live in the city in houses with three floors 
and travel by car, and we [the indigenous] live in the country and travel by foot 
[…] Ladinos go around with all that money in their pocket and they act as if you 
are worth less than them.28  

 
And Cornelio explained:  

 
Ay, there is a lot of difference because a Ladino treats Indians as inferior because 
he has money and, apart from having money, he has a manner of dressing himself, 
more luxury. The Indian, it is obvious that the Indian is poor, he is a peasant, and 
the indigenous wear shabby clothes, you know […] so the Indian does not have 
access to the same conveniences, while Ladinos do.29 

 
For the auxiliary mayors, being Ladino means having money, living in the city and having 
“soft jobs,” whereas being Indian means being poor and exploited economically and having to 
work with one’s hands. For many of them “it is no longer a racial struggle,” to use Don 
Mauricio’s words.30 It is a struggle between the “haves” and the “have nots:” those who have 
power, education and money, and those who do not have these things. At the same time, 
Indians define themselves as “naturales,” “Indian,” indigenous. Some of them, like Don Vale, 
who actively practices Mayan religion and works at an NGO in the city, identifies as Maya. 
Yet most auxiliary mayors distance themselves from “urban” Mayas by ascribing Ladino 
characteristics to them. Living in the city is considered to be easier, as the people there have 

                                                 
 

28 Interview with Don Luis P., September 8, 2002, Pacajá Alto, Quetzaltenango. 
29 Interview with Cornelio, September 8, 2002, Xetuj, Quetzaltenango. 
30 Interview with Don Mauricio, June 6, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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more academic titles and “they have never suffered.”31 For Mayas in the city, life is different, 
according to Don Bonifacio:  

 
They say “you are from the mountains.” They feel more proud, proud of living 
close to the centre, close to the services, water in the houses, close to the market, 
close to the health centers, they’ve got it all, and are close to the Ladinos in the 
city. […] They are better prepared, they can say what they want to say, they can 
express themselves, while in the rural areas, when an authority comes, the people 
begin to tremble […] and the indigenous in the city can eat bread and drink milk 
as they please, they can go to the doctor when they want. But the indigenous do 
no drink milk nor or eat bread, tamalitos and nothing else—that’s the reality.32  

 
Hence, being indigenous or Ladino is also very much related to having access to various 
public services like education and health care. The Mayas in the city are often not considered 
indigenous because of their education and socio-economic position. Indians do not consider 
urban Mayas to be indigenous, because the latter have escaped from economic deprivation. 
This view of the urban Mayas has enormous consequences for the perception of Rigoberto 
Quemé as an indigenous mayor.33 

 
In Santa María Chiquimula, the complex web of economic relations and their meanings was 
something that I found difficult to get a handle on. Although community leaders made a sharp 
distinction between the Centro Población and the rural communities, it is slightly different 
from situation in Quetzaltenango. Because of the absence of Ladinos, the economic 
differences that exist within the municipio cannot be explained in ethnic terms.  

Because Santa María Chiquimula’s land has never been very fertile, the municipio’s 
inhabitants have always been forced to earn their living by doing things other than farming. 
Most chose to earn a living as merchants. For instance, the father of the family where I lived 
owned an entire street in the centre of the village. He paid for the properties with the money 
he earned as a businessman. To begin with, he was a poor farmer from one of the rural 
communities who carried his merchandise barefoot on his back to sell in the Centro Población 
and other municipios. Today, each of his six children own two houses.  

Many merchants were less successful and own small businesses in the village or sell 
their wares only on market days. They often travel to Guatemala City to buy their 
merchandise: chiles, watches, tomatoes, underwear, pants, and traditional huipiles, among 
many other items. They then re-sell this merchandise for a profit on the coast. Many of them 
started off as sellers of kindling wood, like Don Marcos Tojillo,34 who was born in a small 
community near the river. He never went to school and began working when he was nine 
years old, “still just a little boy.” He and his father went to all of the small restaurants and 

                                                 
 

31 Interview with Don Bausilio, June 19, 2002, Chitux, Quetzaltenango. 
32 Interview with Don Bonifacio, September 9, 2002, Chuicaracoj, Quetzaltenango. 
33 This argument will be elaborated in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
34 Interview with Don Marcos Tojillo, August 16, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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private homes to sell the wood they collected in forest, but after his mother died when he was 
eleven, he went to work with his uncle in Cobán because he could not stand constantly being 
in a place that reminded him of her. In Cobán he also worked as a street merchant. For 
economic reasons, he did not marry his wife in the traditionally prescribed manner. He and his 
wife ended up having nine children, three of whom work as merchants in Guatemala City, 
while another will soon graduate as a teacher. Only five of them went to school. The four who 
did not go to school now bitterly regret not having done so: “We can’t do anything because 
we have no money,” they complain. Nowadays Don Marcos runs the business his son started 
seven years ago near the market.  

There is also a small industry of sweat shops in the village. In big houses, employees 
work for piece rates, sewing articles of clothing. It is very difficult to earn a good living in 
this way because the work is so unsteady. The owners of the sweat shops live in shiny houses 
with three floors and sell their products in the capital and in Santa Cruz del Quiché. Women 
support households by sewing and broidering traditional blouses, the huipiles, and the girls in 
the family help them with this. And, of course, everybody has their own small plot of land 
with maize and beans.  

Everybody knows who the wealthiest members of the community are. It is widely 
known that the Community Judges earn relatively good money, and everybody is also keenly 
aware that the municipal council members have a lot of money because of their corrupt 
practices. The wealthiest families of the village can be counted on one hand: “Don Rafa,” 
owner of the pharmacy, Don Gabriel (evangelical pastor), and the Calel family. Each of these 
families owns several houses in the village. Don Rafa earned his money from the pharmacy 
he inherited from his father. We have already read Don Pedro’s story. Don Gabriel buys and 
sells properties throughout the entire country and owns a house on Lake Atitlán. Catholics 
murmur that he so rich because he takes advantage of his position as an evangelical pastor.  

The people with money, therefore, are generally the merchants. Although the 
economic differences within the municipio are obvious, most local leaders do not see this as 
an intrinsic feature of indigeneity. Differences within the municipio are not ethnically based, 
because there are very few Ladinos (and these few generally have neither money nor power). 
This has to do with the ethnic constellation of the municipio: almost a hundred per cent of 
Santa María identifies as indigenous. Economically enterprising indigenous merchants have 
the greatest share of wealth, and Indians owning small plots of land on which they conduct 
subsistence farming occupy the lowest economic rungs. Although some Chiquimultecos do 
indeed share with the auxiliary mayors from Quetzaltenango the idea that being poor is the 
same as being indigenous, the UNE-concejal was the only one who elaborated on this idea at 
some length during one of our interviews. He told me that, because of ethnic stereotypes, 
projects are not assigned to indigenous municipalities. In Momostenango, for example a 
committee for example had requested that a basketball court be built. At the departmental 
meeting, however, it had been argued that “those inditos” were too short to play basketball 
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and that it was better not to spend money on such things.35 The same kinds of arguments are 
made against the allocation of funds for education.  

Chiquimultecos often portray themselves as being “better merchants” than Ladinos. I 
found that it was especially the merchants who have traveled to other parts of the country, like 
Don Pedro, who told me that they had encountered poor Ladinos as well. And sometimes 
these poor Ladinos are even poorer than most Indians, because they do not even own their 
own land. Diego Jax elaborated at length about how the Indians had taken over the market on 
the coast where he sells his merchandise every winter. In the beginning Ladinos were jealous 
because of the success of this market and therefore treated them with a measure of contempt. 
According to Don Diego, Ladino merchants had called for a boycott of stores in hands of 
Chiquimultecos because “the Indians want to take advantage of us.” However, the Ladinos’ 
businesses were not successful and, little by little, many of the Ladinos’ customers ended up 
doing business with the Indians. In the end, Indians proved to be better merchants than the 
Chinese, who are widely known for their excellent merchandise skills.36  

As we have seen, council members have only a rudimentary education. They all have 
earned whatever money they have as a result of their activities as small-scale merchants. 
Many of the principales in the Centro Población, like Don Pedro and Don Miguel Castro, are 
very rich. Villagers however, do not speak of rich and poor, of Ladinos and Indians but of 
“those who live in the center of town” and “those who live in the outlying communities.” The 
difference between the two areas is expressed in terms of “development.” The people from the 
rural communities are “primitive,” “dirty” and “drunk,” exactly the same characteristics that 
Ladinos have traditionally ascribed to indios. According to Diego Tuluxan, the difference 
between the two groups was greater in the past because the people from the communities 
“could not speak Spanish, did not bathe that much, did not dress properly, and their food was 
also very simple.”37 Although according to Don Diego, those ideas still exist, they are in the 
process of changing because of certain developments within the communities: more roads 
have been built and electricity has been introduced into more areas. In addition, more people 
can use hot water now, so they bathe more frequently. In addition, more people in the outlying 
communities “can now speak Spanish.”38 This is in fact a form of internal racism, racism that 
occurs within a socio-cultural group, and that is often motivated by underlying socio-
economic factors (WCAR 2000).  

There are, however, still many prejudices towards the inhabitants of the rural 
communities. Whenever something bad happens, the inhabitants of Centro Población lay the 
blame on them. When the FRG was elected for the second time, it was because “they” did not 
understand; when a thief was almost lynched, it was because “they” did not think before they 
acted. “But we are from the center. We don’t do those kinds of things. We are a little more 
civilized.”39 Once a friend of mine and I found a little girl crying in the street at the end of the 
last day of the celebration of the patron saint. We took her to the shop next door to ask 

                                                 
 

35 Interview with Juan Calel, November 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula.  
36Interview with Diego Jax, September 9, 2004, Chuatituj, Quetzaltenango. 
37 Interview with Diego Tuluxan, November 9, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
38 Interview with Diego Tuluxan, November 9, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
39 Interview with Don Lolo, November 22, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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whether they knew who she was. The owners of the shop warned us: “watch out, they will 
lynch you if they see you with this little girl. Well, they are from the communities, you 
know.”40 Hence, there is a clear tension between the village and the rural outlying areas, a 
difference defined for the most part in terms of levels of “civilization” and local development. 
This tension is reflected in the relationship between the different authorities in the municipio, 
as will become clear in the third part of the book on Santa María Chiquimula.  

 
The issue of class and ethnic identity changes dramatically in downtown Quetzaltenango. 
Members of Xel-jú are mostly Mayas who have left all the traits that have been 
stereotypically associated with Indians behind them. They are not poor and they often 
distance themselves from leftist discourses. They view the differences between the city and 
the rural communities in a manner very different from the inhabitants of Santa María 
Chiquimula’s Centro Población; they often consider rural communities as places where one 
can encounter “pure Mayaness.” This leads to almost poignant differences between Maya 
ideology and Indian daily life. This became very clear when Serjus for example intended to 
organize the rural communities in a “Mayan” way.41 

To begin with, the educational level is significantly higher among Xel-jú members. 
Most of Xel-jú’s younger members study at the university, and most of them are law students. 
Rigoberto Quemé Chay himself was trained as an anthropologist, although he only earned his 
degree after his initial election to the municipal council in 1978 at the age of 38. Many other 
Xel-jú members also made great sacrifices to acquire an education. Rocael Sum told me that 
his father left his mother just after he was born. This forced his mother, who sold meat in the 
market, to raise him alone in the house of his grandparents. She was, however, very creative 
and succeeded in providing the school materials necessary to educate her son. Subsequently 
he became friends with Ladino boys in order to be able to copy their schoolbooks, and:  

 
When I graduated with my magisterio degree in 1979, it was a very happy 
occasion for me: not because I had gotten my magisterio, not because I had 
graduated—not necessarily for those reasons but because of the efforts that my 
mother had made. Thus, for me to graduate along with all of the other students at 
the ceremony was something that my mother was very proud of. By that time, the 
situation had changed somewhat for the better: my mother had a little money and 
she made a party at her home and invited her sisters and their husbands, and their 
children, along with my grandparents, who by then were very elderly. My mother 
had a small business. She was happy that day and I myself was also very pleased. 
Not for me, but for her—because it was a sacrifice for her, my having managed to 
get to the university. Twenty years ago, there were few indigenous students 
there—they had limited access. I wanted to be an anthropologist—I’ll bet you 
didn’t know that. Here in Quetzaltenango there was at that time only the national 
university and the Universidad Landivar—which at that time was just getting 

                                                 
 

40 Fieldnotes, September 2004. 
41 Serjus: Servicios Sociales y Jurídicos, Social and Legal Services. See also Chapter 5 on the Unoldesiq case. 
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started, or maybe had already been around for a few years. But neither University 
had an anthropology program and if there had been one, it would have been very 
expensive. I said to my mother that it was only possible to get that kind of training 
in Guatemala City, at the State University. So she told me: “I’ll have to pay a lot 
of money for you to study, and also for you to have a place to live.” I replied: 
“Yes, I know.” So she said: “I’m going to make the sacrifices I need to so that I 
can support you.” And I went to the capital.42 

 
In the end he did not finish his studies in University and nowadays he works as a Spanish 
teacher for tourists.  

Economically, most Xel-jú members belong to either the lower or upper middle class. 
Most of them are either professionals who have graduated from one of Quetzaltenango’s 
universities or are merchants, like Don Martin and Don Mito. Don Fausto and Orlando 
Quemé, for example, both earned large sums of money as merchants. As René Juarez Poroj 
explains to me, this difference between “the educated,” like himself and his wife: he is a 
lawyer and his wife, Surama Lima, is a doctor, and, as he explains, having the status of being 
“newly rich” is something that does matter in those circles:  

 
Among the indigenous people who live in Quetzaltenango, there are some 
families that became merchants and other families who made sure that their 
children became professionals. Right now, those who hold power in local 
government are professionals. The children of merchants haven’t really made it, 
but I...their turn will come very soon, because the professionals don’t really pay 
much attention to us in economic terms. We have been stranded in the lower 
middle class, while the merchants—for example, Don Fausto de Paz have a lot of 
money, and so does Don Orlando Quemé. They are not professional people, but 
still they have a lot of money: they have a certain prominence, but they owe this 
to their having money. On the other hand, we have our university degrees but we 
have no money. As I see it, it will be the sons of these people who will end up in 
power. We ourselves have no power. Power is something that is bought and sold.43  

 
The “newly rich” live in houses many middle class Ladinos would be jealous of. Don Mito 
once told me that they had held a press conference in the house of Don Fausto. The journalists 
could not believe what they saw, and walked around the house wondering out loud why the 
indigenous civic committee employed a discourse of exclusion. Most Xel-jú members, 
however, are middle class. Many own beautiful but often neglected homes in Zone 1 and are 
also the proprietors of small businesses. But they do send their children to secondary school 
and university, and the women do wear the expensive traje at Quetzaltenango’s high profile 
public events.  

                                                 
 

42 Interview with Rocael Sum Cotom, September 3, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
43 Interview with René Juarez Poroj, August 15, 2002, Quetzaltenango.  
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At the same time, many Xel-jú members still do not feel fully part of 
Quetzaltenango’s society. They struggled to get their education and to buy their houses, and 
yet continue to encounter racism. They cannot enter several social spaces, such as Club Tenís, 
several brotherhoods of the Catholic Church, and various elite educational institutions in the 
city. Their indigenous roots limit their economic possibilities as well. They range from low to 
high middle class, this is the class they will stay in. As Alma López explained:  

 
The economic elite consists of 13 of this country’s wealthiest families: Mayas and 
indigenous persons like us are not members of this club—it is another instance of 
inequality, of subordination, of the rest of the country being used for the benefit of 
these families. This is in fact what we represent to them—usefulness, useful 
people, the means of production, one of the ends by which the means are 
produced.44 

 
Xel-jú members’ educational and socio-economic position, together with the prominent 
racism in Quetzaltenango, has led to paradoxical points of view among Xel-jú members with 
respect to the relationship between class and indigeneity. On the one hand, Xel-jú members 
do not identify themselves as poor, because they have climbed up the ladder and are 
themselves living proof that Mayaness is not exclusively related to class. On the other hand, 
they are conscious of the fact that most Indians are still poor and that they have to assimilate 
this reality into their political discourse. I will show in the next chapter how this process 
actually happens. Here, however, I will address the question of why Xel-jú rejects a 
completely leftist political discourse, reflecting the tensions that have always existed between 
the culturalista and clasista forms of organizing that I touched upon in the previous chapter. 
Although some of Xel-jú’s members joined the guerrilla forces during the civil war, many are 
skeptical about the left’s behavior during that war. Alma López speaks for many of them:  

 
It was not an ethnic war. At first, the main issue for the Left in this country had to 
do with the traditional notion of class—specifically, the definitions of working 
class, the poor, the campesino class, classes that were discriminated against. But 
there was never the contention that such a class had an ethnic identity. I don’t 
think that the left ever thought of it this way. I also don’t think that they ever will 
think of things in this way. […] I’m for taking from the Left whatever is 
important, what can be helpful in terms of our own reality, but I won’t accept 
everything. Not just because it continues to be exclusive and discriminatory—
even though it bases its claims on the Law. I’m all for continuing to champion the 
working class, the campesino class, the poor…but I also think that we have to 
pursue other strategies.45  
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What Alma says is, in fact, that the Left ignores ethnic identities. Rigoberto Quemé adds that, 
in fact, the Left mimics racist discourses:  

 
I think that what happened to them [i.e., the Left] here in recent years is that they 
have assumed a paternalistic stance toward indigenous people. At some point the 
guerrilla movement took up the banner of the indigenous struggle as their own, 
and that they did this because their class-based struggle had failed. In the early 
years, they had a schematic discourse that was highly dogmatic—in all of their 
writing, the Left only spoke of the struggle of the poor. From 1972 on, when they 
controlled the western part of the country, they began to introduce the term 
“indígena” and it now seems that their struggle has more to do with the 
indigenous than with any social class. But when they see an independent 
indigenous movement, they can feel what they consider to be their own prime 
material slipping from their hands. In Quetzaltenango, I noticed that the Left 
wanted us to be beholden to them. So they would say, “Okay. We will support 
your just indigenous struggle. We are with you. It is only right that we work 
together.” Working together for them meant that we should join the Frente 
Democrático.46 This we refused to do. We are independent. We won’t get involved 
with any political party. So they managed from that time forward to clash swords 
with us, and they still haven’t changed their attitude. But this is a matter of the 
lower level leaders—of course! The highest level leaders don’t even notice the 
indigenous. The comandantes in effect just ignore us—they don’t even talk to us. 
They talk and talk—but don’t really say anything of substance. They have 
assumed the stance of a political rival because, when all is said and done, they 
have no real definition as a popular movement. There really isn’t much of a 
workers’ movement in Guatemala—it is very weak, the unions have failed. And 
so all they have left is the indigenous world. And when this indigenous world 
frees itself from the shackles of their paternalism, they don’t like it. In 
Quetzaltenango, the indigenous movement is very independent and the Left 
doesn’t like this. This is why you will find the indigenous who are involved in 
politics represented across the political spectrum—on the Right, on the Left, and 
in the Center. 47  

 
Quemé would appear to be correct regarding the existence of racism on the Left: those on 
Guatemala’s political Left display a paternalistic attitude toward the indigenous, and their top 
leadership is completely Ladino, with Indians consigned to marginalized positions (as was the 
case within the guerrilla movements during the years of civil war). The political program of 
the Left will not solve the specific problems of the indigenous population as an ethnic group. 
The Left’s solutions do not work for Xel-jú members as they are not poor and they derive 
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their identity from their ethnic position. As a friend of mine once remarked to me, many 
people want Rigoberto to be a man of the Left, but he is just not. Xel-jú members thus 
consider their ethnic identity to be something that is uncoupled from class (Comaroff & 
Comaroff 1992), although their ethnic identity does limit their ability to move into higher 
classes. Hence, their narrative with respect to ethnic-class relations differs fundamentally 
from the narrative of auxiliary mayors. As I will show in the following chapters, this has led 
to clashes with respect to the way that local indigenous government is constituted in 
Quetzaltenango. It is hard to place Xel-jú members—and, indeed, the Maya movement in 
general—upon any single fixed point on the Left-Right political spectrum. Indigenous people 
can be very traditional and conservative, leading to the following paradox: “The Maya 
movement is at once predominantly conservative on the cultural plane and predominantly 
innovative and revolutionary on the political and economic plane. For that reason, it is said 
that the Maya movement’s path leads not only to Tikal (traditionalism) but also to New York 
and Tokyo (modernism)” (Demetrio Cojtí cited in Warren 1998: 3). Xel-jú combines cultural 
continuity with a struggle against exclusion and racism. 

At the same time, Xel-jú members recognize that most poor people are indigenous, 
and consider themselves duty-bound struggle against this marginalization. They included this 
goal as part of the political platform of their electoral campaigns, and this focus can be 
credited, at least in part, with enabling them to win the elections in 1995 and 1999. Don 
Martín de Paz expresses the raison d’être of Xel-jú as follows: “It is for the classes that need it 
most. Before we called them “the marginalized,” those who are the neediest—specifically, 
those in the rural areas.”48 Thus, Xel-jú sees both shared ethnicity and the quest for social 
justice for their people as the twin pillars of their social and political identity.  

 
In this section I showed how local narratives on class and K’iche identity relate in different 
ways to the anthropological meta-narratives. Personal ethnography or “history in person” 
reveals the interplay of local narratives and meta-narratives on indigenous identity and class. 
Those in the indigenous population by no means live under uniform economic conditions, and 
this is something that makes the classification of Indians as a class category rather difficult. 
Nevertheless, class is an important marker of indigenous identity, especially for 
Quetzaltenango’s auxiliary mayors. In Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula, class 
shapes indigenous identities in different ways. Chiquimultecos do not explain economic 
differences within the municipio in ethnic terms, but in terms of who lives in developed or 
civilized areas, such as the Centro Población, and who lives in rural, undeveloped, uncivilized 
communities. This difference has a lot to do with the division between urban and rural areas. 
This distinction also appears in the narratives of the auxiliary mayors who live in the 
outskirts—at the margins—of Quetzaltenango. There, however, the distinction is ethnicized. 
Thus, Indians with economic resources, who often proudly identify themselves as Mayas, 
often come to be viewed as Ladinos by many auxiliary mayors. At the same time, those 
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Mayas in Quetzaltenango’s urban center encounter racism in everyday life and cling to their 
authentic Mayan identity as a basis for self-empowerment.  

 
3.3 INDIGENOUS DRESS AND K’ICHE LANGUAGE: SIGNIFIERS AND SIGNIFIED MEANINGS  
Language and indigenous dress (traje) have been seen as key boundary markers of Maya 
ethnic identity. Within an essentialist approach to ethnicity and indigenous identity, the loss 
of those cultural markers would mean the disappearance of the Indians as an ethnic group 
(Tax 1942; Adams 1957). Within a Barthian approach to ethnic identity, cultural stuff such as 
language and dress was not of any importance, as ethnic boundaries marked social 
subordination, notwithstanding cultural changes, loss or assimilation (Barth 1969, see for 
example Warren 1978). In the constructionist approach to ethnic identities, however, the 
cultural stuff that Barth had dismissed once again assumed an important role. Scholars now 
study the meaning of cultural elements, not the features themselves; thus, researchers look at 
the ways that identity markers are used by ethnic groups. Religion, language, and physical 
appearance as cultural markers are seen as forms of representation and are subject to 
investigation (Jenkins 1997: 13; Vermeulen & Govers 1997: 6-7; Vos and Romanucci-Ross 
1997: 350). In this section, I will discuss the contested meanings and ideological 
interpretation of Maya dress and language. Maya spirituality as a boundary marker for 
indigenous identity is very much related to the meaning of dress and language. The debates 
that revolve around this tension are rather complex and these debates will be the focus of the 
next section.  

MacLeod (2004) views traditional Mayan dress as a text that can be read, and that thus 
can contain different, contested, meanings. She follows Hall (1997) in his suggestion that 
language is more than spoken and written words; music, notes, and objects can also be 
considered as text and can therefore signify in the Saussurean sense (MacLeod 2004: 681; 
Hall 1997: 5)—i.e., they do not have a clear meaning in themselves, but construct meaning 
and transmit it. Seeing indigenous dress as a sign composed of a signifier (form) and signified 
meaning (content) allows MacLeod to understand that different contested meanings can be 
attached to traje (sign). I find this approach very useful in understanding the contested 
meanings that local leaders attach to Mayan dress and language (language as a text in this 
case).  

The Maya Movement has given new (signified) meanings to both traje and language. 
It uses those markers of ethnic boundaries as part of its repertoire and struggle for recognition 
(MacLeod 2004: 682). They have converted community-bound elements of identity into 
extended markers of identity. Female members of the Maya Movement often use traje as a 
political statement and Mayan men have developed their own markers in this sense: they often 
wear embroidered shirts and belts, and some have long hair.49 Language is of one of the most 
important elements of Maya cultural activism, and numerous efforts have been developed 
around intercultural Maya education and promoting literacy in Mayan languages (Fischer 
1996; Cojtí Cuxil 1996).  

                                                 
 

49 This is a personal observation, supported by MacLeod (2004). 
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Both language and dress have been defined as rights of the indigenous population in 
the text of the Accord on Identity. The Maya Movement employs the cultural continuity 
narrative to give Maya language and dress a new meaning and something to be proud of, an 
indigenous right you must fight for—a political statement. At the same time, local narratives 
on Maya dress and language reveal discontinuities and sometimes even express a downright 
rejection of the meaning that the Maya Movement attaches to those identity markers. 
Ambivalent cultural and political meanings of (the use of) the Maya K’iche language and traje 
at the local level in the daily reality of Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula are 
shaped within a universe of meaning in which there is a constant tension among processes of 
folklorization and notions of authenticity, and where there is a politicization of both identity 
markers. In this section, I will first discuss the apparently conflicting meanings of the K’iche 
dress before exploring the connotations attached to K’iche language.  

 
3.3.1 TRAJE  
The traje that identifies Maya K’iche women with Quetzaltenango is impressive: the corte 
(skirt) is made of two meters long pieces of blue cloth, decorated with two lines of colorful 
embroidery held together around the waist by an elastic band (and not wrapped around the 
body as in many other municipios). The colorful huipile is totally embroidered with its own 
unique design. The whole outfit is, when it is manufactured with the highest quality materials 
available, worth 3000 quetzales. Some women use their traditional dress from Quetzaltenango 
every day, but most of them use this traje exclusively for public events such as Mayan plays 
and dances in the municipal theatre, and family celebrations. In the theatre, Quetzaltecos can 
enjoy what MacCannel (1973) has called “staged authenticity:” the themes of the plays and 
dances as well as the symbolism employed in those performances refer not only to what is 
considered authentically Mayan, but also to a reality that is not part of the daily lives of the 
members of the audience. The gatherings constitute a site where Maya K’iche customs are 
held in high esteem, where men and women dance sones to the marimba in separate rows and 
enjoy Quetzaltenango’s typical dishes, such as pepian which they eat from earthenware 
bowls. Men dress in black suits, boys in leather jackets and women and girls in Maya K’iche 
dress. However, Maya K’iche women use the traje not only as a way of distinguishing 
themselves culturally from Ladina women, but also as a way of making a political statement. 
Besides, the use of indigenous dress marks a socio-economic boundary in Quetzaltenango, 
since there are many different kinds—and differently priced—kinds of traje.  

Alma López, a Xel-jú member of the municipal council from 2000-2004, is one of the 
Maya K’iche women I got to know who proudly and consciously wears the traje as a means of 
expressing her Maya K’iche identity and making a political statement. In one of our 
interviews, she told me that she first began to use the traje at the age of 22. She had not 
wanted to use it earlier because “the people were very quick to conclude that you were an 
india and, I don’t know, I didn’t like it— it caused me shame and pain.”50 Things changed 
when she became member of the Wajshaquib Batz.51 This dancing group performs 

                                                 
 

50 Interview with Alma López, August 15, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
51 K’iche for “eight threads,” an important day (cargador) in the Maya Calendar. This dancing group is still one 
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“traditional” and “authentic” dances that represent the usos y costumbres of different 
indigenous municipios. A crucial element of those dances is the use of the trajes from the 
different villages as a way to visualize authenticity. Although theoretically this can be 
perceived as a form of staged authenticity, it was here that Alma got to know her own 
country, she says. At the same time, she began to work with female refugees who had 
returned to the city following the civil war, and noticed that “despite a history of pain and 
war, the women went dressed in their traje.”52 It was, however, a close male friend of hers 
who had a decisive influence on her choice to begin using the traje with love and pride. He 
lived in the city, but always wore different trajes, from places like Santiago Atitlán (where the 
men still dress in the traditional way), and therefore was subject to numerous acts of racism. 
One day he had asked her “Alma, why don’t you wear your traje every day, since it is easier 
for women than for men to do this?” His question made her think and “heightened her 
awareness:” 

 
Because he had experienced a great deal of discrimination. We would go out 
together and people would laugh and I would feel uncomfortable, but I got over it 
[…]. It was living with other women that spurred me to do it, that heightened my 
awareness. It could be that being in the dance group made me want to do it, 
resulted in my getting acquainted with it and to become proud of using it. But it 
was my identification with the other women—the identity that I felt in my own 
soul—and the fact that he had suggested that I do it—this is how I began to invest 
a great deal of money, to buy clothes—it is possible to buy your own clothes—
and I bought some outfits and wore them every day. It was kind of difficult for me 
because it can be uncomfortable when you have to travel.53 

   
Alma decided to wear traje all the time, inspired by both her male friend and the widows she 
worked with. She has never wavered in her decision. I saw her once in jeans when we went 
out to dance at a discotheque. The decision to use traje as a way of expressing her Maya 
K’iche identity was a conscious expression of her Maya K’iche identity. By wearing the 
traditional Mayan dress proudly, she gives this cultural marker a political meaning that 
transcends mere identification with the community.  

To wear the Maya K’iche dress does not constitute a political act just because of the 
motivations of the women that wear them, but also because those women are still being 
discriminated against because they make this choice. This can be clearly seen the case of Irma 
Alicia Nimatuj Velazquez. Irma Alicia is from Quetzaltenango but is working toward her PhD 
in Austin, Texas. She is a respected figure in elite Quetzaltenango's indigenous elite circles. 
She is not actually a member of Xel-jú, but is someone who is widely admired, and she is 
strongly committed to that organization. There were even rumors that she would be Xel-jú’s 

                                                                                                                                                         
 

of Quetzaltenango’s most famous. Many Xel-jú members participated in this group, which was founded by 
Rolando Aguilar in the beginning of the 1990s.  
52 Interview with Alma López, August 15, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
53 Interview with Alma López, August 15, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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first female candidate for mayor in 2003. In June 2001, Irma Alicia was refused admission to 
the restaurant “Tarro Dorado” because of her K’iche traje. This event caused a great deal of 
indignation in Maya K’iche Quetzaltenango, and indeed in all of Maya Guatemala. In an 
article on the case, Irma Alicia herself writes:  

 
(…) A group of us decided to go to a restaurant to talk over the day’s work. We 
were from different academic disciplines and different parts of the country. With 
the idea of having a beer together, we chose the popular “El Tarro Dorado” (The 
Golden Mug) tavern chain. We went to this tavern in the affluent neighborhood 
known as Zone 13. When I reached the door with four other women, a security 
guard in civilian clothes said politely to the other women: “This way, please.” To 
me he said loudly: “But not you: women in traje típico (folkloric dress) aren’t 
allowed in.” As the only Maya woman there, I couldn't believe my ears. I asked 
the guard to repeat what he had said, and again looking straight at me he said: 
“The management refuses entry to women wearing traje típico, so I can’t let you 
in." At this repetition of the racial discrimination directed at me for wearing 
K’iche’ dress, a shiver ran through me from head to toe. I remember taking hold 
of my perraje (shawl) and wrapping it round my bosom, as if looking for strength 
to resist such racial discrimination in the 21st century. My eyes filled with tears; a 
wave of indignation but also anger and courage swept through me. (Velazquez 
2005).  

 
Although her friends tried to convince the guards that they were violating the law, Irma Alicia 
was not allowed to enter. She brought charges of racism against the restaurant. She knew that 
her rights were being violated, and was conscious of the fact that her mother and grandmother 
had had to fight the same struggle. The case received national attention and was covered 
extensively by the national press. The Ombudsman for Human Rights recognized the act as a 
violation of the dignity and identity of indigenous peoples and the owner of the restaurant had 
to make a public apology. In the article quoted above, Irma Alicia also declares that wearing 
K’iche or other regional dress is not merely an issue of cultural rights, but also a political 
statement. Hence, as Irma Otzoy has stated, “Maya students and professionals directly 
challenge discrimination by wearing Maya dress and maintaining other visible cultural 
elements. In this way, Maya create new forms of cultural survival” (Otzoy 1996: 153). And, I 
would add, of political activism.  

In addition to being cultural and political, the use of traje is also gendered. It is only in 
some Guatemalan villages that men also use traje. Men who dress in this way, whether or not 
they belong to the Maya Movement, emphasize the importance of (the use of) traje as a way 
of expressing Maya identity. Sometimes this results in situations in which men tend to force 
women to make this political statement and thus distinguish themselves culturally. In such 
cases, the use of traje can express gender hierarchies and the power of men over women. I 
heard several stories of women, including female members of Xel-jú, who on the one hand 
discovered traje as a way to give expression to a Maya K’iche spiritual awakening, but who 
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also felt the pressure from their male political counterparts to wear the traje, in order to really 
represent the Maya K’iche. 

Traje and its use is something completely different for men and women. Very little 
men wear traje as a political expression. All male indigenous Xel-jú members that I spoke to 
defined traje as one of the most important indigenous identity markers, and regretted its 
having fallen into disuse. They did not, however, intend to begin wearing it, like Alma’s 
friend did. Wearing traje is not part of their habitual practices, it is part of their discursive 
understandings of indigenous identity. This gives their position almost folkloric dimensions. 
In the previous chapter, I showed how the State also needed Indian cultural markers to 
imagine a shared past. Don Martín's view on the use of traje in San Martin Sacatepéquez 
supports this observation: 

 
It is part of our identity and of our respectful customs, from the sandals to the hat. 
These are signs of Mayan identity. We also often use the moralito,54 but many of 
us have left it behind, forgotten all about it. Many of us have left our customs in a 
suitcase and at the same time we admire our people that walk through the streets, 
when we see a paisano that walks with his moral, his typical dress. I talked to you 
about San Martín.55 Here the 11th of November is a day of celebration in the 
village and San Martín [Chile Verde] is one of the most beautiful days because 
you can see that they all wear their gala ceremonial dresses that are for daily use, 
the daily attire. This attire is so precious and so wonderful that we can’t be angry 
with someone who wears it—it’s precious, marvelous.56  

 
For Don Martín traje is not part daily life for him or his family. Instead, it is a cultural 
legacy—a sort of Mayahood that one can still encounter in rural indigenous communities.  

For Delma and Vilma, on the other hand, who are both alguaciles in the rural 
community of Xetuj (in Quetzaltenango), the use of traje is a part of their daily lives. In places 
like Xetuj, in the rural hinterlands of the municipio and on the outskirts of the city, it is not 
only the look of the traje that changes. Its use also takes on other meanings. Girls and women 
here most of the time use the cheaper factory woven cortes, which is usually blue, combined 
with simple blouses or just a t-shirt. The huipiles are less colorful and tend to show more 
signs of wear than those one might see in more urban neighborhoods. To wear the traje often 
has not been a conscious choice or a political statement. It is just something they are used to, 
that they are “born into.” Vilma always wears her traje and even the slightest suggestion that 
she might wear clothes like mine made her giggle. She does not have a very elaborate 
explanation for the way she dresses, she is just “used to it.” Delma cannot always wear her 
traje, because the supermarket where she works, as well as the institute where she studies, 
requires that she wear a uniform. Now she is used to it, although she hates and ridicules this 

                                                 
 

54 A small hand-made bag. 
55 Martin de Paz here refers to a small municipio close to Quetzaltenango, San Martin Sacatepéquez, or San 
Martin Chile Verde. 
56 Interview with Martin de Paz, June 21, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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system and felt very ashamed the first time she put the uniform on and had to walk around 
“like that.” She prefers her traje to the supermarket uniform. For both Vilma and Delma, the 
use of the traje is a daily practice rather than a political statement. Thus, they really do not 
have much to say about it. However, on some occasions where appearance is more important 
they both always wear traje (like the procession in the honor of the Virgin Concepción where 
I met and hardly recognized Delma exactly because of the way she was dressed: in the 
traditional traje of Quetzaltenango).  

Again, although men generally stopped dressing in the traditional manner decades ago, 
they are very concerned about the way that women dress. For the men, traditional dress is 
seen as an important point of indigenous identification, and as a means of preserving ethnic 
identity. Besides, they like a woman most in this dress: “that’s the way I like it.”57 Their wives 
wear it, but in some cases their daughters prefer to wear jeans and t-shirts. Doña Laura, 
Augusto’s wife, is the only one I met who always dresses up in the typical traje of 
Quetzaltenango. To use the traje is an expensive proposition. This has turned traje into a 
marker of class, as well as a status symbol (see for example Hendrickson 1995). Many 
inhabitants of the rural communities and Quetzaltenango’s outskirts can only afford the 
fabric-woven cortes that are sold by the dozen. This makes traje, for lower-class men and 
women, not just a means by which they identify themselves on a daily basis, but also a 
reminder and symbol of their social-economic position. Traje sharply marks class differences 
in Quetzaltenango.  

Santa María Chiquimula is an almost totally K’iche populated village, and thus might 
be seen as the perfect place to maintain the use of traditional regional dress. Still, again we see 
paradoxical tendencies in the use of and meanings given to traje. Most women of the village 
use, it is rare to see someone not Ladina in jeans. T-shirts, however, are widely used in 
combination with the corte. Whenever I asked about the traje, people would make statements 
such as “it is getting lost.” It took me some time to realize that what was getting lost was not 
the traje itself, but the authentic or traditional Chiquimulteca dress that identified women with 
the municipio: the dark corte and the red-black striped huipile. This traje is nowadays mostly 
used by older women; younger women and girls use the fabric woven cortes with a simple 
blouse or t-shirt or buy trajes from municipios all over the country. It is not rare to see girls in 
expensive huipiles from Santiago Atitlán or Santa Cruz del Quiché. McAllister views this 
phenomenon as a movement towards a shared Mayan identity (McAllister: 1995). In Santa 
María Chiquimula however, answers regarding the reasons behind this phenomenon are as 
simple as “because I like it,” “I want more colors,” or because the Chiquimula one is “too 
boring.” Many women do posses the original traje, but find it uncomfortable.  

Female leaders from Santa María Chiquimula wear traje as way to dress up, be 
representative and demand respect. Sometimes they use the “authentic” traje of the municipio, 
sometimes they do not. For example, Catarina Osorio, who was a candidate for mayor in 
2003, often uses authentic traje as a way of showing respect for the culture of her ancestors.58 
In municipal forums or as part of a judging committee in the village, she would often appear 

                                                 
 

57 Interview with Don Isabel, May 5, 2002, Llanos del Pinal, Quetzaltenango. 
58 Interview with Catarina Osorio, July 12, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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in the traditional dress. But she also dresses in blouses from El Quiché, which she sews and 
sells herself. Doña María placed the use of traje more in the performative realm: gender 
norms prescribed its use, and even using a backpack to carry her belongings was considered a 
break with the social order.59  
 

 
Picture 4 Girls wearing Santa María Chiquimula's "authentic" huipil, Independance Day Parade 

 
 At the same time, local authorities often cling to this dress as a marker of their 
cultural—not political—identity. They like the traje, because, it is, in the words of Pedro 
Calel, “the dress my wife uses,” or something the ancestors have left them, something of the 
village, of the place. They do not use expressions such as “it is our right” to use the traje. An 
eventual loss of the traditional traje is perceived as a process, due to migration or the change 
of (the production of) the fabric. Hence, wearing and losing the traje is linked to showing 
respect to the ancestors that have left the traje, rather than to a political statement that has to 
be made.  

A way of showing respect to the ancestors is its use on formal occasions in the 
municipio. On days that the president’s wife or North American Indians visit the municipio, 
on Independence Day, or at the end of the school year, the people of Santa María Chiquimula 
wear traditional traje of the municipio as an expression of their ethnic pride and local identity. 
Young girls, and sometimes boys as well, participate in welcoming committees or dancing 
groups and dress in “the authentic way.” On some occasions, a dance competition is 

                                                 
 

59 Interview with Doña María, May, 11, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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organized. The group dancing the most authentically way, wins. Those performances are often 
filmed by proud parents with digital movie cameras. Several times I was asked to be a judge 
at those events, and the discussions were always about which dance groups could best 
imagine “how it used to be.” The latter is of less importance at the Independence Day parade 
on September 15, where pupils dress up in miniskirt uniforms. A part of the parade represents 
the cultural diversity of Guatemala. This staged authenticity sometimes seems far away from 
regular community life, and therefore the performances sometimes take on a folkloric 
character. However, traditional traje is not often used to “dress up” on occasions such as a 
funeral, baptisms, or processions. On these occasions women dress up in traje, but not 
necessarily the “real” one.  

 
I have shown here that traje can be signified in different and mutually exclusive ways. Since 
the signing of the peace accords in 1996, it has become easier for Guatemalans to wear traje 
in public places. However, acceptance of traje is much more likely to be found in places like 
Mayan NGO offices than places where lower-class Indians have might possibly obtain 
employment. The use of traje is related to class in different ways, reflecting both points of 
convergence and divergence between the cultural continuity and anti-racism narratives. In the 
rural areas and outskirts of Quetzaltenango, the population does not have the means to show 
off their status through the use of traditional dress of Quetzaltenango. The traditional K’iche 
dress not only marks the indigenous-Ladino line, but also delineates urban-rural and rich-poor 
boundaries. The lower class tends to shift between feeling ashamed of wearing something 
other than their traditional dress, and in public life being more restricted in it, while at the 
same time their traje also marks the difference with better educated and more economically 
prosperous Mayas. In rural areas, and also in Santa María Chiquimula, the use of traje is 
considered a costumbre that reflects respect for the culture the ancestors have handed down to 
them, while in the city this “tradition” can be used as a political statement. However, even in 
Santa María Chiquimula the authentic traje is losing ground and becoming more of a staged 
authenticity than part of daily life. Especially in Quetzaltenango Mayas and Indians encounter 
(internal) racism because of their use of traje. 

 
3.3.2 K’ICHE LANGUAGE 
I have already mentioned that the K’iche language is an important marker of Maya K’iche 
identity. At the same time, many Maya K’iche’s do not speak or understand K’iche. The 
meanings attached to K’iche language are contested and range from considering the language 
as an obstacle to viewing it as the most respectful way to address elders and ancestors. Again, 
both racism and cultural continuity play a part in the various attitudes that are adopted 
towards the use of the K’iche language. 

Most of the Xel-jú members I interviewed do not speak more than a few words of the 
K’iche language that they regard as sacred. Many regret that their parents chose not to teach 
them the language, although they understand this choice because of the severe racism that 
speaking this language often provoked. When I asked Martín de Paz if he was fluent in 
K’iche, he said:  
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Most of us don’t speak it, my generation, I mean. I’m not talking to you about the 
new generations, which know it even less. As time goes by, the differences among 
various dialects have been lost, and this despite the fact that some schools of 
K’iche and Kakchiquel, and others. But our parents also made their share of 
mistakes: they didn’t always make the right choices, and they didn’t always have 
the best ideas. They wanted to use K’iche exclusively to speak to the older people. 
When we showed up, they spoke it only when they didn’t want us to know what 
was going on. They didn’t tell us what they were saying, and this was a big 
mistake—not teaching us the language themselves. Here in Guatemala, it is first 
and foremost required to learn English before learning our own languages, which 
really ought to be integrated into the teaching methods that are used. Each person 
should learn at least one language: K’iche, Mam, Kekchi, or some other. And, 
after learning our languages, they can learn other languages that can be of use to 
us in order to get ahead in the future.60  

 
And Don Rosalío answered to the same question:  

 
No, unfortunately no. My parents, may they rest in peace, did speak K’iche, but 
let me tell you something. When I was a boy, it was my grandfather who was here 
in the El Adelanto who came to visit us at home, and who told my father and 
mother that, if they want their kids to have access to education, they should not 
speak K’iche. Why? Because they would end up being discriminated against a lot 
in school. It would be better for them to learn Spanish and, that way, they could 
have access to an education. And this is why my father did not speak to me in 
K’iche. They spoke to each other in that language. They spoke it all the time but 
we had no idea what was being said. They didn’t teach it to us—not because they 
didn’t want to but because of the times in which they lived—because teaching 
K’iche made one a target of even greater discrimination. In contrast, if one spoke 
Spanish, this was seen as something positive. Now it is different, and the [K’iche] 
language is valued. So what we are doing is actually recovering our values, 
because here in this school, we take informal classes. There were also classes in 
K’iche—there was a person who was a specialist in the language and who came to 
give classes to the whole group. Why? To recover our past.61 

 
Don Rosalío works in El Adelanto, an organization that teaches K’iche and promotes 
bilingual education. The only member of Xel-jú I met who uses K’iche on a daily basis is Don 
Lico, a prominent and militant Xel-jú member. However, he only speaks K’iche with his wife, 
because he doesn’t know anybody else who speaks the language fluently.  

 
                                                 
 

60 Interview with Martín de Paz, June 21, 2004, Quetzaltenango.  
61 Interview with Don Rosalío, September 12, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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The auxiliary mayors who use K’iche on a daily basis in Quetzaltenango’s rural areas do not 
consider this as “sacred” or as a “right,” but rather as an obstacle. All Quetzaltenango’s 
auxiliary mayors are very conscious of the fact that it was “somewhat painful” in the past to 
speak K’iche and they recall times when they, and their parents, were ashamed of their way of 
talking. Half of the Quetzaltenango auxiliary mayors that I met are fluent in K’iche. Although 
they are not exactly against keeping K’iche, alive since they do think that the language is 
culturally valuable, most of them agree with Don Martín that it “does not help us move 
forward.” Don Martín learned K’iche “in the street,” and he does try to teach it to his children, 
but at the same time he has the feeling that “it’s not useful anymore” and that “fashion passes 
… it’s a tradition, nothing else.”62 He worked in a state-owned company, a place where 
nobody spoke K’iche, and he experienced the language as a handicap. Don Martín considers 
being a K’iche speaker as being one and the same thing as not being able to express oneself in 
proper Spanish. This point of view, which is similar to the sentiments expressed in the 
previous section, is also voiced by Don Bausilio when says that he is discriminated against 
and treated like an inferior being by “others” when he speaks K’iche. But in fact he feels 
discriminated against for not being completely fluent in Spanish.63  

At the same time, the auxiliary mayors who do not speak K’iche properly experience 
problems because of this. They sometimes deeply regret not being fluent in their “mother 
tongue” (as they call it). Bernabe and Cornelio both do not speak K’iche and Luis sometimes 
has trouble expressing himself in his “original” language. This state of affairs is representative 
of the auxiliary mayors in general. They oscillate back and forth between regret and a more 
pragmatic attitude. It should be their mother tongue and it is not. Don Pablo, for example, 
says that language is one of the most important characteristics of the indigenous population 
and that, for that reason, not being able to speak the language, he does not feel completely 
indigenous. Delma expresses the same sentiments: as a K’iche woman who is very conscious 
of her Mayan64 identity, she is struggling with the fact that she does not speak K’iche. She is 
convinced that Maya women are the “bearers of culture”, and therefore does not feel like a 
“complete Maya woman.”  

Local community leaders who participate in regional and national indigenous 
meetings, like Don Luis P, are confronted with the fact that they do not speak their Mayan 
language. Once he told me how he participated in a workshop in Nahualá, with other Maya 
K’iches and how he told his story in Spanish. They told him to speak in K’iche, as he was 
K’iche as well. He felt bad, because he stood in front of all those people with their traje (in 
this region many men wear the traditional dress as well), and he had to say, “Well I am from 
Quetzaltenango but I don’t speak K’iche:”  

 
 
 

                                                 
 

62 Interview with Don Martin, June 8, 2002, Xecaracoj, Quetzaltenango. 
63 Interview with Don Bausilio, June 19, 2002, Chitux, Quetzaltenango. 
64 Delma is one of the few auxiliary mayors who consider herself Maya. As I indicated previously, she claims 
that she is part of a family who inherited the gift of communicating with the ancestors. Her family also 
participates in social gatherings of the cofradía in the centre of the city. 
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I felt bad because it is like saying I am a native of that place, you know, and I 
can’t speak the language […] One would say “I am K’iche,” hence, that is not the 
first thing they say, you know, you are not, because you do not speak K’iche, you 
know, that’s how I see it, thus...one represents what is K’iche, but only 
understands K’iche and does not speak it, you know.65  

 
People like Don Luis P. and Don Pablo would like to learn the language again because this 
would be of use in communicating with other K’iche communities where Spanish is not 
widely spoken. This motivation carries an important economic element as well: being a 
K’iche speaker nowadays enhances your job possibilities, especially in NGOs. Some parents, 
like Don Luis X and Don Isabel, nowadays decide to teach their children K’iche, whereas 
before they did not care. This is something that would have been unthinkable 10 to 15 years 
ago.  

 
Many inhabitants of Santa María Chiquimula say that K’iche “does not help them move 
forward.” They would “rather learn to speak English” as Don Lolo, a convinced costumbrista, 
once sighed. A big difference, however, is that here almost everybody is a K’iche speaker, 
since one needs to use this language in order to communicate within the municipio. Some 
persons who married out of their language group, like Diego Tuluxan, are fluent in three 
languages, and many merchants who traveled a lot as part of their business also speak 
Kakchiquel or Kekchi. Others, like Don Lolo learned K’iche at a more advanced age. Because 
his mother was from Quetzaltenango, he learned Spanish at home, and he began learning 
K’iche from his compañeros at school. As an adult, he took literacy classes in K’iche and 
nowadays only K’iche is spoken in his home. His daughter teaches at the bilingual Catholic 
school.  

The use of the language tends to vary according to individuals’ perceptions of their 
Mayaness. Whereas Pedro Lux, for example, considers the use of K’iche as an obstacle most 
of the time, Pedro Calel emphasizes the legacy of, and respect for, the ancestors. It is not only 
costumbristas who make this argument. Diego Jax, who was part of Catholic Action, 
considers K’iche more respectful, and thinks that it is the only language that is appropriate for 
use in ceremonies like the change of the cofradía.66 Here the authorities exchange certain 
ritually prescribed words, and this can only be done in K’iche, as this “is the respect that our 
ancestors taught us.” In K’iche “you can’t make jokes or say words that don’t sound 
particularly respectful, like ‘vos.’67 In K’iche, you don’t say such things.”68  

Whereas many families communicate in K’iche within the home because all of the 
members of the household are fluent in that language, others do not because they are afraid 
that their children “will not speak [Spanish] well” if they encourage the use of K’iche. As a 

                                                 
 

65 Interview with Don Luis P. September 25, 2002, Pacajá Alto, Quetzaltenango. 
66 The change of cofradía and other community services are discussed elaborately in Chapter 7-9 on Santa María 
Chiquimula. 
67 “Vos” is an informal manner of address used in Guatemala, and in other parts of Latin America. 
68 Interview with Diego Jax, September 20, 2004, Chuatituj, Santa María Chiquimula.  
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consequence, many mothers cannot communicate properly with their own children. The 
shame and fear associated with not being able to speak proper Spanish is widely present in the 
municipio. At schools, lessons are primarily taught in Spanish. Catarina told me that some 
people have begun to pronounce their surnames differently: Lux, pronounced as “Lush” in 
K’iche, as “Luz,” in order to make them sound more Spanish. This has to do with more 
general feelings of shame associated with making the statement, “I am from Santa María 
Chiquimula.” According to adults that I spoke to, most youngsters “are leaving the language 
behind; they are ashamed of speaking K’iche.” For people like Don Lolo and Don Pedro, this 
is “bad”, because “it is the tradition of our parents, it is our language.” 

Talking about meanings given to K’iche in Santa María Chiquimula always led to the 
recounting of stories about how Chiquimultecos learned Spanish. Because the older 
generations never went to school, older adults learned Spanish when they left the municipio to 
trade their goods on the coast, in the eastern part of the country, and in Guatemala City. The 
few stories from Chiquimula that narrate racist discrimination almost all date back to this 
period in their lives. When they arrived in those places, Chiquimultecos experienced 
discrimination because they did not speak Spanish. Almost everybody has a story about how 
they were laughed at when they first were confronted with their new language environment: 
“When I first went out to trade, they made fun of us, they laughed at us,” Diego Jax 
remembers.69  

A more direct and visible manifestation of exclusion and language is the use of K’iche 
in public spaces. Diego Tuluxan once told me what the situation had been like before: when 
an indigenous person had a problem, there was no one to go to, because “they could not talk.” 
This is still the case when someone needs a lawyer, or when people want to assert their rights 
in any way, but want to do so in their native tongue—K’iche. It took up to four years ago to 
contract a K’iche speaking secretary and treasurer in the municipio. Today, the employees at 
the office of the Community Justices of the Peace do not speak K’iche, and workshops for the 
local leaders are conducted in Spanish. In the religious arena, the K’iche language is being 
revived within the Catholic Church thanks to the Jesuits.70 Evangelical churches do not always 
conduct their services in K’iche.  

Thus, the meanings of the K’iche language are contested. On the one hand, it is 
considered a sacred tongue, a legacy of the ancestors. This is the view of persons (mostly in 
Quetzaltenango) who are not fluent in the language as well in Santa María Chiquimula. At the 
same time, K’iche has still not gotten rid of its negative image: its associations with 
backwardness and underdevelopment. And there is still reluctance on the part of many people 
to use the language frequently, either within or outside the home. For many, therefore, 
speaking K’iche inherently implies not being able to properly speak Spanish, and this inability 
is something that is considered backward. At the same time the “conscious Mayas” see the 
disappearance of the K’iche language as a loss. While Mayas of the city did not have the 
chance to learn their mother tongue, many persons among the poorer sectors of the indigenous 
population crave the opportunity to learn Spanish.  

                                                 
 

69 Interview with Diego Jax, September 20, 2004, Chuatituj, Santa María Chiquimula. 
70 See next section for more on this. 
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3.4 COSTUMBRISTAS, THE ANCESTORS, AND RELIGION  
Indigenous identity is deeply rooted in spirituality (Wilson 1995) and the Maya Movement 
considers spirituality a primordial marker of Maya identity. However, indigenous spirituality 
has dynamically adapted itself to changing religious landscapes ever since colonial times. 
Thus, the meaning that is given to Christianity and Maya spirituality changes drastically from 
person to person. The relationship between Maya spirituality, on the one hand, and both 
Catholicism and Protestantism, on the other, is ambivalent. Initially, the Catholic Church 
planned to wipe out everything that had to do with Maya spirituality but later made an 
accommodation that allowed the indigenous population to continue their spiritual practices 
while also practicing Catholicism. Catholic brotherhoods, the so-called cofradías became a 
marker for indigenous (and Maya) identity and culture (see also Cook 2000; Chiappari 2002). 
At the same time Catholic Action, which was a group of leftist political leanings, tried to 
break down what they perceived as conservative hierarchal structures. Views on the 
relationship between Protestantism and Maya spirituality and identity differ even more. As 
Gallaher (2007) says, most work has focused on the incompatibility of indigenous culture and 
Protestantism, despite the attractiveness of this religion to indigenous peoples (Gallaher 2007: 
88). Recently, scholars have even argued that Protestantism is contributing to a “recovery of 
ethnic identity” in Latin America (Parker Gumucio, in Gallaher 2007: 89; Canessa 2000a).  

In this section I deal more extensively with the different meanings religion, and 
especially Maya spirituality, has for interpreting and defining Maya K’iche identity. The 
tendencies reflected in the words of Don Luis, Cornelio, and the De Paz brothers in 
Quetzaltenango and Don Pedro and Pedro Lux from Santa María Chiquimula, show that, 
whereas for most auxiliary mayors in Quetzaltenango, religion and spirituality are not 
important issues, many Mayas in the center of the city have developed a fascination with 
Maya religion and ceremonies as a means of expressing cultural continuity. At the same time, 
the Catholic Church in itself is an arena where exclusion takes place along the indigenous- 
Ladino line. In Santa María Chiquimula, Mayahood is also often defined in religious terms: 
persons who believe in the ancestors are defined as “Maya,” whereas evangelicals tend to 
distance themselves from this terminology.  

The vast majority of the auxiliary mayors in Quetzaltenango are Christian, with the 
split between evangelical and Catholic being more or less 50-50. Just a few of them practice 
costumbres. Most of the auxiliary mayors do not know where the ceremonial centers of their 
community are (or even if there are any). This became painfully clear one day when I was 
visiting Don Isabel in Llanos del Pinal. He had just told me in that there was no ceremonial 
center in his community. As we strolled towards the football field to enjoy a match that was 
going on there, a car stopped, and Baudilio greeted us. Baudilio at that time worked for Serjus 
and organized the workshops for the auxiliary mayors. I had got to know him as a very 
conscious Maya; he had given his daughters Maya names and was very interested in Maya 
spirituality. We chatted and I asked him where he was going, and he told us he was looking 
for the ceremonial center nearby. We could not help him any further, and I sensed that Don 
Isabel had only just then realized that there was indeed a ceremonial center in the area. 
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Among the auxiliary mayors I got to know, three were actively involved in 
costumbres. We have already met two of these—Cornelio and Delma, who both belong to a 
family de costumbre in Xetuj—the only one in that community. Don Vale is the third, and the 
most fervent in his practice. He is from Llanos del Pinal and is a practitioner himself; he 
makes the walk to the mountain to perform ceremonies several times a month. He takes his 
duties very seriously, and will be seen in the following chapter, and he extends his 
cosmological vision to politics as well. He has a clear opinion regarding the presence of 
Protestant Christianity in the country, which is shared by many costumbristas in Santa María 
Chiquimula: it is bad, as the evangelicals do not want anything that has to do with being 
Maya. He makes a clear distinction between himself and the Mayas living in the city: “the 
Mayas in the city believe in the devil, while here with us, there is no devil.”71 Mayas in the 
city are not “real,” or “authentic,” like he is. Their religion and his spirituality, in his view, 
place them beyond the pale of what can be considered “authentically Maya.” Yet, many urban 
Mayas do participate in Mayan ceremonies.  

Many auxiliary mayors, like Don Maríano or Don Jerónimo, once attended Maya 
ceremonies when they were suffering from some physical ailment, but do not participate in 
such ceremonies on an ongoing basis. They try it out, like they would try a new kind of 
medicine. Some of the auxiliary mayors, like Augusto and Bernabe, do not follow any 
religion. Don Augusto is interested in Maya spirituality, but admits that he does not know that 
much about it. For people like Don Luis X and Don Jerónimo, being evangelical is indeed 
very important, and often overrides the distinction between Ladinos and Indians as a way of 
categorizing Guatemalan society. At the same time, as we have seen, this feeling of “we are 
all Guatemalans” tends only to be applied by evangelicals to their co-religionists. Within the 
broader context of Guatemalan society as a whole, evangelicals identify as indigenous. In the 
case of the auxiliary mayors Don Luis X and Jerónimo, they express this identification 
primarily in economic terms, as I showed earlier in this chapter.  

 
As I concluded from the stories of Don Mito and Don Martín, Maya spirituality is often a 
source of a claim to a cultural legacy, something that well-educated Mayas in the city look 
back on with longing. This is a process that has been taking shape recently, as Ricardo Cajas 
explains: “I think that it is very important that we are recovering more and more of our 
spirituality every day. In the past, there was less of this spirituality in the city and more of it in 
the countryside, but it is not at all unusual for people to attend ceremonies in the city 
nowadays.72 That many Xel-jú members perceive Maya spirituality as an essential marker of 
Mayan identity has resulted in a deep fascination on their part with Maya religion and has led 
them to participate in ceremonies on special occasions or during difficult periods of their life. 
Some Xel-jú members like Alma López and Elisa Cojtí have taken courses on Mayan 
spirituality as a way of reconnecting with their Mayan roots or consulted their grandparents.  

For most Xel-jú members, however, spirituality is not really part of their habitual 
practices like it is for Don Vale, Cornelio, or Delma. On the contrary, Maya spirituality is 

                                                 
 

71 Interview with Don Vale, September 9, 2002, Llanos del Pinal, Quetzaltenango. 
72 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, August 8, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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often experienced through attendance at cultural events that are visited by upper middle class 
Mayas in the municipal theatre. This theatre is a literal stage where cultural groups perform 
dances and plays on the Pop Wuj, the spiritual guide and “Bible” of the Maya K’iche. Often 
such performances take place as part of international and national seminars on Maya culture 
and identity such as an international congress on legal pluralism and the seminar on the Pop 
Wuj organized by the Maya organization Timach,73 or the indigenous beauty pageant, the 
Umial Tinimit Re Xelajuj Noj.74 Audelino Sac, Quetzaltenango’s most famous Mayan priest, 
often presides at these events, dressed in the traditional ceremonial male dress: white trousers 
and shirt, with a red scarf folded around his head and around his waist. His wife Lina Barrios 
is Ladina but always wears the traje as well. At these cultural events, Maya symbolism and 
spirituality play an important role. An explanation of the day of the Maya calendar and the 
respectful greeting toward the four compass points before the start of the presentation are 
typical features of these performances. For many city Mayas, these constitute the only 
occasions during which they experience and express Mayan spirituality.  

As I stated in the beginning of this section, religion is not only viewed as an essential 
marker of indigenous identity, but also as an arena where ethnicity does its work as an 
exclusionary mechanism. In Quetzaltenango this is mainly expressed through the organization 
of the Catholic brotherhoods (hermandades¸ called cofradías in rural municipios). The 
different ethnic groups are kept strictly separated, and exclusion operates in two ways, as 
Rocael Sum explains:  

 
In some indigenous Catholic hermandades [Ladinos] are scrutinized closely and 
subjected to interrogations. There are some Ladinos that have an interest in 
joining such hermandades, but fewer than those who want to join a Catholic 
hermandad that refuses admission to indigenous persons. This is something that 
has happened in a number of cases and, for me, this is discrimination. The Ladino 
person who was discriminated against in such a case should have said something. 
But we also should not forget that, historically, it has been we indigenous people 
who have suffered the most discrimination, and who have usually been the ones 
who have been displaced and excluded.75  

 
Hence, the Catholic Church defines who is indigenous and who is Ladino through the way 
that it organizes its brotherhoods. At the same time, Catholic brotherhoods in rural Guatemala 
are considered “traditionally indigenous,” since these have traditionally been places where 
indigenous persons have convened and expressed their identity. This phenomenon has mostly 
been associated with rural contexts but is also the case in urban Quetzaltenango. While I was 
living in Santa María Chiquimula, I was invited to an activity of the cofradía of San Nicolás 
by a friend of mine. The following day, I wrote in my fieldnotes:  

                                                 
 

73 Timach is a Mayan organization that works on art and education issues, founded to honor and remember 
Adrian Inés Chavez. 
74 See Chapter 6 for a detailed analysis of this event. 
75 Interview with Rocael Sum, September 3, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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Yesterday I went an event of the cofradía of the Virgin de Concepción in the 
house of the parents of Manuel. The most striking thing was the fact that, in 
Quetzaltenango, they use even more so-called traditional elements than here 
[Santa María Chiquimula]. The Mayan priests (the same as those who attend the 
Umial Tinimit) are dressed in complete traditional ceremonial clothes (although 
they carry cell phones), and the fabrics the capitanas wear are not just white and 
shiny, but made of the same fabric as the ceremonial huipile, the Nim Po’t. They 
refer much more to the past with this symbolism than they do in Chiquimula!  
After the service in the Catholic Church, we marched in procession to the house 
with candles and burning stars, newly coiffured ladies in their impressive 
traditional traje with carefully applied make-up, and a few Ladinas. Way more 
women than men and the women were carrying the image as well—unthinkable 
here in Santa María Chiquimula […]  
After the display of lots of fireworks, bombas, stars and candles, we arrived at the 
house. Here it is the usual, the house is neatly ordered, with all the chairs in stiff 
rows where people take their seats in the different rooms and chat in low voices, 
to be seen, to watch the others and to confirm their prejudices. We get our 
chuchitos, drink our sweet tea, pay our respects to the image and leave. All with 
the same respectfulness as here in Santa María Chiquimula.76  

 
The celebrations of the cofradías in Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula overlap, the 
most striking difference being the more frequent references to Mayan authenticity in 
Quetzaltenango than in Santa María Chiquimula.  

The indigenous brotherhood as an arena for indigenous cultural claims does not, 
however, really lead to heated discussions in Quetzaltenango, although its lessened influence 
in the municipal organization was one of the motives behind the founding of Xel-jú. People 
mention the brotherhoods as spaces where the indigenous part of the population is excluded 
on the one hand, and where indigenous culture is still alive through processions and 
participation, on the other. Urban Mayas tend to cling more to their Mayan spirituality than to 
the cofradía as a means of expressing their indigenous identity and generally speaking, the 
organization does not play a particularly important role in forming and maintaining their 
ethnic identity.  

 
The exact opposite is the case in Santa María Chiquimula. Here religion is used actively to 
define and redefine indigeneity. The high rates of conversion to Protestantism are widely used 
to explain and legitimate the rapid withering away of a set of usos y costumbres that are 
mostly associated with the costumbristas, Mayas that still perform costumbres. In Santa María 
Chiquimula costumbristas view the cofradías as something essentially Maya K’iche, because 
it is “something that has been left by the ancestors,” and because “it is our costumbre.” The 

                                                 
 

76 Fieldnotes, December 5, 2004. 
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service to the cofradía was and is part of the civil-religious hierarchies that have for a long 
time been considered an aspect of indigenous social organization (Chance 1996; Chapters 6 
and 7). The arrival of Protestant churches in the municipio marked a decisive turning point. 
Before their arrival, there were only costumbristas and Catholics. Now there are two Christian 
groups that are very different from—and to some extent, hostile toward—one another. 
Catholicism is not viewed by the costumbristas as a threat to continuation of their usos y 
costumbres, Protestantism is.  

Prior to the Spanish Conquest, “there were no religions and the people went to the 
mountains every so often. The people describe this time as “the time before God.”77 Only 
Maya spirituality existed, and costumbristas trace their roots back to this era, although many 
costumbres have mingled with the practices of the Catholic Church. People say that, in those 
times, there was no Church and that people made their offerings at the ceremonial places in 
the mountains. Near the village there are six such places: Ik’laja, Saqchoq’, Pacahj, 
Pawoqrb’aj, Pasik’el, Tzankrus, and Pak’oy (Léon Chic 2003). 

Then the Catholic Church arrived. Although their first baptism was in the 19th century 
the spread of Catholicism is remembered to have begun around 1945. In the Catholic Church, 
Maya spirituality and Christianity became conjoined within the cofradías. As in every other 
municipio, the cofradías revolve around different saints of the Catholic Church and constitute 
a form of community service, interwoven with civil services to the municipio. The cofradía, in 
short, is the custodian of the image of the saints of the municipio or community, and 
organizes celebrations on the designated days on which he or she is honored. Before the 
cofradías began to diminish in importance, there were seven saints in Santa María 
Chiquimula. Members of the cofradías are Catholics or “de costumbre.” Administrative 
positions within the cofradía are filled by highly respected men. The highest position within 
the cofradía is that of alcalté, who is the ultimate custodian of the image. Although the 
cofradías for the most part follow the Gregorian calendar, the Mayan calendar is also used to 
determine the correct days for performing certain rituals and ceremonies.  

Although costumbristas are not Catholic, many costumbristas do attend Catholic 
Church. The presence of the Jesuits has strengthened the connection between Catholics and 
costumbristas. Padre Vico told me that, when he first arrived in Santa María Chiquimula in 
the early 1990s, he saw a group of men outside the church. They came every Sunday, did not 
enter the Church and did not introduce themselves. When he had asked who they were, 
someone had said to him: “Oh, they are the cofrades, they never participate actively, and they 
are just here.” As part of a broader program that was set up by Padre Vico in 1993 to actively 
promote Maya K’iche identity within the Catholic Church (and the whole municipio), the 
cofrades and Maya spirituality gained a more prominent place within the Church. In a parish 
meeting, it had been decided that the Church would seek to strengthen ties with the 
costumbristas as part of a program to revive other parts of Maya culture, such as the use of 
K’iche during mass.78 Not all Chiquimultecos were pleased about this development because 
they thought it meant “going back in time” to use Miguel Osorio’s words. According to Padre 

                                                 
 

77 Interview with Don Augustín, August 11, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
78 Interview with Padre Vico, August 26, 2004, Parroquia, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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Vico, they ended up winning more souls than they lost, following implementation of the 
program.79 Padre Vico himself spent many years living in remote rural areas in order to learn 
the language. Many say he speaks K’iche better than any other person in the municipio, 
mainly because his K’iche vocabulary is not adulterated by an admixture of Spanish words.  

An important person in this process of revaluation and revival of the cofradía has been 
Eduardo Chic. As a grandchild of a Mayan priest, he studied the Maya calendar and Maya 
spirituality extensively. This resulted in the book “El Corazón de la sabiduría del pueblo 
Maya” (2003). He also wrote a small booklet “Antiguas Historias K’iche de Santa María 
Chiquimula” (1996) and won the second price for short stories in the “Primer Concurso 
Literario de Lengua Mayas” in 1996. He did a lot of research on the old usos y costumbres 
surrounding the change of the cofradía, and nowadays is always present at those events, 
acting as the master of ceremonies. As part of the program described earlier, he emphasizes 
the Maya cosmological elements of the cofradía and tries to reinforce the old customs because 
he does not “want us to be swallowed up by Western or gringo culture.” “We ourselves need 
to be masters of our own history, and to touch the heart of indigenous persons,” he says, 
adding that indigenous persons have “the right to imbibe of the waters of their own culture.” 
Many members of the cofradía respect this, and are grateful for his help, “because they do not 
know the costumbres themselves.” Many cofrades do not know what to do the moment they 
enter the cofradía, but thanks to persons such as Eduardo Chic “little by little they get to 
know, to live it.” Several members of the cofradía confirm this. Eduardo Chic sees a direct 
connection with the ancestors taking place in the cofradía: the moment a man enters the 
service, “the prior history is made concrete … by being in the cofradía, the ancestors are kept 
alive.” This revival movement may thus be said to originate within the larger Catholic 
Church, rather than from the cofradías themselves, but it has ended up finding legitimacy 
within the cofradías.  

The system of the cofradía is, as we have seen, very much connected to the 
costumbristas and the “old” costumbres of the Maya people. Apart from the promotion of 
Maya culture and cosmology within the Catholic Church, “being costumbrista” in Santa 
María Chiquimula is deeply associated with being Maya. Spirituality is central to 
identification as Maya (but not indigenous). When asked what “Maya” meant to them, 
evangelicals would say “those who burn copal,” and “those who do the costumbres, those are 
the Maya.” Catholics categorize in this way as well. Don Augustín, who is a devout Catholic, 
told me: 

 
“The Mayas are…I don’t know, I’m confused” and he moved his arm like he 
walks with copal..., “son los que hacen costumbres”. I asked if he is one of them 
and he sad, “Yes, I must say that I am, because before, a long time ago, they gave 
me “mis frijolitos,”80 to do the costumbres with. I still don’t understand, it’s like 
an obligation.” The priests had given the beans to him, they had come to his house 
and said to him, today you are going to receive your frijol, you have to get to 

                                                 
 

79 Interview with Padre Vico, 2004, Parroquia, Santa María Chiquimula. 
80 “Frijolitos”, beans, are used to perform ceremonies with. 
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work and go to a Maya altar. However, he never did, he never went to the 
mountain because “I was ashamed to go with my frijolitos.” Contrary to what he 
had been led to expect, nothing happened to him. “Maybe because I’m not a 
believer, and it is after all a matter of belief.”81 

 
Not all Catholics are costumbristas, and not all Catholics would join the cofradía. Persons like 
Diego Jax, who was a member of Catholic Action would never participate in the cofradía. As 
I showed in the previous chapter, the relationship between Catholic Action and costumbristas 
has never been particularly close and warm. It can therefore be seen that there are nuances in 
defining what Mayan traditions and authenticity entail. For a long time, however, this was not 
threatening to the existence of the cofradía as the heart of religious community organization. 
This process begun, according to Chiquimultecos, when the first missionaries arrived in the 
municipio, and for that reason costumbristas call this the “after.”  

The “after” started in the 1960s, when Protestantism began to spread through Santa 
María Chiquimula. Some people remember how the first evangelical missionaries came to the 
municipio, and how they traveled from town to town. Some communities are known to be 
totally evangelical, like Chuicacá. Nowadays, there are many splinter groups, and in the 
Centro Población itself there are more than ten different chapels, the Church of Jerusalén 
being one of the biggest. As in other parts of Central America many conversions have come 
about as a result of a personal crisis, a disease or severe drinking problems (Burnett 2000; 
Goldin & Metz 1991). For example Baltazar Castro, an energetic evangelical pastor in 
Chuisactol tells me that he used to like to party a lot, “I drank. I smoked.”82 Drinking and 
alcoholism is associated purely with Catholic or costumbrista culture, and with the devil. Don 
Mike, who works as a municipal police officer, even says that supervising the patronal 
festivities is less of a burden because of the smaller amounts of alcohol that are consumed 
since the spread of Protestantism. However, many members of evangelical congregations are 
not particularly involved in church activities, and some even return to Catholicism (Gooren 
2005).  

The relationship between Mayaness and evangelical Christianity is ambivalent. For 
the costumbristas, it is very clear: the evangelicals do not like anything that has to do with the 
ancestors. Copal, incenso, the images, fiestas, marimbas, dressed-up women, the cargo 
system: for evangelicals, these things are all of the devil. Due to Protestantism, old traditions 
and customs of the ancestors are becoming lost and, even worse, there is less respect shown 
towards the ancestors. According to the argument of the costumbristas, communities are 
becoming divided because of the evangelicals, because “they came here with their churches 
and began to shout”83 and because they do not want to participate in community service any 
more. Some evangelicals do consider the cofradía to be a cultural legacy of the village, but 
most are against it because it entails the adoration of an image. As we will see in the chapters 
on Santa María Chiquimula, this development has had a great impact on the continuance and 

                                                 
 

81 Interview with Augustín Cac, November 8, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
82Interview with Balthazar Castro, November 5, 2004, Chuisactol, Santa María Chiquimula. 
83Interview with Miguel Castro A., October 26, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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legitimacy of the whole cargo system and its usos y costumbres, as many of those are some 
way or another rooted in Catholicism, or at least are deeply connected with it.  

At the same time, not all evangelicals despise all that is Maya, contrary to what many 
costumbristas would have had me believe, and not all Catholics embrace costumbrista 
institutions such as the cofradía. Don Manuel, for example, is an evangelical Christian. He 
converted after a severe personal crisis—as he was contemplating suicide, he found the Lord. 
This does not mean, however, that he no longer has any use for the costumbres. He is very 
concerned about Maya issues, and he does call himself a “Maya.” He works for Adesma, an 
organization that is organized on Mayan principles, and he conscientiously uses the K’iche 
language, carries out his community service, and expends a great deal of energy advocating 
the development of the indigenous population. Although Protestant missionaries in some 
places have made evangelism more compatible with indigenous culture,84 the inhabitants of 
Santa María Chiquimula do not feel that this is what is happening in their town, where most 
evangelicals see Maya customs as being of the devil at worst and as irrelevant vestiges of the 
past at best. Some evangelical splinter groups are known for discouraging the use of traje and 
Mayan languages, as well as any participation community services.  

Religion is one means used of ascertaining who is in favor of “the Maya” and it is 
constantly used to determine who is against traditions and in favor of development. Maya 
spirituality is often thought of in Santa María Chiquimula as being something connected with 
the past—a past viewed by some as glorious and by others as backward. In Quetzaltenango, 
Maya costumbres are seen by urban Mayas as a way of establishing a spiritual and cultural 
link to their Mayan heritage. However, to a greater extent than in Quetzaltenango, religion in 
Santa María Chiquimula is expressed in terms of indigenous identity, and Chiquimultecos 
give meaning Mayan indigenous identity through religion. This way of classifying discloses 
the differences between “Maya” and “Indian.”Although Maya spirituality and the cofradía are 
still considered expressions of Mayan identity in Santa María Chiquimula, those are not the 
only ways one can be indigenous.  

 
3.5 BEING INDIGENOUS  
In this chapter, I have explored the daily reality of being Maya and/or Indian in 
Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula, Totonicapán. The meaning of being indigenous 
and how Mayaness or Indianness is defined is different in the two localities, as are the 
definition of the boundaries with respect to who is indigenous, and who is not. Through a 
history in person, I have discussed how local narratives on indigenous ethnic markers relate to 
the identity narrative of the Maya Movement, disclosing discontinuities with, and sometimes 
even rejections of, certain of its elements. As I have previously shown, and as I will 
demonstrate in the following chapters, the history in person shapes how indigenous identity is 
articulated and contested in the arena of local government in Quetzaltenango and Santa María 
Chiquimula. Before addressing those issues, however, I will briefly discuss the local identity 
narratives that are represented in the three quotations at the beginning of this chapter.  

                                                 
 

84 See Gallaher (2007) for an example on evangelicals in Oaxaca, Mexico. 
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Contemporary scholars who study indigenous identity consider identity to be 
something that is dynamic and changing. Identity is constructed along fuzzy boundaries, and 
the process of re-creating and constructing it is full of disjunctures and slippages. Authenticity 
is what the people want it to be and therefore traditions can be invented or real; they can take 
any form and create an ethnic consciousness. Identity is a construction, which takes place on 
different levels and thus no longer is solely bound to local communities. Boundaries are 
always necessary to define identity, and these boundaries can change in response to specific 
situations and encounters. Boundaries can be established within the indigenous community, 
between different indigenous communities or between Mayas and Ladinos. Within a 
community, identity is very much linked to that territory, and to the language that is spoken 
there. However, as we also have seen, stepping out of the community does not mean stepping 
out of Mayaness. Mayas traveling out of their communities are seeking pre-conquest 
continuities to construct a unifying Mayan identity. In this way, they make use of (re)invented 
traditions, old institutions, and also of “real” continuities. They rewrite history, so that it 
becomes their own, the history of the Maya people. But how is this dynamic, ambivalent 
identity “filled in” and practiced at the local level, in daily life?  

In Santa María Chiquimula religion is crucial to the definition of Mayaness. As the 
municipio is almost totally populated by Indians, in daily life the boundary between 
indigenous persons and Ladinos is not clearly delineated. “Being Maya” has to do with the 
past, with “doing costumbres”, with Mayan spirituality: “The Mayas are people who burn 
copal, and who perform their ceremonies in the mountains.” This quotation expresses a 
typical evangelical viewpoint. It does not, however, mean that evangelicals do not identify 
themselves as indigenous. In the outskirts of Quetzaltenango, class is considered to be the 
decisive factor in defining ethnic identity. For the auxiliary mayors there, being poor is the 
same as being indigenous or indio (and vice versa): “They call us indios because we are from 
the countryside.” Poor Indians (indios) call themselves indígenas, and define themselves in 
contradistinction to Ladinos. The line along which they define who is indígena and who is 
Ladino is class: indígenas with money are often considered Ladino as well. At the same time, 
the indigenous population in the city center often call themselves Mayas, and they do so 
proudly: “I will dare to say to you: I am a Maya K’iche from Quetzaltenango and the history 
of my people is something magnificent.” They have enough money to buy houses with three 
floors, but are still subject to racism. Through Maya K’iche political activism and cultural 
events that stage Mayan authenticity, they redefine and revive indigenous identity, marking 
the boundary between Maya and Ladino society in Quetzaltenango.  

The ambiguities of indigenous identity have resulted in a complex web of meaning 
and terms that are used to identify one and others. “Maya” and “Indian” mean different things 
in different places at different times. In the past—until more or less 25 years ago—Maya 
referred to the ruins of Tikal, to Guatemala’s rich history. In Santa María Chiquimula Maya is 
still associated with the past, or at least with past religions. The Mayas here are the people 
with “a backward religion that belongs to the past,” in the eyes of many evangelicals. Don 
Pedro and Don Miguel, who have been previously quoted in this chapter, do not often express 
such sentiments themselves. “Maya” in Quetzaltenango has a rather different meaning: it 
functions there as more of a political stance, employed by well-educated urban people of 
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indigenous origin. At the same time, those “urban Mayas” are sometimes not considered 
indigenous by Indians from the rural areas, and sometimes are even viewed by the latter as 
“Ladino,” because they do not have the defining indigenous characteristic: they are not poor. 
Hence, whereas “Maya” in Quetzaltenango stands for a “progressive” multicultural kind of 
politics (expressed through Xel-jú), in Santa María Chiquimula “Maya” is mostly used by 
evangelicals to signify backward religion. 

“Indigenous” is employed in different ways as well. For some people, it is the same as 
being Maya, for others there is a big difference. In Quetzaltenango, most of the auxiliary 
mayors identified as “indigenous,” but not as Maya. For most of them “indigenous”’ was 
more or less the same as being poor. Urban Mayas display ambivalence towards poor Indians. 
On the one hand they often romanticize the life in rural communities as being more “pure.” 
On the other hand they often talk about the marginalized Indians and approach them almost 
paternalistically. The boundaries within the municipio are further constructed along urban and 
rural lines, in Quetzaltenango as well as in Santa María Chiquimula. They do not, however, 
employ ethnic terminology to define this boundary. Instead, they talk in terms of development 
and civilization.  

Evangelicals (in Quetzaltenango, but more outspokenly in Santa María Chiquimula) 
also define themselves as indigenous, but always express a preference not to think in such 
dichotomies, as Ladinos and Indian alike are the same before God. In Santa María 
Chiquimula, however, religious identity as a classifying mechanism is much stronger than in 
Quetzaltenango. As there are no Ladinos in the municipio, there is no ethnic boundary there. 
The meaning of “Maya” is constructed along religious boundaries, and the meaning of 
“indigenous” along ethnic lines outside the municipio. Chiquimultecos also use two other 
classifying mechanisms. “Xinul” in K’iche, which means “outsider” or someone that does not 
use the traje. This can be a Ladino, a Spaniard. Many people called me “Xinul.”85 

The K’iche language and traje take on changing meanings along those lines as well. 
Both cultural markers function as exclusionary mechanisms within society and are symbols of 
Maya K’iche identity within the indigenous community. Whereas many urban Mayas 
consider the K’iche language as something almost sacred, and regret they did not get the 
chance to become fluent in it, many inhabitants of the outskirts of Quetzaltenango feel that 
being a K’iche speaker is an obstacle to development. Given that the experience of 
discrimination is part of their daily lives because they are looked at as “being from the 
countryside,” there is for them nothing romantic about becoming fluent in K’iche. Equally, it 
is also more difficult for the inhabitants of Quetzaltenango’s rural areas to wear K’iche dress 
with pride, and to use it as a political statement. In Quetzaltenango, the traditional K’iche 
dress not only marks the indigenous-Ladino line, but also indicates the urban-rural, rich-poor 
boundary. In Santa María Chiquimula, the K’iche language is associated with respect and, for 
costumbristas and many Catholics, the language has a sacred significance. At the same time, 
others prefer to speak Spanish, both inside and outside the home. Although I would not say 
that this is a division among Catholics and costumbristas on the one side and evangelicals on 

                                                 
 

85 The equivalent masculine noun in K’iche is “mu’s.” 
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the other, this is a tendency that can be observed. For evangelicals, K’iche has lost its sacred 
meaning and some Protestant splinter groups have been known to discourage the use of 
K’iche language and dress. Regarding the traje I would further like to remark that what had 
for many decades been considered the “authentic” traje from Santa María Chiquimula is in the 
process of disappearing from the streets of Santa María Chiquimula, while Mayas in 
Quetzaltenango’s city center have begun to wear the “authentic” dress as a symbol of 
indigenous pride and political awareness. All, however, consider K’iche language and dress to 
be something “of the past,” and something that belonged to their “ancestors.” It is just that 
some interpret this past as “backward,” while others see it as part of glorious noble heritage, 
and a as something valuable for the future.  

As I will show in the following six chapters, those different meanings of being 
indigenous are decisive in determining how local indigenous government is imagined. In 
Quetzaltenango, poor Indians expect indigenous governors to meet their needs as “poor 
people,” while higher-educated middle class indigenous municipal governors style themselves 
as Maya leaders with multicultural policies. In Santa María Chiquimula, different religious 
interpretations of being indigenous have led to impassioned debates about the legitimacy of 
the cargo system, which for a long time was the heart of indigenous community organization.  



 

 

 
 
Part II Maya K’iche Political Activism in Quetzaltenango
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4. From Alcaldía Indígena to intercultural democracy  
 

On November 17, 1972, we drafted the memorandum and constituted ourselves as 
a committee—obviously in order to make visible the political participation of 
indigenous peoples in the municipio of Quetzaltenango, not as an end, but as a 
means, and nothing more. The goal was not to take the mayor’s office; instead, it 
was a means to have [access] and, for the first time in history, we presented a list 
that from the first name to the last was filled with indigenous persons.1 

 
As Ricardo Cajas recalls above, Xel-jú was founded for the stated purpose of gaining access 
to the municipal palace and placing indigenous issues on the municipal agenda. When Xel-jú 
won the elections in 1995, it was the first time since the abolition of the Alcaldía Indígena in 
1894 that a Maya—Rigoberto Quemé Chay—entered the municipal palace to assume the 
position of mayor. This chapter analyses how Xel-jú came to be the organizational expression 
of an indigenous identity, and explores how this activism, rooted in the Alcaldía Indígena, 
reproduced the ethnic boundary between Ladinos and Indians. Although many Xel-jú 
members still regard the Alcaldía Indígena as the committees’ direct predecessor, there is a 
fundamental difference in the way they gave form to their role as indigenous governors and 
representatives. Whereas members of the Alcaldía Indígena were mainly concerned about 
their representation in numbers, Xel-jú sought to create a whole new conception of municipal 
government, an indigenous project that can be compared with the Maya Movement’s proyecto 
de nación that I discussed in Chapter 1. 

In this chapter, I focus on the process of contentious local practice that preceded and 
surrounded the election of Rigoberto Quemé Chay as the first indigenous mayor of 
Quetzaltenango. I will use Van Cott’s framework of ethnic political party formation to 
analyze Xel-jú’s founding and subsequent electoral participation. Van Cott, one of the few 
scholars who studied indigenous political party formation in Latin America, defined an 
“ethnic political party” as “an organization authorized to compete in elections, the majority of 
whose leaders and members identify themselves as belonging to no dominant group, and 
whose electoral platform includes among its central demands programs of an ethnic or 
cultural nature” (Van Cott 2005: 3). Although Xel-jú meets these requirements, there is an 
important difference: Xel-jú is a local political organization, a civic committee (comité 
cívico). The Guatemalan law on Electoral Participation and Political Parties makes it possible 
for local groupings to register with the Electoral Tribunal and to participate in municipal 
elections. Civic committees do not depend on national party bureaucracies, and instead mostly 
function as an association in between elections, and this is exactly what Xel-jú did. The 
criteria for registration for civic committees are much less stringent than is the case for 
political parties, a fact which has not only facilitated the participation of Indians in municipal 

                                                 
 

1 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, May 8, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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elections, but has also broken the urban centrism of political parties (Sáenz de Tejada 2005).2 
In addition to understanding the institutional factors that facilitate ethnic party formation, a 
perspective from the viewpoint of the history in person will be beneficial in attaining a more 
profound insight into indigenous political participation as an articulation of indigenous 
identity.  

Chatterjee (1986) classified three moments—departure, maneuver and arrival—in 
terms of struggles to achieve hegemonic visions regarding power relations in societies that are 
in the process of nation-building. I will show in this chapter that the process Xel-jú went 
through was in fact an ideational struggle about (existing) hegemonic power relations in 
Quetzaltenango. Xel-jú envisioned a proyecto de nación which was quite different from that 
of most Ladinos. Therefore the chapter is organized along the lines of these three moments. 
The first section explores the moment of departure—the founding of Xel-jú—and centers on 
how the exclusion of the indigenous population from party politics led to the creation of Xel-
jú as an articulation of Maya K’iche identity. In the second section, I discuss the several 
moments of maneuver, namely, Xel-jú’s various election campaigns. The third section 
analyzes the moment of arrival: when Xel-jú won the elections in 1995, and again in 1999. 
Throughout these sections, it will become clear that the ideational struggle is not only 
between Xel-jú and Ladinos, but also within Xel-jú itself; the moment of arrival was preceded 
by many contentious local practices within Xel-jú. Both Ladinos and different members of 
Xel-jú moved around on the terrain—the “field of force”—of the ideational struggle, trying to 
bring different ways of imagining the proyecto de nación together and turn them into common 
social referents (Grandin 2002: 8). The final section tells the story of how those internal 
struggles stood in the way of Xel-jú and in the end led to the final break between Rigoberto 
Quemé and Xel-jú during the elections of 2003. 

 
4.1 RECLAIMING INDIGENEITY. THE FOUNDING OF XEL-JÚ AS A MOMENT OF DEPARTURE 
The Spaniards originally created the Alcaldía Indígena to maintain control over the 
indigenous population living in the rural hinterlands and to facilitate the collection of taxes. 
However, Indians often succeeded in using this colonial institution as a means whereby they 
could give continuity to their practices and customs with respect to authority and governance. 
Although the Alcaldía Indígena was formally abolished in the 19th century, in some 
municipios such as Sololá, Joyabaj and San Juan Atitán (Rasch 1998; Remijnse 2002) the 
Alcaldía Indígena still exists and is considered part of the usos y costumbres of the locality. In 
other localities, the entity has recently been re-installed in order to “put into practice the 
strengthening of our values, systems, culture and identity,”3 supported by the Maya 

                                                 
 

2 To constitute a comité cívico, an organization needs five hundred affiliates in a departmental capital. The 
members need to be inhabitants of the municipality, and at least fifty per cent of them should be literate (Ley 
electoral y de partidos politicos, decreto ley 1-85, art. 99). Since 1985 the number of civic committees 
participating in the elections has been gradually increasing. The first number in parentheses represents the 
number of committees participating, the second the number of civic committees that won elections, for 
Guatemala as a whole: 1985 (48-8), 1988 (12), 1991 (8), 1993 (19), 1995 (158-22) 1999 (174-25), 2003 (186-
24). 
3 Quechua Network, March 10, 2004. 
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Movement, the Constitution, the New Municipal Code and the Convention169.4 In 
Quetzaltenango, the Alcaldía Indígena is also a source of inspiration for the founders of Xel-
jú, as well as for the members of El Adelanto. 

The Alcaldía Indígena as a source of inspiration fits perfectly into the cultural 
continuity discourse of most Xel-jú members, because the members of the Alcaldía Indígena 
were principales, men who were considered authorities before the Spanish arrival in 
Guatemala (Barrios 2001; Grandin 2002: 49). Prominent Xel-jú members such as Ricardo 
Cajas and Martín de Paz considered Xel-jú a logical continuation of the Alcaldía Indígena. 
They reverted to this “traditional” or “authentic” institution, part of the practices and customs 
of some of the most traditional indigenous villages, to give form to a new indigenous political 
project. Many Xel-jú members told me about a letter that members of the Alcaldía Indígena 
had sent to the president in 1894, which said: 

 
[…] We yearn for the regeneration of the Indians in order to obtain the civil and 
political equality which is the basis of democracies […] as you well know, 
Quetzaltenango is, at the very least, composed of two-thirds Indians, all lovers of 
work, almost all owners of property, all absolutely respectful to their authorities. 
But despite all this, Indians lack real representation in the ayuntamiento […] in 
summary what we ask for …is that the third alcalde, the second syndic and that 
six councilmen … be precisamente Indians. Also we ask … that there be in this 
city a judge for Indians and that he always be an Indian.5  

 
The letter had been written and signed by 107 principales to secure the representation of the 
indigenous population in the municipal council after the Alcaldía Indígena had been formally 
abolished in 1894.6 President Barrios partly honored the principales’ request, and from 1895 
to 1933 the alcaldía mixta had the following composition: the first and second mayor, two 
aldermen and ten council members for the Ladinos, the third mayor and ten regidores for the 
Indians. The principales in fact argued that “Regeneration of the Indian” would lead to civil 
and political equality, the basis for democracy (Grandin 2002: 140). A century later, Xel-jú 
maintained that progress entailed the regeneration—and not assimilation—of the Indian. 
When I asked him about the founding of Xel-jú, Ricardo Cajas mentioned the 1894 letter as 
one important source of inspiration for the founding of Xel-jú eighty years later: 

 
[...] So the Alcaldía Indígena is a forerunner, and there is a historical document of 
various indigenous principales that present a claim to the non-indigenous Alcaldía 

                                                 
 

4 As I will show in the chapters on Santa María Chiquimula such authorities are often contested. At the same 
time, Alcaldías Indígenas are sometimes founded with the objective to regain control over land, as in Santa 
Catarina Ixtahuacán. See also Chapter 1. 
5 Translation taken from Grandin (2002: 139).  
6 After independence in 1821 the Spanish constitution was reinstated and the Alcaldía Indígena slowly 
disappeared under changing Liberal (1821-1840, 1871-1937) and Conservative (1841-1871) regimes. Whereas 
Conservatives tried to keep the Alcaldía Indígena alive, Liberals aimed to abolish this (and other) colonial 
institutions. 
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that indigenous people have been stripped of power; they say that they want to 
have a share in government—a place in the political arena—because, as the 
document clearly states, we cultivated the land, conducted commerce, and had 
certain economic assets. But we also needed to cultivate intelligence and political 
participation.7 

 
Here, Ricardo Cajas refers explicitly to the need the principales expressed for indigenous 
political participation, which was the very raisón d’être of Xel-jú. Xel-jú is also closely linked 
to the Alcaldía Indígena’s successor: El Adelanto,8 an organization founded by sixty 
principales, some of whom signed the letter to the president, as a way to continue the work of 
the Alcaldía Indígena. The work of El Adelanto focused on education as the key to progress 
for the indigenous population. Although this meant cultural assimilation in terms of language, 
this was the only way Indians could claim their citizenship rights (Quijivix 1998: 11) because 
“there was only one way to bring forth new generations; the only tool that would result in 
change was education.”9 El Adelanto became a crucial actor in the organization of the 
indigenous beauty contest, which through the years became the only platform where Indians 
could express political ideas.10 Ulisis Quijivix, today’s president of El Adelanto, considered 
the foundation of the organization to be a direct reaction to the Ladino-ization of the 
municipal government, and as a way to promote the power of the principales.11 Today the 
beautiful, old, colonial building in Zone 1 is the site of numerous Xel-jú and other Maya 
cultural activities and events.  

The Alcaldía Indígena embodied indigenous political participation until 1894, and 
many Xel-jú members considered its demise the beginning of further exclusion from the arena 
of municipal government and indigenous political participation. The “mixed municipal 
council” that was installed in 1894 set the trend for indigenous representation for the next 100 
years, and reflected inter-ethnic relations within the municipio: Ladinos began to hold more 
offices, especially those offices that carried with them greater power and prestige. Indians for 
their part defined themselves in relation to Ladinos when they petitioned for a higher number 
of regidores in the mixed municipal council. When the dictator Ubico began his 13 years of 
dictatorial rule in 1931,12 indigenous representation in the municipal council reached its 
lowest point. Ubico appointed a military as municipal mayor and the “primer regidor 
indígena,” responsible for the commission of “forests and commons,” became the only 
indigenous representative on the municipal council. 

The situation did not improve when Arévalo (1944-1950) established in the Municipal 
Law of 1945 that the municipal council would be elected through popular elections (Barrios 
1998: 193). Political parties never nominated Indians for vacant posts on council, let alone for 

                                                 
 

7 Interview with Ricardo Cajas Mejía, May 10, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
8 The name El Adelanto means “advance.” 
9 Interview with Ulisis Quijivix, May 8, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
10 See Chapter 5. 
11 Interview with Ulisis Quijivix, May 8, 2002, Quetzaltenango. See also Grandin (2002: 144). 
12 The work of Lina Barrios (2001) provides elaborate listings of the exact numbers of indigenous 
representatives in the municipal councils through the years. 
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the higher level positions of alderman/syndic or mayor. Between 1946 and 1958, three to ten 
times more Ladinos than Indians held office in the municipal council (Barrios 2001: 283). 
Municipal policies poignantly reflected the lack of indigenous representation: no projects in 
the rural areas—all inhabited by Indians—no efforts to let the rural population participate in 
municipal policies, and no financial support for indigenous cultural activities.  

This political climate of ethnic exclusion, as well as more national organizing as a 
result of favorable social conditions13 together formed the basis for the foundation of an 
indigenous political organization, and thus Xel-jú was founded in 1972. In the words of 
Ricardo Cajas, it was time for “a political organization that was truly representative of the 
indigenous people of Quetzaltenango” (Cajas 1998: 19, emphasis in original). In the early 
1970s, a group of Indians who were friends with one another began to meet and make 
preparations to found a social and political entity that would serve the interests of Indians. 
They concluded that indigenous participation in municipal politics until then had proved to be 
insufficient to bring about changes that improved the lives of Indians in the municipio. It was 
concluded that the only way to remedy this state of affairs was to change the system from 
within; Indians carrying out an indigenous project would have to “take over” the municipal 
palace, both symbolically and literally.  

The proximal cause of the creation of Xel-jú was an incident that occurred during the 
course of the 1970 municipal elections. The DCG14 had secured a “young Indian,” Ricardo 
Cajas Mejía, an eligible place on their electoral list. However, he eventually appeared as the 
last name on the final electoral slate. This incident in Ricardo Cajas’ life was something that 
served as a continual reminder of the need to insist on the rights of indigenous people in 
municipal politics: 

  
The fact was that the political parties here in Quetzaltenango—when they 
presented lists for the municipal elections, they typically reserved the final place, 
or the final two places, for indigenous candidates. This was a clear demonstration 
of discrimination and, generally, when either of the parties won, the indigenous 
were the last to be offered seats—on the commission of forests and commons—or 
of roads. So with that, we saw this constant practice […]; we saw the necessity of 
an indigenous initiative that was truly indigenous.15 

 
Most Xel-jú members stressed this discrimination as the most important reason for creating an 
indigenous civic committee. Cajas points to several other circumstances that—directly or 
indirectly—led to the foundation of Xel-jú, and that are worth mentioning. These include the 
presence of an educated group of Indians in the city;16 the participation of Indians in 
associations such as El Adelanto, Sociedad Liberal de Artesanos Indígenas and in sport and 
artisan clubs; and the decreasing importance of the cofradías, the religious institution within 

                                                 
 

13 See Chapter 1 for more on those developments. 
14 DC: Democracia Cristiana Guatemalteca, Guatemalan Christian Democracy. 
15 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, May 10, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
16 See also Velazquez  (2002) for the constitution of this group in Quetzaltenango. 
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which many aspects of indigenous Maya K’iche culture were reproduced (Cajas 1998: 14-15). 
Hence, there already existed an organizational basis for indigenous expression in the 
municipio, and an urgent need for a space to express indigenous interests politically. In 
addition to those local circumstances, it is important to keep in mind the national context and 
social climate. As I showed in Chapter 1, the indigenous population began to organize as 
“indigenous” throughout Guatemala and Latin America in the early 1970s. Xel-jú is always 
mentioned as one of the first of those ethnic-based (cultural) organizations, and is 
remembered as one of the organizations that was at the heart of Maya cultural activism, 
notwithstanding its local scope. In this social and political climate, Cajas lost his electoral 
place due to ethnic discrimination. 

Cajas began a dialogue with Jorge Alfonso Tay Coyoy regarding the formation of a 
truly indigenous political entity. After having visited many Indian families and after having 
conducted extensive discussions regarding indigenous political marginalization, a meeting 
was held on November 17, 1972 in the house of Fermín Quemé, father of Rigoberto Quemé. 
That night, fifteen indigenous men17 signed the declaration that proclaimed the founding of an 
organization. Quetzaltenango’s first indigenous political organization was now a reality. The 
organization’s founders conducted deliberations regarding an appropriate name for the 
committee. After considering several options,18 they chose “Comité Cívico Xel-jú.” The word 
“Xel-jú” comes from ”Xe Lajuj No’j,” which means “under the ten ideas or talents,”19 K’iche 
for “Quetzaltenango.” As a symbol for their organization, they chose a black and white image 
of the “chirimia” (drum) and the “tum” (flute). Originally the chirimia and the tum were used 
in rural indigenous municipios to communicate news and messages. In three electoral 
campaigns (1974, 1978 and 1990), the Maya calendar appeared on the logo as well.  

By using a K’iche name, Mayan instruments and the Mayan calendar as identifiers, 
Xel-jú made a first step towards a “regeneration of the Indian,” a revaluation of what was 
considered authentically Maya, and what had long been considered backward and useless. To 
identify themselves, Xel-jú began to use the word “indio,” but with a positive meaning: “Xel-
jú took back the term “Indian;” the Indian took back the term and infused it with value. Xel-jú 
seized this term and waived it like a banner, liberally using terms such as “the Indians over 
here” and “the Indian people.”20 Indians thus began to retake control over their history, their 
destiny, and what they were called. 

Van Cott’s framework of institutional factors that determine the formation of ethnic 
parties is useful in understanding some of Xel-jú’s dynamics. She has defined the following 
institutional factors as influential in the formation of ethnic political parties: high ballot 
access, high levels of decentralization, and no reserved seats or ethnic-based quotas (Van Cott 

                                                 
 

17 Many persons who did not sign this document are nevertheless considered founders of the civic committee. 
Among the ones who indeed signed was Rigoberto Quemé Chay, who became elected mayor in 1995 and 1999 
and the first indigenous candidate for president, and of course Prof. Ricardo Cajas, who came to be known as the 
political brain behind Xel-jú. 
18 Comité Cívico Quetzalteco, Comité Cívico Quetzaltenango, Comité Cívico Quetzaltenango Xel-jú, Comité 
Auténtico Xel-jú. 
19 “No”j” also means wisdom. 
20 Interview with Rigoberto Quemé Chay, August 12, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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2005: 25-32).21 Those institutional factors were all present within Quetzaltenango at the time 
that Xel-jú was founded. As I already mentioned in the introduction to the chapter, a civic 
committee is easier to register than political parties, and thus the former can more readily 
achieve higher ballot access. The municipal council is elected in popular elections and is 
composed on the basis of proportional representation. There no quotas for indigenous 
representation, as there had been before 1944. The possibility of being elected at the local 
level, as in the case of Xel-jú, can also facilitate the development of national indigenous 
political parties (Van Cott 2005: 25). And yet, as I will show in the final section, such a 
development has not yet taken place in Guatemala. 

Van Cott also identified several characteristics of party systems and social movements 
that can spur the formation of ethnic parties. The factors that have to do with the party system 
are: political party fragmentation, high levels of dealignment, and a fragmented Left (Van 
Cott 2005). Raoul Madrid’s work on political parties in Guatemala shows that these three 
factors are present in Guatemala as well. There is weak support for major parties, and the 
Indians especially tend to vote more for leftist and smaller political parties. This points to high 
levels of dealignment and party fragmentation. Political party fragmentation is even higher in 
areas populated by Indians (Madrid 2005a: 693-700).22 Guatemala’s and Quetzaltenango’s 
leftist parties have always been weak. In 1985 and 1990, parties of the left won an average of 
15% of the vote in indigenous municipios and 8.5% of the vote in non-indigenous areas 
(Madrid 2005a: 702).23 The correlation between a weak Left and the rise of indigenous parties 
implies a leftist orientation of those parties. Although many members of Xel-jú are not 
“leftist,” this connection does seem to be rather important. The “diffusion effect” of social 
movements (Van Cott 2005b: 42-43)24 has been important in the founding of Xel-jú. As I 
already mentioned, the early 1970s were characterized by indigenous organizing, and there 
was a generally higher degree of political participation among indigenous peoples at the 
national level.25  

In addition to those institutional, political party, and social-movement factors, Xel-jú 
became what it is now because of the persons who founded it. Ricardo Cajas, an educated and 
proud Indian, was disappointed in the electoral system. Martin de Paz, whom we met in 
Chapter 2, felt a profound need to do something for the “marginalized.” Others, as we will see 
below, initially joined Xel-jú for social reasons, out of a feeling of being “alone” as Indians in 
Quetzaltenango. Xel-jú was a “moment of departure” for contesting existing power relations 

                                                 
 

21 She also mentions “proportional representation” and “threshold of representation,” but those factors had no 
impact on the cases Van Cott studied. 
22 Raoul Madrid also concludes that, in countries where there are no indigenous parties, the level of party 
fragmentation increases. Big political parties in Guatemala always tend to splinter into smaller parties. In 1985 
and 1990, DCG and UCN (Unión del Cambio Nacional, Union of National Change) were the largest parties. 
These parties gradually split into PAN and the FRG (Madrid 2005a: 702). 
23 The URNG, which had been a coalition of guerrilla groups during the civil war, became a political party in 
1998.  
24The other important effects of social movement identified by Van Cott are as follows: access to a constitutional 
reform process, dense organizational network of affiliates, and organizational maturity of indigenous 
movements, proportional size, dispersion, and concentration of indigenous population (Van Cott 2005). 
25 See Chapter 1 for an account of the constitution of the FIN, the first indigenous political party. 
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(Chatterjee 1986). When Xel-jú was founded, a new discourse emerged, a new proyecto de 
nación, of competition for power. Before I come to Xel-jú’s moments of maneuver and 
arrival, I will explore its internal principles, values, and ideologies. 

 
Although Xel-jú’s primary aim was to get Indians to participate actively in municipal politics 
and to make the indigenous population visible on the municipal agenda, many Indians joined 
the committee for more social reasons—although the latter were also related to their ethnic 
indigenous identity. In the words of Rigoberto Quemé Chay, who won election as Xel-jú’s 
mayoral candidate in 1995: 

 
Approximately 32 years of being part of the committee. The committee has 
formally existed for 30 years, but the first two years was a preparatory stage, 
before the committee was formally constituted. Becoming part of a committee 
didn’t necessarily have to do with the fact that one thought that political struggle 
was necessary. I became involved in the committee because, at a certain point, an 
indigenous person feels a kind of social isolation. A young person doesn’t have 
anywhere where he belongs. He sees Ladinos who have their clubs—who in fact 
have many public spaces where they can participate in activities. They have more 
access to education, they form their own groups, their parents belong to various 
social organizations. A young indigenous person questions all of this: there are no 
public spaces—social places where he fits in—apart from the Church. The only 
spaces for the indigenous person are churches, and that’s where he generally ends 
up—in a religious organization. It was there that I discovered that I and others had 
joined the religious organization not so much because we were particularly 
religious, but because we needed to have a place where we could connect, where 
we could interact. In the end, it was a space where a lot of thinking germinated, 
where our culture took shape. It was there that a lot of things were put into 
practice that were not thought of or done before. This was necessary because—
when the committee was formed, I was not one of the original organizers, it was 
others who did this—but when the committee was formed, a friend invited me. So 
it was there that we found a space to exchange ideas, to learn, to interact with 
other people, to become acquainted with many different attitudes, many different 
kinds of social dynamics. This was the real reason to become a part of Xel-jú, and 
not because someone had a particular political objective.26  

 
Hence, Xel-jú was not only a political entity, but also, and for some participants first and 
foremost, a space where Indians could meet, talk, and exchange ideas and experiences. Whole 
families participated in the committee. Many prominent Xel-jú members that held office 
during the two Quemé administrations were more or less born into Xel-jú. Surama Lima 
remembered:  

                                                 
 

26 Interview with Rigoberto Quemé Chay, August 12, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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[…] Yes, I am active on the committee and I started participating at a very young 
age—I was just a kid, you could say—and at the age of 10 I was not really 
participating in the committee, but in a way I was part of the committee. There 
were meetings in my house and refreshments were always served. I helped my 
mother serve the refreshments and because of this I began to hear and to become a 
part of—you could say—the committee. I think that, in the first place, it is an 
organization that is identified with the ethnic group that I belong to. What I mean 
is that you find a group that you identify with—it’s not a Lions Club that you 
can’t get into. So I would say that this is the main reason that I got involved. I 
would say that the second reason is because of my family background, because 
ever since I was a little kid, I saw my uncles and aunts participating, and I myself 
am following in this family tradition. The third reason is that I always felt that 
women need to participate and get involved in something, to make our own space, 
and so this also was something that led to my getting involved.27 

 
Surama Lima married René Juarez Poroj, who had also been taken to meetings by his father, 
Juan Juarez. They both served in the Quemé administrations twenty years later—as did 
Rigoberto Quemé and Ricardo Cajas. Today their two children participate actively in the 
juvenile branch of Xel-jú. This is not the only family that has participated in Xel-jú for several 
generations. The nephew of Mito and Martin de Paz, Fausto de Paz, is currently active in the 
organization. Bothe Rigoberto Quemé’s wife Julia Sum his sister work in Amuted, the female 
branch of Muni-ka’t.28 

Many Xel-jú members embraced the familial character and ambiance of the committee 
as something that they could call their own. For example, Fausto de Paz considered the ability 
and will to organize big gatherings as an expression of something authentically indigenous, 
since “our culture permits us to organize things like this.”29 In interviews, Xel-jú members 
also mentioned honesty, sincerity, and the form of organization, compañerismo and mutual 
support as the most important values upon which the organization was based. Those values 
resonate in the key principles Xel-jú defined in order to regulate the internal affairs of the 
committee. These principles can be summarized as follows. First, in order to avoid populism, 
the organization should always be put before the person. Second, financing electoral 
campaigns should not be the exclusive responsibility of the persons on the electoral list, but 
should be a duty shared by all members of the committee. The third principle, alternation, 
should avoid a situation in which a person is nominated as a candidate twice in a row. Finally, 
membership in the committee has always been free. In addition, there were no requirements 
for membership, since “any person who identifies as a member of Xel-jú does so as an 
expression of indigenous identity—or as an expression of solidarity with the indigenous 

                                                 
 

27 Interview with Surama Lima, August 22, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
28 AMUTED: Asociacion Mujer Tejedora del Desarrollo, Association Woman as Weaver of Development. 
Muni-ka’t is an NGO that is closely connected to Xel-jú. 
29 Interview with Fausto de Paz, June 7, 2002, Quetzaltenango 
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cause” (Cajas 1998: 25). Xel-jú is also accessible for those who want to pursue a political 
career. One does not need money to become a part of the Junta Directiva; ambitious and 
talented activists within the organization can rapidly make their way up the ladder of the 
organization. Don Augusto for example, a shoe seller and community leader from Pacajá, 
ended up with an eligible position on the electoral slates in 2007.30 Don Mito quickly rose 
within the ranks of the organization without having any political experience, but from the first 
moment he joined Xel-jú was extremely active. 

 The fact that Xel-jú is an association rather than a political party, allowed the 
emergence of a form of internal “radical democracy” (Van Cott 2006). One of the 
characteristics of this radical democracy is high levels of participation on the part of its 
members, something that is often pointed to as peculiarly indigenous in character. Xel-jú as 
an association is presided over by a Junta Directiva that is chosen every two years by the 
asamblea—that is, all the people that belong to Xel-jú in some way or another. Various more 
or less organized groups within Xel-jú—for example the juvenile group, women, or groups 
from different neighborhoods or rural areas—all can propose their full list of candidates. The 
Junta Directiva is always accountable to the asamblea, which is the highest ranking body of 
the association. There is a constant dialogue between the asamblea and the Junta Directiva, 
especially during election campaigns. The asamblea also has a very important voice in 
proposing candidates for the municipal elections. How those internal mechanisms work will 
become clearer in the course of the chapter. Albro (2006) has observed that Aymara 
associations in Bolivia also employ direct democracy, because they are transparent: organized 
horizontally, from the bottom-up, and non-hierarchically. Everybody has the right to speak. In 
the case that Albro analyzes, local associational politics with extended spaces for deliberation 
is closely related to traditional (indigenous) ayllu politics (Rivera Cusicanqui, in Albro 2006: 
397, 403). In the case of Lauer’s research in Venezuela, the indigenous municipal mayor 
turned out to be corrupt as well, with corruption being characterized as a feature that was 
“non-indigenous” (Lauer 2006). 

Xel-jú’s principles were first declared at the first seminars on indigenous matters that 
were organized in the 1970s.31 Those principles had, as Ricardo Cajas noted in his thesis, 
always been present as a sort of “costumbre” within the committee, but had never before been 
set down in a systematized fashion. The final document of the seminar listed six principles, 
which were to be understood as objectives: 1) Knowledge, development and the promotion of 
our Maya K’iche culture; 2) Knowing the obligations and rights that the judiciary grants us 
because we are of Guatemalan nationality 3) Demonstrating that the K’iche nation is not 
inferior in any way, as a as a means of inducing Indians who have abandoned their identity to 
return [to the K’iche nation] 4) Participation in political, social and economic matters at the 
level where decisions are taken, in order to make away with the role we have been playing as 
spectator 5) Technical and scientific training in different fields to allow the Indian to 

                                                 
 

30 However, it must be said that there was initially existed a lot of resistance within the committee to the 
candidacy of Don Augusto. 
31 Cajas refers to a document: Documento de Redacción Final de las Conclusiones y Recomendaciones del 
Primer Seminario Sobre Asuntos Indígenas. However, at the time of my research nobody could tell me where to 
find this document. For that reason I refer to the work of Cajas. 
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overcome barriers in various spheres: economic, social, intellectual and political, and 6) The 
creation of our own political and other entities as a first step toward solving the multiple and 
varied problems that surround us, because no political party has ever had either the interest or 
the capacity to solve those problems. It is, therefore, necessary to stay away from political 
parties and to develop our own efforts with our own resources in order to contribute to solving 
the most important national problems.  

It is not very difficult to see that the objectives/basic principles of Xel-jú were directed 
towards the development and revival of the Maya K’iche culture and indigenous political 
participation and training. This need and will to “regenerate the Indian” resounded in many 
interviews I had with the Xel-jú members that had first joined the group in the 1970s. While 
they seemed to be proud of not having “just one ideology,” many of them defined “the 
continuity of indigenous values,” to use Surama Lima’s words, as the guiding principle for 
Xel-jú’s organization and government. Principles like this not only would serve the 
regeneration of the Indian and be a way to “never forget our costumbres” as Martín de Paz32 
verbalized it, but would also result in a transparent and open governance of the municipality. 
Although this sounds like something ideal, it also conceals a tension within Xel-jú: between 
the conservative indigenous bourgeoisie and more Left-oriented Indians, and between 
tendencies of clasista and culturalista ways of interpreting “the Indian problem.” Those 
tensions even more rose to the surface after 1995, and were expressed in the composition of 
the electoral slates. In the third and fourth sections of this chapter, I will discuss this 
ideological struggle in depth. 

 
4.2 MOMENTS OF MANEUVER. XEL-JÚ’S ETHNIC CLAIMS 
In Xel-jú’s history there are several “moments of maneuver:” the different municipal 
elections, in which Xel-jú competed with Ladinos for power based on an alternative 
(indigenous) proyecto de nación. In 1974, two years after its founding, Xel-jú participated in 
municipal elections for the first time—this was the first moment of maneuver. In tune with the 
goals and values I described above, the electoral campaign revolved around indigenous 
claims, but also expressed the will to live in peace with Ladinos, an objective reflected in the 
slogan: “Toward peaceful coexistence:” 

 
It was one more component of our ethnic claims. It was a way of saying: here we 
are; we are Indians; we want to be Indians and the slogan called for peaceful 
coexistence. We believed that we could coexist harmoniously as Indians. But then 
there was the society of Quetzaltenango to deal with…33  

 
The electoral slate was indigenous “from beginning to end.”34 What mattered was the right of 
the indigenous population to enter the municipal council and become part of the government. 
Lic. Augusto Sac was the candidate for mayor. The Junta Directiva had ostensibly proposed 

                                                 
 

32 Interview with Martin de Paz, May 29, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
33 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, May 10, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
34 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, May 10, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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him as a candidate because of his record of political participation, community service, honesty 
and good relations with the population. In reality, however, he was the only professional 
available, as there was no pool of indigenous professionals in Quetzaltenango at that time. 
Thus, the Junta Directiva did not have the luxury of being particularly selective in their choice 
of candidates: 

 
For us, it was a disadvantage that these indigenous professionals were involved 
not so much because of their interest in indigenous issues, but rather because of 
prestige. They weren’t very involved and didn’t really understand the Project. As 
an example, if there was a qualified engineer, what interested us was not so much 
his ethnic consciousness, and so when the day came and we ended up in second 
place by a narrow margin, we realized that some people in our ranks did not have 
a particularly high degree of dedication—just as the other political parties.35 

 
Hence, Indians accepted a place on the electoral slate for status-related reasons and not 
because they had an “ethnic consciousness.” As a result, when Xel-jú won second place in the 
municipal elections in 1974, five Indians entered the municipal council, but none of them with 
an indigenous project in mind. It was a mistake that they would not make again, and from this 
experience they learned the painful lesson that it was not only indigenous roots that mattered, 
but also a deeply rooted sense of indigenous belonging and consciousness. 

Xel-jú members were deeply disappointed by the electoral results of 1974, and they 
were convinced that they had been manipulated. Xel-jú insisted that they would have won the 
elections if it had not been for electoral fraud. Another factor that could have influenced the 
electoral results was the way society dealt with the existence and participation of an 
indigenous civic committee. Prior to the elections, rumors had run rampant on the streets: if 
Xel-jú won, the municipal mayor would fire all of the employees of the municipality and 
replace them with Indians, put a huipile on the Virgin of Rosario, and replace flowers with 
maize in the parque central. “The people are doomed when the mayor is an Indian,” was a 
favorite saying in those days. The local press and radio had totally ignored Xel-jú’s electoral 
participation. Despite the difficulties that accompanied the electoral campaign, the 5000 
Indians who were sympathetic to Xel-jú’s cause filled the parque central on the final day of 
the electoral campaign and many Xel-jú members had felt that victory was almost certain. 
Many in the organization still wonder whether those persons did not vote because they were 
not registered—or whether they did vote and their votes were deliberately not counted as a 
result of electoral fraud.  

After this experience, Xel-jú redefined its immediate objective. The mayoralty was no 
longer the ultimate goal, but winning it would be a way to contribute to the dignity and 
development of the indigenous population. In 1978, Xel-jú ran a different kind of election 
campaign under the slogan “Only the People can save the People:” 

 

                                                 
 

35 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, May 10, Quetzaltenango. 
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So in 1978 we took part again, but now we changed our strategy, because we went 
back to the concept of class struggle. Our slogan was: Only the People can save 
the People. A guidepost, another claim—but this time one based on class. We said 
that we represented those who had been excluded, regardless of our ethnicity. 
Perhaps this was done because there had been a great deal of criticism about not 
making too big a display of indigenousness. I don’t know. And we had people 
involved at the higher organizational levels from the university, because the 
campaign came to be focused on class.36  

 
Xel-jú reverted to the language of class struggle to formulate its demands, moving from a 
focus on ethnic revindication to ethnic marginalization. This approach was in keeping with 
the spirit of the times. As we will recall from Chapter 1, the late 1970s were a time of 
increased violence in Guatemala, and many Indians organized and took up arms in the fight 
against economic deprivation and political exclusion. A number of Xel-jú members would at 
some point join this armed movement.  

In 1978, the candidate Lic. Victoriano Alvarez Juarez had been elected from among 
several preliminary candidates who had been selected by the sub-committees of the 
communities and neighborhoods. Regarding the other candidates on the list, the Junta 
Directiva had been more careful to seek out persons that would have a genuine commitment 
to indigenous causes, rather those that were simply hoping to enter the municipal palace to 
further their own interests of prestige. Again, Xel-jú did not win, but obtained second place, 
and again the committee was convinced that in reality they had won. It was in 1978 that 
Rigoberto Quemé Chay took his place as a concejal for the first time.  

Xel-jú did not participate in the 1986 elections.37 During the armed internal conflict, 
Xel-jú as an association did not engage in a great deal of political organizing, but many Xel-jú 
members participated in some way or another in the resistance to state violence: they went 
underground, joined the guerrilla movement, or were active in student protests. Xel-jú 
members also participated in the first Maya initiatives that took place in the city in the early 
1980s, such as Ixim, Notas Indígenas and AEMG.38 In 1990, Xel-jú participated in municipal 
elections again, this time guided by the slogan “We’re still alive,” which referred to their 
previous years of absence from the municipal arena. The local newspapers reflected Xel-jú’s 
comeback as well, with headlines such as: “The resounding drumbeat of Xel-jú” (Cajas 1998: 
45). Ricardo Cajas himself was Xelju’s candidate for mayor and resumed the discourse on 
indigenous rights, mainly from a clasista perspective but at the same time showing signs of 
moving towards more of an intercultural view. Xel-jú’s participation was part of a much 
larger development: the resurgence of many Mayan organizations and indigenous movements 
throughout Latin America. Many Xel-jú members participated on an individual basis in 
organizations such as ALMG and COMG. The general emergence of Maya groupings in itself 
serves as a spur to effective political action. Notwithstanding the favorable climate for 

                                                 
 

36 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, May 10, 2002, Quetzaltenango 
37 In 1982, there were no elections because of the military coup. 
38 See Chapter 1 on Mayan organizations. 
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indigenous groupings, Xel-jú once again lost. After the 1990 elections, Rigoberto Quemé 
entered the municipal council as a síndico. 

 
4.3 XEL-JÚ’S MOMENT OF ARRIVAL AND ITS PRECEDING INTERNAL IDEATIONAL STRUGGLE  
In 1995, Xel-jú won the elections with 7,206 votes: this represented what Chatterjee had 
defined as a moment of arrival, when Xel-jú managed to present its discourse of power as the 
hegemonic one (Grandin 2002: 157). It was a convincing victory: the PAN39 finished second 
with 6640 votes, followed by the UD 40 with 6176 votes, and the FRG41 with 4586 votes.42 
Xel-jú did not win the elections because of its ethnic revindication discourse, or because of its 
cultural claims, or even because of its focus on indigenous marginality. Xel-jú’s electoral 
triumph was not only a result of the elections but also of a contentious practice within Xel-jú: 
the civic committee had shifted to a discourse on “intercultural government,” emphasizing the 
need to work together with other sectors rather than to struggle for indigenous rights. The 
committee did not adopt this strategy because they no longer cared about indigenous rights, 
but because they had come to believe that an intercultural approach would improve their 
chances of winning. After all, entering the municipal council was the only way to change the 
system from within. And to enter the municipal palace, Xel-jú needed the support of Ladinos 
as well as of the diverse sectors of the indigenous population. This vision became dominant 
within Xel-jú, and provided a discourse that became dominant in the governing of the 
municipio during the eight years that followed. But, as Grandin rightly notes, dominant 
discourses never completely silence other voices (Grandin 2002: 157). In this section, I will 
show how this ideational struggle is still present within Xel-jú, and is reflected mainly in the 
composition of the electoral slates. But first I will discuss the term “interculturalism” and how 
it is related to indigeneity. 

 
4.3.1 INTERCULTURALISM AS AN INDIGENOUS VALUE AND VIRTUE 
“Interculturalism” and “intercultural government” were labels that people easily attached to 
Xel-jú and especially to Rigoberto Quemé. Although “interculturalism” and 
“multiculturalism” are used as if they were interchangeable concepts, they in fact have 
distinct meanings, and reflect different ways of coping with the presence of different ethnic 
groups in a society. Using interculturalism instead of multiculturalism implies that the 
different groups should actually interact, and not just peacefully co-exist. Interculturalism43 
seeks to change power relations through the construction of relations between the different 
groups, their practices and their internal systems of logic. In short, interculturalism seeks to 
transform state institutions and policies rather than to struggle for recognition (Walsh 2002: 
2). Multiculturalism emphasizes the existence of different groups and the right to be different 
(Walsh 2002: 2-3). Multiculturalism emphasizes the history of groups as self-contained 

                                                 
 

39 PAN: Partido de Avanza Nacional, Party of National Advancement. 
40 UD: Unidad Democrática, Democratic Unity. 
41 FRG: Frente Revolucionario Guatemalteco, Guatemalan Revolutionary Front. 
42 Quetzaltenango has such a small electorate because many inhabitants are registered and thus not allowed to 
vote. 
43 Authors often refer  to this term in Spanish: “interculturalidad.” 
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entitites, whereas interculturalism acknowledges the possibility—and even the desirability—
of mutual learning, cooperation, and interchange (Giménes Romero, n.d.). In the literature, 
interculturalism is mainly associated with intercultural education.44 However, interculturalism 
seems to a large extent to coincide with ideas of local ethnic political parties. Van Cott 
describes similar processes in South America, where municipal governors promise to improve 
local government by establishing intercultural cooperation and encouraging the participation 
of civil society and individuals (Van Cott 2006: 2). In the final section of this chapter, I will 
discuss what an intercultural government entails. The next two chapters narrate how 
interculturalism actually evolved in practice. 

The choice for an intercultural discourse was strategic, but it was also part of a broader 
change in Quetzaltenango’s society. René Juarez Poroj expressed this change of indigenous 
positioning in Quetzaltenango as follows: 

 
The first phase is the phase of making claims—claims that were made with 
screaming voices: “I am indigenous” ..., when someone had a fight with a Ladino, 
they would say “you indio (vos indio), you this, you that” and [you would answer] 
“Yes I’m Indian, but of pure blood, and you, you’re a Ladino, mestizo,” etcetera. 
[...] Well in the second phase […] they would say, that to have Ladino friends was 
something ugly while in the first phase one would have Ladino friends and be 
smart because of that ... and the third period, the period we’re in, it hasn’t been 
developed yet, but the phase has no [ethnic] color, nobody discusses it, it is not on 
the dialogue table, it’s not on the table of the big discourses, it’s not just a 
program of debate, what happened is that what is called interculturalism has been 
established.45 

 
And Martín de Paz said: 

 
A lot has changed because in the beginning the bases of the committee were very 
categorical, one of those was that the participation had to be totally indigenous, 
totally Maya ... everything developed in the direction of being just a Maya 
Movement, and nothing more. This was maintained until the third elections [i.e., 
those in which Xel-jú participated, in 1990], the third elections with Ricardo 
Cajas: Here things changed somewhat with the interculturalism, because there 
were persons, they wanted to belong to the committee, but the doors were closed. 
On the other hand, we had the vision that with just the Indians it wasn’t possible 
to get to where we needed to go, because we were not properly accepted. Hence, 
we began to manage the aspect of interculturalism. 
Another reason was that many of us were not 100% indigenous, our descendants 
were not 100% indigenous. There were mixtures of indigenous with Ladinos; of 
the persons that were participating, one would say they were indigenous, but it 

                                                 
 

44 See García (2006) for an excellent account on intercultural education in Peru. 
45 Interview with René Juarez Poroj, August 8, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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was a mixture, and they wanted to participate, but they couldn’t because it wasn’t 
in tune with the fundamental principles. This in the end led to the extreme 
situation of Ladinos being accepted on the electoral list. In addition, gender began 
to be an important factor, and the participation of the women. After that, there was 
the matter of young people. Those were fundamental changes—important 
changes—because if we had followed the same line, possibly we would have just 
won one election.46 

 
To put it succinctly, in the past Indians and Ladinos could not sit together around the table, 
and now they could. This new state of affairs helped spur changes within Xel-jú as well. And 
the fact that Xel-jú needed to open up in order to be able to win the elections made a change 
in the organization’s ideology inevitable. 

Conversely, many Xel-jú members ascribed the very capability to practice such 
intercultural discourse to qualities of openness and respect for others that they considered 
distinctively indigenous. Although some Ladinos like Mynor Hernández, ideologically 
considered it important to work together and to respect differences, many Indians blame 
Ladinos for standing in the way of realizing an intercultural society. As René Juarez Poroj 
explained: 

 
The problem is that we, in our history, we always gave space to the Ladinos, and 
now the Ladino cannot live in an intercultural way; they never gave us our space 
and for him this is painful indeed, the problem is that there is no equity, there is 
no justice, and less equity, hence an intercultural government would be beautiful; 
that there would be a percentage, a norm that fixed the percentage of Indians, so 
that it would be a multicultural and intercultural country.47 

 
The intercultural discourse existed thanks to Rigoberto’s indigenous identity. Being 
intercultural in this way is in fact the equivalent to being indigenous. Alma López, for 
example, argued that interculturalism should be constructed on the basis of a Maya world 
view: 

 
For me [interculturalism] can be a principle that came from the world view and 
when we talk of duality, equilibrium, of unity in diversity, we can sum up what it 
is, but we would have to reconstruct it from the standpoint of our own 
organizations, of our own sectors of the people, of the local indigenous 
governments. And not from the standpoint of our own intercultural principle, of 
what the international community says to us. No, but on the basis of what we have 
actually experienced. In this way, we think of an intercultural project of a local 
government, and that has to do with the recognition of all the ethnic differences, 
and of class, of gender, of generations, the multicultural differences of a society, 
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of a municipality. And from those differences, we must create a commonality, one 
that reflects something of everybody’s face.48  

 
Alma López is contending here that interculturalism is an expression of indigenous values and 
principles and therefore should be constructed from an indigenous standpoint. Martín de Paz 
added to this that interculturalism would expand the possibilities for protecting and promoting 
Mayan tradition and culture, and of including “the poor” in municipal policies: 

 
And every time we have more participation of the different sectors, we are not 
thinking in terms of indigenous and Ladino anymore, there is participation on the 
level of Guatemalans so to say, without forgetting our customs, traditions. The 
message is that what has not changed in Xel-jú’s discourse is that we work for the 
classes that need it most. Before we called them “the marginalized,” those within 
the nation who are the neediest—specifically, those of the rural areas.49 

 
Hence, having an “intercultural vision” was strongly connected to being indigenous. This 
stance, however, is also a product of an ideational struggle within Xel-jú. Both Hall and 
Roseberry have considered the “battlefield of ideational struggle” (Grandin 2002: 148) as a 
force field in which actors perform contentious practices, and competing interpretations can 
be turned into common social referents. “Interculturalism” can be considered Xel-jú’s 
hegemonic ideology, but one that has come to hold sway only after a period of ideological 
conflict struggle—a conflict whose traces can still be perceived within Xel-jú today.  

 
4.3.2 RIGOBERTO QUEMÉ’S INTERCULTURAL PROJECT AND XEL-JÚ’S BASIC PRINCIPLES 
The intercultural discourse and electoral campaign of 1995 (and also 1999) was very much 
centered on the figure of Rigoberto Quemé Chay, the man who entered the municipal council 
as the first Mayan mayor some 100 years after the Alcaldía Indígena had been abolished. The 
intercultural line occasionally came into conflict with more militant currents of indigenous 
thought, especially when the time came to compose electoral slates. Although Rigoberto 
Quemé meant a lot for indigenous Quetzaltenango and for Xel-jú as an indigenous political 
space, the way he gave form to his intercultural project actually infringed upon Xel-jú’s basic 
principles. In what follows I will describe how the ideas of intercultural democracy became 
translated into electoral lists and electoral campaigns on the one hand, and how they caused 
struggles and problems within Xel-jú on the other.  

I already mentioned that Rigoberto Quemé participated in two administrations in the 
municipal council before Xel-jú captured the mayor’s office. In those years, he learned a lot 
and in between he had studied at the university and had earned his degree in Anthropology at 
an age of 38. He had not, however, foreseen that he would be nominated as a candidate for 
mayor of Quetzaltenango: 
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I was at a party with Rolando Aguilar, I remember, when a group of about ten 
people arrived. I had been somewhat removed from Xelju—sometimes I went and 
sometimes I didn’t. So these friends arrived, a big group that arrived at Rolando 
Aguilar’s birthday party. They called me. They had not been invited but they 
came to the party and entered the house. They were allowed to enter, in order to 
let me know that I had been designated as Xel-jú’s candidate for mayor.50 

 
It appeared that they had asked him to run for mayor because Martin de Paz had backed out. 
After thinking the matter over, Quemé said that he would run, on one condition: that he would 
have a certain amount of autonomy as municipal mayor. Many Xel-jú members also 
mentioned Rigoberto Quemé’s former experience in the municipal council as a decisive 
element for the success of the electoral campaign. Because of his experience, Rigoberto 
Quemé would be able to be realistic, to think of projects, and to see the limits as well as the 
possibilities of a municipal government with a strong element of indigenous participation. 

It was Rigoberto Quemé Chay who developed a particularly strong emphasis on 
intercultural government: 

 
With me, the discourse had changed because we brought forward a more pluralist 
vision, one no longer of social class, one no longer of culture, one no longer of 
ethnicity, and one no longer of Indians. It was a broader discourse that created 
space for plural entities: for youth, for women, for peasants, and for the excluded 
urban population. We tried to create a richer discourse of concepts, and in the re-
election this was something that was reconfirmed: We enhanced the quality of the 
discourse.51 

 
The intercultural discourse was therefore plural and open to different sectors of development. 
This had many consequences for the composition of the electoral slates and campaigns, as 
well as for their political program. The changes for the 1995 campaign were particularly 
radical, as the 1999 campaign represented an elaboration of terms that the administration has 
set down previously.  
 In 1995, composing an intercultural electorate essentially meant including Ladinos in 
eligible slots on the electoral state. This meant a radical break with a past in which only 
Indians had participated as candidates. Fausto de Paz said about this: 

 
Hence, we had to be more mixed, to say to them that we are not driving anyone 
away, not discriminating at all on the basis of race. Instead, we are all equal and 
anyone can participate—with the difference that we have the opportunity to elect 
an indigenous leader. We don’t care about who will serve under him.52 
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One of the most prestigious places on the electoral list—second síndico—was occupied by a 
Ladino, Jordán Rodas, a lawyer known for his leftist sympathies. The rest of the electoral list 
was occupied by well-known and respected Indians from Quetzaltenango’s more central 
neighborhoods.  

Not only had the electoral slates become intercultural. Xel-jú did many other things to 
appeal to different sectors of Quetzaltec society. Xel-jú also adjusted the symbolism and 
content of the electoral campaign. Fausto de Paz described how this occurred: 

 
Well, I think we were a little more, we were a little more discrete, and more open. 
We got away somewhat from saying directly that it was completely indigenous. 
For example, I’m going to tell you, considering the music; we eliminated about 
50% of the marimba. We decided to move this music more towards the rural areas 
where we believed the marimba was more accepted. In the urban areas, we 
changed it to more accepted music, more modern. And indigenous young persons 
as well as the non-indigenous youth greeted the change with approval. Those 
changes were accepted very well, and maybe also the general tone of it all. Again 
I say: it wasn’t so sad any more—it was a kind of symbolic change. And the other 
thing was that we included Ladino persons on the electoral list. This was very 
much accepted. This was a strategy that also was greeted with approval. The 
racism was somewhat set aside.53 

 
The Maya calendar was stripped from Xel-jú’s logo and the chirimia and the tum now 
appeared in fuchsia instead of black and white. The marimba music made way for more 
modern tunes.  
 

From 1995 on, Xel-jú succeeded in gaining 
the sympathy and support of important 
business people in Quetzaltenango, the most 
important of whom was Lic. Gutierrez. He 
shared with Xel-jú the idea that it was 
important to establish relations between the 
different sectors of Quetzaltenango, and he 
considered Rigoberto Quemé a very capable 
man. Although Gutierrez was not formally 
affiliated with Xel-jú, he dedicated himself 
to spreading the organization’s message 
among people within his social circle. He 
told me how his sympathy for Xel-jú had 
provoked many different reactions among  
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his friends and business relations. They were all surprised, and had never expected that he 
would ally himself with a group of Indians. Many of them, however, reacted positively. 
Others reacted very angrily, and told him that it was dangerous for the Ladinos to relate to 
Indians in such a way.54 

At the same time, members of Xel-jú set out to win the hearts and minds of the rural 
communities and urban suburbs and neighborhoods. Ricardo Cajas describes how Xel-jú 
members organized up to 400 meetings in the municipio. In the rural areas, Xel-jú did not 
give away shirts and caps, nor did they make grand promises for new roads and drinking 
water. Instead they organized a mobile photo shop in order to enable people to obtain 
identification cards, and they provided voter registration information. Xel-jú members also 
documented the situation in the rural areas, and organized workshops about indigenous rights 
and civic participation. To facilitate contact with rural inhabitants, especially those residing in 
the Valley of Palajunoj, Xel-jú deployed workers who spoke K’iche (Cajas 1998).  

The basis for the electoral strategy and the action plan that Xel-jú presented in 1995 
was the “Agenda XXI of Participatory Development.” In this “Plan 21,” as it was informally 
called, Xel-jú distilled its 25 years of experience as a civic committee and as part of the Maya 
Movement, as well as the experience of Rigoberto Quemé in the municipal council (1978-
1982, 1990/1994). They set down a strategy for development in Quetzaltenango. Many Xel-jú 
members specifically mentioned Rigoberto Quemé’s former experience in the municipal 
council as a decisive factor in the success of the electoral campaign: 

  
The discourse was managed in a more technical and scientific way, and in more 
realistic situations. This was happening because the person who was in charge of 
the campaign, Rigoberto—his experience here in the municipality meant that he 
could employ a more profound discourse related to municipal administration. We 
could see this, because he had ideas about how to combat and change this 
participatory government. He had a more direct way of talking about it. He told 
people what the fundamental bases were for developing ourselves as Quetzaltecos 
and how projects should be carried out. His experience showed in the political 
language that he used. The other thing was that the propaganda was considerably 
expanded: the radios that once were all negative about us—well, it began with the 
newspapers. They let us participate. Those of our own race were also more open. 
They realized that we were right […] because we were using more acceptable 
language. And also we, the merchants, me included, had to take money out of our 
pockets to get the electoral campaign going.55 

 
Plan 21 focused on participatory democracy, in which—in tune with the intercultural 
discourse—all sectors of Quetzaltenango society would participate. As Ricardo Cajas 
recalled:  
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In 1995 it was about participatory development. Participatory development and 
less ethnic revindication. It was strategic as well, because with the pressure [of 
being accused of racism] it is hard. The right to be different. We didn’t say that it 
was about the right to be different. We said, every sector of the population is 
responsible for development. Our slogan was: “we want a modern municipality 
without losing the spirit of its People.56  

 
Central in the electoral campaign was the slogan Ricardo Cajas refers to in the above 
quotation: “a modern municipality with the spirit of the People.” Plan 21 focused on the 
participation of the population and on long-term projects such as water, sewage, the 
construction of new roads, and improvements in public transport. In addition, there was an 
emphasis on the development of cultural activities. In the next two chapters, I will discuss 
how those policies turned out. The name of the plan reflected its long-term, visionary 
character, looking ahead to the following millennium. Those who had crafted Plan 21 felt that 
the development of Quetzaltenango could only be secured by long term projects. The projects 
they focused on were in the city center as well as in rural areas.  

In short, then, Xel-jú promoted citizen participation on the part of all sectors of 
Quetzaltenango’s society. In addition, the intercultural proposal also represented an 
alternative way of managing the municipality. The goal was not just to give the indigenous 
population access to the municipal palace. Instead, it was also about finding a way to govern a 
municipality, as Surama Lima recalled: 

 
The discourse of a multicultural electoral list was much stronger, and it included 
the theme of government, a proposal of a civic committee on how to govern a 
municipality. It was not like we were saying: because of our being indigenous, 
we’re just going to govern for the indigenous. No, it was a proposal of the 
committee towards the governability.57 

 
Xel-jú wanted to remodel municipal government, make it more effective, more transparent, 
less bureaucratic and better organized. 

Xel-jú thus considered that “the participation of the inhabitants of the city is central to 
succeed in the development goals that have been proposed”58 and directed its electoral 
campaigns towards the indigenous population, among others. The focal points were not 
labeled ethnically, but in more neutral terms such as “development” and “participation.” 
Hence, the Indians were represented as “poor” and “excluded,” not as indigenous. They were 
regarded as a vital component of Quetzaltenango’s society that is who were responsible for 
their own development. This was part of a strategy to escape the accusation of being racist. 
Behind the intercultural discourse, there was a conviction of a deeply rooted indigenous 
identity. 
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In November, 1995, Xel-jú won the elections, and in January of the year 1996, the 
first Maya assumed the office of mayor. The period between 1995 and 1999 was characterized 
by racist attacks on the indigenous mayor on the one hand and many projects in rural areas 
and openness on the other. This had a lot to do with the way Rigoberto Quemé himself moved 
around within Quetzaltenango. Originally, one of the values that Xel-jú lived by and got a lot 
of credit for was that Rigoberto Quemé “was one of them.” In the words of René Juarez: 

 
In the first place, it was a cultural change because the mayor of Quetzaltenango is 
not considered “an important person,” but I feel that he is considered to be a 
person who is part of the Maya people, because when Rigoberto goes to an 
indigenous party, they see him as just another citizen, while we are used to the 
situation—when the mayor was Ladino—of applauding when Ladinos would 
come to our parties. This was something very meaningful. So for us it is very 
evident that we see the mayor as more human. More like part of us […] for some 
reason, the older generations still believe that because a functionary comes to a 
party …for example, when an indigenous deputy arrives at a fiesta because he is 
invited, of course they see him as another citizen but, if he were a Ladino, I 
imagine that they would even go so far as applauding him, wouldn’t they?59 

 
It is no exaggeration to say that, for many parts of the population, the first Quemé- 

period was a success, not only for Xel-jú members themselves but for most representatives 
from the rural outskirts and communities. However, at the time of the nomination of 
Rigoberto Quemé as candidate for mayor for the second time, differences and disputes within 
the committee began to be articulated. Slowly the issues of contention within Xel-jú were 
reflected in the municipal policies of the second Quemé administration. In this chapter, I will 
confine the analysis to the internal processes of Xel-jú, and go deeper into its municipal 
policies in the next two chapters. 

As I said, the first tensions came to the fore when it was decided that Rigoberto 
Quemé would run for mayor for the second time. Although Van Cott (2006) considers the re-
election of indigenous mayoral candidates a general indication of success, in the case of Xel-
jú it caused some problems. The organization was divided on the issue, with some members 
considering it advantageous that Rigoberto Quemé had proven himself to be capable of 
governing the second largest city of the country. Others considered exactly the same point to 
be a disadvantage, as not everything had gone well during the first administration. For a 
number of different reasons, there was a lot of discontent within the committee. The second 
candidacy of Rigoberto Quemé violated the principle of alternation of leaders and candidates. 
He was criticized because he had arrogated all power to himself and had therefore positioned 
himself as the only viable candidate—another attack on alternation. Finally, from the 
perspective of the “indigenous line” within the committee, Rigoberto Quemé was too 
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intercultural in his approach, and lacked the toughness needed to pursue a truly indigenous 
agenda. 

One of the persons within Xel-jú who sought nomination as a mayoral candidate was 
Victor Racancoj.60 According to him, a group of people close to Quemé manipulated the 
process of the nomination of candidates. After this happened, Victor Racancoj decided to 
withdraw from further participation in the committee. He considered the committee’s 
violation of the alternation principle to constitute a break with indigenous values and 
principles. By keeping Rigoberto Quemé at the head of the movement, the process would 
reach a dead end and would leave others behind, violating the idea of a horizontal 
organization. According to Racancoj, the small group that had formed around Quemé behaved 
in exactly the same way as cronies did in the traditional political parties. This process had 
already begun after Quemé’s victory in 1995. Many people within Xel-jú thought that Quemé 
did not give sufficient credit to the organization for his victory. Some felt that the presence of 
Ladinos within this group and in upper-level positions in Xel-jú and the electoral slates made 
it worse; Racancoj saw a direct relationship between the increased number of Ladinos and the 
erosion of indigenous principles such as transparency and loyalty towards the people. 
Although Racancoj’s opinion is rather strong, and is of course colored by his personal 
experience, he voices what many others think or say in more muted terms: Rigoberto Quemé 
slowly distanced himself from the committee, and he did so without having groomed anyone 
to be his successor (except—according to some—for a few Ladinos). According to Rigoberto 
Quemé, it had been the rank and file of Xel-jú, and not the Junta Directiva, that wanted him to 
run for re-election as mayor. He considers it a positive reflection on Xel-jú that its Junta 
Directiva felt compelled to accede to the proposal of lower spheres of the organization (e.g., 
neighborhood committees), even though it did not itself agree with the proposal.61 

 The composition of the rest of the electoral slate reflected the growing importance of 
gender issues within Xel-jú. Marta Aldana (a Ladina) and Alma López (a Mayan woman) 
both won places on the electoral slates. Ricardo Cajas appeared as first síndico and Mynor 
Hernandez, a Ladino, as second síndico. Strenuous efforts were also made to strongly 
encourage participation on the part of women in the rural areas, who were seen as potential 
voters for Xel-jú. Under the direction of Doña Julia Sum, Rigoberto Quemé’s wife, a group of 
women expended enormous energy in awaking the political consciousness of women in the 
rural areas of Quetzaltenango, and in providing information and facilities for voter 
registration. This proved to be of great importance in Quemé’s re-election: the last votes that 
came in were from districts where female participation was very strong, and where Xel-jú 
held solid majorities of the vote.  

In the end, the 1999 elections ended up dealing a severe blow to Xel-jú’s carefully 
constructed credibility. The day after the elections, the TSE62 publicly declared the results of 
the elections void because of accusations that Xel-jú had sold votes on the day of the election. 
Although eventually Rigoberto Quemé was able to assume mayoral duties for a second term, 
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these accusations shook the foundations of Xel-jú, and many Quetzaltecos were deeply 
disappointed in an organization that they had considered a standard bearer of political and 
indigenous integrity. For many, it seemed that Xel-jú had become as corrupt as Ladino 
politicians. What follows is reconstruction of what happened that day.63 

 
The day of the elections, Xel-jú organized transportation to the Valley of Palajunoj, as all 
political parties have traditionally done for many years. The organization arranged for buses 
to take its supporters to six different gathering places, all houses of well-to-do members of 
Xel-jú, where the women had spent the entire morning preparing for the arrival of the crowds. 
Potential Xel-jú voters received tickets for lunch, as well as information on where to vote (in 
Guatemala this is quite a complicated system). And once the tickets ran out for lunches, 
people received money to buy their own lunches.  

From early on in the morning, reporters and members of the FRG had been watching 
several of those houses. They had been tipped off that something was supposedly going on 
here. At ten o’clock in the morning the president of the JED,64 Carolina Rodriguez de 
Rebordelo,65 entered one of the houses in the neighborhood of Santa Ana without a warrant 
and without identifying herself. As she entered the house and when she wanted to look at an 
identity card in which she saw a note of paper currency, a member of Xel-jú hit her. However, 
other stories report that she forcibly entered the house, began shouting, and then grabbed at an 
identity card of arbitrary random Xel-jú sympathizer. According to these other accounts, she 
then screamed, “how can you sell your vote for just forty quetzales.” In this way, the news 
spread that Xel-jú was selling votes. In the meantime, it was widely known that the PAN and 
FRG were selling votes for fifty quetzales each in the parque central. Yet, nobody seemed 
bothered by this. 

As a result, the TSE decided to annul the elections that Xel-jú had won by a mere 96 
votes (11,507 votes to the FRG’s 11,411). This was an action that was obviously orchestrated 
by the FRG: Carolina Rebordelo had been accompanied by Cariniti’s sister, and the FRG had 
already submitted a petition for the elections to be voided before the results had been formally 
announced. Both demands had been made on the basis of the selling of votes, as observed by 
Carolina Rebordelo. The elections were indeed declared void, and this was followed by a 
game of legal charades: Xel-jú immediately reacted by claiming that the annulment was 
unconstitutional because the committee had not had the chance to defend its position. The 
civic committee furthermore questioned the integrity of the president of the JED, Carolina 
Rebordelo, because of her close ties with Xel-jú’s main political rival, the FRG. 

Local and national newspapers reported extensively on the case, especially regarding 
the question as to whether the conflict was ethnic or political in nature. Xel-jú refused to 
present it as a racial issue, but in many ways the case was viewed as such by just about 
everybody else. In the days that followed, many Mayan organizations expressed their support 
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of Xel-jú, as did several human rights and peasant organizations.66 Many columnists and 
reporters also lined up on the side of Xel-jú. Political parties that had previously been aligned 
with FRG now tried to distance themselves from this political party. Most of the arguments 
advanced were legal: the alleged fraud had not been conclusively proven and Xel-jú had not 
had the chance to defend itself. Everybody pointed to the fact that what Xel-jú supposedly 
did—sell votes—is something all political parties had traditionally done. This moved the 
discussion from the question of whether Xel-jú actually did or did not sell votes to the issue of 
why Xel-jú was being called to account for doing so when nobody else was. After almost 
three weeks and after a complicated legal game,67 the TSE officially validated Xel-jú’s 
victory. Quemé reacted: “This is not a personal triumph, but a victory for democracy.”68  

It is, of course, difficult to say if Xel-jú bought the votes or not and, in the end, this 
issue may not even be all that important. The way the dispute played out is far more 
interesting. Rigoberto Quemé’s political rivals accused him of manipulating his indigenous 
identity, and of playing the card of indigenous victimization whenever it was convenient for 
him. At the same time, indigenous and human rights organizations ranged themselves behind 
Quemé out of indigenous solidarity, among other reasons. An urgent memorandum sent out 
by the Liga Maya stated that: 

 
The triumph of the Civic Committee Xel-jú is a triumph for the Maya Nation 
because he is the only Mayan who won in a large city [...] It then remains clear 
that the problem set before the Civic Committee Xel-jú and its re-elected 
candidate is one of outright RACISM [...] How is it that a K’iche brother is kept 
from governing the city? (Emphasis in original).69  

 
Rigoberto Quemé himself tried to avoid defining the accusations towards Xel-jú as racist. 
However, in an interview in the newspaper Siglo 21, he declared that there are unfortunately, 
still people who think in the past, and that by denying the access of certain ethnic groups to 
positions of power, they can minimize their importance in society.  

In January, however, Xel-jú found itself faced with another problem. The population 
objected to the position taken by the newly re-elected mayor because he had not had his 
financial state (the “finiquito”) for the municipality reviewed and approved by the Contraloría 
General de Cuentas de la Nación. If Rigoberto Quemé would have begun to work formally as 

                                                 
 

66 Among the organizations that supported Xel-jú are the Fundación Rigoberta Menchú, CALDH (Centro de 
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69 Urgent Action Liga Maya, November 26, 1999. 
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mayor without this approval, he would have been in technical violation of the law.70 While 
every mayor who faced this problem before simply ignored the law,71 Quemé chose to ask for 
permission to step down, and the first concejal, Martín de Paz, functioned as mayor for the 
first six months of the new administration. Rigoberto Quemé was thus unique in his sense of 
moral probity, and ended up paying a political price for it. However, when his finiquito was 
still not approved after six months, he finally decided to assume office without it. 

Somehow, this episode seemed to set the tone for the period 2000-2004. Within Xel-
jú, the second candidacy already marked the beginning of Rigoberto Quemé’s distancing 
himself from the civic committee. Nobody was very happy about what had happened on the 
day of the elections, and it shook the internal foundations of Xel-jú. The fact that Quemé 
ended up breaking his pledge not to assume office until the finiquito had been approved also 
alienated Quemé from several members of the committee. Little by little, Quemé began to be 
seen as an indigenous leader who was primarily concerned with maintaining his grip on 
power, and as being surrounded by small group of privileged persons, mostly Ladinos. A 
friend of mine called it “Rigomania,” and visualized the dynamic as one of Rigoberto Quemé 
Chay standing in the middle of a circle, with all the arrows pointing towards him rather than 
as standing in the role of mediator, at the same level as other Xel-jú members and local 
authorities. This facilitative function was often cited as a distinctive characteristic of 
indigenous social organization. Xel-jú members were disappointed because Rigoberto Quemé 
kept them at bay instead of drawing them into the inner circle. René Juarez, who had praised 
him for not playing the role of “an important person,” said:  

 
What I don’t like about Rigoberto is that he doesn’t give people room to grow. He 
himself has come a long way but he doesn’t do anything to bring people along 
with him—like someone who has pulled himself out of the gorge but forgets those 
whom he has left behind. I have the impression that he has an ego that makes him 
discredit the people closest to him in order to maintain his authority, and since this 
is classic politics … the books and manuals of politicians of the old school always 
have said that you have to discredit everyone else in order to survive yourself. 
This is a mode of operating that is well known in Guatemala. But from another 
political point of view, this is what should not be done: risking one’s political 
career in this way. This is because the indigenous have always survived by 
helping each other. This is what has kept us strong. But Rigoberto has come a 
long way. This is something that concerns me a great deal. In the end, Ricardo 
Cajas said it best: “There’s a problem either with Rigo or without him.”72  

 
Rigoberto Quemé himself has another explanation for his close ties with Ladinos. According 
to him, indigenous members failed to participate actively and therefore left a void that was 
filled by Ladinos. It was as if they opened the doors, and then backed off. He recalls a conflict 

                                                 
 

70 Ley de Probidad, art. 9. 
71 In the year 2000, more than 100 mayors assumed office without their “finiquito.” 
72 Interview with René Juarez Poroj, August 15, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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with vendors in the market just after he installed the policía de tránsito. The municipal policy 
was aimed at getting the vendors out of the streets and into the market building. This action 
had provoked violent protests on the part of the vendors against the policies of the municipal 
council. The only one who dealt with those problems was a Ladino: Mario Yarzebski.73 
Nevertheless, people began to oppose Rigoberto Quemé because he distanced himself from 
the committee, its members and its values. This process abated somewhat when Rigoberto 
Quemé took a leave of absence in order to devote his energies to his run for president in 2003. 
At first, Xel-jú supported his candidacy, but the organization ended up withdrawing its 
support. 

 
4.4 MUNICIPAL AND NATIONAL ELECTIONS 2003: QUEMÉ’S FINAL BREAK WITH XEL-JÚ 
The final break between Rigoberto Quemé and the civic committee occurred during the 
municipal and national elections of 2003. In this section, I will examine both processes in 
detail. Discussion of the municipal election focuses on the ideological struggle, between 
clasista and culturalista lines of thought, a conflict that Quemé himself steered clear of, 
whereas the tensions that arose in relation to the national process grew out of a conflictual 
personal dynamic between Quemé and Xel-jú because of the different understandings of 
Quemé’s relationship with Xel-jú as an organization, and with its individual members. 

In the course of the 2003-municipal elections, emotions ran high on the question 
whether Xel-jú should characterize itself as “still indigenous but represented by a Ladino 
mayor” or should follow the more ethnic, militant indigenous line.74 The internal disputes 
troubled the start of the electoral campaign and revealed the problem expressed in the 
previous section: everything had come to depend on Rigoberto Quemé, and now it was 
extremely difficult to find a replacement for him as mayor while he pursued his run for 
president. The qualifying round for potential mayoral candidates began in February 2003, and 
went on for several months. In the beginning everything proceeded normally. A small group 
selected three preliminary candidates: Martín de Paz, the first concejal 2000-2004; Marta 
Aldana, one of the few Ladinas holding an important office; and Jordan Rodas, the Ladino 
who held office as first síndico during Quemé’s first administration. The presence of two 
Ladinos as preliminary candidates is notable as earlier only persons of Maya K’iche origin 
were allowed to participate. Rigoberto Quemé, for his part, did not approve of any of the 
preliminary candidates. As usual, the electoral committee chose the eventual candidate. 
Martín de Paz (six votes) won, with one more vote than Jordan Rodas. Nobody voted for 
Marta Aldana.75 Everybody I spoke with agreed that the votes for Martin de Paz were 
obviously “indigenous votes,”76 and that Rodas had received the votes of those committee 
members who supported the intercultural line.77  

                                                 
 

73 Interview with Rigoberto Quemé, July 3, 2005, Quetzaltenango. 
74 In order to reconstruct what happened, I talked with everyone who had been involved, and attended the weekly 
assemblies, where the issue was debated as well.  
75 Other years the electoral committee had consisted of ten persons, but because of the alliance with CASA at the 
national level, this party had a representative in this electoral commission as well. 
76 Indigenous votes: Carlos Leiva (sub), Abraham Velazquez (sub), Victor Manuel Coyoy (concejo consultivo), 
Wilfredo Velazquez (jovenes), Rosalío Sac (el Adelanto), CASA. Intercultural votes: Augusto de Leon (sub), 
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When the electoral commission took the results to the asamblea, they were declared 
void because Martín de Paz had two reasoned votes78 against him. The Asamblea created an 
ad hoc commission that consisted of members of the Junta Directiva and of the Electoral 
Commission. However, some of them had to recuse themselves because of family ties. The ad 
hoc commission was expected to take a new look at the candidates and to reach a consensus 
as to who would be the most appropriate. However, as they had no time, they decided that the 
three candidates themselves should come to an agreement. As Jordan Rodas said, they were to 
sequester themselves in a room in order to, in Rocael Sum’s words, reach a consensus in a 
manner consistent with customary indigenous practice. However, when the three candidates 
heard this, all three decided that they would withdraw from the process. They were all angry, 
especially Martín de Paz. Their anger stemmed for the most part from the attitude of 
Rigoberto Quemé Chay towards the different preliminary candidates: He had said in open 
asamblea that Don Martín would not be suited for mayor. It was rumored Quemé preferred a 
Ladino, Mynor Hernandez, or perhaps a coalition with “partido Casa.”79  

At this point, there was little time left: it was already the end of May and time to start 
the electoral campaign. Eventually the asamblea chose Daniel Tucux Coyoy.80 His indigenous 
origin was considered an advantage: he was the only Indian after Carlos Salcaxot (URNG) 
dropped out. Again, Rigoberto did not support Coyoy’s candidacy, something he made no 
secret of. The Xel-jú electoral slate also included six indigenous women, one Ladina woman 
(Lic. Marta Aldana), one Ladino (Jordan Rodas, a lawyer), and eleven indigenous men.81 This 
slate was characterized as “a new team that is formed by young indigenous persons and 
Ladinos, with broad entrepreneurial, professional, social and communitarian leadership, and 
administrative experience.” There were two new representatives from the rural areas, although 
they were placed very low on the list. Jordan Rodas and Marta Aldana, both Ladino, had the 
best chances of representing Xel-jú in the municipal council because they occupied the first 
and second place respectively. There were a number of Xel-jú members with whom the 
composition of the electoral slate did not sit well, although no public statements were made to 
this effect.82  

                                                                                                                                                         
 

Oscar Boj (sub), Adan Perez (sub), Alma Lopez (concejo municipal), Elisa Cotí (Junta Directiva). Abraham, and 
Wifredo are both family members of Martín de Paz.  
77 There exists some confusion on how the case went on; some say they voted one more time, others say they 
asked someone to reconsider his vote. The electoral commission obviously did not function very well. 
78 Votes with an argument behind it. 
79 Casa was one of the political parties that were part of the alliance that supported Rigoberto Quemé’s 
candidacy for president. 
80 Adán Perez de Perez was another option. However, Adán Perez was president of the Electoral Committee and 
was thus not eligible to participate. Eventually the asamblea "elected” Daniel Tucux Coyoy as the candidate for 
mayor. He was part of what is called the “intellectual group” of Xel-jú. An artist by training, he studied a lot and 
worked some years as Xel-jú’s representative in CNEM (Concejo Nacional de Educación Maya, National 
Council of Mayan Education). He also worked as a reporter and columnist for El Quetzalteco and the Prensa 
Libre. He was a man who was steeped in Mayan culture and was one of the founders of one of Quetzaltenango’s 
best known K’iche dance group: Washquibash and had attended university in Mexico. 
81 In other terms, the candidates are defined as two merchants, a doctor, and two communitarian leaders (council 
members number seven and ten) 
82 For the upcoming elections (2007), Xel-jú indeed has a Ladino candidate: Jordan Rodas. The electoral slate is 
truly “intercultural” in the sense of incorporating all sectors of Quetzaltec society and in the sense of changing 
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Picture 5 Part of Xel-jú's electoral slate for the 2003-elections 

 
The focus of the electoral campaign shifted from participatory development to the 
humanitarian character of the municipal project. In the asambleas, the idea was advanced that 
the campaign should not just be about Maya culture, but about general values, like “sharing, 
friendship, and living together in harmony.” Thus, it was held, the electoral campaign should 
reflect these values. Xel-jú chose to focus mainly on the following factors: tolerance, 
participation, and the integral development of the person (Plan de Trabajo Municipal 2004-
2008). Daniel Tucux also emphasized cultural issues. From the outside, it appeared that Xel-
jú employed a more ethnically objective discourse. However, on the inside of the civic 
committee, the indigenous issue was still very present. It was repeated constantly in 
asambleas that Xel-jú used Maya values for the benefit of all citizens of the municipality. “A 
Maya world view for everyone,” to use Ricardo Cajas’ words. 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
 

power structures. The first concejalía is occupied by a woman, and the second by “líder comunitario” Augusto 
Léon. It will not come as a surprise that those places have not been decided on without struggle. This goes for 
the Ladino candidacy for mayor, as well as for the place they gave to Augusto Léon. Different indigenous elites 
did not agree very much with this. Neither did many men easily accept that the person occupying the slot with 
the best chances to enter the municipal council was occupied by a woman. None of this should be taken to mean 
that Xel-jú lost its indigenous identity. One only needs to have a look at their website (www.xel-ju.org) to see 
that the Maya world view is still its biggest source of inspiration. Those paradoxical stances, the importance of 
being Maya on the on hand, and the will to be intercultural on the other, maintain a constant level of palpable 
tension within the organization. 
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Xel-jú’s participation in the national “Keme Movement” proved to be as problematic as its 
local electoral campaign. The Keme Movement represented an organized effort to elect an 
indigenous president of Guatemala for the first time in the nation’s history: Rigoberto Quemé 
Chay. In what follows, I will reconstruct the evolution of this movement from Xel-jú’s 
perspective, and how it eventually led to a break between Rigoberto Quemé and Xel-jú. 

In December 2002, it was made public that Rigoberto Quemé Chay would take a leave 
of absence from his duties as municipal mayor in order to participate in the national electoral 
campaign as candidate for president, supported by the Keme Movement. This political 
movement consisted of the political parties CASA, Transparencia and ANN and a civic 
movement consisting of civic committees mainly from the western highlands, as well as 
human rights and indigenous organizations from the capital. The movement as a whole was 
by its own definition completely indigenous in character. Part of its support came directly 
from the higher ranks of the Maya Movement. Rosalina Tuyuc, for example, called Quemé 
the only solution for Guatemala, because “showing solidarity with indigenous people and 
actually being a part of this excluded people are two entirely different things. [Those who are 
not indigenous] have never been discriminated against, haven’t experienced poverty, and 
haven’t worked from dawn to dusk.”  

The process of formation of the movement had been initiated and overseen by Xel-jú; 
the civic committee was in effect the catalyst of the movement. Xel-jú had organized, 
energized, and convinced local Mayan organizations and civic committees in many other 
indigenous (rural) communities to join the political movement. They had created a platform of 
progressive civic and cultural organizations that came together and engaged in debates over a 
new way to govern Guatemala and how to nominate the first indigenous candidate for 
president in Guatemala. Rigoberto Quemé’s candidacy brought about a curious process: while 
Quemé distanced himself from the local level and therefore lost his “indigenous image,” he 
presented himself to the country as a whole as a Mayan leader. 

Every newspaper and public forum paid attention to the fact that Rigoberto Quemé 
was indigenous, and that this was unprecedented. The newspaper La Hora, for example ran 
the headline “Rigoberto Quemé Chay: a candidate for the Maya population.” The movement 
emphasized that the Mayan world view as constituting its very ideological foundation. The 
name “Movimiento Cívico Keme” is related to the Maya world view. Keme is a “Nawal” in 
the Mayan Calendar meaning “tranquility” or “peace” and has the further connotation of a 
vision of a world living in harmony, and of the natural balance that exists at the appearance of 
dawn’s first light. The movement used this Nawal word to “explain the ultimate goal of a 
historic process that would at the same time mark the dawn of a new era.” Keme is the 16th 
day of the Maya Calendar. The movement cited the Pop Wuj, where the señores Keme de 
Xib’alba’ met with other men in order to restore order. And, of course, the term coincidentally 
resembles the name of Quemé. The name of the movement’s political program is “Nuevo 
B’aktun” (New Cycle). In an interview, Everardo Chuc explained that this indeed symbolized 
a new cycle, a new B’aktun, as it is the cycle where the indigenous will come into power. The 
main objective was to construct an “intercultural Guatemala.”  
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During our interview in Holland, Cumatz and Chuc, who were both active in the 
Keme movement, explained that, according to the Maya world view, leadership is something 
that cannot be won. Instead, a leader has to be chosen, and the people chose Quemé. His 
experience as “poor and indigenous” was important for his candidacy. He had climbed the 
ladder, following in fact a sort of hierarchal system of community service. Rigoberto Quemé 
himself had always emphasized that he had been asked by Xel-jú to run for president. And 
when asked whether he would accept the position of vice-president, he declined: “We 
indigenous people no longer accept second place.” The focus of the movement’s political 
program on organizing the population from below—on decentralizing power—resembled 
Xel-jú’s own political program. The intercultural character of the movement was also defined 
in relation to other political parties: “They have no proyecto de nación, and no idea about 
interculturalism.” Rigoberto Quemé also explained that he would never form an association 
with the FRG because of the discriminatory nature of this political party.83 The movement 
envisioned a multicultural program, but one based on Mayan principles.  

As was also the case within Xel-jú, members of the Keme Movement preferred not to 
talk in terms of ideologies such as “Left” and “Right.” These terms have over the years 
become rather nebulous in Guatemala. With pronouncements such as “The program will be 
directed mostly towards the underprivileged population: the excluded, women, young people, 
and indigenous”84 the movement expressed the same general orientation that Xel-jú had 
propagated during their own electoral campaigns. However, after their rather progressive start 
with small rural committees, they first aligned themselves with a leftist political party, ANN,85 
and then with the highly suspicious (i.e., because of its ties to the army) Transparencia. The 
centrist CASA became part of the movement as well. Most important for all parties within the 
movement is the development of Guatemalan nation. At the same time, they emphasize that 
the government must be intercultural, and that it is necessary to speak of a multicultural 
country. In Xel-jú, there were also frictions because of the political partners involved. Some 
Xel-jú members (especially those of more leftist inclinations) blamed Quemé for not having 
an ideology, which facilitated a colaboration with political parties such as Transparencia and 
CASA. 

Soon internal problems began to break up the coalition. There were problems between 
the political parties, especially ANN and Tranparencia, within the political parties, especially 
the ANN, and problems between Xel-jú and political parties, Transparencia and CASA, over 
places on the electoral slates. There were also threats (CASA would use bullets to get the first 
slot on the electoral slate) and racism (i.e., allegations that CASA was only using “this indio” 
to get to the top). It was again all about power, and that was not how Quemé had envisioned 
the functioning of the movement. Within Xel-jú as well, the electoral slates were debated. 
Almost all of Xel-jú agreed that the indigenous Ricardo Cajas, the eloquent and energetic 
mastermind of the committee, seemed the most logical choice to be invited to an eligible 
place on the electoral list. It was rumored, however, that either Marta Aldana, or Mynor 

                                                 
 

83 Prensa Libre, January 26, 2003. 
84 Prensa Libre, January 10, 2003. 
85 ANN: Alianza Nueva Nación, New Nation Alliance. 
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Hernandez, both Ladinos, would instead be chosen, as Quemé had always surrounded himself 
with Ladinos. In Xel-jú’s asambleas, participants discussed other possible candidates, taking 
into account proposals from other departments as well. “Being Maya” was always considered 
an advantage for appointment to top positions on the electoral slate, although it is not a 
requirement. Most of the proposed persons are indeed indigenous and many have vast 
experience in Maya organizations. There were also proposals submitted by CALDH. 

Although Xel-jú had always supported Quemé’s candidacy (notwithstanding the local 
tensions), there were signs of open conflict between Quemé and Xel-jú. On the one hand, 
people in the Asambleas talked more freely because he was not around. On the other hand, 
they blamed him for not being there, for not explaining what was going on. There were two 
major problems. First, Rigoberto Quemé did not communicate with his political base, namely 
Xel-jú. Second, Xel-jú, which had been the catalyst of the whole movement, did not have any 
representatives on the national Junta Directiva of the movement. The Keme movement, which 
in fact had emerged from the indigenous Western highlands, had been taken over by Mayan 
and human rights organizations in the capital. Little by little, the civic movement that was set 
up by the civic committees from departments as Huehuetenango, Quetzaltenango, 
Totonicapán, Sololá and, later on, organizations in Guatemala City such as CALDH and the 
Fundación Rigoberta Menchú, got involved in a struggle over leadership and power in the 
capital. The organizations in the capital would not accept the candidates proposed by the civic 
committees, and for their part exclusively proposed members from the “Maya society of the 
capital.” Xel-jú clearly identified itself more with other civic committees and the weekly—
sometimes twice-weekly—meetings were emotional. Xel-jú members did not know where 
they stood and they were even less certain about what they should do. During the meeting that 
took place before Xel-jú decided to withdraw from the process, there was a heated discussion 
about Quemé’s primary allegiance: should he be loyal to Xel-jú and step down as a 
presidential candidate? One of the founders of the committee, Dr Coyoy, was very convinced. 
“He should step down,” he said, “because he is indigenous; there is no hurry, [and] we must 
understand that we have another perception of time, that we think far ahead.” “If we are not 
careful,” Dr Coyoy continued, “it will be just like in colonial times when the Indian does not 
care who is in power because in reality it does not change anything.” He further commented 
that “they” (CASA, ANN, and Transparencia) just used “us” (the Indians) to gain entry into 
the inner circle of power. Another question that was raised several times was: Who to vote for 
if there was no indigenous candidate? At that same meeting, Xel-jú’s president, Don Mito, 
received a phone call and announced that there had been a final rupture within the ANN. 

Late that same evening, there was a meeting with Rigoberto Quemé. He said many 
things: that Xel-jú did not communicate with him; that he decided upon the processes on his 
own; and that he supported Xel-jú and wanted to go on. Xel-jú did not want to go on and 
August 11th the Asamblea formally declared their lack of trust in Rigoberto Quemé and 
decided to withdraw from the movement. Quemé had sent one of his supporters, Mynor 
Hernández, to this meeting, who tried to save the situation, saying that the issue of the Junta 
Directiva in the capital was a misunderstanding, and that Rigoberto Quemé actually did 
support the candidacy of Daniel Tucux. However, after an emotional discussion, 18 members 
voted for severing ties with CASA at the local level, and 20 for withdrawing from the national 
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project. During the next several days, many expressed the opinion that such a course of action 
was for the best, because “they are still playing with us, just like 500 years ago,” and “Rigo 
communicated too little with his rank and file, and that while he is different, he is indigenous. 
He should have known better.” The next day, it was all over the papers: Guatemala no longer 
had an indigenous candidate for president because Rigoberto Quemé had withdrawn his 
candidacy. A few weeks later he broke with Xel-jú as well, according to the Junta Directiva. 
Rigoberto Quemé told me that he only dropped out of the 2003 electoral campaign and “never 
resigned” from Xel-jú.86 

Thus, the first Mayan presidential candidacy did not succeed for a number of different 
reasons. If we look at Van Cott’s framework that I introduced earlier for the purpose of 
shedding light on the emergence of Xel-jú, we can draw the following conclusions. 
Decentralization and active participation in civic committees at the local level indeed 
facilitated the formation of the political movement. Whereas it is easy to register a civic 
committee, the constitution of a new political party is a long and involved process. Attempts 
to expedite this process resulted in the formation of impossibly incompatible alliances. I said 
earlier that Guatemala has a fragmented party system, with no stable large party and a weak 
Left (Madrid 2005). If there had been at least one stable large party along with a strong Left, 
they would have fostered the emergence of ethnic indigenous parties. It seems that the 
indigenous organizational network has been a strength and a weakness: Xel-jú proved to be 
capable of organizing the western highlands. At the same time, there proved to be cleavages 
between the Maya Movement in Guatemala City and the more locally based (and rural) 
organizations and civic committees. Xel-jú and other Mayan organizations all have a lot of 
organizational experience, but the collaboration between the different groups is not highly 
developed. In the end, the ideological battlefield was corrupted by personal and political 
interests, and the constitutent ideologies were too different to reach a common understanding.  

 
4.5 INDIGENOUS MAYORS AND INTERCULTURAL PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY 
In this chapter, I have focused on Xel-jú’s internal principles, struggles and changes. 
Although not all members identified to the same extent with their Mayan roots, this common 
heritage has without question placed an indelible stamp on the political philosophy and 
strategy of the civic committee. At the same time, Xel-jú was always labeled as “indigenous” 
or “ethnic” by Ladinos, Indians, and the press. Whether Xel-jú governed in an “indigenous 
way” was constantly questioned by Ladinos, as well as by Indians and Mayas. But what 
makes municipal government “indigenous”? How do those values on which Xel-jú is based 
translate themselves into municipal governance and policies? I have posed this question 
openly to both Xel-jú members and auxiliary mayors, to urban Mayas and rural Indians. The 
answers to my question are strongly echoed in the recent work of Van Cott, who is studying 
the subject from a more politicological perspective. 

Van Cott focuses on the way indigenous party candidates give shape to local 
democracy, as they often promise a more participatory, intercultural model of democracy, 
especially at the local level (Van Cott 2006: 1). According to Van Cott, there is a strong 

                                                 
 

86 Interview with Rigoberto Quemé, July 3, 2005, Quetzaltenango. 
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connection between the democracy discourse of local indigenous leaders and that of “radical 
democrats,” this latter term encompassing participatory, associative, and deliberate 
democracy. Radical democracy entails active participation and rejects minimalist, procedural 
definitions of democracy. Many indigenous leaders see a strong connection between 
democratic values and “traditional” indigenous organizing, a connection that can facilitate 
radical democracy experiments (Van Cott 2006: 11-12). Albro also points to the way 
indigenous politics, based on ayllu principles such as power sharing and dialogue, shapes 
popular democratization, and not the other way round (Albro 2006: 404).  

I have shown in this chapter that Xel-jú proposed such an intercultural democracy as 
well. As I understand it, intercultural is a way of working collaboratively with the objective of 
change power structures. This is exactly what Xel-jú had in mind. As we saw from its actions 
during the electoral campaigns, Xel-jú strove for a participatory development—with the 
participation of all sectors of society. Mynor Hernandez summed up Xel-jú’s achievements as 
follows: 

 
The first principle that [Xel-jú] has brought to municipal government is—
whatever anyone else says—the principle of honesty. The second principle is that 
of responsibility for including all sectors in overall development, without bias or 
prejudice. The third principle, or the third proposal, that it has brought to 
municipal government is that of participatory development. The fourth element 
that it has integrated into municipal administration, is the intention of making 
Quetzaltenango a modern city with the soul of a people. And the fifth element, 
which is definitely present as well, is that of interculturalism. I think that these are 
the principles of the ideology and the thinking of the civic committee toward the 
exercise of administrative authority that anyone using scientific and objective 
research tools will find.87  

 
Xel-jú proposed a governability, which entailed more than participation of all sectors of 
Quetzaltenango´s society. Xel-jú also envisioned an open, transparent way of running the 
municipio. René Juarez once said to me: “If indigenous people—and especially indigenous 
women—were running Guatemala, there wouldn’t be much corruption.”88 Another part of 
Xel-jú’s intercultural project involved attending to the needs of the rural population in the 
municipio through the carrying out of infrastructural and cultural projects. In the next two 
chapters, I will examine how those two policy lines evolved, and the ways that they 
contributed to the transformation of existing power relations within the municipio. In Chapter 
4, I discuss the way Xel-jú defined a new form of governance involving participatory 
development, openness, and transparency, virtues that are often associated with indigeneity. 
By constructing sites for indigenous participation the Quemé administration intended to break 
with existing power relations in the municipio. In Chapter 5, I analyze Xel-jú’s infrastructural 

                                                 
 

87 Interview with Mynor Hernandez, June 6, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
88 Interview with René Juarez Poroj, August 8, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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and cultural projects, and the role they can play in processes of inclusion and exclusion, in the 
delineation of boundaries between Ladinos and Mayas, between Mayas and Indians.
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5. Constructing intercultural democracy 
 

“This means discrimination against an important part of the population that for the most part 
is of indigenous origin, and this can damage the positive image that Quetzaltenango has at the 
national [and] international level of a “multicultural municipality headed by an indigenous 
mayor.” This is what Mathias Rull concluded from his research on the situation of the 
auxiliary mayors in Quetzaltenango’s 23 cantones (Rull 1998: 44). The situation in the 
municipios’ rural communities and urban outskirts was alarming and its governmental 
structure would need a good deal of retooling before it could even come close to how Xel-jú 
envisioned intercultural participatory democracy. While Xel-jú endeavored to change existing 
power relations by including all sectors in municipal government, the auxiliary mayors still 
operated at the margins of Quetzaltenango, literally and figuratively, and had no access to 
power, decision-making processes or resources.  

“Participatory development” was one of the key elements of the 1995 and 1999 
electoral campaigns. The participation of local community leaders and auxiliary mayors in the 
structures of municipal government was considered crucial to changing the power relations of 
the municipio. In the scholarly literature, participatory democracy has been described as 
transcending representative democracy, seeking to go further than “descriptive 
representation” (Mansbridge 2000: 100). Participatory democracy establishes decision-
making processes that involve different actors in determining municipal agendas; it is about 
“who will define common problems and their solutions” (Jelin 1993 cited in García-Guadillo 
2002: 90). Xel-jú considered the auxiliary mayor, the representatives of the communities, to 
be a crucial actor in the constitution of a participatory democracy in Quetzaltenango. Some 
Xel-jú members, like René Juarez, considered this stance towards the auxiliary mayors a 
break with old ethnic hierarchal structures and power relations. In the past, Ladino municipal 
mayors and the Indian auxiliary mayors at his command perfectly reflected Guatemala’s 
ethnic boundaries. Rigoberto Quemé, who was a Maya himself, intended to involve Indian 
auxiliary mayors in his municipal government, and delegated the responsibility for working 
with the auxiliary mayors to Jordan Rodas, a Ladino. This can be considered a first step 
towards changing ethnic power relations in the municipio. 

Under Jordan Rodas’ sway, the municipality set up a program up for the auxiliary 
mayors, designed and executed by the UBSS. The program followed the recommendations 
Mathias Rull had made in his research report: more guidance for the auxiliary mayors on how 
to perform their duties; effective communication among the municipal mayor, his council, and 
the auxiliary mayors; remuneration for the auxiliary mayors; and the creation of a Board of 
Auxiliary Mayors. In this chapter, I discuss those initiatives, starting from the question of how 
Xel-jú intended to construct a participatory intercultural democracy on the basis of a “Mayan 
perspective” and with the intention to alter existing power relations by including all sectors of 
the municipio in its government. In this way the internal principal on which Xel-jú was based 
could be translated into municipal policies. Xel-jú’s efforts focused on strengthening authority 
structures at the community level as well as organizing these structures into several 
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coordinating entities at the municipal level. I aim to provide insight into the auxiliary mayors’ 
position towards Xel-jú’s intercultural project through presenting the daily routines and 
actions of the auxiliary mayors in the communities—their history in person as it were. The 
first section provides a tour through the communities and a glimpse of the daily practice of 
community politics. In the second section, I explore initiatives at the municipal level that Xel-
jú developed—workshops, the Board of Auxiliary Mayors, the Coordinadora of the Valley of 
Palajunoj and Unoldesiq—from out the viewpoint of the auxiliary mayors. The argument of 
this section may be summed up in the observation that it is by no means an easy task to 
organize the Indian population along Mayan participatory lines as different sectors within the 
population have developed different stands towards the constitution of multicultural 
democracy. The final section focuses on the municipal palace as a space where indigenous 
governance is contested. Constructing direct forms of democracy also entails creating public 
spaces for communication. Access to the municipal palace symbolizes access to the workings 
of government, and to spaces for deliberation. 

 
5.1 THE AUXILIARY COUNCIL: “UNA VERGÜENZA” OR A SITE OF INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION? 
Quetzaltenango is divided into 23 cantones for administrative purposes.1 According to the 
Municipal Code, each of those cantones should be represented by an auxiliary mayor, who 
heads the auxiliary council or mayoralty of that canton. The exact size of an auxiliary council 
depends on the number of inhabitants of the canton or aldea and, nowadays, on the legitimacy 
of the auxiliary council in the community as well. In this section, I intend to reveal the 
everyday practice of community politics as a way to gain an understanding of some of the 
“unexpected turns in indigenous politics” that the policies of decentralization and 
multiculturalism have brought about (Lauer 2006: 64). Before I turn to more general features 
of community politics I would like to focus the spotlight on two different communities and 
their leaders. 

 
5.1.1 CHOQUÍ BAJO (ZONE 6) 
When I first met Don Jerónimo in 2002, he was 65 years old. He was friendly, mild-mannered 
and charming. We always met in the Clínica Klaiss where he worked from 8:00 to 10:00 
every morning. This small health center was Don Jerónimo’s pride and joy, as he was one of 
the initiators of the project, which started in 1995. He always introduced me to everyone, 
while we talked and ate typical Guatemalan snack as chuchitos or tostaditas and drank sodas.  

Don Jerónimo was born in the cantón of América, near Quetzaltenango, in 1937. 
When he was 12 years old, his whole family moved to Choquí, at that time still a rural area. 
His community participation was directly linked with his religion. In 1953 he converted to 
Protestantism. Through the church he had a lot of opportunities to meet people, travel around 
the country, and develop his speaking and organizing abilities. Through the church, he got 
involved in the community, and the community got to know him. In the early 1980s, Don 

                                                 
 

1 Bella Vista (Las Majadas), San José Chiquilajá, Las Tapias (Zone 8), Chichiguitan, Xetuj, Chuicavioc, Chicua, 
Chitay, Llanos de la Cruz, Chitux, Xepache, Tierra Colorada Alta, llano del Pinal, Pacajá Alto y Bajo (Zone 10), 
Las Majadas, Chuicaracoj, Xecaracoj, Chuilajuj (La Pradera, Zone 1), San José la Viña, Zone 1), Choquí Alto y 
Bajo (Zone 6), Candelaria. See also map at the beginning of this book. 
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Jerónimo participated in a committee responsible for constructing the first sewer system in the 
community. Because of his years of activism and experience, he was elected communal 
mayor in 1994 and was appointed president of the health committee center in 1995.  

Choquí Bajo is one of the communities where the auxiliary council had totally 
disappeared. The community slowly became part of the city of Quetzaltenango; therefore, the 
inhabitants did not want an auxiliary mayor anymore. They said that, since they were already 
urbanized, they would contact the police in case of problems or disputes. In 1996 however, 
the UBSS had asked Don Jerónimo to perform the duties of auxiliary mayor, and he accepted. 
According to Don Jerónimo, the UBSS wanted more persons to participate, but the 
inhabitants of the community would not accept. They elected a group of seven but, according 
to Don Jerónimo, “nobody else showed up.” Although the UBSS had promised him he would 
not be alone in his task, it proved to be too difficult to find more participants. Among other 
auxiliary mayors, it was sometimes suggested that no one really considered Don Jerónimo an 
auxiliary mayor, that this was just something that Teresita, the head of the UBSS, wanted him 
to be.  

 
5.1.2 PACAJÁ (ZONE 10) 
At the time of my fieldwork in 2002 (and still in 2003) Don Augusto and Don Luis P. were 
very active members of the auxiliary council of Pacajá (zonified as zone 10). Pacajá is divided 
into Pacajá Bajo (“Lower Pacajá,” which is more or less urbanized) and Pacajá Alto (“Upper 
Pacajá,” which is still rural). Both Don Luis P and Don Augusto connect to their community 
as well as to broader forms of organization. Don Augusto is member of Xel-jú, as is his wife 
Doña Laura. He makes and sells shoes when he is not participating in meetings, workshops 
and other activities. Don Luis P participates in several intercommunitarian organizations. He 
has a small plot of land that he farms, and also works in a barber shop in Zone 1.  

At the time of my first period of fieldwork (2002), Don Augusto had been 
participating in the auxiliary council for two years. At the time, he was also a member of the 
Board of Auxiliary Mayors.2 Before that, he had worked as one of the founders of the 
secondary school in the community, later becoming president of the committee responsible 
for education. Don Augusto, together with Don Luis P., was the most active member of the 
auxiliary council. When a neighbor first had come to ask Don Luis P., a couple of years 
before I met him, to be a part of the auxiliary council, he had not wanted to accept. He had not 
held any office before, and he thought the auxiliary mayor position was too subservient to the 
municipal mayor. But the neighbor had convinced him, and had said to him that from now on 
it was going to be different, as the municipal council would give more authority to the 
auxiliary mayors. And he accepted. The first time he went to a workshop for the local leaders 
organized by the municipality, he had not understood anything. Nowadays he is one of the 
most respected communal leaders in the whole municipality; he is part of Quetzaltenango’s 
Board of Auxiliary Mayors and of Unoldesiq. 

Before Don Augusto and Don Luis P. began to participate, only one person had been 
working as an auxiliary mayor, and had been doing this for eight years. “It got to the point 

                                                 
 

2 See next section on the Board of Auxiliary Mayors. 
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that nobody really cared, since everyone thought that there was nothing that we could do, that 
the police needed to come and take over.”3 Now they have organized the council into different 
commissions and manage a system so that information will not be lost: The first auxiliary 
mayor automatically entered the auxiliary council as the last member on the list the year after 
his community service. The different commissions of the community council cover the 
following areas: water, light, health, education, and training. The community elected twelve 
council members, but in reality, only six of them worked on a regular basis. Don Luis P told 
me that about half the community participated in elections. Each section of the community 
proposed its own candidates. Despite his positive attitude, he also admitted that the 
inhabitants of Pacajá were still largely apathetic about the auxiliary council. Although the 
inhabitants of the zone wanted someone to be in charge of various aspects of community 
service and planning, others to do it, they tended to just want to have it done without getting 
involved themselves. 

 
The image that emerges from the two vignettes above is generally representative for the 
situation in the rural outlying areas of Quetzaltenango. Inhabitants of urbanized or semi-
urbanized areas consider an auxiliary mayor as an office more appropriate for backward rural 
areas. Many of the comments made about auxiliary mayors are the same as those made about 
indios: these are public officials that tend to serve in to the “backward” and “undeveloped” 
areas where Indians live. Therefore it is difficult for these either the office of auxiliary mayor 
or for those persons holding this office to attain legitimacy in the eyes of many of the citizens 
of the cantons. This widespread contempt often reflects racist attitudes, in this instance 
expressed on the part of Indians themselves. A lot depends on the specific leaders that are 
chosen. Don Augusto and Don Luis P. both have wide experience outside of the particular 
canton where they live, and thus command a certain amount of respect. Don Jerónimo has 
experience in the community, and has travelled in other areas of the country, but does not 
always display a particularly firm grasp of larger events that affect his home community. In 
addition, he tends to function as a “lone wolf” in a community that generally considers itself 
urban, and where the office he holds is therefore often viewed as superfluous.  

 
5.1.3 THE AUXILIARY COUNCIL: MEMBERS AND ELECTIONS 
Choquí Bajo, where Don Jerónimo holds sway, is Quetzaltenango’s smallest auxiliary 
council. Llanos del Pinal has the largest number of auxiliary mayors: a total of twenty. In 
Quetzaltenango, the offices of mayores and regidores have disappeared. Thus, the council 
consists of auxiliary mayors and alguaciles, and besides that a secretary and sometimes a 
treasurer. The exact composition is different in every community. Auxiliary councils are male 
dominated spaces, and therefore it is worth noting that Xetuj elected Quetzaltenango’s first 
female alguaciles in 2002, and Llanos de la Cruz its first Ladina member of the auxiliary 
council in 2004. 

The system that determined who should in which particular office within the 
community disappeared together with the different services. As I will discuss in detail in 

                                                 
 

3 Interview with Don Augusto, June 22, 2002, Pacajá Bajo, Quetzaltenango. 
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Chapters 7 and 8 on Santa María Chiquimula, an important feature of such a system is that the 
offices are filled according to an ascending system. Thus, the person with the most 
responsible office usually is the one who has the most experience. In Quetzaltenango 
however, some auxiliary mayors, like Cornelio, were appointed to the auxiliary council 
simply because “it was their turn.” However, most of them had experience in some other 
capacity, although not within the auxiliary council. Vilma and Delma, for example, worked in 
the committee of the señoras, responsible for the distribution of water in the community, and 
that was why they were elected as alguaciles. Don Isabel was coach of the soccer team. Don 
Augusto took part in the school project. Others, like Don Maríano, were very active in the 
church. They had gained the trust of their community members because they were good at 
what they did, because they had organized some kind of project for the community and, 
because no one else wanted to do what they were willing to do. But none of them had 
followed a “traditional” path of community service, such as will be described in the chapters 
on Santa María Chiquimula. In most communities, the auxiliary mayors were appointed by 
their predecessors, and not elected directly by the inhabitants of the community.  

The UBBS, the entity that was created by the municipality to infuse new life into the 
auxiliary councils, invested a lot of time in democratizing the way in which the auxiliary 
mayors and the alguaciles were appointed. Today, those elections have the character of a 
community meeting, organized by the sitting auxiliary council. During the asamblea, the 
present members of the community propose candidates for the offices, after a general 
invitation is made for anyone to volunteer themselves for consideration. In most communities, 
the candidate with most votes wins the position of first auxiliary mayor. Sometimes the 
auxiliary mayor chooses the alguaciles himself. Llanos del Pinal, for example, is divided into 
five sections. The community elects five auxiliary mayors and through elections at two 
removes the auxiliary mayor themselves look for equipped alguaciles. Don Isabel, for 
instance, chose his alguaciles from his soccer club. Mostly it is very arbitrary who is 
appointed during the meetings: a friend, a nephew. Sometimes, there is just one candidate or 
nor more than a third of the community shows up. In most cases there are not many people 
who either vote or come forward as candidates. Some communities do not bother at all to 
choose new auxiliary mayors, and they allow the incumbents to continue serving indefinitely. 
This is the case with Don Bonifacio. In other cases (e.g., Don Jerónimo) the incumbent is 
pressured by the UBBS to continue to serving. In very many instances, it is not possible to 
bring the community together for the purpose of taking any concerted action unless some 
special project is involved.  

Still, most auxiliary mayors agreed that community elections in community asambleas 
were the best way to choose the authorities. Don Martín, auxiliary mayor in Xecaracoj, was 
glad they got beyond the nominations: “Here we have managed to get rid of that [...]; now we 
are managing to participate through elections.” Don Pablo from Choquí Alto, who 
participated three times in the auxiliary council, experienced the change from being appointed 
to being directly elected. When he began serving, in 1986, he had been appointed by his 
predecessor, and it had been impossible to refuse as the auxiliary mayor intimidated him by 
saying that he would publicly denounce him for refusing. The second time (2000), the 
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community chose him as auxiliary mayor over another candidate. And in 2001, he was 
directly elected as Alguacil 8 in a community meeting. 

Leaving the formalities aside for a moment, I would like to look at a hypothetical 
“ideal” candidate for auxiliary mayor in a place where he or she is not appointed according to 
the traditional cargo system. The criteria and expectations seem to be the same. The 
community looks for persons who possess certain personal qualities: the will to work 
voluntarily”, humility, sense of responsibility, honesty, ability to work cooperatively, and a 
general ability to keep one’s commitments. In his relations with the community, the auxiliary 
mayor has to be someone “who has ideas, who talks, who dialogues.” An auxiliary mayor 
should have a clear vision about development, should promote and work on development 
projects, and keep his word to the community. One auxiliary mayor mentioned the importance 
of being able to resolve the problems within the community without immediately resorting to 
the police or the municipio. On the contrary, what an auxiliary mayor should not be, is 
someone who “thinks that he is better than everybody else,” who “talks a lot but doesn’t do 
anything,” a person who only looks out for his own interests,” and who ”doesn’t live with the 
community.” The obvious emphasis here is on communication skills, the capacity to get 
things done, and to act in the interest of the community.4  Those elements are often 
emphasized as characteristics of indigenous authorities and government in the Maya 
Movement’s narrative of indigeneity. 

In indigenous localities, appointing new authorities and providing for the transition 
from one office holder to another are activities that are for the most part governed by the 
costumbres and traditions of the locale. In Quetzaltenango, those events occurred without 
being surrounded by symbolism. Without night vigils, dancing in the streets and fireworks, 
the new members of the auxiliary councils would present themselves in the municipal palace 
on the first of January to meet the municipal mayor or his representative in the “salon de 
honor,” to take their oath of office and receive the staff symbolizing their office. Since Quemé 
became mayor, small luncheons have been organized on the banisters of the municipal palace. 
These events are filmed and made public on the Internet. In some communities they organize 
a community activity afterwards.  

Many of the new auxiliary mayors were not very happy the day they took their oath of 
office. Don Isabel, for example, said: “I felt nothing on that night. I wondered what I was 
supposed to do. I never studied anything.”5 He sounded almost sad when he uttered those 
words. His sentiments were typical of new auxiliary mayors, most of whom felt unprepared 
because of their lack of experience. The members of the auxiliary council used to be 
appointed for the period of one year. Thus, by the time they began to feel somewhat 
comfortable in the exercise of their duties, their term of office was over. Changes in the 
Municipal Code have opened made it possible for a community to elect an auxiliary mayor for 
a term of up to four years.6 However, no arrangements have been made to provide needed 
support for the persons that are assuming the office for such a long time.  

                                                 
 

4 Fieldnotes, May 2002. 
5 Interview with Don Isabel,  May 12, 2002, Llanos del Pinal, Quetzaltenango. 
6 Municipal Code, art. 57. 
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5.1.4 PERFORMING COMMUNITY POLITICS 
Once they entered office, the new auxiliary mayors encountered many problems. In many 
cases, the newly appointed authorities did not have time to perform their duties, or even know 
exactly what they were supposed to do. The cargo system originally was based on the premise 
that the auxiliary mayors (and the other authorities) would be present in the community at all 
times. In such a situation it is easier to meet the formal and informal requirements of a “good 
auxiliary mayor.” However, nowadays many inhabitants of the rural areas do not work in their 
own communities, but for but instead commute to larger towns and cities. Lauer has argued 
that in this modern society where state institutions have entered indigenous communities and 
States manage a multiculturalist discourse, leaders need to acquire knowledge that goes 
beyond traditions and costumbres in order to effectively exercise their power (Lauer 2006). It 
seems that the same is the case in Quetzaltenango: local leaders lost their traditional 
knowledge, but have not yet adapted themselves to new languages of contention (Roseberry 
1994). All of this makes the auxiliary mayor’s job very difficult and places the daily reality in 
which the auxiliary mayors have to manage diametrical opposed to the ideological and 
sometimes romantic view of the Maya Movement on the indigenous authorities in rural 
communities. 

It is not easy to run a local council. Auxiliary mayors do not typically have a lot of 
money. Only some of them have private offices in their homes or elsewhere where they can 
do their work or hold meetings. In Llanos de Pinal, where customary law is still observed, 
offices are provided for the people in community to visit. Living with the auxiliary mayors 
and observing their daily activities, I always got the feeling that they went about their 
business much the way they would have had they not been auxiliary mayors, and that they 
took action and held meetings on an “as-needed” basis. However, within this loosely 
organized and ad hoc system, some main areas of activity can be distinguished: the 
maintenance of the community infrastructure (roads, bridges), the initiation of new projects, 
the resolution of disputes, and security concerns. There is also the legal relationship between 
the community and municipality, with the former being responsible to the latter for carrying 
out certain tasks, like registering births and deaths and taking a census of the inhabitants of 
the community. In some communities, like Chitux, the auxiliary council also takes care of the 
forests,7 while in others, like Llanos de Pinal and Xetuj, they organize local beauty contests.8  

Don Maríano (Pacajá) described the core of his work as consisting of “watching over 
the community: maintenance of the streets, of the water tanks, the buildings and the schools.” 
Most auxiliary mayors themselves emphasized the role they really ought to have in the 
infrastructural development of their communities, while at the same time pointing out that 
“very few succeed in this.”9 Auxiliary mayors attempted to initiate and carry out projects, and 
were afraid the community would criticize them if they did not succeed in doing so. In the 

                                                 
 

7 In some municipios the entire community organization is organized according to woods and community lands. 
See Tiu (2003). 
8 For an elaborate account on the municipal beauty pageants in Quetzaltenango, see Chapter 6. 
9 Interview with Cornelio, September 8, 2002, Xetuj, Quetzaltenango.. 
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words of Don Augusto: “We value what we see.”10 However, in the case of some auxiliary 
mayors who did launch projects, problems arose and the projects were halfway abandoned 
prior to completion. Don José told me that the construction of the community school in 
Chichiguitan was not finished because the engineer backed out of the project and they could 
not find anybody else to finish the job. Then the president of the project committee got bored 
with it and no further efforts were made to get it back on track. Some of the auxiliary mayors, 
like Don Bonifacio, were quite successful in carrying out projects. He was very dedicated to 
his job, and made it his business to spend a lot of time around the municipal palace. Most of 
the auxiliary mayors however, were ashamed of their lack of accomplishments, because felt 
that they “don’t really do anything,” as they often would say, and that the only thing they 
could really manage was the maintenance of public services, like roads.  

The auxiliary mayors found themselves in the awkward position of carrying out 
projects that their communities demanded without having any control over the financing of 
those projects. Most of the time, the auxiliary mayor functioned as nothing more than the 
mayor’s “message boy,” and his responsibility was limited to the maintenance of roads and 
bridges. Xel-jú tried to enable auxiliary mayors to have a greater degree of power and control 
by organizing coordinating entities and by working to restore their legitimacy in the eyes of 
their communities.11 

Many Mayan organizations have stressed the role of the auxiliary council in the daily 
practice of customary or indigenous law, and have defined this practice as a marker of their 
ethnic indigenous identity. Llanos del Pinal was one of the few communities where the 
auxiliary mayor mentioned these traditional duties as constituting one of his main tasks. There 
the council meets every evening between five and seven in the auxiliary council so that 
inhabitants of the communities can come and have their disputes resolved. Most disputes 
concern land, illegal cutting of wood, adultery and other family problems. The auxiliary 
mayors function in these disputes as mediators who try to get the opposing parties to 
understand one other, attain a consensus, and finally reach a harmonious solution. Cornelio 
from Xetuj gave the following example: 

 
They asked us for help because we have a Catholic Church up there and the other 
day some kids went there and they broke the windows. So the committee of the 
church, the first thing they did was to come to us, to see what they should do, if 
we would buy new glass with money from the whole community or if they should 
make the child’s father responsible. So what we did was ask the señores of the 
church if they knew who the children were, and they said who they were, and we 
went to the house of the [child’s father], and he took care of buying the new glass 
for the windows, that’s what we’ve been doing.12  

 
 

                                                 
 

10 Interview with Don Augusto, June 22, 2002, Pacajá Bajo, Quetzaltenango. 
11 I will discuss those initiatives elaborately in the following section. 
12 Interview with Cornelio, September 8, 2002, Xetuj, Quetzaltenango. 
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However, it is not always easy to solve the problems of the community: 
 

A girl came to the auxiliary mayor’s house at 1 a.m. and said that in another house 
a man, we will call him Don Pablo, was beating up his wife, Doña Juana, and that 
he just wouldn’t stop. The auxiliary mayor went to the house and took the 
machete from Don Pablo. Don Pablo had not been drunk and when they asked 
what was going on, he said that his wife, Doña Juana, always left the house at 1 
o’clock to meet with her lover. Subsequently the auxiliary mayor had tried to find 
out whether this was true by taking measurements of the footprints left by the 
shoes of Doña Juana. In this way, they were able to determine that Doña Juana 
had a lover indeed. The auxiliary mayor organized a meeting with everyone 
involved: the lover (didn’t show up), Don Pablo’s parents, Don Pablo himself, and 
Doña Juana. Don Pablo’s demanded that the auxiliary mayor tied the lover up and 
brought him to the police. However, the auxiliary mayor had previously learned in 
the workshop at the municipality that this wasn’t the way that things were done. 
Because everyone was sure it was really him—the father had seen them together 
in a cafeteria—they decided to take written statements. However, the problem 
continued. Don Pablo and the lover both worked in construction. One Saturday 
they began to drink, and when they had gotten really drunk, the lover left Don 
Pablo in the street and went to his house in his car to see the Doña Juana. The 
auxiliary mayor arranged another meeting, but none of the parties showed up and 
therefore nothing could be done. One day the auxiliary mayor met the lover in the 
street and advised him to leave the woman alone in order to avoid problems. 
Eventually, the lover went to the United States.13 

 
In most communities the auxiliary mayors did not know whether to try to solve the problem 
themselves or to call the police. In communities near the center, like Choquí Bajo and San 
José la Viña the inhabitants always call the police as they consider this to be a course of 
action that is more “civilized” or “modern,” as opposed to auxiliary mayors whose efforts to 
resolve matters more informally appear to them to represent “backward” and 
“underdeveloped” ways. In the words of Don Pablo, they want to go to persons who are more 
“capable.”14  

Violence is a recent problem that the local authorities have had to deal with. Many 
auxiliary councils added tasks relating to the “public security” of their community to their 
official duties due to the violence that affect not only the center of the city but also the rural 
communities. Youth gangs pose an enormous threat to the security of the communities. In 
Choquí Alto, for example, the inhabitants organized a community meeting to discuss whether 
they should or should not have an auxiliary council, and in the end they decided they should 

                                                 
 

13 Interview with Carlos Humberto Godinez López, Chuilajuj, Quetzaltenango, conducted by my research 
assistant René López, February 22, 2003. 
14 Interview with Pablo Huinac, June 9, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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have one as the community suffered from the presence of youth gangs.15 The auxiliaries use 
different strategies to battle the violence: they organize rondas nocturnas, but they also turn to 
talk to the parents. However, their ability to deal with such matters is generally very limited 
and usually entails very close cooperation with the police. 

Finally, another important task of the auxiliary council can be the monitoring and 
maintenance of the community’s water installations. In some communities, and in the center 
of the city, this is the responsibility of the municipio, but in many communities it is the 
responsibility of the auxiliary council, often together with the water committee of the locality. 
Sometimes, however, it is not very clear who is responsible. In Chichiguitan, the municipality 
had allowed another neighborhood to take water from the community’s water tank without 
asking the auxiliary council’s permission. The task of the auxiliary council in those cases is to 
take care of the tanks themselves, and often to monitor how much the families use. In the 
arena of indigenous rights and legal pluralism, there is much debate about how indigenous 
values and norms relate to the regulation of natural resources. For now, however, I will 
conclude this section by saying that water is often at the center of debates within 
communities, due to its importance and scarcity. Water conflicts often closely reflect not only 
the different power relations within the community, but those between the community and the 
municipio as well. 
 
5.1.5 PARTICIPATION: UNA VERGÜENZA? 
We had just finished lunch, a delicious pepian (a traditional chicken dish) Don Luis X’ wife 
prepared because she knew my preference for “real” Guatemalan dishes. Before lunch, Don 
Luis X had showed me around the community: The small school that the first Xel-jú 
administration had built, the unfinished asphalt road, maintenance of another road by 
members of the community, the water tubes that had to be covered. And of course we took 
pictures of the marvelous view overlooking Quetzaltenango. The calm and easygoing sphere 
that had prevailed suddenly disappeared as soon as I asked Don Luis X about the relationship 
between the auxiliary council and the community. He said: 

 
The truth is, the people do not value what we do. They do not value that we hold 
office. And in the end, it’s all worth nothing—what we sacrifice means nothing 
for them. Like what I’ve lost because nobody’s paying me, nobody. Who’s going 
feed my children? Nobody, right? One day, two days I’m not at home. Two days 
that I’m not with my family […] I’m responsible for my barrio, I’m responsible 
for my children. I’m doing the same for the community as I do for my children, 
but the community isn’t aware of that. They don’t say, “It’s great that you’re 
representing us.” They don’t even think about it. But I’m aware of the fact that 
I’m ignoring my family.16  

 

                                                 
 

15 Interview with Pablo Huinac, June 9, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
16 Interview with Don Luis X, September 9, 2002, Xetuj, Quetzaltenango. 
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Don Luis X got very emotional while talking about this subject, and what he said is 
representative of the situation in most communities and of the position of most auxiliary 
mayors. They look at the situation of the communities from a viewpoint that is more 
pragmatic than ideological. Auxiliary mayors, as well as other community leaders, were 
willing to work for their community, but they encountered numerous obstacles in doing so.  

It is not easy to rebuild an organizational structure that has been subject to neglect and 
weakened by numerous internal disputes. The position of the auxiliary mayor and his aides, 
the alguaciles, is fragile. Originally the auxiliary council was established in order to control 
the rural, indigenous areas. Today, many former rural areas have been urbanized and 
officially declared urban zones. In keeping with the Quetzaltenango’s ethnic model, urbanized 
areas do not want be associated with a backward institution like the auxiliary mayor. The 
more urbanized, the closer to the center a community is, the weaker the influence of the 
auxiliary mayor. In many rural communities, the auxiliary mayor had become no more than 
an extension of the municipal mayor, with no authority or legitimacy at all within his 
community. As one of the most important of the auxiliary mayors’ functions for a long time 
was that of delivering mail in their communities, the office was considered typical for 
backward and underdeveloped areas where the national postal service did not deliver the mail. 
The auxiliary mayor symbolized ignorance. Thus being seen holding the vara, the staff that 
symbolizes the office and authority, was a source of embarrassment rather than pride.17 
Although Xel-jú tried to give the auxiliary council a new meaning, most of the auxiliary 
mayors did not did not possess sufficient knowledge—nor about the traditional usos y 
costumbres, which they have left behind them, nor about more “modern” or development 
related issues—to make use of this space in a positive way.  

Auxiliary mayors not only suffered a negative image in the city center among Ladinos 
and well-to-do Mayas. They were often viewed with certain contempt even within their own 
communities as well. An auxiliary council ideally existed of several auxiliary mayors and 
alguaciles, in addition to a secretary and a treasurer. The composition varied from one 
community to another, differing from six to twenty members. As I said before, the exact size 
of an auxiliary council not only depended on the number of persons residing in the 
community, but also on the general legitimacy of the auxiliary council within the community. 
Most auxiliary councils suffered from a severe shortage of participants. In many communities, 
the number of members of the auxiliary council had decreased over time. In Xecaracoj, for 
example, they were lucky if as many as ten people participated. In previous years, there had 
been 18 to 20 auxiliary mayors. In some communities, like La Pradera and Choquí Bajo the 
auxiliary council had either ceased to exist altogether. In other communities it had become an 
institution that in practice was run by one person, like in Chuicaracoj. Participation was a 
severe problem for the auxiliary councils on different levels: for the members themselves, for 
the community, and with regard to the question of terms of service. As a consequence, it was 
very difficult to maintain the institution and, in many communities, the number of members of 
the auxiliary council has decreased.  

                                                 
 

17 See Chapter 7 on Santa María Chiquimula for an elaborate account on the meaning of the vara. 
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When Quemé came into power, several auxiliary councils had already disappeared or 
were not functioning at all. Notwithstanding the efforts of the UBBS during the two Quemé 
administrations, most auxiliary councils complained about the fact that many of their 
members were not actively participating. They were not going to trainings, never visited the 
municipality, and did not come to meetings. Sometimes the active members are afraid to hold 
these less active members accountable, for fear that they will become angry.  

Don Victoriano told me how the auxiliary council of San José la Viña slowly 
disappeared. When he had just started, the neighborhood was still a rural area. Now it is 
urbanized, and is called Zone 1. Don Victoriano proudly showed me his diplomas that were 
hanging on the wall; the oldest one was from 1989. In the past he had felt a great deal of 
pressure from the community and the municipality to stay on the auxiliary council: “the 
community obliged me, and the municipality as well, it is a service I extend to the 
community.” The first time, he was directly elected. Subsequently, people in the community 
simply let him know informally that they wanted him to continue serving. The community did 
not want Don Victoriano to step down but, in the meantime, all the other members of the 
auxiliary council left—they considered it a waste of time. Neighbors had said to him that they 
would call the police if necessary, and no longer resort to him or to any other auxiliary mayor 
in case of a dispute. For projects, they would just form a group of people for the purpose of 
carrying out the project, go about organizing the project themselves, and then disband. His 
last term of office had lasted five years and he had served with only two other people: a 
second auxiliary mayor and a secretary. Some people in the community wanted to introduce 
the use of “sleeping policemen,” but Don Victoriano did not succeed in getting any money to 
realize the project. They did organize the pavement of the street. In the end, Don Victoriano 
could no longer bear the burden of his duties, partly because of his advanced age. He went 
directly to the municipal mayor and said to him “I’m tired.” This is hardly a surprise, since he 
had been serving as an auxiliary mayor on and off for about 15 years.18  

However, UBBS’ efforts on this local level were also fruitful. In addition to 
introducing elections in the communities, they succeeded in reviving some auxiliary councils, 
like in Choquí Bajo and La Pradera. In Choquí Alto they organized a community meeting to 
see if they should proceed with the auxiliary council or not. In the end they decided they 
should, mostly because of the community’s deep concern about the youth gangs. Chichiguitan 
had the same problem. In 1999, the auxiliary council was in effect abandoned. People did not 
even know where the auxiliary mayor lived and auxiliary mayors were just obliged to do the 
service and they were not respected by people in the community. In a process initiated by Don 
Mauricio de P., a very active community leader, the community began the process of 
reinstituting the auxiliary council. Don Mauricio himself worked in an NGO and developed 
strong ideas there about community organization. He went out to talk with the different 
community leaders about the importance of the auxiliary council; they had a lot of problems 
as well because of violence in the community. They had succeeded in organizing an auxiliary 
council with ten members.  

                                                 
 

18 Interview with Don Victoriano, September 10, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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5.2 CONSTRUCTING PARTICIPATORY MECHANISMS AT THE MUNICIPAL LEVEL 
The UBBS not only went actively to the communities to look for possible participants in the 
auxiliary council and to organize community elections. The municipality also set up a training 
program for the auxiliary mayors and organized a Board of Auxiliary Mayors, just as Rull had 
recommended. Through organizing the population, the Xel-jú-administration sought to 
include the rural population in the municipality and its development. As “agents of their own 
development,” auxiliary mayors would participate actively in an intercultural democracy, go 
beyond their descriptive representation and […] define common problems and their solutions” 
(Jelin 1993 cited in García-Guadillo 2002: 90). Another organization that was created to alter 
power relations in this way was the Coordinadora of the Valley of Palajunoj, which existed 
for the purpose of channeling the prioritization of the projects in the Valley of Palajunoj 
towards the municipality. Additionally, the Xel-jú administration offered space for the 
organization of Unoldesiq19 and the creation of Cocodes. Some NGO’s embraced these 
developments as an opportunity to organize the rural population in a “Mayan way.”  

 
5.2.1 THE TRAINING PROGRAM: CONSTRUCTING AND ARTICULATING MAYANESS? 
In April 2002 Serjus, Association PIES de Occidente,20 UBSS and, to a lesser extent, 
AMUTED joined forces in order to organize their workshops.21 In sum, the objective of the 
workshops was to train the auxiliary mayors in their functions. The wider goal was to promote 
sustainable development in the communities through the active participation of the auxiliary 
mayor and the reconstruction of the social fabric following the values and culture of the 
community (Propuesta de formacion, 19 April 2002). The auxiliary mayor was considered an 
agent of change, a figure that could and would disseminate information and share the 
information that he or she had learned from workshops and meetings. By supporting this 
initiative, the municipality was the first in the country to become involved in training 
auxiliary mayors. Previously, such activities had been carried out almost exclusively by 
NGO’s.  

The location of the first workshop that I participated in, the El Refugio Congress 
Center in Llanos del Pinal, I was stunned by the beauty of the venue. El Refugio is situated in 

                                                 
 

19 Unoldesiq: Unidad de Organizaciones Locales de Desarrollo Integral de Quetzaltenango, Union of 
Organizations for the Integrated Development of Quetzaltenango. 
20 PIES de Occidente: Promoción, Investigación y Educación en Salud de Occidente, Association for the 
Advancement of Western Health Research and Education on Health in the West. 
21 During my fieldwork in Quetzaltenango between February and November 2002 I participated in numerous 
workshops organized by the communitarian mayors. In addition, I participated in four more workshops 
sponsored by other organizations for auxiliary mayors and other leaders in other municipalities. I also 
participated in a workshop of the Juridical Organism for community leaders. In these workshops, I focused on 
the following questions: a) Content of the workshop (i.e., is the theme of the workshop relevant for the auxiliary 
mayors?); b) What questions do the auxiliary mayors have and what is the quality of the relationship between 
trainers and trainees at the workshop? (i.e., do the participants feel “at home,” how do they work? etc.); and c) 
What kind of information is generated during the workshop as a result of “working in groups?” Some of the 
workshops given by Serjus are not directed to the auxiliary mayors, but to the members of Unoldesiq, of which 
auxiliary mayors or, better said, the board of auxiliary mayors, is member. I participated in a total of twelve 
workshops, each lasting one or two days, and in four different meetings of the institutions that organized those 
workshops. All the information presented here is based on notes and recordings made during those days, in 
addition to informal conversations with trainers and participants. 
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the middle of the Valley of Palajunoj, surrounded by small plots of land, where people work 
under the burning sun. It is a nice and quiet place where we received workshops in clean, 
spacious rooms and had nice lunches with knives and forks that nobody knew how to use, 
except for the facilitators of the workshops. ”Santa Rita” in Salcajá, the other place where the 
workshops took place, provided the same ambiance. Here we played basketball at night and 
slept in small bungalows and. Both places were comfortable and yet somehow alien at the 
same time. The workshops dealt with a variety of themes: writing project proposals; the 
history of the auxiliary mayors; the strengths and weaknesses of the auxiliary councils; 
Mayan organizational structures; civil, penal and customary law; communal organization; 
communitarian values; gender; healthcare; communitarian participation; and participatory 
budgeting. Several workshops explained the new and reformed laws: the Cocode, the new 
Municipal Code, and the Law on Decentralization. 

The atmosphere in the workshops was familiar. The auxiliary mayors appreciated the 
fact that they were able to ask questions and air the numerous complaints that they had. An 
issue that kept coming up at every workshop and meeting was the pressure they felt from their 
communities to carry out projects, while the mayor (Rigoberto Quemé) did not “let them do 
projects.” They also told many stories about racism and discrimination: the Indian who called 
himself Ladino because he had bought a computer; the man that had changed his last name in 
order not to be considered indigenous; the auxiliary mayor who could not get an appointment 
at the municipality. The trainers took those stories on discrimination and racism very 
seriously and the topic was present in the content of the workshops. Rather than focusing on 
exclusion however, the facilitators dedicated most of the time to the question of “what is 
Maya” and to constructing Maya organizational forms. It was Serjus’ facilitator especially, 
Baudilio Sic, who promoted the use of the term “communal mayor” instead of “auxiliary 
mayor,” a change that the new Municipal Code made possible. ”Communitarian,” according 
to Baudilio Sic, implied a higher degree of legitimacy in the community and a stronger 
connection with Mayan identity and culture. In tune with Quetzaltenango’s ethnic model, still 
following his argument, Ladino mayors would prefer to call themselves “auxiliary” as this 
confirmed the hierarchy between Ladinos and Indians. In addition, a communal council 
(instead of auxiliary council) would allow for horizontal (and not vertical) organizing. In the 
words of Don Vale, auxiliary mayor from Llanos del Pinal and facilitator at PIES: 

 
The auxiliary mayor…when you say “auxiliary mayor,” it seems like he is the 
helper of the municipal mayor—the municipal mayor himself—and thus the 
communities themselves have no authority. You know what I mean. So, the first 
point: the mayors of the people should not be called “auxiliary” but rather 
“communitarian” mayors, because they are in the community, they work in the 
community, and they form part of the community. And when you say “auxiliary 
mayor,” it’s as if you’re saying someone in the community is going to go help the 
municipal mayor, but doing things like sending letters. So the auxiliary mayor 
ended up being used more as a crutch: more as an object than a subject capable of 
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making decisions, and who had value as a mayor himself.22 
 

It is important to realize that both Don Vale and Baudilio Sic were very conscious of their 
Mayan roots and identity, although they came from very different backgrounds. Baudilio Sic 
came from Cobán, is university educated and worked in a NGO, Don Vale was an auxiliary 
mayor who worked in an NGO, PIES. He was one of the few auxiliary mayors who actively 
practiced Maya spirituality. Both considered the auxiliary council to be a site where 
Mayahood or indigeneity could be expressed. Sometimes the emphasis on “Mayan stuff” 
produced poignant situations. When Baudilio Sic once asked in a workshop if somebody 
knew the meaning of the K’iche word ”Nim Po’t,” there was an uncomfortable silence. 
Nobody knew that Nim Po’t was one of the organizations belonging to Unoldesiq, and that it 
is the name for the ceremonial huipil of Quetzaltenango that is used in Mayan ceremonies.23  

The effort to frame a document reflecting the values and principles on which the 
functioning of the auxiliary mayors would be modeled, based on the standards of the 
Auxiliary Mayors Association of Totonicapán,24 was also representative the well-intentioned 
initiatives to Mayanize community organization that did not entirely connect to the daily 
practice of the auxiliary mayors. During the first session25 Bausilio Sic had invited Don Santo, 
former member of the Association of the Communal Mayors of the 48 cantones of 
CHWIMIQ’INA’ in Totonicapán to tell us his personal story. He told us that, when he had 
been summoned to fulfill his service to the community, nobody wanted to be a local authority 
because of the high degree of discrimination against those holding such positions. Auxiliary 
mayors were treated as “good enough to do what nobody else wanted to.” He was a student at 
the University and had not wanted to accept the position because he considered this type of 
service as something appropriate for “uneducated people.” However, his father brought him to 
his senses and now he was proud to have been a member of the group of authorities of the “48 
cantones.” For him, it was an honor to carry the vara. Although his story was extremely 
interesting and he had been an auxiliary mayor as well, his experience was very different from 
that of the other auxiliary mayors who were present, most of whom had not even finished 
primary school. 

The following workshop, “Reflecting on our communitarian values,” which had the 
objective of “Getting to know the fundamental bases for the practice of being a community 
mayor. For the benefit of the community” was an effort to put together a compendium of 
values in order to, eventually, create the same kind of document that they have in 
Totonicapán. Don Santo explained how they collected the consignas in every community in 
Totonicapán so that in the end they could compose the document with municipal regulations 
based on spirituality, community, service, gratitude, solidarity and communal property. 
However, in the course of the weekend it became clear that the situation in Quetzaltenango 
was very different from that in Totonicapán and that it would be very hard to carry out a 

                                                 
 

22 Interview with Don Vale, September 20, 2002, Llanos del Pinal, Quetzaltenango. 
23 Fieldnotes April 2002, Santa Rita, Salcajá. 
24 The community of Totonicapán is known for being extremely well organized. 
25 May 21-22, 2002 Santa Rita, Salcajá. 
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similar process. Through the playing of a game, some important values emerged: freedom, 
respect, decisiveness, equality, making important initiatives, responsibility, time, and 
motivation. But that was it—the auxiliary mayors did resolve to express those values in more 
abstract terms, in guidelines for the work that they were doing. The paradox is perhaps best 
captured by the observation that while the facilitators during the workshops refer to Pop 
Wuj—the book that tells the origins of the Maya K’iche—the auxiliary mayors were ashamed 
of bringing their vara, sign of authority and an expression of pride and respect for their 
ancestors, to the meetings. 
 

 
Picture 6 Participants of the trainingprogram, Santa Rita, Salcajá 

 Hence, the workshops were a site where auxiliary mayors could ask their questions, 
voice their complaints, and discuss the difficulties they encountered in the communities. On 
the other hand, the workshops reflected a distance between the facilitators (university-
educated and from the city) and the auxiliary mayors (limited education, lower socio-
economic status, inhabitants of the rural areas). The facilitators tried to “create” indigenous 
citizens, but the “Mayan stuff” the trainers tried to convey to the auxiliary mayors was not 
particularly responsive to the practical needs of the auxiliary mayors. There was a certain 
distance between the facilitators and of the trainees at the workshops, although the facilitators 
were all Maya. Auxiliary mayors indicated that they felt more at ease during the parts of the 
workshops organized by PIES and, to a lesser extent Serjus. Don Vale (PIES) lives in the 
Valley of Palajunoj and it was evident that he was able to connect with the auxiliary mayors. 
Baudilio Sic (Serjus) is, as will become clearer in the course of the chapter, very conscious of 
his Mayan identity. The auxiliary mayors, as I showed in Chapter 2 carry quiet another 
history with them. Their personal backgrounds are full of poverty and discrimination by 
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Ladinos as well as by urban Mayas. The workshops that were organized solely by the 
municipality lasted only one morning and were generally less well-liked than the other 
workshops. This was mainly due to the fact that the guest lecturers tended to supply the 
auxiliary mayors with a bunch of information of questionable value. 

The workshop on penal, civil and customary law exemplifies this problem in an 
exaggerated way. The penal law specialist did not dare to touch on the overlap between penal 
and customary law, and could not answer the practical questions of the auxiliary mayors or 
react to their concerns: what to do when there are no police around? Are we solving disputes 
the way we should? The presentation on civil law was more or less the same, but the most 
poignant moment of all came during the lecture on customary law. The lecturer was a Ladino 
who was dressed to the nines. He provided a rather folkloric history of “Mayan law” from 
books he had consulted. He said that it was proper to respect “indigenous law,” but mainly 
because it was “an interesting feature” of indigenous communities. His view of the 
importance of Mayan law in the life of indigenous communities did not relate to the daily 
practice of the auxiliary mayors at all. The distance between the lecturer and his audience 
could not have been greater, and the saddest thing about the situation was to see the great 
chasm that existed between someone who read about Mayan law as something belonging 
mainly to the past and those for whom it was part of their daily reality and practice.  

However, the workshop on participatory budgeting was highly relevant to the daily 
practice of the auxiliary mayors. Initially the municipality wanted to involve the 
representatives in creating a system of participatory budgeting such as had gained been 
successful in Porto Alegre (Brazil). Here, the Brazilian Worker’s Party successfully 
developed mechanisms through which the population participated directly in the allocation of 
funds and the prioritization of projects.26 However, this idea never came to fruition, going no 
further than a list of projects and a lecture by the Fundación Friedrich Ebert about the “Porto 
Alegre-experience.” 

There were many logistical problems as well: the UBSS was understaffed and 
received little support from either the municipal council or the auxiliary mayors. I witnessed 
situations in which facilitators were frustrated the hundredth time nobody—not even members 
of the Board of Auxiliary Mayors—showed up at the planned meetings or workshops. 
Between their official and personal obligations, they often have no time to spare, as Don Luis 
X indicated previously. At the same time, the municipal council began to lose its connection 
with the auxiliary mayors, comparable to the distancing that began to take place between 
Quemé (and other members of the municipal council) and Xel-jú. When it came to altering 
power relations between the communities and the municipality through a possible 
participatory budgeting program the municipality shut its doors figuratively speaking. The 
same happened with the Board of the Auxiliary Mayors, a process I will examine below. 
Nonetheless, it is important to remember that Quemé was the first mayor in Quetzaltenango’s 
history that did attempt to include auxiliary mayors in his municipal government and who 
viewed what they were doing in their communities as something that was important. 

                                                 
 

26 See Koonings (2004) and  Cabannes (2004) for more on this process in Brazil. 
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5.2.2 THE BOARD OF  AUXILIARY MAYORS  
The first time I heard about the Board of Auxiliary Mayors was in a workshop organized by 
Serjus. On the second day of the workshop, Don Luis P. told me about the Board. I was 
impressed. He seemed extremely capable as a community leader. It also appeared that this 
Board was very well organized. Later I learned that it had been established by Ricardo Cajas 
in 2000, the first year of Quemé’s second administration, for the purpose of strengthening the 
“local autonomy” of the communities. The Board of Auxiliary Mayors could have been one of 
those organizations that the Xel-jú administration could have established in order to secure 
intercultural cooperation and the participation of communities (Van Cott 2006: 2). Like the 
former Alcaldía Indígena, the Board would serve as a mediator between the municipal council 
and the representatives of the communities, the auxiliary mayors. This institution would assist 
in organizing communities and thus aid in the general development of the municipality of 
Quetzaltenango (ADEAACOQ 2001: 3-4). However, I soon learned that relations between the 
Board and the municipality were rather tense. When I dropped the name of one of the leaders, 
Don Mauricio de P. in the presence of one of my friends at UBSS, became incensed. 
According to him, Mauricio de P. wanted his own autonomous council, an Alcaldía Indígena 
that was entirely disconnected from the municipality.  

The first Board, which functioned for two years, in 2000-2001, featured an 
enthusiastic group of persons, among them Mauricio de P. from Chichiguitan and Luis P. 
from Pacajá, both prominent community leaders. They set out to motivate the auxiliary 
councils to participate in their communities in a car that they rented with their own money 
(according to the municipality, they were required to pay the car for themselves because their 
activities were considered self-proportional in nature. Mauricio de P. contended that the 
refusal to provide a car was that municipality had decided that it did not want to support the 
Board). The Board also organized meetings with the National Civil Police and Minugua in 
order to learn about their functions and collaborated in the drafting of the Manual of Auxiliary 
Mayor Functions.27  

Every first Saturday of the month, members of the Board visited similar organizations 
in the rest of the country: the Association of Totonicapán, and the Alcaldías Indígenas of 
Sololá and Chichicastenango, in order to share experiences. The leaders of the group drew a 
great deal of its inspiration from the Association of the 48 cantones of Totonicapán, while the 
municipality grew uneasy at what it perceived as the Board’s mission to create a new Alcaldía 
Indígena, with its own legal status. All of the members of the Board that I talked with 
confirmed that the ultimate goal was indeed being accorded a formal legal status so that they 
could raise funds and finance projects in the communities. This developmentalist attitude was 
completely in line with the principle of fostering “authentic indigenous ” leadership (see also 
Lauer 2006). When the Association of Totonicapán became involved in protests against the 
IVA,28 the Board chose to express its solidarity with the Association by placing a paid 

                                                 
 

27 Consisting of four parts: “Let’s learn about the functions of our office”; “Let’s organize our people,” “Let’s 
improve our community” and “Let’s act with integrity.”This Project was financed by the Cooperación Española. 
28 IVA: Impuesto al Valor Agregado Value Added Tax. 
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advertisement in the local newspaper. The municipal council considered this action to be a 
political statement and responded by distancing itself from the auxiliary mayors.  

In the course of 2001, relations between the Board and the municipality deteriorated 
even further. Just as critics of the projects of second Quemé administration were doing,29 the 
auxiliaries complained to the local newspaper about the way the municipal mayor was treating 
them. This was in May, 2001. By that time, there had not been contact between the municipal 
mayor and “his” auxiliary mayors for over five months. After the article in the newspaper, 
Quemé summoned them to come. The meeting that ensued was nothing short of disastrous. I 
heard from various people who had attended that all the auxiliary mayors were shouting, 
trying to make clear what they wanted. On the other hand, they said the only thing that 
Rigoberto Quemé kept saying was “You’re saying nasty things about me.” After this episode, 
the auxiliary and the municipal mayors were not on speaking terms any more, and when the 
auxiliary mayors elected the new Board in January, the municipality demanded that the 
composition of the whole Board be changed, and it had been decided that half of the Board 
should consist of sitting members to secure continuity of knowledge. 

This new Board of Auxiliary Mayors that was elected in 2002 never did function very 
well. The UBSS and Serjus organized numerous meetings with its members, but at one point, 
the idea of holding new elections was even considered. However, as almost nobody showed 
up at the asambleas, no such action was ever taken. The unsatisfactory functioning of the 
Board was something that was widely acknowledged and discussed and brought the same old 
problems to the fore of there being neither the time nor the money needed to fulfill properly 
fulfill the obligations of community service. But there were other things that made it difficult 
for the Board to develop into a representative entity that could serve as a mediator between 
the municipal mayor and the auxiliary mayors. First, there was the reluctance of the 
municipality to fully recognize the Board, and to make available to it facilities that were 
sorely needed, such as an office in the municipal palace and a budget to support travel 
between the communities. The members of the Board used to gather in shifting communities, 
which often meant hours of traveling. Second, rumors circulated that some members served 
personal and political interests by joining the Board and that representatives were not chosen 
very carefully, with the result that persons sometimes ended up serving who were widely 
viewed with suspicion within their own communities. Another difficulty was the fact that the 
Board did not have a legal status. This fact created a certain amount of uneasiness, since it 
meant that the Board could not execute the tasks that it had been created to carry out—
namely, raise funds and finance projects, in this way influencing infrastructural development 
in the municipality. In spite of Xel-jú’s efforts “to get beyond projects” the auxiliary mayors 
embraced developmentalist thinking. When we look at where the different backgrounds of 
Xel-jú members participating in the Quemé administration and the auxiliary mayor, their 
differences are not surprising: the auxiliary mayors generally come from poor backgrounds 
and lack formal education, while Xel-jú members are for the most part both well educated and 
highly resourceful.  

                                                 
 

29 See the next Chapter. 
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An interesting connection was made between the Board of Auxiliary Mayors and the 
Alcaldía Indígena by various persons involved on both sides of this dispute. This had to do 
with the idea that the Board would function as a link between the municipality and the 
auxiliary mayors. It was this function that indeed had been the raison d’être of the Alcaldía 
Indígena in the past. At the same time, Xel-jú regarded itself as the first indigenous political 
force within the municipality since the abolition of the Alcaldía Indígena in 1894, and 
therefore regarded itself as something of a successor organization.30 At the same time, there 
was still the need for a direct link between the municipal palace and the auxiliary mayors in 
the form of a Board, since the Quemé administration did not automatically bridge the gap 
between the municipality on the one hand, and the rural communities and urban outskirts on 
the other, simply by virtue of its being a Maya political organization. Even Xel-jú did not 
favor giving an office in the municipal palace to the Board of Auxiliary Mayors, and in this 
way it helped perpetuate the same power structures that had been in place for centuries. The 
municipality resisted the physical and symbolic presence of the Board within the physical 
space and political sphere that it regarded as its exclusive domain. The auxiliary mayors 
continued to look for the best ways to bridge the distance. Some of them who were better 
educated as a result of their own efforts, such as Don Augusto, Don Luis P and Don Mauricio 
de P, learned how to effectively organize on the local level, but did not always succeeding 
adequately connecting to the municipal level. They did not always employ the rhetoric of 
contention in the proper way (Roseberry 1994). 

 
5.2.3 THE COORDINADORA OF THE VALLEY OF PALAJUNOJ AND UNOLDESIQ 
At the beginning of my fieldwork in 2002, Edgar from Muni-ka’t took me on a tour of the 
Valley of Palajunoj, one of the poorest regions of the municipio. On the way he told me about 
the marvelous “Coordinadora” and its president-treasurer Don Bernabe Pac. The 
Coordinadora had been founded in 1998, had attained legal status in 2000, and was created to 
prioritize projects for the Valley to the municipal council. On the way back, we managed to 
arrange a meeting with this important community leader. I was elated: he seemed very eager 
to talk. A few days later he received me in his house that was made of cardboard and zinc 
siding, and we talked at length over black and highly sugared coffee. During our chat Don 
Bernabe appeared almost too convinced that he was the most appropriate representative of the 
Valley. He said, again and again, “I know what they need.” My initially optimistic feeling 
turned into suspiciousness. The grounds for this suspiciousness was would later be confirmed 
by other members of the Coordinadora, and in meetings with Unoldesiq. 

There were many problems, and representation was clearly one of them. The original 
idea was that the Coordinadora would have two representatives in every community of the 
Valley and that they would compete in elections to become members of a Junta Directiva. The 
problems originated in the very fact that Bernabe Pac was strongly identified with Xel-jú and 
was asked by Rigoberto Quemé to be the president of the Coordinadora. In June 2002 
Bernabe Pac was re-elected by a vote of 10 to 4. He already told me this the day before, 

                                                 
 

30 Note that El Adelanto considers itself the successor of the Alcaldía Indígena as well as the Sociedad was 
founded by the former members of the Alcaldía Indígena.  
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during his long monologue in which he went on endlessly about how he go about resolving all 
of the Valley’s problems. Later I learned that he had threatened to throw persons out of the 
Coordinadora that would vote against him. The day before the re-election I witnessed an 
incident that elucidated the relations within the Coordinadora further. While I was talking 
with Don Bernabe, a car stopped by and two men entered the house. They came to reschedule 
a meeting with him because one of the men was celebrating his birthday. This request 
infuriated Don Bernabe. He snatched the financial overview of the previous year from the 
table, and shouted that they should be grateful, and that they should cancel their birthdays, 
since he was working and spending all his time on them. Taken aback by this outburst, the 
men meekly apologized; one of them was shaking. They gave me a ride home and one of the 
men, Don Bonifacio, invited me to visit him at home in his community Chuicaracoj. 

A few days later, in his house at the foot of the Santa María volcano, Don Bonifacio 
told me the other story about the Coordinadora. Not all the communities were represented 
and, if they were, this did not necessarily mean that their concerns were taken into account. 
Only one of the projects the representatives had prioritized, El Recto,31 had been successfully 
completed. In fact, the Coordinadora had turned into a micro-credit project, and Bernabe Pac 
was the one who assigned the credits. According to Don Bonifacio, Pac had never consulted 
the communities about the computer he bought, and that he had showed me proudly. And 
finally, he never invited them to meetings. He had, for example never told them about 
Unoldesiq, and the two men did not learn of the existence of this organization until Baudilio 
Sic (Serjus) informed them personally.  

Unoldesiq was a continuing point of irritation for Don Bernabe. Actually the two 
entities were created with the same objective: to bring together communal representatives in 
an umbrella organization in order to prioritize and carry out projects. Eventually they got in 
each other’s way, the Coordinadora turned into a micro credit organization and became part of 
Unoldesiq and nowadays the two are completely enmeshed. Don Vale told me that, in 1996, 
the municipality had organized a seminar for community leaders of the Valley in order to 
organize an umbrella organization. During the process that followed, however, the 
municipality did not take into account the leaders that had been in charge of such local 
processes originally. The next time that they were invited was at the presentation of the Junta 
Directiva when the Coordinadora, including Don Bernabe, was introduced.32 Don Vale, 
deeply disappointed, accidentally ran into someone during a workshop who told him that 
about an NGO, Serjus, which also were organizing such participatory forms. This was 
Unoldesiq. Don Vale joined this initiative. This was in the year 2000. 

Serjus—in this case again in the person of Baudilio Sic—initiated Unoldesiq, another 
attempt to unite all of the organizations of the valley. The Coordinadora became a member, as 
did the Board of Auxiliary Mayors.33 In the course of time, communal committees would be 

                                                 
 

31 The paving of the road leading to the Valley. 
32 According to Don Bonifacio, there had been an earlier president, but one who was not able to carry out his 
duties because of his inability to read or write. 
33 Other sectors that participated were: health promoters, pickoperos, midwifes, women, cooperatives, and 
development committees, among others. 
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founded and integrated into Unoldesiq. Baudilio’s conception of the ideal organization 
coincided with Don Vale’s: a communal organization based on the Mayan world view:  

 
[…] The organization should be more culturally based. Guatemala in general is 
known for not valuing this, because of the system of government, the laws, and 
everything: they never strengthen what really belongs to us—the real Mayan 
culture—notwithstanding the fact that the majority of the population wants to 
reclaim things like they are within the culture.34 

 
The organizational chart of Unoldesiq was based on the Maya world view: circular instead of 
vertical in order to indicate that no one person is valued more than any other. The four 
compass points served to indicate the four different programs, reflecting the termini of both 
lines that form the Mayan Cross: East-red (education), West-black (health), North-white 
(environment), and South-yellow (production). The meaning of the organizational chart is 
explained in detail in the Manual of Functions (2001).35 Collectivity, collaboration, advice and 
consensus are the bases of a Mayan organization, and at the same time brought forward as a 
justification for the need for such an organization. According to Baudilio Sic, the participants 
had chosen this type of organization by themselves. This seemed hard to believe when Luis P. 
explained to me how difficult it was to understand the ideas on the Cruz Maya and elaborated 
on how difficult it had been to work out the organizational chart: 

 
The explanation made things easier: the four compass points really made it easier 
to understand. North, South, East and West. Well, these represent the four 
rounded ends: […] or you could say that they are representative of the hands and 
feet. […] Despite the fact that it is here in this land, we were never taught about it; 
either that or we have forgotten it, since they began talking afterward about the 
four compass points. I don’t know, but that’s the way it was explained.36 

 
For many participants it was the first time they come into contact with those aspects of Mayan 
culture and spirituality. 

On April 10, 2002, Unoldesiq convened a meeting to vote on a proposal for organizing 
the local development committees along the lines of a Mayan world view. According to this 
proposal—instead of the earlier proposed vertically structured proposal—the communities 
would be grouped into four micro-regions coinciding with the four compass points and their 
symbolic colors and meanings. One representative of each micro-region would join 
Unoldesiq. During the meeting, Don Vale explained that, by choosing the standard vertical 
model, one’s “own culture” would be destroyed. Following his argument further, the 
horizontal, circular model would be a perfect way to reconstruct the social fabric that “we will 
begin to weave anew.” The most important aspect of this model was that “it is ours.” He also 

                                                 
 

34 Interview with Baudilio Sic, September 23, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
35 See Appendix 3 for visualization. 
36 Interview with Don Luis P, September 25, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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used the word tejer: “to weave.” In the discussion afterwards, someone remarked that it can be 
very difficult because everybody wants to save their own skin, and a lot of persons have lost 
touch with their Mayaness. Don Vale agreed with him: many persons, he said, “are simply 
lost. We speak K’iche but we don’t know what it really means.” For him, this was not a 
reason to reject such a proposal, but instead a reason to accept it, as it would constitute a way 
to acquire more knowledge about the Maya culture and world view. To know one’s 
background is a prerequisite for development. The circular proposal was accepted with seven 
votes in favor and one against—the one negative vote coming from the only organization with 
a K’iche name (Nim Po’t).37 
 

 
Picture 7 Baudilio Sic explaining the organizational structure of Unoldesiq 

 
In May 2002, the Law on Development Committees was approved. This law opened enabled 
the creation of legally approved Cocodes, which comprised representatives of all community 
organizations. The Cocodes would directly influence the prioritization of projects carried out 
in their communities. Despite the widespread criticism the law has drawn, Serjus and 
Unoldesiq grasped the significance of this opportunity and set out to give information on the 
law and to create the committees, which replaced the committees Unoldesiq originally 
planned to organize. The two organizations stressed the Mayan features of the committees: 
the name “concejo” (committee), organized horizontally from the grassroots level is closely 
connected to Mayan cosmovision. The initiative received a lot of support from the 

                                                 
 

37 See Appendix 3 for a visualization. 
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municipality: the communities were provided with extensive information, the UBSS 
organized numerous community meetings, and the committees were installed amid 
ceremonial symbolism, with pine needles on the floor, the national anthem, marimba, 
speeches, and food and refreshments. This warm reception was in a way surprising, as many 
in municipal government, including Rigoberto Quemé, consider the Cocodes to be a threat to 
their municipal autonomy.38 

During our personal conversations while this whole process was going on, Don 
Bernabe Pac spoke disparagingly of other members of Unoldesiq. According to him, the 
health organization participating in Unoldesiq did not function well, the “pickoperos”39 could 
never be a trade union because they were all are private entrepreneurs, and the auxiliary 
mayors did not represent the communities. He even spread rumors that all the persons of the 
Valley were thieves and that poverty did not really exist. In several meetings, “the problem 
that of Don Bernabe” was discussed after he left. For many, Don Bernabe has become like the 
ones who live in the city,”40 because he did not identify with the rural processes. His strong 
identification indigenous identity did not make a difference in this respect. That Unoldesiq 
was clearly Don Baudilio Sic’s project became evident when I returned to Quetzaltenango in 
2004: Baudilio was working in another organization, Ceiba, and Unoldesiq no longer existed. 

 
Xel-jú’s attitude towards problems with the participatory projects seemed to be diffident. 
Most Xel-jú members argued to that small children have to learn to stand on their own feet, 
and emerge from the parental nest. At the same time, however, many council members kept 
on mentioning the participatory projects as Xel-jú’s most important achievement. And 
Rigoberto Quemé even said: 

 
I think that they would have to define what it is. We’ve learned that we aren’t the 
ones who should be giving the directives, to come out and say that the auxiliary 
mayors aren’t moving fast enough. Because they are the ones who are looking to 
create their own spaces. They have a lot of freedom. They criticize us a great deal. 
At every meeting, they come across as harsh. That’s the way they are. That is the 
road they have chosen.41 

 
Although both the municipality and the auxiliary mayors failed ended up failing to carry out 
the participatory project, in the end Quemé widened the chasm between the governors and the 
rural communities, instead of decreasing it. The Xel-jú administration altered the relations 
between Ladinos and Mayas, but also sharpened the boundaries between the urban and rural 
areas, and between Mayas and Indians. Its actions also revealed differences among the 
different indigenous sectors of Quetzaltenango. Again, the Quemé administration was the first 

                                                 
 

38 Interview with Rigoberto Quemé, August 12, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
39 Divers of the pickups, one of the most important means of transport between the Valley and the centre of the 
city. 
40 Interview with Don Bonifacio, September 16, Chuicaracoj, Quetzaltenango. 
41 Interview with Rigoberto Quemé, August 12, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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to even attempt to organize the rural areas, and it attempted to accomplish this feat with a very 
small budget.  

 
5.3 THE MUNICIPAL PALACE AS CONTESTED SPACE 
It was in the late afternoon on a day in August 2002. I was in the office of the UBSS, chatting 
with the staff. Suddenly, the relaxed atmosphere became tense. We heard noises, people 
running, and we were asked to leave. Too late. When I asked what was going on, we were 
told that “they” were storming the municipality, and that “they” had already gotten in. “They” 
were from Pacajá and came to demand clarification regarding transportation to and from their 
community. A large crowd gathered on the steps of the building: women in traditional dresses 
or in pants, youngsters with baseball caps, and men with hats. They told me about a conflict 
within the community about the transportation that currently existed: one bus was certified, 
and another was not. Why? They demanded a meeting with the council members and although 
it was obvious they did not feel like it at all, the formally dressed council members wrapped 
up their cell phone conversations and entered the room where meetings with council members 
normally took place.42  

This was hardly an isolated incident. The municipal palace is the physical space where 
two worlds meet; two worlds that sometimes clash when it comes to governing the 
municipality. It is also a symbolic space. The Ladinos consolidated their power by building 
the palace in the 19th century and Xel-jú retook the municipal building in 1995 and 
”Mayanized” the employees who worked there. The municipal palace symbolizes who is in 
power and who is not. Thus, the occupation of this space challenges existing practices and 
power structures (Rosenthal 2000: 39-40). In this way, it can be seen that the space has a 
symbolic power (Bosco 2001) and reflects power relations in the municipio in various ways. 
Community and business leaders can enter the municipal palace in different ways. They 
usually come in and are attended to courteously by the secretaries and council members. 
Sometimes, however, they organize demonstrations in front of the municipal palace, 
demanding access not only to the physical space, but also to what is happening inside the 
municipal palace: They demand transparency. In this section I explore several meetings on the 
physical and symbolic terrain of the municipal palace, focusing on both the physical and 
symbolic boundaries that are drawn between and within the physical space of the municipal 
palace and the protesters. Those boundaries reflect the same social and power relations in 
Quetzaltenango as do the outcomes of Quemé’s participatory project. Again, the line that is 
drawn not only between Ladinos and Indians, but also between Mayas and Indians.  

During the first years of the Quemé administration, the municipality decreased the 
physical and metaphorical distance between the population and the municipal authorities in 
different ways. Mayas won the elections, and thus enabled Indians to enter the municipal 
palace. The council members got a room with a secretary, where the auxiliary mayors and 
local organizations can communicate directly with the governors and council members. This 
went for the UBSS as well: the auxiliary mayors could come here and have their concerns 
addressed. Sometimes, as in the case described above, organized groups storm the 

                                                 
 

42 Fieldnotes, August 2002. 
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municipality. However, most of the time, they enter quietly and politely wait their turn. As I 
showed in the previous chapter, this is something that members of Xel-jú greatly appreciated 
about Quemé: that he moved around Quetzaltenango just like everyone else, and was 
accessible to everyone. 

Notwithstanding these developments, many local leaders still do not feel at ease 
within the walls of the municipal palace. There is a world of difference between the small and 
shabby public places or private houses where the local authorities typically meet, and the 
municipal palace. Engaging in small talk on the palace steps, you can enjoy the vast open 
space. Inside the council chambers, it is possible to feel lost when you enter a room with an 
enormous table surrounded with large plush chairs, and giant paintings hanging on the walls 
on all sides. It is the meeting point of lower middle class and upper middle class Indians. 
Council members were always in a hurry. Auxiliary mayors and committee leaders were 
always waiting, sometimes for hours. In the office of public works, the UBSS and the room 
where the councilmen attend the people it is mainly well-educated and smartly dressed 
indigenous girls who attend to the auxiliary mayors.  

As Don Jerónimo remarked that the situation in Guatemala had changed in a number 
of way, and he mentioned as an example the use of Maya languages. But when one enters the 
municipality, nobody is fluent in K’iche, although the building is filled with Mayans. Many 
auxiliary mayors said that they are not treated with respect, and felt ashamed because they did 
not “speak well.” According to Don Martin, administrative transactions are more difficult to 
get through when you are Indian, something that is confirmed by an annoyed Don Vale: “they 
say “wait just a minute, or come back tomorrow,” because they think that someone looks 
dirty.” One could perhaps conclude that, as Mauricio de P. said, “Our own people do the same 
thing as well, because of the power and the money, and they also act like snobs once they are 
in the municipality.” There is a huge gap between the Indians who “have a title” and the 
people from the countryside who do not.43 Once again, this is an instance of internal racism. 

The feeling of being disconnected from the municipality differentiated the second 
Quemé administration from the first and was strengthened by the absence of the mayor in the 
rural communities. “They only sit in their offices” and “they never show up,” Don Bausilio 
grumbled. Don Vale added: 

 
In the first place, there was some activity regarding the question of the 
communities, but this is something that has hardly been addressed, and this seems 
to be the truth, because all of the people seem to have become alienated from the 
municipal mayor. Because a municipal mayor should at least be visiting the 
communities and offering encouragement to everyone. It’s important to get out of 
the office. It’s a problem when you sit in your chair all day: You don’t see the 
reality out in the country.44 

 

                                                 
 

43 Interview with Don Bausilio, June 19, 2002, Chitux, Quetzaltenango. 
44 Interview with Don Vale, September 20, 2002, Llano del Pinal, Quetzaltenango. 
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This situation stood in stark contrast with the first Quemé administration, which was 
characterized by openness and transparency: Rigoberto Quemé received many auxiliary 
mayors in his office and, along with municipal council members, visited the communities on a 
regular basis. He also organized the population of the city in committees and enabled them to 
demand and carry out projects on the basis of this legal status. 

The second administration was much more distant in its relations with the rural 
population. This distancing was paralleled by Xel-jú’s internal process. It became more 
difficult to enter the municipal palace and talk with the municipal mayor, both literally and 
figuratively. The access to the municipal palace represents the openness of the Quemé 
administration as a participatory, and more direct democracy. I already showed this in the 
case of the Board of Auxiliary Mayors. The second Xel-jú administration was also closed in 
the sense that it was not transparent. There were many rumors about corruption, and the 
population demanded access to the finances of the municipality through a cabildo abierto.45 

Radical and participatory democracy also entails direct forms of communication, 
transparency and deliberation Transparency and accessibility had always been considered a 
part of the intercultural indigenous government. This was not only the case in Quetzaltenango. 
Lauer’s work on Venezuela and Albro’s research on Bolivia show similar interpretations of 
indigeneity. Whereas the municipality’s open fence symbolized the access and transparency 
that were the basis for the participatory projects during the first administration, the boundary 
between Mayas and Indians became sharper and the fence closed more often during Quemé’s 
second administration. There was often no access to the building and the allocation of funds 
remained closed to public view. The UTQ46 organized a large number of demonstrations in 
front of the municipal palace, seeking direct confrontation with, and challenging the power of, 
the municipal mayor. Demonstrators always tried to enter the municipal palace first, but for 
the most part did not succeed in this as the doors were closed rapidly and a council member or 
the mayor would come down and talk to the activists through the locked fence. Protesters 
have interpreted this attitude as a rejection of Quetzaltenango’s indigenous population. 

Osvaldo Saquich, president of the UTQ, appeared numerous times in the local 
newspapers declaring that Quetzaltenango’s labor union would not give up the struggle for a 
cabildo abierto.47 Osvaldo Saquich had previously expressed his indigenous identity in a 
radically different way, having been a guerrilla fighter for several years. He still uses Marxist 
ideas to justify and explain his actions. In one of the several interviews we had, he told me 
that the labor union had supported Quemé because he was indigenous and, that for the very 
same reason, UTQ needed to call Rigoberto Quemé to account for the rumors of corruption 
through a cabildo abierto. He demanded complete transparency from his “brothers.” In 2002, 
UTQ sent a petition to the municipality to demand for clarification on several issues, which 
can be summed up in the question of “how the money of the municipality was being spent.”48 

                                                 
 

45 Town Hall Meeting, where the public is invited to come and ask questions. 
46 UTQ: Unidad Trabajadora Quetzalteca, Quetzaltec Labor Union. 
47A cabildo abierto is a town hall meeting where the population is invited to come and ask questions regarding 
municipal policies and the allocation of municipal funds. 
48 In a petition, the inhabitants requested an explanation in public (i.e., in a cabildo abierto) regarding public 
policy issues, including the “finiquito”, the problem of urban transport, and the management of public funds and 
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The UTQ blamed the municipality for not being transparent in its expenses, while the 
municipality stated that, through their regular reports, they had provided sufficient 
justification of their expenses. More than once, I was handed pamphlets demanding the 
cabildo abierto. One such pamphlet declared:  

 
WE WOULD LIKE THE MAYOR AND MUNICIPAL COUNCIL TO INFORM 
US […], given that the mayor and Mr. Yarzebski have raked in millions, and all 
of us who live on the Cuesta Blanca and surrounding areas are dying of 
HUNGER, why the men of the council are raking in the money. What money did 
the Roma Theatre use to buy building LA 14A and the large mansion that they 
bought in Panajachel. The mayor had already paid for the car that that was stolen 
from him in Antigua. He has repaired the other car that he smashed up on the 
Chimaltenango highway. Remember Mr. Mayor that when you were a Tailor, 
nobody wanted anything to do with you. Now that you’ve become a millionaire, 
you think you own Quetzaltenango—along with Mr. Yarzebski and Mrs. Aldana 
[…]. And we also call for a Cabildo Abierto.49 

 
Many Xel-jú members did not feel that they needed to be accountable to organizations that 
represented their political opponents. The fence of the municipality remained closed, and a 
cabildo abierto was never convened and the accusations of lack of transparency never went 
away. The demonstrators, mostly poor Indians (but also Ladinos), were excluded from access 
to the municipality in two ways: they were not allowed to enter the building, and there was no 
cabildo abierto to lift the veil of secrecy as regards the municipal funds. This process parallels 
and symbolizes the participatory process I discussed in the former sections. 

A case that reflects (albeit in exaggerated form) the struggle for transparency and 
access to the municipality, is one involving the enormous scandal having to do with taxis. In 
the course of 2003, the UTQ was involved in many demonstrations involving taxi drivers, 
since the taxi unions were members of the UTQ. Those demonstrations in front of the 
municipality also demanded clarity and transparency, and denounced corruption. As I was 
taking notes on one of those demonstrations (while Martín de Paz was meeting with 
municipality leaders through the closed fence), I was handed a manifesto of the taxi 
organization APROTAXQ,50 in which they condemned the “obvious corruption within the 
municipality, especially of Fausto de Paz, who in a fraudulent, malicious, illegal, way has 
misused the neediness and hunger of those who drive taxis.”  

They demanded, as I read in this manifest, that the Public Ministry investigated the 
whole Commission of Transport. In addition, they demanded that the municipality tackled the 
problem of the numerous unauthorized taxis working in the municipality, protested the fact 
that no more parking lots for taxis were being authorized, and called for regulations that were 

                                                                                                                                                         
 

incomes from municipal taxes. February 2002, expedient 852-2002. 
49 Pamphlet, 2002. Emphasis in original. 
50 APROTAXQ: Asociación de Propietarios Taxistas de la Ciudad de Quetzaltenango, Association of Taxi 
Owners of the City of Quetzaltenango. 
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clear and transparent. The taxi drivers warned the population of Quetzaltenango to not let 
themselves be duped, demanded an end to the municipality’s “menacing, repressive, and 
coercive behavior,” and called upon Minugua to investigate the case. The taxi organization’s 
literature calling for an end to “illicit negotiations” and urging its supporters on with 
exhortations such as “the more the pressure, the bigger the revolution,”51 spoke for 
themselves. The taxi union’s leader, Andrés Oxlaj, ended his speech with the words: “we’re 
not dead, we’re very much alive, guys.” Again, the fence stayed closed and the municipal 
council never talked with the representatives of the taxi drivers, again reflecting the distance 
that existed between the municipal authorities and the representatives of the different 
organized sectors in Quetzaltenango. 

The taxi matter was a very contentious issue. The problem had arisen,52 according to 
the local press, when the problems related to urban transport escalated. In April 2002, 
Quetzaltenango was without public transport for a month because the municipality refused to 
authorize the increase of the bus fare from 65 cents to 1,10 quetzal. As a result of this crisis, 
which was solved through a process in which the municipal council consulted all sectors of 
the population in numerous meetings, the municipality renewed the whole public transport of 
the municipio, buses were changed and/or had to be authorized again. There were many 
rumors that it was easy to get a bus back on the streets by paying a little more. The same 
happened with the taxis. At that time, whenever a taxi driver had a problem, “Don Fausto 
fixed it when handed over a bundle of money.” In October 2002, El Sexto Estado reported 
that illegal taxi drivers paid hundreds of quetzales each month to the municipality in order to 
be able to do their job without difficulties. The municipality arranged permits for 50.000 
quetzales (5.000 euro). Formally, permits for taxi drivers were free and taxi drivers only paid 
for the parking places they used. The day they were going to give Fausto de Paz money for 26 
parking lots for authorized taxis in the Benito Juarez Park, Fausto de Paz was busted: eight 
taxi drivers had filed charges against him.  

On January 27, 2004, the taxi driver Abel Gonzalez Monzón, had filed charges against 
Fausto, was reported dead. The UTQ announced that the murder was the responsibility of 
“individuals who hide under the blanket of impunity in order satiate their thirst for ambition 
or vengeance, because our comrade demonstrated bravery, leadership qualities, and a 
rejection of corruption.” The fence of the municipal palace was now closed both literally and 
metaphorically. Andrés López Oxlaj (APROTAXQ) seemed to typify the sentiments that 
were expressed at the meetings with auxiliary mayors: 

 
It is also important to note that, in the case of Quemé Chay, we indigenous people 
have felt a sense of rejection. We have experienced discrimination and racismo on 
the part of someone who complained loudly of having experienced these same 

                                                 
 

51 “No more bribes.” “Out with corrupt officials.” “No more dirty deals.” “We want transparency.” “APROTAX 
publicly denounces the corruption of the council over which Rigoberto Quemé Chay presides.” “Fausto: no more 
illegal deals.” “An autonomous municipality? Yes – and a corrupt one.” “The greater the pressure, the bigger the 
revolution.” “The corruption reflects the character of the administration of Rigoberto Quemé Chay.” 
52 The following account is based on informal chats, newspapers El Regional, El Quetzalteco, El Sexto Estado 
and Xel-jú - meetings. 
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things. He is a person who is now a racist, with an inflated sense of power, a 
traitor to the indigenous people. Because, instead of helping us, he has 
marginalized us.53  

 
Oxlaj’s words reflect the same expectations many of the auxiliary mayors voiced in the 
former chapter. Somehow, an Indian should not treat an Indian in that way. When I asked him 
about this, Quemé said that it never had been the idea of Xel-jú to “realize an indigenous 
project.” Quemé himself, along with other urban Mayas, reject a class discourse because it is 
their view that the Left has always copied the racist structures of the right.  

 
5.4 XEL-JÚ: CONSTRUCTING INTERCULTURAL DEMOCRACY? 
Mariátegui was the first who promoted the ayllu as the perfect form of communal, socialist, 
democracy. Mariátegui was an indígenista in the traditional sense of the word, in that he was 
an urban mestizo intellectual, but a more enlightened and progressive one. He called for a new 
society based on the traditional ayllu structure (Becker 1995: 7). In current research and 
scholarship on more radical forms of democracy, this link between indigenousness and 
participatory forms associated with the Left come to the fore as well.  

Van Cott uses the term “radical democracy” to group deliberate, associative and 
participatory forms of local democracy. Participatory democrats strive for direct collective 
decision making, whereas associative democracy gives an important role to associations in 
representing the needs of certain groupings. The existence of associations would improve the 
democratic quality. In deliberate democracies, face to face contact is very important. 
Deliberate democracies require a particular form of participation: reasoning among equals 
who are predisposed toward cooperation, mutual respect and the will to reach a consensus 
(Van Cott 2006: 13-16). According to Van Cott, those are the key elements of the way 
indigenous parties envisioned their democratic projects. Van Cott defined such a democracy 
as:  

 
[…] a radical democracy that encompasses an emphasis on direct participation (as 
opposed to representation); the incorporation of voluntary associations into the 
spheres of government decision making, oversight and implementation; the 
provision of spaces for public deliberation, and a call for economic redistribution 
(Van Cott 2006: 19).  

 
Xel-jú’s intercultural project resembles such a definition of democracy. Albro, in his work on 
Bolivia, has shown that deliberative and associative forms of democracy are present within 
contemporary Bolivia’s indigenous communities, and that those forms of democracy-making 
do not necessarily contradict the communitarian ayllu idea (Albro 2006). The idea of radical 
(or direct) democracy also finds resonance, but with another focus, in the work of Melucci 
and Avritzer (2000), who proposed that civic action in public spaces must be part of 
democracy in pluralist societies for the sectors that are not state entities.  

                                                 
 

53 El Regional, January 24, 2004. 
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Through the creation of different municipal level entities such as the Coordinadora of 
the Valley of Palajunoj and the Board of Auxiliary Mayors, Xel-jú intended to construct such 
a democracy and change the power relations in the municipio. The rural communities were 
invited to participate actively in decision making processes with the objective of economic 
redistribution. However, the colaboration never developed into a structural form of 
communication, even though Quemé was re-elected and served as mayor for a total of eight 
years. Through the creation of the Coordinadora of the Valley of Palajunoj and supporting the 
work of Unoldesiq, municipal authorities gave more space to associations at the municipal 
level. However, poverty and divided communities stand in the way of a successful radical 
democracy. The importance of motivated community leaders is crucial. Most community 
leaders however, find themselves at the crossroads: they do not possess enough knowledge to 
demand respect at either the community or the municipal level. Knowledge related to 
traditional forms of authority is not sufficient to gain legitimacy within the community, and 
developmentalism is rejected in a municipal government that calls itself “intercultural.” Still 
auxiliary mayors do formulate their claims for citizenship from out their identification as 
indigenous. At the same time was access to the municipal palace and insight in municipal 
spending always limited for the auxiliary mayors. Auxiliary mayors represented by the Board 
of Auxiliary Mayors never gained a space in the organizational chart, nor an office in the 
municipal building. The Quemé administration never convened a cabildo abierto and the 
administration of municipal funds also stayed out of reach of rural representative. The 
municipal palace never really turned into a deliberative space. 

The two Quemé administrations attempted to translate Xel-jú’s internal values and 
ideologies through the construction of an intercultural democracy, which would incorporate 
different sections of the municipio into decision-making processes and thus change power 
relations among Indians, Mayas and Ladinos. Constructing participatory sites for the 
indigenous population was not the only way Quemé endeavored to bring about change in the 
municipio. The two sites that are central to the next chapter, the construction of roads and 
indigenous beauty pageants, also reflect changes in the social relations and power structures. 
Through constructing roads, the inhabitants of the rural areas are figuratively and literally 
admitted to the city centre. During indigenous beauty pageants, Mayas perform cultural 
politics through struggling about the meaning of what determines them as Maya. This struggle 
about the meaning of culture takes place within a power context and, just as roads gives 
access to auxiliary mayors, it also enables the definition of what it is to be Maya or 
indigenous, and thus changes the power relations within Quetzaltenango. 
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6. Indigenous policies in practice: roads and beauty pageants 
 

“Repair the streets, indio Quemé.” “Out with indio Quemé.” Those slogans were painted all 
over the city six months after Quemé had taken his oath of office and Xel-jú council members 
had begun to put their intercultural ideology into practice. The atmosphere in the city was 
grim. The racist tone of the graffiti was undeniable. Most of the graffiti made reference to the 
state of the roads in the center of the city. As Quemé was an Indian, he supposedly would not 
take care of Quetzaltenango’s center. But roads were not only a matter of importance for the 
inhabitants of the center. The auxiliary mayors from the communities also expected that 
Quemé, because he was indigenous, would organize more public works in the rural areas. 
Whereas for inhabitants of urban Quetzaltenango, as well as for representatives of the 
communities, roads and other infrastructural projects was a way of objectively measuring 
development, the carrying out of infrastructural projects became a way to give form to their 
intercultural project. The presence of roads marks who is considered part of society and who 
is not. Roads delineate who has power and who is powerless. The presence of paved roads 
marks the difference between Indians and Ladinos, and to a certain extent also the boundary 
between Mayas and Indians. And Quemé indeed tried to transform those relations through the 
construction of roads. The discourses that revolved around the construction and maintenance 
of those roads expressed different meanings of being indigenous. The construction of roads, 
thus represents different articulations of indigeneity, and constitutes a way of altering existing 
power relations and constituting intercultural democracy. 

An entirely different site where Xel-jú (and Quemé) has contested the hegemonic 
interpretation of Indian-Ladino relations and indigeneity has been the indigenous beauty 
pageants, which are called: “Umial Tinimit Re Xelajujnoj” or “Daughter of the People of 
Quetzaltenango.” Beauty pageants in general can be considered a stage where identities, 
cultures and their meanings are made public and visible (Cohen & Wilk 1996: 2), a site where 
groups at national, regional and local levels reemphasize and sometimes re-create values and 
traditions that its members consider essential to survival (Muteba Rahier 1998: 426), an arena 
where cultural difference is communicated. The “Umial Tinimit” is in fact a form of cultural 
politics (Alvarez et al. 1998), a site where meanings of social practices are contested and 
reproduced, and where Mayaness is constructed. I agree with Jordan and Weedon that “the the 
construction of new and resistant identities is a key dimension of a wider political struggle to 
transform society”. (Jordan & Weedon cited in Alvarez et al. 1998:5–6). On the very stage of 
the Umial Tinimit Mayaness has been articulated and Maya-Ladino boundaries been 
reshaped. Xel-jú has been involved in the beauty pageants in several ways. The first 
indigenous pageant that was organized was by El Adelanto, the self-described successor of 
the Alcaldía Indígena. When Rigoberto Quemé entered the council for the first time, he 
changed the whole contest in an effort to make it a more “Mayan thing.” Members of Xel-jú 
were always part of the responsible commission, part of the padrinos, writers of homages for 
the winner, or candidates themselves. Several former Umiales are now members of Xel-jú. 
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This chapter examines those two sites as part of Xel-jú’s proyecto de nación: arenas 
where Xel-jú has made efforts to give form to interculturalism and to alter existing power 
relations. Beauty pageants, like the infrastructural works I discussed in the previous chapter, 
are the responsibility of the municipal council and mirror the power relations in 
Quetzaltenango in particular and in Guatemala in general. At the same time, both sites 
reproduce and recreate different meanings of “indigenous” and “Maya.” In the first section, I 
examine Xel-jú’s infrastructural policies, showing how much “indigenous” still carries the 
connotations of “rural” and “poor.” In the second section, I review the history of the 
indigenous beauty pageant, focusing on the construction of Mayaness and the tension between 
“authenticity” and “folklore.” In both sections, the argument revolves around the observation 
that both sites are actually epitomized reproductions of Guatemalan power relations that 
demonstrate the different contested meanings of Mayaness and indigeneity.  

 
6.1 ROADS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF COMMUNITY 

 
They painted the walls in the streets with the word “indio.” We were rather 
shocked by that. We had been in for six months [...]. It was like, in this country, 
the Indian does things wrong because of the stigma he carries with him. It rests on 
everybody, every Indian, when you make a mistake, and that’s that! [...] Hence, 
for us it was crucial to get away from that […]. Rigoberto made his point, but the 
people didn’t understand. [They wanted him to] fix the streets. “The mayor should 
repair the streets.” They began to joke: “Sorry I am driving like that, it’s not that I 
am drunk, it’s the mayor, and he doesn’t fix the streets.” You can see, therefore, 
it’s racism and political inexperience, so [...] he didn’t know what to do, 
“Ricardo,” he said, “I’m going to resign.…”1  

 
Although “roads” and other infrastructural projects in developmental literature are often seen 
as being so obvious that they need no discussion but only listening and mapping, “roads” 
reflect power structures in society, and their construction can have ambivalent meanings. 
Roads can make the nation-state legible to the State and can foster the identification of 
communities with the nation (Wilson 2004: 525-528). Roads have an immense symbolic 
meaning to the State and its subjects. Their significance extends far beyond the utilitarian and 
the practical. Instead, they reflect who is a part of the nation and who stands outside of it. 
Citizens want roads “to qualify for a higher level of service position, especially in education 
and health, and to feel themselves incorporated as citizens in national life” (Wilson 2004: 
525-526). Choices about which roads are built where and when reflect existing power 
relations and, when citizens demand the construction of roads, this can be considered a way of 
reclaiming space and citizenship, and of altering existing power relations. 

The construction of roads became incredibly important to the first Xel-jú 
administration and was subject to ethnic labeling in several ways. In the first place, the Ladino 
elite harbored deep fears that an Indian mayor would only carry out projects in rural areas. At 

                                                 
 

1 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, May 10, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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the same time, Rigoberto Quemé was also considered indigenous by Indians of the lower 
classes, mainly because of projects he carried out in the rural communities. Finally, the 
mayor’s indigenous identity helped generate a flow of money to the municipality from the 
international community. For the communities, his infrastructural projects determined, in a 
positive way, his “level of indigeneity” for the communities. These projects also helped define 
his indigeneity in a negative sense for many Ladinos. 

 The graffiti that Ricardo Cajas mentions above was a very direct attack on Xel-jú’s 
supposed Indian infrastructural policies. Quemé’s policies were defined as “Indian” because 
he did not focus exclusively on the urban areas of the municipio. In February, water pipes in 
Zone 2 had been filled with cement. This was an act of sabotage that caused the water to be 
re-routed to other neighborhoods. Meanwhile, the local press continued to release a barrage of 
negative reports about the actions of Quemé’s administration, complaining about the streets, 
the markets, and the garbage in the city center. Then, on July 13, 1996 graffiti appeared 
throughout the whole city with messages such as “Dirty indio get out of here” and “Indio 
Quemé, fix up the streets.”2 The FRG-owned local newspaper, El Regional, supposedly 
financed by Quemé’s political rival, FRG-candidate Leonardo Cabrinti, played a crucial role 
in this smear campaign. 

These were tough times for Xel-jú. Despite the many letters of support that the civic 
committee received from Mayan organizations and other NGOs, Rigoberto Quemé almost 
stepped down, unable to handle the racism directed at him on a daily basis. However, Xel-jú 
let the population know that “neither prejudices nor discrimination can stop us” through a 
paid announcement in the local newspaper El Quetzalteco.3 To prove the Ladino elite wrong, 
the Indian municipal council gathered money to fix 14th Avenue, the most important street in 
the city center of Quetzaltenango. In October, the municipal council reported through another 
paid announcement that the first phase of the paving of 14th Avenue had been concluded, and 
recalled that the avenue had been abandoned for fifty years,4 thereby subtly suggesting that 
the criticism of the project was racially motivated: the street had been abandoned for decades 
by Ladino administrations, and its state of disrepair and more to do with the neglect of these 
administrations than with Xel-jú’s (supposedly Indian) policies.  

Through the use of the word “indio,” the smear campaign referred directly to the new 
mayor’s ethnic origins. This made it all more than just a dispute between political rivals at the 
municipal level, as Martín de Paz pointed out: 

 
When we won at last with Lic. Quemé, we were attacked a lot, if we had had no 
Ladino person amongst us, it would have been worse if the electoral list would 
have consisted 100 per cent of Indians, because when those attacks happened, 
they were very severe, very racist, they did not say “fuera Quemé” but they said 
“fuera el indio Quemé,” this was very obvious. During the first term, it was 
managed in this way, in the second administration it was like the whole 

                                                 
 

2 “Indio shuco, afuera” “Indio Quemé compone las calles” “Fuera Quemé.” 
3 El Quetzalteco, September 7, 1996. 
4 El Regional, October, 10-14 1996. 
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population had matured, because this aspect was not touched at all, and every time 
we have more participation of different sectors, like we already forget about the 
indigenous and the ladino, and that there’s a participation on the level of the 
Guatemalans.5  

 
Quemé told the local newspaper, El Quetzalteco, that “the problem is the marked racism with 
which the persons exploit those problems to express their displeasure about the presence of a 
Maya being in power in the municipality.”6 A Ladino mayor would never have been attacked 
this way, and certainly not by referring to his ethnic identity. The racial attacks were based on 
the negative connotations that the word “indio” carried with it, and has been a mainstay in 
different national discourses.7 Xel-jú had won the hearts of the Indians—and some Ladinos as 
well—during the election campaign because of its intercultural discourse and focus on 
marginality. Ladinos, however, still considered the civic committee to be “indio,” fearing that 
an Indian mayor would not carry out infrastructure projects that would also be of benefit to 
the Ladino population. This set the pattern for the viewing of Xel-jú’s municipal government 
along ethnic lines and it was clear that, at this “moment of arrival,” voices expressing 
sentiments that were very far from intercultural had by no means been silenced, and that Xel-
jú was still fighting an ideational battle within the field of force of municipal government.  

 
6.1.1 CONSTRUCTING INDIAN ROADS 
In a way, the fears of the Ladino elite had a legitimate basis, as they found themselves in the 
middle of that battle. Rigoberto Quemé Chay was the first mayor who actually put the rural 
areas on the agenda. Former municipal governors had left Quetzaltenango in a “horrible 
state.” When the Xel-jú administration began their work, they encountered an infrastructure 
that had been totally “abandoned and destroyed” (Informe Trienal 1999). The situation of 
public services and healthcare in the rural areas was not much better. The development of the 
municipio had lagged far behind Quetzaltenango’s birth rate and population growth. 
Moreover, whatever projects had been carried out had been limited to infrastructure and 
public works in the urban area. It was widely known that municipal mayors had devoted most 
of their efforts to adorning the center of the city and fixing the streets they lived in 
themselves. For this reason, the infrastructure projects and public works in the rural areas, 
especially during Quemé’s first administration, caused resistance among the Ladino 
establishment in Quetzaltenango.  

The circumstances under which Quemé began to work were favorable for international 
finance, one of success factors for the constitution of intercultural (or radical) democracy that 
Van Cott mentions in her research paper on radical democracy (Van Cott 2006: 27). 
Rigoberto Quemé won the elections during a time when indigenous movements were 
emerging all over the world8 and during which indigenous issues were being articulated in 

                                                 
 

5 Interview with Martin de Paz, May 29, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
6 El Quetzalteco, July 13, 1996. 
7 See Chapter 1 on this debate. 
8 See Chapter 1 on the rise of indigenous movements. 
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national and international arenas. In addition, the signing of the Accord on Identity, which 
declared the rights of the indigenous population, led to increased attention—and generosity—
on the part of international donors. Those developments resulted in a flow of aid money to the 
municipal government of Quetzaltenango. The Spanish and Austrian governments were 
especially active in financing a number of projects, most of them having to do with education 
initiatives. Many Xel-jú members confirmed that the generous international support was also 
with a result of Quemé’s indigenous origins. As Fausto de Paz said, it was obvious that the 
international community approved of an indigenous mayor, and therefore was “more 
confident” in donating its money.9 Mynor Hernandez, a Ladino, described the situation as 
follows: 

 
The first term was characterized by, in the first place, the impetus of a first 
administration, during which there was more financial help from the international 
community. This was a product of euphoria, which was caused by the signing of 
the peace accords and a first term when, evidently, the image of a multicultural 
project was consolidated.10 

 
As a result, Quemé had considerable amounts of money at his disposal during his first 
administration. Xel-jú began to conceive different plans and projects for public works and 
infrastructure. As Ricardo Cajas recalled: 

 
That’s why we won in 1995. We stood out, we succeeded in … for the first time 
that a government—a municipal government—made an agreement with a 
multimillionaire. This was the Austrian government. And after that, we 
successfully carried out 26 co-operative ventures. So we had the money of the 
Departmental Development Committee. We had the municipal budget of 22 
million [quetzales] and we brought seventy [quetzales] in. So we began an 
impressive series of infrastructure projects, we invested more than the last two 
councils combined. We made the Master Plan of Water, we made the Master Plan 
of Drainage, of Protected Areas.11 

 
Xel-jú had both money and a working plan. After having solved the problem with 14th 
Avenue, Quetzaltenango’s first indigenous administration began to invest in projects in rural 
and urban areas. Quemé created a participatory structure to carry out projects.12 He let the 
population organize itself in committees in order to apply for projects. In addition to this, he 
created a new construction under which projects were financed: many projects were paid for 
partly by the households benefiting from the project, partly by the municipality and partly by 
a third party (often an international organization). The community could bring in money, 

                                                 
 

9 Interview with Fausto de Paz, June 6, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
10 Interview with Mynor Hernandez, June 6, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
11 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, May 10, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
12 See the previous chapter for a detailed account of Xel-jú’s whole participatory approach. 
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manual labor, or natural resources like stones and sand. This was also part of the participatory 
project. 

When we talked about Xel-jú’s projects, Xel-jú council members always emphasized 
that former governors had been discriminatory in this sense, and that Quemé was not. Many 
of them also lamented that Quetzaltecos embraced a developmentalist mode of though and 
development, not looking behind projects. Quemé’s policies were for the “neediest people,” 
and were intended to include the rural population in the municipio through the 
implementation of infrastructure projects. At the same time, however, Xel-jú wanted to go 
beyond development. Surama Lima for example, a council member during the first 
administration, explained the choices that Xel-jú made between 1995 and 2000 as follows: 

 
We did this, and we need to be clear about this, as I said before: There is no 
difference between people who live in the urban area and those who live in the 
rural area. There is no difference in the way that we look at things. Therefore, 
what might strongly suggest itself as evidence of a bias toward one sector if far 
from being anything of the kind, because other administrations had indeed drawn 
such a distinction. In other words, in previous administrations, the rural area, 
which was inhabited for the most part by persons of indigenous origin, had been 
marginalized and forgotten. What we did was integrate it into the development of 
the municipio as a whole, and this might be seen as showing more favoritism 
toward the indigenous population—and this is just not true. We have had the same 
concern all along with persons who live in the city as we do for those living in 
rural areas.13 

 
Most Xel-jú members stressed that they were concerned about the most impoverished and 
forgotten sectors of the population. It was good that “Rigo” did not exercise discrimination in 
implementing policies: thus, policies were never put in place for the exclusive benefit of 
indigenous persons. At the same time, it was indeed the first time in Quetzaltenango’s history 
that that a lot of projects were carried out in rural areas.14 Interculturalism as the basis for 
municipal policies and for the attribution and execution of the same projects implied the 
integration of all sectors when it came to formulating municipal policies. Mynor Hernandéz 
emphasized: 

 
[...] that the Rigoberto Quemé administration showed, and convincingly I would 
say, that it was not like that there would be a government for Indians. 
Everywhere, following the vision of multiculturalism and interculturalism that the 
mayor is managing, there was success in integrating all of the sectors on an equal 
basis. There was no distinction made between urban and rural. There was no 
distinction made between indigenous and Ladinos. And, in the same way, there 

                                                 
 

13 Interview with Surama Lima, August 22, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
14 El Quetzalteco, August 17, 1996. 
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was no distinction made between rich and poor.15 
 

Mynor Hernandéz was one of the Ladino members of Xel-jú, and one who had reached high 
position within the committee. However, many indigenous members of Xel-jú stressed this 
non-discriminatory aspect of Quemé’s administration to an even greater extent. One such 
person was Rocael Sum Cotom, president of the Junta Directiva from 1998-2000, and 
candidate for concejal in 1995: 

 
Because of the fact that Quetzaltenango has an indigenous mayor means first and 
foremost that he’s got the capacity to govern, to create something new. Second, 
people must be dispelled of the notion that an Indian isn’t capable of creating and 
governing. Thirdly, it is important that the people of Quetzaltenango in general 
come to understand that one governs an entire city and not just one ethnic group. 
[…] they’ll see that they are governing for the people of Quetzaltenango and not 
for the Indians of Quetzaltenango, like many have maliciously tried to contend.16 

 
The discourse was supported strongly by data on projects. As Table 1 shows, the lion’s share 
of the money was still spent in urban areas. In the first period the municipality spent almost 
12 million quetzales in rural areas and more than 25 million quetzales in urban areas. During 
that first term, 80% of all the money went to the streets and roads in urban areas. 

 
 Rural & Semi-Urban  Urban  Total 
Streets /Roads 17% 62.5% 79.5% 
Others17 12.7% 7.8 % 21.5% 
Total 29.7% 70.3% 100% 

Table 1 Percent of total expenditures, rural/semi-rural vs. urban areas for the first Xel-jú administration (1996-
2000). 

 
However Ladinos, the local press and the opposition in council continued insisting that Xel-
jú’s policies were discriminatory in character, an accusation that combined elements of 
political rivalry and ethnic constructions.  

The auxiliary mayors, the representatives of the communities, considered Quemé’s 
infrastructure policies to be both “indigenous” and inclusive, and to constitute an articulation 
of indigenous identity. This can be understood from their own personal histories. As I 
described in Chapter 2, auxiliary mayors associate being indigenous with being poor based on 
the very circumstances under which they live. Because of the lives they have lived, the 
discrimination they have encountered, auxiliary mayors felt responsible for and focused on 
local development. And as they connected being indigenous with being poor, they expected 

                                                 
 

15 Interview with Mynor Hernandez, June 6, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
16 Interview with Rocael Sum Cotom, June 6, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
17 I made this distinction for reasons of clarity, and because the inhabitants of the municipality place a very high 
importance on the presence and condition of the roads in and around the neighborhoods where they live. 
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an indigenous mayor to alleviate their poverty. The more projects Quemé carried out, the 
more indigenous he would be. For auxiliary mayors and other inhabitants of the rural areas, 
projects were the same as development and like class relations, local development was 
expressed in ethnic terms. Rigoberto Quemé was supposed to know “what it means to be 
Indian” because he used to work as a tailor and his wife used to sell rice in the market; he 
used to be poor. There was therefore a higher expectation of him that there had been of 
Ladino mayors that he addresses the problems of Indians suffer in rural communities, and that 
he include them in municipal policies. Poverty and marginality not only created a feeling of 
“he is one of us,” as opposed to being “one of them,” but also a mandate for Rigoberto Quemé 
as an indigenous mayor who, in the eyes of many in the indigenous population, was obliged to 
articulate indigeneity through his projects. This was completely in line with the way 
communal leaders perceived their indigenous identity. As Cornelio told me:  

 
[…] It is wonderful [to have an indigenous mayor] because, in reality, he is the 
only mayor who has given attention to the indigenous population in all the 
communities. Most of the Indians are in the communities, you know. He has 
involved himself in the communities […] On the other hand, there are the other 
mayors, what have they done, they have realized their projects just in the city, you 
know […] but he has not, he indeed went to work.18  

 
When I asked what this has to do with Quemé being indigenous, Cornelio said:  

 
Yes, because he lives, as they told us, he has lived here, he grew up just here 
below [the mountain] [abajito], that is, he has lived in the area, has known the 
rural area, he has noticed the way of living in the communities, that’s why he is 
involved in work in the communities.19 

 
An indigenous mayor was someone who was expected to show a greater understanding of the 
rural communities, to engage in more meaningful dialogue with an indigenous population 
“that suffers more.” Quemé was supposed to know and understand the necessities of the 
communities and could communicate with “his people.”20 Cornelio and his family, for 
example, always supported Quemé and actively participated in both of his election 
campaigns. Most auxiliary mayors felt that Rigoberto Quemé was the only mayor that had 
ever showed any concern about the indigenous population, and the proof of this was that he 
initiated projects in the rural communities. Delma, a relative of Cornelio, explained to me: 

 
We have a school, the water and the rural water tanks yet … So the work was 
done … It has been an immense job, all the communities have been benefited, the 
center has also benefited, despite the fact that the persons there would say that 

                                                 
 

18 Interview with Cornelio, September 8, 2002, Xetuj, Quetzaltenango. 
19 Interview with Cornelio, September 8, 2002, Xetuj, Quetzaltenango. 
20 Interview with Don Jerónimo, June 22, 2002, Choquí Bajo Quetzaltenango. 
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because he’s an indio, he hasn’t done what people wanted him to do. But we have 
seen it. We have seen it very well. It may have been a deliberate deception but, 
work, he did it very well.21 

 
Hence, local leaders such as Cornelio and Delma—and they are not the only ones—supported 
Quemé because he was indigenous. They also supported him because, at least during his first 
administration, he lived up to their definition of “indigenous” and met the expectations of an 
“indigenous mayor.” Through constructing roads in rural areas and other projects, he altered 
municipal policies, included the rural areas in municipal policies, and sharpened the ethnic 
boundary between Indians and Ladinos at the same time. However, the contrary was also true: 
The moment he stopped implementing projects that benefited the indigenous population, 
Rigoberto Quemé would—in the eyes of the auxiliary mayors—relinquish his indigenous 
identity. 

 
6.1.2 QUEMÉ’S ROADS AND ROUTES TO IN/EXCLUSION 
While Xel-jú’s first administration was characterized by the energetic manner in which it 
conceived and implemented a vast array of projects in rural and urban areas, the second term 
was characterized by financial problems and projects that were abandoned prior to 
completion. In the eyes of the auxiliary mayors, this tarnished the image of Quemé as an 
indigenous mayor—ironically, at a time when his reputation as an indigenous spokesman had 
solidified at both the national and international level. 

However, the flow of money that had been seen throughout his first administration 
stopped. This occurred for several reasons. Internationally, Guatemala was considered less 
“hip” and the vote-buying episode I discussed in the former chapter had created bad publicity 
beyond the nation’s borders. In addition, the relation between the municipal and the national 
government in Guatemala was complicated. There was mutual antipathy between Xel-jú, on 
the one hand, and the FRG and its president, Alfonso Portillo, on the other. This difficult 
relationship was expressed in financial terms as well: the constitutional 10%22 was never on 
time, and the municipal council found it very difficult to get their projects approved and 
financed by the departmental development committees, the CDUR.23 Those committees are 
presided over by the departmental governors, who are appointed by the president and who 
decide how to spend money at a departmental level. It seemed that they had their own agenda 
of projects, favoring party affiliates. Prensa Libre reported that the CDUR wanted to impose 
its own list of projects on the Cocodes. The departmental council did not accomplish this but, 
as a consequence, the central government had not financed one project in the municipality of 
Quetzaltenango two and a half years after the beginning of the second administration. 
Moreover, a series of projects planned for the year 2003 had been withdrawn.24  

                                                 
 

21 Interview with Delma, September 9, 2002, Xetuj, Quetzaltenango. 
22 10 % of the national budget is transferred directly to the municipal government. 
23 CDUR: Concejo Departemental de Desarrollo Urbano y Rural, Departmental Council of Urban and Rural 
Development. 
24 El Quetzalteco, August 10, 2002. 
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Hence, Quemé and his council members did not have the same amount of money at its 
disposal. This necessarily resulted in policy changes. The result of the reduced funds was that 
the municipal council implemented only a fraction of what they had accomplished during the 
first term. However, in talks and interviews I always had the feeling that lack of funds was an 
excuse—an easy way to evade the complaints of the citizens of the municipio and their 
representatives. Xel-jú council members often defended themselves in terms of Xel-jú’s 
interculturalism and their philosophy that development involves more than just projects, and 
is also about participation, culture, and political practice. However, as I have shown in the 
previous chapter, many of those issues had also been neglected. “The people do not see 
everything that we are doing here” was a frequently heard justification. Nobody wanted to say 
anything beyond that.  

The local leaders, on the contrary, could not wait to give voice to their discontent 
about Quemé’s second administration, although some of them had in fact supported Xel-jú 
during the 1999 election campaign. All agree that things had changed since Xel-jú assumed 
power. Don Martín from Xecaracoj told me that he had initially had confidence: “Twice we 
had placed their trust in him, until now.” During the 1999 campaign, Quemé had said that “we 
are of the same blood,” that “it was time we elected our own indigenous government.” But 
there was a widespread sentiment on the part of many indigenous persons that: “When we 
need him, he is nowhere to be found. There is no money. There is no machinery to repair the 
roads. There is no money for a vegetable market. And after all what counts is that he does 
what he has to do, whether he is indigenous or not.”25 Don Bonifacio was disappointed as 
well. He is from one of the smallest and most isolated communities of the municipio, 
Chuicaracoj, at the foot of the Santa María Volcano. The community owes the construction of 
the road, the school and the access to drinking water to Quemé and his first administration. 
Previous Ladino administrations “never gave us a hand.” Consequently, Don Bonifacio 
actively supported Quemé during his 1999 campaign. And now he was disappointed because 
“there is no communication” at all.26 

Fewer projects were approved, and many projects that were initiated, like the drinking 
water project in Xetuj, were abandoned prior to completion. Luis P., who had always been 
sympathetic to the Quemé administration, made this same point. In Pacajá the two most 
important projects, the drinking water and the pavement of the main road of the community, 
had not been finished.27 The community had already contributed its share. Only the part of the 
municipal government was missing. The situation gave the population the feeling that “we do 
not really take part in local government.”28 The first term was viewed by many as something 
wonderful, but during the second term, the “figure of Rigoberto Quemé had somehow been 
irreparably damaged.”29  

These examples are fairly typical. It was not at all unusual for discontent and 
disillusionment to arise as a result of a project that was either abandoned prior to completion, 

                                                 
 

25 Interview with Don Martín, June 8, 2002, Xecaracoj, Quetzaltenango. 
26 Interview with Don Bonifacio, 2002, Chuituj, Quetzaltenango. 
27 Interview with Don Luis P., September 9, 2002, Pacajá Alto, Quetzaltenango. 
28 Interview with Don Luis P., June 22, 2002, Pacajá Alto, Quetzaltenango. 
29 Interview with Don Luis P., June 9, 2002, Pacajá Alto, Quetzaltenango. 
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or discussed but never actually carried out. There were still other examples. Don Bausilio, for 
instance, was furious about the condition of the road to the community where he lives, and 
where he serves as auxiliary mayor: Chitux. This is a rural community, near the city. It is 
adjacent to Zone 9, and the road is unpaved and bumpy, especially during the rainy season. 
The first thing he said to me when I met him up there, indeed after a ride in a bus that almost 
could not finish the climb, was that I had been lucky. He explained that, very often, people 
have to go on foot during rainy season as the holes are big that the bus does not get any 
further than “El Cuchillo.” Don Bausilio is a dedicated community leader and he obviously 
considered me as the perfect person to share his displeasure with. Before I could even think 
about the questions I wanted to ask him, he blurted out: “We do not depend on the 
municipality.” And I got the whole story about all the efforts they had made to communicate 
with the mayor and get the road paved.30 The next time I visited him, the same thing had just 
happened again, and he said:  

 
I don’t see any difference. He makes his political statements. To me it is the same. 
I see it as the same. It is not about being indigenous; it is about being conscious. 
He can say a lot of things, but he doesn’t do anything. They did the water project, 
but it was financed by CARE, and by the people in the community. If he would 
govern like an indigenous person, he would be more conscious of his own people 
[…]. The municipal mayor never thinks of us.31  

 
Another case that frustrated the auxiliary mayors was the school in Choquí Alto. This is a 
semi-urbanized area in Zone 6, and was the only community that did not have their own 
school, although the community had been struggling to get one for a long time. The 
committee that was actively working toward this goal, and of which the auxiliary mayor, 
Pablo Huinac, was a member, demanded a piece of land which was originally meant for the 
new bus terminal. The municipal council, however, chose to grant it to the judicial organism, 
as this would be beneficial for the whole municipality. The municipal council formally is not 
responsible for education but did offer the community a piece of land in the neighboring 
community, Llanos de la Cruz. This would mean the children would have to cross a very busy 
road and, therefore, “it’s good for nothing.” Don Pablo continued:  

 
[Being indigenous] hasn’t been that important. We don’t need him to be 
indigenous. We need him to be sensitive … It is important for the indigenous 
people to be represented but he does not have the conscience like an indigenous 
person should of the needs of his ethnic group.32  

 
Based on Quemé’s infrastructure projects of the second period, auxiliary mayors often during 
his second term, Don Pablo concluded that there was a metaphorical distance between the 

                                                 
 

30 Interview with Don Bausilio, May 15, 2002, Chitux Quetzaltenango. 
31 Interview with Don Bausilio, June 6, 2002, Chitux, Quetzaltenango.  
32 Interview with Pablo Huinac, June 9, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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mayor and the communities and that he was not “very indigenous,” and that there were times 
when he seemed more indigenous than Ladino. As he was not “conscious.” Therefore, it did 
not matter whether or not he was indigenous. Don Vale made the following comment: “What 
he misses is an Indian consciousness […]. He is indigenous, but what he does is something 
else”.33 Later on in the interview, Don Vale explained what Quemé had done, and what he 
now should be doing: 

 
He was poor and got to the center of the power. Today, he’s got three houses in 
Quetzaltenango. His wife used to sell rice in the market, but is now involved in 
the struggle for power as well. He has made a bad impression. He left incomplete 
many things, like the road. He is involved in the struggle for power, and that is not 
the task of the municipality […] They have to be present at the bases. Still, most 
everything goes to the urban areas, because that is what he sees.” 

 
And: 

 
The municipality should reflect more Mayan characteristics, but it doesn’t. 
Instead, other characteristics are reflected in the process of urbanization, and there 
it is lost. For example the zonification and the numbers on the houses. It isn’t ours 
anymore. We have sectors, which is what is ours. There is a lot of implementation 
of technologies, clinics and pharmacies, while they give the curanderas34 minor 
support.35  

 
Whereas most local representatives agreed on the fact that Rigoberto Quemé simply fell out 
of the Indian category because he did not continue to carry out infrastructure projects in the 
rural areas, they were less inclined to agree with Don Vale on his second point. As I showed 
in Chapter 4, Don Vale was very much involved in Mayan organizational processes that found 
more resonance within some NGOs than in the communities. 

Looking at the construction of roads (and other projects) as a map for ethnic 
boundaries shows that, during Quemé’s first administration, his policies were very indigenous 
in character, as he attempted to include Indians in municipal government and make them part 
of the municipio, marking the boundary between the indigenous part of the population and the 
Ladinos. Auxiliary mayors considered him as one of them, and they viewed his policies as an 
expression of indigeneity. This can only be understood from the perspective of the history in 
person of the auxiliary mayors themselves, and of Rigoberto Quemé Chay. When Xel-jú lost 
its connection with the rural communities and Quemé began to invest more of his energies in 
his national political aspirations, Quemé fell out of the indigenous category in the eyes of the 
auxiliary mayors. In their eyes, he had joined the Mayas that live in the city, but who in fact 

                                                 
 

33 Interview with Don Vale, September 20, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
34 Curanderas are traditional Mayan healers. 
35 Interview with Don Vale, September 20, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
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are more like Ladinos since, according to the auxiliary mayors, “they never suffered,” as Don 
Bausilio told us earlier.36 
 
6.2 CONSTRUCTING MAYAN IDENTITIES ON STAGE: UMIAL TINIMIT RE XELAJUJ NOJ 

 
The Mayas, our immortal ancestors, were highly developed both spiritually and 
intellectually. Their wisdom surprises us today. They knew that every person is 
born with his own Nawal, or whatever it is that we choose to call it […]. The 
Maya civilization has played a prominent role in history because of its scientific 
advances in mathematics, medicine, agriculture, architecture, and astronomy. The 
calendars are an example of our Mayan culture […].37  

 
The above quote comes a folder used by one of the cultural groupings that in presenting their 
candidate for Umial Tinimit. The text reflects the tone and scope of the whole event: it is a 
search for what is authentically Maya, a stage where Mayas re-create themselves (Watanabe 
1995). This pageant contest is a stage where authentic norms and values are exposed and 
revalued, where Mayan identity is homogenized, and where traditions are re-invented. It is 
also a statement being made to the Ladinos: a clear definition of boundaries between the two 
ethnic groups, who have their own elections based on their own norms, values, and ideal of 
beauty. Beauty pageants are of course also a stage where femininity is symbolized. Whereas 
women often function as icons for the nation (Nagel 2003), they have become a symbol for 
indigenous identity on different levels: she represents not only herself, her family, her region, 
and her Maya or Indian people. She is also a symbol of the nation because she projects the 
image of being culturally authentic (Nelson 1999: 181-185). The latter we can understand 
following the same logic of indigenismo and folklorization of indigenous culture that I 
described in Chapter 1.  

As part of the municipal council, Rigoberto Quemé began to get involved in the 
organization of this event in 1978. The changes he made to the indigenous beauty pageant fit 
into Xel-jú’s later cultural politics: Xel-jú created more space for Maya-K’iche culture; the 
Casa de la Cultura organized classes in the Mayan calendar and K’iche language; Rigoberto 
Quemé invited anthropologists to present their books in the Salon of Honor; and Xel-jú co-
sponsored congresses treating indigenous themes. In 2002, for example, Quetzaltenango 
hosted a congress on legal pluralism in Latin America with extensive support of the 
municipality. In order to renovate the historical center of the city, the municipal council 
approved the foundation of the school Agatón Boj, named after one of the most famous 
indigenous personalities of Quetzaltenango. This architect is well known for his design of the 
front of the Municipal Theatre, and his communal leadership.38 The image of Quetzaltenango, 
“Cuna de la Cultura,” was no longer restricted to folkloric images of the indigenous 
population and architectural highlights. 

                                                 
 

36 Interview with Don Bausilio, June 19, 2002, Chitux, Quetzaltenango. 
37 Cholq’ij. Grupo Social Cultural Albon Re Tinimit (Jóvenes del Pueblo), 2002. 
38 See also Grandin (2002) for more on Agatón Boj. 
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In this section, I use the Mayan beauty pageant to explore how Xel-jú used its position 
in, and connections with, the municipal council to give more space to the imagination and 
reproduction of authentic Mayaness through this beauty pageant. I will focus on how the 
(organization of the) Umial Tinimit became a site for resistance and a way to articulate Mayan 
identity in the midst of racism by constructing a unified Maya identity through the use of 
often community-bound symbols and artifacts. Through the Umial Tinimit, Xel-jú has 
contested the meanings of “Maya” and “Indian” as part of a wider political struggle (Jordan & 
Weedon 1995). At the same time, this contentious local practice led to defining what and who 
is Maya, herewith also constructing boundaries within the indigenous population that more or 
less follow the same itineraries as those of the roads. As the meaning of the local Umial 
contest has everything to do with national Ladina and indigenous beauty pageants, I will first 
examine those ways of imagining the Guatemalan nation. 

As I have already stated, beauty contests are “spaces where a national, regional or 
local group reemphasizes the values, concepts and behaviors which it considers fundamental 
for its sense of itself and its survival” (Muteba Rahier 1998: 426). National beauty pageants 
are usually an elite enterprise and mirror the way a nation wants to be seen, to be 
remembered, and to be represented. The national beauty queen embodies the values of a 
nation, reproducing cultural meanings. In Guatemala, the national beauty queen is always as 
white as possible (see also Schackt 2006: 278).39 The traje only appears on stage as a static 
symbol of the Mayan heritage, not as something belonging to the present. In 1972, the first 
Indian beauty pageant winner—the “Rabin Ajau”—was elected at the National Folklore 
Festival in Cobán. However, the national Rabin Ajau does not symbolize national beauty but 
Indian essence, which was understood as something separate from and subordinate to Ladina 
beauty (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 150; McAllister 1995: 106). The participants that come from 
the different municipios throughout the country, and each contestant is judged by the way she 
“expresses her identity, as manifested by ... her maternal language;.. the purity of her traje;... 
and her dance”.40 The event was organized in order to preserve the Indian culture and heritage, 
but merely as a representation of the past. The whole festival was aimed at preserving the 
“genuine” traditions of the different municipios.  

Once again, the Rabin Ajau does not compete with Ladina beauty, but instead 
represents Guatemala’s past. The Rabin Ajau symbolizes the State’s folkloric vision of 
indigeneity, and does not challenge national beauty ideals. On this stage, which is organized 
and paid for by Ladinos, trajes, spirituality and Indian languages are worshipped for their 
historical value, while the contemporary Indian population is discriminated against and 
exploited by these same Ladinos. Maya activists have spoken of the event as a form of 
colonization and folklorization of indigenous Mayan identity. The organizers of the event and 
the jury were always Ladinos. The tickets for the events were so expensive that no Indian 
could afford them. When the girls arrive in Cobán, they pose and photographers take pictures 

                                                 
 

39 Muteba Rahier describes in an article how the establishment in Ecuador was aghast when the jury chose a 
black girl as winner of national beauty pageant. She shows how this choice was for the most part determined by 
transnationalist conceptualizations in which, largely as a result of US influences, the black body was as 
commodified as the white female body. 
40 Padre Haeserijn, organizer, speaking in 1974; quoted in Ogburn Konefal (2005: 149). 
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that are sold for $20 each in the parque central. In that same central park, the girls have been 
obliged to sit down and produce art. All of this is done to please the tourists.  

On the stage of the Rabin Ajau, Maya culture is folklorized, in the view of many 
activists. Folklorization of Mayan culture separates cultural artifacts, in this case regional 
dress, from the social context and Mayan people that produce the clothing (Velazquez 2001). 
The meaning of such clothing from the perspective of Mayas themselves is ignored. Cultural 
symbols are commodified, but are not respected in daily life. In fact, their very contemporary 
existence stood in the way of constructing a modern nation. On the stage, the participants are 
not allowed to talk politics. The only things that they are allowed to relate about their home 
communities are what the “typical food” there is.41 That Mayas still exist and live in a 
marginalized position is not part of the reality of this folkloric production. There is even a 
story that tells of how, one year, the pageant winner was locked up and forgotten in a 
classroom (McAllister 1995). This double attitude of the State has an image of the event as 
only containing folklore without having anything to do with Mayan identity and culture. 
Many Maya women have boycotted the event. Perhaps the disturbing dichotomy inherent in 
such a spectacle can be best seen in light of what happened in 1978, when the event was held 
shortly after 300 Indians had been killed in Panzós by the army. Today’s Indians were being 
slaughtered while—presumably—Guatemala’s treasured “Indian heritage” was being 
celebrated.42 Until 2001, the entertainment at the Rabin Ajau was provided by the Ladino-
dominated INGUAT.43 It took until 2002 before the name was changed from Rabin Ajau to 
Rabin Ajaw, the spelling that is approved by the ALMG. By this time, the majority of the 
judges were Indians (Schackt 2006: 283). 

At the local level, indigenous beauty pageants had been organized from the 1930s on. 
There are no indications that Indians asked to be included in Ladina beauty contests (Ogburn 
Konefal 2005: 135).44 From the beginning, indigenous beauty pageants have taken place 
alongside Ladina contests. In Quetzaltenango the first Reina Indígena was elected in 1934 in 
the Parque Bolívar. The competition had been organized by a group of youngsters from the 
organization El Adelanto. The format of the elections was a direct copy of the pageant for 
Ladinas. Young cultural groups selected the candidates and the public elected the queen. She 
won the same crown as the Ladina, and dressed in high collars and flowing capes, but won 
only half as much money (Barrios 2001). According to Grandin, these events articulated an 
Indian identity where modernity and tradition were integrated and were viewed as part of the 
progress of the nation. Over time, every municipio came to hold indigenous pageants as part 
of the festivities surrounding the celebration of its patron saint.45 In most municipios, they 
were organized by Ladino officials.  

From the 1970s on, Indians began to conduct organized protests against the way that 
the beauty pageants are organized. They demanded equality: the same amount of prize money 
and a change of names. Until then, most Indian women who won such pageants received the 

                                                 
 

41 Fieldnotes, August 2005. 
42 See Ogburn Konefal (2005) for more on this. 
43 Guatemala’s national tourist office. 
44 This has happened in other places. See Posern-Zielinski (1999) for an example. 
45 See Grandin 2002: Chapter 7, Ogburn Konefal 2005: 136-137. 
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title of “India Bonita” (“Beautiful Indian Girl”), “Princesa” or “princesita,” while Ladina 
pageant winners were called Queens (“reina”). Those involved in the struggle were leftist 
activists and community organizers, some of whom would later join the guerrilla movements 
or continue their activism by other means (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 137). They use the stage of 
the “reina indígena” to contest meanings of indigenous or Indian with the objective of altering 
existing power relations and of regaining that stage. 

By the end of 1970s, the emphasis shifted from “equality” to “authenticity.” The 
organizers and participants wanted to revalue and re-appropriate what was happening on that 
stage: what is said, what is judged and what is represented. Again, one of the first things that 
changed was the name. In Quetzaltenango, Quemé as head of the organizing committee 
changed the name from Reina Indígena into “Umial Tinimit Re Xela Juj Noj,” which means 
as much as “The Daughter of the People of Quetzaltenango.” Elsewhere, different names were 
given to the winner. In Santiago Atitlán, the winner earned the title of Rumam Tz’utjil Pop.46 
In most local indigenous beauty pageants the marimba, the traditionally danced sones, and 
Mayan symbols became more and more important. Adrian Chavez, the so-called father of 
pan-Mayanism, has played a crucial role in the raising of consciousness of many girls, 
traveling around the country and teaching them about Maya spirituality and the Mayan 
calendar. While they construct Mayaness by referring to a glorious past, there is also space for 
political engagement. Discourses became more important, and the issues the girls brought 
forward dealt with political and economic discrimination, racism, and violence. There was 
also a struggle over the composition of pageant juries (Ogburn Konefal 2005: 138). 

In Quetzaltenango, the same changes took place. Today the election of the Umial 
Tinimit is an expression of Maya K’iche culture, where unifying values and norms are 
disseminated through the use of Maya symbolism. In addition, the beauty contest had for a 
long time been the only platform where politics, exclusion and the rights of the indigenous 
population could be freely discussed. Many of those changes were consolidated when 
Rigoberto Quemé, supported by Ricardo Cajas and Jerónimo Juarez, entered the municipal 
council as a council member in 1978 and became a member of commission in charge of 
organizing and defining the character of indigenous beauty pageants. With the support of 
Adrian Chavez, known for his excellent translation into Spanish of the Pop Wuj, the 
commission begun to “Mayanize” these events. The name of the event was changed at that 
time. Queens did not exist in Mayan culture and there is no K’iche word for it. Therefore, 
crowning the winner of an indigenous pageant as a “reina indigena,” as had been done for a 
number of years previously, did not represent an authentic expression of Mayan cultural 
continuity. The criterion for winning instead became representing “Mayahood.” The other set 
of rules that was implemented will be discussed in the following account on my personal 
experience of one of these contests—all taken from fieldwork notes, newspaper articles and 
discussions with the persons involved in the event. 

In 2002 I experienced the elections of the Umial Tinimit for the first time. Seeing 
photos in numerous shop windows of, on the one hand, smiling Ladina girls provocatively 

                                                 
 

46 Granddaughter of the Tzutujil People in Kakchiquel.  
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dressed in sexy evening gowns and, on the other hand, serious-looking indigenous girls in 
traditional dress, I developed a fascination with the event. I quickly learned that the cultural 
groups that selected and presented the candidates had chosen names—whether in K’iche or 
Spanish, that were related to the Maya world view. Each organization attempted to present its 
sponsored candidate in a manner that was “as Mayan as possible.” A girl from a family that 
lived near my home, Nancy, was candidate for a group called Grupo Socio Cultural Albon Re 
”Tinimit (“Youth of the People”). This group had produced a booklet on the Mayan world 
view, complete with Mayan page numbers. Their slogan was “Strengthening our Identity,” 
which I quoted from at the beginning of this section. 

The candidates devote a good deal of time to preparing themselves for the elections. 
For many of these young women, this represents their first profound engagement with their 
own culture. Mariela, an active Xel-jú member and who had been selected Umial Tinimit in 
1993, remembered the time before this event as a period during which she had studied a lot 
and done a lot of research about Mayan culture. She and her group had deepened their 
knowledge about the peace process, about the problems surrounding the scarcity of water, 
about Xel-jú. Spirituality was an important element of the preparations. They had to learn 
about the Maya calendar and they also went to see a spiritual guide to ask for their Nawal and 
ask if what they were doing was the right thing. For Mariela, it was the first time that she had 
participated in a Maya ceremony, and she laughs when she thinks back on it: “we didn’t know 
that we had to ask permission; we really didn’t know anything.”47 Now she is married to a 
Mayan priest and every now and then climbs the Santa María volcano to in order to take part 
in a ceremony there. 

The live presentation of the candidates took place a few weeks before the elections. 
All of Maya Quetzaltenango put on their almost aristocratic traditional dress and gathered at 
the central square to watch the candidate’s parade through the streets of the historical center, 
literally surrounded by displays of cultural “authenticity.” Accompanied by traditionally 
dressed boys and chirimia and tum tunes, the candidates shared traditional snacks atol and 
chicken filled chuchitos with the audience. In accordance with the contest guidelines, there 
was no glitz or glamour: no high heels, no makeup. The candidates used traditional Quetzaltec 
dress, with sandals on their feet and their hair worn in long, straight braids. The local press 
covered the event as extensively as they covered the Ladina beauty contest “Señorita 
Quetzaltenango,” which took place more or less at the same time. Images and texts spoke for 
themselves. One day, Ladinas were interviewed in El Quetzalteco in a format where they 
were told that they should react with one word or sentence to another word or sentence. To 
give an impression, one of the candidates responded, “People who don’t have anything to do” 
to the word “Ex-Pac,” In this time the Ex-Pacs were organizing strongly to get paid for their 
participation in the armed conflict.48 In other newspapers, the Umiales (i.e., the indigenous 
pageant contestants), described what it meant for them to be Maya, the role of women in 
national politics, the telecast of Maya ceremonies, etc. After this first introduction to the 
Umial Tinimit, I had the opportunity to attend the contest, and attend the ceremony of 

                                                 
 

47 Interview with Mariela, April 28, 2007, Quetzaltenango.  
48 El Quetzalteco August 17, 2002. See Chapter 1 for more on the PACs during the internal conflict. 
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investiture of the Umial that same year, and on two subsequent occasions in 2003 and 2004. I 
attended one of the Señorita de Quetzaltenango pageants.  

The night of the Umial Tinimit during both years surrounded by an abundant use of 
symbols and ceremonial formalities. The evening started with marimba music performed by 
men dressed in traje. Then the capitanas49 of the cofradía entered in their impressive huipiles 
and took their seats reserved for them in front as the candidates were announced as “young 
women with many talents, leadership qualities, and the ability to promote our identity, our 
culture and traditions.” The candidates entered amid the cheering of the cultural groups that 
had sponsored them, and of their friends and families, and sometimes accompanied by 
chirimias, tums and dances. Some of them formally bowed in the direction of the four 
compass points. Before the candidates gave their speeches, the departing Umial spoke about 
the Maya world view of plurality and unity—themes that were generally spoken of at this 
event.  
 

 
Picture 8 One of the participants of the indigenous beauty pageant performing the ceremonial greeting 

 
Speeches are an important element of the election of the Umial Tinimit, and this is something 
that stands in stark contrast to the Ladina election of the Señorita de Quetzaltenango. During 
these latter contests, contestants dressed up in evening gowns and bikinis, and were greeted 
by the whoops and cheers of the audience. In the Umial Tinimit, the emphasis is always on 
issues such as the exclusion of the indigenous population, racism, peace accords and political 

                                                 
 

49 Office within the cofradía or hermandades. 
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participation. Schackt (2006) found the same difference between the Ladina and Indian 
pageants in Cobán, Alta Verapaz. Besides political matters, a recurrent theme is the 
revaluation the Maya culture and identity, the traditional dress that many are ashamed to 
wear, and the importance of Mayan spirituality. The message conveyed is that indigenous 
youth should be proud of their roots. Accordingly, the winner of the 2004 contest focused on 
the concept of “tabaq’wil” from the Maya world view. This term means “double vision,” in 
the sense of being able to look at yourself and the world around you, and to combine these 
views in order to struggle to create a better world. The candidates do not make their speeches 
in K’iche, but sometimes utter one or two sentences in this language. When I visited the event 
with a friend from Santa María Chiquimula in 2003, he lamented that it was clear that the 
girls normally did not speak K’iche, as their pronunciation was very poor. The last test that 
the señoritas have to pass is to dance the beloved, indigenous son. The presentation of the 
prizes at the end of the event at some moments stood in stark contrast to the serious 
atmosphere that had prevailed earlier. In 2004, for example two girls in extremely short skirts 
handed over the prize of “Best Face” to one of the participants. They were received with a lot 
of whistles. Other prizes were distributed by the director of important bank in Quetzaltenango 
and by señoras in traje.  

The investiture always takes place two weeks after the elections and is an event that is 
also rich in symbolism. Everybody of any significance was in attendance: the Rabín Ajau, 
Audelino Sac, the most celebrated spiritual leader of Quetzaltenango, as well as Xel-jú 
luminaries. Again, everybody was dressed in style: the men in suits and tie, women in 
Quetzaltenango’s traje, and the entrance of the newly elected Umial was once again 
accompanied by the chirimia and the tum, with small boys dressed in traditional white 
dancing around her and carrying copal. The dances of the cultural groups that were performed 
on the night of the investiture are representative of other cultural activities organized in the 
municipal theatre. The dances mostly tell stories that are inspired by the Pop Wuj and are 
imaginative re-creations of the origins of the Maya K’iche People. Other favorite themes are 
resistance to the despotic Spaniards, the richness of Maya culture, and Maya revival after the 
recent civil war. The dances essentially reflect the following sentiments: “We are descendants 
of the Maya, who lived here before the Spaniards, and it is time we are granted the space and 
the respect that we deserve.” In 2003, a smart young Maya boy who performed in a play in 
which he was portrayed as killing Spanish colonist, received very enthusiastic applause. The 
dancers use the most beautiful dresses of Guatemala, with the boys preferring the colorful and 
marvelous dresses of Sololá and San Juan Atitán. 

The actual investiture reveals how authentic Mayaness is defined. The newly elected 
Umial Tinimit receives the Ixcap, the traditional ceremonial hair dress, and the chacal, a 
traditional chain, instead of the glittering princess crown adorned by Ladina beauty queens. 
The Nim Po’t, the ceremonial blouse, replaces the queen’s cape. Finally, she receives a copy 
of the Pop Wuj, the book that describes the origins of the Maya K’iche, instead of the 
Christian Bible. Again, one of the gifts, a bank account donated by Banco Occidental, one of 
most important sponsors of the Umial Tinimit, stands in stark contrast to the generally serious 
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and culturally evocative character of the event. The winners of the “most beautiful son”50 and 
the “most beautiful poem” dedicated to the Umial Tinimit are also announced on the evening 
of the investiture. Paradoxically enough, the winner can even be Ladino, as long as he 
celebrates Maya culture and beauty. In these poems Maya culture is celebrated, using the key 
words: maize, world view, values and norms such as harmony, wisdom, and respect. The 
following is the poem written by the poet awarded first prize for “most beautiful poem” 
celebrating the Umial at the 2005 event: 

 
Calling to the four cardinal points 
The fire begins to speak 
Little by little, the sacred Tz’ite forms your name 
With kernels of maize and seeds of the pine tree 
The Aj’Itz, sounds vision, smells 
Shades of the primordial colors of the primordial maize 
Those counting time reunited forever 
An unbroken chain of purest blood 
The indomitable presence of a proud and enduring race 
 
Man, nature, cosmos 
A balance of knowledge, harmony and respect 
Xmukané present in grandfather moon 
Living brother in vivid guïpiles 
Values that dance, sacred customs 
Those who surround you bless your name: 
EVELIN CATALINA.51  

 
A part is held afterwards in the house of the winning Umial, where the Mayas of 
Quetzaltenango eat, drink, and dance sones. 

The poor inhabitants of rural Quetzaltenango—those who roam the streets barefoot 
and who have lost many of their teeth—are not the people that attend these events. Yet people 
from the rural communities with whom I spoke to consider the Umial to be one of their own. 
The following are representative comments:  

 

                                                 
 

50 The son here refers to a marimba played sones, not the Cuban son. 
51 Poem dedicated to the U’mial Tinimit Re Xelaju’j No’j 2002/2003 Evelin Catarina Lopez Méndez. Written by 
Oscar Boj. 
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Without her, nobody would know anything about the indigenous.52  
It is something that assures that we don’t lose our culture.53  
It opens a door that allows women to represent Maya culture.54  
It is a way of saying: We Maya are here to stay. We have survived, and nobody 
has been able to destroy us.55  

 
However, I never saw them at the theatre. Taking into account the situation of the Mayas who 
live in the center of the city and encounter racism in their daily and professional life—people 
like Don Mito and Don Martín de Paz, the Umial seems to be a proper venue for 
communicating cultural difference and altering existing power relations: Xel-jú re-
appropriated what was happening on that very stage. Mariela told me how she became 
conscious of her Mayan identity when she was preparing herself for the Umial Tinimit. 
Before she participated, she had not known anything about the Maya world view, and today 
Maya spirituality is her religion. The event is an articulation of Mayaness and is very much 
alive among the better to do Maya K’iche’s: It is a vehicle of expression that allows more than 
the presentation of physical beauty: it is also a cultural and political event.56  

The relation of the event and its references to “authentic” Maya culture with the life of 
most auxiliary mayors and rural reality is ambivalent. Many of the symbols that are used on 
the stage of the pageant are also uncoupled from the people who produce and use them in 
daily life. The Umial Tinimit is a way to create an imagined community and to weave created 
authenticities into the show (Bendix 1997; Hobsbawm 1983). People from the communities 
would never be able to buy the ticket, thus affirming the boundary between Indians and 
Mayas, constituting the difference we also encountered with the roads. The Umial Tinimit 
became a site where cultural difference is communicated (Barth 1969). The differences in 
question are not only those between Ladinos and Mayas but also between Indians and Mayas. 
At the same time, the organization of the event is still a male-dominated site, and men decided 
how and what kind of Mayahood should be judged on that stage. For two years, Alma López 
was a member of the commission that organized the event, but she decided not refrain from 
further participation, since she already had a lot of work to do. She said: 

  
I approve when it becomes a space where women can voice their complaint and I 
do not approve when this space is presided over by men: This is something that I 
cannot agree with. It is a contradiction in terms, but that’s the way it is.57 

 

                                                 
 

52 Interview with Don Bonifacio, September 16, 2002, Chuituj, Quetzaltenango. 
53 Interview with Don Bausilio, June 19, 2002, Chuitux, Quetzaltenango. 
54 Interview with Delma, September 9. 2002, Xetuj, Quetzaltenango. 
55 Interview with Don Vale, September 9, 2002, Llano del Pinal, Quetzaltenango. 
56 Interview with Ulisis Quijivix, August 22, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
57 Interview with Alma López, August 15, 2002, Quetzaltenango.  
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Just as is the case with the traje,58 the indigenous pageant reflects the gender roles of society. 
Women represent the nation, community and the family. Men decide the manner in which 
such representation takes place. 

Through the election of the most beautiful Maya girl of Quetzaltenango, urban Mayas 
claim an authentic Mayan identity and imagine a shared origin. Through the use of symbols, 
values and re-invented traditions such as dress, language and ceremonial uses (see Hobsbawm 
1983) a Maya identity is constructed on stage. By using those markers of identity in an urban 
context as a form of distinguishing themselves from the Ladinos on the one hand and to 
construct a shared Mayan identity on the other, those communal identity markers acquire 
ethnic, social and political meanings. Paradoxically, identity markers that in earlier times 
solely to sanction discrimination and exclusion, and that might therefore be thought of as 
stigmatizing, has now acquired a meaning that is infused with spirituality and filled with 
positive connotations, and that is being used as a vehicle to attain a place for Mayas within the 
larger society.  

 
6.3 QUEMÉ’S LEGACY 
“We see that the Mayas are emerging, we see that Ladinos are not the only ones who can 
govern the municipio.” This is what Delma said when I asked her what the significance had 
been for Quetzaltenango of Quemé’s two administrations. Notwithstanding all the stories that 
exist about what went wrong during the two Quemé administrations, the symbolic value of 
what was accomplished—by Xel-jú in general and Quemé specifically—is enormous. Once, 
when a friend and I were looking through some old photographs and campaign materials, I 
encountered a flyer from the 1995 campaign which said “Rigo, estamos contigo” (“Rigo, we 
are with you”). In an almost sentimental voice my friend said, “Ah, those were the days. 
Nobody has a good word to say about him, but he really did something.” My friend sighed as 
he continued to look at the photograph. He voiced the sentiments of many Indians and Mayas 
of Quetzaltenango, members of Xel-jú and auxiliary mayors. 

For many Indians, Rigoberto Quemé’s victory proved that “we are capable.” Xel-jú 
did in fact help vanquish many prejudices about Indians. Xel-jú proved that the Mayas could 
govern the second municipio of the country, that they are more than capable of working on 
the land. Xel-jú, together with other actors of the Maya Movement, showed that being 
indigenous is something that you can be proud of, that it can be something good. The meaning 
Ricardo Cajas derives from the election of Rigoberto Quemé Chay is representative of that 
held by many members and sympathizers of Xel-jú:  

 
It has reduced the explicit racism, and led to an era of what might be called 
implicit racism, they don’t say “indio” […] It also means that a myth has been 
shattered. It can now be said that it indeed is possible, in every area of social 
activity. We can do much more. It is not true that we, because of our nature, are 
not capable of governing a city. The myth of the paradigm of deficiency due to 

                                                 
 

58 See Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion on the traje. 
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nature has been broken.59 
 

Xel-jú changed Quetzaltenango’s social relations: 
  
Well, the hegemony of the Ladinos who had [held power] in recent decades was 
abolished, and the way the political parties continued to put indígenas [on the 
electoral list], but just as a requisite, as a filler in the last slots, to create the 
impression of participation. But when Xel-jú came, it turned upside down, it was 
demonstrated that there was a mobilization, a capacity to bring people together.60 

 
Notwithstanding the intercultural discourse and political campaign, Quemé’s victory was in 
fact a victory for Guatemala’s indigenous population as a whole. Auxiliary mayors were also 
very pleased with having an indigenous person in the mayor’s office, although their focus was 
different. For them, Rigoberto Quemé’s election was primarily of symbolic value. I frequently 
heard that the fact that an “indio” won the elections for them proved that “it is possible” and 
that ”we are capable.” Or, as Don Jerónimo said: “That an indigenous person has climbed the 
ladder and attained a position in government [means] that we have overcome [the stigma of] 
our nationality.”61 Quetzaltenango had never been governed by an Indian before and the 
prejudices that existed about Indians had made everybody believe that this never would 
happen neither. Quemé proved that an Indian can do more than work on a small plot of land 
cultivating maize and frijolitos. He proved that an Indian can do the same what a Ladino 
could do. 

  
Thus, the very fact that an indigenous mayor held office did make a difference, and somehow 
made a contribution to the constitution of local multicultural democracy. In what follows I 
will briefly examine the legacy of two Quemé administrations and the problems and tensions 
they encountered with respect to an understanding of multicultural democracy and indigenous 
identity. I will hereby relate the empirical data I presented in the past three chapters to both 
the questions that formed the basis of the present study and to the theoretical premises that I 
set forth in Chapter 1. 

This and the previous two chapters analyzed the production of indigeneity, taking as a 
point of departure the election of Rigoberto Quemé Chay as the first elected Mayan mayor of 
Quetzaltenango, considering local government as an arena where new forms of citizenship 
were constructed and indigenous identity was constantly contested and practiced. In this 
respect, during the two Quemé administrations, many interpretations of “indigenous 
government” or citizenship have emerged. These different, sometimes even diametrically 
opposed, views on the meaning of indigeneity for municipal government reflect not only the 
existence of different narratives about indigenous identity, but also a gap between habitual 
practices and interpretations of change.  

                                                 
 

59 Interview with Ricardo Cajas, August 8, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
60 Interview with Ulisis Quijivix, June 5, 2002, Quetzaltenango. 
61 Interview with Don Jerónimo, June 21, 2002, Choqui Bajo, Quetzaltenango. 
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As I have argued in Chapter 1, multilayered and linked articulations of indigeneity can 
be explained from a perspective of history in person. Xel-jú put a cultural continuity narrative 
into practice in different ways. Many Xel-jú members considered the foundation of the civic 
committee as a direct continuation of the Alcaldía Indígena, as they considered this the last 
time that the indígenas not only participated in municipal government, but also had an 
indigenous project. Through the foundation of the committee, however, Xel-jú claimed the 
(indigenous) population’s political citizenship rather than ethnic citizenship. Whereas Xel-jú 
as a civic committee claims its political rights, Xel-jú as an association and member of the 
Maya Movement participates actively in advancing indigenous causes. They fight against 
racism, but from a perspective of cultural continuity. Xel-jú participated in the “First Court of 
Conscience Against Racism in Guatemala,” and has representatives in the CNEM.62 In its 
internal organization, Xel-jú has consistently tried to reflect indigenous values and principles, 
including alternation of power, transparency, deliberation, and horizontality. These values are 
all related to “radical democracy” and have emerged in different Latin American countries as 
authentically indigenous values. These values are also consonant with Western ideas of how 
Indians are supposed to be (Lauer 2006).  

As I showed in Chapter 2, many Xel-jú members employ a cultural continuity 
narrative to explain their identity and define their actions. Politically, some of them have 
opted for an intercultural approach, but this is also considered to be consonant with 
indigenous culture. Rigoberto Quemé gave form to intercultural democracy, but did so within 
an indigenous frame of reference: “The root, the essence, is indigenous; the practice is 
pluralist.” In contrast, it could be said of Guatemala’s traditional political parties that, “The 
essence is Ladino, and the practice is Ladino.”63 The plural and intercultural character of 
Quemé’s administration, especially the first administration, was an attempt to change existing 
power relations by including the indigenous in municipal government through cultural events, 
the construction of roads, the implementation of other infrastructure projects, and the creation 
of participatory sites. Many Xel-jú members consider the ability to construct an intercultural 
democracy to be indigenous and Maya, while they view the implementation of 
developmentalist policies as something not authentically indigenous.  

The auxiliary council is often approached as an actor in the constitution of democracy 
and as a site where indigeneity is reproduced and articulated. At the same time, many 
auxiliary mayors have a view on being Indian and being Maya that is quite different from that 
of Xel-jú. Although the auxiliary councils contain many elements of deliberative or radical 
democracy, these bodies have not been embraced by the very communities that they are 
supposed to represent. Many inhabitants of semi-urbanized areas consider the auxiliary 
council to be “backward” and “underdeveloped,” that is, not something appropriate for 
modern communities. The auxiliary councils carry the same prejudices as the word indio. 

Auxiliary mayors are more developmentalist-oriented community politicians who 
think in terms of projects rather than in participation. As I showed in Chapter 3, for them 
being indigenous often means being poor, and they struggle to alter this position, which is 

                                                 
 

62 CNEM: Coordinadora Nacional de Educación Maya, National Coordinator of Maya Education. 
63 Interview with Rigoberto Quemé, July 3, 2005, Quetzaltenango. 
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translated into developmentalist thinking about municipal government. They are more 
concerned about their socio-economic position than about their indigenous rights. They 
considered it important to have an indigenous mayor, because, from their point of view, an 
indigenous mayor would carry out projects for (poor) Indians. Hence, from the perspective of 
an anti-racism narrative, they consider indigenous government to be a government that will 
fulfill the direct needs of the poor Indian population. If an indigenous mayor does not 
accomplish this, he falls out of the category of “Indian,” and the poor Indians become subject 
to internal racism. 

The perceptions of urban Mayas and rural Indians reflect and exemplify the dynamic 
and changing character of indigenous identity. Both groups identify as indigenous but on the 
basis of different personal histories of reference, and they bump into different boundaries. 
Being indigenous has different meanings, and this is reflected in the expectations of an 
indigenous government. In an intercultural democracy, it is important to incorporate those 
different meanings of indigeneity in order to construct a common reading of social referents. 
Intercultural democracy is not just about how to govern, how to construct participatory sites 
on the basis of certain ideas of Mayaness; it also must, if it is to succeed, incorporate rural 
articulations of indigeneity.  

Although there is a socioeconomic distinction between Mayas and Indians, both 
groups identify themselves as indigenous, and thus differentiate themselves from the Ladino 
population. Still, indigenous claim-making is fragmented and depends to a great extent on 
education and socio-economic position. In Quetzaltenango, the second largest municipio and 
city of Guatemala, inhabited by poor Indians and urban Mayas and marked by racism and 
social exclusion. The following chapters turn to Santa María Chiquimula, where 92% of the 
population identifies as indigenous or as K’iche-speaking. In this municipio, which bears 
many of the characteristics of being “typically” indigenous, the polemics surrounding 
indigenous claim-making seem to be even more heated than in Quetzaltenango.
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7. Changing pathways of community service 
 

It is a sunny and warm morning, but the costumed dances and marimbas at the square in front 
of the church go on and on. There is a small group of women waiting in front of the Catholic 
Church and I join them. After a while, the members of the municipal council enter the square 
in the atrium of the church. They walk in line, each one with a vara under his arm, to the 
accompaniment of music played by a small band. The members of the cofradía await the civil 
authorities in silence in front of the Church until the council members approach the stairwells 
and pronounce the ceremonial greeting. Then the civil authorities line up to the left of the 
Church, together with the Community Court. The cofrades enter the Church to pick up and 
carry out small statues of the saints. When they come out carrying statues of the Virgin Mary 
and Our Lord of Esquipulas, they are accompanied by copal, chirimia and tum,1 and the 
procession begins. 

After a few blocks, we arrive at what will become the new home of the Virgin Mary. 
The first cofrade invites the entire municipal council into the house to drink the sacred atol, 
made from maize. Before they enter the room, a helper of the cofrades receives their vara on 
towel, one with an image of the ruins of Tikal, in bright colors, laid out over his arms. The 
council members take their seats behind the oblong table on which their varas are laid down, 
again on a towel. The room is covered with pine tree needles and we drink the atol, topped 
with cream, from stone bowls. After we have finished the atol, we thank the cofrade and the 
municipal council. Then the departing and entering cofrades line up in front of the saint and 
the band begins to play sones such as the traditional “Rey K’iche.” Each entering and leaving 
cofrade dances towards the image and then away from it, starting with the two capitanes, the 
lowest cargo within the cofradía. They repeat this four times, a reference to the four compass 
points. After the men have completed the dances, the women also pay homage to the Virgin 
Mary. The ceremony of the transfer of the cofradía has now been completed, and we all leave 
the house. 

This transfer of cofradía was carried out in September, 2004. It is a seemingly perfect 
example of a system of community services that has been described in the ethnographic 
literature of Mesoamerica as the cargo system. This hierarchical system of services that 
combines administrative offices of civil as well as religious life has been called “the heart of 
the community” (Chance 1996) and the core of the Mayan social structure (Tax 1937). In the 
numerous studies on social indigenous organization in Central America, the cargo system has 
been defined as a community obligation to perform assigned community services without 
remuneration. The office holders (or cargadores) change every year (DeWalt 1975: 90, 
Cancian 1967: 283). The cargo system is the civil-religious hierarchy that Wolf (1957) 
considered characteristic of the closed corporate community, and that he saw as a mechanism 
that kept the indigenous community closed and corporate. The cofradía, the civil authorities of 

                                                 
 

1 The copal (incense) is a standard ingredient of Mayan ceremonies. The chirimia (flute) and the tum (drum) are 
both considered “authentic” Mayan instruments. See also Chapter 3 on the Xel-jú logo. 
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the auxiliary council, and the “Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor,” the cargo that 
disappeared as I described in the Introduction, are—or were—all part of this civil-religious 
hierarchy. 

The cargo system can be considered part of indigenous customary law, when this 
concept is conceptualized as “a framework of organizations, relationships, and cultural ideas, 
a mix of principles, guidelines, rules of preference, and rules of prescription, together with 
conceptions of morality and causality, all of them completely intertwined in a web of ordinary 
activities. It was not a special domain of knowledge or practice, but a body of ideas known to 
all and used by all” (Moore 1978, cited in Handy 2004: 553-554). Customary law is changing 
and dynamic and should therefore rather be considered as the way communities and people 
re-interpret, adapt and use the positive law and colonial institutions in their own way, rather 
than as a set of ancestral norms that have not changed since pre-Columbian times 
(Stavenhagen 1989). The cargo system also provided, and to a certain extent still provides, 
guidelines of how daily life as well as special occasions should be organized. At the same 
time, as this part of the book will show, the cargo system is a dynamic institution and adapts 
itself to the use of positive law and is used actively to construct boundaries between different 
groups in the municipio. 

In the literature, indigenous law has been characterized as having the following 
characteristics: reconciliation and the return to harmony, restitution instead of punishment, 
exemplary punishment (public work in front of the whole community), reincorporation of the 
offending individual into the community, public discussion and apology (Handy 2004: 557). 
Cabrera described the difference between state and indigenous law as follows: state law is 
written, onerous, non-consensual: it focuses on punishment rather than restitution, and is 
rigid, disintegrative, and requires endless paperwork; while indigenous law is oral, not 
onerous, consensual, preventative, flexible, and seeks to maintain family and community. 
Moreover, it can be rapidly dispensed.2 Inherent to the view of customary law as a “body of 
ideas,” is the fact that there is no strict division among different legal areas (penal, civil and so 
forth), nor between religious and civil offices, nor among judicial, executive, and legislative 
functions. In Mesoamerican cargo systems, this was also the case: the systems of community 
service linked the different areas and fields of power. 

However, the cargo system is no longer a body of ideas accepted by the whole 
community. I already explained in Chapter 2 how different religions, political parties and 
supra-community relations altered community relations and pathways to power and 
responsibilities. I also described how, since the 1980s and during the peace process, the Maya 
Movement has reverted to “traditional” indigenous forms of governing as a way of 
reconstructing indigenous communities and revaluing Mayan identity. Customary law and 
indigenous authorities have become subject to discussions about pluri-ethnic Guatemala and 
democracy. Indigenous peoples claim their right to customary law as part of their ethnic 
citizenship and as an ingredient of a multicultural democracy. Sometimes, however, this has 
led to viewing customary law and its practitioners as something essential. Although 

                                                 
 

2 Cabrera cited in Saqb’ichil, July 1998, p.6, Handy (2004: 557-8). 
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customary law can be considered an integral part of the social structure and culture of a 
people, and a basic element of their ethnic identity (Stavenhagen 1989: 223), it is also 
changing and dynamic and always related to national processes and to official state law. 
Customary law is a “semi-autonomous field,” a socio-legal space which “can generate rules 
and customs and symbols internally, but that is also vulnerable to rules and decisions and 
other forces emanating from the larger world by which it is surrounded” (Moore 1986: 55). 
Viewing the cargo system as a semi-autonomous field also facilitates the understanding of 
modifications in the cargo system in relation to national changes. 

A dynamic approach to indigenous customary law allows one to understand its 
changing character, the meaning of the system of community services and comprehend its 
hooked and sometimes contradictory articulations. Although for some Chiquimultecos, the 
cargo system still constitutes the heart of the community, the cargo system and its inherent 
usos y costumbres is much contested. Whereas in the past, all auxiliary mayors, the 
Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor and most of the inhabitants participated in—for 
example—a procession such as I described above, today not even all the members of the 
municipal council present themselves on those occasions. And when a famous evangelical 
pastor arrived in the municipio, the whole football field filled with Chiquimultecos to hear 
him speak. Costumbres related to the cargo system and the cargo system itself is losing 
ground as different religions, political party ideologies and class differences entered the 
municipio. This has not only altered power relations, but has also changed the knowledge 
required to gain power and the imaginations of how the municipio should be represented and 
governed. In a way, this struggle can be considered an ideational struggle, similar to Xel-jú’s 
ideational struggle in Quetzaltenango. Hence, national developments not only hastened the 
disappearance of cargo systems, but also introduced new actors into the field of force who 
struggled to create new social referents for the governing of the municipio. 

Therefore this and the following chapters do not consider the cargo system in terms of 
the questions that have been central to earlier debates on this form of social organization, such 
as the issue of whether or not the system has its roots in the pre-Columbian times (Chance 
1990) or whether the cargo system mainly functions to redistribute wealth or, on the contrary, 
to maintain inequalities within indigenous communities (Chance & Taylor 1985).3 Nor do 
they consider the cargo system to be an essential Mayan or indigenous category and its 
disappearance as a necessary assimilation to Ladino identity or cultural loss. Rather, the 
chapters explore how the inhabitants of Santa María Chiquimula create new boundaries and 
give new meaning to indigeneity through the cargo system on the one hand and how the 
disappearance of the cargo system creates new boundaries and shapes indigeneity on the 
other.  

I conceptualize modifications of community organization as changed articulations of 
indigeneity within a context of national indigenous claim-making regarding indigenous law in 
a relatively open debate. I am interested in the way that different identity meta-narratives are 
reproduced on the local level and how they influence the habitual practices and local 

                                                 
 

3 See, among others, Cancian (1967), Chance (1985, 1996), Chance & Taylor (1985), Friedlander (1975) and 
Wasserström (1980) for this debate. 
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contentious practices of the Chiquimultecos. Central in this analysis is the importance of 
notions of the ancestors, community and service, as well as the constant tension between 
urban and rural areas of the municipio, between traditional, authentic forms of authority and 
municipal politics, and religious change in the municipio. Taking as a point of departure the 
history in person, I aim to provide insight into how local processes can lead to seemingly 
contradictory outcomes of multiculturalism shaped by state policies. 

With the intention of understanding and mapping changes in the cargo system and its 
credibility I will provide an ethnographic description of the different offices, the organization 
of the cargo system, and the interrelationships among the political, religious and civil 
community cargos in the first section. I will use several narratives on the vara, the staff that 
symbolizes the authority of the cargo carriers as a frame of reference because the importance 
of the vara is crucial to understand the functioning of the cargo system. In the second section, 
I intend to disclose the changing pathways of community service and the underlying ideas of 
community and service. Those changing pathways disclose that those values are reproduced 
through the incorporation of new services into the cargo system on the one hand, and that the 
cargo system changes because new forms of knowledge determine the access to power on the 
other. 
 
7.1 THE VARA AS THE HEART OF THE COMMUNITY 
The first time I visited Santa María Chiquimula, on August 2, 2003, I caught a glimpse of one 
of the usos y costumbres of the civil part of the cargo system still in use. Around 9 a.m. in the 
morning all the auxiliary mayors walked in line over to the market, looking extremely serious 
with their varas under their arms. They entered the municipality and took their seats in the 
municipal salon. Their hats were taken off at the door by their alguaciles, and they left their 
varas at the table covered with a towel in front of the room before taking their seats in the 
salon. It struck me that the vara—no more than a wooden staff to me—was handled with so 
much care. During my fieldwork in Santa María Chiquimula I would witness this little ritual 
with the vara numerous times, at many different occasions. The vara symbolizes the authority 
of the office holders that carry it. It symbolizes cultural continuity, as it is transferred from 
officeholder to officeholder, and it is believed that the vara possesses certain powers of the 
ancestors. Therefore the vara should always be treated with respect. Like traje and the K’iche 
language, the vara as signifier has many different signified meanings, and often symbolizes all 
that is considered “indio” as well as Maya. Narratives about the vara and the way they are told 
classify not only Ladinos and Indians, but also different meanings of “indigenous,” and create 
new boundaries along which identifications are shaped. In this section I discuss which 
authorities carry a vara and why, before examining the powers that vara is believed to possess. 

 
7.1.1 VARA CARRIERS 
The vara makes no neat distinction between the official municipal authorities (i.e., the 
municipal council and the auxiliary mayors and their alguaciles) and non-official, or 
traditional, authorities. The use of the vara by both types of authorities reflects the fuzzy 
boundaries between state and customary law. The authorities that are represented by the 
vara—the cofradía, the auxiliary council, and the Alcaldía Indígena—were initially created by 
the Spaniards and in that sense can be considered a “creature of Spanish Conquest” to use 
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Wolf’s words. Because of the absence of the state in indigenous localities, those institutions 
turned into sites where Indians gave continuity to their identity and culture. This has resulted 
in complex authority structures at the municipal level, with no neat lines between “indigenous 
authorities” and local representatives of the state.  

According to the Municipal Code, the local representatives of the state are: the 
municipal council (concejales or councilmen, síndicos or aldermen, and the municipal 
mayor), the auxiliary mayors and the alguaciles on the level of the canton. The municipal 
council in Santa María Chiquimula consists of eight persons: the municipal mayor, two 
síndicos and five concejales. Although the municipal council is elected through popular 
elections, it is also part of the cargo system. The most important task of the municipal council 
is the carrying out of projects, mostly considering infrastructure, in the municipio. Before the 
Community Court was installed, the municipal mayor held the office as judge, in addition to 
combining administrative and judicial functions, as was the case in many municipio in 
Guatemala. As the municipal mayor did not have a police force at his disposal, they installed 
their own “police.” In Santa María Chiquimula those were called the Alguaciles and Mayores 
of the Corridor (“Mayorib Ajchimiab,” in K’iche). The “Service in the Corridor” consists of 
two sets of different cargos: the prestigious Alguacil I, and Mayor I, II, II, IV and the 
Alguaciles of the Corridor II-XIX. The members of the municipal council all carry the vara. 
The Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor only carried a short wooden stick, but most of 
their work consisted of taking care of the vara of the members of the municipal council. 

Santa María Chiquimula is divided into 16 cantones, each presided over by its own 
auxiliary council. The body of community representatives is usually referred to as Los 16, and 
they are organized at the municipal level, but not, as one would expect, based in the Centro 
Población. Instead, their authority is based in the community of Chuacorral.4 It is the auxiliary 
mayor of Chuacorral who has authority over the other auxiliary mayors, because this 
community is the “heart of the village.”5 It is the biggest canton of the municipio,6 and has 
produced several important leaders. For internal administrative reasons, the canton has been 
divided into two parts, Chuacorral 1 and 2. Every week, the auxiliaries from all cantones meet 
in the office of Chuacorral, where municipal matters are discussed, such as who will be 
assigned to which cargo, before they take off to the municipal palace. Like a former auxiliary 
mayor of Chuacorral, Don Andrés, said to me: “Sometimes it is the same as coming to the 
municipal mayor.” This is where the auxiliaries come when they have questions and doubts, 
and here is where they meet when something has to be decided that concerns the 16 cantones. 
And they leave from there in single file to go to the weekly meeting with the municipal mayor 
and his council. Understood as a coordinating body of Los 16, the auxiliatura can be 
considered as something of an Alcaldía Indígena. 

On the cantonal level, every community is governed by an auxiliary council consisting 
of an auxiliary mayor, a second auxiliary mayor (“Mayor”), a couple of alguaciles (the exact 

                                                 
 

4 Chuacorral means “opposite to the corral.” 
5 Interview with Pedro Calel, August 17, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
6 Interview Pedro Sacvín., September 27, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. According to the information that I 
was able to gather, there are also spiritual reasons for this. However, these reasons were not shared with me, or 
with other researchers who have spent a lot of time in the municipio, and who are fluent in K’iche. 
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number depends on the number of inhabitants of the canton), and a group of persons in charge 
of planting and caring for trees (“viveros”). Mayores also have the right to the vara, although 
they do not appear in the Municipal Code. In the Centro Población, the auxiliary council 
comes together every Thursday morning in their office in the courtyard of the Catholic 
Church. Sometimes persons come in, to drop off their market purchases before going to the 
cantina, or make inquiries regarding a communal project that is being carried out. Every week 
at nine, two alguaciles from Chuacorral enter the room to warn that it is time to gather in the 
Chuacorral office before going to the meeting in the municipal palace. The rest of the week, 
auxiliaries have different responsibilities. They are responsible for collecting and disposing of 
garbage in the street as well as the maintenance of the water springs of the village. They also 
communicate communal works and messages from the municipal council to the residents of 
the cantones, and keep the cemetery clean. Until 2003, the auxiliaries participated in all 
processions and changes of the cofradías. 

The cofradías each consist of six offices: two capitanes, two mayordormos, and two 
alcaltés. The cofrade always assumes his office together with his wife. There are cofradías at 
the municipal and cantonal level, and both are organized in the same way. Not all 
communities have their own patron saint. The cofrades take care of the images of the patron 
saints and organize activities surrounding their celebrations. In short, the work of the cofradía 
consists of “being in charge of the processions and the traditional jochti,7 the traditional four 
washings of the vestments of the saint each year, and the four masses associated with each of 
the washings.”8 

Principales, a group of respected elderly men that preside over the community, do not 
carry the vara. They are vitally important in determining who is going to be a cargador, they 
determine who is going to hold what office. Both the Maya Movement and local actors 
consider the principales to be essential indigenous authorities, making them central in their 
cultural continuity narrative. They are often referred to by their K’iche name “kamalbe.” 
Actually, the core task of the principales is to determine whose turn it is to serve in which 
cargo in the Centro Población. They command respect because they have each completed 
their term of service. To become one of the principales is a privilege that can be earned by 
serving the community; one can become a principal after having performed his community 
service. Besides this core task, the principales also have to look after the welfare of their 
communities. This means they have to know what is going on in their communities, provide 
recommendations to the committees in charge of projects, and advise the auxiliary mayors on 
community matters. 

In sum, there are four kinds of cargos in Santa María Chiquimula (and most other 
municipios): civil cargos and religious cargos, each at both the municipal and cantonal levels. 
The organization at the municipal level consists of several offices: three cargos in the 
cofradía, the cargos in the municipal council, and two cargos “in the Corridor” of the 
municipal palace. The sixteen cantones “deliver” their participants for municipal cargos that 
do not directly benefit their home cantons through rotational systems. The cargos are 

                                                 
 

7 The jochti is the sacred atol that is only taken at special occasion according to the costumbres of the municipio. 
8 Interview with Diego Tum, December 2, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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summarized in Figure 1. As I will show in this and the following chapter, the cargos 
encompass many usos y costumbres. Although the members of the municipal council 
participate in some of those customs, they do not relate directly to their office, like those of 
the cofradía or the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor. 
 
Arena´s of 
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             Cargo9      
             levels 

First cargo 
 

Second cargo Third cargo 

Civil cargo in the 
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auxiliary council 

Alguacil  
Vivero  
Escolar 
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PRINCIPAL 

Figure 1 Pathways of Cargo Offices Centro Población, Santa María Chiquimula, Totonicapán  

 
Not all cargos have the same weight: there are three “levels” of cargos that have to be 
fulfilled. As he ascends to each successive level, a man gains more experience and thus more 
respect. In Santa María Chiquimula, most men have to serve three years, that is, to serve in 
three offices at three different levels, starting at Level 1. In some communities, with less 
inhabitants but almost the same amount of cargos to be carried—due to cargo obligations at 
the municipal level—every man has to dedicate five years to the community through this 
system. The different offices can, provided that they are of the same level, be interchanged. A 
man can begin his cargo career as alguacil/vivero/escolar of the canton, Alguacil of the 
Corridor or capitán of the cofradía. Regardless of the specific office held at this level, the 
second cargo, after some years of rest, can be Alguacil I or Mayor I, II, III of the corridor, 
mayordormo of a cofradía, municipal mayor, council member, or alderman. Consequently, 
one can end his cargo career as auxiliary mayor, síndico/concejal/mayor or alcalté of the 
cofradía. 

                                                 
 

9 Every man fulfills three offices beginning at level one, ending at level 3. Cargos in different arena´s but on the 
same level can be exchanged. 
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Picture 9 The cofradía waiting to greet the civil authorities 

 
7.1.1 VARA NARRATIVES 

 
I asked don Balta what the vara meant for him and he immediately said, “For me 
the vara is very important. If I was an alguacil, I would have to respect this vara.” 
If a person doesn’t take his service to the community seriously, this means that he 
doesn’t respect the vara, that a tradition is not being fulfilled. As a result, 
unpleasant things can happen to a person.  
He told me how a certain Pú had been assigned to be alguacil when Manuel C. 
held office as auxiliary mayor. During Holy Week, the auxiliary mayors have an 
important costumbre: the alguaciles have to come over to their homes and bring 
firewood with them as a gift. Afterwards, at midday, the alguaciles are invited to 
come and eat fish with beans in red sauce in the house of the auxiliary mayor. But 
what had this certain Pú done? He had thought: “I don’t even have firewood in my 
own house, what am I going to bring firewood to the auxiliary mayor for?” And 
he didn’t. And what happened? His daughter died, and he buried his daughter. 
After that, two, three months afterwards, he got himself into debts, and had to sell 
a piece of his land. “And this is why you should respect the vara,” he finished the 
story.  
Then he told me about the time they had called him to do his service, as first 
capitán in the cofradía. At that moment he had protested. “I won’t do it,” he had 
thought, but his father insisted that he do it. In the end, he accepted and he put his 
whole heart into the job. During the two years that he held office in the cofradía, 
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he only missed two masses, when he was on the coast. He is a merchant, and 
Christmas is good business there. According to him, his dedication to the cargo 
brought him prosperity: “Look, when I entered the cargo, I didn’t have anything, 
and look how I am now,” and made me look at his property with a large 
movement of his arm. “When I came out of the service, I had 52,000 quetzales, 
and I don’t know where it came from.” The power of the ancestors resides in the 
vara, and therefore “the vara has a sacred meaning.”10  

 
Don Cristóbal, former municipal mayor of Santa María Chiquimula, repeated to 
me, “I don’t believe it, I consider it superstitious.” According to him, it is all 
suggestion, just a way to explain why certain things happen, not based on 
rationality. After a story about his uncle who got ill after not having accepted a 
service to the cofradía, he began to tell his own story: “I had many problems when 
I was in power, that is true, and there are persons that also explain my problems in 
that way.” The inhabitants of Santa María Chiquimula had wanted to lynch him 
because they assumed that he would appropriate the money of the IUSI.11 The 
people had said that this happened to him “for not being trustworthy,” “because of 
lack of respect for the vara.” He continues to say that “the people consider the 
vara to be something very sacred, like something that is supernatural, that there is 
punishment if you don’t do the things the way you should. [...] They believe that 
you can get ill because you don’t show enough respect.”12  

 
I heard a story about a concejal. He was the first concejal of the administration 
from 1996-2000. The municipal council was at the end of its period, and the 
governing political party had lost the elections. Thus, the sitting authorities had 
decided that they wouldn’t leave their offices “in good order” and complete their 
outstanding work. January 8 [of the year 2000, ER] the first council member 
entered the room, sat down in his chair and then he saw how the vara that was 
lying on the table rose from that table and fell down again. This was a sign that 
they should have properly finished up their work, because he only lived one more 
day; no, the 9th he still went to the hospital and that night he died and the 12th we 
buried him. It is thus a fact that the vara isn’t a toy to play with.”13 

 
To start with, I didn’t know what to do: the mass, the clothing, everything. But the 
saint gives a lot of strength, the saint [of the Virgin Mary] helped us a lot. We 

                                                 
 

10 Interview with Miguel Castro Aguaré, September 27, 2003, Santa María Chiquimula. 
11 Since 1998 the IUSI (Impuesto Único Sobre Inmuebles, Special Property Tax) has to be collected by the 
municipal authorities. This has provoked protests in the whole country because the population fears that the 
municipal authorities would use the incomes from those taxes for their own ends. Cristóbal Pú, former municipal 
mayor, saw his house set to flames because did not act against the IUSI.  
12 Interview with Cristóbal P. November 24, 2004, municipal mayor for the PAN 1996-2000, Santa María 
Chiquimula. 
13 Interview with Don Mike., October 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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bought our own piece of land and two houses: those are the memories the image 
left us. The image carries a lot of wonders: it has a lot of strength. Sometimes the 
people lose their children or there is some other personal catastrophe. They also 
told us that bad things could happen to us and that it would be better for example 
not to drink [alcohol], like my husband. He does not drink because he has to take 
care of the saint. What if she falls? You need to do those kinds of things with 
care.14 

 
The above stories about the vara were often told with a great sense of drama and they had an 
awe-inspiring effect on those who heard them; listeners emerged from hearing such stories 
revering and dreading the vara’s powers. The vara is a wooden staff passed on from one 
officeholder to another year after year; it therefore carries the spirit of the ancestors. Civil 
office holders have to respect the vara, just as religious cargo carriers have to take care of the 
saint. Taking good care of the vara (or the saint) brings prosperity, whereas neglect causes 
accidents, debts and death. The staff is always handled with care and deep respect. You 
cannot just take it and lay it down in some place. When the auxiliaries meet with the 
municipal council, the staffs are laid down on a table, placed carefully on a towel. When they 
go on a long walk, the vara is packed in linen, to be protected from outer influences and the 
weather. When not taken out on a commission, the vara is always laid down on a towel which 
is on a table, with a candle lit beside it.  

The whole system of being obliged to do service to the community is based on a deep 
respect for the ancestors, symbolized by the vara, which has passed through many hands. 
Some of these staffs are more than one-hundred years old. The spirits of the ancestors are 
therefore present in the staff and it is widely believed that they are thus able to exercise 
influence on life in the present. This is a profound part of Maya spirituality, wherein ancestors 
play a crucial role. For the same reason, when one does not live up to the obligations accepted 
earlier in relation to community service, this is regarded a metaphor for not respecting the 
vara and, thus, the ancestors. Respect for the vara is reflected in the existence of several 
cargos that exclusively center on “taking care of the vara,” such as the Alguaciles and 
Mayores of the Corridor. In all the cargos, different usos y costumbres regulate the respect 
expressed toward the ancestors and the elder. To respect the vara not only means carrying out 
one’s duties as a cofrade or mayor or auxiliary mayor. It also means obeying the costumbres 
that surround the vara and the transfer of authority, and paying respect to the elders. 

Authorities always bring the vara when the village or community has to present itself, 
whether as part of a political function or symbolically. Civil authorities carry the vara with 
them to inauguration projects in other communities; when they are working with the garbage 
commission in Centro Población, when they leave the village to control and buy water 
supplies. When the presidential lady visits the municipio, when workshops are organized for 
the auxiliary mayors by outsiders, civil authorities present themselves with and through the 
vara. The auxiliaries always bring their staffs when they come to the municipio for cantonal 

                                                 
 

14 Interview with Gregoria, November 26, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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issues. As a way to show respect for the other cargo carriers, civil authorities also bring their 
staffs to ceremonial meetings; for example when they gather to carry out the ceremonial 
changing of the cofradía at the Catholic Church, when they visit the cofradía for its annual 
presentation in the house of the first cofrade, and when they participate in the procession of 
the patron saints. At the Independence Day parade, the members of the municipal council line 
up carrying their staff proudly. The vara of the cofradía is only carried around during the 
processions of the images. 

Understanding the power of the vara is crucial to understanding the legitimacy of the 
cargo system and its relation to Maya spirituality. The belief in the powers of the ancestors 
being exercised through the vara has for a long time been the basis of the existence of the 
cargo system, the legitimacy underlying the obligation to provide services to the communities 
and the municipio, and the legitimacy of the very authority of those holding the various 
cargos. The cargo system is based on a view of the municipio as an integrated whole, and the 
vara functions in part as a symbol of cultural continuity. Nowadays, the validity of those 
stories is contested and they begin to take on another role in the interpretation of indigenous 
identity and social organization. Whether the people do or do not believe in the vara, its 
stories are used to distinguish several groups from each other within the municipio. The belief 
in the stories reflects the legitimacy of the cargo system in Santa María Chiquimula.  

 
7.1.3 SERVING THE COMMUNITY OR THE MUNICIPIO? 
The municipal palace is located in Centro Población, as are the patron saints of the municipio. 
This makes is necessary for many office holders—as they come from different 
communities—to temporarily take up their residence at the Centro Población. Cargos on the 
municipal level are “heavier” and more prestigious than those of the cantonal level because “it 
is of the municipio.” Therefore they command more respect. What also counts heavily in the 
valuation of a cargo is the amount of money that has to be invested in fulfilling its obligations. 
Some value the religious cargos more, because they involve services “to the Virgin.” 

Not all persons, however, consider municipal cargos to be of greater importance, 
because they do not benefit the community directly. Some communities and persons have a 
strong antipathy to municipal services. They believe that these services directly benefit the 
population of the village, the Centro Población, and not the municipio as a whole and 
certainly not the community of origin. Diego Tum, who just ended his service as alcalté of the 
Virgin when I met him, was very eager to get back to his community, because he already 
worked “a lot for the village.” For the same reason, some principales of several communities, 
not from the Centro Población have even decided not to let the services at the municipal level 
count for one of the three (or more) services that a person has to perform for his community. 
This means that a man could be required to serve as an Alguacil of the Corridor, or in the 
cofradía, but would still have to serve the three (or more) services in his own community. 
That principales would do this for the service for the cofradía also has to do with the change 
of religion, which I will discuss in more detail in the next section. In any case, it is very hard 
for principales to find persons to perform the services at the municipal level, as the loyalty of 
inhabitants tends be defined in terms of the communities they were born.  
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For many Chiquimultecos, serving in these offices constitutes a powerful expression 
of identification with the community, and this is also reflected in “where” residents of the 
Centro Población fulfill their service. Many people who live in the Centro Población, for 
example, choose not to fulfill their service requirement there. They still feel obliged to do 
their service in the community where they were born. Children can inherit cargo obligations 
in the community from their parents. The 2003 escolar in Chuatituj, for example, lived in 
Casa Blanca, but has to do his service here because of the roots of his father. Manuel Quiñillo, 
who works in the NGO Adesma15 waits the time that he has to do his service in his 
community. He served as escolar in 1996, and this past year, he was asked to do his service as 
auxiliary mayor. He was unable to, however, because of his studies and his work in Adesma 
that keeps him in the Centro Población. However, he chose not to buy his way out of his 
service obligation, which would cost him more or less 10,000 quetzales, but instead opted to 
wait for a time when he would be free to properly carry out his obligation. At the same time, 
several inhabitants of the village who originally came from other parts of the municipio 
complain about the demanding character of the principales of Centro Población. Don Rosendo 
for example dislikes the principales because “they do not appear in the Municipal Code,” and 
he therefore refuses to do services in the village. Instead, he does service for “his own 
community.” He is very aware of the fact that “the principales don’t like this.”16 

Many persons that I met explained to me that carrying out a cargo has most of all to do 
with being and feeling connected to the community of origin. One man who expressed this 
sentiment was Santiago Tzoy, one of the Community Judges. He did not intend to stay in the 
Centro Población; he just came here for a job and therefore he continued to identify as an 
inhabitant of Chuiaj. His family lives there, and he owns a piece of land. The community 
where he was born is “the community that needs me” and, whatever happens, “we will always 
be part of the community.” He has his friends in the Centro Población, but these are not 
especially close friends.17 The same goes for Manuel Quiñillo: he simply answers, “it should 
be done in the community” and, “I’m still a part of the community” when I ask him why he 
chose to do his services in the canton of Chuiaj. He does not want to “separate” himself from 
the community because he wants to stay connected to it.18 This is, of course, all very 
frustrating for the principales of the Centro Población; whenever they ask for collaborations, 
people that are originally from the rural communities will tell them that they have already 
done their service in their original community. Sometimes they will not pay for the services 
the village provides them, such as lights in the street. There is not a lot of communication 
among the different auxiliaries, and it is widely known that some people do make misuse of 
the system. There are some persons who have left their communities of origin for the express 
purpose of escaping their cargo obligations, and these persons also refuse to do service in the 
Centro Población.  

                                                 
 

15 See section 3. 
16 Interview with Juan Calel, November 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
17 Interview with Santiago Tzoy, August 13, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
18 Interview with Manuel Quiñillo, August 19, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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The overlapping nature of the different services that comprise the cargo system 
reflects levels of respect and unity within the municipio on the one hand, as well as the 
tensions described in Chapter 3 between urban and rural areas on the other. People from the 
communities have to bring big offers for their municipal services, while even those who have 
lived for years in the Centro Población prefer not to register as inhabitants of this locality, 
because they feel more connected to their community and the land they still have here. 
Territory, land, and locality: this is still an important element of identification and makes 
people want to serve “their own” community. Thus, although many people are reluctant to 
provide services at the municipal level, they give continuity to the practices of the cargo 
system at the local level and identify with their community. The tension between the 
community and municipio is inherent to the cargo system and a constant contentious local 
practice. The Centro Población is very much related to everything that happens on the 
municipal level, as they reside in the same place as the saints, as the municipal council, and as 
the offices of the auxiliary councils. At the same time, there are many tensions between the 
municipal council and the Centro Población, because most members of the municipal council 
are from the rural communities. I will discuss this point more elaborately in the next chapter. 

 
7.2 CHANGING PATHWAYS AND THE IDEA OF “SERVICIO” 
Identification with the community and the subsequent reluctance to serve at the municipal 
level already shows that there is not just one hegemonic body of ideas on how to govern the 
municipio, and that the terrain within the municipio is already something of a slippery slope. 
In the first chapter, I showed how different processes entered the communities and opened up 
their closed character. In Santa María Chiquimula, those national changes have also 
profoundly influenced the cargo system. The arrival of political parties, change of religion, 
and other developments have turned the local government of the municipio into a “field of 
force” where different actors and groupings compete and struggle to reach the same social 
referents. Although many of those changes have led to a partial disappearance of the cargo 
system, the Maya Movement has recently tried to change those national developments and 
imagine the nation as a multicultural democracy with space for a cargo system. In this section, 
I describe two mayor changes in the cargo system that became a reality due to national 
processes: military service and development committees as services to the community, and 
the arrival of Protestantism, which rejects the cargo system altogether. The point I want to 
make is that, if we were to consider the communities as closed and culture as essential, we 
would only see uses and customs disappearing, whereas the reality is that they reflect other 
processes of identification, values, and the (re)shaping of boundaries.  

 
7.2.1 THE IDEA OF “SERVICE” AND NEW & DISAPPEARING CARGOS 
Holding an office within the cargo system is construed as a service because the person doing 
so does not receive compensation. For this reason, some costumbristas do not think that 
working as municipal mayor or member of the municipal council is a “service” to the 
community. This goes mostly for the municipal mayor, as he earns a fixed monthly salary. 
When I asked Pedro Calel about his status, he laughed at the notion of a municipal mayor 
providing a “service:” “No, the municipal mayor no, he is an employee of the municipality, 
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nothing more.” Until the 1970s, this was different for the council members, as they worked 
without “earning a penny.” This changed, however, when they began to receive compensation 
for each council meeting that they attended. Thus, following costumbristas, the cargo cannot 
really be considered a service to the community anymore. Another golden rule within the 
cargo system is never to go a level down. The idea here is that one will forfeit any respect he 
has earned the moment he tries to serve in another, less prestigious cargo. Don Pedro once 
shared with me his distrust of Álvaro Arzú, who was at that time running for mayor of the 
Guatemala City. How was it possible that an ex-president was running for mayor? This would 
never happen in Santa María Chiquimula.  

A service to the community is not a salaried office. However, many services have 
been replaced by salaried jobs and are therefore not services anymore. Some of the services 
have disappeared because salaried offices have taken their place. Before, alguaciles were 
responsible for repairing and maintaining the streets and roads within and leading to the 
center, keeping the center of the village clean, removing weeds in the plaza, and sweeping the 
streets. This task has, however, come to an end as both the plaza and most of the streets have 
been paved, and there are paid officeholders in the municipio who are responsible for cleaning 
the marketplace every Thursday. The escolares have to a large extent been replaced by 
porters, and there is a municipal police force, a judge, and a national police unit. Hence, many 
of the services that existed because of the absence of a state presence have become out of use. 

New services of varying origin have also been incorporated into the cargo system. In 
Santa María Chiquimula, most of the inhabitants have a history of serving the military rather 
than participating in guerrilla forces. There are some people known for their leftist 
sympathies, and most of them are currently employed by Adesma. As most of the principales 
in the Centro Población were active members and commanders in the civil patrol, and not in 
the guerrilla forces, military services (rather than the categories of guerrilla warfare) have 
been integrated into the cargo system. The principales are costumbristas: they have served in 
the military, and it is they who determine what does and does not constitute a service in the 
Centro Población. The idea of military service within the cargo system is based on the same 
principles as the other services.  

A distinction is drawn between the military commissioners and the persons that were 
interned in Totonicapán. In most communities, the militaries that were forced to serve in 
Totonicapán are no longer obliged to perform any further services.19 At present, some of them 
have begun to participate in development committees. For example, Don Rosendo was in 
Totonicapán for several years. When he returned to Santa María Chiquimula, the army gave 
him his “papel de servicio” and said to him that he did not have to do anything anymore, since 
he had already served the country. Yet, he did work as head of the civil patrols on his return. 
He considered all of those offices as “service” and does not feel any need to fulfill any other 
services to his community. Diego Tuluxan served in numerous committees, and also 
functioned for 17 years as a military commissioner. Nobody bothers him anymore about 
doing more service since “normally, men only serve three years. I did my 17 years; they 

                                                 
 

19 Interview with Diego Jax, September 20, 2004, Chuatituj, Santa María Totonicapán. 
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didn’t come and talk to me anymore.”20 The persons that served the military and civil patrols 
all found it important to underline they were “committed to the well being of the people” and 
that this is “a free service.” Miguel Castro confirmed this because, “at this time, it is an 
obligation, since such service releases the individual from any further obligation.”21 In some 
communities, the office of military commissioner was not integrated into the system of 
community services, because it was not really an obligation; military commissioners did their 
work on a voluntary basis. Some people even scornfully say that the people did not know how 
fast they should sign up for the office as military commissioner. Being at the military bases in 
Totonicapán, however, was always something else, because those were boys that the military 
commissioners got a hold of in the village or in the community and brought over here. 
Because of its forced character, it counted as a service; three years here was considered to 
constitute the same “burden” as providing three services to the community.  

In some cases, the idea of military service has led to conflicts within communities, for 
example in Chuiaj. “My own community rejects it” said Santiago Tzoy22 when I asked him 
about the military services. There had been a man who had not accepted a service as an 
auxiliary mayor because of his twenty years of service as a military commissioner. Because 
he refused to participate in the auxiliary council, he now has no say and no vote. It had been 
decided at an Asamblea in the community that he would be deprived of his rights. In this 
asamblea, the community had argued that the military commissioners had done more harm 
than good to the communities, as they had forcibly recruited the boys in order to send them to 
the army. In addition, it had not been the community itself that had imposed the obligation. 
As they were contracted by the army, “they are not really community services.” It was a 
service to the country rather than to the community.23 The community also considered the fact 
that the military commissioners did not contribute to the development of the communities.  

In the Centro Población, the Cocodes—the umbrella organization of all the 
development related committees—also gained access to the system of community services. A 
person enters here at the second or first level, and is appointed by the principales. At the same 
time, principales also participate in the Cocodes: for example, Don Pedro is the general 
coordinator, Don Lolo the secretary. There is also a strong presence of people who have 
served in the military or as head of the patrols in the Cocodes. In some communities, it is 
counted as a service when one has participated in a development committee, in others, it is 
not. Participation in the committee that oversaw the paving of the road from San Francisco el 
Alto to the Centro Población was not considered a service to the community, because that 
road serves the whole municipio, as well as the municipio Santa Lucia la Reforma. In this 
instance, we again see how the community comes to the fore as an important marker of 
identification and determiner of the idea of service. 

Both development committees and military services found their way into the cargo 
system, being more accepted in some communities than in others. Although not all the people 

                                                 
 

20 Interview with Diego Tuluxan, November 9, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
21 Interview with Miguel Castro, September 27, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
22 Interview with Santiago Tzoy, August 13, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
23 Interview with Manuel Quiñillo, August 19, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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in such services carry their vara, their participation is based on the same premises of service 
as those who do. As a result, men with military and civil patrols have a strong presence in the 
governing organs of the municipio. National processes and regulations have entered the cargo 
system and have influenced it in different ways. The presence of Cocodes and committees 
reflects the need for people with knowledge of projects and bureaucracy within the cargo 
system, hence adding a new element to the services to the community. On the other hand, 
Chiquimultecos give continuity to the cultural idea of servicio by incorporating the services 
into the cargo system. 

 
7.2.2 PROTESTANTISM AND CHANGING CARGOS 
“They come here to shout,” Don Miguel complained, when I asked about the evangelicals. 
Every costumbrista points to the evangelicals when we touch on the subject of the 
disappearing cofradías and the cargo system in general. The evangelization, however, does 
not merely have consequences for the participation of the population in the cofradías, but also 
for the rest of the cargo system and its inherent uses and customs. The change of religion puts 
pressure on the cargo system because the cargo system is so intimately related to religion, and 
has far-reaching consequences for the cargo system and the way the multicultural democracy 
is imagined. This has to do with the fact that evangelicals distance themselves from 
everything they consider “Maya”, and many of the usos y costumbres are referred to as Maya. 
However, they do identify themselves as indigenous. The cargo system is not the way they 
envision it being governed. The disappearance of the cofradía is related to a tension between 
municipal and cantonal cargos and to a tension between Protestantism and Catholicism. 
However, most Catholics, and especially costumbristas, point to the evangelicals in order to 
explain the changes in the cargo system: “When the evangelicals started coming around, the 
customs started disappearing.” 

In Santa María Chiquimula there used to be seven cofradías,24 consisting of six cargos: 
2 alcaltés, 2 mayordormos, and 2 capitanes. Only two of them are left: Señor de Esquipulas 
and the Virgin María. This means that thirty cargos at the municipal level have disappeared. It 
remains unclear as to when precisely the different cofradías disappeared, but it is a process 
that started in the 1960s. According to Don Miguel Castro25 they were all abolished in 1968, 
but others remember cofradías having functioned in the early 1970s. When Padre Vico arrived 
in the early 1990s, the last two cofradías, el Señor de Esquipulas and the Virgin Mary, were 
about to disappear. Thanks to the active role of the Catholic Church, and especially the 
Jesuits, they have managed to breathe new life into the cofradías. However, this did not result 
in a total revival of the cofradías. 

Many people reflected nostalgically when I asked about the cofradías. Most of them 
are too young to have participated in those cofradías that are no longer functioning, but they 
all remember the processions and the ferias, “My Goodness. Those were the days [calidad],” 

                                                 
 

24 Cristo Negro de Esquipulas (January 15), San Marcos (April 24), Santa Cruz (May 3), Corpus Christi, La 
Virgen María de la Natividad (September 8), Días de las Ánimas (November 1), La Concepción (December 8). 
25 Interview with Miguel Castro, September 19, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula.  
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Don Marcos sighed when we discussed the topic.26 The streets had filled with people to watch 
the procession of the seven saints. Thinking a little further about it, he said “It does make me 
kind of sad.”27 The costumbristas obviously regret that the cofradías are disappearing, because 
“it is a tradition of our ancestors” and because of more pragmatic reasons as well, such as “the 
parties were livelier.” According to Don Lolo, there are only a few who “still follow Maya 
customs.” Costumbristas still consider the costumbres and the cofradías as representative of 
the village and feel that they are alone in their struggle to maintain the traditions and respect 
towards the ancestors. They despise the communities “with their pastors” although there are 
quite a few pastors in the Centro Población as well. Again, identification is shaped along the 
boundary between the communities and the Centro Población. However, the costumbristas 
also acknowledge participation in the cofradía requires both a will to do so and an expenditure 
of money.28  

Costumbristas still consider the cargo system to be “part of who we are” and as 
representative of the municipio. Catholics and costumbristas complain that evangelicals do 
not want anything to do with “who we really are.” For example, according to Don Miguel, it 
is very important to be present at the gatherings that the different cargo holders have to 
organize: “We are losing our custom (while) we are the ones who are serving as an example 
for the people.” 

Evangelicals in their turn do not need this but protest against this “law” that is not a 
law according to them. Although most of them have a costumbrista background, like Miguel 
Castro Tzul, who also participated in the cofradía a long time ago, are completely opposed to 
the institution and question whether a costumbre can oblige people to do things: “It is an 
obligation. It is a law. No, it is not a law, but it is a requirement because it is a custom.” He is 
against the idea that “even if you’re sick, you need to show up and shiver” just because it was 
your turn to hold that office. Most evangelicals, like Don Mike, are happy that “the majority 
of people understood this; they did not want to serve anymore; they no longer wanted to serve 
in the cargos of the cofradías; and this will mean that they will disappear if nobody wants to 
assume the cargo.”29 A lot of people do not want the cofradía any more, they say that the 
Catholic Church is just for drunks—and that Indians have always been considered drunks. 
Evangelicals consider the images of the saints to be idols, something that their religion strictly 
prohibits. They disguise everything that has to do with Maya spiritually and/or Catholicism: 
“There are things there; the candles are bad; the incense; the colored candles, the women in 
officiating capacities.” They are happy that it is no longer an obligation to participate in the 
cofradía, since serving the cofradía is diametrically against their religion as Evangelical. 
People also hold offices within the Evangelical churches, however, those have never been 
integrated in the cargo system of Santa María Chiquimula. Evangelicals fight the idea that the 
cargo system is the heart of the community. “There is no law saying that there should be 

                                                 
 

26 Interview with Marcos Tojillo, August 16, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
27 Interview with Marcos Tojillo, August 16, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
28 Interview with Manuel Chacaj, October 23, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
29 Interview with Don Mike, October 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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principales” as Ronald said in Chapter 2. At the same time, costumbristas reject the possibility 
of incorporating Evangelical services into the cargo system. 

Many Catholics and costumbristas remark that there has been a loss of unity because 
of the disappearance of the cofradía and its associated costumbres. Marcos de Leon and Diego 
Jax, who did not participate in the cofradía themselves but used to participate in Catholic 
Action, both regret the disappearance of those cargos because they symbolized participation 
and unity in the municipio. This unity was reflected in the participation of different authorities 
in gatherings, the wake for the vara, the change of cofradía; constructing a representative 
body (of ideas). Without cofradías, they feel, it seems to be “every man for himself:” there is 
no unity, no shared social referents. This idea of “every man for himself” not only affects the 
cofradía but the whole idea of service. Principales and costumbristas complain that 
evangelicals do not want to “do service” but only “have others do everything for them.” As I 
will show in Chapter 9, they cling to the law as great deal. Not only the principales and 
costumbristas lament the erosion of the idea of servicio, to serve as a way of collaborating, to 
serve the others, but this aspect of community organization: “This is something that is not 
becoming lost to us.” It goes to show that the costumbristas consider the “true way” the 
evangelicals say they have found is really a road that goes in the wrong direction. In the 
words of one costumbrista: “They don’t like fairs. They don’t like cultural activities. I 
consider evangelical Christianity to be a step backwards.”30  

The negative sentiment toward the cofradías had enormous consequences for the cargo 
system as a whole. Conflicts evolving from this have even resulted in the absence of members 
of the municipal council during the key days of the cofradía. And after 2003, the municipal 
mayor, the auxiliary mayors and the alguaciles participated even less. The cofradías have a 
very hard time surviving. Several communities withdrew their support of the cofradía a long 
time ago. They considered participation in the cofradías to be a service to the municipio, and 
thus for the Centro Población. They did not consider such a service to be beneficial to the 
community and, for that reason, the principales no longer consider service in the cofradía as 
community service. In Chuacorral, for example, the principales do not take the cofradías into 
account when they assign services. As a result, many people decide not to participate in the 
cofradía, because if they do, they have to do double service. Diego Jax also told me that the 
people from Chuatituj “are used to not participating in the cofradía; it is rare that anyone does 
this.”31 The last time a cofrade was appointed in Chuatituj was twenty years ago. The people 
do not like it because of all the dancing; the Catholics here do not like it and the evangelicals 
“completely reject it.” Again the reasons are pragmatic: at the dances, the people drink, and 
“perhaps they are happy when they go in and then angry when they leave.” Because the 
inhabitants of the rural communities associate the cofradías with the Centro Población, they 
have summoned them to do it themselves.32 Because the images of the saints are kept in the 
Centro Población, many people from the communities feel like they are serving the Centro 
Población, and not the municipio as a whole, and certainly not their own community. 

                                                 
 

30 Interview with Don Lolo Ixcotoyak, November 22, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
31 Interview with Diego Jax September 20, 2004, Chuatituj, Santa María Chiquimula. 
32 Interview with Miguel Castro, October 1, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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Chuiaj rejected the cofradía at the end of the 1980s because the cofradías were not 
considered as a form of local development, since “all people were doing was spending 
money.”33 The cargo was obligatory for everyone and as such it could happen that an 
evangelical pastor could be obliged to fulfill a cargo in the cofradía. For those reasons the 
“committee of the community” decided to go the cofradía which, according to Don Diego, did 
not affect the costumbres, as the people still “burn their candles.”  

For the principales in Centro Población, is it difficult to find their members for the 
cofradías. The evangelization not only influences the participation in the cofradía, but the 
whole cargo system. Principales, for example, have the task of searching for new cofrades. 
Evangelical principales are very reluctant to do this. This causes difficulties within the group 
of principales, as the Catholic principales say: “They have to do it; it is a costumbre of the 
village.”34 For them, the cargo system still represents the complete identity of the village. 
There are only two reasons to refuse a cargo: debts and death. But even in those cases, 
someone would have to guarantee that they will do their service the following year. 
According to Don Lolo they do have the law on their side. 

Two evangelical principales of the Centro Población left the group in 2003-04. The 
ones left are pure Catholics, or costumbristas.35 According to Don Marcos, they no longer 
want to be a part of that culture because they are evangelicals. One of the principales who 
stepped out of the group was Miguel Castro. When I asked him about his duties as a principal 
he said, “Thank God I eventually escaped that fate.” He said that it was a sin to look for 
cofrades, although he did it for five years, and he likened the process to offering people a 
drink when you yourself did not drink. According to him, it is a sin to offer people a cargo 
when you know you are taking the bread out of the mouth of children, as you have to spend 
that much money. So he just stopped participating, and said that he had to take care of his 
merchandise. However, it seems that that there was a political problem here which I will 
discuss in detail in the next chapter. The office of principal, however, is an arena that is open 
to Protestants; Don Diego, auxiliary mayor in 2004, is evangelical, but he “understands our 
costumbres” and is currently principal of the Centro Población.36  

The celebrations of the municipio center on the patron saints of the Catholic Church. 
Because of their religious beliefs, evangelicals cannot participate in those celebrations, as they 
consider them sinful, with their dances, alcohol, and processions. Evangelicals are also 
opposed to another element of the celebration of the day of Esquipulas, the most important 
celebration of the municipio: the election of “The Flower of T’zoloche,” the indigenous 
beauty queen. Juan Castro observed that it is more difficult to find candidates for the election 
of the Flower of Santa María Chiquimula. He said that the evangelical girls do not want to 
participate in this event: “They don’t want anything to do with it; only Catholics end up being 

                                                 
 

33 Interview with Santiago Tzoy, August 13, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
34 Interview with Don Lolo, November 22, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
35 The principales that remained behind were not happy and began to spread gossips about the reasons the two 
principales left. Some said: One of the principales resigned because he got wet during one of the trips they had to 
make as part of the civil authorities. He got ill and had paid 1000 quetzales for the doctor. After that he did not 
showed up anymore. 
36 Interview with Don Lolo, November 22, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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indigenous beauty queens.” The “Flower” has to represent the village, the people, the 
costumbres, the traditions, and has to be conscious of the rights of indigenous people. This is 
a contest that has been taking place in Santa María for a long time. At the same time, as Padre 
Vico noted, many evangelicals do make a lot of money during the celebrations. The family of 
Don Gabriel, the pastor, owns all the butcher stores and they sell enormous quantities of meat 
during those days. Pedro Lux, evangelical pastor, organizes the civil procession during the 
January celebration of Our Lord of Esquipulas. Some people therefore have supposed that it 
would be better that a civil committee organized the celebration, and in that way get rid of the 
cofradía.37 Again the habitual practices are not congruent with discursive changes. For many 
Catholics, this is reason enough not to take Protestantism seriously, and justifies their seeing 
Maya costumbre and Catholicism as being truly representative for Santa María Chiquimula. 
They still consider evangelical Christianity to be an alien force, and not as a phenomenon 
within the same field of force that they themselves inhabit. 

Costumbristas and Catholics regret the disappearance of the cofradía and its inherent 
costumbres and they talk about the respect that is lost along with this process. “They don’t 
want mass; they don’t want saints; they don’t want celebrations. All respect has been lost.”38 
Evangelicals say just the opposite: the Catholics do not have respect, as they permit people to 
drink and dance.39 There are general complaints about lack of respect. Some people complain 
that evangelical children do not respect elders as much as Catholics do.40 Juan Castro also 
connected respect with the existence of the cargo system. He sees a lot of uneducated people 
around him, people that do not greet anymore, who do not respect their parents. And, he says: 
“This is because they do not want to do service.”41 The use of the K’iche language is crucial to 
many ceremonial encounters, such as the one of the municipal and the religious authorities on 
the day of the transfer of cofradía. Those are words that have to be said in K’iche because this 
language is inherently more respectful. 

The arrival of Protestantism had an enormous impact on the perception of the cargo 
system as the heart of the community. Evangelicals do not want to participate in the cofradías 
because doing so is contrary to their own religion. Often their avoidance of cofradías extends 
to the whole cargo system, and to a rejection of the principales. This does not mean that they 
do not identify as indigenous, but they do not envision indigenous governance as a system of 
cargos. The costumbristas however, still consider costumbres related to the Catholic Church 
as “ours,” and they feel that the evangelicals are not part of this.  

 
7.3 NEW ROUTES TO COMMUNITY SERVICE 
As a result of those changes, the people who occupy the most important posts of the 
municipio have quite another background than they used to have. Evangelicals consider 
themselves, and are considered by others, to be outside the cargo system. They do, however, 
get into municipal offices. Looking at the background of the municipal governors not only 

                                                 
 

37 Interview with Marcos Tojillo, August 16, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
38 Interview with Pedro Calel, August 14, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
39 Interview with Miguel Castro Tzul, October 20, 2004 Santa María Chiquimula. 
40 Interview with Miguel Osorio, September 26, 2004, Casa Blanca, Santa María Chiquimula. 
41 Interview with Juan Castro, October 27, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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reflects a change of religion, but also reveals that most council members have had other 
pathways of community service than that of the traditional cargo system. The municipal 
council is gradually dispensing with the cargo system. Reasons for this have to do with the 
presence of evangelical council members, and with the fact that other knowledge, which 
cannot be acquired through a cargo career, is required to work as a successful council 
member. The representation of the municipio has changed, as the knowledge acquired on the 
top has changed. The system of services has adapted itself to the changing situations, but at 
the same time this has resulted in an estrangement of the local office holders of the Centro 
Población from the members of the municipal council. 

Even the principales have not always served in the “traditional way.” Don Lolo—who 
is not exactly a principal but their secretary—has only served in non-traditional cargos. Others 
have only served two years before being asked to join the group, like Marcos Carillo. The 
reason for this was often that “there was no other.” The new principales, who were going to 
join the group in June 2004, had also not passed through all three levels of services. Neither 
did the mayor in 2003, nor the auxiliary mayor in 2004, Don Diego, who only served as 
military commissioner before becoming auxiliary mayor. These persons were able to assume 
higher offices because they “understood the customs” and were willing to go from being a 
“father” to being a “grandfather.” The group of principales encountered severe problems 
because of the departing evangelical principales, and they are still trying to uphold their 
“traditional” image. One of the principales who did indeed follow the traditional pathway is, 
of course, Don Pedro. In addition, he is a member of a family in which almost all members 
fulfilled the traditional pathway of cargo service. There are only some small deviations from 
the prescribed pattern, like the third brother who was in the post of auxiliary mayor as his 
second service. The Calels are all costumbristas, which is reflected in the relatively high 
amount of cargos in the cofradía that they have served. They have all served in religious, civil, 
communal, and municipal offices. When I ask about the “why,” I always get the same answer: 
it is the legacy of the ancestors, and we have to respect that, and “it is our costumbre.” 
However, looking at the services his children are fulfilling, we can observe that the shift 
towards present ways of serving the community is even present within this costumbrista 
family. The pathways of community service of the principales and of the Calel family are 
visualized in Figure 5 and 6. 
 Figure 2 and Figure 3 compare the extent to which members of the municipal council 
forty to fifty years ago have followed a traditional pathway of community service, as 
compared with council members today. The cargo careers of the municipal council members 
also reflect a significant change. Traditionally, council members would have a cargo career as 
visualized in Figure 3. Those men have first served as alguacil of the community or 
municipio, or as capitán in one of the cofradías, in some cases followed up by a more 
prestigious service to the cofradía; that of alcalté. The ones who have stopped serving after 
their time as council member, argue that the service to the municipio “is four years,” and that 
they therefore have the right to finish off their service to the community.  

The members of the sitting (2004-2008) municipal council did not for the most part 
follow this traditional pathway of career service. A look at some of their traditional cargo 
careers in Figure 3 reveals that it is rare that they have served a “traditional” cargo service 
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before entering the municipal council. Even the municipal mayor “never even served as an 
alguacil.” For five members of the municipal council, their first office is in the municipal 
council, according to the traditional pathways. But, as the next Figure 4 also shows, this 
analysis would not do justice to the members of the municipal council. It is, therefore, 
necessary to have looked at other services they have provided for the community they come 
from. When asked, most council members would begin to name numerous committees they 
have participated in: for water, for development, for the building of a bridge, for the paving of 
a road. Some council members have participated more than ten years in such committees 
before entering the municipal council. Another service that is often mentioned as benefiting 
the community is that of military commissioner. Again, some council members served in this 
function for more than ten years. Two of the persons said to have served as a military 
commissioner found it necessary to make the comment that they were in fact on the “right 
side” and only participating in the military in order to be able to protect the population of their 
hamlet against improper action on the military’s part. As a result, many municipal authorities 
have military backgrounds. 
 
 

 
Picture 10 Members of the municipal council, Independance Day Parade 
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As the work in the municipal council does involve doing projects, this might be seen as an 
even more logical sequence of cargos than the traditional one. One of the council members 
says he is planning to serve as auxiliary mayor within fifteen years. He underlines that this 
would be on a voluntary basis; they would not be able to oblige him because the service to the 
council is four years. The council members did other services before entering the municipal 
council, services that coincided more with the functions they would have to perform in the 
municipal council as agent of local development. They grow out of the cargo system, and the 
municipal council and the local auxiliary councils, on the one hand, and other cargos, on the 
other, increasingly become two very different worlds. New municipal governance needs other 
knowledge than one learns from the traditional cargo systems. At the same time, many 
evangelicals are reluctant to participate in politics and cargos. 

 
7.4 PATHWAYS TO MULTICULTURAL DEMOCRACY 
In this chapter, I set the stage for understanding what happened in Santa María Chiquimula in 
2003: the abolition of a part of the cargo system at a time when movements at the national 
level movements promote multiculturalism and the recognition of customary law and 
indigenous authorities. In Guatemala, many of the practices pointed to as Maya or “authentic” 
were created under Spanish rule, but they have always proved to be flexible and turned them 
into sites of indigeneity. Today, indigenous peoples claim their rights to participate in and 
through those sites in multiethnic democracies. However, the communities are not closed, and 
the cargo system does not embody the “body of ideas and practices” that is shared by the 
whole community. State presence, religious change and the power of knowledge shape 
boundaries within and through the cargo system. Local contentious practices take place and 
identities are constructed along these boundaries. 

The vara is no longer the heart of the community. Although the cargo system regulated 
social life and represented judicial and executive powers and defined the boundaries with “the 
outside” world beyond the closed corporate community, today the cargo system in itself 
produces boundaries within the municipio along which the inhabitants give meaning to 
indigeneity. A first tension, inherent to the cargo system itself, is between the cargos at the 
municipal and the cantonal level. Many people identify strongly with the community they are 
born in and prefer to do their service there. Some communities rejected municipal services for 
the same reason. Also, people who moved to the Centro Población keep doing or buying their 
services in the community they come from.  

Indigeneity is shaped along religious lines as well. Evangelicals identify as 
indigenous, but reject Mayan costumbres and part of the cargo system—or the cargo system 
as a whole—because they associate it with Catholicism and backward usos and costumbres. 
Some evangelicals consider part of the cargo system exclusively for costumbristas and 
therefore reject it. At the same time, costumbristas and many Catholics still consider the 
cofradías and other cargos as a part of the costumbres of Santa María Chiquimula, part of 
their identity, reproducing a cultural continuity narrative. It is, however, not the only way the 
municipio is imagined anymore. Finally, the municipal council is distancing itself from the 
cargo system. The municipal council has no judicial responsibilities any more: its function is 
purely administrative. Most council members did not serve a traditional cargo career, but did 
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a lot of services to the military and the development committees, based on the same premises 
of service. 

Numerous different actors are moving around the rocky terrain of the ideational 
struggle regarding the right pathway towards multi-cultural democracy. Different actors have 
different strategies for imagining the representation of the municipio. It is difficult to build a 
new body of ideas in this semi-autonomous field. Indian-State relations and changing 
imaginaries of the nation-state have produced changes in the cargo system and shaped the 
local articulations of indigeneity. Services have disappeared from the cargo system, being 
replaced by salaried offices. New offices have found their way into the system of community 
service, such as military commissioners and members of development committees. This has 
all led to changed pathways of community services. Knowledge about usos y costumbres is 
not the only way anymore to gain access to prestige and power; it has become important to 
know how to raise money, how to carry out projects and how to negotiate with the State. 
However, these new forms of service and knowledge have been accommodated within the 
cargo system. Thus, these changes both transform and reproduce values within the cargo 
system, at one and the same time.  

However, those new pathways of community service also result in different pathways 
growing apart and in offices based on different sources of knowledge becoming more distant 
from one other, producing tensions between officeholders that possess different kinds of 
knowledge, but that all claim the right to define how the municipio should be governed. 
Although the municipal council is part of the cargo system, the ways the different authorities 
are elected or appointed differ a great deal. In Santa María Chiquimula, this uncoupling of the 
different services has led to conflicts about the best way to govern the municipio, which will 
become clearer in the next chapter. The members of the auxiliary council are appointed by the 
principales, as are the members of the cofradía. The ruling body that makes decisions 
regarding participants here is Los 16 and not the municipal council, which is elected in 
popular elections. Those two processes can have totally different outcomes.  

The cargo system can no longer set the terms for belonging to the municipio for 
everybody, and this causes tensions between different actors, all of whom claim to know how 
to best govern the municipio. Those tensions become even more visible when new actors 
emerge, such as the National Police Forces and the judges of the Community Court. 
Policemen and judges have not followed a pathway to community service, but they do possess 
power, and their presence causes several conflicts of competencies as they enter the field on 
which the municipal mayor, the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor and Los 16 function. 
The different elections show the different forms of knowledge needed in different cargos, as 
well as the importance of different norms and values. The divergence of the systems further 
laid a basis for severe problems in the municipios, and reflects the ideational struggle in the 
municipio. In the next chapter, I will explore how the tensions produced by frictions between 
the different services, each of which claimed the right to define indigeneity and to provide 
direction as to how the municipio should be governed, came to be very polarized in the case 
of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor.  
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8. And “authenticity” disappeared … 
 

It must have been an impressive sight: the municipal building with numerous Mayores and 
Alguaciles hanging around in and in front of the municipal palace, running after something 
whenever they were asked to, bringing down the vara whenever the members of the municipal 
council would leave the building, arranging everything from cleaning and decorating the 
municipal palace to putting drunks in jail. However, I can only imagine the sight from the 
stories people told me, as in 2003 the municipal cargo of the Mayores and Alguaciles of the 
Corridor was abolished. The Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor worked in the corridors 
of the municipal palace and linked different branches of the cargo system and authorities that 
fulfilled the administrative and judicial offices of the municipio. As part of the cargo system, 
they were very much aligned with the usos y costumbres and the vara. They were also very 
close to the municipal council as they took care of their vara. At the same time they were 
related to the judicial task of the municipal mayor: when the municipal mayor still functioned 
as judge, the Mayores and Alguaciles functioned as the municipal and National Police. The 
municipal mayor was replaced by the Community Court, and the “Mayores and Alguaciles of 
the Corridor” by the municipal and national police. Their existence and their disbanding 
embodied all the tensions I have discussed in this and the previous chapter: between the 
Centro Población and the communities, between municipal cargos and cantonal cargos, and 
between different religions. At the same time, they embodied respect for the vara and the 
continuity of usos and costumbres. They were part of the cargo system: the body of ideas that 
for a long time was considered the social organization of the municipio. 

In the previous chapter, I described how the “traditional” cargo careers and the 
members of the municipal council were growing apart, as it became more important to have 
other forms of knowledge and the municipio underwent enormous religious changes. 
Contemporary indigenous mayors elected through popular elections need other forms of 
knowledge and capabilities than can be inherited by the cargo system, whose members are 
appointed by the principales. Through participation in the municipal council, Indians exercise 
their political citizenship rights, and through their participation in the cargo system, they can 
claim their ethnic citizenship. The two “ingredients” of indigenous government met in the 
corridors of the municipal palace. Both the municipal council and the Alguaciles and Mayores 
of the Corridor used to be part of the same system of community services, the cargo system. 
Due to the changing pathways of community service, however, they grew apart. As a result, 
many costumbristas do not consider the offices of the municipal council as part of the cargo 
system, and did a majority of community authorities provoke the abolition of the Mayores and 
Alguaciles of the Corridor. 

At the same time, cargos and indigenous law are gaining more legal space. The 
Community Court was installed as a sort of multiculturalism controlled by the State: approved 
by the State but allowed to employ customary law. As Sieder points out (2002), legal 
recognition of indigenous norms can be a way to extend control of the ruling elite over areas 
formerly beyond their reach. Governments still have the right to decide which customs are 
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acceptable and which are not (Sieder 2003; Speed & Collier 2000). On the one hand, the 
different parts of the cargo system are growing apart. On the other hand, the boundaries 
become fuzzier as the PNC and the Community Court has a very complicated relation with 
both the municipal council and the cargo system as they function on the terrains on which the 
Municipal Mayor, Chuacorral and the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor used to 
function. And they do this without having completed with services, new or old, of the cargo 
system. 

The different officeholders conceive multicultural democracy in various ways on the 
basis of a meaning of “indigenous” that originates in their history in person. The different 
members of the cargo system, the municipal council and the Community Judges all move 
around on the slippery field of local government and customary law. The treacherousness of 
the terrain is owing to, among other factors, militarization and Protestantism. All actors on 
this field identify as indigenous, and all carry different stories with them: their history in 
person differs, which makes it difficult to constructing a coherent indigenous government. 
This became very clear in the previous chapter where I showed how different officeholders 
how the different offices grow apart instead of creating shared, common referents for 
constituting a coherent indigenous governance of the municipio.  

In this chapter, I examine how the different cargos, their officeholders and their 
surrounding usos y costumbres, reproduce and/or reject meta narratives on indigeneity, 
starting from the way the different authorities are elected or appointed. I chose those 
processes as a point of departure because it reflects many of the values the authority of the 
office is based on and at the same time are subject to many local contentious practices. By 
analyzing the way authorities are appointed and elected, I aim to provide insights in the 
differences between the cargos and their belonging pathways of community service, reflecting 
local interpretations of ethnic and universal citizenship. I discuss in considerable detail the 
different backgrounds of those authorities, which used to function cooperatively and that now 
work in a disparate and often uncoordinated manner. Changes in the pathways of community 
service and in sources of prestige and power have produced tensions between officeholders 
and authorities that used to function within a context of shared ideas.  

Each section of this chapter discusses a different site of participation and how the 
belonging officeholders reproduce and give form to national meta narratives on indigeneity 
“in practice.” The first section examines how the members of the auxiliary council in Centro 
Población reproduce the cultural continuity narrative discursively as well as in practice, 
especially in the appointments of the cargadores. In the second section I discuss how the 
municipal council has distanced itself from cultural continuity and operates in more 
developmentalist ways, which becomes very clear in the analysis of the 2003-municipal 
elections. The third section discusses several conflicts between the local authorities of the 
Centro Población and the municipal council that have their roots in changing discursive and 
habitual practices. In the fourth section I discuss the Community Court, which was created in 
order to engender cultural continuity as a form of state-controlled multiculturalism, but in 
reality has a very conflictive relationship with local authorities of the Centro Población. The 
fifth section, finally, analyzes how the cargo of the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor 
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relates to the cultural continuity narrative on the one hand and to the different authorities 
central to the other sections on the other.  

 
8.1 LOCAL CARGO APPOINTMENTS AND CULTURAL CONTINUITY 
In 2004, I was invited to the ceremonial trip to the water springs. As had been explained 
during the “Second Question,” one of the meetings meant to prepare the new authorities for 
their tasks and duties, this is a trip the water spring in Xejurumjá, Xesaná. The newly elected 
authorities have to bring 1-2 boxes with soda; two meals (breakfast at 7 a.m. and lunch at 1 
p.m.) have to be served. The entering authorities have to bring blue paint in order to mark the 
location of the water springs.1 The trip begins at 7 a.m. and follows a prescribed program. We 
meet up in front of the auxiliary office. Don Diego, the first auxiliary mayor, awaits us inside 
the auxiliatura’s office, together with Santiago, the fontanero. Two candles light the room and 
the varas of the Mayor and the auxiliary mayor are on a table, wrapped in a chequered cloth. 
Fifteen minutes late, we leave for the house of the new auxiliary mayor, just outside the urban 
center of the village. Our arrival has been anticipated; the table is set for breakfast and 
decorated with colored nylon. We sit down and enjoy our breakfast of eggs, beans, and, of 
course, tamales. Then we leave. At a fast pace that I can barely keep up with, we go through 
the mountains from water spring to water spring, which are all marked and numbered with the 
blue paint the new secretary carries with him. The surroundings are beautiful: wet, shiny; 
desolate. At the highest point where the last spring is located, we pause. The incoming and 
outgoing cantonal authorities stand in line in front of each other in two rows and each of them 
pronounce words of gratitude and hope. Then we go back, visit two more water springs in 
Xebé, have a beer in a cantina, and finally lunch in the house of the incoming auxiliary 
mayor. 

This costumbre is part of the change of authority of the Centro Población that is 
carried out every year. Although the actual change is not made before December 31, 
authorities start to prepare the new authorities for their upcoming duties beginning in June. 
The convivio preceding the appointments is called “Unikarsibal Patan,” which means that half 
of the term of service has already been completed and that there are thus only six months left 
to go. This lunch consists of: calde rojo and four big pieces of meat (it can be made of six 
pieces as well, depending on the auxiliary mayor: is he generous, or not?). The soup is filled 
with the usual ingredients: huisquil, potatoes, carrots, and then, six large tamales. Everybody 
receives five breads of two quetzales.2 The soup is served in big bowls, but you are not 
allowed to eat it, just to taste it. Everybody brings a small pan, to take the soup home. By 
doing this, you show your family that you belong to the authorities of the village, and that you 
have fulfilled half of your term of service. The first Thursday after this dinner, the new 
authorities are called to present themselves in the office of the auxiliatura of Los 16.3  

Prior to the ceremony that I have described, the principales had spent some time 
thinking about whose turn it was to fulfill which cargo. As I said before, all cargo carriers are 

                                                 
 

1 Consignas of the Auxiliatura del Centro. See also Box 1 and Appendix 2. 
2 See also the Third Question in Appendix 2. 
3 Interview with Don Lolo, November 22, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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appointed by the principales of every canton. They think of “whose turn it is; who should be 
named as auxiliary mayor; of where the auxiliary mayor will come from, because he changes 
every year.”4 They have to know exactly who belongs to the canton and who does not, who is 
of which age and who has served what cargo and when. The vara passes through the different 
smaller communities that belong to Centro Población. The logic of the auxiliatura in the 
village is partly the same as the cargos organized on the municipal level. The Centro 
Población is divided into eleven small communities or barrios.5 In the ideal case, the different 
cargos are distributed equally over the different sections to guarantee representation in the 
auxiliatura, as well as rotation of the cargos. The principales do, however, not always succeed 
in this.6 The auxiliary mayor of Centro Población, for example, came from Chuasiguan in 
both 2004 and 2005. The reason they chose the auxiliary mayor two times in a row from this 
community was because the man himself had asked for it. To begin with, they had assigned 
him the cargo of secretary, but he had refused this cargo because he was of the opinion that he 
deserved a higher office because he had already served the community in many other ways.7 
The cargos of the cofradía rotate as well, but since not all the communities participate on this 
level of cofradías, the cargo of first cofrade only runs through Centro Población, Racaná, 
Chuacorral, and El Rancho.8 

The cofradía carries out another costumbre which they call “election” before there is 
actually a transfer of offices. For the cofradía of the Lord of Esquipulas this is carried out on 
the first of November (Día de los Difuntos), for the cofradía of the Virgin María on Corpus 
Christi. The ceremony they carry out in the house of the sitting cofrade resembles the 
costumbre performed on the day of the change of cofradía that I described in the very 
beginning of this chapter. The municipal council, and other authorities and interested parties 
that are present drink the sacred atol9 in silence. The newly elected and the sitting cofrades 
dance the “four turns” to demonstrate that you are willing to do the office with your whole 
heart, and referring extensively to Maya spiritual practices.10  

Both civil and religious authorities prepare the new officeholders for their new tasks 
through their so-called “Questions” and, in the case of the civil services, several excursions as 
well. The Questions and trips are all surrounded with their own specific usos y costumbres 

                                                 
 

4 Interview with Don Pedro, September 25, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
5 Xesiquel, Chetzoy, Chuitemaal, Pismachi, Pachaj, Chicalel, Chuasiguan, Piizmiche, Chiyat, Chicalel, Chuisibit 
6 In the year 2004, the distribution of the cargos was as follows: Chuasiguan-auxiliary mayor; Chiyat- mayor; 
Chuisibit-alguacil I; Chiyat-alguacil II; Centro-alguacil III; Piizmich-alguacil IV; Centro-secretary. For the year 
2005, they had chosen: Chuasiguan-auxiliary mayor; Piizmich-mayor; Pachaj (tanque)-alguacil I; Campo-
alguacil II; San Cruz-alguacil III; Maríacho-secretario; Barberia, salida-alguacil IV. 
7 Interview with Pedro Calel, September 25, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
8 When there were still eleven cantones the cargo of first alcalté roulated as: Chuicacá, Chuatituj, Xecaja, 
Chuacorral, Racaná, Patzam, Chuiaj, Rancho, Xesaná, Xecachelaj, Centro Población. (Interview with Pedro 
Calel, Santa María Chiquimula, October 27, 2004) 
9 The preparation of the holy atol is an important task of the wives. They already begin preparing the atol at 1 
a.m. in the morning, and it takes until 6 a.m. before it is ready. The jochti is taken at several moments during the 
days the change of cofradía is realized. At 6 the cofrades enter the church, at noon the jochti is taken in the house 
of the first alcalté, and the 14 “atol is drunk again, twice;” the following day, there is only a procession, and on 
the 16 the incoming officeholders prepare the atol and the outgoing officeholders come to say goodbye 
(Interview with Gregoria, November 26, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula). 
10Interview with Gregoria, November 26, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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involving paying respects to the ancestors and the outgoing authorities. In the year 2004, the 
Questions of the auxiliatura were organized on September 6, October 10, and December 2.11 
In December, a number of days are dedicated to the change of authority and its preparations. 
All the trips mentioned and explained during the Three Questions are surrounded by a series 
of usos y costumbres that all symbolize respect towards the sitting authorities and the vara 
they carry. During my fieldwork in 2004 I was invited to participate in those meetings. 
 

 
Picture 11 Second Question, Auxiliatura del Centro 

 
 On the day of the “Second Question” I was asked to come back—after my usual 
morning session in the auxiliatura of Centro Población—at exactly 11:30, and to bring my 
camera. When I got there, I was instructed precisely on what and whom to take photos of. The 
new authorities entered the office and, shortly before noon, left two blue packages in the 
corner. They sat down and waited on the benches along the wall until the church bells 
sounded twelve. The very moment the bells began to sound, they stood up and formally 
greeted the sitting members. One by one they took off their hats and went around to shake 

                                                 
 

11 The cofradía of the Senor de Esquipulas organizes four questions: August 5, September 23, October 21, 
December. On these occasions, the cofrades that are about to enter (in January) are expected to bring 2 liters of 
guarro (liquor), 2 containers of water and a petate of bread. They are welcomed in the house of the first alcalté 
with warm chocolate, which they drink “in silence and with respect” (Libros de Actas, cofradía de Esquipulas). 
Observance of those costumbres is necessary, because otherwise the persons that are leaving the offices will not 
share their information and experiences with incoming officeholders.  
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hands, beginning with Don Diego, the auxiliary mayor. The new authorities took their seats in 
front of the sitting authority of their own rank; hence, the entering first auxiliary mayor talks 
with the leaving first auxiliary mayor, and so on. They give a certain amount of information 
this day, as they did the first day, and will do the third. The secretary has noted everything in 
his small notebook, as has one of the alguaciles, who, he told me later, wants to put it all in 
writing so that it will never be forgotten.  

After they have finished their chat, there is the ceremony with the sodas. Everybody is 
handed over two sodas, two pieces of sweet bread, and an extra plastic bag to take the second 
pair home as only one soda and one bread is supposed to be consumed during the meeting. 
The soda is Pepsi. Then, at a quarter to one, the viveros, who will be responsible of the 
planting of trees on the territory of the Centro Población, come in. The incoming viveros take 
their seats in front of the auxiliary mayors, and the outgoing viveros are seated on the bench 
against the wall. Given the simpler nature of this ceremony, it is obvious that viveros are 
considered far less important than the new auxiliaries. This fact was made absolutely clear 
when the secretary explicitly told me that it was not necessary to take a picture of the viveros, 
“This is not important.” The viveros do not bring blue boxes with sodas, but at a certain 
moment do bring in Pepsis, and we receive small xekas. Don Lolo explains that their task is to 
plant trees at the water spring, and informs them that there are 800 households that make use 
of the water. He draws up the writs, they sign the writs, and the committee of viveros, which 
will sit for two years, is a reality. In the writs that have been signed, it is emphasized that is 
highly important that the viveros work closely together with the principales and the 
auxiliatura of the Centro Población. 
 
October 10: Second Question 
One week before taking position, a loads of firewood has to be delivered at the house of the alcalde for the 
alcalde, the alguaciles, the secretary;  
One day before the handover of authority, 5 portions of pine tree needles have to be delivered, four in the 
auxiliatura, one at the 16 Chuacorral, to be delivered afterwards at the municipio; 
For the handover of authority there is the following general expenditure: 700Q (100 per person) of xekas, 30 
pounds of sugar, 22 bomb unities, half a pound of cinnamon, 100 plastic bags, two pounds of coffee. 
December 2, is the last question;  
December 3, is the trip to the water spring, the trip to see the water spring in Xejurumjá, Xesaná. The incoming 
officeholders have to bring 1-2 boxes with soda, and the two meals that are to be served: breakfast (at seven in 
the morning) and lunch (at 1 a.m.). At the same time, Fray brand blue paint has to be brought to mark the 
location of the water springs.  
Box 1: Consignas of the Auxiliatura del Centro. Source: Fieldwork data 2004. 
 
 Offices of the civil authorities turn over on December 31st of every year, and the 
cofradías turn over on the celebration of their saint. The change is preceded by a number of 
activities. The upcoming members of the auxiliary council begin to decorate the room on 
December 23rd. On December 28th, the new auxiliary mayor organizes an informal meeting in 
his house. It is a general meeting, and both the principales and members of Cocode are 
invited.12 As is the costumbre at those occasions, the lunch is served, but not consumed; the 

                                                 
 

12 See Chapter 4 for the Cocodes in Quetzaltenango. 
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visitors take the lunch home and eat it together with their families. Two days later, on 
December 30th, the outgoing and incoming authorities meet in the office of the auxiliatura at 3 
a.m. to hold a vigil over the vara. The “pedido of the vara” is at 2 a.m. When the next day 
arrives, the auxiliary mayors leave their office and they go to the municipality. They bring 
bombs with them. At the same time, the members of the municipal council and the Mayores 
and Alguaciles of the Corridor hold vigil over the vara in the house of the municipal mayor 
and also go to the municipality at 6 a.m.  

The change of cofradía includes more or less the same steps. Preceding the change, 
they carry out a costumbre that is called “modoj.” In the case of the cofradía of Esquipulas, 
for example, the modoj takes place January 10th. The second capitán comes by with the first 
capitán and “they took their seats here; they gave us four bread rolls costing two quetzales 
each, some octavos of liquor, and we chatted; afterward, little cups of soup were served, along 
with four ounces of meat and tamales.”13 Just as is the case with the auxiliary mayors, you do 
not eat the soup, out of respect, just a little piece of the tamal. Every helper carries a pan with 
him, to put the food in and take it home … and “afterward we left with the second 
mayordormo, then with the first mayordormo, then the second alcalté, then the first alcalté, 
according to the costumbre.”14 They also leave dough behind for tortillas. This costumbre 
ends at 1 a.m. the following morning when they gather in the house of the first alcalté of the 
cofradía. This costumbre reflects the knowledge that “one knows one’s place,” meaning that 
one knows one’s cargo and respects the alcalté. Then a series of meetings and processions 
takes place and finally the new cofrades assume their office. 

The change of the members of the cargo system gives form to cultural continuity. The 
vara is given through, and this event is surrounded by numerous usos y costumbres that serve 
to pay respect to the ancestors and the person who hold higher offices, and that refers to the 
importance of the ancestors. The members of the municipal council are mostly invited to the 
convivios, and sometimes the Community Judges are present as well. At the local level, the 
Cocodes are also included. Most authorities consider it important, as it is a way to 
demonstrate respect towards each other and respect for the vara. Some costumbristas consider 
it a task of the municipal council to make efforts to promote the cofradía. It is a way of 
supporting “what is indigenous.” Although people have another religion, they have to accept 
that, “this is something that belongs to us; it is a costumbre that has been handed down from 
our forefathers.” For this reason, it is important to coordinate with the cofradía.15 Not all 
council members considered it of equal importance. Miguel Osorio for example said: “The 
truth is that it isn’t all that important, but it is a tradition … it isn’t so important, but it is a 
tradition of our ancestors that we should not dispense with.”16 The cofradía participates when 
the municipal council performs the vigil of the vara. “They leave the vara in the house of the 
municipal mayor on the 30th and, on the 31st, they take it to a room where the handover of 
power takes place each year, just like the auxiliary mayors change each year.” In the 

                                                 
 

13 Interview with Gregoria, November 26, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
14 Interview with Gregoria, November 26, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
15 Interview with Santiago Osorio, November 11. 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
16 Interview with Miguel Osorio, December 6, 2004, Casa Blanca, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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afternoon, the cofrades accompany the municipal mayor and the vara to the house and the 
following the day the cofradía would accompany the civil authorities to the municipal palace.  

Hence, within the cargo system there are made many referents to cultural continuity in 
discourse and in practice. It is a site where knowledge about usos y costumbres is important 
and continued. Respect for the ancestors is the basis of the system and this plays an important 
part in the informal meetings and the appointment of new authorities. They still try to imagine 
Santa María Chiquimula the way they used to do, envisioning close encounters between 
religious and political powers, administrative and judicial functions, and reproducing the 
cultural continuity narrative in discourse and practice.  
 

 
Picture 12 The office of the Auxiliatura del Centro, Santa María Chiquimula 

 
8.2 MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS: NEW PATHWAYS TO POWER   
The election of the municipal council is quite different from the appointment of the local 
authorities. Other mechanisms are at work, other kinds of knowledge are acquired. This has 
already been demonstrated in the description of the pathways of community service most 
members of the municipal council have followed. The municipal council is chosen in popular 
elections every four years and candidates are presented by political parties and civil 
committees. In some municipalities, like the nearby Santa Lucia La Reforma, there is a 
system that integrates the popular elections completely into the cargo system. Here, the 
communities of the municipio take turns holding the different offices of the municipal 
council. This means that, for example, in year X, community Y is responsible for delivering 
the first concejal and that every political party has to find its candidate for first concejal in this 
designated community Y (Gonzalez 2000). Although this might seem a perfect mixture of 
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tradition and party politics, an “indigenous way” to participate in municipal politics, this does 
not necessarily means that everybody agrees with the results of the elections. In 2003, for 
example, the population of Santa Lucia vehemently protested against the electoral results. It is 
said that when Santa Lucia la Reforma was still part of Santa María Chiquimula, this system 
existed through the whole municipio. However, as Santa Lucia la Reforma was founded in 
1904 and the system of elected municipal councils did not yet exist at that time, this seems to 
be a wish of some costumbristas; a non-existent invented tradition.  

In Santa María Chiquimula, the candidates are approached directly by the political 
parties. Most of the candidates say that they were convinced to participate the very moment 
the political party entered their house, others were chosen to participate in a community 
assembly. Because in some communities the local authorities are highly politicized and 
already “belong” to a political party, for some political parties it is extremely difficult to find 
candidates. Political parties in Santa María Chiquimula try to get as many communities 
represented on their electoral lists as possible, and sometimes do use the local authorities to 
find them, but this is not process that is clearly prescribed: it is, rather, a tradition of the 
ancestors. As I will show in the next section, political parties quickly selected persons that 
have the proper knowledge, which in those days had most to do with how to carry out projects 
than with the following of costumbres. At the same time, the election creates the possibility of 
interpreting and articulating indigeneity in other ways than the principales would envision it. 
To illustrate this comment, I will briefly portray three candidates for mayor for the 2003 
elections 2003 who most prominently featured the “indigenous issue” on their agendas: 
Miguel Castro (UNE),17 Catarina Osorio (URNG),18 and Irineo Castro (DC).19  

Miguel Castro was one of the principales. UNE had asked him to participate because 
he is “a good chapin.”20 He does not drink (mainly because he turned evangelical), takes good 
care of his wife, and served a traditional cargo career. He was presented as a candidate with 
the support of the principales and the auxiliatura of the Centro Población, and in that sense his 
candidacy could be considered part of the cargo system. But his candidacy had a political 
purpose as well: the principales had promised him their votes. Hence, here the traditional 
authority of principal is strongly intermingled with party politics. Also on the electoral list of 
the UNE is Juan Calel as first concejal I, who would finally enter the council as the only 
representative of the UNE, and Miguel Castro, as first síndico who, as we have already seen, 
is a staunch costumbrista. He owes his election mainly to the fact that he “brings some of the 
folklore with him,” as well as something of the Maya religion, since he used to member of the 
cofradía Esquipulas. Also Juan Calel underlines his indigenous identity, but in a more rights-
based approach. 

Catarina Osorio Tum was the first and only woman who has ever participated in 
popular elections. She was approached by the URNG of Totonicapán because of the 
involvement in societal matters she had showed by her work for several NGO’s. As the cargo 

                                                 
 

17 UNE: Unidad Nacional para la Esperanza, National Unity for Hope. 
18 URNG: Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca, National Guatemalan Revolutionary Unity. 
19 DC: Democracia Cristiana, Christian Democracy. 
20 Chapin means “Guatemalan.” 
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system is exclusively reserved for men, she obviously had no experience in this. She does, 
however, give expression to her Mayan identity in many other ways. She is one of the few 
young women that often wear the traditional “authentic” dress, which she also wears when 
she represents herself and the URNG at public events. Well-educated and proud of her Mayan 
identity and roots, she is nowadays learning how to conduct Maya ceremonies and she is often 
asked to be a member of the jury at cultural events. 

Some local Mayanists within and outside the municipios placed their hopes in the 
candidacy of Irineo Castro, but for deeply different reasons than costumbrista motives. Don 
Irineo was, before he came to participate as candidate for municipal mayor, a member of 
Codisma’s Junta Directiva. To be able to understand Don Irineo’s role in the elections, it is 
necessary to provide some explanation here about Codisma and Adesma. Adesma was set up 
in 1990 and its organization was based on the “principio Pop” and for the express purpose of 
creating a civic committee out of the organization that would eventually participate in 
municipal elections. “Pop” symbolizes the way the elder used to solve problems within the 
community, on a straw mat (petate). Inspired by this old Maya tradition, Adesma began to 
organize the municipio, in a way comparable to the Unoldesiq initiative in Quetzaltenango. 
Local committees were founded in every community, and those committees in turn sent 
representatives to the asamblea, the highest decision-making body of the organization. The 
asamblea also elected and still elects the Junta Directiva. This way a civic committee, 
organized from below, would be founded and would participate in the municipal popular 
elections. Hence, a new form of Maya participation would be created. However, those efforts 
did not work out as expected, and the civic committee was never founded. 

Codisma was also set up by Adesma and was meant to consolidate the different local 
development committees in the municipio. Codisma also worked strongly on the distribution 
of knowledge about the laws on decentralization and the creation of the Cocodes. And Don 
Irineo was part of this organization, and very willing to set forth those ideas and initiatives 
within the municipal council.21 It was felt that Don Irineo’s candidacy was as close as one 
could get at that moment to the original idea of the civic committee. Those three “Mayan” 
candidates did not win. Don Irineo and Catarina Osorio were never among the favorites, 
although Don Miguel was. 

The political party that had been most present and most visible in the municipio prior 
to the elections was the FRG. They did not shrink from any method to win the heart, soul and 
eventually the vote of the Chiquimultecos—especially the women. Their electoral slate was 
filled with people that were willing to enter the realm of knowledge of populist politics. They 
had organized groups of women throughout the whole department and had given them mobile 
phones, huipiles and materials to construct an extra room. At one of those meetings, an FRG 
youngster explained to me that this is part of a much larger project. He said that they had 
already received construction materials and would soon receive additional materials that 
would enable them to construct an extra room at their house. Later at the kitchen table, Juan 
explained that they have decided to “take advantage of this chance, as it is an opportunity.” 

                                                 
 

21 Interview with Don Irineo, November 6, 2003, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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Many women are in fact grateful for the attention they receive as never before had anyone 
been concerned about whether women were voting or not. Now, many of them say, we at least 
know what to do. The negative side, of course, is that many women in were threatened by the 
FRG that there would be video cameras filming them, and that the most terrible things could 
happen if they did not vote for FRG. I had the chance to follow the electoral process closely 
as a municipal observer. What follows is an account of the day of the elections, an event 
completely different and shaped by other mechanisms than the appointments of the local 
authorities of the Centro Población. 

 
It is 4 a.m. and I am hurrying to the municipal palace together with Angelica and 
Amelia. The Junta Electoral Municipal distributes boxes containing toilet paper, 
pencils, and plastic bags, to the persons in charge of the different tables. 
Everywhere people are counting ballots. Outside people stand in lines, even 
though the voting tables have not been set up yet in front of the municipal palace. 
A quarter past six the counting of the ballots has been completed and the tables 
are put down at their locations; bags have been attached to the tables. The 
observers of the different political parties gather around the tables, and the lines 
get longer. At seven, the lines are already extremely long, the sun is shining, and 
the tables are open. I am located in front of the municipal palace as a facilitator, 
close to table three, together with Noé, ready to show the people their way to the 
right table to vote. We quickly find ourselves surrounded by people waving their 
ballots and ID cards, asking, “Where should I vote?” and “Could you please help 
me?”  
At 9 a.m. the rumor spreads that the FRG is “stamping” the persons so that they 
will not forget which logo to place their mark on, and that they are also handing 
out money in exchange for votes. Furthermore there is a rumor that a cheque has 
been given to the exPACs.22 We go and look for the international observers, but 
they have left. The Mirador Electoral is investigating the case, they say, and in the 
office of the Junta Electoral Municipal there is a small gathering of upset people 
of different political parties. They are angry because campaigning is forbidden on 
the day of the elections. But no evidence is to be found; the women with stamps 
on their arms are nowhere to be seen. The rumor rapidly spreads that the cheque 
given to the former PACs has bounced.  
Noé and I alternate our positions in front of the municipality with walks among 
the different tables. Behind every table I see someone I know: all of the educated 
persons of the municipio and the village have been gathered together; all young 
and studying people. Principales and auxiliary mayors have nothing at all to do 
with this part of the organization, although some of the principales participated in 
the JEM. There are 21 tables to visit; two in the salon, one in front of the 

                                                 
 

22 The former civil patrol members were an important element of the elections of 2003. They requested 
compensation from the State for their services during the internal conflict. Much of the electoral campaigns were 
dedicated to how this request would be honored. 
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municipality, three in the passage of the market, two in the cooperative, two in the 
corridor of Domingo Lux, three in the atrium of the Church, one in front of the 
auxiliatura del Rancho, one in the corridor of Tzunux dining hall, three in the 
corridor of the former school, two in the corridor of Marcos Pú and one in the 
corridor of the auxiliatura of Chuasiguan. The whole village has turned into one 
big line; people have to wait for hours in the burning sun. Although there is semi-
privacy, it is easy to see who people are voting for. I also here that many women 
have been threatened that there are video cameras making sure they vote for the 
FRG.  
Administratively it is a chaos. People are often in the wrong row, waiting for 
hours, only to be sent to another row, to be sent away again, and then line up in 
front of the TSE where Betty is managing. Half past two, the lines are as long as 
before. It seems like nothing is happening, and it seems impossible that everybody 
will have voted before 5:00 p.m. Around 2:00 p.m., we notice that lunches are 
being distributed. I know that UNE has been preparing meat, and at GANA’s23 
office, patches are being distributed. FRG gives real lunches away, and the URNG 
only provides a snack. At four we hear that in San Marcos voting tables have been 
set on fire, and so I am happy that things are relatively calm here, since the village 
had previously been marked with a red flag on the elections “danger-map” and I 
have been urged by friends in Quetzaltenango to go over there the very moment 
something happened. Many persons are impatient, since they have been waiting 
all day and are still in the longest line. There are many rumors, some of which are 
frightening, that informants of the FRG had entered the office of the URNG, that 
the ex-PACS were already protesting in front of the office of the FRG because of 
the bounced cheque mentioned earlier. But nothing happens. Everybody notices 
the high numbers of women that are voting. The FRG must have done its work 
very well.  
Then the tables close. We walk among the different tables where the votes are 
being counted. We hear a lot of “FRG,” and at 8:00 p.m. fireworks are already 
being set off in front of the office of the FRG. UNE has large stacks of files on the 
table as well, but these cannot to be compared with those of the FRG. The 
counting takes place at the tables, surrounded by observers, with backlights. The 
atmosphere is tense, and in the atrium of the Church, the first conflict arises as 
one of UNE’s observers finds that too many UNE votes are being considered 
void, and the president of the table gets really nervous, declaring that he is only 
doing his job. At different tables, there are clearly different rules on what “void 
ballots” are, and some observers are very strict. At 1 a.m., we go and look for 
cigarettes. It is cold outside. By 2 a.m., everything is over and the streets are quiet. 
I go to sleep. I know the FRG has won.24 

 

                                                 
 

23 GANA: Gran Alianza Nacional, Great National Alliance. 
24 Fieldnotes, November 2003. 
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The FRG has indeed won convincingly with 2760 votes, while UNE came in a distant second 
with 1277 votes. Some say this result was due to FRG’s buying votes. It is also alleged that 
the FRG was able to win because they had enough money to pay “a good chiman”25 and to 
win the elections through Mayan ceremonies. This is a proven way to increase one’s chances 
of getting votes of the indigenous population, and apparently it does not matter whether you 
are Maya, evangelical, or Catholic. A chiman told me that the former elected mayor had spent 
more than a million quetzales on ceremonies.  

The day after the elections, the village was desolate. There was garbage everywhere, 
and except for the numerous drunks that had hurried to get their alcohol fix, nobody was in 
the streets. The post office, Adesma’s office, and the shops: all were filled with sleepy 
persons trying to get through the day. In the Centro Población nobody seemed very happy 
with the victory of the FRG. At the UNE’s office they were disappointed and mumbled 
statements such as: “If the people want to be governed by lies, they will be governed by lies, 
there is nothing to be done about it.” Miguel Castro Tzul, ex-candidate of the UNE, was rather 
cynical. He told me that the newly elected mayor would get into trouble because the cheques 
he had given to the ex-PACs had bounced. Because the people living in “the mountain” are 
poor, you cannot blame them. Adesma’s director sees a little opening, as the newly elected 
mayor has been involved in a number of development projects. At the office of the TSE, Betty 
is cleaning, and she is angry at all those people who made her life so difficult yesterday with 
their impatience, including the JEM. I also heard that there has been some rumor they wanted 
to set fire to a car, as well as other rumors regarding how the FRG had bought votes in the 
hamlets.  

The victory of the FRG, according the inhabitants of the Centro Población, was a 
victory of the rural areas over the Centro Población. Hence, the Centro Población does not 
feel represented by the municipal council: this represents another tension related to the cargo 
system. It is a tension between the Auxiliatura Centro Población and the municipal council, 
and it reproduces the boundary between the rural communities and the Centro Población, also 
in addition to reflecting a tension between developmentalist political party politics and the 
cargo system that reproduces the cultural continuity narrative. This tense relation came to a 
head when the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor was abolished, and then was 
complicated by the role of the Community Court. But before I turn to that, I would like to 
discuss a couple of situations that illustrate the tense relationship between the municipio and 
the Centro Población: the formation of the Cocode and later on the Comude, and the issue of 
drinking water in Centro Población. 

 
8.3 LA GENTE DE LA MUNI, ES GENTE DEL MONTE 
The FRG won. The winners, however, also got themselves into trouble. Because Ríos Montt, 
presidential candidate for the FRG, did not win the presidential elections, the newly elected 
council members would not be able to keep half of their promises. They could not finish their 
construction “project” with the women, and worse, rumors about the checks they had given to 
the ex-PACs continued to persist. Different persons shared with me that the elected municipal 

                                                 
 

25 Chiman means someone who can perform Mayan ceremonies. 
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mayor, Jorge Imul, had gotten so scared that he would not assume his office as municipal 
mayor. He would be too afraid, and the ex-PACs had already been looking for him at his 
house. It was even said that he had fled the municipio. Miguel Castro confirmed this; there 
had been a woman at his house, who had urged him to be patient because Imul might want to 
resign and ask him, Miguel Castro, to be the new municipal mayor. He was willing to do this, 
but his councilmen were not, and they said “let him [Jorge Imul, FRG elected mayor] sow 
what he has reaped.”  

In the Centro Población, everybody I talked with blamed the communities for the 
victory of this political party. The persistent rumors were that the population would not let the 
FRG govern and some even expected their candidate to be killed. The village would not let 
itself be governed by another FRG; and was just waiting the right moment. At the same time, 
many were convinced that the inhabitants of the communities would come and claim their 
rights, and that it was logical that the candidate was afraid because “people in the mountains 
are just bad.” This was a statement that appeared to draw a line between the communities and 
the civilized Centro Población. In other words, people in the rural communities were capable 
of burning down the municipality, or new mayor’s house, because they had done such things 
before. The inhabitants of the Centro Población blamed the communities for the FRG victory; 
many had not voted because they wanted to wait for the extremely long lines to get shorter, 
and in the end did not vote at all. In the end, however, there was a lot of talking, but nothing 
actually changed. Imul is still in power in Santa María Chiquimula.  

The Cocode is the local development committee and was founded in 2002 as a result 
of the Law on Local Development Committees. In the course of the elections, the different 
Cocodes of the municipio dedicated themselves to preparing a document that they called the 
“Minimal Agenda,” based on, among other things, studies of the different communities, as 
well as meetings in the course of September and October of the same year. The process was 
guided by Serjus and Codisma and had the objective of voicing the most urgent needs—
mostly dealing with infrastructure—of the different cantones to the candidates for municipal 
mayor. On the basis of the document, the community leaders posed questions to the 
candidates at an a electoral forum in October, and in November the Minimal Agenda was 
handed to the candidates in the festive decorated auxiliatura of the Centro Población, in the 
presence of the Cocode, Serjus, CARE, the Concejo Pastoral, Codisma, Oficina Forestal, 
Agroforza, Community Court, Pastoral Juvenil, Pastoral de la Justicia and of course the 
principales and the auxiliary mayor. On both occasions, the FRG candidate Imul was not 
present, meaning that he had neither signed the Agenda Mínima nor the document that 
committed him to creating the Comude.26 The Comude, the municipal development 
committee, is supposed to be composed of representatives of all the Cocodes, the local 
development committees, and to give the Cocodes the possibility of prioritizing projects and 
to a certain extent control the allocation of municipal funds. This led to extreme concern in 
the Centro Población, even among traditional principales, and led to a small movement within 
the municipio, centered in the Centro Población. Especially the principales of the Centro 

                                                 
 

26 The Comude is composed of representatives of the Cocodes and the municipal council. 
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Población were very active in this process, and proved to be very able to move around within 
this field of force. 

In this light, the different organizations that had been present at the forum and the 
“Presentation of the Minimal Agenda” organized a meeting within less than two weeks after 
the elections.27 The different parishes actively participated in this process, as did the Cocode 
of the Centro Población, the principales of Centro Población and Serjus. The participants in 
this small movement were very concerned because of the results of the elections and because 
of what this might mean for the development of the municipio. In the meeting, they discussed 
that the FRG: if they went on like this, it would mean “four more years of suffering.” The 
authorities in the Centro Población were mainly concerned about the interests of the village. 
But above all, everybody was afraid that the elected mayor would not create the Comude. The 
possibility of a cabildo abierto was also briefly discussed but quickly dismissed because “this 
will not work around here, as it will get out of control.” The plan was to gather all the 
Cocodes from the communities, invite the newly elected municipal council and in this way 
command the creation of the Comude. The Comude should be created before the 15th of 
December, it was agreed, because at Christmas time everybody “will be selling” on the coast 
or elsewhere.  

On November 27th, a preparatory reunion with the Cocodes took place. All 
communities were present and thus represented. José Santos of the Pastoral Indígena 
explained the importance of the creation of the Comude, symbolized by a kite. He underlined 
that in fact the mayor was violating the law, as the Comude should have been created months 
ago, to be precise 45 days after the law had become valid. While we constructed our kites in 
small groups, we talked politics, especially the payments of the former civil patrols. Then, on 
December 11th, the long-awaited meeting took place. All important actors of the municipio, 
among whom the principales of the Centro Población and the Community Judges, had been 
invited.28 Miguel Castro was also there because, as his son had told me the day before, he 
wanted hear whether the population wanted him to serve as mayor in case the FRG was not 
able to assume office. Before the meeting started, the atmosphere was tense. The members of 
the newly elected council arrived late and took their seats, and they looked angry. But they 
were there and although they disappeared the moment they had to sign the writ, they did 
eventually come back and sign it. They did not put their hearts into it. Nevertheless, the 
formation of the committee could now begin. Pedro Calel was again coordinating the whole 
process. The auxiliary mayors and other community leaders, headed by the costumbrista 
principales of the Centro Población called the municipal council to account for its 
responsibilities. 

When I returned to Santa María Chiquimula the next year (2004), I asked the sitting 
council members what they considered to be most problematic about governing the 

                                                 
 

27 The following account is based on my Fieldnotes, November and December 2003. 
28 The complete list of participants: Centro de Salud, Conalfa, the Communitarian Judges, Cooperativa Alianza 
Indígena, Asociación Ajticonel, Registro de Ciudadanos, Asofut Municipal, Asociación Comerciantes 
Fraternidad, Cofradía Cristo Esquipulas, Cofradía Virgin Natividad, Coordinación de Educación, Asociación 
Nueva Generación, Asociación de Sacerdotes Mayas, Asociación de Pikoperos, principales of the Centro 
Población. 
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municipio. They all at first said the Cocodes, and especially the authorities and the Cocode of 
the Centro Población—the people who were the protagonists in the movement that had 
demanded the founding of the Comude in 2003. The council members allege that the Cocode 
thinks it can “have projects,” while the only thing it should be doing is controlling the 
municipal council afterwards. And it should certainly not be putting its nose in the decisions 
of the municipal council. Almost all of them say something like “I think something fishy is 
going on.” Because what happens then is that “now they think that they are the ones in 
charge” while they in fact “don’t know how to work.” However, for the municipal council, 
the worst thing is that the Cocode even exists in the first place. In the Centro Población, the 
principales belong to the Cocode as well and “they want them to give their approval to any 
projects.” In the meantime, to the frustration of the council members, “the only thing they do 
criticize us.”29 It is even said that some projects have been lost because of the interference of 
the principales, like the new location for the Community Court. Because the principales could 
not decide where the judge was going to be located, the money was spent on something else.30 
The local contentious practices surrounding the creation of the Comude are exemplifying for 
the relationship between the Auxiliatura del Centro ad the municipal council and reaffirms the 
boundary between the rural communities (through the municipal council) and the Centro 
Población (embodied in the Centro Población and the principales).  

Hence, there was a fair amount of tension between the municipal and cantonal 
authorities. Another illuminating example of this has to do with the issue of drinking water in 
the Centro Población. The water that the inhabitants use in their homes mainly from Xesaná. 
The water springs, however, are property of the Centro Población, “because they have always 
been, they have always used that water.” Those water springs are maintained by the 
auxiliaries and by the one and only fontanero that works in the municipio, Don Santiago. He 
is paid through the one-quetzal-per tap that each of the 600 households in the village pays 
each month. Part of his salary is also paid with municipal funds. The Centro Población has a 
salaried person to do this because the springs are located far away from the village. People 
from the communities, they reason, live close to their sources of water and can thus easily do 
it by themselves. Those water springs were a source of several conflicts and tensions during 
the course of the elections, and in 2004.  

In the same meeting in which the creation of the Comude was discussed after the 
elections, the principales of the Centro Población expressed their concern about the news that 
had reached them: supposedly it was laid down in writ that the users of the water of Centro 
Población would have to pay 50 quetzales each, which means 30,000 quetzales in total, for 
the reforestation of the whole mountain where the water springs is located. The principales, 
however, were not allowed to see the writ, and complained that it felt like they were being 
treated like small children. As a result, they speculated that, since the owner of a piece of land 
where the spring was located was the brother of the newly elected mayor, the money would be 
used to pay back the costs of the electoral campaign. The issue was not resolved until 
September 2004, when we all met in the office of the community Chuacorral. There, an 

                                                 
 

29 Interview with Miguel Osorio, December 6, 2004, Casa Blanca, Santa María Chiquimula. 
30 Interview with Juan Calel, November 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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agreement was read in which it was declared that the Centro Población would commit itself to 
reforestation of the whole mountain. However, the writ was only signed by the community of 
Xesaná, not by anyone of the Centro Población. When the municipal secretary arrived, the 
case was clarified: the writ, which had been signed by all parties, stipulated that “all persons 
benefiting from its use, as well as the municipality itself, were responsible for reforesting the 
areas where the six water sources were located.”  

The water springs had also been important during the electoral campaign in winning 
the hearts and votes of the inhabitants of the village. Miguel Castro told me that he had made 
a deal with the owner of the water springs in Pachum and Xesaná. Don Manuel, the owner, 
would sell Miguel Castro the spring for 400.000 quetzales if he won the elections. As I wrote 
before, Don Miguel thought that the authorities of the Centro Población supported his 
candidacy. In addition, these authorities supported and approved of this amount of money to 
be paid for the water spring. During the campaign, however, he had begun to hear rumors that 
the principales had instead supported the FRG—that “Pedro Calel made a deal with the 
municipal mayor.” Now, after the victory of the FRG, the water springs were “suddenly” 
worth 600,000! And he was sure that the principales agreed to this, and would themselves end 
up pocketing 200,000, since the spring is only worth 400,000 quetzales. It was a rumor that 
the population would have to pay the other 200,000.31 On December 1, 2004 the water spring 
was indeed purchased for 600.000 quetzales, result of many local contentious practices. 

 
Today the municipality bought the new water spring for the Centro Población in 
Xesaná, and I went with them, together with a whole bunch of other persons. Of 
course I arrived way too early at the municipal palace, but I ran into Don Miguel 
Mulul, village photographer and member of the Cocode, in front of his shop and 
we chat. Then we walk over to the office of the auxiliary authorities, where the 
auxiliaries and the complete municipal council have already gathered. Some 
disappear to return with meat, to give to the owner of the spring, I understand 
later. We wait a while in front of the municipio; from 7.45 to 9.15. Everybody is 
some kind of nervous. At 9.15 we are directed into the cars, by nervous Andrés 
Sacvín, the first concejal. Then we fly over the road to Xesaná. Only that very 
evening I find out that all that fuss was because we carried the money—600.000 
quetzales—in the different cars.  
We leave the cars on the side of the road and walk for about half an hour. 
Everybody is here: the principales, Don Pedro, Don Marcos, and a very old man, 
the complete Cocode, the secretary of the auxiliary council, two alguaciles, Don 
Diego (auxiliary mayor), the Mayor, representatives of the sectors, all members of 
the municipal council. Finally, there is the lawyer with her daughter and the 
typewriter. Again Don Pedro is the natural leader. Proudly he walks in front, and 
we follow. The house of the owner, Don Manuel, is located in an isolated place; it 
could only be reached by the route we were taking. Two brothers come out of the 

                                                 
 

31 Interview with Miguel Castro Tzul, October 20, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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house when we arrive, and are offered several boxes in order to gain their 
goodwill: sodas and 100 sweet breads. This is necessary to start the negotiations 
in the first place.  
Then we are taken to the little valuable place, worth 600,000 quetzales. Here there 
is a heated discussion on the exact measures of the terrain. The municipal council 
wants to buy more, to be able to place a bigger tank. However, Don Manuel, the 
owner, is determined. His position is strong, and he knows it, as the rumors are 
that Momostenango and Santa Lucia have been to his house and have offered him 
even more money, up to a million, it is said. Finally the terrain is measured, and 
drawn up. It takes a while, and in the meantime we take photos of the waterfalls 
and the mountains. Then we get snacks and sodas at the house while two 
representatives of the municipal council, two of the Cocode, two of the sectors, 
and the lawyer disappear into the house where the payment is made.  
The agreement is drawn up on the typewriter, signed and we return to the village 
where we have a lunch of the traditional soup, calde rojo, in the municipal salon 
and then await the papers to be drawn up on the laptop of the lawyer. The printer 
is connected, and the owner with his two sons all sit with very determined faces in 
front of her while she makes her report. Sometimes she asks something in her 
harsh and direct voice. It takes an eternity. We are all waiting on the chairs along 
the wall: the principales, the auxiliaries, sectors, Cocodes. Some sleep, some 
walk, and sometimes there is some filming. Then the agreement is read aloud. The 
lawyer consequently pronounces “Xesaná” and all the K’iche surnames 
incorrectly. Then the writs of the different community councils and the lawyer 
herself have to be made up, and signed by everyone. We drink “dulce,” a sweet 
drink. Don Manuel gets his papers and is brought home. And finally those never-
ending words of gratitude are pronounced, and then, it is over.32 

 
In contrast to other activities of the municipal council I participated in, for example the 
inauguration of a water tank, there is no religious Maya ceremony conducted whatsoever. The 
costumbre that is made in both cases is something we recognize from the other cargos: bread, 
meat and sodas are offered to begin negotiations and collaboration. In the case described 
above, those offerings are made to the former owner of the water spring, in the case of the 
newly constructed tank it was given to the constructor as a sign of gratitude.  

At first sight, the acquisition of the water spring looks like an example of 
collaboration between cantonal and municipal authorities. However, behind the scenes there is 
a lot of grumbling. We have already seen that the purchase led to a conflict among the 
principales after the elections. Local authorities have the feeling that the municipal authorities 
do not want to work for them and that they only serve their own communities. As the 
municipal council promised to get them the water, it is their duty to “provide this service,” 
they say. The municipal council in turn feels pressured, and accuses the Cocodes and 

                                                 
 

32 Fieldnotes, December 2004. 
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principales of Centro Población that they make the municipal council do all the work.33 The 
municipal authorities feel like they have to arrange it all by themselves and that the Centro 
Población just sits back and waits for the water to flow. While they only pay one quetzal! The 
municipal authorities contend that the Cocode does nothing but complain about them, even 
after they did indeed buy the water spring. Why do they ask that much from the municipality, 
while in the rural areas they work harder and have more necessities? Juan Calel, and many 
others with him, has stated such complaints in several interviews and chats. 

The municipal council members have the strong feeling that the inhabitants of the 
Centro Población, in contrast to the population of the rural communities, expect too much 
from the municipal council. They expect everything to be organized for them: “they want 
everything served up to them on a silver platter,” “they don’t want to work,” “they don’t want 
to donate their time,” “they would work but it has to be for pay.” The whole municipal 
council agrees that the inhabitants of the Centro Población “don’t want to waste their time and 
energies.”34 They are lazy and do not organize themselves, and therefore, to use Don 
Santiago’s words “it is tough to work with the Centro [Población].” They do not know how to 
organize themselves, they just want the municipality to honor their projects, while in the 
communities they are used to work for what they get. They want everything: “well-lit streets, 
sufficient drinking water, clean streets, and all the attention from the municipal council.”35 But 
they do not want to do it themselves. They think that the municipal council serves the Centro 
Población, while the inhabitants of the center are just a fraction of the whole. And this is “the 
saddest thing about the life of this village.”36 

Those two examples disclose the more complex relationship between the different 
authorities as well as the complicated link between the Centro Población and the rural 
hinterlands. The members of the municipal council have the profound feeling that they are not 
respected and taken seriously by the authorities in, and the population of, Centro Población. 
They feel that they are not respected because of the reluctance of the inhabitants of the Centro 
Población to organize themselves, as if they were under the command of the principales, 
while the municipal council formally is the maximum authority. Furthermore, they feel 
discriminated against because of the general character of the relationship between the village 
and the communities; many council members have the feeling that the people who live in the 
Centro Población think “Oh, they come from the mountain.” Don Diego Jax told me that he 
had once felt this way when Don Gabriel, one of the evangelical pastors in the village, had 
come to the municipal council in order to seek justice. A person had extended his house and 
had thereby not respected the line of the street. Don Diego had already summoned the specific 
person to indeed do this, and they had already come to an agreement. Don Gabriel, however, 
had assumed that “The people from the municipal council are from the mountain; they have 
no idea what’s going on.”37 Others, like Don Miguel Osorio, feel that by entering the 
municipal council, you can at least gain some respect from those of the Centro, as they no 

                                                 
 

33 Interview with Juan Calel, November 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
34 Interview with Diego Tuluxan, 29 November 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
35 Interview with Santiago Osorio, November 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
36 Interview with Santiago Osorio, November 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
37 Interview with Diego Jax, September 20, 2004, Chuachituj, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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longer say: “They are from the communities, they come from the mountain.”38 However, the 
moment you get out of the municipal council, you fall back into your prior position of 
someone from the rural area. The municipal council has grown out of the cargo system and 
has a troubled relationship with the inhabitants of the Centro Población. They come from 
different worlds, do not share the same social referents, and therefore move back and forth in 
the ideational struggle. Their relationship reflects a tension between the rural areas and the 
Centro Población, expressed within the cargo system as a struggle between local 
costumbristas and municipal officeholders, each relying on different sources of knowledge 
that provide their access to power and prestige. 

 
8.4 BETWEEN STATE AND COSTUMBRE: THE COMMUNITY COURT 
At the Asamblea of January 6, 1998, Cristóbal Pú, the sitting municipal mayor at that time, 
asked the communities present39 whether “everyone would agree with a Community Court in 
this village.” They all had answered “with a loud voice... yes”40 because it would save them 
the time and money they used to spend on traveling to the courts in Momostenango to get 
their legal disputes adjudicated. As the new community courts should already be installed by 
the 23rd of the same month, the communities immediately started discussing possible 
candidates for the position of “Juez Titular” that would fulfill “[...] the legal requirements, 
especially being able to speak K’iche, so that justice would be better served.” Juliana Lux, 
law school student and teacher, “because she is a person who is capable of occupying such a 
position” was selected as a suitable candidate for Juez Titular.41 There were two other 
candidates for this position who dropped out of the running for unknown reasons. Two weeks 
later, the asamblea42 nominated Juliana Elvira Lux Leon, Diego Santiago Tzoy and Augustín 
Cac as the Community Judges who would be installed one week later.  

In Santa María Chiquimula the Community Court is located in the center of the Centro 
Población. The officials seated in front of the office are all Ladinos who live in 
Quetzaltenango and Totonicapán, and who do not speak K’iche. Often, people waiting for 
their turn, occupy the street in front. In the sober office one is welcomed by the three judges 
Juliana Elvira Lux Leon (in the middle, as she is the Juez Titular) Augustín Cac (to her right) 
and Santiago Diego Tzoy (to her left). They come from different communities: el Rancho 
(Juliana Lux), Patzam (Don Augustín) and Chuiaj (Diego Tzoy).  

Juliana Lux, who had always received me in a friendly, open-minded and enthusiastic 
manner, was always seated in the middle of the enormous oblong desk with her impressive 
appearances, wide and wealthy dresses, lipstick and curly hair.43 As the only daughter of her 
family, with six brothers and parents who practiced Maya ceremonies and participated 

                                                 
 

38 Interview with Miguel Osorio, September 26, 2004, Casa Blanca, Santa María Chiquimula. 
39 The municipal council, the Subsecretariat of the Supreme Court, Xesaná, Chuacorral I and II, Chuiaj, El 
Rancho, Chuisactol, Patzam and Racaná were present at this General Assembly. 
40 Acta 001-98, 6/1/98. 
41 Gaspar Pu Tzunux, Pedro Osorio Chivalan, son of municipal mayor Andrés Osorio 2000-2004, were the other 
candidates. 
42 Chuicacá, Casa Blanca, Chuatituj, Chuacorral I, Xesaná, Xecachelaj, Rancho, Chuasiguan, Chuisactol, 
Racaná. Patzam, Chuiaj, Xebé, juzgado auxiliar del canton centro and Digebo (Acta 002-98, 18/1) 
43 Based on interviews November 19 and 24, 2004, and December 19, 2003. 
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actively in the cofradía, Juliana Lux had been a fiercely ambitious girl who grew up to be a 
strongly feminist Maya K’iche woman. One of the most important ways for her to express her 
Maya K’iche identity was through the use the traje: “I feel very indigenous, I am from Santa 
María Chiquimula, I feel happy with my traje, and I feel like a pure woman [because] I know 
who I am.” She confessed me that she possessed two hundred trajes, from all over Guatemala, 
and said that she uses about forty of them. She is highly concerned about the “real” and 
“authentic” culture of the municipio, something that especially came to the fore when she told 
me about the time she was elected “Flower of Santa María Chiquimula.” That very year the 
name of the contest had been changed into K’iche. Beyond that critical issue, the most 
important thing was that the traje should be of the authentic, the real one from Santa María 
Chiquimula. Juliana told me passionately about those changes, underlining constantly that 
celebrations surrounding the election of the Flower of Santa María Chiquimula are 
indispensable for the continuation of the usos and costumbres.  

For his part, Don Diego did not consider the traje to be something crucial to Maya 
identity sine “the traje does not have anything to do with Maya spirituality,” “The clothing is 
not what makes me feel Maya, [what makes me feel Maya] is how I feel, how I think, the way 
I perceive the world, the way I look at things.” Don Diego identifies himself as Maya K’iche 
mainly through Maya spirituality. He considers the cofradías an imposition of the Spaniards 
as “in our world San Juan did not exist, just the God of Heaven.” The Maya accepted 
Catholicism, but “behind this” they continued with their own spirituality, as “the Maya People 
were not stupid, you know.” One would maybe expect that the strong connection to Maya 
spirituality would connect Don Diego with people such as Don Pedro. The reverse is true. 
Don Diego also regarded it as his task to vindicate the poor Indians. He considers the 
principales to be rich people, who do not care for the poor, and who only defend a “the old 
costumbres when it comes to having their gatherings” while they are not concerned about the 
“real Indians.”  

While Don Diego owns a shop where he sells the basic items needed to conduct a 
Maya ceremony, Don Augustín felt ashamed when the elders of his community offered him 
his beans to conduct costumbres with. Don Augustín is a faithful Catholic and he was 
incredibly proud to tell about his experience as the first alcalté of the Virgin María, as he 
indicated in the previous chapter. Don Augustín is less outspoken than Juliana and Don 
Diego, but indeed very aware of the loosening grip of language and traje in the municipio. 
The youth only wants to speak Spanish, he sighs, after he held forth on the importance of 
language as a way to show respect to others.  

In their own different ways, the three judges have proven their commitment to the 
community. Juliana educated herself through different scholarships in Sololá and 
Quetzaltenango and returned to work in the school in her community where she also 
dedicated her time to several community committees (health center, for example). She 
graduated with the first class of bilingual teachers, and she was the first indigenous rural 
woman to study in the private University Rafael Landívar. She described her strong interest in 
working in the community as stemming from a profound interest in bettering the conditions of 
“her people.” Don Diego worked with internal refugees in the Ixcán. He assured me that he 
was not involved in the guerrilla movement. He also did a lot of work for the Pastoral Social 
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in the Catholic Church. Don Diego did two services to his community: as alguacil and as 
Mayor. The year of my fieldwork (2003) he should have served as “escolar,” but because of 
his work as a judge he had to buy himself out, at the cost of more or less 5000 quetzales. In 
addition to this, he worked as a literacy instructor for many years. Don Augustín went to 
school for a few years in Patzam. However, as nobody really seemed to be interested, he 
ended up being uncertain as to which grade he had finished. When he was eleven years old, 
his father took him out of class and taught him how to sew. When he was twenty years old, he 
moved to the Centro Población and became the first tailor there. He gained fame for this, and 
nowadays everybody knows him, and he knows everybody (and, therefore, he knows about 
everything that goes on). He served as alguacil and in the bridge committee, and in the 
“parents of the family” committee of the school his children attended. On the basis of this 
cargo career, he was finally asked to join the cofradía of the Virgin María as first alcalté. 
 

 
Picture 13 Members of the municipal council and two Community Judges (to the right, without vara) at the 
change of cofradía 

 
Despite their commitment to community, the three judges had never expected to be elected as 
judges. They were making other plans. Juliana was thinking of following her husband to the 
United States when the municipal mayor came to her house in Quetzaltenango to ask if she 
would accept the cargo because the community had elected her as judge. She had refused, but 
the next day, January 16th, he had returned, telling her that she was expected to follow a 
course, and that she would be expected to receive the cargo on the 23rd of that month. In the 
end she accepted the office, both because she was having severe problems in her marriage and 
because of her strong sense of belonging to the community. She considered herself to be a 
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capable judge because: “I suffered, I am from a poor family, and I am a woman. I know 
everyone’s pain.” Don Diego also recalled vividly in one of our talks how four alguaciles had 
come to his house in Chuiaj and had said, “We need you in the village,” how he had become 
nervous and how it had taken six hours to convince him because he had not expected anything 
like that to happen. Don Augustín said, looking back at the day he was asked to be one of the 
judges: “I don’t know anything, I didn’t want it.” In the end, he had accepted as well. The 
three of them eventually accepted because they felt responsible for their communities: if they 
had rejected the office, there would be no judge at all in the municipio. After having accepted, 
Juliana, Diego and Augustín were, paradoxically, immediately sent to a workshop in 
Guatemala City to learn how to judge by employing the “usos and costumbres of the place.”  

Notwithstanding their identification as Maya K’iche, their community careers and the 
application of the ILO convention 169, the relations between the Community Judges and the 
traditional authorities in the municipio have always been delicate. In what follows, I suggest 
that the frictions that came to a head in May-June when the Alguaciles and Mayores of the 
Corridor was cancelled, originate, among others, from different interpretations of customary 
law and thus of the cargo system, as well as from political manipulations. To unravel who did 
what, and for what purpose, I will first explore the indigenous or Mayan character of the 
Community Court before I discuss its positioning within the cargo system. After that, I will 
discuss the stand that the municipal mayor took in the matter. 

The Community Judges are legally allowed to practice justice “in accordance with the 
usos and costumbres, equity, and the general principles of law, insofar as is possible. Their 
verdicts cannot be in violation of the constitution or of the laws.” Juliana especially stressed 
this feature of the Community Court. To get an idea of how this worked out in daily practice, 
I participated in quite a few of the Thursday morning sessions of the Court. Although the 
Community Court can only treat penal cases, most cases they treat concern family problems 
(e.g., wives who accuse their husbands of adultery, separated couples in which the man will 
not pay his share to the wife, daughters-in-law quarreling with their mothers-in-law over how 
to do household tasks), as well as cases involving criminal menace; for example a bus aide 
threatened to shoot a passenger three times. Most of the times, the judges indeed operated as 
mediators and had the couples come to a compromise. Sometimes, whole families found 
themselves hugging in the judges’ office. The sentences they gave were also always in 
concordance with Mayan law: community work, compensation, and conciliation. Those 
customary norms, as we will see, were sometimes more inspired by the ILO convention 169 
than by the customary practices of the municipio itself.  

Ideally, the fact that the three judges all speak, and love, the K’iche language would 
make the local justice system more accessible for the indigenous population. However, as 
Marcos de Leon complained, if they would really follow the usos y costumbres of Santa 
María Chiquimula, they would not have hired Ladinos as officials who “don’t speak K'iche” 
when “there are people who are unable to speak Spanish.” It speaks for itself that the officials 
did not dress up in the local traje, as had Juliana Lux.  

As I indicated previously, the three judges all had a kind of community career before 
they were elected to the office of Community Judge. Their personal stands towards the cargo 
system differed. Whereas Don Diego considered the civil cargos to be a very important way 
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to serve his community, and he despised the cofradía as an imposition of the Spaniards, Don 
Augustín regarded being first alcalté of the Virgin María as one of the most important things 
he had ever done in his life. For her part, Juliana, as a woman, was actively trying to find a 
way to participate in the male-dominated cargo system—without actually criticizing it. She 
was, for example, organizing a group of women to participate actively in the celebration of 
the patron feasts. The judge even shared with me that an auxiliary mayor had said to her that 
they were thinking of giving the judges a vara. Diego, Augustín and Juliana were invited to 
most dinners that are celebrated within the cargo system. They also participated in activities 
of the cofradía, as a way of showing their respect for the usos y costumbres. Juliana especially 
considered this to be a very important way of being involved “so that they can see that we 
stand united.” It is a way to “value our costumbres.”  

The courts, and therefore the judges’, relations with other authorities, especially the 
municipal council and the principales in Centro Población, have always been problematic and 
subject to complex and sometimes manipulative power relations. The judges were chosen 
during the time that Cristóbal Pú (PAN) was the sitting mayor. Some of the principales 
complained that they had not been invited to attend the meeting where the judges were about 
to be elected. Whether this is true or not, they were not there and they feel like they have not 
been consulted about whom the new judges would be, which contradicts the original format 
according to which the Justices of the Peace should be installed. Some Chiquimultecos 
suspect that the decision to choose them was merely political. Of course, no one really knows, 
but the rumor circulated. Doña Juliana also mentioned it, only to reject it immediately: “I 
know nothing about politics.” At the same time, the Community Court always maintained a 
good relationship with the PAN concejal (2000-2004, Osorio administration), the same 
political party as Cristóbal Pú. As I will show a bit later, relations with the Osorio 
administration were more problematic. An ongoing conflict between the judge and “Los 16,” 
on the one hand, and the principales, on the other, had to do with the location of a building for 
the Communal Court. Although the construction of the building would be financed by the 
State, the principales could just not stop believing that the judge herself was looking for a 
house, and therefore they refused to grant a piece of land to the Community Court.  

However, it was not just in the office of the Auxiliatura del Centro and in the 
municipal installations that I heard complaints about the Community Court. In the streets, 
many rumors circulated about the judges’ (and especially Juliana’s) “bad character,” for 
example that she had obliged a woman to undress herself in her office, just to insult her. And 
of course, there were the rumors about corruption. I also heard quite a few comments on the 
educational level of Don Diego and Don Augustín. Many Chiquimultecos expressed the view 
that a “real” judge should have studied in Law School, whereas Don Augustín and Don Diego 
“didn’t even finish high school” and Don Diego “used to sell fish in the market.” Another 
point of discussion was the just application of the usos and costumbres. Whereas someone 
such as Marcos de Leon44 was of the opinion that the judges cling too much to the law, others, 
among them some costumbristas, praise the way the judges often succeed in reaching a 

                                                 
 

44 Interview with Marcos de Leon, October 2, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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compromise instead of sending the accused individuals to jail, or giving them a fine right 
away.  

The judges find themselves in an awkward position. They are part of the state system 
on the one hand, and are supposed to practice the usos y costumbres of the municipio on the 
other. The Community Court represents the judicial branch of the State, but they are allowed 
to apply indigenous law, which in itself does not allow such a distinction. At the same time, 
they are part of, and subject to, the complex web of power relations of the village. Whereas 
Baquiax (2003) concludes that the “The Community Court are called upon to apply 
customary law, and not indigenous law, which constitutes the expression of a particular world 
view reflecting a different politics and culture, which were shaped by certain primary values 
and certain systems of organization, as well as by authorities that exclusively governed 
indigenous peoples,” I would suggest that it is the other way round: the three Judges can 
indeed practice indigenous law, but an indigenous law that is based on materials they received 
in workshops, rather than from consults with authorities of the municipio, and that is thus 
perceived as a change from the outside, rather than from the inside. This will become 
especially clear in Chapter 9, where I discuss the role the Community Court played in the 
cancellation of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor. 

 
8.5 THE ALGUACILES AND MAYORES OF THE CORRIDOR 
I already mentioned the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor many times. One of most 
contested offices of the municipio has been that of the Mayores and Alguaciles of the 
Corridor, and it was abolished as a result of the tensions I have described in this and the 
previous chapter. The Auxiliatura Centro Población, the municipal council, and the 
Community Judges all played a part in the abolition of the cargo. In what follows, I will 
describe how this cargo reproduced the cultural continuity meta-narrative on indigenous 
identity discursively and in practice and I will show how the tensions that have already come 
to the fore were epitomized in the figure of the Alguaciles and Mayores and came to an 
explosion which led to the cancellation of the cargo. 

This group of 19 men that populated corridors of the municipal palace day after day 
was in charge of the daily life of the municipio, of “looking after the vara” and of maintaining 
order in the Centro Población at celebration of the saints of the municipio. Respect for the 
vara and the ancestors were especially central to the symbolic functions of the Alguaciles and 
Mayores. As the service was of a municipal character, the Alguaciles and Mayores came from 
different communities to fulfill their office at the municipio. The cargo could be fulfilled at 
level one (Alguacil II-XIX) or two (Alguacil I, Mayor I, II, III, IV). The cycle of the Mayores 
and Alguaciles of the Corridor began in April or May of every year. At that time, the 
principales began to look within their community to determine whose turn it was to do his 
service as Alguacil or Mayor of the Corridor. The service was given to a person that had the 
money, a vision of community development and the commitment. Most of the men received 
the cargo with love, because they knew that “God would help them;” because it was an honor; 
because it was a service to the community; and because the ancestors had left the custom to 
serve as Alguaciles and Mayores. In June, the principales would make their final decision 
public during a meeting in the office of the Chuacorral authorities, where this cargo was 
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administered (as were the cargos of the cofradías). As is the case with the cofradías and the 
cantonal civil cargos, neither the municipio nor the office of the Centro Población had 
anything to do with the distribution of this cargo; the principales of the center were solely 
responsible for the selection of their own Mayores and Alguaciles. 

Of the 19 offices, the service of the Alguacil I was the most demanding, followed by 
the Mayores I, II, III, and IV. They coordinated the group of Alguaciles II to XIX. And then, 
finally, followed the fifteen Alguaciles of the Corridor . The relationship was hierarchical; the 
Alguacil I and the four Mayores give orders to the Alguaciles, and the Alguaciles are referred 
to as “mandaderos,” something like messenger boys. Because of the weight of the five most 
important cargos, those offices were distributed according to a rotational system; that is, every 
year another community had to grant this service to the municipio. This gave the communities 
the opportunity to rest during the intervening years.45 The other 11 communities provided the 
other 15 alguaciles. However, at that time, there were still seven cofradías, and they would be 
obliged to grant a first alcalté for one of those. And they of course also needed to take care of 
their own services at the community level. 

After they had been assigned their office June 30 (after the mid-year gathering), the 
service of the Alguacil and Mayor of the Corridor had in fact already begun. In the five 
months that were left of the year, the newly appointed Alguaciles and Mayores would begin 
to prepare themselves for their upcoming service that officially began on January 1st of every 
year. Carlos P., who has an excellent memory, told me the sequence of events that occurred 
after he had been chosen Mayor I: 

 
The 30th of June of the year 19**, the community chose me for this cargo as 
Mayor I of the municipio. After that, like in July, I met with the three mayors, the 
first alguacil and fifteen alguaciles more. At this meeting, it was about getting to 
know each other; like what are their names, what canton they come from. After 
that, like the fifteenth of July we present ourselves, all of us, for the outgoing 
Mayores and Alguaciles. Hence, we presented ourselves, and we realized “the 
first payment,” the first costumbre, in the room of honor of the municipality. [this 
payment] consists of twenty cups filled with “arroz,”46 twenty breads [xekas] of 
twenty Quetzales each […] We shared the costs between the four Mayores and the 
first Alguacil, between the five of us. When we arrived, we said, “here we are 
Mayor, we are, the new Mayores.” 
Very well, this was when we made the appointment for August 5th. This is the day 
that we all came together; at 6 a.m. we were all here [in the municipal palace]. We 
had with us a “petate” of breads47 of five quetzales each, that is four hundred 
quetzales, fifty cups of chocolate, and five breads a person that they can take 
home with them. They [those leaving] began to tell us about the responsibilities of 

                                                 
 

45 The sequence was determined as follows: Chuicacá, Xecocoche, Chuatituj, Casa Blanca, Xecachelaj, Xebé, 
Xesaná, El Rancho, Chuiaj, Patzam, Racaná, Chuacorral 1, Chuacorral 2, Xecaja, Chuasiguan, Chuisactol, 
Centro Población. First in row was the cargo of the Alguacil I, followed by Mayor I, II, II, IV. 
46 Traditional drink prepared with rice. 
47 “Un petate” consist of 80 breads 
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the first, the second, the third, the fourth Mayor and the first Alguacil. Then the 
date was set for the eight of September; we had the same expenses, and here an 
economic contribution of 50 quetzales was requested for the outgoing first 
Mayores and the first alguacil, and the alguaciles twenty quetzales each.  
This is when they gave the first Mayor the responsibility to coordinate the 
costumbre, a convivio, this gathering is realized the 27th of December, before he 
enters the office. At this convivio he invites the municipal mayor, the municipal 
council, all those who work in the municipal palace, and some principales from 
here, from the Centro Población. It is collaboration, two quintals of maize are 
bought, a half Quintal of meat, and all the other ingredients to prepare the calde 
rojo. Also a thousand Quetzales of bread are purchased, five breads each for the 
mayor and the Community Judges, and two dozen fireworks. 
Very well, that’s all, and then we already come closer to the day we are going to 
receive. The day of December 24th, we are all here; ready, to see what we have to 
do here at the municipal building. They [those leaving] show us the materials, the 
terrains, the cemetery, the slaughterhouse; we go out. The day of 27 we had the 
convivio. In this informal meeting, the mayor was formally asked to, to show a 
high degree of respect for all of the alguaciles, and to forgive any error that they 
might commit. He was asked not to put him in jail for such errors, and to forgive 
them. That is what the gathering is for. The 31st [of December] we all receive the 
cargo, with a hug. That’s all.”48 

 
Hence, as in the cofradía, a man dedicates one and a half year to the cargo, including the time 
of preparation.  

Before I go on with the more or less chronological description of the sequence of the 
“culturaI stuff” of this cargo, I want to take a detour here in order to elucidate the function of 
the convivios for the service. Don Carlos P. already mentioned one convivio that the Mayores 
and first Alguacil have to provide for the 27th of December. Next to this one before they enter 
the service, the Mayores and the first Alguacil organize a convivio in June when half of the 
term of service has been completed, and one just before finishing the cargo. The costs for the 
convivios are divided among the Mayores and the first Alguacil. However, the first Alguacil 
has to pay for himself, while the Mayores can split among the four of them. In addition to the 
expenses for the food, they spend money on pans, towels, plates, cups, and a table, 
“everything one needs for a convivio.”49 At those convivios, all the alguaciles were invited, as 
was the entire municipal council and, in recent years, the three community judges as well. The 
other days of the year, the Mayores responsible for the turns in the municipio had to provide 
“his” alguaciles with two snacks and a lunch a day.  

One of the central issues in the literature on cargo systems has been whether they 
would serve to redistribute goods and money within the communities. The convivios could be 
considered as a way to do this. My data, however, do not show this tendency. It is indeed the 

                                                 
 

48 Interview with Don Mike, October 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
49 Interview with Don Mike, October 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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case that those responsible for the convivios are supposed to have greater resources, and for 
the most part they do, but the ex Mayores and Alguaciles I have spoken to about the issue, 
place greater emphasis on the respect that is reflected in the costumbre of organizing 
convivios. Every convivio has a purpose; through the convivios respect is shown towards the 
authorities and, at the same time, they are used to ask for favors. They ask the municipal 
mayor to be reasonable with the alguaciles; the outgoing Alguaciles and Mayores are asked to 
inform incoming officeholders regarding the work is they have to do; and the alguaciles are 
asked to comply with orders. The rhythm as well as the content of the costumbre still comes 
back in the traditions that surround the other services; the calde rojo is the municipio’s 
traditional dish and is used in practically all of the convivios of the municipio. The same goes 
for the xekas. Many participants have experienced it as an economic obligation, rather than a 
way to show respect. 

 
As Don Carlos P. told us, the change of authority used to be carried out on January 1st, when 
the cargo was transmitted through a hug. After having received the hug, the Mayores and 
Alguaciles began to work immediately at the municipio, Don Miguel Mulul explains: 

  
The change is carried out at midnight [...] We all come together in the house of 
the Alguacil I and then we arrive in the salon municipal, hence at midnight the 
change is carried out […] the hug is given, leaving and entering, and then they are 
already deputized to serve, fifteen days they have to stay [in the municipal palace] 
until the 15th of January they have to be there, after that they take turns, fifteen 
days per person, so ten persons every fifteen days.50 

 
Hence, the Mayores and Alguaciles immediately started their work in the municipio after 
having received their cargo. The first two weeks are exclusively dedicated to one of their key 
activities: “taking care of the city hall.” Until the festivities surrounding the day of the Our 
Lord of Esquipulas start, they perform this task with the whole group, after the celebration 
they begin to work in alternate periods of fifteen days: the first six months of the year (until 
the convivio in June), the first period of two weeks is under the responsibility of Alguacil I 
and Mayor II or III, together with seven alguaciles; ten persons are involved, each taking his 
turn. In the second turn of fifteen days, Mayor I with one more Mayor and the rest of the 
alguaciles would enter. As indicated by the name, the “Alguaciles and Mayores of the 
Corridor” did their work primarily in the corridors of the municipal palace during their turn, 
to be at the service of the municipal council. Once a week, they would leave to inspect the 
four properties of the municipio: the cemetery, a plot called “El Calvario,” a small plot of land 
near the municipal slaughterhouse, and the football field. They were also responsible for 
buying whatever was needed in the municipal council. In fact, the Alguaciles and Mayores 
were the caretakers of the municipio: they swept and cleaned the building every day. Last, but 
not least, the Mayores and Alguaciles had the task, and the right, to take care of the vara of 

                                                 
 

50 Interview with Miguel Mulul., December 8, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula.  
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the members of the municipal council: “They had the right to clean the vara.” They cleaned 
the vara, they brought it down whenever the municipal council would leave the building and 
received the vara whenever they would return. They themselves did not carry a staff. In the 
end, taking care of the vara was in fact the only function they had left, at least within the walls 
of the municipal palace. 

As Don Miguel Mulul mentioned earlier, the festivities begin on January 8th. Until the 
last year of their existence, it was a core task of the Mayores and Alguaciles to keep order at 
the celebration days of the municipio, the most important of which is the one in January when 
the Lord of Esquipulas is honored. On those days, the municipio is not only visited by adepts 
from the municipio itself, but also by many who do not make it all the way to Esquipulas near 
the border of Honduras and therefore visit Santa María Chiquimula instead. During those 
days, the Alguaciles and Mayores, together with all the auxiliaries of Los 16, were responsible 
for maintaining order in the streets of the village. They worked in shifts of 24 hours, and 
installed themselves behind tables at four crucial corners in the village where they endured 
cold and suffered from lack of sleep, but also left with memories of nights with warm coffee 
and chocolate. The Alguacil I and the four Mayores had the (customary) right to the key of 
the jail, and the (customary) right to put drunks in here for the night, to give the same person a 
fee of five to ten quetzales. And merely because of this right to the key, as well as to the jail 
as of the municipio, they deserved respect.  

As I mentioned earlier, another of the core activities of the Alguaciles and Mayores of 
the Corridor was also that of municipal, and sometimes even national, police, as there were 
none present in the municipio until 1999. As there was also no judge until 1998, the municipal 
mayor also functioned as judge and in reality practiced customary law (Yrigoyen 1998). He 
had the Mayores and Alguaciles at his disposal also to fulfill exactly this task; Mayores and 
Alguaciles were in charge of capturing thieves, robbers and criminals involved in heavier 
crimes. After a chat at my weekly visit to the authorities of the Centro Población where I 
talked to the secretary who had served as Alguacil of the Corridor many years ago, I wrote 
down in my field notes: 

 
Today in the auxiliary office [of the Centro Población] we also discussed the case 
of the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor. The secretary said that he agrees 
with the thing that happened to them, as “one does not gain anything, and the 
office costs a lot of time.” Then he told me that he himself was in the office, like 
alguacil of the passage, like 29 years ago, when he was eighteen years old. In 
reality, they had given the cargo to his father, but as he wasn’t there, working and 
living in the capital, so he had given the office to him [...] and one night they had 
called them, they had called the Alguaciles of the Corridor to go to the community 
of Chuicacá [the most remote community of the municipio], walking, as there 
were no cars, at 2 a.m. A boy had killed his young wife. They walked as there 
were no cars, and they drunk because it was that cold. “My shoes couldn’t hold 
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out any longer. On that night, I learned how to drink kuxa,51 because of the cold. I 
had never drunk before.” And when they arrived, the boy hid near his house, but 
they found him and the boy asked for forgiveness, and they took him to the 
municipal palace. His Mayor gave them bread and coffee and had congratulated 
them because they had captured the murderer. The secretary himself however, still 
regrets what happened that night. He keeps repeating that “we didn’t have 
working hours, they could call us, whatever time of the day.”52  

 
If one thing is clear, it is that the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor was a cargo, which 
brought fear, work and cold with it. It was not, however, this aspect of the service that 
commanded respect. The service of the Alguacil I and Mayor I-IV was very prestigious for 
other reasons. As is the case with other cargos, the service was not remunerated and was for 
the most part completed out of respect for the ancestors. What gives it more prestige than the 
alguaciles is that those five men have to spend considerable amounts of money to fulfill the 
obligations of the cargo. An Alguacil I could spend up to 30,000 quetzales. For many these 
were exactly the reasons to get rid of the cargo. For others, these requirements lent prestige to 
the cargo. Something else that caused the service to be valued highly was the fact that 
Alguaciles and Mayores had the right to the key to the jail and to the municipio, and that they 
had “the right to clean the vara” of the municipal mayor, the aldermen and the council 
members.  

The cargo of the Alguaciles thus carried numerous references to the ancestors, and 
promoted continuity with the culture of the ancestors. Their presence was part of how Santa 
María Chiquimula was imagined. In contemporary Guatemala, where the Maya Movement 
claims that the continued existence of such cargos is an ethnic right of the indigenous 
population, backed by the Accord on Identity and the ILO 169, the inhabitants of Santa María 
Chiquimula could have claimed that such an authority is essential to the practice of ethnic 
citizenship. However, they did not.  

 
8.6 AND “AUTHENTICITY” DISAPPEARED…  
This book started with a snapshot that told the story of the abolition of the Alguaciles and 
Mayores of the Corridor. I would like to present this story again, so that the reader can 
consider its significance in light of the detailed account of these cargos that I have provided in 
this chapter:  

 
It all started on Maundy Thursday, 2003. As was the custom, the inhabitants of 
Santa María Chiquimula, a rural municipio in Guatemala’s Western highlands, 
visited their departed loved ones at the graveyard and had their lunches and 
dinners, listened to music on their ramshackle radios, and drank alcohol on and 
around the neatly decorated pantheons. The religious brotherhoods (cofradías) 
conducted their processions with their saints, with the civil authorities 

                                                 
 

51 Kuxa is locally brewed liquor that contains at least 80 % of alcohol. 
52 Fieldnotes, August 18, 2004 
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participating according to the usos y costumbres of Santa María Chiquimula. The 
“Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor” (an indigenous authority elected within 
the traditional system of community service) supervised the activities, together 
with the municipal police. On this Maundy Thursday of Holy Week, the Mayores 
and Alguaciles of the Corridor encountered a drunk urinating in the street and 
mistreating his wife (according to some rumors with a gun in his hand). In 
accordance with the local custom of Santa María Chiquimula, they locked the 
drunk up in the local prison in the atrium of the Catholic Church for one day and 
fined him ten quetzales. However, not long thereafter the three (also indigenous) 
Community Court concluded that this had been an illegal detention. According to 
them, the customary law the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor practiced, 
“was not right,” and they were not allowed to continue this part of the usos y 
costumbres. The Mayores and Alguaciles reacted by stating that they felt betrayed 
by this decision, which in the end resulted in the abolition “by decree” of this 
traditional indigenous authority. The majority of the local authorities of the 
municipio cast their votes in the General Assembly in favor of “discontinuing the 
costumbre,” which meant an immediate withdrawal of the Mayores and 
Alguaciles from the municipal corridor and the disappearance of a whole range of 
traditional practices related to that service, which had, in the words of the elders, 
“been handed down by our ancestors.”  

 
The situation is, to say the least, a paradox. As I have described in former chapters, the peace 
accords that were signed in 1996 ushered in an era in which there is more space for 
indigenous government and Maya governance: municipal mayors of indigenous and Mayan 
origin were elected and there is more room to maneuver for the indigenous authorities 
evolved. While, on the one hand, this process is supported and partly fulfilled in by the Maya 
Movement, in Santa María Chiquimula the local authorities themselves do away with this part 
of their culture. Taking into account the local history of Santa María Chiquimula, however, 
these events did not transpire as suddenly as it may seem. Costumbres and cargos had been 
subject to a heated debate for years. Different actors had moved around on the terrain of the 
ideational struggle, taking as a point of departure the different political, religious positions 
that gave different meanings to indigeneity. The Community Court as well as the cargo 
carriers supposedly is part of the “customary law” of the village, but they have each had 
completely different impact. Both reproduce the cultural continuity narrative, discursively as 
well as in practice, but with completely different outcomes. The municipal governors identify 
as indigenous, but govern on the basis of a developmentalist perspective. Crisscrossing this 
field of force is Protestantism, which provides a distinctively religious ingredient to those 
tensions.  

Yet, all actors that move on this field of ideational struggle identify as indigenous and 
claim to have a monopoly on the interpretation of indigeneity. The way they imagine local 
ethnic citizenship and the ethnic and universal rights they claim originate in this perception of 
indigeneity. The vara is losing power as the center of a hegemonic set of ideas regarding how 
to govern the municipio. New pathways to community service have made their entrance into 
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the municipio. New cargos and new sources of power have fragmented the system of 
community services because pathways that are based on different types of knowledge have 
grown apart. This has happened because they are not subject to the same rules. However, 
these different centers of power do in some cases overlap, and this causes numerous conflicts 
of competencies between the functions of the different offices. The language that inhabitants 
and authorities of Santa María Chiquimula employ in those conflicts and debates reflects the 
various pathways they have followed. It also reproduces the way local actors have been 
shaped by national processes of indigenous claim-making. The changed sources of knowledge 
have also transformed the language of contention. The final chapter of this study analyzes 
how new forms of knowledge have been translated into new grammars of claim-making, and 
how actors employ the language of contention to legitimize their ideas on the constitution of 
multicultural democracy. 
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 9. Local discourses on rights and costumbres 
  

 
“We have the right to our own indigenous authorities.”1  

 
“[...] That the community of the Centro [Población] does not agree to the 

abandonment of our customs.”2 
 

“[...]We are providing this service out of respect for our ancestors, but this service 
is not part of the Municipal Code [...]. We are no longer ordering anyone to 

perform this service in the Municipality, because this is the duty of municipal 
police departments.”3 

  
 

The previous chapter closed with the abolition of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor. 
The cargo disappeared, as did the obligatory controlling of the streets during the fiestas, and 
the compulsory participation in the cofradía. The above quotations from a Maya 
representative (Pablo Ceto, director of the popular Maya organization Fundamaya) and the 
meeting minutes of two different communities, Chuisactol and Centro Población, closely 
reflect the different opinions that existed, and that still exist, towards the continuation of 
“traditional,” “authentic” or indigenous cargos: it is a right to perform customary law—so the 
cargo system should continue to exist—and community service is not part of Municipal 
Code—and therefore it should not exist. The quotations also reveal the language that has been 
employed to legitimate the different: concepts as “rights” and “law,” as well as references to 
different Codes of Law that have dominated the debate on the continuation of the cargo 
system and especially the services of Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor. Different and 
changing actors employ this so-called “language of rights.” Whereas indigenous protagonists 
use a language of rights to secure their ethnic rights as indigenous peoples at the 
(inter)national and level, individuals at the local level employ the language of rights to reject 
their communal duties. The way Chiquimultecos make use of the language of rights has 
received its impetus from national developments, and from the new way to gain access to 
knowledge and power that I discussed in the former chapters. 

The use of this language of rights reflects a change in what Roseberry (1994) has 
called the “language of contention.” At the (inter)national level, demands towards the State 
are no longer articulated in terms of “social equality” but in terms of claims on the basis of 
group difference.4 In Guatemala relations between the indigenous peoples and the State began 
to change during the peace negotiations, during which the Maya Movement demanded 

                                                 
 

1 Pablo Ceto, Fundación Maya, at a meeting, February 2, 2000. 
2 Acta 34-2003, Centro Población. 
3 Acta 35-2003, Chuisactol. 
4 See Cowan et al. (2001:1-26); Escobar & Alfarez  (1992:1-15). 
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political, economic and cultural rights on behalf of the indigenous population. One of those 
rights is the right to practice Maya customary law. In this process, indigenous leaders have 
used a language of rights and projected an essentialized, idealized and atemporal indigenous 
identity (Sieder & Witchell 2001: 201), which was strongly influenced by international 
agreements such as the ILO Convention 169 and the UN Declaration of the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples. Above quotations show that Sieder and Witchell are right when they 
point out that such conceptions fail to reflect the complexity of power dynamics and social 
relations at the local level (Sieder & Witchell 2001: 202). Furthermore, the indigenous 
movements can even produce new dynamics and complexities at the local level. In Santa 
María Chiquimula for example, different actors have successfully adapted the current 
language of contention to reject their right to customary law. Paradoxically, the only actors 
that do not speak this language are the persons the Maya Movement claims to represent: 
indigenous authorities themselves.  

This chapter focuses on the local outcomes, meanings and uses of the rights discourse, 
taking as its point of departure the debate surrounding the cargo system in Santa María 
Chiquimula. I will explore whether and how the State, the Maya Movement, and especially 
local actors have adapted the language of “rights” to contest the legitimacy of customary law. 
Whereas the Maya Movement has been referring specifically to international agreements that 
secure indigenous rights, has the State adapted the language in order to be able to regulate 
customary in the form of institutions such as the Community Court. Local actors in Santa 
María Chiquimula have in turn resorted to national legislation to escape from compulsory 
service, which they define as an onerous obligation rather than a “right.” They use their 
universal rights to reject their ethnic citizenship.  

This chapter is organized along different fields of tensions that are shaped through the 
language of contention. First, I will briefly discuss the legal space that exists for customary 
law and indigenous authorities in international agreements and in Guatemalan national 
legislation, as this is the language and text the different actors refer to. The following three 
sections discuss the local tensions and complexities that national and international agreements 
fail to reflect, and which, to a certain extent, are even produced by those international 
processes. I suggest that those dynamics and frictions originate in different understandings of 
the very meaning of cargos and customary law. In the second section, I discuss the friction 
between state-regulated usos y costumbres in the form of Community Court and the 
costumbristas in Santa María Chiquimula. In the third section, I explore how the opponents of 
the cargo system, who see community service as a burdensome obligation, have appropriated 
the language of rights in order to escape their cargos. Finally, in the fourth section, I look at 
the tension between the culture of rights and the local costumbrista interpretation of “cargo” 
as a way to respect the ancestors.  

 
9.1 INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL AGREEMENTS AND LEGISLATION ON INDIGENOUS LAW 
In Guatemala, the two most important international reference points for indigenous 
organizations in their struggle for indigenous rights are the ILO Convention 169 and the UN 
Declaration. The two documents do not differ that much in their content. The ILO Convention 
169 as well as the UN Draft on Indigenous Peoples establishes that the customary law of 
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indigenous peoples should always be regarded when applying national laws and regulations to 
indigenous peoples. According to these agreements, it is the task of the government to ensure 
that indigenous peoples and authorities dispose of the means for the proper fulfillment of their 
assigned functions. The ILO notion of the right to customary law refers to both social 
regulations within communities and the sanctioning of offenses committed by the members of 
the communities.5 The UN declaration, on the other hand, refers to a right to self-government 
in matters relating to a community’s internal and local affairs.6 Article 34 recognizes the right 
to customary law as follows: “Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and 
maintain their institutional structures and their distinctive customs, spirituality, traditions, 
procedures, practices and, in cases where they exist, juridical systems or customs in 
accordance with international human rights standards.”7 Both agreements establish that 
customary law can only be applied in cases where it does not violate the national legislation 
or international human rights declarations.  

In Guatemala, the language of contention between the State and indigenous groups 
(the Maya Movement) since the 1980s has been largely dominated by a discourse of rights. 
The Maya Movement has been deeply influenced by the ILO 169 and the UN Draft. The 
actual 1985 Constitution was the first constitution that recognized that “Guatemala is formed 
by different ethnic groups [including] indigenous groups of Mayan origin.”8 Customary law, 
and hence the existence of “traditional authorities,” is only implicitly recognized in Article 66, 
in which the State commits itself to “recognize, respect and promote” the ways of life and the 
social organization of the different ethnic groups that comprise the population of Guatemala.9 
It has been successfully argued by, for example, Mayan lawyers that indigenous law is part of 
“the way of life and social organization,” and is thus indeed implicitly recognized in the 
Constitution. As those reforms were explicitly meant to recognize the pluri-ethnic, 
multicultural and multilingual character of Guatemalan society, the “No” to the referendum of 
Constitutional reforms that I discussed in Chapter 2, was a disappointment for Mayan 
Guatemala. The new Municipal Code, however, defines the Alcaldía Indígena as a legally 
accepted possible actor in the municipal administration,10 and accepts an identification of the 
local representatives as “communal” (instead of “auxiliary”) as well as the usos, costumbres 
and traditions of the communal mayoralties.11 Art. 58j establishes that the auxiliary (or 
communal) mayors have a mediating role in local disputes. Finally, the new Municipal Code 
recognizes customary law as an element of the municipio.12 In short, the reformed Municipal 

                                                 
 

5 ILO Convention 169, Article 2b, 8. 
6 ILO Convention 169, Article 4. 
7 The right indigenous peoples have to “maintain and strengthen their political, legal, economic, social and 
cultural institutions,” while they at the same time have the right to participate in structures of the State (Art. 5), 
and, in Article 20 the right to maintain and develop own political, economic and social systems or institutions is 
voiced.  
8 Guatemalan Constitution, articles 66-70, translated by Sieder (2002: 193). 
9 Código Municipal, Art. 66. Protección a Grupos Étnicos. 
10 Código Municpal, Art. 55. Alcaldías indígenas. 
11 Código Municipal, Art. 56. 
12 Coding Municipal, Art. 8. Elementos del municipio. 
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Code identifies customary law, indigenous institutions, the communal organization and the 
consultative role by the application of criteria of its own legal system (Ochoa García 2002) 

The Accord on Identity explicitly recognizes the pluri-ethnic, multicultural and 
multilingual nature of Guatemalan society and establishes the collective rights of some six 
million indigenous persons (Sieder 1997: 1 of 10). The demands of the agreement concern a 
political redefinition of the Guatemalan nation as multiethnic; the recognition of Mayan 
organizational forms, political practices and customary law and greater participation in state 
institutions and policy formations; and the recognition of cultural and economic rights. More 
specifically regarding the right to indigenous law, the State “[...] recognizes the role assumed 
by the authorities of the communities, as constituted in accordance with its costumbres, in the 
management of its own affairs.”13 Indigenous communities have the right to use customary 
law as long as it is compatible with national law and international human rights doctrine 
(Warren 1998: 213).  

The Penal Adjudication Code, also reformed as part of the peace process, established 
the installation of five Community Court. The original proposal affirmed the right of 
indigenous peoples to practice customary law. Instead, a new form of “Community Court” 
was introduced (Sieder 2002: 198). The new Community Courts were meant to make the 
judicial apparatus more accessible for the indigenous population, not only in terms of 
presence in indigenous regions, but also in terms of cultural accessibility. The Community 
Court was characterized by several distinctive “indigenous traits,” which made them 
fundamentally different from the ordinary Justices of the Peace: they consist not of one single 
person, but of three, who are selected in consultation with local authorities. Only the Juez 
Titular would have to be a Law School student. Another requisite for the judges was that they 
be proficient in the local Maya language and be able to settle disputes according to the usos y 
costumbres of the locality, as long as their verdicts did not violate the Constitution or 
international human rights guarantees (Baquiax 2003: 62).14 It was also established that the 
Community Courts could only be installed with the consent of the community, and reference 
was made to Article 6 of the ILO Convention 169. However, rather than recognizing existing 
local forms of dispute resolution, as was suggested in the original law proposal, a new 
officially sanctioned form of Community Court was superimposed in five municipalities 
(Sieder 2002: 198). The Community Courts’ capacity to employ usos y costumbres was 
limited to penal law, thus betraying an “ignorance and disrespect” towards the history and 
social forms of organization of the indigenous peoples, as those distinctions between different 
fields of law are not present within indigenous law (Murga Armas, paraphrased in Ochoa 
García 2002: 165).   
 By appropriating a language of rights, indigenous peoples achieved the recognition of 
collective rights in a discourse where cultural diversity was exclusively grounded in the rights 
of individuals. At the same time, both international and Guatemalan agreements have forced 

                                                 
 

13 AIDPI, Capítulo IV “derechos civiles, políticos, sociales y económicos, literal B, comunidades y autoridades 
indígenas locales.” 
14 The five Community Courts were eventually installed in San Andrés Semetabaj (Sololá), San Rafael Petzal 
(Huehuetenango), San Luis (El Petén), San Miguel Ixtahuacán (San Marcos) and Santa María Chiquimula 
(Totonicapán). 
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the State to reconsider the pluri-ethnic character of society. I have, however, also drawn 
attention to the fact that indigenous activists often essentialize something that is, to use the 
words of Cowan et al., “much more fluid and contradictory” (Cowan et al. 2001: 10). 
Classifying groups on the basis of clearly defined categories, and thus essentializing identities 
(Cowan et al. 2001: 1-26), conceals the complexity of power dynamics and social relations at 
the local level (Sieder & Witchell 2001: 202).  

The Constitution allows the practice of customary law. At the same time, reforms of 
the Penal Code, the Municipal Code and the Law on Local and Municipal Development 
Committees have changed the legal landscape as regards the practice of customary law. 
However, as I commented before, laying down identity-related issues in agreements and 
legislation create essentialized cultural and legal categories that fail to reflect local power 
relations, struggles and realities. As Sieder and Witchell point out, the Agreement on Identity 
approaches customary norms as essential and primordial phenomena that can be 
accommodated and codified within the state system (Sieder & Witchell 2001: 213). This 
contradicts the observation, as I will show further on, that at the local level, where indigenous 
forms of justice and administration appear and disappear, customary law is “relational, 
changing according to shifting local, national and international contexts” (Sieder & Witchell 
2001: 216). In the following three sections, I explore and discuss the debates and frictions that 
legislations and agreements on indigenous law can produce at the local level. The conflict that 
provoked the demise of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor discloses several 
tensions. First, there is a tension among the Community Court, the regulated practice of 
customary law and the costumbristas. Secondly, the language of rights is used as a language 
of contention for rejection the population’s indigenous rights to employ customary practices. 
Thirdly, the debate surrounding the abolition of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor 
discloses some tensions between human rights agreements and national Mayan organizations 
on the one hand and local costumbristas on the other.  

 
9.2 STATE-CONTROLLED USOS Y COSTUMBRES AND THE COSTUMBRISTAS  
The Community Court played an ambivalent role in the case of the Alguaciles and Mayores of 
the Corridor. As institutionalized practitioners of customary law, the judges were accused of 
abolishing one of the usos and costumbres of the municipio. We already know what happened 
on April 20th: a drunk was taken to prison, the Community Judge found out and offended the 
first Alguacil, a man held in high esteem (i.e., within the logic of the cargo system). Although 
Juliana Lux insisted that she simply advised against incarceration (“to avoid judicial problems 
in the future”), others affirm “that is really when the whole mess began.”15 The Alguaciles 
and Mayores of the Corridor felt offended and were convinced that Juliana Lux (and not the 
Community Court) wanted to change the usos y costumbres. The three Community Judges 
themselves insisted that they had acted according to indigenous law. They had sentenced 
Pedro to 10 days of community service; he worked for 10 days on the expansion of the 
community school, paid a fine of 300 quetzales, and then reported to the municipio on a 

                                                 
 

15 Interview with Pedro Sacvín, October 9, 2003, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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weekly basis for six months. Hence, “it was handled very well,”16 as Don Augustín assured 
me. This way of judging does indeed coincide exactly with indigenous law, as it has been 
defined by the Maya Movement and other indigenous organizations—to a far greater extent 
than the imprisonment of Pedro. Don Augustín simply explained this incongruence between 
the Community Courts’ customary law and the usos y costumbres in the following terms: 
“There are good and bad costumbres, and this was a bad costumbre.” According to him, 
customs are “wrong” “when they begin to hurt,” when the costumbre violates “the rights of 
persons.” The Community Court was of the opinion that “their” customary law, based on the 
ILO Convention 169, was a better way to resolve the dispute than that of the Alguaciles and 
Mayores of the Corridor. The municipal council played out this difference in perception of the 
practice of the usos y costumbres.  

The majority of the municipal council, was convinced—as were the Mayores and 
Alguaciles—that the judge wanted to deliberately “get rid of the costumbre.” However, many 
hold the view that the municipal mayor meant to manipulate the auxiliary mayors in order to 
“get rid of the judge.” At this point, the personal and political interest of the municipal mayor 
(and the rest of the FRG members of the municipal council) became part of the equation. 
First, the judge was chosen by the PAN mayor Cristóbal Pú. Hence, there appeared to be a 
political clash between the judges and the sitting municipal council.17 Secondly, during the 
previous election campaign, the municipal mayor had promised to replace the sitting judges, 
as there were rumors of corruption and mistreatment in the Community Court. In 2003, new 
elections were approaching, and therefore the municipal mayor was in a hurry to fulfill his 
promises. Above that, the municipal mayor had always wanted his son in the judicial office, 
and used the situation to try to force a change of judge. It would never have worked out for 
him, however, as it is not the mayor but the Public Ministry that eventually assigns those 
offices. Finally, there is the issue of gender. As we know from the previous chapters, women 
are not allowed to participate in the cargo system, and it was only in 2003 that the first 
woman participated in the municipal elections. Thus, Juliana Luz was the first woman who 
really had a position of power in a public office. She was not, however, at all discouraged 
when they had told her that “we aren’t going to let a woman boss us around.”  

Of course, the whole situation started with a confrontation between the Judges and 
First Alguacil of the Corridor. Yet, as I already mentioned, the municipal mayor and his 
council played an important role in the abolition of the cargo. The municipal council seemed 
to go out of its way to polarize the conflict than to mediate between the two parties. All the 
members of the municipal council at the time I asked about the issue assured me that the 
judge (they always said “jueza”) had intentionally tried to do away with the costumbres. At 
the first asamblea on May 8th, the Community Court was thus accused of the “inappropriate 
behavior and improper application of the usos y costumbres.”18 The final minutes of this 
asamblea, however, were not signed, due to the fact that the participating authorities had not 
consulted their communities on “what to do” with the three judges of the Community Court. 

                                                 
 

16 Interview with Augustín Cac, August 29, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
17 Juliana Lux does not think that this was the case. 
18 Actas Varias, 14-2003. 
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Another General Assembly was planned for June 5th. The judges were convinced at 
this point that this meeting was planned for the purpose to collecting signatures on a petition 
to demand their retirement. The minutes indicate that the Asamblea was organized to “resolve 
the problem of the usos and costumbres of the people, a problem that arose as a result of 
improper application [of the law] on the part of the jueza comunitaria” (my emphasis).19 This 
wording seems to have been the idea of the municipal mayor—although he does not admit it. 
Based upon the minutes the representatives bring from their communities at this meeting, we 
can infer that the municipal council indeed received support for this point of view, as some 
communities stated in their minutes that the judge had no right to change or do away with the 
usos y costumbres. Some of them actually blamed the judge for the abolition of the Alguaciles 
and Mayores of the Corridor: 

 
[...] because it is a costumbre and a cultural practice of our ancestors that we 
cannot stop doing; those present also engaged in a discussion about the [female] 
judge, who is also not obliged to take away the costumbres and cultures of our 
people.20 

 
For the inhabitants of Racaná (the canton that provided the Alguacil I during that year), this 
was reason enough to remove the judge from office : 

 
[...] that cases have occurred in which the judge does not respect the logical norms 
[and] which the community has protested against […]; the community also 
protested that it is not in agreement regarding the taking away of customs, because 
it is one of our customary rights. Thus, we do not agree to honor the decision of 
the community judge. […] We demand her immediate resignation […] and we 
request a new judge, whom we would like to be a person with knowledge of the 
law, and who respects our costumbres.21  

 
The members of Racaná and Chuacorral 2 were convinced of the fact that the Community 
Court had wanted to discontinue the costumbre. The members of the auxiliary council of 
Centro Población did not state this point of view in the minutes they delivered to the General 
Assembly. Yet in the numerous talks and chats I had with them, they showed their indignation 
with respect to the attitude of the judge. However, other communities thanked the judge for 
saving them from the costumbres. For example, the community of Xebé expressed itself as 
follows: “If anyone begins to talk of getting rid of usos y costumbres—well, thank God that 
there was an opportunity that the judge took advantage of to say that one costumbre is 
something that belongs to the past, and that it was time for it to go.”22  

                                                 
 

19 Actas varias, 14-2003. With Jueza comunitaria I refer to the female community judge, Juliana Lux. 
20 Acta 20-2003, Chuacorral 2. 
21 Acta 41-2003, Racaná. 
22 Acta 93-2003, Xebé. 
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In the aftermath of the abolition of the cargo, some costumbristas in the Centro 
Población directly blamed the municipal mayor, rather than the judge, for doing away with 
the usos y costumbres. According to Don Miguel Castro Aguaré, for example, the municipal 
mayor was in the position to force the continuation of both a cargo such as the Alguaciles and 
Mayores of the Corridor, as well as the participation in the cofradías.23At the same time, he 
(among others) is convinced that the first council member and the first alderman, as well as 
the municipal mayor, manipulated the auxiliary mayors. According to him, the municipal 
mayor should have been more protective of the culture of the municipio. Don Miguel now 
even refuses the municipal mayor’s invitations to participate in the cultural commission 
because of his strong feelings about what happened.  

Whether or not the members of the municipal council manipulated the auxiliary 
mayors and principales, it is clear that the local power relations are very complex and cannot 
easily be captured by the national legal classifications I discussed before. Those relations 
were further disturbed when the Defensoría Maya entered the debate. The Defensoría Maya is 
a Maya organization that defends the Mayan costumbres and indigenous rights by deliberately 
using the current language of contention. In the conflict surrounding the Alguaciles and 
Mayores of the Corridor, the Defensoría Maya chose the municipal council as the “real 
representatives” of customary law in Santa María Chiquimula. Because of the tense 
atmosphere in the municipio, the Defensoría Maya, together with other non-governmental 
organizations, participated in the asamblea in May. Two representatives arrived a day before 
the meeting and had drinks and dinner together with members of the municipal council. Many 
persons who were present confirm that they urged the judges to “protect the costumbres of the 
people” and accused the court of “letting the costumbres disappear.”24 This approach of the 
Defensoría Maya to the case reveals the difficulty of national organizations when it comes to 
taking into account local dynamics. When the organization entered into the discussion about 
the continuation of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor, it became clear that 
“national” Maya interests are often ignorant of local power structures. 

 
In this section, I have explored the ambivalent role of the Community Court in relation to 
customary and/or indigenous law. First, the presence of such a Communitarian Justice of the 
Peace has enlarged the accessibility to justice for the indigenous population. The three judges 
identify deeply and strongly as “Maya,” each for their own reasons and in a manner that has 
been shaped by their personal life histories. They believe that the Community Court offers a 
way of practicing customary law, although they perceive such law differently than the 
Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor. Secondly, as Baquiax put it: “For such resolutions to 
be valid, they need to be approved by a judge within the national justice system in such a way 
that the latter always has control over the application of law made by Mayan authorities” 
(Baquiax 2003: 57). The Community Courts are indeed state-controlled forms of customary 
law and have led to some modifications in the cargo system and thus in the usos y costumbres 

                                                 
 

23 Interview with Miguel Castro Aguaré, September 27, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula.  
24 Also on an international seminar where I actually presented this case, it was confirmed that the Community 
Court abolished the cargo, rather than accepting the role the authorities themselves had played in this.  
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of Santa María Chiquimula. At the same time, these courts have been subject to political 
manipulations and power plays in the municipio. 

 
9.3 REJECTING ETHNIC CITIZENSHIP USING THE LANGUAGE OF UNIVERSAL RIGHTS  
On June 5, 2003 all the authorities of Los 16 and representatives of different organizations 
were present at a General Assembly the municipal mayor had organized in order to “resolve 
the problem of usos y costumbres of the people, a problem that arose as a result of the 
inappropriate application of law of the community judges.” As I showed in the previous 
section, the Community Court had a conflictive relationship with the authorities of the Centro 
Población as well as with the municipal council. Some of the communities had, in their 
minutes, which they took to the asamblea, expressed their discontent about the Judges—just 
as the municipal mayor had expected, or hoped for. However, the majority of the communities 
had been in disagreement with their stand in relation to the continuation of the usos y 
costumbres of the municipio in general—and especially the existence of the Alguaciles and 
Mayores of the Corridor. Instead of dethroning the judges, Los 16 cancelled the “authentic” 
cargo at the municipio. There are still differing opinions regarding who was responsible for 
that, and people have pointed the finger at: the municipal mayor, the Community Court, 
principales and auxiliary mayors, or the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Passage themselves. 
Anyhow, at the end of the meeting, eventually, the authorities of the communities signed the 
final decree that annulled the existence of the cargo of Alguaciles and Mayores of the 
Corridor and the costumbres belonging to the service. The decision was based on the minutes 
that the communal authorities brought from their communities to the General Assembly on 
June 5, 2003. As a result, the municipal mayor also declared that it was not obliged anymore 
to participate in the cofradía. 

In those minutes, the communities set forth different reasons for justifying the 
abolition of the cargo. As I showed in the previous section, some of the communities blamed 
the Community Court for violating the usos y costumbres. Central to this section, however, 
are the references to positive law: the Municipal Code, the Guatemalan Constitution and 
international human rights agreements brought forward in the several community minutes 
(and by many individuals as well) in order to escape their traditionally defined obligations to 
the community. In this section, I will examine how different actors completely in tune with 
the spirit of time have used a language of (civic, political, social and human) rights to justify 
their rejection of traditional cargos that have recently been legalized through the same positive 
law, as I previously discussed. I will now focus on how the population of Santa María 
Chiquimula, 92% of which identifies as K’iche-speaking, actively uses a language of rights to 
contest the usos y costumbres—defined as an indigenous right by the peace agreements and 
ILO 169—of the municipio.  

 
Chuisactol was the first community that questioned the Alguaciles and Mayores of the 
Corridor. Chuisactol brought charges against the Human Rights Ombudsman, the PDH,25 in 
1994 because the auxiliary mayors of the community (Chuisactol) had been pressured a lot to 

                                                 
 

25 PDH: Procuradería de los Derechos Humanos, Ombudsman for Human Rights. 
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assign the service of Alguacil of the Passage to a member of the community. According to 
Chuisactol’s charges, the obligatory character of the municipal service could be considered a 
human rights violation. The PDH studied the case and concluded that the compulsory 
character of the service was indeed a violation of the Constitution, as individuals should 
always be paid for work. Subsequently, the Ombudsman sent a letter to “the honorable 
auxiliary mayors of the barrios and cantones of the municipio of Santa María Chiquimula:”  

 
[...] By virtue of the foregoing, honorable auxiliary mayors, and at the request of 
the interested parties, I am asking you that you consider, among the dispositions 
which you agree upon in the present case, and in other, similar cases presented 
before you, the dispositions as established in the Political Constitution of the 
Republic, the Municipal Code, and other applicable laws, in order that you not 
commit irregularities that would violate the rights of any persons.26 

 
And so the Ombudsman for Human Rights demanded that the auxiliary mayors be careful not 
to violate “the rights of the persons,” as the compulsory cargo had violated the Constitution, 
because individuals “should be paid for any work they perform.” Hence, in this case, the right 
of the individual prevailed over customary law, whereas the community organization exists on 
the basis of, and depends on, a notion of “community.” This clash between individual human 
rights and the collective rights of, for example, indigenous peoples, is classic, and I will 
discuss it in more detail at the end of this chapter.  

In 2003, the legal argument was very heavily emphasized. First, the Community Court 
searched to prove the unconstitutionality of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor. In 
contrast to the Ombudsman for Human Rights (and the different communities, as we will see 
further on), they did not question the legal basis of the existence of the office, but the 
functions they performed during the celebrations. The Community Court spoke of illegal 
detention, which is a violation of the Constitution: 

 
When these cases arise, they alert the judicial authority that they must not commit 
the crime of illegal detention since, even while in their legal capacity, they are not 
authorized to resolve cases when there is an authority that is specifically 
designated to resolve such cases. I therefore ask that you exercise extreme care in 
all of your actions.27 

 
Whereas the Constitution, as I described in section two, establishes that only state tribunals 
can “dispense justice,”28 the Communitarian Judges concluded that the Alguaciles and 
Mayores of the Corridor and the municipal police violated the Constitution by putting Pedro 
in jail and fining him, and thus entered the judicial field. However, if they had interpreted Art. 
66, which recognizes the different ethnic groups, their costumbres and ways of social 

                                                 
 

26 PDH Memorandum, Totonicapán, November 18, 1994, emphasis mine. 
27 Acta de Audiencia 47-03.  
28 Guatemalan Constitution, Art. 203. 
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organization, in a broader sense, they might have come to another conclusion. It is, thus, 
legitimate to question to what extent the Community Court acted in concordance with the 
local usos y costumbres, but I have already discussed this point. 

For their part, the communities did not contest the function of the Mayores and 
Alguaciles of the Corridor when they referred to different Codes of Law, but instead made 
reference to the obligatory character of the service. In minutes the communities brought to the 
final asamblea (June 5, 2003) of Los 16 in which the cargo eventually was cancelled, five 
communities referred directly to the Municipal Code, the Constitution and/or “Human 
Rights.” For example the minutes of Chuiaj read: “[…] Secondly, the community of Chuiaj 
agreed not to do the service of Alguacil in the municipio because the judge said that there is 
no law regarding the incarceration of persons in jail.” In the same minutes, the community of 
Chuiaj decided that they would not control the streets during the yearly celebration, because 
they did not want to imprison persons anyway. Chuiaj was not the only community that used 
the opportunity to express its reluctance to carry out other obligatory acts and duties that were 
not defined in any Code of Law at all. 

Some communities referred to specific articles in the Constitution, the Municipal Code 
and the UN Human Rights Convention, in order to make clear that they have the right opinion 
regarding the cargo, and thus to reject it. Thus, the community of Patzam stated: 

 
On this date, according to the agreement of all parties present, and in accordance 
also with the freedom to express one’s thoughts enshrined in Articles 35 and 36 of 
the Constitution of the Republic, as well as in Articles 18 and 19 of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, we have the right to demand, express our opinions, 
and otherwise declare that a service is unconstitutional. […] All stand in 
agreement that from this day forward, such services will no longer be accepted. 
[…] We can no longer be obliged to continue doing them, and we have the right 
to refuse them.”29 

 
Xecocoche also referred directly to the Constitution: to the right to petition,30 the right to 
movement31 and the right to freedom of speech/thought.32 This community referred to those 
articles for the same reasons that Patzam did: to make clear they know very well they have the 
right to stand up against the obligatory character of the cargo system. Hence, both Patzam and 
Xecocoche demanded, on the basis of the Constitution, that its inhabitants no longer be 
obliged to fulfill the municipal cargo. Chuicacá and Chuisactol base their positions on the 
Municipal Code: 

 
The community was of the opinion that it is better that it be annulled, and from 
this day forward, nobody will be sent to the municipality in order to perform 

                                                 
 

29 Acta 10-003, Patzam. 
30 Guatemalan Constitution Art. 28. 
31 Guatemalan Constitution Art. 26. 
32 Guatemalan Constitution Art. 35. 
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voluntary service as MAYORES and ALGUACILES, because the Municipal 
Code does not contemplate [such a duty]. The community expressed itself as one, 
in saying, “Yes!!!”33  

 
We of the community of Chuiscatol hereby declare that we are henceforth aware 
that the service that we have been voluntarily providing to the municipality is not 
obligatory, but out of respect for our ancestors, we have been providing these 
services. However, these services are nowhere to be found in the Municipal Code. 
According to Article 68 of the Municipal Code, the services that are to be 
provided are as follows: auxiliary mayor, alguacil. There is no obligation to serve. 
[...] We are no longer ordering anyone to perform this service in the municipality, 
because this is the duty of municipal police departments.”34 

 
Furthermore, the community of Chuisactol concluded the minutes with the comment that its 
members will indeed fulfill such community-bound services as are stipulated in the Municipal 
Code. Hence, the community-municipio argument I discussed in the former chapter is 
supported by the legal argument. 

  
The rejection of the Alguaciles and Alguaciles of the Corridor on the basis of legal grounds is 
embedded in a larger (although local) rights discourse in Santa María Chiquimula. This local 
rights discourse originates in the current shift in interpretation of traditional social 
organization: whereas the cargo system originated as a way to organize community through 
respect for the ancestors, municipal services have come to be understood more and more as an 
obligation. 

Many Chiquimultecos endorsed the stand regarding the Alguaciles and Mayores that 
was expressed in the minutes: there is no need to fulfill offices such as the Alguaciles and 
Mayores of the Corridor because they are not specified in the Municipal Code. The 
inhabitants of Santa María Chiquimula were not only troubled about this specific office, but 
also rejected other services such as the principales, or simply the cargo system as a whole. 
Don Rosendo, for example, assured me that he would never accept being a principal, because 
the service does not appear in the Municipal Code. The way he talked to me about the 
principales spoke for itself: “have you heard of those principales ....”35 He assured me that 
communities that had “freed” themselves from this institution were a lot better off, and that he 
was happy about what had happened to the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor, and that 
he feels sorry for the people who “are obliged to fulfill services for nothing.”36 The only 
service he would fulfill was that of auxiliary mayor, as this service is legally grounded in the 
Municipal Code. The same arguments were brought forward from the municipal council. 
Miguel Osorio, community leader of Casa Blanca and council member from 2004-2008, also 

                                                 
 

33 Acta 104-03, Chuicacá. 
34 Acta 35-2003, Chuisactol. 
35 Interview with Don Rosendo, September 18, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
36 Interview with Don Rosendo, September 18, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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said about the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor that “the service they perform, is not 
contained within the law; they do not have the capacity to take someone to prison.”37  

Pedro Lux, the evangelical pastor I introduced in Chapter 2, was also very outspoken 
at this point. When I asked him about the function of the principales in the village, he shared 
with me that the principales only think they can exercise some kind of power over all the 
persons because of the services they provide the municipio. He emphasized the fact that the 
principales themselves were the very creators of the service, that they were the ones who had 
turned “this or that costumbre” (“alguna costumbre”) into law, while “there is no law that 
establishes the existence of the principales.” Some years ago, he had been asked to serve as 
the secretary of the community (Centro Población). Because he is a teacher at the community 
school, he is not formally required to also provide services.38 Pedro Lux indignantly told me 
how he had been summoned to the Auxiliatura del Centro. When he arrived, he politely 
greeted the principales. But, he said, the principales “did not even answer me.” They had been 
talking when he entered the Auxiliatura, and when they had finished their chat, he had 
approached. Without giving him any explanation, they had said to him, “and you will be the 
next secretary of the community.” Angry at what he saw as their disrespectful attitude, he 
provocatively asked, “And how much will you pay?” They made him explain in front of the 
whole group why he would not fulfill the cargo, and he even proposed that he do so in front of 
the whole municipio, with the Constitution in his hand. It never went that far.  

According to Pedro Lux, services ad honorem should not exist; work should be paid 
for. Pedro Lux contended that communal and municipal authorities have been taking 
advantage of all those people who had performed services. “They took advantage of our 
people,” he said, and he added that authorities abused their power by obliging them to do so. 
According to him, people only participated in the cargos out of ignorance. Hence, in Lux’ 
opinion, costumbres are no good because they only “do damage.” In line with his perception 
of the meaning of being indigenous, which I discussed in Chapter 2, he mostly voiced his 
concern about the persons doing the cargos in economic terms: the persons who are obliged to 
fulfill municipal services live in extreme poverty and cannot even support their own families. 
And even these people can be required to pay a fee of up to 600 quetzales for the cargo of 
alguacil. 

Don Baltazar, who led the small revolt against the cargo in 1994, also considered the 
absence of the service in the Codes of Law a valid argument for rejecting the cargo. However, 
he also added something new to the “legal argument:” the role of the educated younger part of 
the population. He observed that as more and more people, especially the younger inhabitants 
of the municipios, are studying the law and becoming professionals, they reject the services, 
since they do not appear in the Municipal Code.  

 
When we analyze the minutes that the communities brought to the asamblea that was held on 
June 5, 2003, as well as the opinions and arguments that came forward in interviews and more 
informal talks with different authorities of the municipio, it can be concluded that, while there 

                                                 
 

37 Interview with Miguel Osorio, September 26, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
38 This rule differs per community. 
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is a slow tendency towards recognition of customary law in different Codes of Law, 
Chiquimultecos accord a relatively higher degree of importance to positive state law, as well 
as to their civic and economic (and not indigenous) rights. Potential “cargadores” use a 
discourse of positive law to justify why they should not fulfill their traditionally defined 
services to the community. Opponents of the cargo system in Santa María Chiquimula 
successfully employed the current language of contention, to avoid their traditionally 
determined community services, which they perceived as obligations. The same language had 
been used to secure the right to those services in the very same Codes of Law. There is thus a 
profoundly different understanding of the traditionally defined offices. Many Chiquimultecos 
experienced them as “compulsory,” whereas the Maya Movement struggles for the right of 
the indigenous peoples to exercise those forms of social organization. In the following 
section, I will show that this perception does not correspond to the way the indigenous 
“cargadores” themselves experience their cargos. 

 
 

9.4 USOS Y COSTUMBRES AS A SERVICE VS. THE KAXLAN CULTURE OF RIGHTS 
 

They can’t come here and tell us how things are going to be.39 
 

Pedro Calel in above quotation refers to the Ombudsman for Human Rights of Totonicapán. 
As I discussed in the previous section, this institution had sent a letter to the auxiliary mayors 
in which it demanded that they should be careful to consider the “rights of the persons” and 
that they could not oblige individuals to serve a cargo without payment, as “all work should 
be paid for” in 1994. Don Pedro’s perception of the PDH as “the other,” as kaxlan, who 
cannot come and determine the way things are going to be in the municipio, reveals a tension 
between the international “human rights discourse” and local indigenous realities. Hence, the 
tension between ethnic rights and universal rights is not something that is only contested and 
discussed in the international arena or within the municipio, but is also the subject of a 
dialogue among local, national, and international levels. In the debate over the cargo system, 
another tension between nationally and internationally defined rights, on the one hand, and 
local realities, on the other, also came to the fore: namely between the Maya Movements and 
local actors’ perceptions of the cargo system. Whereas indigenous protagonists in their 
struggle for indigenous rights appeal to international conventions, often in the name of people 
like Don Pedro, cargadores and costumbristas tend to express themselves more in terms of 
“respect towards the ancestors.” Both tensions originate in a different interpretation of 
municipal and communal offices, as I noted above. In human rights discourses, the individual 
has precedence over the community, and thus over community services. The Maya Movement 
perceives the cargo system as a right whereas local advocates of the cargo system consider the 
offices to be services to the community and to constitute a show of respect to the ancestors. In 
this section, I explore how international perceptions of human and indigenous rights clash 
with the local experiences of the cargo system.  
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As Pitarch et al. (2001) point out in the volume “Derechos Humanos en Tierras 
Mayas” the relationship between “indigenous communities” and “human rights” is 
ambiguous. As I described in the first section of this chapter, indigenous movements have 
successfully caused collective, ethnic rights to be accepted by human rights advocates. Hence, 
it is only the last two decades the human rights discourse has been stretched in such a way as 
to allow culture to become an object of rights claims (Messer 1993: 221-249). This does not, 
however, mean that there are no longer any tensions between the two. Although indigenous 
rights have been accepted, in, among other documents, the UN Declaration on Indigenous 
Peoples, there is a fundamental tension between collective ethnic rights and individual, 
universal rights. This is the case because, in human rights discourses, individual rights will 
always prevail over community interests (Messer 1993), whereas collective rights are central 
to indigenous demands. Human rights take as their point of departure the assumption that 
rights are for individuals, that individuals are equal before the law and that it is the State’s 
obligation to safeguard those rights (Messer 1993; Ekern 2002). On the contrary, K’iche 
community and its cargo system are based on respect towards those who have served their 
community (see also, for example, Ekern 2002, 2007). Hence, it might not be surprising that 
when a “human rights” discourse is expressed with reference to indigenous communities, 
those different perceptions on rights and obligations can cause tensions. 

The tension between human rights discourse and local interpretations of community 
service becomes very clear in cases where individuals appeal to the Ombudsman for Human 
Rights, in this case of Totonicapán, to challenge the obligations of the cargo system in their 
municipio or community. As Ekern (2002) has pointed out, and as I discussed in the former 
chapter, not all men within the cargo system not considered “equal”, and everybody does not 
have the same rights: men who have handled more demanding duties and served longer 
deserve more respect. The community cannot function without the cargo system, neither 
administratively or spiritually. In the case of a conflict between individual and communal 
interests, the latter will always prevail. However, the Ombudsman for Human Rights in 
Totonicapán assured me that he and his employees always try to take into account the usos y 
costumbres of the community. At the same time, he tried to convince me of the idea that a 
service to the community can never be obligatory. In case of doubts, written, positive, law 
always overrules customary law.40 

Cargo or community service-related cases that end up at the Ombudsman of Human 
Rights in Totonicapán mostly concern presumed violations of the individual rights of the 
person, such as, for example, the cutting off of one’s water supply as a result of rejecting the 
community service. In the files of the PDH, there was a record of a case of a man from 
Totonicapán who had denied fulfilling his service as an escolar.41 As a reaction to this 
rejection, the school had denied his children admission to the local school. There was a reason 
that the committee had taken those harsh measures. Several years before, the man had tried to 
avoid his community service by refusing to pay his contribution for the reconstruction of the 
school. However, the man decided to file a complaint with the PDH, as the right to education 
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of his children was being violated. In this case, the PDH respected the regulations of the 
community. As a result, the man took the case to the Ministry of Education and they also 
advised him to resolve the problem with his community. Subsequently, the man pressed 
charges in the Public Ministry and finally his claim was honored: the Public Ministry obliged 
the school to enroll and teach the children. In a case described by Ekern (2002), the opposite 
happened. Ekern describes how an individual sold a water supply in Chuculjuyup 
(Totonicapán), a community where he lived, to someone from outside the community. As the 
whole community depended on this water supply, and the individual was harming the 
community only to benefit himself, the communal authorities decided to cut off his water. The 
man and his family complained to the PDH that their human right to water was being 
violated. The Ombudsman for human rights in this case concluded that the access to water is a 
human right, and that the communal authorities violated this universal right. The same goes 
for the family whose water was cut off because they refused to pay for the reconstruction of a 
school. Although the latter two cases do not relate directly to the cargo system, they do tell us 
something about the way the PDH approaches communal interests when these interests clash 
with the universal rights of the person.  

The friction between community and individual interests also came to the fore in the 
case of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor. The letter the PDH sent to Los 16 in 
1994, which I briefly discussed earlier, obviously did not recognize the idea of “service” that 
is so important to indigenous communities, also in Santa María Chiquimula. The PDH 
focused on the fact that not paying for the activities the cargo entailed would be a violation of 
the Constitution. They thereby overlooked the fact that a cargo is not “work”, but is instead a 
service to the community. Whenever the cargo is experienced as an obligation, it is logical to 
label it as “work.” Such differences in interpretation of the cargos support the view that 
human rights are considered from a perspective outside the community, as “kaxlan.” This 
explains Don Pedro Calel’s statement at the beginning of this section: “They can’t come here 
and tell us how things are going to be.”  

Human Rights became involved in the case of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the 
Corridor in another way as well. Because of the very tense atmosphere in the municipios, 
different actors from outside the municipio participated in the first Asamblea on May 8th that 
discussed the continuation of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor and of the 
Community Court: the Defensoría Maya, Minugua, and Copredeh.42 Even the Special Forces 
from the capital arrived in the area surrounding the village, ready to interfere when necessary. 
In the previous section, I already discussed the role of the Defensoría Maya as “Maya 
representative.” Minugua was installed in Guatemala to oversee both the implementation of 
the Peace Accords and the general human rights situation in Guatemala. Minugua’s 
interpretation of “human rights” was very strict. In an interview, the responsible person, Luis 
Mezquita, told me that Minugua was only present at the meeting because of rumors that the 
Judges would be lynched. Whether or not indigenous rights and/or customary law were 
threatened or at least under debate were not a matter of concern for Minugua. When asked, 
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Luis Mezquita tried to convince me that if they were concerned about customary law, which 
would have nothing to do with the Alguaciles and Mayores, as this service was part of the 
cargo system, and the cargo system had its origins in the army.43 Overall, he did not seem very 
concerned about this part of the problem. Although it is not their mission it is - again - 
striking that the organization never showed proper sensitivity to the indigenous side of the 
issue. 

Thus, the dominant sense of community that prevails in the cargo system sometimes 
clashes with the international human rights discourse. There is, however, a tension between 
the indigenous movements’ rights discourse and local perceptions (of the persons indigenous 
the Maya movement wish to represent) of community service as well. I already mentioned 
earlier that whereas the Maya Movement talks in terms of rights, the people that actually 
employ the municipal and communal services express themselves in terms of “respect” and 
“service.”  

In Santa María Chiquimula, the only person who referred to “indigenous rights,” in 
this case as defined in the Peace Accords, was the municipal mayor who held office during 
the years 1996-2000, Cristóbal Pú. Don Cristóbal is a Catholic merchant. He is well educated 
and has traveled quite a lot; he has constantly reflected on what he has seen in other countries. 
He always doubted the power of the vara. In other countries, he said, there is no vara, and the 
people there are neither all sick nor all victims of unexplainable events. In 1999, he was the 
sitting municipal mayor and he tried to cancel the cargo through voting in which the auxiliary 
mayors and principales of the whole municipio participated. To solve the issue 
“democratically,” he sent someone to the marketplace on a certain Thursday44 of that year to 
buy white and dark beans to vote with. The vote was narrowly in favor of “yes” (83 in favor 
of the municipal service versus 80 against).45 It was, however, agreed to reduce the number of 
alguaciles by four, since there was actually not that much work to do anymore. Don Cristóbal 
explained the course of events to me as follows: 

 
[...] In 1999, they still did not want to accept....it says in the Peace Accords that 
service must be performed, but we are tired of this [...] They met in their 
communities with their auxiliary mayors, showing their displeasure with this, 
because of the expenses and the problems. Back then, the majority of the 
population didn’t understand the issue. The principales here....they want everyone 
to do the same thing they do. The principales were not in agreement. 
An asamblea [was held] and it was determined that the number of persons would 
be reduced to only 16. So only one representative was named for each 
community; this began at the beginning of 2000. At that time, there were only 16, 
and not 20, as before. When this happened there was a rejection on the part of the 
population because there had been much more before: more cleaning and care of 
the plaza, of the market. This was no longer the case. The municipality contracted 

                                                 
 

43 This is not the formal Minugua position but a personal statement by the interviewee. 
44 The Libro de Actas (Minutes) for this year has disappeared, and therefore the exact date cannot be determined. 
45 Interview with Pedro Calel, September 2, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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persons whom they paid. The people didn’t have much work anymore [...] and the 
PNC was ready to capture those who have violated the law.46 

  
In above interview excerpt, Cristóbal Pú makes clear that he had heard many complaints 
about the service. He also emphasized the fact that the Alguaciles and Mayores did not have 
that much to do anymore and later added to this that the cargo was also problematic because 
of the huge amounts of money that were expected to be invested in it. This position clashed 
with the principales of Centro Población, as they were very much in favor of the cargo 
remaining in effect. Don Cristóbal thought that the principales were conservative, and, as we 
can read, he accused them of just wanting everybody to do it because it was a costumbre. 
Cristóbal Pú put the principales on the side of the Peace Agreements. The principales, 
however, and other persons supportive of the cargo system, never employed a discourse of 
rights referring to the Peace Agreements or Municipal Code, or to international agreements, in 
order to legitimate the existence of the cargo system. 

As I showed in the previous chapter, the cargo system is based on a profound respect 
for the ancestors. This holds for all offices, but in particular for the principales. The 
principales are of supreme importance for the cargo system, and their important role in the 
community is reflected in comments such as those of Diego Jax: “The principales deserve a 
lot of respect, because they are elected by the community—therefore they are respected even 
more….” They safeguard the continuation of the cargo system by selecting the new 
cargadores every year: “The principales are very important: they need to know who is 
important, who is prominent, who is of lesser importance, whose turn it is to do service.” 47 
They oversee the community, guide local authorities, and gather the inhabitants when 
necessary. Furthermore, the principales are respected because their service is for life, because, 
they have fulfilled the three years of obligatory service, in contrast to the auxiliary mayors 
who “have not finished serving.”48 Only persons who have served their time in the community 
can become principales, who were thought of as embodying respect towards the cargo system 
and the ancestors. Consequently, in order to articulate the legitimacy and importance of 
communal and municipal services, costumbristas and principales (as well as other advocates 
of the cargo system) did not so much employ a language of rights, rather made use of a 
language reflecting an obligation to respect the ancestors. 

Based upon this meaning attributed to the principales, the discontinuities of the cargo 
system are not perceived as a right that is being denied, but rather as a respect that is being 
lost. Don Pedro, for example, told me sadly of how the auxiliary mayors used to come to the 
Centro Población, not only on Thursdays but also on Sundays, how they had opened their 
offices around the Catholic Church, and how through the years this costumbre had been lost. 
With the loss of the costumbre, respect towards the ancestors also had disappeared, according 
to Don Pedro: “Respect was lost. [...] Before, it was so nice. Before there was a great deal of 
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47 Interview with Diego Jax, September 20, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
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respect, and there was a lot of authority.”49 People such as Miguel Castro Aguaré regard it as 
an obligation to safeguard the continuation of the cargo system and its adherent costumbres, 
in order to maintain respect towards the ancestors: “They want to take away these customs; 
we want to conserve them.” Miguel Castro also pointed out that some people reject the cargos 
“because, since they are no longer obligatory, …they no longer want to do them.”50 Thus, he 
is aware of the reality that it is not an obligation defined in the law, but also of the fact that it 
was experienced as such. For “cargadores in heart and soul” the respect towards the ancestors 
is far more important than the obligatory character of the cargos. 

Respect towards ancestors was also echoed in the arguments brought forward in the 
debate on the Alguaciles and Mayores in May 2003. Talking with costumbristas, I would hear 
comments such as: “I don’t agree with their being taken away; it is a service that has been 
around for a long time; it is a service that that has been passed down by my forefathers.”51 
Pedro Calel and Santiago Osorio underlined the legacy of the ancestors as well: “We don’t 
have this idea of discontinuing our costumbre,” Don Pedro said. He clearly divided the 
municipio into those who were in favor of discontinuing the cargo system and those who were 
opposed to doing so. He is angry that “they are going to take away”52 a service that existed for 
such a long time, a service that was founded by the ancestors. Santiago Osorio simply said: “It 
is a costumbre that was around before, that was passed down by the ancestors.”53 The younger 
generation also regrets the loss of culture, as is seen in the sentiments expressed by Juan 
Justo. He regarded the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor as a costumbre, a tradition of 
the ancestors. He therefore saw the abolition of the cargo “as a loss of culture here in Santa 
María Chiquimula. It is a costumbre, a tradition of the ancestors,” he said.54 Don Miguel A 
described the consequences of the disappearance of the Mayores and Alguaciles of the 
Passage as follows: “There was a loss of a costumbre; there was a loss of respect.”55 Hence, 
Don Miguel, Juan Justo and Don Pedro all referred to the ancestors, respect and the 
costumbres of the village. None of them employed comments such as: “It is our right to have 
our own authorities,” as Pablo Ceto expressed himself at the very beginning of this chapter. 

The projection towards the community and costumbres also resounds in the minutes 
the communities brought to the general assembly on June 5th. The community of Chuacorral 2 
argued that the service could not be abolished: “It is a costumbre and part of the culture of the 
ancestors that we cannot take away.”56 The inhabitants of Racaná declared: “They are not in 
agreement with the removal of our costumbres because it is part of our customary rights.”57 
Here we see customary rights used as a reference to the usos y costumbres of the locality, and 
not as a right defined by law as such. The authorities of the center also expressed 
disagreement: “[...] the community of the center does not agree to let our costumbres be 

                                                 
 

49 Interview with Pedro Calel, December 19, 2003, Santa María Chiquimula. 
50 Interview with Miguel Castro Aguaré, December 17, 2003, Santa María Chiquimula. 
51 Interview with Miguel Castro Aguaré, December 17, 2003, Santa María Chiquimula.  
52 Interview with Pedro Calel, December 12, 2003, Santa María Chiquimula. 
53 Interview with Santiago Osorio, November 10, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
54 Interview with Juan Justo, November 18, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
55 Interview with Miguel Castro Anciano, September 19, 2004, Santa María Chiquimula. 
56 Acta 10-2003, Chuacorral 2. 
57 Acta 41-2003, Racaná. 
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forgotten and abandoned.”58 The minutes, again, show a deep concern about the ancestors and 
the costumbres of Santa María Chiquimula. 

 
Looking back at the different approaches to community services that I examined in this 
section, I can summarize my point as follows. Communication between the different levels of 
representation is often made difficult by different narratives with respect to “community 
service.” I have examined multiple tensions in this chapter. While there is a clear tension 
between the international human rights agreements and indigenous collective rights, there is 
also tension between the Maya Movement and the communities they seek to represent: 
whereas the Maya Movement employs a language of rights, costumbristas such as Don Pedro 
express themselves in terms of respect and service, and find themselves caught up in complex 
power relations and concerns. In their struggle for indigenous rights, national Maya 
organizations often fail to take into account not only local socio-political relations, but also 
the local notions and experiences of the “authentic” and “traditional” culture and identity that 
they wish to reconstruct as an indigenous movement. As Cowan et. al. have noted: “To the 
extent that claimants are compelled to use a language of rights in pursuit of what they need or 
want, and to portray themselves as certain kinds of persons, when these may be alien to their 
self-understandings, it is evident that right-discourses are not ethically unambiguous or 
neutral” (Cowan et al. 2001: 11). Removing customary law from indigenous communities has 
endowed this identity marker with a new national political meaning which, like international 
human rights agreements, fails to reflect local understandings of the cargo system. 

 
9.5 SOME REFLECTIONS ON NATIONAL AND LOCAL INTERPRETATIONS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE 

 
We will deliver the key to the jail; we will not make our routine rounds; we will 
not participate in the annual preparations that are needed to celebrate the feast 
days of our people. And we will not perform other costumbres that we had been 
charged with performing by the previous authorities.59  

 
On June 5, 2003 Los 16 signed the minutes that abolished the municipal service of Alguaciles 
and Mayores of the Corridor. In this chapter, I have examined the uses, outcomes and 
meanings of the language of rights that have surrounded the contention of the Alguaciles and 
Mayores and the cargo system in general. I have suggested that the debate originates in 
different interpretations of the meaning of “cargo” held by different national and international 
actors (the State, the Maya Movement, international human rights agreements) and several 
local actors (the Community Court, local adversaries, and advocates of the elaborate cargo 
system of the municipio).  

The Guatemalan State has tried to capture the dynamic and fluid experiences of 
customary law through the reform of several codes of law. One of those reforms established 
the installation of the Community Court in a number of municipalities, including Santa María 
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Chiquimula. For its part, the Maya Movement employed a language of rights in its struggle 
for the recognition of indigenous customary law. In international human rights agreements, 
cultural diversity, and thus indigenous issues such as customary law, is grounded in the rights 
of the individual. Consequently, human rights advocates have often defined “community 
service” as “work.”  

Within the municipio, the cargo or community service has come to carry different 
meanings. For costumbristas and others who have their heart in this traditional form of social 
organization, to hold any office of the cargo system is a way of showing respect towards the 
ancestors. To be Alguacil or Mayor of the Corridor “was more than just receiving a cargo; it 
was a very important cargo.”60 To be a principal means that you commanded respect because 
you fulfilled all your services to the community. This sense of service and respect resonates in 
the discourse of many Mayan organizations, but at the local level, it was never expressed in 
terms of a right. For their part, local opponents of the cargo system experience many of the 
compulsory services as an obligation, rather than a way of showing respect. They have 
successfully employed the current language of contention, appealing to their human and civil 
rights, in order to avoid their traditionally determined community services. Paradoxically, the 
same language had been used to secure the right to those services in the very same codes of 
law. There is thus a profoundly different understanding of the traditionally defined offices. 
Many Chiquimultecos experienced them as compulsory, whereas the Maya Movement 
struggled for the right of the indigenous peoples to exercise those forms of social 
organization. Finally, the Community Court, which is considered state-controlled forms of 
customary law by many Maya protagonists, consider themselves to be practioners of 
customary law. Yet at the same time, the actions of these judges helped to bring about a 
change in the cargo system, and thus in the usos y costumbres of Santa María Chiquimula. 

In national and international arenas, indigenous movements and human rights 
advocates have more or less successfully employed a language of rights to secure universal 
individual and indigenous rights. The outcomes at the local level, however, are not 
unambiguous, because the essentialized categories that have been defined in international 
agreements and, to a certain extent in several codes of law, fail to reflect the local 
complexities, power relations and the dynamic character of indigenous identity and customary 
law. The Community Court clash with (other) local perceptions of the usos y costumbres and 
are subject to political interests at the same time. In a way, the language of rights is spoken at 
the local level as well, but in a completely different way than the Maya Movement employs 
the current language of contention. Chiquimultecos merely refer to their social, civil and 
political rights to reject their traditional obligations that could be part of their ethnic 
citizenship, instead of appealing to their indigenous right to practice customary law. The 
actual traditional authorities and costumbristas, paradoxically enough, have not appropriated 
the language of rights, but instead express themselves in terms of “respect” and “service.” 
National processes of indigenous claim making and state policies considering the 
multicultural society, together with local power struggles and identity formation along lines of 
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religion, politics and knowledge, produce local articulations of indigeneity in the arena of 
local government.  
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10. Representing Mayas? Concluding reflections on the local 
politics of identity  

 
The aim of this book was to disclose the local dynamics and ambivalences of constructing 
multicultural democracy. By revealing local contentious practices in the arena of local 
indigenous government, I intended to show what is behind the developments recent 
scholarship on citizenship in multicultural societies has focused on: indigenous movements as 
emerging political actors and legislational reforms that grant rights to indigenous populations. 
Although such research has produced an interesting and fascinating body of literature, it has 
not posed questions about what happens behind national and essentialized categorizations of 
multicultural nation-states. At the beginning of this book, I used two snapshots to present two 
local contentious practices that were central to this study in order to reveal some of the 
dynamics within the arena of local indigenous government that deconstruct the image of fixed 
cultural categories of indigenous peoples. At the same time, I proposed that those national 
representations do indeed shape local constructions of indigeneity and citizenship.  

Based on the observation that nationally formulated representations of Mayaness do 
not represent local claims for citizenship, but do interact and shape interpretations of 
indigeneity, I formulated the following research question, which guided this study: How do 
the views and actions of local indigenous authorities dynamically interact with national and 
local-level notions of Mayaness in the local politics of identity? With this question I took on a 
critical position in the discussion on indigenous identity and ethnic citizenship in Guatemala, 
permitting me to contribute to the debate on the broader constitution of multicultural 
democracies and the meaning of different forms of citizenship. Considering local government 
as an arena, as a field of force, where different actors move around, practice identity, contest 
indigeneity narratives and claim their rights as (indigenous) citizens, directed me towards 
local articulations of indigeneity that do not appear in the definitions of indigenous or Maya 
maintained by the Maya Movement, including Xel-jú, international NGO’s and scholarship 
that focuses on institutional factors of “typical” or “authentic” features of indigenous 
government and local democracy (e.g. Van Cott 2006; Albro 2006). 

The field of force on which Indians and Mayas, Chiquimultecos and Quetzaltecos 
construct multicultural democracy from out the local level is far more slippery than reflected 
in conceptions of the multicultural nation-state that the Maya Movement has been 
constructing since the 1980s. Indigenous actors in the arena of municipal government and 
local politics imagine the nation at this local level in multiple ways and represent a range of 
diverse viewpoints. Not only towards the State’s indigeneity narrative, but also towards 
constructions of shared Mayaness. The way municipal mayors and indigenous authorities 
claim their ethnic and universal citizenship rights in attempts to become part of Guatemala’s 
and the Maya Movement’s proyectos de nación do not easily fit into international agreements, 
constitutions and law codes that lay down their rights as indigenous peoples and imagine 
multicultural democracies comprising neat, essentialized categories.  

This book looked into how municipal office holders and indigenous authorities 
attempt to, and succeed in, constructing a multicultural democracy from out the local level; 
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how they produce, reproduce and contest Mayan and state defined images of indigeneity. 
Canessa (2005) has called the people involved in this process “subjects on the margins.” The 
actors in this book are subjects on the margins in different ways: urban Mayas in 
Quetzaltenango because they are excluded from Ladino-dominated spaces; rural Indians 
because they are not allowed access to Ladino and Mayan spaces. Quetzaltecos and 
Chiquimultecos thus construct nation not only as outsiders on the “periphery of the nation,” 
but also at the margins of “Mayaness” itself. The latter particularly applies to the inhabitants 
of Quetzaltenango’s rural areas. These components of constructing nation have been 
relatively unexplored with regard to processes ethnic citizenship and indigeneity, leaving 
hidden the multiple processes of fragmented identity construction on the local level. Looking 
behind national discourses and agreements allows one to focus intensively on local level 
contentious practices that take place on the field of force where local democracies are 
constructed and shows the ambiguities that lay behind such conceptualizations as the “return 
of the native” (Kuper 2003) and the “stunning emergence of indigenous peoples” (García 
2005). Such a focus also reveals that local authorities are important actors in defining and 
constructing nation, following their own pathways to citizenship. 

The different narratives, debates and practices that I discussed while analyzing the two 
local contentious practices central to this book—the election of Quetzaltenango’s first Mayan 
municipal mayor, and the abolition of the traditional cargo of the Mayores and Alguaciles of 
the Corridor in Santa María Chiquimula—disclosed many of the dynamics that lay behind 
phenomena such as the changing of legislation, the conclusion of peace agreements and 
homogeneous constructions of Mayan identity. The focus on local contentious practices 
allowed me to consider inhabitants of Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula as actors 
in their own right who demanded the rightful exercise of their universal and ethnic rights in 
various pragmatic ways. At the margins, Indians as well as Mayas move between, and cross 
boundaries of, supposed dichotomies of universalisms and relativisms, universal and ethnic 
citizenship, human and indigenous rights. By centering this study on local level articulations 
of indigeneity, I attempted to provide insight into the fuzziness of indigenous claim making in 
terms of ethnic and universal citizenship rights and the local politics of identity.  

To be able to study this multilayered field of force, I broke the central question down 
into three main lines of inquiry: first, local and national narratives on indigeneity, including 
legislations, and policies, among others; second, the way the indigenous population 
participates in state defined municipal and local structures and through those structures gave 
form to their claims for ethnic and universal citizenship; and, third, how participation in other 
spaces, which I have called indigenous authorities, shapes the form of local universal and 
ethnic citizenship claims and practice. Methodologically, but also theoretically, it is important 
to recall that I made extensive use of history in person. This perspective allowed me to 
capture the daily struggles and contentious practices surrounding local politics of identity and 
processes of identity construction in indigenous sites. Using history in person allowed me pin 
down local, sometimes seemingly contradictory, articulations of indigeneity and multicultural 
democracy. These perspectives have guided us along the histories of many persons, 
discourses of local politicians, community leaders, electoral campaigns, evangelical prayer 
meetings, changes of local authorities, usos y costumbres, heated political debates on 
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traditional cargo systems and so on. In what follows, I explore in which ways this patchwork 
of accounts, encounters and practices relates to the theoretical debates on identity politics of 
indigenous movements, on the construction of citizenship through participation in sites 
defined by the State and, finally, on indigenous claim-making surrounding the participation in 
sites that have been defined as authentic and “indigenous”—namely, the cargo system and its 
surrounding usos y costumbres. 

 
NARRATING INDIGENEITY AND CONSTRUCTING ETHNIC CITIZENSHIP 
The first line of research analyzed different narratives on indigeneity. On the national level, 
the State and the Maya Movement have formulated narratives on indigeneity through policies 
booklets, legislation, and public debates in newspapers, among others. In this book I have 
called those narratives “meta narratives” of which the most important are the cultural 
continuity narrative and the anti-racism narrative (Warren 2001). On the local level however, 
those narratives are not that easy to distinguish from each other, they criss-cross and are less 
predictable, essential and static. At the same time both indigenous movements and local office 
holders construct and claim citizenship on the basis of such narratives that explain what 
“being indigenous” means. In this book, I have proposed that local articulations of indigenous 
government can only be understood on the basis of those different perceptions of the meaning 
of being indigenous. The particular “grammar” that serves as the frame of reference within 
which citizenship is claimed is closely related to the way being indigenous is interpreted, 
whether one identifies as Maya or as Indian.  

Especially since the 1980s, social movements began to transcend nation-state 
boundaries to make their claims on land, work, freedom and the recognition of distinctive 
group identity. This process was marked by a change in what Fraser (1997) has called the 
grammar of claims-making and Roseberry (1994) the language of contention. Claims of social 
movements changed from equality demands to requesting the right to be different, to claims 
of distinction. The language of rights became the new language of contention between the 
State and new social movements. New social movements voice distinction in terms of culture, 
changing the use of the term in two ways. On the one hand, such use politicizes “culture,” 
bringing it closer to “ethnicity.” On the other hand, in those “cultural politics,” culture is often 
employed in an essentialized, primordial way by indigenous movements (Turner 1993: 411). 
New social movements not only claim rights within the political system, but also demand to 
“participate in the very definition of the political system, the right to define that in which they 
wish to be included (Alvarez, Dagnino & Escobar 1998: 21).” Indians, people who used to be 
at the margins of the nation-state, began to construct other imaginations of nation. They 
rejected assimilating state projects and began to re-imagine the nation-state as multicultural, 
pluriethnic and multilingual. At the same time, activists, movements and public intellectuals 
began to employ the same language as the State: the language of rights. Through developing a 
new language of contention, new social movements became able to be part of an altogether 
different, proyecto de nación. In many Latin American countries, this has led to some kind of 
state-led multiculturalism and constitutional recognition of indigenous peoples and their 
rights, a process Van Cott (2000) termed “a friendly liquidation of the past,” and that she 
thought of as constituting constitutional multiculturalism. In order to be granted those rights, 
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indigenous movements employed strategic essentialism as a necessary basis for the 
formulation of claims. Those demands and the way indigeneity is constructed to legitimate 
those claims, are not always representative for local claim-making. I have shown in this book 
that local processes of citizenship construction are far more multilayered than the mere 
changing of legislation. 

Against this backdrop, the Maya Movement emerged as an actor in Guatemala in the 
1980s. By organizing on the basis of a shared identity, the movement brought “the Indian 
Question” to the fore within Guatemala (Postero & Zamosc 2004: 6). The alternative models 
of citizenship that the Maya Movement began to propose on the basis of a shared indigenous 
identity challenge the idea of the homogeneous nation-state (Postero 2004: 192), as they not 
only claim universal, but also ethnic citizenship rights, based on a shared indigenous identity. 
Individuals and organizations participating in the Maya Movement also moved from the 
margin of the nation to the center of the debate regarding how best to imagine the Guatemalan 
nation-state. They began to define and build their own way towards nation building, and to 
become political actors in their own right (De La Peña 2005: 731), imagining Guatemala as 
pluriethnic multicultural and multilingual. The Maya Movement demands universal 
citizenship on the one hand, and indigenous rights on the other. Rejecting racism and 
assimilationalist state policies, she seeks to recapture indigenous community organizing and 
indigenous law in her imagination of the multi-ethnic nation-state. She hereby actively applies 
strategic essentialism, using a cultural continuity narrative to base indigenous claims on. This 
has resulted in, among others, recognition of indigenous authorities in the Peace Accords as 
an indigenous right. The public and political debate on recognition of customary law, legal 
pluralism, and indigenous authorities shapes the conditions under which the local indigenous 
authorities operate.  

The emergence of indigenous movements brought about a completely different 
conception of the relationship between citizenship, rights and culture by introducing the 
concept of the “right to culture.” Recognizing culture has long been considered as potentially 
denying universal rights, which have been laid down in the Declaration of Human Rights 
(Cowan et al. 2000: 4-5). Universal citizenship is a concept that reflects ideas of belonging, 
equality and participation in public life, ideas in which cultural and racial difference is not 
relevant for the exercise of citizenship (García 2005: 165). For the same reason, universal 
citizenship is “color-blind.” In cases where universal citizenship for example proved to be 
exclusionary, the solution was sought in changing legislation or promoting positive action, 
rather than the incorporation of culture into the concept. Still, universal citizenship regulates 
different categories of subjects and at the same time the location of subjects within a nation-
state shapes the constructions of their citizenship (Ong 1999: 263), which has resulted in the 
exclusion of women, blacks, and Indians from the exercise of those universal rights. In 
Guatemala, the concept of universal citizenship has placed Indians at the margins of the 
nation.  

As I said, the emergence of indigenous movements forced scholars and governments 
to change their conceptualizations of citizenship. Thus, culture found its way into the 
citizenship debate. An important point in the conceptualization of ethnic citizenship to 
recapture here is the acceptance of unequal power relations within society and the idea that 
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cultural citizenship should look for ways to overcome those inequalities. Rosaldo (1999) saw 
the State as a central actor in this process: the State should grant full citizenship to all 
different cultural groups, despite their cultural differences. His point is that it is important that 
different groups have access to their universal rights, rather than granting different groups 
their own sets of collective rights. Ong (1999) and later García (2005) criticize this unilateral 
construction of cultural citizenship as it seems to neglect the agency of the citizens. In the line 
of Bryan Turner, who showed that social citizenship was not acquired through the actions of 
politicians, but was achieved through the struggles of representatives of the underprivileged 
classes (Turner 1993), studies of ethnic citizenship should also focus on the agency of the 
subjects (Ong 1999). Another important point is that such forms of citizenship sets the terms 
for belonging to the nation in a new way: culture and cultural difference is then no longer a 
basis for exclusion, but a criterion for inclusion in the ethnic indigenous group (García 2002: 
165). This observation is important to understand that ethnic citizenship viewed from the 
perspective of national processes of claim-making creates new boundaries between who is 
considered indigenous and who is not. This causes contentious practices between the national 
and the local level, but also between different groups at the local level about defining 
indigeneity and the constitution of multicultural democracy.  

Based on the observations that, first, ethnic citizenship claims set new terms for 
belonging to the nation-state and to defining who is indigenous, and, second, that the national 
constructions of Mayaness do not always represent local interpretations of being indigenous 
related claims making, I follow Ong when she says that cultural citizenship (which I call 
ethnic citizenship) is a dual process of self-making and being-made within webs of power 
linked to the nation-state (Ong 1999: 264) and that it is important to pay attention to the 
agency of the people within this process. However, I will take her argument one step further 
and argue that ethnic citizenship is constructed at different levels within the ethnic group. 
Local demands for universal and ethnic rights are written in another grammar of claim-
making and therefore are often not considered “authentic” or “indigenous.” However, taking 
the history in person as a point of departure and viewing local demands from the local 
perspective, the construction of roads, for example, can be considered a very indigenous way 
of claiming citizenship. 

I thus consider “subjects at the margins” and especially local officeholders and 
authorities as active agents in the construction of the nation-state. They are located at the 
margins of the nation, but, as I have shown in this book, also on the margins of Mayaness. In 
the national claims making, terms have been set for what indigenous is. For example, in the 
accord on identity, indigenous is defined along the lines of language, dress, names, and 
spirituality, among others. The stand of local officeholders towards those indigenous 
characteristics is ambivalent; often they consider them as if they represented poverty and 
backwardness of the indigenous population. Those interpretations are shaped by class, 
religion and the change of knowledge needed to be able to gain access to and exercise power. 
Religious change and political interests, as well as the complex relationship between the so-
called civilized and uncivilized areas of both municipios under scope are incredibly important 
in the process of giving meaning to being indigenous. In Santa María Chiquimula, religion 
especially is crucial to the definition of Mayaness: Being Maya has to do with the past, with 
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“doing costumbres,” with Mayan spirituality. Being indigenous is therefore not necessarily is 
the same as being Maya, but each of these identity labels constitutes a boundary with Ladinos. 
In Quetzaltenango, urban Mayas cling to their cultural Mayan identity while, for inhabitants 
of rural areas, being indigenous is by and large shaped by their socio-economic position. 
Those different circumstances and local processes shape different articulations of indigenous 
government and interpretations of identity. Local officeholders reproduce and re-interpret 
images of indigeneity, following their own pathways of costumbre, community service and 
political participation, immersed in political, religious and economic processes.  

The shaping of indigeneity at the local level should be understood as the complex web 
of religious changes, class differences, political divisions and racism. The meaning of being 
indigenous shapes local demands for universal and ethnic citizenship that local indigenous 
authorities and officeholders formulate, immersed in and shaped by both local power relations 
and relations with the State and civil society. Their possibilities of agency as local indigenous 
authorities are merged into wider power relations. Municipal mayors can and do use the site 
of local government as a site to practice their Mayan or indigenous identity. However, local 
authorities follow their own pathways in choosing on and deciding upon the way they 
participate in the political system, and how they wish this system to be. The ambivalent 
outcomes of those processes should not be understood as a rejection of the nation-state or the 
Maya Movement’s proyecto de nación, but rather as a process of constructing ethnic 
citizenship on the terms of Chiquimultecos and Quetzaltecos. I will now look deeper into how 
they do this. 

 
XEL-JÚ: DEMANDING UNIVERSAL CITIZENSHIP FOR MAYAS 
The second line of research examined how the narratives on indigeneity discussed above 
shaped the local demands for citizenship through political participation in traditional political 
structures: participation in the municipal politics and representation in the municipal council. I 
conducted this line of research mainly through a close examination of the case of the civic 
committee Xel-jú in Quetzaltenango. Xel-jú endeavored to change municipal policies and 
intended to break with traditional power relations in the municipio through its proposal for 
intercultural democracy. The civic committee participated in state structures, struggling for 
the universal rights of the indigenous population. Xel-jú as part of the Maya Movement 
actively participates in the construction of a shared Mayan identity. Their identification as 
Maya is based on the racist character of social relations in Quetzaltenango and further shaped 
by the existence of a small indigenous bourgeoisie in the city. Those circumstances have 
shaped the terms Xel-jú set for belonging as Mayas during their two administrations. 
Especially the first Quemé administration proved that Mayas in power can indeed make a 
difference, incorporating subjects located at the margins of the municipio, literally and 
figuratively, through their municipal policies. An evaluation of the second administration 
however, shows a fragmented indigenous representation. During this period, the terms for 
belonging to Xel-jú’s proyecto de nación were set differently, creating a difference between 
Mayas and Indians. Quemé became one of Guatemala’s most known indigenous leaders, but 
lost his image as indigenous mayor in the rural communities, where people began to call him 
a “Ladino.” 
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Xel-jú in Quetzaltenango has indeed practiced indigeneity within the site of municipal 
government. Due to the unequal access to universal citizenship, Xel-jú was founded in the 
beginning of the 1970s, and the organization demanded universal citizenship rights while 
maintaining its ethnic indigenous identity. Founders of Xel-jú resisted the way the hegemonic 
state discourse had regulated their location within the nation-state: Indians with no access to 
political power. Xel-jú was founded to gain the power to decide how the political system they 
would function in would look. They did this as part of the Maya Movement and as political 
actors in municipal politics in Quetzaltenango. Xel-jú and its proposal, its proyecto de nación, 
did not arise just because the right political circumstances emerged that triggered an already 
existing static indigenous identity. Xel-jú’s quest for ethnic and universal citizenship was 
shaped by a number of different factors: internal struggles about the definition and 
constitution of multicultural democracy, racist power structures in Quetzaltenango and 
Guatemala, the emergence of the Maya Movement on the national level, and by class relations 
and position (the existence of a small Mayan bourgeoisie) in the city of Quetzaltenango. 
Within those power structures, many indigenous persons residing in the city came to identify 
proudly as Maya, to redefine and revive indigenous identity, marking the boundary between 
Maya and Ladino society in Quetzaltenango. At the same time, Xel-jú’s stand towards 
indigenous issues changed over time, from militant and exclusionary indigenous to proposing 
a ladino mayor and a discourse of interculturalism thirty years later. This made the struggles 
within Xel-jú continuous and dynamic. 

Once in government, the Xel-jú administration began to create participatory sites for 
the (marginalized) indigenous population, to pay more attention to indigenous cultural 
performance and to carry out projects in indigenous areas as a way of constructing social 
citizenship and changing the political system they were participating in. By constructing 
roads, indigenous inhabitants of rural communities were now able to enter the public space of 
Quetzaltenango and to be part of the municipio. The auxiliary council, considered a site for 
indigenous revaluation and participation and as something typically indio and backward at the 
same time, had almost disappeared. By strengthening auxiliary councils and local 
development committees, the Quemé administration intended to break with conventional 
power structures and racial hierarchies. The Quemé policies were very much shaped by the 
possibilities of international funding during its first period, as well as being part of the Maya 
Movement and the Accord on Identity that had just been signed. At the same time the Quemé 
administration shaped indigeneity at the level of the rural hamlets by entering the 
communities and providing workshops about indigenous law and political organization, often 
intending to trigger indigenous articulations of community development and government.  

The auxiliary mayors and other office holders in the rural communities of 
Quetzaltenango tend to have ambivalent feelings regarding Quemé’s policies. They are 
formed by the power relations they are immersed in and active in a process of self-making 
completely different from the process Xel-jú members had been through. The inhabitants of 
the 23 communities have been denied universal citizenship, without access to social, political 
and civil rights. Having been excluded from educational and economic resources, auxiliary 
mayors have developed an interpretation of what it means to be indigenous which correlates 
very much with a class identity. They identify as indigenous, employing an anti-racist 
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discourse rather than a cultural continuity narrative; considering many cultural elements of 
indigeneity as backward, as an obstacle to development. Community leaders consider being 
indigenous the same as being poor, and the other way round, whereas for many Xel-jú 
members being indigenous means having a certain cultural and political identity. According to 
auxiliary mayors getting rid of their ethnic characteristics, such as the language K’iche, would 
help them to get access to universal citizenship rights. As a consequence, community leaders 
often employ developmentalist discourses, focusing on roads and other projects. Often, such 
claims are not considered authentic nor indigenous, nor by the international community, nor 
by Xel-jú members or other parts of the Maya Movement. This way of defining indigenous 
policies does, however, originate from their identification as Indian. For the same reasons, 
urban Mayas are sometimes not considered indigenous and sometimes even viewed as Ladino 
by Indians from the rural areas.  

Indigenous leaders and officeholders in Quetzaltenango claim citizenship in 
apparently contradictory ways; different histories in person result in different stands towards 
the construction of multicultural democracy. Xel-jú, shaped by economic resources and 
international funding, and immersed in power relations with Ladinos and the State, 
constructed its own discourse of nation. Conversely, the identity of auxiliary mayors and 
other community leaders is shaped by the power relations between urban and rural areas, 
internal racism and economic deprivation. Council members, Xel-jú leaders, auxiliary mayors 
and other community leaders all claim their universal and ethnic citizenship on the basis of 
their indigenous identification. Viewed from the perspective of those personal ethnographies, 
their ways of claiming citizenship should not be considered as contradictory, but rather as 
articulations of indigenous claim-making. Those forms of demanding universal and 
indigenous rights cannot be made visible without looking at local level practices of 
indigeneity, nor are they represented by national claims-making by the Maya Movement. 
They are, however, important to understand the processes of constructing local multicultural 
democracies from the margins of society that have in the past tended to remain obscure. 
 
CONSTRUCTING AND REJECTING LOCAL ETHNIC CITIZENSHIP IN SANTA MARÍA CHIQUIMULA 
The third line of research followed local processes of the contestation of ethnic citizenship 
while participating in sites that have been defined as “authentic” or indigenous. I presented 
this discussion through an analysis of the dynamics and debates surrounding the cargo system 
in Santa María Chiquimula. There, where social relations have been less marked by Indian-
Ladino differences than in Quetzaltenango, processes of constituting multicultural democracy 
are even more complicated and less straightforward than in Quetzaltenango. Whereas on the 
national level the Maya Movement struggles for the right to indigenous law and their own 
authorities, the inhabitants of Santa María Chiquimula question the legitimacy of such 
authorities. In this municipio, different actors move about on the field of culture, contesting 
universal and indigenous rights and the relationship between them. They employ different 
interpretations of indigeneity, a result of processes of subjectification by national discourses 
and local power relations produced by religious change, as well as changes in the sources of 
knowledge that grant access to status, prestige and power. Chiquimultecos define Mayaness 
and indigeneity along religious lines, rather than along socio-economic or cultural lines as in 
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Quetzaltenango. Those understandings of Mayaness produce forms of indigenous claim-
making different from those in Quetzaltenango.  

Santa María Chiquimula, which has been located at the margins of the nation for a 
long time, has limited access to basic needs such as education and health services. As there 
was no judge and no police present, the municipio has been relying on its own forms of 
governance. Chiquimultecos developed a system of community services, called the “cargo 
system” in the literature, which carried out law enforcement and judiciary functions, in 
addition to performing other duties. The Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor, the 
municipal mayor (e.g. practicing customary law while functioning as a judge), coordinating 
instances of the auxiliary mayors such as the Alcaldía Indígena—Chuacorral in the case of 
Santa María Chiquimula—and many other offices filled the void left by an absence of state 
authority. Being a marriage of civil and religious services, this cargo system was the heart of 
the community for a long time, and a cornerstone of the hegemonic ideology on how to 
administrate and govern the municipio. Although created as a means to control the indigenous 
population by colonial powers, the system of cargos and community services soon became 
sites of cultural continuity and reproduction. At the same time, the cargo system has adapted 
itself to positive law in the community and has always been dynamic in character. Cargos and 
their functions have appeared and disappeared according to changing circumstances.  

Being located at the margins of the nation, indigenous communities began to be 
influenced more directly when new actors gradually entered the municipio. New players 
entered the field of force, beginning the struggle to create common social referents on how to 
govern the municipio. The first fissures in the cargo system as the heart of the community 
became visible with the entrance of political parties and evangelical churches. During the 
internal conflict, military commissioners and civil patrols took over many functions in the 
communities, but in the case of the Centro Población in Santa María Chiquimula, they 
became integrated in the cargo system, acquiring the same values and premises as the other 
cargos. After the internal conflict and the signing of the Peace Accords, the State began to 
make itself more present in indigenous communities and in shaping the ways the municipios 
would be governed, thus setting redefining ethnic citizenship and the concept of “belonging to 
the nation.” In Santa María Chiquimula, this resulted in the installation of the PNC and the 
Community Court. Especially the latter can be considered as an institution that actively 
shaped indigenous law in the municipio, and created tensions between the different capacities 
of the local indigenous authorities. The PNC and the Community Court partly replaced 
functions of the municipal mayor, of the Auxiliatura of Chuacorral, of the Mayores y 
Algcuaciles of the Corridor and restrained the capacities of the more traditional authorities 
present in the municipio. Thus in a time where the State has redefined Guatemala as a 
multicultural nation-state, it shapes and restricts the possibilities for that indigenous 
customary law in the communities.  

Local and national power relations shaped the changes in the pathways to community 
service. The changed pathways reflect a change in knowledge to gain access to important 
offices and power. Although knowledge about projects, money, and of the Spanish language 
have come to be valued more than knowledge about usos y costumbres, the sites where this 
knowledge is useful are still part of the cargo system. Offices in the newly installed Cocode, 
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the coordinating committee responsible for projects in the communities, for example have 
become part of the cargo system. In that sense, those new structures cannot only be 
considered as exclusively foreign or kaxlan. Chiquimultecos are perfectly well aware of their 
possibilities of how to accommodate new functions and forms of knowledge within the cargo 
system. This power, or agency, of the Chiquimultecos, has resulted in changing pathways of 
community service became directed towards developmentalist ways of thinking, which 
demand other sources and types of knowledge. Different types of knowledge provide access 
to diverse kinds of power, and are important in the ideational struggle on how to govern a 
municipio. In addition, higher levels of education made Chiquimultecos more aware of their 
legal position, the law, and which cargos appear and do not appear in national legislation. 
This has created the possibility to actively reject ethnic citizenship claims imported to the 
municipio from the outside and has reduced the value of “authentic” indigenous knowledge 
about usos y costumbres. However, it would be wrong to simply dismiss those new forms of 
knowledge and new pathways to community service as “non-indigenous,” as the people 
themselves see it as a way to adapt existing traditional or indigenous forms of governing to 
changing State-community relations and changing needs. 

Those changes do lead to conflicts and discussions about what indigenous government 
and customary law is within the municipio. The discussions and debates surrounding the 
abolition of the Alguaciles and Mayores of the Corridor reveal much of the interaction 
between state-regulated forms of indigenous participation, narratives on indigeneity and the 
changing local grammar of claim-making. As a result of the Peace Accords, the Guatemalan 
State started a project that consisted of the installation of five Community Courts, in which 
the judges should practice the customary law of the locality. However, the judges were trained 
outside the municipio and were not persons with respectable cargo careers. Without ascribing 
any one actor the responsibility for the disappearance of the cargo Mayor and Alguacil of the 
Corridor, is it clear that the Community Court and the more “traditional” authorities have 
been shaped by other processes and therefore encounter tensions in communicating and 
cooperating within the field of rights and culture. This case reveals how the judges, the 
principales, the auxiliary mayors and the members of the municipal council, all shaped by 
national developments, and by political and religious affiliations, have each developed 
different positions towards the governing of the municipio. 

Pathways to community service have changed as a result of community-State 
relations, but also because of processes of self-making within the municipio. Religion and 
political parties have divided the municipio and fractured the cargo system as the hegemonic 
ideology. In Santa María Chiquimula, the entrance of those actors has led to new emerging 
narratives on indigeneity. Evangelicals reject many features that are considered to be an 
integral part of the cargo system because they are interrelated with costumbres and Maya 
spirituality. Political parties do not always take into account the community careers and 
pathways when they look for candidates for their electoral slates and the Community Court 
did not have any employees who had fulfilled a respectable community career and through 
this way gained prestige in the community. New offices that have entered the pathways of 
community service demand other forms of knowledge. This leads to multiple ideational 
struggles on how the municipio should be governed, resulting in a dynamic field of culture 
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where there is a vivid dialectic between universal and indigenous rights going on, making the 
definition of what exactly ethnic and universal rights are extremely difficult to determine. 
 
REPRESENTING MAYAS 
To conclude this book, I would like to return briefly to the question with which I began: How 
do the views and actions of local indigenous authorities dynamically interact with national 
and local-level notions of Mayaness in the local politics of identity? I will briefly explore how 
this question and its answers relate to concepts as indigenous movements, indigenous identity 
and (ethnic) citizenship. 

This book not only analyzed how the power relations between the indigenous and 
Ladino sectors of the population have changed on the national level, but also how local 
indigenous identity is constructed along religious, political, and economic lines, and how this 
evolving identity has brought about changes in local power relations. Whereas on the national 
level, Mayas have become serious political actors, based on a shared conception of Mayaness, 
indigeneity at the local level takes on multiple forms and different meanings. Knowing those 
perceptions of indigeneity is necessary to understand the construction of the nation at the 
margin and more specifically, the constitution of multicultural democracies and demands for 
universal and ethnic citizenship within those margins.  

National and local notions and constructions of Mayaness certainly do shape and 
influence each other, but the local interpretations and meanings of indigeneity are far more 
multilayered and dynamic than would be assumed on the basis of national discourses and 
narratives. On the local level, different meta-narratives on indigeneity intermingle, and it is 
not clear yet what effect narratives that emphasize the value and richness of the indigenous 
population for Guatemala will have on the local level. Being indigenous is far too complex to 
allow a homogeneous construction of Mayaness, and can best be understood by making use of 
personal ethnography, by looking for what people consider to be indigenous, and by 
examining what meaning this has for them, rather than by exclusively focusing on cultural 
continuous practices on the local level. This book is an attempt to provide new insights with 
respect to the interaction between those different interpretations and constructions of 
Mayaness and indigeneity, a field that has until now remained largely unexplored. 

I raised many questions about the representativeness of indigenous movements. I have 
proposed that it is important not only to look at legislation, but at Indians as emerging actors 
on the national level, how they give form to ethnic claims of citizenship. Those claims are 
mostly based on essentialized and categorized narratives of indigeneity, and can thus never 
represent the way claim-making takes place at the local level. The meaning of being 
indigenous is not only determined by the relationship with Ladinos but is constructed along 
boundaries within the indigenous population. This raises different perceptions of how to 
govern indigenous municipalities, even when the legislation is in favor and local power 
holders are indigenous persons who identify as such. Constructing multicultural democracy at 
the local level takes a more practical form than it does on the national level. This does not, 
however, mean that those people are not indigenous, or do not identify as such, but rather that 
indigeneity and indigenous claims are articulated in another, more fragmented way. Local 
officeholders demand citizenship on the basis of their indigeneity. Thus, ethnic citizenship 
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cannot only be perceived in terms of the rights the State has granted the population, but needs 
to be perceived as the way people practice claim-making, and in which grammar they do this. 

Although Mayas and Indians are still vivid cultural and political categories in 
Guatemalan society, constructed Mayaness does not represent local articulations of 
indigeneity—not in political, cultural, or religious terms. The construction of ethnic 
citizenship is therefore unequal, and it regulates categories of subjects and defines criteria for 
belonging to the indigenous population. At the same time, subjects produce and construct 
nation on the margins, employing the language of contention that suits them best. People that 
inhabit Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula all may identify as indigenous, and 
mostly base their practices on the meaning they attach to indigeneity. Resulting actions and 
articulations in sites of local government are often labeled as non-authentic, non-indigenous, 
and therefore not part of ethnic claims-making because they do not coincide with political 
indigenous repertoires. But looking into personal ethnographies and local understandings of 
indigeneity shaped by, among others, religion and socio-economic positions, discloses other 
articulations of indigeneity. Ethnic citizenship and multicultural democracy is then about how 
people, on the basis of an ethnic identity, try to construct nation, change power relations, and 
make sites for indigenous participation. Those processes are shaped by the indigenous 
population as national actors, and local processes of self-definition.  

By entering this field of force and trying to understand the different languages of 
contention, and by deciphering and reading the different grammars of claim-making, I have 
attempted to reveal the relationship between national and local articulations of indigeneity 
rather than viewing them as contradictory. This approach not only disclosed difference 
between national and local indigenous identity constructions, but also revealed the many faces 
of indigenous identity at the local level. Nobody possesses the power to set the final terms for 
belonging to “the” indigenous population, not at the national level, or at the local level. 
However, there exists the space to discuss what indigenous means and to examine what this 
entails for constituting democracy. This, together with the fact that different indigenous 
groups participate in this debate, shows the importance of ethnicity as a guiding principle for 
social organization, and also reveal the inescapable fact that politics in Guatemala at the local 
as well as the national level is very ethnic in character. “Indigenous” or “Maya” are not 
useless concepts or terms. Instead they are salient categories that represent vitally important 
actors in national and local politics. They are important categories and actors in national and 
local politics. Yet, the articulations of indigeneity are often so fragmented and multifaceted 
that it is nearly impossible to adequately represent Indians and Mayas as such. 
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Glossary of terms related to indigenous authorities and local 
government in Quetzaltenango and Santa María Chiquimula 

 
Alcaldía Indígena Created by the Spaniards to collect taxes and maintain the communication 
between the Municipal Council and the representatives of the rural, indigenous communities, 
the auxiliary mayors. Like the cofradía this institution turned into a site of cultural 
reproduction and today the Alcaldía Indígena is considered a feature of indigenous 
administration and government. 
Alcaldía mixta After independence Liberal governments abolished the Alcaldía Indígena and 
created the Alcaldía mixta, which was supposed to represent Ladinos and Indians.  
Alcalté K’iche for alcalde, mayor. The alcalté is the highest office of the cofradía. 
Alguacil Helper of the auxiliary mayor and a service of the community at the second level. 
Asamblea Almost every organization utilizes the meeting format of an asamblea, which 
means that all members or affiliates of the organization can participate in the meeting. In 
many cases, the asamblea has the highest decision-making power, and can also revoke 
decisions that have been made by the Junta Directiva. 
Auxiliary mayor Legal representative of administrative and territorial units cantones or 
aldeas that are part of the municipio, but also considered a site of cultural reproduction and 
articulation of indigeneity. 
Auxiliary council Entity of authorities responsible for the administration of communities, 
cantones or aldeas, mostly composed of one or more alcaldes auxiliares, mayores and 
alguaciles. An auxiliary council exists of several auxiliary mayors (first, second, third, 
depending on the size of the community) and a number alguaciles, lower in hierarchy than the 
auxiliary mayors. The number of alguaciles also depends on the number of inhabitants in the 
community. 
Auxiliatura del Centro Entity of authorities responsible for the administration of the Centro 
Población in Santa María Chiquimula. The Auxiliatura del Centro is composed of one 
auxiliary mayor, one Mayor, and four Alguaciles. 
Board of Auxiliary Mayors The Junta Directiva of the auxiliary mayors of Quetzaltenango, 
meant to direct and coordinate this group of authorities and maintain the contacts with the 
municipal council. 
Cabildo abierto Town hall meeting where the public is invited to come and ask questions. 
Calde rojo Red soup, a standard ingredient of all costumbres that have to do with the cargo 
system in Santa María Chiquimula.  
Capitán Cargo on the first level within the cofradía in Santa María Chiquimula, and in many 
other municipios. 
Cargador A person that is fulfilling his community service, his cargo. 
Cargo system Hierarchical system of services that combines administrative offices of civil as 
well as religious life. 
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Chuacorrral The most important canton in the cargo organization of the municipio Santa 
María Chiquimula, heading and administrating all the cargos of the municipio. Its functions 
can be compared with those of an Alcaldía Indígena. 
Cofradía Catholic religious brotherhoods. Those brotherhoods were originally introduced by 
the Spaniards but are now considered as a site for cultural continuity. 
Comité cívico Civic committee. Local political organization, only allowed existing during the 
course of the elections. To constitute a comité cívico, an organization needs 500 affiliates. 
The members need to be inhabitants of the municipality, and at least 50% of them should be 
literate. Since 1985 the number of civic committees participating in the elections has been 
gradually increasing. 
Community Court Juzgados Comunitarios de Paz, established by the State as an attempt to 
provide an institutional space for the application of customary law and is allowed and 
encouraged to use indigenous law in its jurisprudence. Many Mayanists, however, consider 
this a co-opting of indigenous law by the State.  
Community Court See Community Court. 
Concejal Member of the municipal council. Can be compared with “council member.” 
Consignas Rules that regulate the functioning of, for example, the Auxiliatura del Centro. 
Coordinadora of the Valley of Palajunoj Association founded with the idea to canalize 
projects from the Valley of Palajunoj to the municipal council. Today the Coordinadora 
functions as a micro credit organization. 
Escolar Cargo in some auxiliary councils in Santa María Chiquimula. The escolar is 
responsible for the maintenance of the (community) school and for preparing the snacks for 
the children. 
Junta Directiva Governing Board or Board of Directors. Junta Directivas preside all kind of 
organizations, from comité cívicos to local development committees. Some communities in 
Santa María Chiquimula are also presided by a Junta Directiva. 
Los 16 The way the whole of representatives of the 16 cantones are denoted in Santa María 
Chiquimula. Los 16 are headed by the auxiliary council of Chuacorral and maintains a close 
relationship with the municipal council.  
Mayordormo Cargo on the second level in the cofradía in Santa María Chiquimula and in 
most other indigenous municipios. 
Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor Abolished cargo in the corridors of the municipal 
palace, fulfilling functions of municipal and national police and employing important 
functions regarding the guarding of the vara. 
Principales Group of elder men intimately involved the governing of indigenous 
communities, election of new authorities, and the usos y costumbres of Santa María 
Chiquimula. Indians and Mayan activist often point at principales as a traditional Mayan 
authority. 
Regidor Often used instead of concejal, member of the municipal council, in indigenous 
communities. In some indigenous communities it is also a cargo on the level of the 
community and thus part of the auxiliary council. This is not the case in Quetzaltenango and 
Santa María Chiquimula. 
Síndico Alderman or Syndic. Part of the municipal council. 
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Vara A wooden staff that symbolizes authority and demand a lot of respect. The vara is 
carried by members of the municipal as well as the local councils. The vara has a double 
meaning. In Quetzaltenango it is often associated with backwardness, while in Santa María 
Chiquimula the vara still demands respect because it carries the powers of the ancestors. 
Xel-jú Indigenous civic committee in Quetzaltenango. Gained the first indigenous mayoralty 
with the candidacy of Rigoberto Quemé Chay in 1995. 
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General glossary 
 

Aldea Administrative and territorial unit that is part of the municipio, often referred to as 
community. 
Cabecera municipal Head village or town center, seat of municipal government. 
Campesino Agricultural smallholder. 
Canton Administrative and territorial unit that is part of the municipio, often referred to as 
community. 
Centro Población The town center or cabecera municipal of the municipio Santa María 
Chiquimula. 
Chiquimultecos Inhabitants of the municipio Santa María Chiquimula. 
Chirimia Flute, instrument used at Mayan ceremonies. 
Copal Incense used at Mayan ceremonies. 
Corte Skirt wrapped around the waist, used as part of the indigenous traje. 
Costumbre Customs used to denote traditional elements of Maya culture and often also 
spirituality. 
Costumbrista A person that is practices usos y costumbres.  
Frijol(itos) Beans. Not only one of the most important ingredients of western highland diet, 
but also used to conduct Mayan ceremonies. 
Huipil Blouse used as part of the traje.  
Indígena Indigenous. In Guatemala this is the most politically neutral word to denote the 
indigenous population with. 
Indigenismo Social and political philosophy that promote cultural assimilation of the Indians. 
Indio Abusive term in Spanish for Indian. 
Kaxlan K’iche for foreign or non-indigenous. 
Ladino Non-indigenous Guatemalan of mixed blood. 
Marimba Guatemala’s national instrument. Indigenous people often consider it as something 
typical for indigenous culture. 
Municipio Administrative unit, roughly analogous to a township. A municipio consists of a 
cabecera municipal (head village) and several smaller (sometimes up to sixty) cantones or 
aldeas. The municipio is governed by the municipal council. Each of Guatemala’s 22 
departments is divided into municipios, Guatemala consists of 333 municipios. 
Nawal Day of the Maya calendar. 
Proyecto de nación A body of ideas, thoughts, policies, discourses that imagine how the 
nation should be constructed. 
Son Marimba music often played at indigenous celebrations. 
Tortulero Ceremonial mediator, referred to as part of Maya costumbres. 
Traje Traditional Maya dress composed of a huipil and corte, among others, with designs that 
used to be associated with linguistic and geographical communities, but nowadays serves as 
an emblem of Mayan identity. 
Tum Drum, instrument used at Mayan ceremonies. 
T’zoloche K’iche name for Santa María Chiquimula, meaning elderberry tree 
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Umial Tinimit Re Xelajuj Noj Daughter of the People of Quetzaltenango. Indigenous beauty 
pageant in Quetzaltenango. Event is closely connected to Maya political activism in 
Quetzaltenango. 
Usos y costumbres Uses and customs and refers to sets of regulations and traditions that are 
part of indigenous law. 
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List of acronyms  
 
ADEAACOQ Asociación de Alcaldes Auxiliares y Comunitarios de Quetzaltenango, 

Association of Auxiliary and Communitarian Mayors of Quetzaltenango 
ADESMA  Asociación de Desarrollo Santa María Chiquimula, Association for 

Development of Santa María Chiquimula  
AGAAI Asociación Guatemalteca de Alcaldes y Autoridades Indígenas, Association of 

Guatemalan Indigenous Authorities and Mayors 
APM   Asamblea Permanente del Pueblo Maya, Permanent Assembly of the Maya 

People 
APROTAXQ Asociación de Propietarios Taxistas de la Ciudad de Quetzaltenango, 

Association of Taxi Owners of the City of Quetzaltenango 
ASC   Asamblea de Sectores Civiles, Assembly of Civil Sectors 
AEMG  Asociación de Escritores Mayences de Guatemala, Association of Mayan 

Writers of Guatemala 
AIDPI   Acuerdo sobre la identidad y los derechos de los pueblos indígenas, 

Agreement on the Identity and Rights of the Indigenous Population 
ALMG  Academia de Lenguas Mayas de Guatemala, Guatemalan Academy of Mayan 

Languages 
ALMK  Academia Lengua Maya K’iche, Maya K’iche Language Academy 
AMUTED Asociación Mujer Tejedora del Desarrollo, Woman Weaver of Development 

Association 
ANN  Alianza Nueva Nación, New Nation Alliance 
CACIF  Comité Coordinador de Asociaciones Agrícolas, Industriales y Financieras, 

Coordinating Committee of Agricultural, Industrial and Financial Associations  
CAL   Comités Agrarios Locales, Local Agrarian Committees 
CDUR  Concejo Departemental de Desarrollo Urbano y Rural, Departmental Council 

of Urban and Rural Development 
CDRO  Cooperación y el Desarollo Rural de Occidente, Cooperation and Rural 

Development of the West 
CECMA  Centro de Estudios de la Cultura Maya, Maya Cultural Studies Center 
CEDIM  Centro de Documentación e Investigación Maya, Centre of Maya 

Documentation and Investigation 
CEH   Comisión de Esclaracimiento Histórico, Commission for Historical 

Clarification 
CIN   Coordinadora Indígena Nacional, National Indigenous Organization 
CNEM  Coordinadora Nacional de Educación Maya, National Coordinator of Maya 

Education 
COCODES Concejos Comunitarios de Desarrollo, Community Committees of 

Development 
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CODISMA  Coordinadora de Desarrollo Integral de Santa María Chiquimula, 
Coordinator of Integral Development of Santa María Chiquimula 

COMG  Concejo de Organizaciones Maya de Guatemala, Committee of Guatemala’s 
Mayan Organizations 

CUC   Comité de Unidad Campesina, Committee of Campesino Unity 
COMUDE Concejo Municipal de Desarrollo, Municipal Committee for Development 
COPMAGUA  Coordinadora de las Organizaciones del Pueblo Maya de Guatemala, 

Coordinator of the Organizations of the Maya People of Guatemala  
COPREDEH Comisión Presidencial para los Derechos Humanos, Presidential Commission 

for Human Rights 
DC  Democracia Cristiana, Christian Democracy 
DCG  Democracia Cristiana Guatemalteca, Guatemalan Christian Democracy 
EGP   Ejército Guatemalteco de los Pobres, Guatemalan Army of the Poor 
FAR   Fuerzas de Armas Rebeldes, The Armed Forces of Rebellion 
FDNG   Frente Democrático Nueva Guatemala, Democratic Front New Guatemala 
FIN   Frente Indígena Nacional, National Indigenous Front, changed into Frente de 

Integración Nacional, National Front for Integration 
FRG   Frente Republicano Guatemalteco, Guatemalan Republican Front. 
Minugua  Misión de Verificación de las Naciones Unidas en Guatemala, United Nations 

Verification Mission in Guatemala 
III  Instituto Indígenista Internacional, International Indigenist Institute 
IIN   Instituto Indigenista Nacional, National Indigenist Institute 
IUSI  Impuesto Único Sobre Inmuebles, Special Property Tax 
IVA  Impuesto al Valor Agregado, Value Added Tax 
JED  Junta Electoral Departemental, Departmental Electoral Board 
JEM  Junta Electoral Municipal, Municipal Electoral Board  
MR-13  Movimiento de la Revolución del 13 de Noviembre, Revolutionary Movement 

of November 13th 
ORPA   Organización Revolucionaria en Armas, Revolutionary Organization of People 

in Arms 
PAC   Patrulla de Autodefensa Civil, Civil Self-Defense Patrol 
PAN   Partido de Avanza Nacional, Party of National Advance 
PNC  Policia Nacional Civil, National Civil Police 
PDH   Procuradería de los Derechos Humanos, Ombudsman for Human Rights 
SPEM  Seminario Permanente de Estudios Mayas, Permanent Seminar of Mayan 

Studies 
Serjus   Servicios Sociales y Jurídicos, Social and Legal Services 
SIL  Summer Institute of Linguistics 
TSE   Tribunal Supremo Electoral, Supreme Court of Elections 
UBSS  Unidad Básica de Servicios Sociales, Basic Unity for Social Services 
UCN  Unidad de Cambio Nacional, Unity for National Change 
UFC   United Fruit Company 
UNE   Unidad Nacional para la Esperanza, National Unity for Hope 
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Unoldesiq Unidad de Organizaciones Locales de Desarrollo Integral de Quetzaltenango, 
Union of Organizations for the Integrated Development of Quetzaltenango 

UTQ  Unidad Trabajadora Quetzalteca, Quetzaltec Labor Union 
URNG  Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca, Guatemalan National 

Revolutionary Unity 
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Appendix 1 Interviewed persons 
 
This Appendix contains a list of the people I interviewed during my fieldwork. They appear in 
this list the same way as they appear in the rest of the book.  
 
 
QUETZALTENANGO 
 
AUXILIARY MAYORS AND OTHER COMMUNITY LEADERS 
Don Augusto Auxiliary mayor of Pacajá Bajo. Very active in all kinds of community 
organization and active member of Xel-jú. On the electoral slate as second concejal for 2007. 
One of the few persons that builds a bridge between the rural or semi-urban communities and 
the Mayas in the city. Husband of Doña Laura. 
Don Bausilio Community leader in Chitux. Very active in the community and in claim 
making in the municipal building. Military background. 
Don Bernabe Heads the Coodinadora of the Valley of Palajunoj. Part of Xel-jú and loved by 
Muni-ka’t, an NGO very much related to Xel-jú. Less loved by other people involved in the 
Coordinadora. Conflictive relation with Unoldesiq. 
Don Bonifacio Auxiliary mayor and community leader from Chuicaracoj. Part of the 
Coordinadora of the Valley of Palajunoj and on Xel-jú’s electoral slate in 2003, although not 
on an eligible place. 
Cornelio Member of the auxiliary council of Xetuj. Not extremely active. Comes from a 
family in which all the women conduct Mayan ceremonies and always has supported the 
electoral campaigns in the community. Delma is his niece. 
Delma Together with Vilma the first women that was elected as alguacil in Xetuj (and in 
Quetzaltenango). Family of Cornelio. Identifies as “Mayan woman.” 
Don Isabel Auxiliary mayors of Llanos del Pinal. Very insecure because his lack of education 
and experience, but very active in meetings and in organizing the community. 
Don Jerónimo The only member of the auxiliary council of Choquí Bajo. He was asked by 
the UBSS to fulfill this service because he was known for his work in the health center 
project. 
Don José Auxiliary mayor in Chichiguitan. Although cynical about community organization, 
an active participant at meetings and in workshops. 
Doña Laura Community leader in Pacajá Bajo. Wife of Don Augusto. Active in the road 
committee of the community. Appeared on Xel-jú’s electoral slate in 2003, although not on an 
eligible place. 
Don Luis P Community leader and auxiliary mayor in Pacajá Alto. Participates in arenas as 
Unoldesiq, but also in regional spaces of indigenous organization. Belonged to the first Board 
of Auxiliary Mayors. 
Don Luis X Community leader and auxiliary mayor in Xetuj. Active in many different 
community organizations. He is involved in rural health, local development committee and 
the water project. 
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Don Martín Auxiliary mayor of Xecaracoj. Very active as participant in meetings and sites 
such as Unoldesiq. Worked for years in the United States and therefore has plenty of time to 
participate in community organization 
Don Obispo Community leader in Xecaracoj. Heads the cooperative and is very active in 
Unoldesiq. Has sympathies for Xel-jú’s project. 
Don Pablo Participated in the auxiliary council of Choquí Alto for many years. Was part of 
the first Board of Auxiliary Mayors and is now very disappointed in Quemé and Xel-jú 
policies. 
Don Mariano Part of the auxiliary council of Pacajá. Because of his age (in his 70s) he has 
plenty of time to participate in all meanings and workshops, but in the community self he is 
less active. 
Don Mauricio Part of the auxiliary council in Chichiguitan and part of the first Board of 
Auxiliary Mayors. Very active community member. Conflictive relationship with the 
municipality. 
Don Vale Former member of the auxiliary council in Llanos del Pinal. Works as facilitator 
for PIES in the city but identifies way more with his community. Conducts Mayan 
ceremonies and is an expert on Mayan forms of community organization. 
Don Victoriano Served the auxiliary council of San José la Viña for almost fifteen years and 
is very proud of it. Nowadays he looks with sadness at the people that do not want to organize 
anymore. 
Vilma Together with Delma Quetzaltenango’s first female alguacil. From Xetuj, where she 
was involved in the distribution of water in the community. 
 
XEL-JÚ/EL ADELANTO MEMBERS 
Alma López Member of the 2000-2004 Quemé administration. Very well-prepared, very 
active, and very proud of her identity as a Maya K’iche women. Self-declared Maya feminist. 
Aníbal Velazquez Deceased member of Xel-jú. Appeared on electoral slate, but never 
entered the council. Part of the Junta Directiva in 2002. 
Daniel Tucux Candidate for mayor in 2003. Some people accused him of not having much 
history with the committee. Today he works in the capital in an organization of civic 
committees. 
Don Rosalío Works in El Adelanto. 
Elisa Rosario Very active young woman. Appeared on several electoral slates. Active in Xel-
jú’s juvenile branch. 
Fausto de Paz Has been with Xel-jú for a long time. Part of the 2000-2004 Quemé 
administration. As a merchant he belongs to the more well-to-do part of the indigenous 
population in Quetzaltenango. This position did not withhold him from mayor corruption 
practices for which he got busted in 2003. 
Doña Julia Sum Wife of Rigoberto Quemé and active in Amuted. Her role was crucial in the 
1999 campaign as she went out to register rural women. 
Israel Racancoj With Xel-jú from the beginning, but not one of the founders. Part of the 
2000-2004 Quemé administration. 
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Jordan Rodas One of the few very active Ladinos in the committee. Second síndico in the 
1996-2000 Quemé administration. First Ladino that became president of Xel-jú in 2005, first 
Ladino that became candidate for mayor, in 2007. 
Mariela One of the winners of the indigenous beauty pageant. Considers her participation as 
Umial Tinimit as crucial to her “Maya awakening.” Is now an active Xel-jú member. 
Martha Aldana One of the few Ladinas of the committee. Was part of the 2000-2004 Quemé 
administration as concejala. 
Martín de Paz With Xel-jú from the beginning. Was part of the Junta Directiva, was part of 
the 2000-2004 Quemé administration. Many conflicts with Quemé and has now distanced 
himself from the committee. Mito de Paz is his brother. 
Mito de Paz Less time with Xel-jú than his brother Martín de Paz. Part of Xel-jú’s 
intercultural line, supporting the candidacy of Jordán. Part of the Junta Directiva, on the 
electoral slate in 2003 and 2007. Active in the presidential campaign of Rigoberto Quemé in 
2003. Part of the Movimiento Winaq that supported Rigoberta Menchú´s candidacy for 
president in 2007. 
Mynor Hernandez Ladino. Part of the 1996-2000 administration as síndico. Director of 
Muni-ka’t. Considered to belong to Quemé’s inner circle. Distrusted within the committee, 
especially in 2003. 
Don Jaime Works in El Adelanto and sometimes appears at Xel-jú meetings.  
René Juarez Part of the 2000-2004 Quemé administration. Has a long history with Xel-jú, of 
which his parents were part as well. Used to be a very militant. Formed part of the 
Movimiento Winaq in 2007. 
Ricardo Cajas Sometimes called the intellectual brain of Xel-jú. One of the founders. 
Participated in the 2000-2004 administration as síndico. Was candidate for mayor in 1990. 
President of COPREDH, part of the Movimiento Winaq in 2007. Very respected and active 
member of indigenous society in Quetzaltenango. 
Rigoberto Quemé Quetzaltenango’s first Mayan mayor. Has been with Xel-jú from the 
beginning. Municipal mayor 1996-2004. Candidate for president in 2003, a process from 
which he resigned before the elections. 
Rocael Sum Active Xel-jú member. Part of the Junta Directiva several times. Appeared on 
the electoral slate in 1995, but did not enter the municipal council. 
Surama Lima Wife of René Juarez. Parents were among the founders of the committee. Very 
active member. Part of the 1996-2000 Quemé administration. 
Teresita Rodriguez One of the few Ladinas active in Xel-jú. Never appeared on the electoral 
slates but active in various groups within the committee. Head of the UBSS office. 
Ulísis Quijivix Director of El Adelanto, but well known within Xel-jú. Appeared n the 
electoral slate in 2003 as síndico.  
Victor Racancoj Former Xel-jú member. Left because of a conflict considering the 
candidacy for mayor in 1999. 
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OTHER INTERVIEWED PERSONS RELATED TO MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT IN QUETZALTENANGO WHO DID NOT HAVE 

SUCH A CENTRAL PLACE IN THE RESEARCH 
Baudilio Sic (Serjus), Ing. Gutierrez (merchant with sympathies for Xel-jú), Carlos Villagran 
(internal auditor of the municipality), Oswaldo Saquich (UTQ), Lic. Martínez (Public 
Ministry Quetzaltenango), Jefe Barrientos (PNC Quetzaltenango), Maria Elisa Ixtabalan 
(former gobernadora for the FRG, former Reina Indígena), Julio Pacheco (concejal FRG 
2000-2004), Miriam Nimatuj (concejala FRG 2000-2004), Lic. Recinos (concejal PAN 2000-
2004), Antonio López (concejal PAN 2000-2004), Everardo Chuc (Timach). 
 
INTERVIEWED PERSONS THAT WORK IN INDIGENOUS OR OTHER RELEVANT ORGANIZATIONS IN QUETZALTENANGO 
Henry Saquiche (Kabawil), Leonardo Cabrera (various Mayan organizations), Luis Mezquita 
(Minugua), Everardo Chuc (Timach), Miguel Sucuqui (Movimiento Tecún Uman) Carlos 
García (CPD). 
 
 
SANTA MARÍA CHIQUIMULA 

 
Angélica Works in Adesma, organizes groups of women in the outlying communities. 
Politically active on the left side of the political spectrum. Pays a lot of attention to the traje 
she wears.  
Andres Osorio Municipal mayor 2000-2004 FRG, from Chuacorral. Has a shop with fabrics, 
huipiles and other stuff in the Centro Población. 
Augustín Cac Judge in de Community Court, originally from Patzam. Used to sell shoes. 
Knows everything that is going on in the Centro Población. 
Augustín Pú Selling xekas made him rich. Enormous collection of black and white 
photographs, knows the histories of the village. 
Baltazar Castro Used to be costumbrista now is a militant evangelical pastor. Played an 
active role in the abolishment of the Mayores and Alguaciles of the Corridor 
Catarina Osorio First female candidate for mayor. Participated in the 2004 elections for the 
FRG, in the 2007 elections for Encuentro por Guatemala. Originally from Chuacorral. 
Cristobal Pu Municipal mayor for the PAN 1996-2000. Had many problems because of the 
IUSI and was imprisoned for several years for corruption. Intended to annul the Alguaciles 
and Mayores of the Corridor, but Los 16 did not agree. 
Diego Jax Community leader from Chuatituj. Former member of the municipal council for 
the DC and active member of Adesma. 
Diego Tuluxan Council member for the FRG 2000-2004.  
Diego Tum Alcalté for the Virgin María in 2004. 
Don Domingo Active community leader from Xesaná. Active in Agroforza as well. 
Don Hilario Works in Adesma and is involucrated in many other participatory sites. Lives in 
Totonicapán. 
Don Irineo Community leader, candidate for mayor for the DC 2003. 
Doña Maria Active in Adesma, and active in her community. Wife of Don Irineo. 
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Eduardo Chic Active in the Catholic Church. Won several prizes for is literature work in 
K’iche and is active in reviving the costumbres of the cofradía. 
Gabriel de Leon Evangelical pastor, one of the richest men in the village. 
Gregoria Capitana for the Virgin María 2004. 
José Quiroa Secretary of the auxiliatura del Centro in 2004. Former Alguacil of the Corridor. 
José Santos Works at the Pastoral in Totonicapán. Supported the process of the Comude in 
Santa María Chiquimula and other municipios. 
Juan Jaime Council member for the FRG 2004-2008. Lives in El Rancho. 
Juan Justo Community leader. Facilitator and coordinator of Codisma. 
Juan Calel Concejal for the UNE 2004-2008.  
Juan Castro Concejal for PAN 2000-2008. Brother of Miguel Castro. Spends most of his 
time as a merchant at the coast. His daughter was Miss T'zoloche in 2004. 
Juan Tzunux Director of the NGO Ajtikonel. Originally from Xecaja. 
Juliana Lux The First Judge in the Community Court. Well educated, proud Mayan woman. 
Julio Tojin Leftist Chiquimulteco, who knows a lot about the history of the village. 
Lolo Ixcotoyak Secretary of the principales. Has served in numerous sites as secretary, 
mostly related to military services. 
Don Markos Concejal for the FRG 2004-2008 from Racaná. Served a dominantly new 
pathway to community service 
Manuel Chacaj Part of Cocodes of the Centro Población, very traditional. 
Manuel Joj Concejal 2004-2008 for GANA. Followed a new pathway to his municipal 
service. 
Manuel Quiñillo Used to be the director of Adesma. Evangelical, but clings to quite a few of 
the costumbrista usos y costumbres. 
Marcos de Leon Active in the Catholic Church. Was Mayor of the Corridor when it was 
abolished in 2003 
Marcos Tojillo Principal of the Centro Población. Clings to the usos y costumbres of the 
municipio.  
Miguel Castro Aguaré Former capitán in the cofradía of the Señor de Esquipulas. Candidate 
for concejal for the UNE in the 2003 elections. Costumbrista. 
Miguel Castro A Former principal, stopped because he was too old. Served very traditional 
pathways of community serve and performs ceremonies for himself and others. 
Miguel Castro Tzul Stepped out of the group of principales in 2003-2004. Because he turned 
evangelical he does not want to have much to do with the costumbres of the cargo system. 
Miguel Mulul Photographer. Part of the Cocode of the Centro Población and former Alguacil 
of the Corridor. 
Miguel Osorio Concejal for the FRG 2004-2008. Community leader who followed a new 
pathway of community service. 
Don Mike Municipal police officer and former Mayor of the Corridor. Although evangelical 
he adheres much to the civil part of the cargo system. 
Pedro Sacvín Community leader from Chuacorral and prominent Adesma employee. 
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Pedro Calel Principal of the Centro Población. Belongs to one of the most important 
costumbrista families of the village. Has served numerous cargos, traditional ones, but today 
also is active in new arena’s of power. 
Pedro Lux Active community member. Teacher at the village school, evangelical pastor and 
organizer of numerous sports events in the Centro Población. Very much against everything 
that has to with usos y costumbres. 
Don Rafa Important community member, also because the large amounts of money he 
possesses and often uses for something beneficial for the community. 
Don Rosendo Did all his services in the military. Is against all services that do not appear in 
the Municipal Code. 
Santiago Osorio Síndico for the FRG 2004-2008. From Chuatituj where he served numerous 
cargos, also in the military and the Pac’s. 
Santiago Tzoy Judge in the Community Court. Lives in the Centro Población where he owns 
a shop where you can buy everything for ceremonies, but identifies strongly with his 
community Chua. 
Padre Vico “Padre” in the Catholic Church. Active in the revival of Maya K’iche culture. 
Mexican, but is said to be more fluent in K’iche than Chiquimultecos. 
 
GUATEMALA CITY 
Valentín Tavico (AGAAI), Francisco Raymundo (former Defensoría Maya). 
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Appendix 2 Consignas of the Auxiliatura del Centro 
 
SEPTEMBER 6: FIRST QUESTION  
Costs for the use of electricity Q 160, the padlock Q32, makes 192 Q, that is Q27, 50 per 
person, to be paid by the incoming officeholders; 
They have to warn Baltazar Castro Mejia that they will have meetings during the 23, 24 26, 
27, 28, 29, 30, 31 of December. They can’t ask this man to do his service, as he provides the 
electricity for free.  
 
OCTOBER 10: SECOND QUESTION 
One week before taking position, a load of firewood has to be delivered at the house of the 
auxiliary mayor for the auxiliary mayor, the alguaciles, the secretary;  
One day before the handover of authority, five entities of pine tree needles have to be 
delivered, four in the auxiliatura, one at the 16 Chuacorral, to be delivered afterwards at the 
municipio; 
For the handover of authority there is the following general expenditure: 700 quetzales (100 
per person) of xekas, 30 pounds of sugar, 22 bomb unities, half a pound of cinnamon, 100 
plastic bags, two pounds of coffee. 
December 2, is the last question;  
December 3, is the trip to the water spring, the trip to see the water spring in Xejurumjá, 
Xesaná. The incoming officeholders have to bring 1-2 boxes with soda, and the two meals 
that are to be served: breakfast (at 7 a.m.) and lunch (at 1 p.m.). At the same time, Fray brand 
blue paint has to be brought to mark the location of the water springs. 
 
DECEMBER, 2: LAST QUESTION  
Alguaciles: you tell the new ones how to receive and bring the vara. 
 
Alguaciles: you tell them how to take the hat on Thursdays. 
 
December 23, the new ones are responsible to come and adorn the room; 
December 26-27, those are the two days that the five alguaciles go out, the five leaving with 
the five who are to assume the post. At 6 a.m. there is breakfast and 6.30 a.m. the trip begins. 
It is a trip along the road to Xesiquel, and when the boundary at Xetuguy is reached, the 
outgoing alguaciles suddenly stop the incoming alguaciles by surprise and have them each 
pay 10 quetzales. The new alguaciles also pay for the lunch for the outgoing alguaciles. Water 
is provided along the way and a car to travel in is paid to cross the river. 
December 28, is the general convivio in the house of auxiliary mayor. An assistant is 
necessary. The principales are also invited, but the lunch is not consumed there: we eat it with 
our families. The lunch is paid for by the mayor and the auxiliary mayor.  
December 29, is the trip to demonstrate to the new alguaciles and their helpers the heritage of 
the village. After that, xekas and refreshments are served. Each person receives five xekas.  
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December 30, the office is opened at 3 a.m. to guard the vara together, with outgoing 
officeholder present. At 2 a.m. there is the request for the vara. When it is getting light, we 
say goodbye. Bombs have to be purchased. At 6 a.m. we go the municipio.  
 
Holy Week: Holy Wednesday: 1 load of firewood, 1 red of pine needles, to be delivered 
Jueves Santo. The second alguacil has to deliver two. The auxiliary mayor has to provide 
lunch. 
 
Month of June: General expenses: 200 quetzales for 1 quetzal xekas, 12 fireworks, one-half 
bushel of sugar, 1 pound of coffee, 4 ounces of cinnamon. This is a costumbre, principales 
and Cocode are invited.  
 
December, 31: An assistant is needed to go to the water spring Parajumya. This has to be 
done every two months and at other times on an as-needed basis, per the municipio. 
 
Every month the water spring in Xerumcatob, Xesaná has to be checked. 
 
The cemetery has to be cleaned three times a year: First clean-up, 13/04/04, Second clean up, 
31/08/04, third clean up 26/10/2004 
 
The road to Xetugar has to be maintained and cleared of garbage, the first clean up is 
7/7/2004. 
 
Every two months: maintenance of the water springs. 
 
Four persons are not to be helped with anything as they refuse to do their service [four names 
supplied] 
 
Finally: the outgoing officeholders are not obliged to do communal works for a year. 
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Micro Region II, Red 

Pacajá, San José laVina, 
Xecaracoj, Tierra Colorada 

Baja 
AIRE 

Micro Region IV, White 

Chuicavioc, Xepache 
NOCHE-DESCANSO 

Micro Region III, Amarillo 
Candelaria, Chicua 

CLARIDAD-RENACE 

Micro Region I, Negro 

Las Majadas, Chuicaracoj, 
Llano del Pinal 

AGUA 

Appendix 3 Maya community organization 
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*Las Majadas, Chuicavioc, Llanos del Pinal 
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***Tierra Colorada Baja, San José la Viña, Pacajá 
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands 
Het representeren van Maya’s. Inheemse autoriteiten en lokale identiteitspolitiek in 

Guatemala 
 
Net als in veel andere Latijns-Amerikaanse landen zijn in Guatemala sinds de jaren tachtig 
van de twintigste eeuw steeds meer inheemse organisaties opgestaan om op te komen voor de 
culturele, politieke en economische rechten van de inheemse bevolking. Zij presenteren 
daarbij vaak de inheemse bevolking als homogeen en onveranderlijk om de 
oorspronkelijkheid en authenticiteit, de “inheemsheid”, van hun groep aan te tonen, en op 
basis daarvan wet- en regelgeving af te dwingen op nationaal en internationaal niveau. Onder 
deze rechten bevinden zich, onder andere, het recht op politieke participatie op alle niveaus en 
het erkennen van traditionele inheemse autoriteiten en de manier waarop zij rechtspreken. In 
dit proefschrift heb ik ernaar gestreefd te laten zien wat er achter deze statische verbeeldingen 
van “inheemsheid” schuilgaat en inzicht te geven in de manieren waarop inheemse identiteit 
wordt gedefinieerd en geïnterpreteerd, en hoe dit in relatie staat tot het vormgeven en 
construeren van een multiculturele democratie. De rol van inheemse autoriteiten hierin is 
dubbelzinnig; het bestaan ervan is een van de claims van de Maya Beweging in Guatemala. 
Daarnaast kunnen zij als lokale bestuurders hun beleid meer of minder “inheems” invullen  
 Gebaseerd op de observatie dat nationale verbeeldingen van “Mayaheid” niet altijd 
representatief zijn voor lokale identiteitsnarratieven en constructies van etnisch burgerschap, 
maar dat zij wél vorm geven aan lokale uitingen van inheemse identiteit, heb ik de volgende 
centrale vraag geformuleerd als richtlijn voor deze studie: Op welke manieren interacteren de 
denkbeelden en handelingen van lokale inheemse autoriteiten met nationale en lokale visies 
op “Mayaheid” in het bedrijven van lokale identiteitspolitiek? Ik heb hierbij lokaal bestuur als 
een arena beschouwd waar verschillende actoren vormgeven aan hun identiteit en 
onderhandelen over hun rechten als (inheemse) burgers. De centrale onderzoeksvraag heb ik 
opgebroken in drie centrale onderzoekslijnen. De eerste lijn van onderzoek exploreert lokale 
en nationale identiteitsnarratieven, inclusief beleid en wetgeving. De tweede onderzoekslijn 
focust op de manier waarop de inheemse bevolking participeert in door de staat gedefinieerde 
arena’s binnen lokaal bestuur, zoals de gemeenteraad, en hoe zij hierbinnen haar universele en 
etnische burgerschapsclaims vormgeeft. Ten slotte onderzoekt de derde onderzoekslijn hoe de 
inheemse bevolking burgerschapsclaims vormgeeft door middel van participatie in een andere 
arena: het domein van de inheemse autoriteiten.  

Het veldwerk voor dit onderzoek vond plaats in de gemeenten Santa María 
Chiquimula, Totonicapán en Quetzaltenango, tweede stad van Guatemala en hoofdstad van 
het gelijknamige departement. In Quetzaltenango werd in 1995 voor het eerst een inheemse 
burgemeester, Rigoberto Quemé Chay, gekozen. Hij werd voorgedragen door het civiele 
comité Xel-jú. In Santa María Chiquimula, waar meer dan negentig procent van de bevolking 
zich identificeert als inheems, werd in 2003 juist een traditionele inheemse autoriteit 
afgeschaft. Deze situaties, beide omgeven door veel lokaal debat, heb ik als uitgangspunt 
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genomen om lokale percepties op multiculturele democratie te onderzoeken. Ik heb hierbij 
uitvoerig gebruik gemaakt van personal ethnographies, persoonlijke etnografiën. Dit betekent 
dat een groot deel van het onderzoek gebaseerd is op het idee dat de persoonlijke 
geschiedenissen van mensen sterk gerelateerd zijn aan hoe zij omgaan met en reflecteren op 
grotere, nationale processen. Dit heeft geleid tot een tour langs lokale politici, politieke 
vertogen, verkiezingscampagnes, lokale tradities, bestuurswisselingen, katholieke missen, 
evangelische geloofsbijeenkomsten, inheemse ceremonies en verhitte politieke debatten. 
Hieronder loop ik langs de verschillende hoofdstukken om te laten zien hoe dit patchwork van 
verhalen, narratieven, ontmoetingen en gebeurtenissen leidt tot het actief claimen en/of 
verwerpen van universele en etnische burgerrechten in Quetzaltenango en Santa Maria 
Chiquimula.  

Deel I, Constructing Nation, Imagining Indigeneity, bespreekt de context waarin 
lokale articulaties van inheemsheid onderzocht en begrepen kunnen worden. Uitgaande van 
Foucaults notie dat identiteit wordt gevormd door machtsrelaties enerzijds en processen die 
als self making aangeduid kunnen worden anderzijds, en dat de verschillende betekenissen 
van inheems-zijn gerelateerd zijn aan de manier waarop etnisch burgerschap vorm krijgt, is 
dit deel opgesplitst in twee hoofdstukken: Hoofdstuk 2 Making Indigenous Citizens en 
Hoofdstuk 3 Being Indigenous.  

Hoofdstuk 2 laat zien hoe Guatemala veranderde van een samenleving waarin 
homogeniteit het ideaal was en de inheemse bevolking beschouwd werd als een obstakel voor 
Guatemala’s ontwikkeling tot de moderne natiestaat, in een samenleving waarin 
multiculturaliteit een gegeven is en Maya’s actief deelnemen aan het publieke debat over de 
verbeelding en inrichting van de Guatemalteekse natiestaat. De basis voor inheems activisme 
werd gelegd tussen 1944 en 1954 toen de staat door middel van agrarische programma’s en 
een groeiende aanwezigheid in de inheemse gemeenschappen, voor het eerst probeerde de 
inheemse bevolking deel uit te laten maken van de Guatemalteekse samenleving. Na 1954 
verscherpten de grenzen tussen de inheemse en de niet-inheemse bevolking. Inheems-zijn 
kreeg in plaats van een culturele een sociaaleconomische betekenis. Vanaf de jaren zestig 
werd Guatemala getekend door dictatoriale bewinden en burgeroorlog, een situatie die begin 
jaren tachtig tot een tragisch dieptepunt leidde, waarbij van een genocide van de inheemse 
bevolking gesproken kan worden. In 1986 werd de macht overgedragen aan een civiele 
president en begonnen de vredesonderhandelingen, uitmondend in een vredesakkoord dat in 
1996 getekend werd. De Maya Beweging participeerde actief in de totstandkoming van een 
van de deelakkoorden, het akkoord over de identiteit en de rechten van de inheemse 
bevolking. Op basis van een gedeelde inheemse identiteit, die hiervoor voornamelijk 
fragmentarisch en gemeenschapsgebonden was, werden culturele, economische en politieke 
rechten vastgelegd, waaronder het recht op politieke participatie en het gebruik van 
gewoonterecht. Sindsdien spelen niet alleen Ladinos maar ook Maya’s een belangrijke rol in 
(het publieke debat over) de verbeelding van de Guatemalteekse natiestaat.  

Ook de processen van self making, de persoonlijke geschiedenissen van de centrale 
actoren in de arena van het lokale bestuur, zijn vormend voor de manier waarop lokale 
multiculturele democratie wordt geconstrueerd. Deze persoonlijke geschiedenissen staan 
centraal in het derde hoofdstuk, Being Indigenous. Aan de hand van een aantal centrale 
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thema’s—klasse en onderwijs, taal en kleding, en religie—laat dit hoofdstuk zien dat 
inheemse identiteit in Santa Maria Chiquimula en de verschillende delen van Quetzaltenango 
wisselende betekenissen aanneemt. Inheemse kleding en taal wordt door de armere inheemse 
bevolking van Quetzaltenango vaak geassocieerd met armoede, racisme en uitsluiting. Voor 
Maya’s woonzaam in het centrum van deze gemeente zijn deze elementen een onmisbaar 
onderdeel van hun hernieuwde ontdekking van Maya spiritualiteit en politiek inheems 
activisme. In Santa Maria Chiquimula worden deze culturele markers wel onmisbaar geacht 
voor het behoud van cultuur en zekere tradities, maar staan protestanten en katholieken en 
costumbristas doorgaans heel verschillend ten opzichte van het gebruik ervan. De taal heeft 
vaak een heilige betekenis die onmisbaar is bij het uitvoeren van bepaalde rituelen. De 
“authentieke” kleding wordt in het bijzonder tijdens gelegenheden gebruikt waarbij de 
gemeente aan de buitenwereld gerepresenteerd moet worden en niet om persoonlijke 
gebeurtenissen te vieren.Waar educatie en sociaaleconomische positie in Quetzaltenango heel 
belangrijk zijn voor de betekenis van inheems-zijn—arme Indianen zonder opleiding zien dit 
als een etnische marker, terwijl rijke Maya’s inheems-zijn voornamelijk politiek en cultureel 
definiëren—is dit onderscheid in Santa Maria Chiquimula nauwelijks van belang. Hier is 
religie bepalend voor de interpretatie van inheemse identiteit. De term “Maya” wordt hier 
vooral geassocieerd met oude rituelen en tradities, met Maya spiritualiteit, en heeft dus een 
sterke religieuze betekenis. Samenvattend krijgen de begrippen “Maya” en “inheems” op het 
lokale niveau een gelaagde betekenis, in tegenstelling tot de vastomlijnde categorieën die in 
bijvoorbeeld de Vredesakkoorden en internationale verdragen worden omschreven en een 
homogeen en statisch karakter hebben. 

In het tweede deel, Maya K’iche Political Activism in Quetzaltenango, zoom ik in op 
de manier waarop inheemse identiteit werd gearticuleerd in het proces rondom de oprichting 
van Xel-jú, de verkiezing van Rigoberto Quemé Chay en zijn twee bestuursperioden (1995-
1999, 2000-2004). De drie hoofdstukken die dit deel omvat, centreren zich rond de vraag hoe 
enerzijds lokale identiteitsnarratieven en anderzijds de machtsrelaties tussen de staat en de 
inheemse bevolking het claimen van burgerschap vormgeven in Quetzaltenango.  

In Hoofdstuk 4, From Alcaldía Indígena to Maya K’iche Activism, richt ik me met 
name op het proces rondom en voorafgaand aan de verkiezing van Rigoberto Quemé Chay als 
de eerste Mayaburgemeester van Quetzaltenango. Xel-jú, het civiele comité dat Quemé 
kandidaat stelde, won de verkiezingen voor de eerste keer in 1995 en de tweede keer in 1999. 
Xel-jú had op het moment van haar eerste overwinning al een lange geschiedenis achter de 
rug. In 1972 werd het comité opgericht met als doel de inheemse representatie in de 
gemeenteraad te vergroten. Het comité bestond in deze tijd uitsluitend uit Indianen en de 
boodschap was etnisch van aard: de Indianen moesten een stem krijgen in de 
gemeentepolitiek. Begin jaren negentig werd de boodschap opener naar Ladinos, en toen 
Rigoberto Quemé kandidaat gesteld werd in 1995 richtte de verkiezingscampagne zich voor 
het eerst op interculturalisme en participatieve ontwikkeling en bestuur. Deze openheid sloeg 
aan en Rigoberto Quemé won de verkiezing met een kieslijst waarop ook een paar Ladinos 
een prominente plek innamen. Binnen de Maya Beweging en de internationale gemeenschap 
werd de overwinning beschouwd als een overwinning op racisme en eeuwenlange uitsluiting. 
Binnen Xel-jú en Quetzaltenango was de betekenis van deze overwinning echter minder 
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eenduidig. Binnen Xel-jú bestonden, en bestaan nog steeds, voorstanders van een meer 
militante etnische lijn, en binnen Quetzaltenango kwam het bij de Ladino elite als een enorme 
schok dat een Indiaan de tweede stad van Guatemala  

In het vijfde hoofdstuk, Constructing Intercultural Democracy, exploreer ik hoe de 
twee Quemé-administraties hebben getracht om op een actieve manier interculturele 
democratie te constitueren en op die manier hebben geprobeerd de machtsverhoudingen 
binnen de gemeente te veranderen. Tijdens de eerste Quemé-administratie (1995-1999) 
besteedde de gemeenteraad veel aandacht aan het doorbreken van machtstructuren door een 
actievere rol toe te kennen aan actoren in de gemeenschappen en buitenwijken van de stad. De 
uitvoerende burgemeesters (alcaldes auxiliares) werden direct betrokken bij het bestuur van 
de gemeente en minder als “hulpjes” van de burgemeester behandeld. Ze kregen trainingen 
over hun verantwoordelijkheden en er werden structuren ontwikkeld waardoor ze meer 
inspraak zouden hebben in het beleid. De inhoud van de workshops stond echter vaak ver af 
van de realiteit waarin de uitvoerende burgemeesters moesten functioneren; trainingen over 
organisatiestructuren gebaseerd op de Maya cosmologie leken bijna misplaatst in een 
werkelijkheid waar huishoudens niet beschikken over drinkwater, onderwijs en 
gezondheidszorg. Inspraakorganen, het voortbestaan van een coördinerend comité van de 
uitvoerende burgemeesters en andere participatieve initiatieven werden in de tweede Quemé 
periode afgekapt of toch niet serieus genomen. Binnen de wijken verbeterde de positie van de 
uitvoerende burgemeesters wel iets, maar nog steeds worden deze lokale representanten 
geassocieerd met de negatieve aspecten van het Indiaans-zijn: arm en onderontwikkeld. 
Omdat Quemé zich letterlijk en figuurlijk distantieerde van de rurale, Indiaanse 
gemeenschappen zijn veel mensen uit deze inheemse gemeenschappen hem als niet-inheems, 
of zelfs als Ladino, gaan beschouwen. Voor hen betekent inheems hetzelfde als arm, en 
andersom. Dit schept verwachtingen omtrent een burgemeester die zich—toch nog steeds— 
als inheems profileert. 

Deze verwachtingen rondom het hebben van een inheemse burgemeester en hoezeer 
lokale politiek en de meningen daarover gevoed worden door etnische (voor)oordelen, komen 
ook sterk naar voren in Hoofdstuk 6, Indigenous Policies in Practice: Roads and Beauty 
Pageants. In dit hoofdstuk analyseer ik de etnische connotaties van zowel de wegenbouw als 
de inheemse missverkiezingen, twee onderdelen van het gemeentebeleid. In feite kunnen deze 
twee beleidslijnen gezien worden als reproducties van Guatemalteekse machtsrelaties die 
beide verschillende betekenissen van Mayaheid en inheemsheid blootleggen. Het bouwen van 
wegen en bruggen is meer dan het aanleggen van infrastructuur, het bepaalt wie er toegang 
heeft tot bepaalde plekken en weerspiegelt daarmee de machtsrelaties. In Quetzaltenango 
hadden de bewoners van de buitenwijken en rurale gemeenschappen—voornamelijk bevolkt 
door Indianen—letterlijk en figuurlijk geen toegang tot het centrum en de arena’s waar 
beslissingen worden genomen. Quemé verbeterde de fysieke toegang tot het centrum door 
veel geld te steken in wegen binnen de gemeenschappen, en tussen de gemeenschappen en het 
centrum van de gemeente. Hij beantwoordde hiermee aan het beeld van een inheemse 
burgemeester. Toen de projecten in de tweede periode afnamen, werd dit ook door inwoners 
van de rurale gemeenschappen als niet-inheems beschouwd.  
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Op het podium van de missverkiezing worden heel andere elementen van het Maya-
zijn aangeboord. In plaats van een kopie van de Ladina-missverkiezingen, werden de 
inheemse missverkiezingen in Quetzaltenango onder leiding van Xel-jú en Quemé een 
podium waarop pure, authentieke Mayaheid verbeeld wordt. Door middel van het bedrijven 
van deze “culturele politiek” nam de inheemse bevolking het heft in eigen handen om te 
bepalen wie en wat inheems is, en welke betekenis “Maya” heeft.  
 In deel III, Contesting Usos y Costumbres in Santa María Chiquimula, verschuift de 
focus naar Santa María Chiquimula. De drie hoofdstukken analyseren de manier waarop de 
inwoners van deze gemeente hun etnische burgerrechten claimen en verwerpen door middel 
van participatie in de gemeenteraad, de gemeenschapsrechtbank en het cargosysteem. De 
gemeenteraad wordt gekozen door middel van verkiezingen en deelname aan politieke 
partijen, terwijl het traditionele cargosysteem gebaseerd is op eeuwenlange tradities die 
doorgegeven zijn door de voorouders. Het cargosysteem is tegelijkertijd een van de 
kenmerken, althans volgens de Maya Beweging, van inheemse gemeenschappen en iets waar 
ze aanspraak op zouden moeten kunnen maken in het constitueren van de multiculturele 
democratie. De gemeenschapsrechtbank is een door de staat geschapen domein waarbinnen 
drie inheemse rechters geoorloofd zijn recht te spreken volgens de gewoonten en tradities van 
de gemeente. Eigenlijk is hier sprake van een gecontroleerde vorm van inheems 
gewoonterecht.  

Om mee te beginnen exploreert Hoofdstuk 7, Changing Pathways to Community 
Service, hoe het cargosysteem in de loop van de tijd veranderd is. Zo zijn er nieuwe cargo’s 
opgenomen in het cargosysteem die op het eerste gezicht niet erg inheems aandoen, zoals het 
coördineren van de burgerpatrouilles tijdens het gewapend conflict, en het vervullen van 
militaire dienstplicht. Ook ervaring met het binnenhalen en organiseren van infrastructurele 
projecten telt mee als onderdeel van de gemeenschapsorganisatie, als een element binnen het 
cargosysteem. Tegelijkertijd staat het voortbestaan van het cargosysteem enorm onder druk. 
Door de enorme groei van het protestantisme wordt het steeds moeilijker om mensen te 
vinden die de religieuze cargo’s willen vervullen. Protestanten vinden vaak het cargosysteem 
achterhaald en associëren het bestaan ervan met onderontwikkeling, terwijl voor anderen, 
voornamelijk katholieken en costumbristas, het cargosysteem nog steeds representeert wat 
Santa María Chiquimula “echt” is. Daarnaast weigeren inwoners van de rurale gebieden 
steeds vaker om cargo’s te vervullen die niet direct in dienst staan van de gemeenschap waar 
ze in leven. Hierdoor zijn cargo’s op het gemeentelijke niveau onder druk komen te staan. 
Samenvattend laat dit hoofdstuk zien dat in de context van een min of meer geaccepteerd 
multiculturalisme er op het lokale niveau bewegingen plaatsvinden die minder eenduidig zijn. 
Enerzijds verliest het cargosysteem legitimiteit en draagvlak, en anderzijds vindt er een soort 
voortzetting plaats van bepaalde waarden en normen, maar op een manier die niet door 
internationale NGO’s en de Maya Beweging als authentiek of inheems aangeduid zouden 
worden.  

Deze lijn wordt voortgezet in het volgende hoofdstuk, And “Authenticity” 
Disappeared… Dit hoofdstuk exploreert de onduidelijke grens tussen statelijk en inheems 
recht. Aan de ene kant groeien de verschillende actoren die betrokken zijn bij het 
gemeentebestuur uit elkaar groeien en reproduceren ze verschillende inheemse meta-
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narratieven. Aan de andere kant begeven zij zich wel nog steeds in elkaars bestuurlijke 
domeinen. Hoewel de gemeenteraad al sinds 1945 gekozen werd in 
gemeenteraadsverkiezingen, was dit bestuursorgaan eerder volledig opgenomen in het 
cargosysteem. Ook voorzagen verschillende onderdelen van het cargosysteem in de 
rechtspraak van de gemeente, nu overgenomen door de gemeenschapsrechters, die (nog) niet 
hun plaats hebben gevonden binnen het cargosysteem. Nu beginnen er zich echter duidelijke 
verschillen tussen het cargosysteem, de gemeenteraad en de gemeenschapsrechters af te 
tekenen; zij volgen niet meer dezelfde paden. De gemeenteraad wordt gekozen door middel 
van verkiezingen en de leden sluiten zich aan bij een politieke partij. Zij zijn getraind in het 
onderhandelen over en aanvragen van geld voor projecten en hebben minder ervaring met 
lokale tradities, omdat de kennis hiervan niet of minder van belang is bij de uitvoering van 
hun taken als gemeenteraad, namelijk het zorgen voor projecten. De gemeenteraad heeft zich 
hiermee gedistantieerd van het culturele continuïteitsnarratief, terwijl de leden van de lokale 
bestuursorganen dit narratief reproduceren, zowel in hun vertoog als in de praktijk. Zij houden 
nog vast aan de manieren waarop, volgens hen, de voorouderen hun autoriteiten kozen. Ook 
de gemeenschapsrechters hanteren het vertoog van culturele continuïteit. Echter, zij geven 
daar een heel andere invulling aan dan de traditionele inheemse autoriteiten. Ze hebben geen 
traditionele gemeenschapscarrière en worden aangesteld door de staat, waarvan ze een riant 
salaris ontvangen. Dit in tegenstelling tot de traditionele inheemse autoriteiten, die hun werk 
ad honorem verrichten. De gemeenschapsrechters hanteren in hun rechtspraak het vertoog dat 
wordt ingegeven door de internationale ILO 169 conventie, waarin de rechten van alle 
inheemse bevolkingsgroepen zijn vastgelegd. Zij kunnen gewoonterecht uitoefenen, maar 
binnen het domein dat de staat voor ze bepaald heeft. Het hoofdstuk eindigt met de 
afschaffing van een cargo binnen de civiel religieuze structuur: de Mayores en Alguaciles van 
de Gang van het Gemeentehuis, als gevolg van de ontwikkelingen beschreven in de 
voorgaande hoofdstukken. 

Het laatste empirische hoofdstuk, Local Discourses on Rights and Costumbre, vertelt 
hoe het zover kwam dat deze costumbre, traditie, werd afgeschaft. Ik analyseer hierbij met 
name de manier waarop de lokale bevolking over het bestaansrecht van het cargosysteem in 
de gemeente onderhandelt. Het debat vindt plaats langs drie verschillende lijnen. Ten eerste 
bestaat er een verschil tussen de gemeenschapsrechters en de traditionele inheemse 
autoriteiten. De gemeenschapsrechters laten zich inspireren door met name internationale 
verdragen, terwijl inheemse autoriteiten zich laten leiden door de tradities die de voorouders 
hebben ingesteld. Ten tweede bestaat er een spanning die gevoed wordt door de voor- en 
tegenstanders van het cargosysteem. Tegenstanders zijn vaak (maar niet altijd!) protestant en 
halen de grondwet en andere wetboeken aan om aan te tonen dat ze niet verplicht kunnen 
worden deel te nemen aan het cargosysteem en de bijbehorende tradities. Voorstanders van 
het cargosysteem, vaak katholiek of de costumbre, maken aanspraak op de erfenis van de 
voorouders om de legitimiteit en het bestaansrecht van de sociale organisatie van het dorp aan 
te tonen. Ten slotte bestaat er een enorme spanning tussen de manier waarop de Maya 
Beweging en lokale inheemse autoriteiten aanspraak maken op het bestaansrecht van de 
inheemse autoriteiten. De Maya Beweging staat zowel in haar dagelijkse praktijk, vaak 
wonend en werkend in de hoofdstad, als in haar vertoog ver af van de dagelijkse praktijk van 
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het wonen in een rurale inheemse gemeente. Daarom worden hun ideeën en de manier waarop 
zij inheems-zijn verbeelden, in Santa Maria Chiquimula niet als eigen of inheems beschouwd.  

In het slothoofdstuk probeer ik antwoorden te formuleren op de vragen die een 
richtlijn voor deze studie vormden en verken ik hoe deze antwoorden zich verhouden tot de 
betekenis van het begrip etnisch burgerschap. Centraal in het antwoord zijn de gelaagdheid 
van het inheems-zijn en de relatie hiervan met de complexiteit van het construeren van 
multiculturele democratie. Nationale en lokale constructies van Mayaheid beïnvloeden en 
vormen elkaar, maar de lokale betekenissen van inheemsheid zijn veel gelaagder en 
dynamischer dan nationale vertogen laten zien. De betekenis van het inheems zijn wordt niet 
alleen gevormd door relaties met Ladinos, maar wordt geconstrueerd langs verschillende 
lijnen en grenzen binnen de inheemse bevolking, zoals klasse en religie. Dit beïnvloedt tevens 
de ideeën over hoe inheemse gemeenten bestuurd zouden moeten worden. De constructie van 
een multiculturele democratie neemt op het lokale niveau veel pragmatischer vormen aan dan 
op het nationale niveau. Dit betekent echter niet dat de mensen die vanuit het lokale niveau 
multiculturele democratie construeren, zich niet identificeren als inheems. Het betekent eerder 
dat inheems zijn op een andere, meer gefragmenteerde manier gearticuleerd wordt. De 
invulling die lokale autoriteiten geven aan hun burgerschapsclaims wordt hoe dan ook 
gevormd door de betekenis die zij geven aan hun inheemse identiteit.  
 Dit onderzoek begeeft zich in het spanningsveld waar bovengenoemde processen 
plaatsvinden, en probeert de verschillende “talen” en “grammars” die de verschillende actoren 
gebruiken in het opeisen van hun burgerrechten te ontleden en betekenis te geven. Ik heb 
hiermee geprobeerd de relatie tussen nationale en lokale articulaties van inheemsheid bloot te 
leggen, in plaats van ze als tegenstrijdig aan elkaar te zien. Hierbij worden niet alleen de 
verschillen tussen lokale en nationale inheemse identiteitsconstructies zichtbaar, maar ook de 
verschillen op het lokale niveau. Er is niet één groep die kan bepalen wat de betekenis van 
inheems is; er bestaat geen definitieve set van “terms of belonging”. Dit wil echter niet 
zeggen dat “inheems” of “Maya” loze categorieën zijn. Het feit dat in de hedendaagse 
Guatemalteekse samenleving ruimte bestaat om te onderhandelen over wat inheems is en hoe 
een multiculturele democratie eruit moet zien, en dat verscheidene inheemse groeperingen 
participeren in dit debat, geeft juist aan dat etniciteit nog steeds een belangrijk richtlijn vormt 
voor sociale organisatie in Guatemala, en laat zien dat politiek in Guatemala zowel op het 
lokale als het nationale niveau een etnisch karakter heeft. Echter, de articulaties van 
inheemsheid die zich hierbinnen afspelen zijn zo gefragmenteerd en hebben zoveel gezichten 
dat het bijna onmogelijk is om Indianen en Maya’s te representeren als een zodanige 
categorie. 
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Resumen en Español 
Representando a los Mayas. Autoridades indígenas y la política local de identidad en 

Guatemala  
 
 
Igual que en muchos otros países latinoamericanos, en Guatemala, a partir de los años ochenta 
del siglo XX han venido surgiendo cada vez más organizaciones indígenas para defender los 
derechos culturales, políticos y económicos de la población indígena. Muchas veces presentan 
a la población indígena como homogénea e incambiable para demostrar la originalidad y la 
autenticidad, lo “indígena” de su grupo y para, basándose en ello, reclamar leyes y 
regulaciones a nivel nacional e internacional. Entre estos derechos se encuentran, entre otros, 
el derecho a la participación política en todos sus niveles y el reconocimiento de las 
autoridades tradicionales indígenas y de la forma en que éstas administran justicia. En la 
presente tesis doctoral he tratado de demostrar qué hay detrás de estas representaciones 
estáticas de lo “indígena” y de proveer comprensión de las maneras en qué se define e 
interpreta la identidad indígena y cómo ello se relaciona con la formación y construcción de 
una democracia multicultural. El papel de las autoridades indígenas en ello es ambiguo; su 
existencia es una de las reivindicaciones del Movimiento Maya de Guatemala. Por otro lado, 
como administradores locales pueden dar, en mayor o menor medida, un contenido 
“indígena” a sus políticas. 
 Basándome en la observación de que las representaciones nacionales de “lo Maya” no 
siempre son representativas para las narrativas locales de identidad y las construcciones de 
ciudadanía étnica, pero que sí dan forma a expresiones locales de identidad indígena, he 
formulado la siguiente pregunta central que funciona como hilo conductor para esta 
investigación: ¿De qué forma interactúan las ideas y actuaciones de las autoridades locales 
indígenas con las percepciones nacionales y locales sobre “lo Maya” en la ejecución de la 
política local de identidad? En ello, consideré al gobierno local como una arena en la que 
diferentes actores dan forma a su identidad y negocian sobre sus derechos como ciudadanos 
(indígenas). Dividí la pregunta central de investigación en tres líneas centrales de 
investigación. La primera línea de investigación explora las narrativas de identidades locales y 
nacionales, incluyendo las políticas y la legislación. La segunda línea de investigación se 
enfoca en la manera en qué la población indígena participa en las arenas definidas por el 
Estado dentro del gobierno local, como por ejemplo el Consejo Municipal, y cómo da forma, 
dentro de estas estructuras, a sus reivindicaciones universales y étnicas de ciudadanía. 
Finalmente, la tercera línea de investigación investiga cómo la población indígena da forma a 
sus reivindicaciones de ciudadanía a través de la participación en otra arena: el ámbito de las 
autoridades indígenas. 

El trabajo de campo para esta investigación se realizó en los municipios de Santa 
María Chiquimula, Totonicapán, y en Quetzaltenango, la segunda ciudad de Guatemala y la 
cabecera del departamento que lleva el mismo nombre. En Quetzaltenango, en 1995, por vez 
primera fue elegido un alcalde indígena, Rigoberto Quemé Chay. Había sido propuesto por el 
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comité cívico Xel-jú. En Santa María Chiquimula, donde más del noventa por ciento de la 
población se identifica como indígena, en 2003 se abolió precisamente una de las autoridades 
tradicionales indígenas. Estas situaciones, ambas rodeadas de mucha discusión local, las tomé 
como punto de partida para investigar las percepciones locales sobre democracia 
multicultural. En ello, me serví ampliamente de personal ethnographies, etnografías 
personales. Esto significa que una gran parte de la investigación se basa en la idea de que las 
historias personales de individuos se relacionan fuertemente con la forma en qué manejan y 
reflexionan sobre procesos nacionales más amplios. Lo que me condujo a una extensa gira, 
visitando políticos locales y asistiendo a discursos políticos, campañas electorales, tradiciones 
locales, cambios de gobierno, misas católicas, encuentros religiosos evangélicos, ceremonias 
indígenas y acalorados debates políticas. En lo que sigue, hago un repaso de los diferentes 
capítulos de la tesis para ver cómo este tejido de retales compuesto de historias, narrativas, 
encuentros y acontecimientos conduce a una reivindicación activa y/o un rechazo activo de 
derechos ciudadanos universales y étnicos en Quetzaltenango y en Santa María Chiquimula. 

La Parte I, Constructing Nation, Imagining Indigeneity, aborda el contexto a partir del 
que las articulaciones locales de lo indígena pueden ser investigadas y entendidas. Sobre la 
base de la noción de Foucault de que, por un lado, la identidad se moldea a través de 
relaciones de poder y por otro, por procesos que pueden ser indicados como self making 
(autoconstrucción), y que los diferentes significados de ser indígena se relacionan con la 
manera en qué se da forma a la ciudadanía étnica, esta parte está dividida en dos capítulos: 
Capítulo 2 Making Indigenous Citizens y Capítulo 3 Being Indigenous. 

El Capítulo 2 demuestra como Guatemala se convirtió de una sociedad en la que la 
homogeneidad era el ideal y en la que se consideraba a la población indígena como un 
obstáculo para su desarrollo hacia un Estado nación moderno, en una sociedad en la que la 
multiculturalidad es un hecho y en la que los Mayas participan activamente en el debate 
público sobre la representación y organización del Estado nación guatemalteco. Las bases 
para el activismo indígena se sentaron entre 1944 y 1954, cuando el Estado, a través de 
programas agrarias y de una creciente presencia en las comunidades indígenas, por primera 
vez trató de asimilar a la población indígena en la sociedad guatemalteca. Después de 1954, 
las líneas divisorias entre la población indígena y no indígena se hicieron más pronunciadas. 
Al concepto de ser indígena se le dio, en vez de un cultural, un significado socioeconómico. A 
partir de los años sesenta, Guatemala se marcó por regímenes dictatoriales y una guerra civil, 
una situación que tocó, a principios de los años ochenta, un fondo trágico, en la que se puede 
hablar de un genocidio de la población indígena. En 1986, el poder se traspasó a un presidente 
civil y se iniciaron las negaciones de paz, lo que resultó en un acuerdo de paz que se firmó en 
1996. El Movimiento Maya participó activamente en la realización de uno de los convenios 
parciales, el convenio sobre la identidad y los derechos de la población indígena. Sobre la 
base de una identidad indígena compartida, que antes era sobre todo fragmentaria y vinculada 
a determinadas comunidades, se establecieron derechos culturales, económicos y políticos, 
entre ellos el derecho a la participación política y el uso del derecho consuetudinario. A partir 
de ese momento, no solamente los ladinos sino también los Mayas juegan un papel importante 
en (el debate público) sobre la representación del Estado nación guatemalteco.  
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Asimismo, los procesos de self making, las historias personales de actores centrales en 
la arena del gobierno local, constituyen los moldes para la manera en qué se construye la 
democracia local multicultural. Estas historias personales forman la parte medular del tercer 
capítulo, Being Indigenous. Guiado por algunos temas centrales, tales como clase y 
educación, idioma y traje, y religión, este capítulo demuestra que la identidad indígena 
presente en Santa María Chiquimula y en las diferentes zonas de Quetzaltenango adquiere 
significados cambiantes. El traje y el idioma indígenas frecuentemente son asociados por la 
población indígena de escasos recursos de Quetzaltenango con pobreza, racismo y exclusión. 
Para los Mayas que viven en el centro de este municipio estos elementos constituyen un 
elemento indispensable de su redescubrimiento de la espiritualidad Maya y el activismo 
político indígena. En Santa María Chiquimula, estos elementos culturales ciertamente son 
considerados como imprescindibles para el rescate de la cultura y de ciertas tradiciones, sin 
embargo evangélicos, católicos y costumbristas generalmente tienen opiniones muy diferentes 
con respecto a su uso; el idioma muchas veces tiene un significado sagrado que es 
indispensable en la realización de determinados rituales. El traje “auténtico” se usa 
específicamente durante eventos en los que se tiene que presentar al municipio al mundo 
externo y no para celebrar eventos personales. En tanto que, en Quetzaltenango la educación y 
la posición socioeconómica son muy importantes para el significado de ser indígena -
indígenas pobres con un bajo nivel de escolaridad lo ven como un marcador étnico, mientras 
que los Mayas acomodados definen el ser indígena sobre todo desde lo político y lo cultural-, 
en Santa María Chiquimula esta diferenciación apenas tiene importancia. Aquí la religión es 
determinante para la interpretación de la identidad indígena. El término de “Maya”, en este 
municipio, se lo asocia sobre todo con antiguos rituales y tradiciones, con la espiritualidad 
Maya, y por ende tiene un significado marcadamente religioso. En síntesis, los conceptos de 
“Maya” y de “indígena” adquieren, en el nivel local, un significado estratificado, en 
contraposición con las categorías bien definidas que se describen, por ejemplo, en los 
Acuerdos de Paz y convenios internacionales y que tienen un carácter homogéneo y estático.  
 En la segunda parte, Maya K’iche Political Activism in Quetzaltenango, me enfoco en 
la manera en qué se articuló la identidad indígena en el proceso alrededor de la constitución 
de Xel-jú, la elección de Rigoberto Quemé Chay y sus dos períodos consecutivos de gobierno 
(1995-1999, 2000-2004). Los tres capítulos que constituyen esta parte se concentran en la 
pregunta cómo, por una parte, las narrativas locales de identidad y las relaciones de poder 
entre el Estado y la población indígena, por otra, moldean las reivindicaciones de ciudadanía 
en Quetzaltenango. 
 En el Capítulo 4, From Alcaldía Indígena to Maya K’iche Activism, me dirijo sobre 
todo al proceso alrededor de y previo a la elección de Rigoberto Quemé Chay como primer 
alcalde indígena de Quetzaltenango. Xel-jú, el comité cívico que propuso como candidato a 
Quemé, ganó las elecciones municipales por primera vez en 1995 y por segunda vez en 1999. 
Xel-jú, en el momento de su primera victoria, ya había pasado por una larga historia. El 
comité fue constituido en 1972 con el objetivo de aumentar la representación indígena en el 
Consejo Municipal. En aquel tiempo, el comité estaba compuesto por solamente indígenas y 
su mensaje tenía un carácter étnico: los indígenas tenían que tener voz en la política 
municipal. A inicios de los años noventa, el mensaje se volvió más abierto hacia los ladinos y 
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cuando se propuso a Rigoberto Quemé como candidato en 1995, la campaña electoral se 
dirigió por primera vez al interculturalismo y a un desarrollo y gobierno participativo. Esta 
apertura tuvo eco y Rigoberto Quemé ganó las elecciones con una terna en la que también 
algunos ladinos ocuparon un lugar prominente. Dentro del Movimiento Maya y la comunidad 
internacional se consideró esta victoria como una victoria sobre el racismo y la exclusión 
secular. Dentro del Xel-jú y en Quetzaltenango sin embargo, el significado de la victoria era 
menos claro. Dentro del Xel-jú había, y aún hay, partidarios de una línea étnica más militante 
y en Quetzaltenango, la élite ladina lo sintió como un golpe enorme el que un indígena 
gobernara la segunda ciudad de Guatemala. 

En el quinto capítulo, Constructing Intercultural Democracy, exploro cómo las dos 
administraciones de Quemé trataron, de forma activa, de constituir una democracia 
intercultural y cómo, de esta forma, intentaron de cambiar las relaciones de poder dentro del 
municipio. Durante la primera administración de Quemé (1995-1999), el Consejo Municipal 
dedicó mucha atención a la ruptura de las estructuras de poder, adjudicando un papel más 
activo a los actores originarios de las comunidades y los barrios periféricos de la ciudad. A los 
alcaldes auxiliares se les involucró más directamente en la administración municipal y ya no 
se les trataron como “ayudantes” del alcalde. Recibieron capacitaciones sobre sus 
responsabilidades y se desarrollaron estructuras que les proporcionarían mayor participación 
en la formulación de políticas. El contenido de las capacitaciones, sin embargo, 
frecuentemente se alegó mucho de la realidad en la que tenían que operar los alcaldes 
auxiliares; capacitaciones sobre estructuras organizativas basadas en la cosmología Maya casi 
parecieron fuera de lugar en una realidad en la que los hogares no contaban con agua potable 
o acceso a educación y salud. Los órganos participativos, la supervivencia del comité 
coordinador de los alcaldes auxiliares y otras iniciativas participativas fueron cortados en el 
segundo período de Quemé o ya no los tomaron en serio. Dentro de los barrios, la posición de 
los alcaldes auxiliares mejoró en cierta medida, pero se les sigue asociando a estos 
representantes locales con aspectos negativos del ser indígena: como pobres y 
subdesarrollados. Ya que Quemé se distanció, tanto en el sentido literal como figurado, de las 
comunidades rurales indígenas, muchas personas de estas comunidades indígenas le iban 
considerando como no indígena, o incluso como ladino. Para ellos, ser indígena equivale a ser 
pobre, y viceversa. Ello crea expectativas hacia un alcalde quien se perfila -a pesar de todo- 
como indígena. 
 Estas expectativas creadas por tener un alcalde indígena y hasta qué punto la política 
local y las opiniones acerca de ella son alimentadas por juicios y prejuicios étnicos se 
destacan también en el Capítulo 6, Indigenous Policies in Practice: Roads and Beauty 
Pageants. En este capítulo analizo las connotaciones étnicas relacionadas tanto con la 
construcción de calles como con las elecciones de la Reina Indígena, dos componentes de la 
política municipal. En realidad, ambas líneas políticas pueden ser consideradas como 
reproducciones de las relaciones de poder guatemaltecas que revelan diferentes significados 
de lo Maya y lo indígena. La construcción de calles y puentes es más que la realización de 
obras de infraestructura, ya que determina quiénes tendrán acceso a determinados lugares y 
con ello refleja relaciones de poder. En Quetzaltenango, los barrios periféricos y las 
comunidades rurales -pobladas mayoritariamente por indígenas- no tenían, tanto en el sentido 
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literal como figurado, acceso al centro y a las arenas donde se toman las decisiones. Quemé 
mejoró el acceso físico al centro urbano, invirtiendo muchos recursos en calles situadas en las 
comunidades y entre las comunidades y el centro del municipio. Con ello, respondió al 
imagen de un alcalde indígena. Cuando los proyectos disminuyeron durante su segundo 
período, este hecho fue considerado, también por los habitantes de las comunidades rurales, 
como no indígena. En el podio de las elecciones de la Reina Indígena, se abordan elementos 
muy distintos del ser Maya. En vez de copiar las elecciones de la Señorita de Quetzaltenango, 
en Quetzaltenango, las elecciones de la Reina Indígena, bajo la dirección del Xel-jú y de 
Quemé, se convirtieron en un podio en el que se representa pura y auténticamente lo Maya. 
Mediante la implementación de esta “política cultural”, la población indígena tomó en sus 
manos las riendas para determinar quién y qué es indígena y cuál es el significado de “Maya”. 
 En la parte III, Contesting Usos y Costumbres in Santa María Chiquimula, el foco se 
mueve hacia Santa María Chiquimula. En los tres capítulos de la parte III, se analiza la 
manera en qué los habitantes de este municipio reclaman y rechazan sus derechos ciudadanos 
étnicos a través de la participación en el Consejo Municipal, el Juzgado Comunitario de Paz y 
en el sistema de cargos. El Consejo Municipal se elige mediante elecciones y la participación 
en partidos políticos, mientras que el sistema tradicional de cargos se basa en tradiciones 
seculares que fueron transmitidas por los antepasados. Al mismo tiempo, el sistema de cargos 
es una de las características, al menos según el Movimiento Maya, de las comunidades 
indígenas y es algo que deberían poder reclamar a la hora de constituir una democracia 
multicultural. El Juzgado Comunitario de Paz es un ámbito creado por el Estado en el que tres 
jueces indígenas tienen el permiso de administrar justicia sobre la base de las costumbres y 
tradiciones del municipio. En realidad, se trata de una forma controlada del derecho 
consuetudinario indígena. 
 Para empezar, el Capítulo 7, Changing Pathways to Community Service, explora cómo 
el sistema de cargos ha venido experimentando cambios en el transcurso del tiempo. Se 
incorporaron, por ejemplo, nuevos cargos en el sistema de cargos que, a primera vista, no 
parecen ser muy indígenas, tales como la coordinación de las patrullas civiles durante el 
conflicto armado y el cumplimiento del servicio militar. También experiencias obtenidas en la 
gestión y organización de proyectos infraestructurales son tenidas en cuenta como parte de la 
organización comunitaria, como un elemento dentro del sistema de cargos. Al mismo tiempo, 
la perviviencia del sistema de cargos se encuentra bajo mucha presión. Debido al enorme 
crecimiento del Protestantismo, cada vez se hace más difícil encontrar personas que estén 
dispuestas de desempeñar cargos religiosos. Los protestantes muchas veces opinan que el 
sistema de cargos está desfasado y asocian su existencia con el subdesarrollo, mientras que 
para otras personas, sobre todo católicas y costumbristas, el sistema de cargos sigue 
representando lo que es Santa María Chiquimula “verdaderamente”. Además de eso, los 
habitantes de las zonas rurales se niegan cada vez más a desempeñar cargos que no son 
directamente de beneficio para la comunidad donde viven. Debido a ello, los cargos en el 
nivel municipal han venido experimentando presión. En síntesis, este capítulo demuestra que, 
en el contexto de un multiculturalismo aceptado en mayor o menor medida, se presentan 
movimientos en el nivel local que no son del todo unívocos. Por un lado, el sistema de cargos 
pierde legitimidad y soporte social y, por otro, se presenta una especie de continuidad de 
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ciertas normas y valores, sin embargo en una forma que las ONG internacionales y el 
Movimiento Maya no definirían como auténtica o indígena. 

Esta línea discursiva se continúa en el siguiente capítulo, And “Authenticity” 
Disappeared… Este capítulo explora el límite difuso entre el derecho estatal y el indígena en 
una situación en la que los diferentes actores involucrados en el gobierno municipal por una 
parte están distanciándose entre sí y están reproduciendo diferentes meta-narrativas indígenas 
y, por otra, siguen moviéndose los unos en los ámbitos de los otros. A pesar de que el Consejo 
Municipal, ya desde 1945, es elegido a través de elecciones municipales, este órgano 
administrativo anteriormente era completamente incorporado en el sistema de cargos. 
Asimismo, diferentes componentes del sistema de cargos se encargaron de administrar justicia 
en el municipio, que ahora está siendo asumido por los Jueces Comunitarios de Paz, quienes 
(aún) no han encontrado un lugar propio dentro del sistema de cargos. Actualmente, sin 
embargo, están manifestándose diferencias claras entre el sistema de cargos, el Consejo 
Municipal y los Jueces Comunitarios de Paz; ya no están siguiendo el mismo camino. El 
Consejo Municipal se elige a través de elecciones y sus miembros se adhieren a un partido 
político. Recibieron capacitaciones en la negociación de proyectos y la gestión de fondos y 
tienen menos experiencia con las tradiciones locales, ya que tener conocimientos de éstas no 
es de importancia o es menos importante para la ejecución de sus tareas como concejales 
municipales: la responsabilidad de los proyectos. Con ello, el Consejo Municipal se ha 
distanciado de la narrativa continuativa cultural, mientras que los miembros de los órganos 
administrativos locales reproducen esta narrativa, tanto en sus discursos como en la práctica. 
Mantienen aún las maneras en que, según ellos, los antepasados eligieron a sus autoridades. 
También los Jueces Comunitarios de Paz aplican el discurso de continuidad cultural. No 
obstante, lo dan un contenido muy diferente que las autoridades tradicionales indígenas. No 
tienen una carrera comunitaria tradicional y son nombrados por el Estado, del que reciben un 
salario cuantioso. Esto en contraposición a las autoridades tradicionales indígenas, que 
realizan sus labores ad honorem. Los Jueces Comunitarios de Paz aplican en la administración 
de justicia el discurso que está basado en el Convenio 169 de la OIT, en el que se establecen 
los derechos de todos los grupos poblacionales indígenas. Pueden ejercer el derecho 
consuetudinario, pero dentro del ámbito determinado por el Estado. El capítulo termina con la 
abolición de uno de los cargos dentro de la estructura cívico religiosa: los Mayores y 
Alguaciles del Corredor de la Municipalidad, como consecuencia de los desarrollos descritos 
en los capítulos anteriores. 

El último capítulo empírico, Local Discourses on Rights and Costumbre, cuenta qué 
llevó a que se anulara esta costumbre. Analizo sobre todo la manera en qué la población local 
negocia sobre el derecho a la existencia del sistema de cargos en el municipio. El debate se 
desarrolla a través de tres diferentes líneas. Primero, existe una diferencia entre los Jueces 
Comunitarios de Paz y las autoridades tradicionales indígenas. Los Jueces Comunitarios de 
Paz se inspiran por, sobre todo, los convenios internacionales, mientras que las autoridades 
indígenas se guían por las tradiciones que fueron establecidas por los antepasados. Segundo, 
hay una tensión que está siendo alimentada por los partidarios y los adversarios del sistema de 
cargos. Los adversarios muchas veces (¡pero no siempre!) son protestantes y recurren a la 
Constitución y otros códigos judiciales para demostrar que no pueden ser obligados a 
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participar en el sistema de cargos y las tradiciones correspondientes. Los partidarios del 
sistema de cargos, generalmente católicos o costumbristas, se refieren al legado de los 
antepasados para demostrar la legitimidad y el derecho a la existencia de la organización 
social del pueblo. Finalmente, existe una enorme tensión entre la forma en que el Movimiento 
Maya y las autoridades indígenas locales reclaman el derecho a la existencia de las 
autoridades indígenas. El Movimiento Maya se sitúa, tanto en sus quehaceres diarios -muchas 
veces viven y trabajan en la capital-, así como en sus discursos, a gran distancia de la práctica 
cotidiana del vivir en un municipio rural indígena. Por esta razón, sus ideas y la forma en que 
representan el ser indígena no son consideradas por los habitantes de Santa María Chiquimula 
como propias o indígenas. 
 En el capítulo final trato de formular respuestas a las preguntas que formaban el hilo 
conductor de este estudio y exploro cómo estas respuestas se relacionan con el significado del 
concepto de ciudadanía étnica. Puntos centrales de la respuesta son la estratificación del 
concepto de ser indígena y su relación con la complejidad de la construcción de una 
democracia multicultural. Construcciones nacionales y locales de lo Maya se influencian y 
moldean mutuamente, pero los significados locales de lo indígena son mucho más 
estratificados y dinámicos que lo que expresan los discursos nacionales. El significado de lo 
indígena no sólo adquiere forma relacionándose con ladinos, sino que se construye mediante 
diferentes líneas y límites dentro de la población indígena, tales como clase y religión. Lo que 
además influye en las ideas sobre cómo se debería gobernar los municipios indígenas. La 
construcción de una democracia multicultural adquiere en el nivel local formas mucho más 
pragmáticas que en el nivel nacional. Sin embargo, esto no significa que las personas que 
construyen desde el nivel local la democracia multicultural no se identifiquen como indígenas. 
Más bien significa que el ser indígena se articula en una manera diferente, más fragmentada. 
El contenido que las autoridades locales dan a sus reivindicaciones de ciudadanía de todas 
formas está siendo moldeado por el significado que ellos mismos dan a su identidad indígena. 
 Con esta investigación, me he colocado en la zona de tensión en la que se producen los 
procesos anteriormente mencionados y he tratado de descifrar y dar significado a los 
diferentes “idiomas” y “gramáticas” que son usados por los diferentes actores al reclamar sus 
derechos ciudadanos. Con ello, he tratado de descubrir la relación entre las articulaciones 
nacionales y las locales de lo indígena, en vez de verlas como contradictorias. No sólo he 
mostrado las diferencias entre las construcciones de identidad indígena locales y nacionales, 
sino también las diferencias existentes en el nivel local. No existe un solo grupo que puede 
determinar el significado de ser indígena; no existe un conjunto definitivo de “terms of 
belonging” (“términos de pertinencia”). Lo que, no obstante, no quiere decir que “indígena” o 
“Maya” sean categorías vacías. El hecho de que en la sociedad guatemalteca contemporánea 
existan espacios para negociar qué es indígena y cómo debería ser una democracia 
multicultural y de que múltiples agrupaciones indígenas participen en este debate, indica que 
la etnicidad sigue siendo una directriz importante para la organización social en Guatemala, y 
demuestra que la política en Guatemala, tanto en el nivel local como en el nacional, tiene un 
carácter étnico. Sin embargo, las articulaciones de lo indígena que se desarrollan en este 
contexto son tan fragmentadas y tienen tantos diferentes rostros que hace casi imposible 
representar a los indígenas y los Mayas como una categoría como tal. 
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